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PREFACH. 

Tus edition of Thucydides is based on the text of L 

Dindorf’s edition, Leipzig, 1824. Indeed, with the single 
exception of punctuation, which has been modified, as will 

be explained in the sequel, there has been no departure 

from Dindorf’s text, the readings which seemed to be pre- 

ferable being referred to in the notes which accompany 

this edition. In preparing the notes, I have made free 

use of 1, Poppo’s edition, xi. vols. Leipzig, 1821-1840. 

2, Goeller’s, Leipzig, 1836. 8, Haack’s, Leipzig, 1820. 4, 

Kriiger’s, Berlin, 1846. 5, Bothe’s, Leipzig, 1848. 6, Di- 

dot’s, Paris, 1883. 7,-Bekker’s, Oxford, 1821. 8, Arnold’s, 

Oxford, 1840. 9, Bloomfield’s, Londen, 184%. I have also 

derived much assistance from Betant’s Lex. Thucyd. now 

in a course of publication. 

In the use of the editions before me, I have aimed at 

a conscientious acknowledgment of all aid received from 

others. If, however, my own mind arrived independently at 

a given result, I did not deem it to be my duty to attribute 

it to others, even though a coincidence might afterwards 

have been found to exist between my own conclusions and 

those of other editors. Nothing has been received on the 

mere assertion of other scholars, however eminent they 

might be. Every difficulty has been subjected to a thorough 
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examiation, and the opinions of others have been weighed 
and compared impartially, and honored as their intrinsic 

worth appeared to demand. 

The same plan has been pursued in the siheyiniatico of 

the notes, which I adopted in my previous publications, 

and it is hoped that this volume will betray no marks of less 

care and attention; in the selection of words and passages 

requiring comment, or in the kind and degree of assistance 

furnished to the student, than is manifest in those editions. 

To some it may appear at first sight that too much aid 

has been furnished the student. It will be seen upon exa- 

mination, however, that it has not been indiscriminately 

bestowed, but in a way which always leaves much for the 

student himself to do. It will also appear, that I have not 

proceeded on the plan of selecting a few chapters on which 

to give a full commentary, and of leaving the other portions 

comparatively untouched, but have aimed to bestow upon 

every chapter and every section throughout the whole text, 

the amount of illustration which its difficulties seemed to 

require. 

The general observations on the orations and other 

portions of the history, together with the argument affixed 

to each chapter, I hope will be found of great service to 

the student. They have cost much labor, owing to the 

excessive brevity of style which characterizes Thucydides, 

and which renders it extremely difficult to reduce his writ- 

ings to a much shorter compass than he has left them, and 

yet retain the leading ideas. 

In respect to the punctuation of the text it may be res 

marked, that at the instance of several eminent professors, 
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a more free use of punctuation-marks has been made than 

s found to have been done in Dindorf’s edition, although 

not to the degree in which they are found in the older edi- 

tions. In revising the punctuation of Dindorf, I have been 

guided mainly by my own sense of the wants of the text, 

although’ in many instances my views have been modified 

by the usage of other editors. 

The basis of grammatical reference is the grammar of 

Ki. A. Sophocles (new edition), and Ktihner’s School Gram- 

mar published at Andover, 1844. References also have 

been freely made to the grammars of Crosby, Buttmann, 

Matthize, Rost, Kriiger, and Jelf’s Kuhner (Oxford edition, 

1842). 
The map prefixed to this edition, although of necessity 

reduced in size, is an exact reprint of Kiepert’s Map of 

Greece at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war. It is 

unnecessary to inform scholars of the high estimation in 

which the maps of this geographer are held throughout the 

civilized world. It would be desirable for each student to 

have in his possession a complete set of Kiepert’s maps; 

but as this cannot be-expected, the map accompanying this 

edition will be found to meet all his wants as far as relates 

to Greece in the times of Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, 

etc. Jor much that pertains to geographical and topogra- 

phical matters, I must acknowledge my indebtedness to 

Col. Leake’s “ Travels in Northern Greece and the Morea,” 

and “ ‘Topography of Athens,” books which Bloomfield justly 

says are indispensable to the student or reader of Thucy- 

dides, and of so masterly a character as fairly to entitle the 

writer to the appellation of the first geographer of our age. 
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1 take occasion again to return my nanks to tne classi- 

cal professors and teachers, for the favor with which they 

have received my previous publications, and for the friendly 

interest which they have manifested in the present work. 

As soon as my ayocations will permit, I intend, if my life and 

health are spared, to offer them another volume, containing 

the remaining text of Thucydides, brief annotations, and 

copious verbal, historical, and grammatical indices of the 

whole work. Meanwhile I commit to their kind regards 

this volume, with the hope that it will contribute somewhat 

to the cause of classical learning in this country, and serve 

to introduce to more general use the writings of the man, 

to whom by common consent has been given the appella- 

tion PRINCEPS HISTORICUM 

Cornelius Institute, May 4th, 1848. 



ABBREVIATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS. 

S. stands for Sophocles’ Greek Grammar. 
K. « Kihner’s “ ¢ 
C. « —__ Crosby’s « 2 
Mt. ” Matthia’s *“ « 

Butt. . Buttmann’s “ “ 

Kr. «  KEetgers “ * 
Vig. “ — Viger’s Greek Idioms. 
N. - Note. - 

ef. ** compare, consult. 
we 9 nad te dora = etc., &e. 

SC. by: scilicet. 

The references to Kihner are made to his School Grammar, translated 

py Messrs. Edwards and Taylor, Andover. Whenever Jelf’s edition of 
Kiuhner is referred*to, the name is fully given. The references to Butt- 
mann are made to his Larger Grammar, translated by Dr. Robinson. 
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Hordaacav xat tov Lslonovyycioy yookr0 vx tav ‘A dnraiay 
~ « ~ A 

not &g to teiyos uarépvyev.! AUXIII. éxavayopar d8 6 "Agioreds 
ano tig Swksews Oo Ok TO GAO OTEaTEYLA ToonUEVoY, FOEHGE 

x e / , , “ 3A ~ 2 ; ae ‘ 

perv omotéomos Staxtwduvevoy ywouoag, 7 eat tHG Odvy Fou y 8¢ THY 

TIotiSaar, 20k S ovv Evvayayorts rove meh éavtov wg éy Ehetyt- 
e 4 ~ 

crov yaoior, Sedum BiickoOo &g tyv Ilotidamr. xa napydde 
4 ) A ‘ ~ ? ld , . ~ 

mapu thy yyhyy due tio Dalaoons Paldousvog te xat yubenos, 
sas , > , A A ? et < ig ces | 

ohiyous mer tivag anoBalor, tovg de misiovs owas. 2. of emo 
~ ~ A , 

tig Olvv Dov toig IlorWacratg BonPoi, aaéyet 58 &yjxovta meh- 
, ¢€ 4 \ ~ 

ora oradiors xa ott xatapavés, OG 7] moyy EplyvEero nat TH onion 
~ c » nd 

HoOn, Boayy wey tt meoqdVorv wg BoyPyoortes, xa oc Maxedores 
c ’ > . , 4 , 

enki CYTUEUQETES CYTO wg xor ue, émeidy Oe Ove Teyous 7 7 

inn TOY A dyraicoy éyizveto Hab Te onMEeie xaredneoOn, nély 
enavexagovy ég TO TELYOS Kat Ot Moxedoves mage zovs Adyvaiovs’ 

tanijs é ovderégors mapeyEevove0. 3. perce dé civ mdyny Toomaior 

Eorycay ot “A Snraior xat Tovg vEexQove iaoondrious aniSooar Taig 

Uordaccras. anéIavov 68 Hordaveray HEY HAL TOP Suamapeor 

bene’ TB t Cj 
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ony ehéoooug TQLaxooioY, “Adyvaier d: adcar meveynoved xa 
&xaroy nat Kaddiag 6 orgucnyos. LXIV. 20 & & rov ‘oD poo 
rsigog ev9vG of "ADyvaior anozéytourtes Egoovgovy’ 7d 8 ey thw 

Tladiyyny aretyotoy iy" ov yae inavot évopulov sivas ey te t@ 
icu@ podvesiv uot és tiv Heddjrny dwoBarres cevyiler, Sedidreg 
pn opto ot TorWaarat xai oi Evupazor yryvouévors Siya énvOav- 
to. 2. noi avyPavopsror of &v tH 20dE “ADnvaion ryv Taddyvyy 
ATSYLOTOY OCU, YOOrD VOTEQoY méumovOW sEaxeciovs xa ythiovs 
Onhitas savtay nat ay psegie tov “Aowniov orgostyyay. Og aept- 
nomevog & vy Had joyy not 8S Agrtiog o oguaipevos, myssriyoye Tj 

HoriSaigz cov orpativ nate Boayd mooiay nat xElpoy aus THY yHY. 
ag 08 ovdeig EmeSijer &¢ paynr, aneteizioe to éx tHS Tladdjyng reiyos* 
3. ual ovtws dn xara xoatog 4 Horidaa duporégader éxokioo- 

~ va 

KETO, KL Ex Daldooys vavow auc Epoguovoas.~ LXV. *Aaorevs 
~ ‘ by ( 

ds dmoreyioPetons adrig nat elnida ovdepiar Exo cornoias, HY pi 
age , nv 7 , , , \ 

at ano Lshonovyyoov 7 audio mapahoyor yiyyytoat, EvveBovdeve pey 

TAY MEVTAXOCIOY EvEMoY THONGUGL TOIG GAROIG éxndEvoul, ONS 
4A ~ ~ ~ 

émt mhéov 6 citog drtLOYT, nal avTOG TOELE THY mEvorT@Y Eira, CS 
4 

F ovx ExerOe, Bovdduevos t& Emi rovtoig magacnsvatew, nai On0¢ 
. oo» c. 4 x me Ae ‘ $ 

ta tkoder éer wg agita, éxmhovy motitas Ladwv thy puhexiy 

tav -Adnvaior. 2. xai mapaperav &» Xadudevor ta re aie 
‘ U ~ , “ss 

émodeust nat Seouvdiov Loyyoas moog ty mode modhove duépPecger 
; @ , 

ée te thy Iehonovyyooy éngaooey ony wgéhem tig yEerioeton 
3. pera O8 tig Tocdaiag tiv anorsixow Doouior pev Eo tors 

A 

sSaxoclove xat yrhiovs tiv Xakuwixyy nai Borciany edyov, xat Eorr 
a ca ° 
& xa mohiouata Eide. 

~ 4 

LXVI. Tots & “Adnraioig noi Tehonorvyoiow caizion pes 
pS , > b) 14 . ~ 4 , A x 

avtTat meocyeyevyyto és addydovs’ toig wer Kogtwdiog, ot typ 
~ ) A : : 

Tlotidwiavy éavtay ovoay anomiar xat dvdeas Kopwdiavr ce nat 
Hehorovvycicoy &y aboy éveas eoubgnov toic & Adyraiow & 
rove Hehonoveyoiovs, OTL EaUT@Y TE MOdLY Sumpoyidae Koel pogor 
vmotehij cneornouy, not ELOovrss ogiow dnd 70d MeOMAVO’S énc- 

yorto peta IlotwWaatay. ov pértor 0 ye aokenoc mm Evvedooyet, 
See eee ee i: Ce ~ e , ee 
ak st averoyy qv Wie yag ravta ot Kogivdiot txoakar. 
LXVII. molioguovnerys ds tiis TlozwWaias ovy jovyalor, avdgar ts 
ogiow sort? ‘nal apo megi TH yooip Sediores’ magexchove 8 

(AAR me Se o64 wt 
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‘ A 

evdve &¢ Tip Aaxedaipove Tove Sumpdizous. Kol naar eBooy dPovces 
tav “Adyvaiwr Ott omo0vdKe TE Ashendtes elev wat cdimoisy Ty Ie- 

Aomoryyoor. 2. Aiywigtai té pevegors ev ov tgeoPevopevot, Sede- 
zeg tovg ‘Adnraiors, xovpa dé, ody Huota met avTayY évpyor TOP 
mohepor, Léyortes ovx sivar avTOVOMOL xatTa Tao onovdas. 3. OF 

~ a 

d& Aaxedaimoriot, mpoonagaxadecavtes tov Svyupeyor te not ee 
x : ~ / ~ ~ 

zig te hho egy qdixqoIat a0 -ADyraior, Evddoyor opar avtay 
, A > , , a: yee / 

momoartes tov eiwPora deyew exehevov.. A. xa addoL TE MHQLOY- 

teg syxdjuata émowvrto wg Exaotor xat Meyagis, Snhovrres pay 
\@ > 347 ’ , ‘ , a ~ 

Kal &TEQH OVH Ohiya Staqpoea, uahiota 5é Limevey TE stoyerD at THY 
> ~ > , > ~ A ~ > ~ ] ~ A 4 , 

&v Ty Adnvraior apyy xa tHS “Artinis ayopas mapa Tag omordas. 
, A ~ 

5. mapedOovrreg Oe tedevtaior Kogivduot, xai tovs alLove édourres 

moator maposvvar tove AauxeSammoviovs, éneizov tordds. - 
~ is 2 ~ ~ 

LXVIII. To moray tyes, © Auxsdaponol, tHe xaP imag 
> A , a: t , ? , > ‘ ” a 

GUTOUS MOATELAS HAL OMdLAgG amMLOTOTEQOYS &o TOS HAOUS, HY TE 

Léyousr, xaSiotyor’ xal at adrtov cwpoocdyyy per Zyete, Guadio 
dé miéovi moog ta Ew apdypara yoyode. 2. molldus yae mQ0- 

, c ~ Ria > - 2 2s 9 , , > 

ayopevortay juny a sushdouey v70 Adnrainy BlaarecPat, ov 
A, 2 > 7. a \ : > ~ > b ~ 

meg. wv sdwWacxouer exaotote Tyy padyow eroiode, alka TOP 
heyovt@y paddov vmevosize we Evexa toy adroi, (Sie Stepogmy rE 

d A > 9 =% > ‘ , > <3 i ee ~ wy > 7, 

Sigel zat Ot avrto ov mew muoyew, add i £75 OPE eae 
cous Sumpezous zovads magenulicure, § é&y ols mpoorxEt wees ovy 
java simeiv, OOM nal meyore. eyxdijata eyouer, U70 yey °" ADy- 
vate UBorlouerol, 0720 dé duaY GuEhovuerot. 3. xual & mey aqpavels 
mov ores 7Oixovr thy Eli dda, didacnakiag av og odx siddct mQ0G- 
, ~ se ~ ~ t v ‘ , Co 
ede. voy Oe ti Sei waxonyoosiv, wv tovg ev Oedovdomsrove Ogate, 

~ 4 ~ . toig 8 éniBovdevortag avtoves, xai ody Hatota tois Huetéoore Evp- 

Udyog xual éx MOLLOY MoOMApEOxEvaGMEVOLE, EL MOTE TOLELiCONTRL. 
> 4 X , , c , re en = 4 , 

4. ov yao av Kepxvody te vmohaBortes Bie iar sizoy xat Tozi- 
ct ‘ 

Saray Emokiogxovr, wv TO mer Emixcupotutoy yopioy meds TH Ent 
7 > ~ c ‘ 4 “ , , 

Oouuns amoyonodat, y de vavtixoy ay usyiotovy magecye Llehonov- 
, 4 ~ Bs fo ” , ~ >? 

enotow. LXIX. xe tarde imei atziot, co ts me@TOY EdouPTES 
~ .¢ . A ‘ 

avrous thy modw peta te Mydina xpativar xat voregor TH Maxpe 
~ 4 ~ ’ 

otjou teiyn, &¢ TOOE TE KEL KOGTEQOLYTES OV MOVOY TOUS Um Exél- 
, ? , > 4 ‘ \ € , 4 tc =a 

vor Sedoviwmpevors ehevdepiac, alha xa Tove vustepovs 10y Svupe- 
‘ 4 ~ 

yous. ov yao 0 Sovdwodmevos, ald o Svrdusvog piv Mavout, MEK 
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~ /, > , + 4% ~ ” 4 4 > , ~ 5 ~ 

ogar dz, adyOeoregov avto dod, eineg xar tyv aEioow THs agetig 
~ 7 ~ 

wg shevdegny tiv ‘Eliade. pégetat. 2. wdhig 62 voy ze Evry) Oouer 
4 \ ~ ~ ~ A 5) ~ 

Hei OVSE YUP Ext *PUrEQois. YORY yao Odx el AOInovpEDn Ext CxONEI?, 
Pra! > ¢ > re ren. ~ rc 0 \ > 
ahha xa ors auvvovpsda. ot yao Semrteg BeBovdevpéror mQdg ov 
Steyvaxoras Hn ual ov péddovees éxéoyorra. 3. xat émotaueda 

7 ¢ ~ Le ~ , 7 > 3 7 ~ a oN \ / 

oig 00@ of AdDnvraios nou ott nat Odiyor yoQovow Eni TOVEG méhas. 
A , 4 bad A a , ¢€ ~ t 7t™~ 

not harPavew user oionevot dia to avaiodytoy vay yooor Oagpov- 

au’ yrdrtec dé eiddrag meguogar ioyveame éyxeicorta. 4. hovyatere 
A , c , id , 3 ~ , ‘ 3 ‘ ~ 

yao mover EdAnvar, o Auxedaimoriot, ov ty Ovvause twa adda tH 
A ~ 

HEAdijos GUvPouErol, “al wOvoL ovn apzousryny THy avsnow TAY 
3 ~ ‘ \ , « ? > , 3 

eyDony, Suzdaciovperny de xatadvortes.” 5. xaitos sheyecde aopa- 
Aeig sivat, ov Koa 6 hoyog tov ~pyou éxearet. tov te yo Midov 

> , 7 > , ~ , 7% ‘ , > , 

QUTOL LomEY EX MEQaTOY YNg moOTEQOY Ext THY ITzLomorvHGOY ELO-O9- 
A ~ ~ ~ 

Th, 1 TH MAO Vuoy aging meoamartycat, xat vuy TOS "_ADyvaiovs 
7 As ~ ~ 

ovy endo, WomEp Exsivor, GAL éyyde Ovtag mEQLOgaTE, KUL avTL TOV 
> ~ PJ s > 7 , ~ > , \ > td 

exehdeiy autor auvvecdas Bovieote uaddov éEmtorvtas, xas Eg TYYAS 

moos moAA@ Svvatotégovs ayorCousvor xaraczyvat, Emoraperor 
xa Tov BaepBupor avtoy mEQL AIT Ta Meio CPUhevta, not MOOS 

> ‘\ A > , \ ¢ ~ 4 ~ id , > ~ 

avtovs tovg Adyvaiovs modha nuag 70y toig aunoTHUacy avt@Y 

uahdov 7 TH ag yor tyscgie. mEoryeyernuevos* Emel ai ye buetEQa 
éhmides 75y Ties mov nal amapacxevore Pid TO miotEvons EpOelQUr. . 

~ \ F 

6. xai undeig buar én ey Dom 10 mdéor 7, aizin vomioy Tade LéyeoOat. 
~ A 

aizia piv yao pilor avdowy éoriy duaotarort@r’ xatynyopia dé 
> f= iy , .¢° ” ‘ 7 Yi 
éyIoay adixyoartar. LAX. xa ape, eimeg tives xat GAOL, vout- 

yx x Be , , > re x ‘ , 
Couey wScoe sive toig méhas Woyor éneveyneiv, UALws TE nal MEya- 

~ 4 t ~ 

Lov tov Swapegdvtmy uadectw@tor, mEQl wv Ox aicOarecGat Tuiv 
~ 3g? 3 , , A 4 c w , 

ye Ooxsits, ovd éxhoyicnodat mamote mp0g oiovg tuiv ADyvaiovs 
7 ~ A ~. A 

OVTAS KHL OOOY YuoY nat Oo maY StaqéporTas 6 aywv gota. 2. ob 
~ ~ Vt? a 

ev Ye vecoteQomotol nat Emwvonjout Obeig nai énitehécae oy 0 ay 
i ~ a 4 ~ 

yracw* vei b& te dadoyorta te mle xai Emryrovae undev nat 
x Igr b ~ 2 , 3 i \ ¢€ S \ bY , 
toy@ ovds tavaynain éinecdat. 3. avdic dé ot wer xou mapa dv- 

4 A 4 ~ ~ van TOUYATAL Kat TADK yrouyny udvrEervta nat ent TOIg Sevoig 
> A 4 4 , ~ , 3 ~ ~ ~ 

evidmideg* to 88 vmstegov tH te Svvapews evdex moaEat, tg TE 
4 ~ ~ ~ 1 

yrouns unde toig BeBaiowg miotevout, tav te Seay pydSémote oie- 
> , 4 ‘ \, 4 ¢ ~ 4 

oa anohvOyjceoOu. A. xai pyr nal doxvote mQdg bua MEhAntEs 
q 4A A > a” A ~ 

nou amodnuytas moog evdnwotacovs. Olortat yaQ Oi Mev TH AmOVvote 
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a+ ~ me ~ t, a “A 

ay tt utaodal, vusic O& tH éExelOsiv nai ta éxoipa av Blawue. 
~ ~ ~ 4 w : A 

xourourtes te TaY éyOowy ent mheiotoy ESepyorTal, ual vineuEVOL 
én éhayiotor avanintovow. 5. ézt dé toig ev oomacw adAOTEtw- 

, ¢ x ~ , ~ ~ ’ A | , > ‘ 

TUTOIG VEG THS MOhEME yourTat, TH yroun Se OixeL—oTATY es TO 
, t<Ae : ed bd ar ‘ 5h , eae ee 

moaooey te veg avtns. 6. xual @ mer ay Exwwoyjoartes wy ESL 0 
ow, Olnsia otépecDat yyovrrar’ a oO av éneLOdvtes xtHOwrTat, 
57 A 4 U ~ oe I > , , 

Ohiya mQ0g TH MehhorTa Trvysiv moakartes. yv 8 KOK xUL TOV MELO 
7 > ? 4 > , 4A ? , 4 

ogpahacw, arvtehnicoartes KALa Endypwmoury THY yosar. MOvOL yap 
4 ~ 

ovat te omoiws xat éhailovow & av Enworjowol, die td Taysiay 
~ z \ ~ ~ 

Thy emyeionow moiiodo or ay yroot. 7. xat TadTR mete MOVEY 
A ¢ ~ ~ 7 ~ 

morro xa xivdvvay Ot OLOV TOV aid@vog HoySovGL’ nat amoLavovVOW 
ow 4 ce, 

élayiota THY Uaupyortoy ie TO KEL “TAOD ML, ROL pyTE E0QTIP 
ed sue \ ‘ 1 , ~G , > t 
ahho ti yystoD ul 4 to tH Sorta moaSat, Evupopar te ovy yooor 

\ 4 7 
qovylar amoaywova 7 acyoliay éninovory. 8. wate & tig adtovEs 

4 ~ 

Evrvelov pain mepuxévas emi tH pte advrovs eyew Hovylar, mite 
~ ~ \ a 

zovg Gdhove avGounors ear, O99a> av simo. LXXI. cadvryg 
? "4 > , , bs 7 

pevtoe ToLMv’TyS avtixadeotynvias mOhEMs, © AaxeSammorior, Sie- 
, 4 BA ‘ ¢ , > 7, ~ > , ba 

Hedhete* xo o1eodEe tyy jovyiay ov tovtolg Tar avOowmuyr Ent 
~ ~ a ~ A ~ wm 

mheiotoy apxeir, of ay TH wer mapaoxsry Since moccowot, TH O8 
, I > ~ ~ SJ <> , 5 Dg atks IN ae es 

yrouy, yv adixortar, Sydot wot uy emiteewortes’ GAL Emi TH pH 
~ 4 A A ” 

dunsiv re GLove nel adTOL uvvouevor wy BlLantecSas TO ior vé- 
pete. 2. wodig & ay mode duoie magoinovrres Exvyyavete TovTOV* 
~ 4° 37 \ 7 5 ' > , Cc -~ AD , 

vy 0, OmEO xa HETt EOnhOOUMEY, KOYALOTOOTA VUwY TH EmitydEv- 
A ‘ / 

HUT MEdS adTOVS EoTLY. avaynn 0 WomED TEYYNG KEL TH HILyLYVOMEVE 
~ ‘ , a” 

noateiy. 3. xot yovgalovoy pév moder te axivyTE vOmImA aQLoTE, 
‘ 4 4 > , 2? ~ qe See , 

moos mohia dé avayxolousvols teva modding nai tHS emiteyvycens 
~ 7 4 A ~ 3 ‘dl > X ~ 7, Ete) , 

bei. Sudzep uot TH TOY ADyraiwr amo THs mohumEping Ent mLEOY 
c , , 4 ep ~ Te = ee ae G 

tua xexaivotoat. A. ueyor wer ovv tovds apicIarvuar 7 Boadv- 
~ ~ 4 ’ o 

ang vuy 8 toig te KAdow nai Hloridaaraic, woneg vaedeEao9e, 
’ ‘ f > , > Wee , o \ 

BonOyjoute natn tayos éoBalovtes &¢ thy Arrinyy, wa wy drdoag 
~ ~ , Ae tee * 

ze qihovg nai Evyyersig toig eyDioroig moonode, nar Tuas tovg 
wt 2 , A Ld , 4 ?, , 5 8 ~ 

Gove a0vpia moog étegay twa Evumayiay tospyte. 5. Somes 
> n A oi a ‘ ~ ~ € , # \ > , 

5° av adixov ovdey ovté me0¢ Dewv tov Opxiwy ovte mo0S arIQn- 
~ A > , 

nov tov aicdavrousrwy. Avovot ye. cnovdas ody ot dt’ Eonuics 
” , 2 > € ‘ ~ r BD , 

cAdow mgoctortes, add ot py Pontovrtes oig av Evroucowor. 
o ~ ~ * 4 7 x 

B. Boudouévey 5: duadr rp00vpow elves uEerovmer’ OvTE Ya OOLM GE 
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rrowiuev peroBaddouevos odre EvvySeorégove av cdlovs eSoouper. 
7. moog cade Bovdevecds ev, xai tiv Hedondvyncor netgacds pi 
élioow é&nyeio Pur 7 ot matépes buiv magedoour. 

LXXI. Toradra ner oi KogivOso sinov. tov d8 “A dnvaior 
érvys yo moEoBeva mootegor ev TH Aaxedaiuore meQt GALwy mapod- 

OG, HAL OG YoDortO THY Adyor, *okey avroig magiTyTEH & TOvs 
| Aaxedaipoviors sivot, toy per &yxdyudtov mégr undé&y amohoyyoo- 

a 

, t ¢ 4 > , ~ \ ‘ ~ , € > 
pEvovg wv ct moheg evexccdovr, dndwout Os mEQt TOV MAYTOG, WE OV 

td > ~ , 4 > + el / , A 7 

Tayews avroig Povdevtéoy ein, GAA Ev mdeiont OuEMTEOY. HO Ue 
\ , 7 > , ~ v4 ” , A e , 

THY OMEtéony mohkiy EBovdovto cHuyvat oon ety OvPHULY, xaL Um0- 
, Pp, z U \ ~ 

_ prjow nowjoac9at tois te mpeoButégois wv YdEcuy nat TOS vEDTE- 
: & ~ \ 4 ~ 

poi eSnynow wv &meQot jour, vouilovres wahAoY AY ALTOS Ex TH? 
\ ~ 

_ hoyor m0d¢9 70 Hovyalew toanioPct 7 m0g TO mohEusiv. 2. mQ00- 

ehOdrteg ovv toig AaxeSummoriog *Epacav BovlecOar nut aitot 
~ ~ a , ~ , 

ég TO WAROOS adTay eiméeiv, st TL My anonwhvoL. 3. 01 0 exehevor 
4 ~ , 8 Emevat, nai mapedOorres ot “AOnvaios Eeyor towds. 

ti ~ ~ t 

LXXIL. ‘A nev meéoBevors judy ovx &g avtidoyiay toig vue- 

e 

zpos Evpuctyous éyéveto, GAG meg wv H mods Exeuper* cicdd- 
_pevot 58 xataBony ovx dhipny ovcay jay aagydPoper, ov toig 
_ éyuhjuaot tov mddewv avzepotyzes, ov yuo mapk Smactaig iptv 
_ 0bzE HUdr ovtE TovTOY Ot Adyou ay ylyvowT0, GLK Onws wy adims 
mei ueyahow mouyudcor rots Evupcyors mevOdueror ysigov Boviev- 
oyoe, xat ana Bovddperot megi Tov martds dyou TOV & Tuas 
xad_estaros Suhaout, 0g odte amendTas EyomeY & nEXTIMEDH, T TE 

_ nohig Huy &&iaoyou éori. 2. natta wey revy mado ti Se Aeyerr, 
cy cxout MALLOY Aoyar mdoTLQEs 7} OWES THY AxovooMEro 5 TH O8 

Mydince uot dou adtot Evniore, ci nat d¢ dyhov paddov ~orau det 
— mooBaddouevors, dvcyxyn Aéysw* nat yao Ore sgdper, Ew orpedeice 
_ éxwdvveveto, 7g tov wey Zoyou péeog petéozete, Tov dé Loyou my 

_ mavtds, 8 te agers, oreguexopeda. 3. dy Onoerat dé ov magas- 
tycewsg pihhov evexn 7 wagtveiov “at Sylw@oemg mode otav bir 

“m0hw wy ev Bovdevonsvots 6 ayor xataoriceta. A. gamer yug 
 Mugedavi ce udvow ngoxwdvredoa tH BaeBage xat Ore tO vore- 
| pov FAGe_r, ody jxovol drteg nate yyy aurvecOar soBertes éo rag 
_ vas mowSnpet vy Sudapine Evevarpayjoa, oreo oye wy uate wodes 
 abroy émimdgovta civ [Iehondvyncov mogdeiv, Gdvratmr ay Ortme 

ae i Cole Te EE Oe Ss Heer ne: 

PERT GT 
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ness vavs MOAAuS AAdydowg émBonDeiv. 5. texuretor dé wéz10TOs 
avtés exoinos’ vixynSels yao Taig vavoiv, og overt AIT Omotag 
ovong tis SuvrapEns, xaTa TAOS TH A2EOM TOV GTQUTOD AVEYOQNCEr. 
LXXIV. coovzov pévror EvuBdvtog tovrov, uai sagas Syhwder- 

zog Oct &v Taig vavot tav ‘“EdAjvav ta modypata éyéveto, Tole Te 
ogeuodrara & adz7d mapecyousda, aQLOUdY TE VEdY MEiOTOY Kat 
&rdoa orparyyor Evvetodtaroy xi meoPvuiay KoxvoTaTyY, VAvS [MEP 
ye ég TS TETQUKOGIAs Ohiyp éLdacovs Sto poar, OsuiotoxdEec dE 
doyorta, 0g aitidtautos & TH otErm vavuayhoa éeyéveto, OmEQ 
cagioraza tomoe TH MOGypUTA, Xai adzor Sue TOvTO vuEic OF ME- 
dicta étiujoate cadoa Eévoy tav wg tua EOOrtmy. 2. aQ0Hv- 
piaw 8 xa modv Todunootacyy edetSaper, ot ye, Exedy yyiy wate 
viv ov8sig eBonGe, tov Glow 7dy uezor Hucv Sovdevdrtar, 75tw- 

caer, Exlimovtes Thy mod nat Ta oixsia SiapPsigurtes, und ws TO 
trav megioinwy Evupcyor xowor mpodinetvy, unde oxsdaocdErtes 
dyoxior abtoig yerécOut, GLX zoPdvtes és tag vads xwdvvevout Kat 
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4 

'Adyvaiow gihovg te nai eyFoove vouitew, Evviorartd te, xal 
4 3 , 

LuBovreg eyyspidia eanwains &¢ tiv Bovdyy éceiOorres, cov Te 
~ ~ 4 ~ 

TleSiav ureivovot, xai &diove tov te Bovdevt@y xai idiorayr ey 
LS a4 c bg ~ Moet, ta! , 7 oe. TI Bi DA , a 

éEynorta. ot O& twES TH avrng yrouns tH Leia odiyor é¢ 
‘ = 4 ; civ “Actinyy tomjon xartépvyor éxe magovoar. LXXI. dpdcar- 

~ 7 ~ 

zeg O8 tovto uai Evyxadécurtes Keguvouiovg sinovy ore tavrte 
nat Pédtiota sin xai quot ay Sovlwdeiey ix “ADyraiwr, to te 

: \ ~ ‘ ¢ ? ‘ \ 

hoimov pydetégovye SéyecOur GAN 4 me wnt yovydlortas, to 68 
~ A > ~ , 

nhéov mohgutov hyeicOut. wg Od simor, xa Eminvedoa Trayxe- 
‘ , , A A > 4 > , > A 

cay tiv yrounr. 2. méumovor de xan &¢ tag Adivag evdvg 
~ , € , ‘ 

moeopetg mepi Te THY mExQaypévor SWaSovtus, wg Evvéepege, xom 
‘ ~ \ , ,. 5 

TOUS éxel xaTaMEGErjoTUs mEivorTAs Under avEenITAdEOY maooEL, 
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Omecg py ts émozoopy yeryta. LXXIT. &ddorvtmy 82, on 
"Adyvaior tovg te mpéoPerg wg vewregilortacs EvddaBortes, nat 
v ” , > 7 > ‘ , ~ » 
doovg Ensioar, xarederto &¢ Aiywar. 2. &v 58 tovr~m tar Keo- 

Te cor ‘ , 2 , , , 
xvodiov ot éyortes ta moaypata ELDovons teimeovs Kogwdiag 

nat Aanedcaimovior mogoBewv emitidertar tH Sium, noi mayoueros 
éviunouy. 3. aginouerns 58 vuntos, 6 per Shuog é tiv axoonolw 
vol TH petémpa TIS moles xatagedrye, xual avtov Evireyels 
© , A \ e oe , € A , > ‘ 

idevdn, xar tov “Yidaixov diwéva eiyov" ot b8 tHy tE ayoQar 
, t ¢ 5 eae > V24 , \ \ 

xatéhaBor, vvmeg ot moddoL Muovy KUT@Y, xo TOY AimEevo TOY mQ0S 
avy “ai moog tiv yaepor. LXXIII. cy 0 voregui¢e jueoBod- 

‘ , 

Gupro TE GAiya, xuL Eo TOS ayQOVS mEQLeMEUTOY HupOTEQOL, TOYS 
Soviovs mapaxadovrytés te nal élevdeglay wmioyvovmeror’ zal TH 
usv Opug TaY olxeTaY TO MAHOOS mageyéveto Evupayor, toig O° 
éxépolg &% TiS NmEloov Emixoveot oxtaxdot. LXXIV. diadiaov- 
ong 8° ipéous mayn avdis yiyvetat, nat vine 6 Siuos, yogioyr 

\ iA ~ ~ ~ 

zs ioyvs nat minder mootyor" ab te yuraines abToig TolunowSs 
EvyemelaBorto Baddovoa and tay oimar TH nEQduUm nat made 
quow vaouévovoa tov DoerBor. 2. yerouevys d8 tig ceomys mee 
Seihyv owiar, Seicartes of ddtyou un avtoBost 6 Syuog tov TE 

‘ yemolov xoatyoeer, eeiLOar nar opas SiapOsigser, gumimeaos 
tag Oixiag tag é&y xvxd@ tig ayoous ua tag Evvoinias, Onws 
Te , A > r. ay 2 , 4 4 

yn y epodos, gedouervor ovte oineiag ovte adhotoiag* WoTE HOE 
YONMate MOkAG surdgar xatExavon nat 7 modi éxwddvevos naow 
dcapOapnrvat, e aveuog emeyéveto tH qpdoyt enxipogos & avriy. 

‘ ‘ ' ~ é 

3. %OL Ob MEY MOVOUMEVOL TIS MAYNS WS EXATEQOL HOLYKourTES TIP 
> i ee: 2 es ~ ~ , 

yiuta &y gvdaxy your’ xo 4% Kopwdia vuvg tov Syuov xexoaty- 
4 ~ 

xOTOS, UmEsaryyEeto, xal THY EmtKOvEoY OL MOAAOL éo THY HmEQoY 
AaDorteg duexouiodyoar, LXXV. cy 8 éauyptyropery jucon 

, ¢ > ? , 

Nixoorgatos 6 Aurgépovs, “Adyraiwy orpacnyos, mapuylyvetae 
~ b. , 

Bondar éx Novadztov dadexa vavot xai Meconrior aevtaxociots 
omdizaic’ §0uBuciv. te ingucoe, nat meide wore Evyyweicce 
9 , , \ a \ > wk ~ a >? , 

adhyow, déxa pev avdQuag tovg alziwtuUtoVS xpivat, OL ODvxETE 
Ww ; A SP 4 > ~ A A b) 4 , 

sueway, TOVS 8 adhove oixeiv, omovdag me0g adAnhove mooupE- 
4 \ ? , 4 A > \ by \ A t 

yous not 200¢ ‘APyraiovs, wate Tovg avtovs éyPoovg xal qidovs 
G } er \ vied , 4 ? , 4 

pouile. 2. xr 0 mEv Tavta moaSag gushiey anonhevosoFa 
A ~ , . ~ ~ 

ob 58 rovdjuov moootarar meiPouuw abror mévtE pev vag TOY 
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¢ ~ " ~ 4 h3 , 2 avrov opiot xazadimeiy, Onwe jeoor tt ev xOyoE Oc ot évaretor, 
a7 A A. 4 ~ , ~ , loag b& abror mAyowourtes éx oar aitar Evuxduper. 3. nat 6 

‘ 4 c ‘ \ b] \ > \ ~ ver Evveyooyoer, oi 52 rods éy Poors xatéheyor ig tag vads. de 
we ~ A > A > , > ~ Se 3 

oavres O8 Extivor wy és tag Adyvug anoneugdact xadilovow eg 
s ~ , c U 7 ‘\ > A > , 

70 tov Atooxovewy tsgov. A. Nixdoreatog d& atzovs avrioty te 
A ~ c > > 4 c ~ € ‘ - ee ~ 

“at mageuvdeizo. wg d ovn éexerder,o Simos omhioSeg éni tH 

mQOPMoE TaAvTY, OS ovdey adTaY dyes Staroovuerer” Ti TOD By 
ca ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ 

Evunleiy amiotig, t& TE Onha avtar &x taY olxay ehape xo 
> ~ r 3 , b) A id 3 / , 

avut@y TiwWAg ig EmEetvyor, et uy Nixooteatos exwdvoe, Siegdspar 
+ c ~ > c ‘ ’ , > x ~ 

av. ogmrtes O ot addow ta pryvomeva. xadiCovow &g to “Hoaior 

ixétar not yiyvortat obn éldocovs tereaxociwy. 6 O8 Simos, 
4A 

dsiaug uy Tt vewtEepicwo, avriotyci te adTOUS, mEous, xat Siaxo- 

wiles &g tyv mod tov ‘Hoaiov vijcor, nat c& éairydera éxsios 
avzoig Suenéuneto. 

A \ , 
LXXVI. Tie d2 ozdcews év tovtT@ ovens, TetaoTY 7 MEATY 

~ ~ ~ , > ~ 

UmEOR pete Thy Tar avdeay és tiv vycor Siaxoudyy, ai éx TIS 
Kudigons Tehonovrysion VTEC, peree tov &% tis Loovinns nhovv 
Epoguot odout, magucyiywovec otis nel MEVENAOVTO” joys O& avray 
‘Alnibas, 05 aiomeg Koel mgdzegor, noel Boaoidas QUT@ Sunflovhos & été 
met. Oguicdsvor d& &¢ LvBota Iipsva cig jaeigov ape ip éné- 

~ ‘ ne , A 

aheov ty Keopxvog. LXXVIL. of b2 modli@ Sogufy, xai meqo- 
~ , , Byuévor ta t &y TH moder xat Toy énindovr, mageoxevatorto TE 

: ~ , A A 

apo EEjKorTa vavs, Rat Tas Ke MAnoovmévag eéneumor MEdg TOUS 
~ S~ ~ > ~~ 

Evarvtiovs, mapawovrtov "AOnvraiwy opas TE EXoaL MOMTOY ExmeEv- 
f c A > 

Tel, HUb VOTEQOY maoaIS cma exeivorg envyerecDut. 2. og 5s ad- 
~ ~ Fs , € ~ , A > \ 

Toig MVS Tog MohEniong Foav omopades ai vies, Svo pev evdug 
> ld eI 2 a che : 

_nvronodnour, év étégaig Se adALoIg oF EumdéorteEg Euctyorto* Hv dé 
~ , A c , 

ovdelg x0oM0g THY motovpsvar. 3. iddrteg Dé ot Lehozovvyotos 
‘ 7 3 ’ 

ry Tapayyy sixocl usy vavot moog tovs Kepuveaiovs étaSarzo, 
~ ~ ~ ~ > ul t t rais b& Lowmaic moos tas Sadexx vavg tov “APyrainr, wv your 

, 4 c ‘ 

ai Ovo Sahamvia uat Ueoakog. LXXVIL. xau ot per Keguv- 
Pe ~ > ay! 

QuioL naxdg TE xa naz oAlyas meoominrovtEs eTaAaIMMpOvPTO 
~ \ ~ 4 v 

wad avrovs? oi 8 ~“AOnraior, poBovmeror to mAnPos xu THY 
be ¥* ? ~ 

MEMuve MGW, aOOdUAIS Mev OV MoOGERIMTOY, OVE “ATH MEGOY THI 
* \ 4 > ’ ep éavtous tetaypivas, moocpaddrtes b& nate xégus, xaTadvOVOL 

a : * , > ~ , 

uiuy vadY. nal peta Tavta uiuhov takaperay avTay mEQtemLeor 
> 
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~ ~ , \ < ‘ ~ 

wit éveigavto Gogrpeiv. 2. yrovteg d8 ot moog toig Kepuveaiorg 
A 9 > , t > ee . 

zai Seoartes uy omeg ev Navacaxut@ yevoiro énipondovor’ xau 
ld 2 ¢ ~ 4 \ 1 Wee ~ 9 , > 

yerousrar a0 QoL at vijEG Kua TOY éximhovy Toig -ADnvaiols eot- 
~ , , \ @ A 

ovrto. 3. 01 0 vmeymoovy 70 MOvUrAY xQOvOMEVOL” KOE ame TAS 
~ ~ A , 4 ~ 

tar Kepuveaior sBovdovto nooxataguyeiv, ots pahiota savtar 
~ ; A ~ , ~ > 

OYOAT TE VHOYMoOVYTOY, XA MOOS OAS TETAYUEVOY THY EVUYTLOY. 
t , 3 , > , 

A, } mev ody vavuayia, Tovevty pevouEsrn, érehevta &g Ydiov dvow 
A 4 ~_- , i& , > , 

LXXIX. Kai oi Keoxveaiot, deicuvtes un oqictw énindev 
A 4 ~ € , \ A > ~~ 

Gurtes Ent THY MOlWW, WS KQUTOLPTES, OL MOAEMLOL, 7 TOUS ex TIS 
, \ 4 , ~ 

vycov avadeBoow, 7 xai “Ado TL vEWTEQioMOL, TOVG TE ex TIS 
, , > bs th ~ £ A A , > sf 

yyoou mudi eg to Hoaioy diexopicay nou tyv modw equdaccor. 
2. of O° emi pev tiv aodkw Ovn Etolunouy mdevoat xQatovrTEs Ti 

~ \ 4 ~ ~ 

vavpayic, tosis O& xai Séxa vavg éyorteg tH Keonvoatoy unéndev- 
va , ~ 4 

cay to tiv ymetgov OSErmEg avyyayorto. 3. ty db voTEQaia Eni 
4 A , > A ~ > , i, > ~ ~ e 

per tiv soktw ovdev uaddov exendeor, xaimeg ev moddy Tapayy xu 
, x iY , ~ ¢ , ? , > 

opm ovtas xr Boacidov magavovrtos, ws Aéyetot, Azide, too- 
‘ a” 4 \ A \ , 

wigov dé ovx ovtos ént de tiv Aevutnryy co axewtyoloy ano- 
, ‘ ~ ~ 

Barres exogdovr toveg ayoovs. LXXX. 6 68 Sijuog tar Keouv- 
3 , mn! ~ ~ 

Quiory &y tovem, megwdsyo yeroueros uy Emimdevowoly ai vies, Tog 
my EA od , ‘ ~ wa 7 , ¢ , 

TE LKETHIG YEouY Eg LoYOUS xa TOIG KAAOIS, ONMS CMDYGETHL y 70- 

hig. nai tivag avtar émecay &g tag vavg éoBjvou éndjowour 
X ? : Ld 

yao ouog zotanorta-[moocdeyoueror tov éxindovr]. 2. oi 68 Te- 
, ¢ ~ 

Lozorryotor ueyor pécov eons Syoourtes tiv yy, anéndevour, 
LS ae | Ss 4 ~ ~ : 

KL VEO VUXTA AvTOIS EpoLvuTMeHOnoay éSjxorta viEG “A DHVALoY 
, > A 7, a e's ~ , > ‘ 

nooomheovowt ano Aevundog* ag ot “Adyraiot, avyPavousvos THY 
, A \ a a , ~ x, A , ‘ , 

oracw “at tag pec Aduidov vavg éni Keoxvoany peldovoag 
~ Tome, ‘ >" , ‘ , ‘ 

whey, ameotethov, xot Evovuedorvta tov Oovzdéovg orearyyor. 
: A Tv ~ { eS LXXXI. of wer ov HeLomovryoros tig vuntog evOvg nate teyos 

> , > lf ~ ‘ 

Exoullovto Ee OlnoV moQk THY yHY* Kol UmEoEvEynortEes TOY AEv- 
, > ay ‘ ~ a ~ 

xadicw toduoy Tag rave, OME uy mEQIAéorTEs OMIM, amOxXO- 
, x ~ ’ . ~ 

pilortar. 2. Keoxveaior dé, aicPousvos tag te “Arcinag vars 
, , ~ ’ ’ 

mQ00mAeovcMs, TAG TE THY MOAEUICOY oOlyouevas, AuBdyTES TOUS TE 
, > ‘ , yt ~ 

Meconviovg &¢ tyv mohw yyayor modtegoy &a Orta, ua TUS PAVE 
~ , a : Pe 

megumhevous nekevourtes ag Emlyowoay é¢ toy “Tddaixov dimeva, 
9 ae ~ i ne 
Ev Oo meglenouiCovto, tev ey Doar et Tia AéBolsr, amexTELVOr" 

x3 ~ ~ a ~ , KaL EX TOY vEMY OOOUG Execay EoPrrar ExPiBACOrTEs aneLwoNTa?, 
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> N ¢ a? , ~ ~ r + 4 

é¢ to Hoaior te éhdorteg tay ixetav wo mevtyxovta ardoac di- 
~ A ’ : 

“yy vaoozeiv Exeicay nal xatéyrocay nartov Oavatoy. 3. oi 8 
A ~ ~ a , 

mohhOL THY ixETwY, OoOL Odu EnsinOnOAYr, HE EWQUY TA PLYVOMEMM, 
~ ~ ~ ~ \ 

duepPepay avrov &y tH iseog addghove uai éx tov Sérdowv cures 
> , - c > ¢ a Ig / > ~ c ’ 

anmnyyovto, o1 8 weg éxaoror evvavto avnhoveto. A. nuoug ta 
a . ~ 4 

émTa, ag agixousvos 6 Evevuedwv raig éEqxovta vavot mapeuenvs, 

Kegxveaior opay avray cove éx9oovg Soxovrrag sivar éqavevoy. 
\ ‘ ~ ~ 

THY EY aiTLaY Exi@eportEs ToIg TOY SHuov xatadvovow, ameEIaVOD 
‘ a rt Oe 

d¢ rive nat Wiag &Ooas Even, nai GALoL yonuct@Y cpio dmpet- 
A ~ ~ 

Aouévay vn0 taY haBortor’ 5. maca te idéa xaréorn Ouvatov, 
+ Ae t ~ 3 ~ , , oi vA > / 4A 

Kol OlOv Masi ev TH ToLlovtm yiyrEecGou, ovdsr 0, zt Ov EvvEBy xa 
A ‘ ~ ~ ~ 

ETL MEQUITEQW. HAL YU MUATHO Muda AnéxTEWE nUAL aL TOY LEOaP 
~ 4 A ~ A 

ANECMAVTY “aL MOOS avTOIG ExtEivorto, oi Oé TIVES HAL mMEQLOLKO- 
, > ~ , ~ © oe nt <A >A Soundévtes &v tov Aorvoov tq isop anéGavor. 6. ovrms omy 

, Teme 2 \ oo» ~ , > be ’ > 7 
OTaolg moovywoncs* xo €d0Se waddov, Oudte Ev TOig mOWTY FysveE- 

r A @ ~ ~ ‘ 

zo, LXXXII. éze vorepdy ye nai wiv, we sineiv, 0 ‘ELAqrinov 
éxuyon, Siapoear ovoay éxactayou roig te tov Syuwy mQ0- 

, ‘ ? , 3 , 4 ~ Sa? ‘ 

otataig tovg -Adnraiovs énaysodat nai T0ig Odiyowg ToVG Auxs- 
4 A A 

Samovriovs, xai ev MEv eQnVY Ovx AY EYOrTOY mMEOqaoL, Ovd’ éTOI- 
~ , A it 

Hor mapaxcleiy avrovg’ modsuovuérmr dé, xai Evupayiag apa 
, ~ ~ ~ ~ 

ExazEQolg TH THY EVAYTIOY KAXwOE, XA OPiOW aTOIS éx TOV Hd- 
tov mpoomoujos, Ouding ai-Emaywyai toi vewregitew zi Bovio- 

4 , 

pévorg émogilovto. 2. xat émémece modha nat yadene uate ore- 
~ A ‘ 4 >] 

ow Taig mOhEol, yiyvoOusva MEY nak HEL EcdUEPa, Ems AY | a’TY 
> , 24 ne . Act , ‘ ~ am 

guoig avIoumoy 7, waddLoy Oe xu yovyaitepa nou Toig Eidect Oiyd- 
/ A A ~ ~ ~ 

haypéva, wg av Exaotot ai uetaBohat tov Evytvyiay eqprot@rta. 
bd ‘ 4 \ ~ ¢ A hod 

év ey YAO Elon xal ayaPois MecyUnoW ou TE MOLES xa Ot (OLO- 
TOL Husivors TUS yromacg tyovor Sue TO py & axOVOLOYS arayxas 

, 4 , , ¢€ ‘ 4 ? , ~~, > ow , , mintelv* 0 O& nNOAEUDS, VPELOY THY EvTOpiaY TOV naT Husour, Bi- 
, 4 ~ ~ 

ag OWaoxahos xat mg0¢ Ta muporta Tas doyas THY molhaw 
c ~ , 5 9 ~ 

puoi. 3. gotacialé te oly TK THY MOAEMP, ual TH Euoregilorta 
, ~ ~ 

MOV, MVOTE THY MOOYEVOMEVOY, MOLY EmeMEE THY UmEEBOAIY TOV 
~ ~ 4 ~ 

autvovobat tag Siavolag THY T EnLYELOHOEWY MEOLTEYYIGE KEL TOY 
~- 4 ~ ~ 

rimopiay atonia. A. xou thy simdviay akimow TOY dvoMaTeY & 
% ce . , cod 4 7 ‘ A > , > 

tu toya avtydiagay ty Sixaimooe. tohua psy yuo ahOYLOTOS ay- 
, , 5 , / \ ‘ , > ‘ 

Jpeia pihetaions evouiody, uthigots de mooundig Sehia evmgerne. 
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A A ~ ~ 9 , td ‘ A A a A 

ro 5&8 cHMoOY TOV arardeov mQdcYNUA, Xai TO MEdG amav Evvetos 
él ~ > , - ‘ ie > 7 , t ? 7) > 8 ‘ , 4 

t may aoyov' to DB sundynutmg o§v avdo0g poiog meocerédn, 
> , ‘ A > , > ~ , 4 

aopahsc ds to éniBovievonotu, anotegonys meogacig evhoyos. 
‘ ‘ 2 

5. nai 6 wer yaderaivor moro asi, 0 8 avtidéyor avt@ Uaontos. 
a ‘ 5) 

éxiBovievous Oé tig tryav Evverog nat vaovojoag eu Seworegog’ 
ee > ¢ ‘ > ~ , ~ ¢ , 

mooPovaevous de, omg uydev auto Seyoel, tig cE staiping Stadv- 
A ~ 

TIS noel TOVS Evavtiovs exmendnyusros. anlag Sé 0 POdoug to» 
~ ~ A 

pélhovta xaxov te Spay emyreito, xa 0 Emixehevoug tov wy diayvo- 
, ‘ << s A ~ ~ 

ovuevor. 6. xat uyv xo to Evyyerég tov staigixov GALoTQLoTEQoy 
éyéveto Oi TO sTOILOTEQOY evaL AMQOPUCLOTWS TOhuaY* Ov yo 

peta THY nEévovy YOUOY wgpEheing ai ToLMvtTas Evvodol, aAAE 
~ 4 ad 

muon tovs xadEecta@ras mgovEsin. HAL TAS ES OPS ALTOS micTELS 
4 ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ 

ov tH Delp voum uadhoy ExQutvYOrTO | TH nowy te mMaQavouy- 
out. 7. th TE and THY Evartioy xudwg LeyouEve EvedéyortO E- 

~ < 57 A 

yor PvAanl, & MOOVYOLEY, HAL OV YErVaLOTYTL. avTITIMMPHGACO aL TE 
‘ 5 ON ‘ ‘ én , oo 

Ziv MEQL MLELOVOS TY 7% ALTOY My MoOMAOEiV. HOt OOXOL & TOV 
Gow yévowro Svvaddayys, & TH evtixa MES TO KmOQOY éExatEoM 
SiSduevos ioyvoy ovx eydvt@y Gdioder Stray é 58 TH nagatr- 

, c , ~ > 4 v4 4 A , 

yout 0 pPaous Dugoyou, et Wor apeaxtor, yOioy Oia thy miotW 
~ av ~ ~ 4 5 

éximpeizo | amd TOV MeOMaVOvS, xaL TO TE aogakées éhoyilero 
7 , 

nol OTL amaty meolyerouerog Evvécewg aywrioua nmoocedduBare. 
c~ . > ¢ A ~ 4 A , xv > ~ 

6aov 8 ot modo xaxovgyor ovteg SeSior xéxdyvroar 4 epmadeig 
> ee A ~ A > , ’ 4 ‘ ~ > , r 

aya, Kat TH méev aloxvvortat, ént de tH ayaddovta. 8. mav- 
> > ~ a > \ c \ , 4 , > ? 

zav 8 avray aitioy aoyn 4 Sia mdeoveSion nou pihotimiay’ éx 6 
avtav ual és TO qpidoveneiy xadioTaUEVaY TO mMQdDLMOY. OF Yap 
éy THig MOAeGL MOOOTEYTES MET OVOMATOS ExATEDOL ELTOEMOLS, MAY- 

~ A 

Povg TE (oovouiags MohitiAyS AOL AQLOTOXQATIAS CHMPOOVOS mQOTI- 
, ‘ A A , LA tf > ~ 7 4 4 

unos, TH msv xoWwa Loym Degamevortes “DLA émovovrto, mavyt de 
, 3 , > / ? Fi , 4 

toon ayoritousvor adAnhov meguyiyrecOa éroduyouy te TH el- 

yotuta emekysoay te, Ta TIMMpiag ete pEilovs, OV MExOL TOV SI- 
y ~ , i 3 A 

nolov xa TH moder Evupogov mootOértec, ég O8 TO éxatépoIg mov 
> BS, SES: ‘ a c > A oN \ , 2o/ , 

vet HSovyr yor ogilortes, xo | MET Wyqov adiuov xatayreoce- 
~ ~ s 

cog, ) yetol, UTWMEvOL TO ROATEY, ETOIMOL TOY THY aUTIXa ~pthovet- 
is \ 

nian éxmimniava wore evoshig mey ovdéteQot Evouilor, evmpemeice 
an , rt , > , Ie A oy 

08 Aoyou oi Svupoain emigPormg ze Siameasacd at, amewor 7x0v0r. 
‘ & on ~ >? n & »] 

ga O& ioe THY TOlITMY Um appoTeonr, 7 OTL ov Evrnywrilorzo 7 
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gdorg tov mepueivee diepdeigorz0. LXXXIIL. otro wisn idéa 
xreory muxoegorics due tug otdoug tH “Eldnvixd, nat cd ei 
Dec, ov 70 yevvaiov mheiotoy pereyet, xarayehacd ev npavicdn, TO 
d& dvtiterdySar addpotg tH yrobun anictws ext nord Sujveynev* 

<A te 
2. ov yao 7” 6 dtadvowr ovze Adyos Eyveos ovtE Senos GoBEods, 

, , 7 A 2 9 A 23.4 ~ , 
xpetcoovs dé ovteg amartes hoytou@ 2g 70 avédmictoy tov BeBai- 

oe ~ \ ~ . ov, wy madety pooch Lov mooeoxaror H mlorEevoat evvarvt0. 3. xat 
ot pavhoregor YYOUNY OC TH MELO megueyiyrovz0" a0) yee bed1é- 
vat TO TE HUTOY EVdEtS HAL TO THY EvavTioY Suvrerdr, Ly eyo te 

ooovs HOt, Kai Ex TOV MOAUTOSMOY adTa@Y Tis yroduns GIdowot 
mooemiBovlevouerol, TOAUNODS mQdg TH Eoya éyooovr. 4. of 88 

~ b) A ~ ~ 

xatapgorovrtes nav mpoaiodicdat xat toy oddér o*pas Seiv Lau- 
, a , »” a+ ~ , 
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NOTES. 

BOOK I. ~ 

Tue Preface of this history, which is supposed to have been written by 
Thucydides after the termination of the war (see N. on I. 1. § 1), extends to 
chap. 24, and may be divided into three parts: 1, the reason why the 
history was composed (chap. 1); 2, the magnitude of the Peloponnesian 
war, evinced by a comparison of the ancient state and condition of Greece 
(chaps. 2-19); 8, the nature of Grecian history and especially of the work 
now in hand (chaps. 20-23). The second of these portions may be subject 

‘also to a threefold division: 1, the times which preceded the Trojan war 
(chaps, 2-8); 2, the Trojan war (chaps. 9-11) ; 3, the times which succeed 
ed that war (chaps. 12-19). Cf Poppo ad loc. 

CHAPTER I. 

The historian alleges as the reason why he composed a history of the Peloponnesian war, 
that it was greater and more memorable than any war in Greece which had preceded it 

(§ 1); itis impossible to arrive at any certain knowledge of the nature and importance 
of the preceding wars, yet the probability is strong that they were not very great (§ 2). 

1. Covxvdidns. This is the form of a patronymic without the 

signification, as MuAriddns, ’Apeoreidys, etc. Of. Mt. $429, 3. —— 
ASnvaios. Some think that the words rod ’OAdpouv have been left 
out by copyists, inasmuch as they are found in IV. 104. §4, and 

elsewhere. But, as Poppo remarks, our historian so distinguished 
himself, that there was no danger of his being confounded with 

others of the same name. There is no need with some critics of 

supplying the article with ’ASnvaios, as no emphasis is intended. — 
Evveypare tiv médenov, composed a history of the war. The Scholi- 

ast says, that ypdya is used of one thing, Evyypawa, of several. 
Hence reference may be had to the documents or narratives upon 
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which the history was founded. Thucydides is called (kar é£oy7v) 

6 Evyypadgeis. @s émodéunoay, as they carried it on. Supply 

avrov. Some are disposed to read éy instead of os, but without 

sufficient authority to justify the change. dp&dpevos €v3vs Kadi- 

orapevov (== dpEduevos tod ovyypdyar ev3is Ore KaSiotato 6 mdde- 

pos), having commenced it immediately at the beginning of the war, 

i. e. he commenced the collection and arrangemént of the materials 
at the first breaking out of the war. The history was not written 

out until the war had closed. Cf. V. 26. § 1, where he speaks of the 
war as finished, and II. 13. § 7, where the Long Walls are spoken of 
as a past affair. cai. Unless this connective suggests the mental 
repetition of gvvéypaye, I am at a loss to conjecture its use, since 
edricas, expecting, supposing (cf. Lat. sperare), denotes the cause of 

the preceding proposition. Of. K. § 312, b. agtohoyatatrov Tay 

mpoyeyernuevay, more remarkable than any which had preceded. This 

ase of the superlative for the comparative, is of frequent occurrence 

in Thucydides. dxpatovres—jaav (= ixuafoy), were in the high- 

est state of preparation. és avrdv, i.e. for the war. “ dxpdtew 
és te eodem modo dictum, ut ¢ppwrro és rév mddepor, II. 8. §$ 1, 

qua voce illam explicat Zon. p. 984.” Kriig. To Go “EAAnuiKor 

= Tovs a@\Aovs “EdAnvas. kai—épav = xal éri éopa, the construc- 

tion having been changed from éz: with the verb to the participle. 

xat here refers to ré after dxud{ovres, and introduces another reason 
for the conjecture expressed in rexuatpdpevos. TO pev—ro Oe, 
partly—and partly. Scavoovpevov (sc. EvvicracSa from the pre- 

ceding clause). ‘Jd in animo habens, id moliens.” Bothe. 

2. xivnots....BapBdper, for this was the greatest commotion which 

ever took place among the Greeks, anda considerable portion of the 

barbarians. ximois does not take the article, because it is the pre 

dicate, and the pronoun avrn the subject. Cf. K. § 246, R. 1; Kr. 
§ 61.7. 8) strengthens peyiorn, by far the greatest. Some confine ~ 

peyiorn 87 to trois “EXAnow, but it evidently is to be extended to 
péper twit tav BapBdpor, “a large portion of the barbarians.” Arnold , 
Reference is had to the Persians, Thracians, Sicilians, etc., who par 
ticipated with the Greeks to a greater or less extent in the Pelopon- 

nesian war. —— as o¢ cimciv and I had well nigh said, not, and 
so to speak, as this phrase is more commonly to be rendered. «al in 

the next clause is even, also. emt mreicrov avSpamrov = mAKioTots 
avSpe@rrots. Ta yap mpo avray. “The plural pronoun refers to 

some such expression as ra rov modéuov, Or Ta IeAomovynciaxa, as 
we often find the Persian war called ra Mndixa.” Arnold. By ra yag 

mpo avrav is meant the Persian, and by ra érs madatérepa, the Trojar 
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war. Some, however, understand by the former of these expressions 
both the Persian and Trojan wars, and by the latter, those still more 

remte, viz. in the heroic ages. dia xpdvov mARBos, On account 

of the length of time which had elapsed since they were carried on 

This use of A#Zos, in the sense of pikos, is quite rare. advvara 
= ddvvarov. év.- Some supply é€ from the preced- 

ing éx, but it is better to make it stand for 4 after oxomotvri, the 
genitive resulting from the attraction of the pronoun with its antece- 

ent texunpiav. Poppo in his Suppl. Adnot. says “ per schema xara 
kowod explicanda verba.” paxpératrov oxorrovrtt. Poppo after the 
Scholiast explains these words, diutissime spectare. I prefer with 

Goel., Arnold, and Bloomf., to render it, going back as far as possible 
- im my inquiry. moredoa, “intelligendum dore, ita ut fidem 

habeam testimoniis.” Bothe. peyada refers to the ra which pre- 
cedes. és Ta GAda, as it respects other things, i. e. civil affairs. 
For this use of és (old Attic for eis), cf. K. § 290. 2. ¢. 

CHAPTER ITI. 

The inhabitants of Greece in its earliest state were for several reasons migratory (§§ 1, 2); 
the richest districts were most subject to this change of inhabitants (§§ 3, 4); while 
Attica from its sterility was more permanently inhabited (§ 5); for which reason it 
excelled in population the other states of Greece, furnished a refuge for such as were 
driven from their homes, and planted colonies in Ionia (§ 6). 

1. haiverac—oikovpérn. With the participle, daiveoSa: signifies to 

appear, to show one’s self; with the infinitive, to seem, videri. K. 

§ 811. 8; S. § 225. 8. yap here introduces a confirmation of what 
was said in the preceding chapter, that neither the civil nor military 

affairs of Greece, in-its earliest ages, were very considerable. —— 7 

viv “EdAts Kadoupévn, what is now called Greece. 8S. § 225. 1.— 
BeBaiws, “modo firmo ac stabili.” Betant. petavactdces (Mi- 

grations) ojca. Supply daivovra from the preceding context. 

Tyv éavtav, their own country. Biatdpevor....mredvear, “ coacts 

ab tis, guicunque majore numero ipsos invaderent.” Haack. dei, 
Srom time to time. When it has this meaning,~dei is usually placed 

between the article and the adjective or participle. Of. I. 11. §$ 1, 2; 
22. § 1, et saepe al. 

2. veudpevor....atotny, each one alting as his own possession as 
much (only) as he could live on==just enough for subsistence. On 
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doov, cf. K. § 882. R. 8; 8. § 222. 6. dmogny, “vitam tolerare.” Be- 

tant. —— xpnudrev is well rendered by Bloomf. goods, moveables, 

property, not money only. ovde ynv durevorres, not planting the 
earth, as with vines, olives, etc., since the enjoyment of the fruit of 

their labor would be so precarious. For the construction of dydov oy 

(it being uncertain), cf. K. § 812. 5; 8. § 226. b. émére. Theo 

idiom of our language would have required ei pz after adyAov dv, —— 

kai, also, too. aretxicrav—ovtay, SC. avrav. When the subject 
of the genitive absolute isa pronoun, which can easily be supplied 

from the context, it is often omitted. Reference is had in dretyicrey 

properly to abodes and dwellings. The construction is varied, for 

dretxiarous dvras ddaipnoera (sc. rHv yay mepurevpernp). dua, 
moreover, withal. kaS 7pépav (daily) is frequently found with 
verbs denoting to live, to obtain a livelihood. dvayxaiov tpodis, 
necessary subsistence. ov xadreras, without difficulty, readily. 

— &¢ airéd, i.e. on account of the little difficulty they made in emi-_ 
grating. mapaokeun refers to military apparatus. 

8. rhs yns } apioty (—tTiHs yas TO mrclorov. Of. K. § 264. 2. ¢), 

the richest country, literally, the best of the land. voy Secoaria 

kadoupevn. Thessaly was in more ancient times called Emathia, 
Pelasgia, Pyrrha, etc. ——’Apxadias. The Arcadian country was 
mountainous, and hence as their lands were uninviting, the an- 

cient settlers were suffered. to remain unmolested, and they were, 
therefore, called by Herodotus airéyZoves (cf. I. 6. § 3). —— @Ans 
éca fv xpatiocra, and whatever other parts were most fertile. 

4, dperiy yns, fertility of soil. tici—eyyvyvopevat = yeyvopevat ep 
Tit. epSeipovro refers to the persons who stirred up factions. 

dua. See N. on § 2, supra. Aropirar, strangers, foreign- 
ers, probably, for the most part, Greeks belonging to other tribes. 

5. your, for instance. ex Tov él mAciotov—ovcay. This is 

explained by the Scholiast and some commentators, by making otcay 

stand for efva, thus blending two modes of expression, é« rod émt 

mAciorov—eiva, and “Arrixiy emi mdcioreyv—ovcay. They then take 

éx tov with otcavy (=eciva), and translate émt mdciorov, for the 
most part. But I prefer with Poppo, Arnold, and Bloomf. (in his last 
edition) to regard é« rov émi mdcioroy as a single expression= e& 

dpyjs, from the beginning. Aerrdyear, thinness of soil, sterility. 

A great part of Attica was bare rock, where nothing could be sown. 
But in the portions capable of cultivation, barley, and even wheat 
were produced, and every sort of plant and animals throve in spite 
ot the poverty of the soil. Of. Beckh’s Pub. Econ. Athens, p. 40. 

Agriculture was held in great estimation by the Athenians. Cf. Xen. 
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con. 4; Aristot. Polit. VI. 4. 

dei. See N. on I. 36. $1. 

6. cal wapdderypa....avénsjvar, and this is no small proof of my 

statement (viz.) that on account of the migrations, Greece,-in tts 

other parts (és ta adda), did not increase in like manner (époiws) 
with Athens. After much examination, I am led to prefer this mode 

of translation, which connects dia ras perotkias....avén%jvac With 

od. Adyov, to. the one adopted by Bloomfield, which unites it with 

apaderypa réde. The rapddecypa (proof) is contained in the clause 

beginning with éx yap trys aAns. Goel. and others would erase és, 
and make ra d\\a (= rd GAda tis “EAAddos) the subject of adgy- 

Sqva. This gives the same sense with the subaudition of tiv ‘EAAdda 

as the subject. The Adyos or statement to which Thucydides refers, 

as Arnold observes, is contained in the words od yadends....mapa- 

oxevn, § 2, supra. The interpretation of Haack after Poppo, I can- 

not but regard as very wide of the mark: On account of the immi- 

grations into Attica, that country did not increase in other respects 

(i.e. in riches and military resources), 7 an equal degree with the 

number of its inhabitants. Nothing is said in the previous context 

about the comparative increase of the population and résources of 

Attica; therefore to introduce it here would be foreign to the design 

of the author, which seems to have been,:to show how their migra- 

tory habits retarded the growth of many of the Grecian states. This 

he does by comparing them with Attica, where the population was 

stable and on the increase. —— of modk€um = éxmimtovtes (being ban- 

ished, expelled)—oi dvvar@raro.=Tdv wokéu@ exminrévrav of Suva- 

t@rarot. Melanthus and the Heraclidw are supposed to be especially 
referred to in of dvvare@rarot. as BéBaov dv is an accusative 

absolute. Of. S. § 226.a; Mt. $568.3. “Male Haack. yepiov intel- 
ligit; debebat saltem ri, tanguam aliquid jfirmum.” Poppo. In 

abbreviated adjectival sentences, the predicate adjective stands in the 

neuter singular, when the subject to which it refers, expresses not 

any particular individual of a class, but merely the general notion. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 381. moNtrat yeyvépevot. In later times, it was 

with extreme difficulty that one, who came from another state into 

Athens, could obtain the jus civitatis. dro madatod, of old, long 

ago. peiCo eri, yet greater. és “Iwviav. This is a prolepsis, 
nasmuch as Ionia received its name from the Ionian colonists, who 

being expelled from Peloponnesus, had taken refuge some sixty years 
before in Athens. A similar prolepsis is found in the use of Sedevoiv- 

ra, VI, 4. § 2. —— os.... Arrexyjs. Of. 8. § 226. a. Bloomf. supplies 
yapetv adtrovs With ody ixavns ovens. 

of avrol (the same. S. $160. 5} 
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CHAPTER IIL 

Evidence of the weakness of Greece in its more early times, is furnished iz the fact, that, 
before the Trojan war, no enterprise was undertaken by the states in combir ation, and 
that they had not yet any name in common (§ !); they gradually received tke appella- 
tion Hellenes from Hellen and his sons, who had become powerful in Phthiotis, and wera 
called in by the other cities to their aid (§ 2); of which Homer is a witness, who, though 

living at a far later age, nowhere calls them Hellenes, but restricts that name to those 
who came with Achilles from Phthiotis (§ 3); nor in contradistinction from them does 
Homer call any Barbarians, inasmuch as the Greeks had yet no general name to which 

this appellation could be opposed (§ 4); the Trojan expedition was undertaken by them, 
only because at that time they began to turn their attention more particularly to naval 
affairs (§ 5). 

1. dé resumes the main subject, which was broken off by the 

parenthesis, pddiora O€ ths yns x. rT. A. in § 3, of the preceding 

chapter. réde refers forward to the sentence commencing with 
mpo yap tav Tpatkar. ovx HkioTa=padiora. Thucydides is 

fond of the totes. Trav Tpatxav, the Trojan war. Of. Mt.§ 445. 

6, d. aiverai—epyacapern. See N. on I. 2. $1. Soxet dé por 
—ecixyev. By the omission of ér:1, the dependent clause here assumes 

the form of a principal clause. Great vivacity and strength is im- 

parted in such cases, by the omission of the word denoting the 

dependent relation. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 798. 1. a; Kr. § 55. 4. 
N78, In ra pév mpd “EAnvos (in the times before Hellen), 
the article is joined in the same manner as in the phrases 76 awd 
rove, TO mpd Tovrov, etc. Some prefer, however, to make ra pep 
—dé= Ta pev—ra dé, partim—et partim. Kat mavu ovde, not at 
all. kai increases the force of mavv, as our word very, in the phrases 

very much, very little, ete. Of. Kr. § 69. 82. N. 18. —eivar 4 emi- 

kAnois. Notice the change of construction from efyev, the nomina- 

tive being here used with the infinitive, which construction is varied 

again by the accusative with the infinitive in xadeioSac “EXAqvas. 
The reason for this last change, seems to be the employment of the 

preceding accusatives with prepositions, xara €3vy, and xa3’ éxdorovs, 

which are really subjects of mapéyeo%ac and kadcioSa. Of. Mt. § 427. 
¢. Obs. 2; Jelf’s Kiihn. 372. Obs. 2. ada te kai, and especially. 

agp éavrav, from themselves, i. e. they themselves gave the name 
to their respective districts. 

2. “EdAnvos, Hellen was the king of Phthia in Thessaly, and was 
the mythical ancestor of the Greeks, in contradistinction from the more 
ancient Pelasgians. Cf. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Mythol. p. 878, 
— icxvodvrav, having become powerful. Of. I. 9. § 2. érrayo- 
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pevoy (middle), sc. dvBpamey elicited from és ras GAas wéders Which 
follows. avrovs refers to Hellen and his sons. —— én’ addereia, 
Jor aid, i. e. of the cities which invited them. Ka’ éxdorovs, one 
by one, singly. —— rj dpdia paddrov, more by intercourse than by 

any conventional arrangement.» Poppo suggests that paddAov may 

signify, magis magisque, in dies sepius. ov belongs to 7divaro 
(sc. ro KadetoSat “ENAnvas). dmaow éxuxjoa, to come into use 

among all ; literally, to prevail, to get the upper hand. Bothe takes 
awact in the sense of mavras. 

8. mo\Ag—vorepoyv. “Homer is supposed to have lived after the 
Jonian migration, which was 100 years subsequent. to the Trojan war. 

No less diversity than 500 years is assigned to the various dates of 

his birth. The most probable supposition is, that he lived about 800 

years after the Trojan war. kat (before rav Tpa:kay), even. 

4. ovdé BapBadpovs eipynxe. “Non negat Thucydides, vocem Bédp- 
Bapos Homeri state et fuisse et peregrini quid indicasse (Il. 2. 867, 

kapav BapBapoporver); negat, eam omnes exteros, tamquam Helleni- 

bus oppositos, complexam esse. Cf. Odyss. 8. 294.” Haack. —— did 

To pnde “ENAnvds mo—amoxexpio%a, because the Greeks were not yet 

distinguished. : : 
5. of...-KAndevres, these several (éxacro) Hellenistic communities, 

having been first called Hellenists by separate cities, (i. e.) such- as 
understood one another's language, and afterwards all being called by 

that general appellation. There are other ways of translating this 

passage which for the sake of brevity I must omit. Some verbal ex- 
planations, however, are needful. of & is put for obra: d5é. ody is 

resumptive, and takes up the assertion made at the beginning of the 

chapter, mpd rév Tpwikav....‘EAAds. As Arnold well remarks, what 
is there 7 ‘EAAds, is now of as éxacrot “EXAnves, and the follow- 

ing words are a sort of explanation of the term, which properly 

speaking is an anachronism. dao, in the parenthetical clause écoe 

DrAnrwv Evviccay, takes the gender implied in wérews, Evviecay is the 

unperf. 3 plur. of £vvinws. For its construction with the genitive, of 

K. § 278. 5. e. ~ durkiay adAnrov, want of intercourse with one 

another. empafav refers to "EAAnves for its subject. —— dAda 

++ -EvynrSov, nay, it was only because (K. § 812. 8. b.) they were better 

acquainted with nautical affairs (literally, the sea) that they united in 
that expedition. This sentence introduces the remarks, which Thu- 
cydides now proceeds to make, on the origin of maritime affairs and 

_the practice of piracy. It is unnecessary with Haack to supply és or 

xara before orpareiay, as it is the cognate accusative after fvv7ASox 
(K. § 278). 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Minos was the most ancient possessor of a navy, and having brought the Cyclades under 
his dominion and expelled the Carians, began to clear the sea of pirates (§ 1). 

1. yap is here inchoative and explanatory. In such instances it 
may be rendered now. “The Schol. remarks, that by three compari- 

sons Thucydides shows the slender power of the times which preced- 

ed the Peloponnesian war; (1) by comparison with the period before 

Minos, (2) with that from his age up to the Trojan war, (3) from 

thence to his own times.” Bloomf. ma\aitatos—vauTixoy éxT)CaTO, 

was the most ancient possessor of a navy. Similar to this use of the 

superlative is the Latin primus hoc facit primus fuit, gui faceret. 

@y = exeivav Oy. viv “EdAnuixys Saddocons. “ampdrepoy yap 

Baptxy eéxadciro.” Schol. It is now called the Archipelago. Kv- 
kAddov. These islands received this name, because they formed a 

kind of circle around Delos. oixtatys, colonizer. Kapas ¢&e- 

Adoas. Herodotus (1.171) says that the Carians were expelled by. 
the Athenians. It is probablé, that the Dorian and Ionian colonies 

wholly extirpated those old Carian inhabitants, many of whom, 

doubtless, had been suffered to remain and enjoy equal privileges with 

the colony of Cretan settlers planted there by Minos. In this way, 

the apparently conflicting accounts of Herodotus and our author may 

be reconciled. ep dcov 7dvvato, as far as he was able. TOU 

—iévar (S. § 222. 2; K. § 308. 2. b), in order that greater revenues 

might acerue to him. 

CHAPTER V. 

The Greeks and Barbarians anciently were much addicted to piracy, which, so far from 
being deemed unlawful or dishonourable, was regarded as in some measure conferring 

glory upon those who engaged in it (§ 1); this is seen in the traces of the custom stil) 

remaining in certain parts of the continent, and from the testimony of the old poets 
(§ 2); robbery by land was also practised, which custom still prevails in some of the 
Grocian states (§ 3). 

1. yap serves here to introduce the origin and cause of the 
piracy, referred to in the close of the preceding chapter. ov 

trav advvatardrev. A litotes for, the most powerful. See N. on J. 8. 
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$1. Képdous....tTpopys, both for their own gain and to supply 
Sood to their poor. rois do%evéor literally signifies, the weak, infirm, 

but as these persons are generally possessed of slender means of sub- 

sistence, we may render it as above. rots doSevéot rpodpys is put for 

évexa tpodns ths tTav doeveav. By attending to such passages the 
reader will see, in a manner, how Thucydides compressed his style. 

kata K@jtas oixovpevats, being inhabited like villages, i. e. in a 

scattering manner like Sparta, Mantinea, Tegea, etc. Tov mEtoror 

.e--€rotoovro, derived thence the greatest part of their livelihood. 
Tov mdeloTov tov Piov—Td mAcioTov tov Biov. See N. on I. 2. $3. 

ovx—tra, not yet. épovros....padrdrov, but rather bringing 

something (ri) of glory even. 

2. ois....dpav, to whom it is an honour to do this cleverly, in 
good style. xécpos= an adjective in the predicate. Some take cadkas 

in the sense of humanely, but this is a signification wholly unsuitable 

to the passage. As Bloomf. remarks, there is no word which better 

expresses the exact idea, than our English word handsomely, in the 

acceptation dexterously. of wadaol Tov romtoy = oi madatot mounrtai. 
Bloomf. I prefer, however, with Bothe, to refer of wadaoi to the 

persons spoken of by the poets, inasmuch as it was not the poets 

themselves who asked the questions here referred to. Thus also it 

may be opposed to rivés ére viv. Tas mvarets—éepwrartes, “i.e, 
interrogart advenas ab hospitibus facentes, nam non ipsi poets per- 

contari poterant.” Goeller. aicress depends upon éparayres as its 

cognate accusative. Of. K. § 278.1; S. § 182. 2. &y mvvSdvovrat 
=<éxelxwy Sv (S. $192. n.3) awuvSavovra. Cf. Il. 57. $1. 

Evotvrav, disowning, holding unworthy. —— ois... .dvedu€dvrav. The 
order is: ovre ols (= éxeivwy ois) émipedes ein ecidevar dverditdvrav. 

The particles ré—ov« respond to ovre in the first member. The free- 

dom from reproach here referred to is illustrated in Odyss. 3. 71. 

3. kat’ ifretpov, by land. repos signifies the mainland of Greece 

as opposed to its islands. TS waka tpér@ refers to the practice 
of piracy and robbery by land, just spoken of, and not, as Huds. and 

some others think, to the dispersed and defenceless condition of the 

people who inhabited the cities. Aoxpovs.... Axapvavas. Grote 
well remarks (Hist. of Greece, Il. p. 388), that the Ozolian Locrians, 

the /Etolians, and the Acarnanians were the most backward mem- 

bers of the Hellenic aggregate. It was not until near the time of the 

Peloponnesian war, that much information is given respecting them. 

TO Te aidnpohopetosa, the wearing of armor (literally, the being 

slad in iron), is the subject of eupepernke, continued, remained as a 

custom. Gmo tis madatas Ajoreias. Arms would. be worn ne: 

> 
aTvra- 
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cessarily by the pirates and robbers, and also by those who would de- 
fend themselves from their attacks. dad here denotes the cause or 

occasion, by reason of. 

CHAPTER VI. 

Tn the early times, all the Greeks wore arms even while pursuing their ordinary avocaticas 

(§ 1); a custom which is now prevalent in some parts of Greece (§ 2); and which was 

first laid aside by the Athenians, who adopted a more refined mode of life, although it 
was but recently, that the more elderly dispensed with the ornaments of a less civilized 
age and adopted the simple apparel now in use (§ 3); in this adoption of a more simple 
costume the Lacedzemonians took the lead (§ 4); and were the first also who practise? 
gymnastic exercises naked, girdles having been before worn around the loins after the 
manner of the barbarians (§ 5); in many other respects, there was a similarity between 

the old Grecian mode of living, and that of the barbarians at the present time (§ 6). 

1. éordnpodpdpe. See N. on I. 5. $3. did... .oixnoeis, On ae- 

count of their unprotected dwellings. Cf. wédeow arevyioros, 1. 5. $1. 
Bloomf. would render adpdxrovs oixnoets, open villages or scatterea 
hamlets. Evynin = EvyiSes. diaray refers here to the habits 

and modes of daily life (‘vite genus et institutio.” Betant), and may 
be rendered, ordinary pursuits. peS Sm\wy = evorrrA0r. 

2. ratra tis ‘EAAddos, i. e. the Ozolian Locrians, Atolians, and 

Acarnanians. Cf. I. 5. § 3. —— ére otra veusueva, retaining now this 
habit ; literally, living yet in this manner. trav more (S. § 169. 1) 

—d.aitnudrev depends on onyeior. és = extending to. 

3. év tois mparot, first of all (K. § 239. R. 2). Some render the 

phrase, among the jirst. But cf. Mt. § 290. 3; Jelf’s Kiihn. §§ 187. 4; 

444.5. a. See also N. on III. 17. § 1. —— dvetpévyn 19 diairn, by a re- 

laxation of manners, i.e. by adopting customs less severe. oi 

mpeaBvtrepoar—rav evdaudvav = the older men of the opulent class. 
avrois (= €& avrayv), of them, among them. Mt. § 887; Crosby, 616. 
1. dia 7d dBpodiarov, on account of their luxurious habits, as 

Arnold well remarks, explains why they wore the linen dress, not 
why they took it off. Hence these words are to be taken with 

opotvres and not with ératcayvro. The structure of the sentence is 
quite confused. In respect to the wearing of linen garments, Goel. 

thinks that the luxury consisted, not only in their being of linen ma- 

terial, but oftentimes richly embroidered. Xpvoov....Tptxav, a7- 
ranging the hair on their head in rolls by the fastening of golden 

grasshoppers. “The xpvaot rérrvyes served (like the ornamented 

combs of modern times) to keep the top-knot (xpoBvAov) in order.” 
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Bloomf. Their shape bore a resemblance to the form of grasshoppers, 

a device which the Athenians seem to have adopted, to show that 

they were natives of the soil (airéySoves), as the grasshopper, which 

was produced from the land itself. Aristoph. Equit. 1331, alludes to 

these grasshopper-combs. The student is referred to Smith’s Dict. Gr. 

and Rom. Antiq. p. 268, for an interesting sketch of the various ways 
in which the Greeks arranged their hair, with appropriate illustra- 

tions. dvadovpevo. depends on émavaavro (S. § 225. 7), and rav tpr- 

xv limits xpwBdrdov. ag’ of, from which custom of the Athe- 
nians. 9 oKxeu) Karéoxe (the fashion prevailed) is a hypallage fer 
of mpeoBvrepor Tdav “lavey Karéoyov Ty oKxevny ravtnv, Bauer. 

4. perpia, simple, modest. és (before rév viv), conformed to. 
K. § 290. 2. (8) b. és ta adda, in other respects. mpos Tovs 

modXovs is to be construed after icodia:ror, which the Schol. ex- 

plains, 6podiaror. of ra peifo Kexrnuévot. This shows that in 

the estimation of Thucydides, equality of property was not a feature 

of the Lacedsmonian institutions. Grote (Hist. Greece II. pp. 520- 

525) exposes most admirably the dreams of Plutarch, in respect to the 

alleged redivision of landed property by Lycurgus, and his banishment 
of gold and silver from Sparta. 

5. éyupva%ncav. The practice of contending naked in the Olym- 

pic games, which, as we are here informed, arose from the Spartans, 
was adopted in the 14th Olympiad, as it appears from an epigram 

on Orsippus the Megarean. Gott]. says that mwparo: is not to be 
pressed too far, since the Lacedwmonians derived this custom from 
the Cretans. Of. Plat. Repub. V. p. 452. A reference, however, to 
this passage in Plato, will show that the dyaves are not referred to, 

but the games themselves. és To havepov. There seems to be 

an ellipsis of mpocASdvres, exutis vestibus in conspectum progressi. 
So Bauer, Goeller, and Poppo. Haack makes és 1d qavepiv = €éy 

To. avepo or gavepos. Arnold’s and Bloomfield’s translation, for 
all to see, making és denote either the designed or natural result of 

the action, is inadmissible, since the former was not true, and to 
notice the latter, as though the reader would need to be informed, 
that a combatant who exercised naked would be seen by all, does not 

eomport with the brevity of Thucydides, who never turns aside to 

inform his reader of any thing, which he may be supposed:to know. 

Aira is an abridged dative for Némai, Aiwa, from 1rd Xia. 
' K..§ 68. 9. nrciwvayro, i. &. mperot. Tois BapBdpos €or ois 

= Trav BapBdpov eorw ols. (= éviow.. K. § 881. RB. 4). yov is ta 

be constructed immediately after érz dé kai. Krig. remarks with 

reason that a2\a riSerat should properly have been d3\ev ridepevar, 
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and the following «ai omitted, since the difference between the 

Greeks and Barbarians, in the time of Thucydides, was not in the 

institution of prizes for wrestling and pugilism, but in the barbarian 

eustom of contending with girdles around the loins. tovro refers 

to ro mvypayeiv Kat madaiew, elicited from the preceding substan- 
tives muvypns and maAns. 

6. Kriig. constructs moda with époidrpora, but Bloomf. supplies 
xara With woAAd and takes épuoidrpora adverbially. 

CHAPTER VII. 

For the sake of security against the pirates, the more ancient towns were built some dis- 
tance from the sea, while such as were more recently founded were built on the very 
sea-coast, or on isthmuses for the more convenient pursuits of cornmerce (§ 1). 

1. #5n mroiperépov dvrwv, navigation being now more advanced, 

“when things began to admit more of navigation.” Arnold. mr oipe- 

répov is found in the editions of Goel., Haack, Poppo, and Bloomf. 

The plural is here used for the singular. €r aitois Trois aiysadois, 
upon the very sea-coast. S. $160. 4. a. dmehdapBavov, occupied, 
In other places, as IV. 45. $2; 102. $4, it is more fully written ioSpév 

GrodaBdvra retxiCew, Telyeow drokapBavew. The verb therefore may 

be safely rendered, they walled off, enclosed with walls. Cf. Betant 

sub voce. Bloomf. illustrates the choice of commanding positions as 

the site of these towns, by referring to Corinth and Potidwesa. —— émi 

TOAV avriaxovcay, Jor a long time prevalent, “ div obdurantem = diu- 

turnam.” Bothe. Cf. II. 64. § 5. dd in awd Saddoons denotes 
distance from a place, the verb of the proposition being one of rest. 

K. § 288. 1. b. Reference is had to such cities as Sparta, Thebes, Del- 
phi, Argos, etc. ehepor, they (i. e. the pirates) laid waste, ravaged. 
cépo in this sense is usually joined with dya. TOV....@Kouy, as 

many of the others as lived om the coast (két@ @xovv), although unac- 
guainted with maritime affairs. Haack supplies éxeivouvs before écor, 
on account of the preceding dAAjAovs. The participle dvres is here 

concessive, and may be translated as a verb preceded by although. 

Cf. K. § 312.4. d; 8. § 225. 6; cd Saddootor— ovx Eumerpor THs Sa- 

Adoons. kal péxpt rovde x. 7. A. resumes the narration, which 

was interrupted by the parenthesis epepov....@kouv. dv@xiopevot 

eict (= diva oikovor), are built at a distance from the coast. The 

gender by constructio ad sensum is put in the masculine, although the 
verb properly refers to cities. See N. on I. § 136. 1. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Piracy was also practised by the islanders, whom the purification of Delos showed to have 
been mostly Carians and Phoenicians (§ 1); but when Minos expelled the pirates from 
the islands, the sea became more open to navigation (§ 2); for which reason, the re- 
sources and power of those who dwelt on the sea-coast increased, and their mode of life 
becoming more settled, they surrounded their cities with walls, some of which cities 
obtaining the pre-eminence over smaller ones, attained to considerable consequence, and 
thus the way was prepared for the Trojan expedition (§§ 3, 4). 

1. Poppo thinks that this section belongs to the preceding chapter, 

inasmuch as it illustrates the subject matter of that chapter. ody 
ooov = paddov. évres, who were. The participle may sometimes 

be rendered by the relative and verb. Cf. K. § 309. 3. b; S. § 225. 2. 
ovror....@xicav (colonized). Of. Herodot. I. 171; IV. 147; VI. 

44, paprupiov dé. See mapddevypa, I. 2. § 5. The full form is 

found in Herodot. II. 58. rexpnpiov S€ por rovrov rode (eori). Cf. 
Mt. § 628.2. 7; Butt. § 151. 6. ka%aipoperns. After this purifica- 

tion of Delos by the Athenians on the advice of an oracle, they suf- 

- fered no person to die on the island, but carried those whose end was 

approaching over into Rheneza. tooe TS Todgu@. Delos was 
purified at the end of the sixth year of the Peloponnesian war. 

tmép jpuov, above one half. oKeug TOV SrA@y=—=<OdmAots accord- 

ing to the opinion of some, but it is better to render oxeuy, fashion, 

make. EvyreSappern. Goel. edits EvvreSappévov, which yields the 
same sense. 

2. The discussion of events seems here to be resumed from chap. 

4, at which place the historian digressed, to speak of the existence of 

piracy and robbery, and their effect upon the condition and habits of 

the various states of Greece. dé may therefore be rendered, however. 

katactavros, having been established. 

repov. Of. N. onI. 7. §1. of €x Tay ynT@Y Kakodpyo. avéotnoay 
= of ev trois vicots Kakotpyo. (the pirates) avéornoay (were expelled) 

e& avrav. K.§ 300. 4.0. aép gives a shade of indefiniteness to ére 
= about the time when. 

8. of mapa Sddkacoay aySperot, i.e. the men who inhabited the 
sea-coasts, paddov....motovpevor, having now obtained possession 

of greater wealth. BeBasrepov has reference to a more permanent 

mode of living. teixn mepteBaddovro (SC. Tais mokéow) = Tas 7é- 
Reis Teiyeoivy eKxvKAour. mAovot@repot éavTay== richer than they 

were before. yap “causam reddit verborum Bavdrepov @xovv et 

| tetxn meptBaddovro.” Poppo. kepdav depends on éeducpevor. K. 
| $278. 2. b ——oi—ijocous, the poorer. 8. § 65. —— mpoceroiotvre 

TOiLOTEpa = TOTULO= 
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-eemdAes, they won over and made obedient to them the smaller cities. 
Two phrases are here blended into one. 

4, paddov dn dvres, being now in a better state than formerly, i a 
having now become powerful and rich. Bauer interprets this pas- 

sage: magis est, ut tali conditione jam fuerint, quam ut in illa prisca.” 
vatepoy xpdva —totepe xpdve, a former reading, but now con 

sidered a gloss. 

CHAPTER IX. 

The Sepnaigan against Troy was set on foot, not so much by the suitor’s oath to Tynda- 
rus, as the superior power and influence which Agamemnon had to any of the princes 

of his time (§ 1); for Pelops, by the wealth which he brought from Asia, became pow- 
erful in Peloponnesus (which took its name from him), which power was increased by 

Atreus, who obtained the sovereignty of Mycenz and some other states on the death 
of Kurystheus (§ 2); all which wealth and power Agamemmon possessing, he drew to- 
gether the armament against Troy, more through the influence of fear than attach- 
ment (§ 3); for he fitted out the greatest number of ships for that expedition, accord-, — 
ing to Homer, who also speaks of his extensive sway (§ 4); from this expedition may 

be conjectured the nature and importance of those which preceded it (§ 5). 

1. rév rére Suvvdper mpotyav, by being superior in power to the 
princes of that time. The genitive. depends on mpovxer (S. § 198. 2), 

which participle denotes means (K. § 312. 4.e; S. § 225. 3), and is 

opposed to rots épxors in the next clause. These clauses are inverted, 

the natural order being: doxet od rocottrov—éyav (écov) trav tére 

Svvaper mpovyer. KaretAnpuevous (obstrictos). The oaths referred 

to are those which, at the advice of Ulysses, were imposed upon the 

suitors of Helen by Tyndarus, to approve of the cho‘.e which she 

might make, and defend her from any violence which might subse- 

quently be offered to her. Of. Apollod. IIT. 10. § 9. 

2. of ra cadheorara x. t.r. The order is: of dedeypevor (cf. I. 20. 
§1) ra cadécrara Iedorovvnciay, those of the Feloponnesians who 

have received the clearest accounts. I prefer this to the interpretation 

which makes Hedorovynciwy depend on ra cadécrara: those who have 

received the clearest accounts of the affairs of Peloponnesus, inas- 

much as in such a case, we should have expected it to have been writ- 

ten ra IeXorovynotakay. d....éxov, Which he brought with him 
Jrom Asia. ad depends on éyor. THY emovuniav—oxe, Surnish- 
ed the name ; literally, had the naming, i. e. had it named after him- 

self. -—— dus belongs to émndvrny dvra, although he was a foreign- 
er. rois....Euvevex3nvat. Haack, Poppo, and others render: to 
his posterity still greater power accrued, taking pei{o for a neuter 
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plural, or supplying dvvayw from the preceding context. Bloomf. 

translates: with posterity attained unto still greater estimation. In 
this case the construction would be: kal (Aéyovow) torepoy ere peito 
EvvevexSnvat (yéverSat) trois éexydvois. I prefer this rendering, because 

it seems to harmonize better with the context, it being the design of 

the author to exalt in this place the fame of Pelops, and to give his 

posterity (i. e. Atreus and Agamemnon) their meed of praise in the 

subsequent context. td “Hpaxdeidav. Eurystheus was slain by 
Hyllus and Iolaus, assisted by Theseus. Kata TO oikelov, On ac- 

count of his relationship. ruyxdvew depends on Aé¢yovor at the 

commencement of the section. airév, i.e. Atreus. The clause 

tuyxdvew avtov would have followed pnrpds....adr@ far more natu- 

rally as a genitive absolute: cal @evyovros rév marépa x. 7. A. The 
structure of the sentence, as Kriiger remarks, would have been im- 

proved, had évros been a primary verb. dia Tov Xpvoimmov Sdva- 

rov. The Schol. says that Pelops killed Chrysippus, and Atreus fear- 

ing the same treatment fled from home. According to another tradi- 

tion, his step-mother Hippodameia hated him, and prevailed on her 

sons Atreus and Thyestes to kill him, on which account Atreus fled 

away from the anger of his father. Soxotyra eivat, by appearing 

to be (see N. on mpovxar, I. 9. $1), is connected to Pd8@ by kal dua. 

Muxnvaioy and doy depend on tiv Bacireiav. mapahaBeiv 

and xaraornvar have the same construction as rvyyavew. Tov 

Ilepoedav depends on peifovs. Sthenelus the father of Eurystheus 
was the son of Perseus. 

3. d==which wealth and power. Similar to this is the use of 
_ tavra, Xen. Anab. I. 6.§9. Cf. I. 18. § 2. kal vautTin@ té, and 

in naval power also. On xat—ré, cf. 8. § 236. N. 8. €nt méov=—= 
padXov. icxyvoas. See N. on I. 8. § 2. ov... .pdBq, not 80 
much by affection as by fear; literally, not by affection more (ré 

mrelov = pardov) than by fear. 

4, haiverai—agdikopevos. See N. on I. 2. $1. et to fxavos 
texpnptaca, if his testimony be regarded valid. It is here meant, not 

that the testimony of Homer is to be distrusted, but that some allow- 

ance is to be made for poetical exaggeration. €V....TH Tapa- 

déoe. Cf. Il. 2. 108. Tov oxymtpov. This sceptre was a lance, 
which the Cheroneans venerated asa god. Of. Pausan. 9. 40, p. 795, 
cited by Gottl. yvnowy depends on eéxpdres. e£@ = xapis, 
preter. nretpatns av, inasmuch as he was an inhabitant of the 
continent. See N.onI.5. $38. The participle here denotes the reason 

or cause. Cf. K. § 312.4. b; 8. § 225.4. See also N. on I: 20. § 2. 

5. ofa qv ra pd airis—how powerful were the armaments before it 
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CHAPTER X. 

It is no reason why the poetic account of the greatness of the armament against Troy 
should be discredited, because Mycenz was apparently a small city (§ 1); this will ap- 

pear evident, if, Lacedemon having been overturned, any one should attempt to ascer- 

tain its power from its ruins (§ 2); the Trojan expedition ought therefore to be re 
garded as greater than any which preceded it, but inferior to those of the present age 

(§ 3); for Homer makes the number of the ships 1200; the largest containing 120, the 
sniallest 50 men (§ 4); which number cannot be considered great, when regarded as the 
combined force of the whole of Greece (§ 5). 

1. drt... .9¥, because Mycene was a small city. See N. on ds Bé- 
Baov dv, I. 2.$5. Haack and Poppo supply wé\topa from the fol- 

lowing clause. Mycensz was destroyed by the Argives, in the 78th 

Olympiad, a.o. 468, thirty-seven years before the Peloponnesian 

war. et Tt....€ivar, or if.any of the cities of those times, ete. 

Bloomf. makes this clause parenthetical, and renders: and which of 

the cities of those times does not now appear inconsiderable? But I 

think this to be unnecessary, as the commonly received signification 

makes apposite sense, d&uypewv, worthy of notice. oUK....€ipty- 

Kagt, no one using this (i. e. dre Muxnvat puxpov xk. T. A.) as @ certain 

proof, should disbelieve that this armament was as great as the poets 
represent. dy belongs to xpapevos and gives the sense no one using 

etc. (if any one should peradventure use it as @ proof). pn is added 

to the infinitive because preceded by dmoroin, a verb of denial. Of. 

Mt. § 534. Obs. 4; K. $318. 8; S. § 230. 8. Sometimes dr: od and 

és od are used in this construction with the indicative or optative. 

karéxel, prevails, obtains. 
2. Sparta and Athens are now brought forward as illustrative of 

what has just been said. yap (tllustrantis) may therefore be rendered, 

Sor example. Ths KataoKeuns Ta edadn, the foundations of the 

edifices. xatacxevi signifies fized or permanent furniture, and hence, 

as here, is put for bwildings, especially public edifices and large man- 

sions. ToAAv—amiotiay THs Svvdews—mpos TO KAEos aitoy, much 

doubt of their power in comparison with (mpis) their fame, i. e. with 

what their fame represented it to be. mpoedSdvros modAov xpdvov, 

in a long lapse of time. ——rois éreira, to posterity (S. § 169. 1), 

limits efvat, which has for its subject, dmoriav. TleAorrovyncov 
.++»poipas. The five divisions of Peloponnesus were, Laconia, Mes- 

senia (which was subject to Lacedeemon), Argolis, Achaia, and Arca- 
dia (which included Elis). In Argolis were included the Epidaurians, 

Trczenians, Corinthians, and Sycionians. trav to Evppdyeov mod- 
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Adv. This was true after the Peloponnesian war, when Thucydides 

composed the history. Before the war, tho Spartans had few if any 

subject states out of Peloponnesus. —— otre EvvoixioBeions, ‘not 

compactly built.” Bloomf. mwodews. For the omission of the 

article, ef. K. § 244. R. 3. Kara kopas, in villages. Miller (Do- 

rians, II. p. 48-50) says, that the names of these hamlets or villages 

were Pitana, Messoa, Limnez, and Cynosura, which lay on all sides 
around the city (adA:s) properly so called, and were divided from one 

another by intervals, until at a later period (in the time of the Mace- 

donian power), they were enclosed with walls and united and incor- 

porated together. Niebuhr supposes that such was the early state of 

Rome, to which Arnold adds the Borghi of Florence, and some of the 

Italian towns. daivoir’, sc. modus from the preceding woAews. A 

Schol. supplies dvvayis from the foregoing rs duvapéas. °ASn- 

vaioyv....ma%évrev is put for ei dé of "ASnvator maSorev, and responds 

to the preceding members, «i épnuw%ein, AnPSein Se. etka Ceo Sat 

depends on ofya, the words xairo.....tmodeerrépa being parenthetic. 

7 €or, instead of a noun in the regimen, is uncommon after 

words implying the idea of comparison, like é:mAaciav. 

3. ovKouy amucrteiv eixds, hence it is not proper to doubt = we ought 

not to doubt. tiv otpareiay, i. e. the armament fitted out against 

Troy. Trav in tev mpd avrns depends on peyiotny. Aeurope- 

vnv dé trav viv, but falling short of those at the present time. 

Kavrav%a (i. e. Kal éevrad%a) “has the same sense as if Thucydides had 

written kai wept ravtns tis otpareias Aéyovrt. Therefore the relative 

iv is in the feminine gender.” Arnold. ent To petCov—Koopjcat, 
to exaggerate for the sake of embellishment, “in majus celebrare.” 

Poppo. kal ovrws, i. e. even with all the embellishment of Homer. 

4. yiAiov....vedv. The Schol. says that Homer’s number of the 

ships was 1166. Eustathius finds in the catalogue the number of 

1186. Thucydides may be supposed to have used a round number. 
- dySpév depends upon ras pév (i. &. vais), as the genitive denot- 

ing the contents, or that with which a thing is filled; ships of 
(== holding, carrying) 120 men. In the same manner we find mdoia 

cirov and dyaéa oirov. Cf. Kr. $47.8. N.4. Kariig. in his note-on 
this passage remarks that, as we can say af vies Roay (vies) éxardy 
avdpav, so also Wwe may say memoinke tas vais (vais) éxardv dvdpar. 

aay yoty....maperxevacpeva is generally regarded as paren- 
thetic, the main subject being resumed by ody in mpds ras peyioras 
au. avrepérat (sc. veay, cf. IIT. 18. § 5), themselves rowers. I 

have put a comma after mayres, because éy rats Bidoxrnroy vavot is 

py no means to be joined with joav. but is to be taken in the sense 
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of, in what he has said of the ships of Philoctetes. —— sepivews, sw 
pernumeraries, i.e. those who are merely passengers, and take no part 

in the management of the ship. tav....tTehe, those particularly 

in office =the chiefs. Of. ra rédn, I. 58. § 1. —- pedAovras should 
properly be pedAAdvr@y, but as in that case it would have referred to 

Bactiéwy, and not as it does to the whole armament of the Greeks, 

the accusative was adopted, the subject being partly contained in the 
subject of the primary verb, wepivews moddods Evyrdeiv, as Arnold 

remarks, having exactly the same meaning, as if Thucydides had 

written mepivews modAovs peta ohav ayev. The subject of pédAor- 

ras is therefore "E\Anvas to be supplied. xatadpaxra, decked, with 

decks, Their ships were covered only in the prow and stern, which 

covering Homer calls ixpia vnds (cf. Odyss. 12. 229). Even in the 

time of the Persian war, the ships were not entirely covered (ef. I. 14. 

§ 3, aira....xaraorpopara). Cf. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. 

p. 58. Anorixorepoy, rather after the piratical fashion. 

5. mpos....oxomovvts, in reference to the greatest and the smallest 

ships, if we look at the medium =if we look at the medium between 

the greatest and the smallest ships. mpos here denotes jitness, con- 

Sormity to. Of. K. § 298. Tl. 8. b. ody =T say then, or accordingly. 
as—repmopevo, deing regarded as sent. oxorodrvre limits daivoyrat. 

K. § 312. 6. 

CHAPTER XI. 

Tho want of means to support an army, was a reason why the armament against Troy 
was no larger; and so limited were they in their resources, that they were obliged to 
engage in expeditions into the surrounding regions, in order to obtain subsistence for 
the arney, which fact shows why the siege was so long protracted (§ 1); for if they had 
pressed the siege vigorously with their whole force, they might easily have taken the 
place (§ 2); but want of pecuniary resources made the military operations prior to this 
expedition feeble, and even this was inferior to its fame as celebrated by the poets (§ 3). 

1. atriov, the reason of this paucity. dxpnparia, want of 

money. Tis yap tpopis. The article, as Bloomf. well remarks, 

refers to something to be mentally supplied, as the food, sc. necessary 

for their sustenance. avrdsev, from the place itself, i. e. from the 
Trojan country. moXepovvra denotes the means. See N. on I. 9. 
§1. ré in émecdn re responds to ré in réy re orpardy. d7Ao 
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.++.eretyicavro is a parenthetic clause, confirmatory of émeidn re... 

éxpdrnoay. The proof of djArov dé is introduced by yap. —— ovx dv 
érevxioavro. Supply mentally ei pr pdyn éxpdrnoavy. —— dé in 8° 

ovd’ is resumptive. It is often found after particles of time in the 

apodosis. éyrad%a, i.e. when they had gained the first battle. 

mpos yewpyiav. Eustath. (ad. Il. p. 887) says that Diomedes 
ploughed the Thracian fields, and was not present at the theatre of the 

war. ——Aygoreiav. Under the conduct of Achilles, the Greeks made 

excursions into the surrounding country and pillaged many cities. 

Ayoreia, although a word denoting piracy, is here to be taken ina 

modified sense, of pillaging expeditions, exeursions for plunder, as 

Bloomf. remarks, bearing some resemblance to the privateering of 

modern times. 7, ‘hoc igitur modo seu guam ob causam.” Poppo. 

- Of. I. 25. $4; TI. 2. §3; II. 13. § 2. avtav Sseorappéver refers 

to the Greeks. ra déxa rn. The time of the siege was well 

known, and hence the article is prefixed to Séxa érn. Cf. Kr. § 50. 2. 

eG Bia is to be taken with dyreiyov, and not with dyrimahor 

(= dyrdé:a) as Bauer supposes, since it has the sense of impetu, vi, and 

not viribus. It is singular that Hier. Miller should connect Bia with 

av’rav Steonappevov. The idea is that, in consequence of the disper- 
sion of the Greek forces in quest of the means of subsistence, the Tro- 

jans were enabled to make successful resistance in the open field, 
against those of their enemies who were left to carry on the siege. 

det, for the time being. See N. onI. 2. §1. 

. 2. €yovres, with. K. § 312. kh. 10. azpéot, being collected to- 

gether. Eunxds tiv mddepov Siépeporv, had carried the war 

through (i. e. to a successful termination) without any interruption. 

——— pdxn belongs to xparodvres and not to eidov. ot ye. K. 

§ 817. 2. dei. See N. on the previous section. moXtopkia 8” 
dv mpocka%edpevor, but had they applied themselves to the siege ; lit- 

erally, sat down to the siege. Poppo connects av with eidov. 
8. rovray, i. e. the expedition against. Troy. avta ye 6) Tavra, 

indeed this itself (K. § 808.3). The plural is here used also, although 

referring to the Trojan expedition, the idea of events in the expedition 

being prominent in the writer’s mind. ‘yevopueva is here concessive. 

See N. on I. 7. § 1. —— dndrotrar—évra, és shown to have been. Sndoidv 
with a participle signifies, to disclose, reveal, with an infinitive, to say, 

to announce, ete. K. § 3811. 12. Kal TOU....KaTEDXNKOTOS, Even 

the report which, through the medium of the poets, is now current re- 

specting it. See N. on I. 10. § 1 (end), 
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CHAPTER XII. 

The Greeks still remained in an unsettled condition after the Trojan wer, and therefore 
made no great improvement (§ 1); this resulted, among’other things, from the factions 

which had arisen during that war, and through which, those who returned were banished 
from their respective countries (§ 2); the Beotians and Dorians changed their abodes 
(§ 8); the country at length becoming tranquil and the population no longer migratory, 
colonies were sent out to Ionia, Italy, Sicily, and other regions (§ 4). 

1. émei Kai, then also, and even. Of. I. 69. § 5. ert... «pero 

kifero, was still moving from place to place and changing abodes. 

Every edition before me, except Dindorf’s, has xarwxitero, instead of 

peroxifero, which Arnold renders, was settling itself, i. e. was not yet 

settled. Gore... .avénzjivar—= Gore pi) jovydoaca Kat pi avéy- 
_, Syvat, inasmuch as the negative belongs to the whole clause. Of. K. 
§ 318. R. 5. Poppo, however, resolves the clause into, dcre py jov- 
Xdoaca kal ovrws av&én3qvai Which makes no material difference in the 
sense, since ovrws refers to a state of rest, which is denied in pi jov- 
xacaca. Not much different from this is the translatién of Bloom- 
field: so as to enjoy too little quiet to make any progress in power. 

jovxdoaca is put in the nominative (for #ovydoacay) by attraction 
‘ with 7 ‘EAAds, the subject of the principal verb. Of. Jelf’s Kihn. 

Ns 868. Obs. 5; Kr. § 55. 2. Ns. 1, 4. Goeller commences the 

x \, apodosis to eret....avén%nvar, with bles Te €v TOMA@ x. 7. Xr. §4 

\ infra. All the intervening words, both he and Bloomf. enclose in a 
A ae ' : 

2. xpovia yevouevn, taking ana after so long a time. Of. Odyss. 
“17. 2: moda belongs to évedypooe, made many changes. —— 
Ye otdcets, factions. as én word, Sor the most part, generally. —— 
~~ ap Sv, by which (see N. on dé rodépou, I. 24. § 4), sc. ordcewy, and 

not wéAewv, which would either be without the preposition or else 

take ék. exrinrovres—extiCov. The subject is of wodirat elicited 

from the preceding médect. tas modes. The use of the article 
Poppo (Proleg. I. p. 200) thus gives: “claras urbes, guas inde 

novimus extytisse.” See N. on ra déxa &rn, I. 11. $1. The chiefs 
who are here spoken of as being expelled from their country, wero 

Teucer, Philoctetes, Diomedes, Menestheus, Pyrrhus, Idomeneus, ete. 

8. ”Apyns. The Thessalian Arne is here intended. The Beotian 
Arne which was thus colonized was afterwards called Cheronwa 
‘Coroneia, Leake). dvaoravres, being expelled. The aorist active 
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has here a passive sense. S. § 207. N. 3. éyv in ad’ dy is plural 
because drodacpds, to which it refers, has a collective idea. Miiller 

says, that the writer added this through deference to the authority of 

Homer. But in the catalogue of the ships, the Boeotians are repre- 

sented as possessing the whole of what was afterwards called Beotia, 

and could not therefore have been a portion only of its inhabitants. 

Grote (Hist. of Greece, II. p. 22) says that Thucydides has not re- 

moved the discrepancy between himself and Homer by this statement, 

but only made it less strikingly obvious. The subject is involved in 

difficulty. —— Awpiijs....érxov. During their exile from Peloponne- 
sus, the Heraclide took up their abode in Doris, Agimius haying be- 

queathed to Hyllus his dominions, in gratitude to Hercules for having 

_ reinstated him in his government which he had lost. It was thus 
that eighty years after the capture of Troy, they planned the recovery 

of their ancient possessions, the traditionary name of which expedi- 

tion is “ the return of the descendants of Hercules.” Of. Cramer’s 

Greece, Vol. II. p. 101; Miiller’s Dorians, I. p. 50 seq. The invasion 

was successful, and all Peloponnesus, except Arcadia and Achaia, fell 
into their power. Grote (Hist. of Greece, Il. p. 18) thinks that Thu- 

cydides or some previous author, computed this epoch of eighty years 

by the generations in the line of Hercules, the first generation after 

Hercules commencing with the siege of Troy, which, reckoning thirty . 

_ years for a generation, would bring the fourth generation to coincide 

with the ninetieth year after that period, or the eightieth year after 

the city was taken. This would agree with the distance in which 

Tlepolemus, Temenus, Cresphontes, and Aristodemus stand removed 

from Hercules. dydonxoord ere. Repeat pera “IXiov door. 

4. ports, scarcely, not at length, as that idea is contained in éy 
TOAAG xpdvo. avcrapévn, being unsettled, migratory. See the 

use of this word in the previous section and in I. 8. § 2. efermeppe. 

_ I prefer with Haack, Goeller, Poppo, and others, the imperfect 

e&émepume, because the writer is here speaking of colonization in gen- 

eral and not of any specific colonies. *IraXias, i. e. the southern 
part of Italy, in which were many Grecian colonies, and which was 

called by later writers Magna Gracia. —~— eorw 4 xwpia (— ena 
ywpia). See N, mI. 65. $3. 
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“CHAPTER XIII. 

As Greece increased in power and wealth, tyrannies began to be established, and insreasing 
attention was given to maritime affairs (§ 1); in which Corinth led the way, triremes 
being said to have been built first there (§ 2); and at the same time Aminocles the 
Corinthian constructed four for the Samians (§ 3) ; the earliest sea-fight took place be- 
‘tween the Corinthians and the Corcyrzans (§ 4); Corinth, by its favorable position for 
the land trade between Peloponnesus and the rest of Greece, and also for its maritime 
advantages, after the suppression of piracy, became a double emporium and arose to 
great opulence (§ 5); the Ionians also, in the times of Cyrus and Cambyses, possessed a 

considerable navy, as did also Polycrates and the Phocwans (§ 6). 

1. riv xriow—rowovperns, having obtained the possession of. —— 
" paddov is here employed as an adjective. Ta mo\Ad is to be taken 

adverbially (= émi ré wodv), for the most part, very generally (K. 

§ 279. R. 8), i. e. in most of the states. tupavvides, absolute sove- 

reignties. Reference is had in this term to the mode, in which ab- 

solute power was obtained, rather than the manner in which it was 

exercised. As opposed to the kingship spoken of below, it signified 

power usurped and unlimited, in distinction from that which was 

legitimate, hereditary, and limited by constitutional restrictions. —— 

mt pyrois yépaor, with defined prerogatives, i. e. such as had been 

long established by usage and common consent. ém here denotes 

condition, K. § 296. Il. 3. b. matptxail, ancestral, hereditary. 

Goeller thinks that warpixai Bacidciat does not signify, dominion re- 

ceived from one’s father, but rather rd marpixdy et rd Kata vdpov eivat 

narpioy, and that the word marpixai is used, because it includes the 

signification of paterni et patrum ex institutis administrati regiminis. 

But his reasoning in support of this is by no means satisfactory. 

vautikad Te e&nptueto, began to fit out for himself navies. avrtei~ 

xovro (sc. of “EAAnves from 7 “ENAds in the previous clause), began te 

apply themselves. So Betant in hoc loco. 

2. tpémrov depends on éyytrara. S. § 195.1. peraxetpioa, to 

change in the structure. <A Schol. says that the alteration consisted 

in converting vessels of fifty oars into trirerhes. Thucydides uses 

peraxetpioa here in the sense of the middle perayeipicacSa. A sim- 

ilar usage may be found in Sovdovy, I. 16.§ 1; III. 87. § 4, and xara- 
doa, IIL. 46. § 1. Ta wept ras vais=the structure of ships ; 

literally, those things pertaining to ships. K. § 295. III. 8. Tis 
*E\Addos is added, says Poppo, because triremes had before this been 

in use among the Pheenicians. 
8. Sapios, for the Samians, depends on reumoas. For the con 
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struction of daiverar—roujoas, see N, on I. 2. §1. pdducra, about, 

im round numbers. Goeller prefers the sense of ferme instead of cir- 

citer. Tov modépov, i.e. the Peloponnesian war. This shows that 
Thucydides wrote the preface of his work, at least, after the war had 

terminated. 
4, Sv= ékeivwv ds, of which equivalent, the antecedent depends 

On wadatrary, and the relative is governed by iopev. Kopwiev 
mpos Kepxupaiovs. Between the Corinthians and Corcyreans there 
existed the most inveterate enmity, although the latter people were a 

colony of the former. The expedition here referred to was the one 

conducted by Periander to avenge the death of his son Lycophron, 

whom he had driven from his home and banished to Corcyra, but 
afterwards recalled in his old age, and whom through fear of Perian- - 

Jer, who was to take the place of his son, the Corcyrewans murdered. 

Cf. Herodot. IL. 50-53. ravty (sc. paxn), from the time of that 

battle. For this use of the dative, cf. Mt. $888. ¢ 

xpdvov, i. e. the c.ose of th Paloponnesian war. 

5. yap, now. See N. cu l.4. $1. dei is strengthened by 67 
mote = always at all times eumdpiov, & place of traffic, a com- 

mercial town. This name was generally applied to maritime places, 
where articles of merchandise were imported and exported. ‘EA- 

Anveyv is in the genitive absolute with émipioydvrav. TO mada, im 
olden time. Ta TAeiw, MOTE. did... emyuoydvrav, having 

intercourse with one another through their territory. TOLs Tadaois 

nowmrais. Reference is had to Homer, who says (Il. 2. 570): 
ol dé Muxnvas eiyov evxripevoy moNseaipar, 

"Adveidy Te KdpuZov.. 

parrov emrarfov, began to atlend more to navigation ; literally, 
began to sail more. émdaiCov is a poetic word. KaSnpovy. I con- 

cur with Poppo, Goeller, and others, in referring this verb to the Corin- 

thians, inasmuch as ras vats evidently means, the ships just mentioned 

(i. e. the Corinthian ships), and the following context shows a change 

of subject. Poppo notes a similar variation of the subject in II. 3. §4 

II]. 16 (init.); 52 (init.). Such abrupt changes are not wonderful in 
a writer like Thucydides, who makes every thing subordinate to 
brevity. auddrepa, both ways, i.e. Corinth became an emporium 

for traffic by sea as well as by land (K. $279. R. 10; Butt. $115. 5). 
It is remarked by critics that duddérepa' may be taken in three senses, 
1, by sea and by land; 2, to the Greeks both within and without the 

isthmus; 3, to the two ports of Corinth, viz. Cenchrea and Lechsum. 
The first is the only interpretation which has claims to be considered 

as the true one. —— ypnydrov depends on mpoadde. 

féxpt TOU adTod 
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6. “Iwow limits yiyvera, of which vavrixdy (navy) is the subject. -—— 
éri Kvpou, in the time of Cyrus. K. § 296. II. 2. Ths—Ka® éavrovs 

Sadaoons, their own sea ; literally, the sea over against them. For the 

construction of Sq\dcons in dependence on exparnaay, cf. S, § 189. —— 

Kup@ modepoorres. Of. Herodot. I. 161 et seg. The participle here de- 
notes time, while they were carrying on war. K. $312. 4. a; 8. $225. 
2. Hodvkparns. See Herodot. II. 39, 120. ent KapuBvoov. 
See N. on émi Kvpov supra. ‘Phverav, Rhenea, one of the Cyclades 

(see N. on I. 4. $1) so near to Delos, that Polycrates is said (III. 104, 
§ 2) to have connected them with a chain. avéSnxe (consecrated) 

....AyAio. The way in which this was done is mentioned in III. 

104. § 2, and Herodot. III. 34, 122. MagcanXiay oikigovres. Arnold 
-remarks that this is not to be understood as referring to the sea-fight 
mentioned by Herodot. I, 166. He understands Massalia as being set- 
tled by a colony, sent out fifty-five years earlier than the flight of the 

main body from the arms of Cyrus, and therefore founded long before 

the subjugation of the parent state to the Persians. If this be true, 

the sea-fight here referred to must have been fought with the Cartha- 

ginians, some time previous to the one spoken of by Herodotus. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

Ylany generations after the Trojan war, the Greeks possessed but four triremes, the most 
common ships being fifty-oared vessels and long barks (§ 1); and it was only just before 

the Persian war that the tyrants of Sicily and the Coreyrzans possessed any considerable 

number of triremes (§ 2); the Aginete and the Athenians had but few ships, and those 
mostly of an inferior class, until Themistocles incited the latter people to the construction 

of better ones, although, even then, mot decked throughout (§ 3). 
~ 

1. Poppo and Haack disconnect this chapter from the preceding 

one, by placing a period instead of a colon after vavpaxotvres. Bloomf. 

closes the preceding chapter with the words vavrixay jy. yap, 

then, now, an inchoative use of this connective, which is so frequent, 

that, unless in special cases, it requires no further notice. Taira, 

i. e. the navies just mentioce1. yeveais is the dative of time when. 

A generation was reckoned at thirty years (see N. on I. 12. § 3). —— 

yevopeva, although being. See N. onl. 7. $1. xpepeva depends 

on gaivera. See N. on I. 2. $1. —— mevryxovrépois. These fifty 

oared ships were of that class called povjpes, because the rowers sat in 

one rank, twenty-five on each side. These ships were first introduced 
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by the Phocwans. Of. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antigq. p. 877. 
— 8 er, but still. —— éeénprupéva, provided with, or perhaps con- 

sisted of would be a signification more appropriate in this passage. 

— donep éxeiva isc. rév Tpatxay), as those in the Trojan war. 

2. ddtyov re (sc. pdvov), and only a short time. Trav Mndikav 
refers to the first invasion of Greece by Darius. pera, after. 

epi te Stxerlav, around Sicily (K. § 295. II. 1. b), i.e. on the Sicil- 

ian coasts. If however wept SixeAlay = Sixeduxois, the order should 

be: rots rupavvois mepl SuxeXiav. és mdqSos, in a considerable 
number. K. § 290. 2.1. b. The context demands the subaudition 

of pévoy after déiddoya, in the sense of the only navies worthy of note. 
8. et rives GAXot, SC. vauTikd éxextnvro. A shade of doubt is com- 

municated by e? to the clause: such others (if there were any) as had 

navies. For this species of brachylogy, cf. K. § 346. 4. Bpaxéa 

(= puxpa.- Of. I. 74.§ 3; 117. § 38; 140. § 1), inconsiderable, small as 

to numbers, although there may be areference also to magnitude. 
Haack supplies mAota, but. vavreya is to be preferred. oe Te, SC. 

qv. Kriig. whom Poppo follows, supplies éxéxrnyro. But this is less 

apposite and natural than the common rendering: and it was not till 

late that Themistocles, etc. ad ov = eet, which is found in one 
MS. tov BapBdpov is put for ray BapBapay, as in Latin Romanus 

is put for Romani. Reference is had to the second Persian invasion, 

which had been threatening Greece ever since the battle at Marathon 
and did not therefore come unexpectedly. dud maons (SC. vews), 
throughout the ship. Poppo understands 6a maons to mean, im every 

ship, i.e. nondum omnes tectas fuisse. Some reject as harsh the 

ellipsis of véws, and take da maons in the adverbial sense omnino, as 

dua xevns (Athen. 442. a), frustra, and dao rijs tons, I. 15.§ 3. But 
see N, on that passage. 

CHAPTER XV. 

The states which gave their attention to the formation of a navy, greatly increased their 
power (§1); for no wars by land, except border hostilities, were yet carried on, nor 

were any distant enterprises undertaken (§ 2); combinations of smaller with greater 

cities were not formed for common expeditions, except in the war between the Chalci- 

deans and Eretrians, when the rest of the states separated into parties on the one or the 
_ other side (§ 3). 

1. dée—dpos, however. ovK €Aaxiorny = very great. A litotes. 
See N. on I. 3. § 1. ot mpoaxdvres avrois (SC. Tots vauTtkois), those 
paying attention to their navies, i. e. making it an object to form and 
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establish a navy. mpocdd@ and dpxy are datives of meang, ——— 
kal pdaduora Saou (= ékeivot door) pr Suapkn elyov yopav, and espe- 
cially as many as had a territory insufficient for their sustenance. 

Bloomf. refers this especially to the Athenians. It was also true of 

the Corinthians. 

2. d%ev, whence, refers to médepos. kat in tis kat appears to 

us to be pleonastic, but the Attics employ it frequently after ris, to 

eonnect the thought more closely. mapeyevero, accrued (= might 
accrue). This use of the moods in adverbial sentences of place (K. 

§ 336), is the same as in adjective sentences (K. § 333), the indicative 

being used when the attributive qualification is to be represented as 

actual or real. mavres....exadoros. The order is: mavres dé (sc. 

movemor) Soot kal (even) eyévovto Hoav Exdotois mpds Sudpovs (border- 

ers) tovs aerépous. orpareias—eEneoav. K. § 278. 1. moAV 
amo tis éavtev is bracketed by Poppo and Goeller, on the ground 

that the idea contained in éxdnpuous is repeated. But, as Bloomf. well 
observes, éxOnpovs merely signifies, abroad, foreign, without defining 
the distance, and hence the clause in question is by no means superfiu- 

ous. Of. Il. 10. § 1.—— én’ @rov xaracrpody, for the subjugation 

of others. 

3. ov yap ~vvertnxecav—moreis tmnxoo. The Schol.. says, that 

the lesser cities did not associate in war with the larger cities, as sub- 

ject to them, od yap tmjxoo. Hence Poppo makes tmnxoo = as 

tmyjxoot, and with it supplies of "EAAnves instead of méXets. av, on 
the other hand. Bothe reads dy. avtot does not refer to tmjxoo, 

but to all the Greeks, especially to those implied in péyorat mérets. 

amo ths tons- (Sc. poipas), on equal terms, i. e. the expenses 
being justly apportioned. The Schol. supplies cuvvredcias. But ef. 

Ii. 40. § 6. érotovvro, “solebant suscipere.” @s €xacrTot ot 

dorvyeitoves, as they severally happened to border on each other, The 

general idea is, that neighboring states went to war with one another, 

but no general combination was formed against any distant enemy. 

pddiora....d1€orn, especially in the war which anciently occurred 

between the Chalcideans and Fretrians (it was that), the rest of the 

Greeks ranged themselves on different sides, and thus were engaged in 

general hostilities. «at has here the force of also, likewise. The sen- 

tence is exceedingly compressed, but its general sense cannot well be 

mistaken. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

Various obstacles were in the way of the prosperity of the other states, and especially 
were the Ionians weakened by the Persian power under Cyrus, as were their islands at 
a subsequent period py Darius (§ 1). 

1. &rox, from other quarters, in other ways. py av&n&qvat, 
i.e. rod py adém%qva. Cf. K. $808.2. b. xwAdvpara contains a nega- 

tive idea and is therefore followed by pi with the infinitive. See N. 

on I. 10.§1 (end). kai, especially, serves here to introduce a 

particular instance of the obstacles to their advancement. Bloom- 

field makes “Iaou to depend on ézeyévero understood, the subject of 

which is Kipos kat 4 Tepovxy Bacideta (a hendiadys), and in order to 

furnish a subject to éreorpdrevoe, he supplies 4 referring to Baoweia. 
But why not with the Schol. construct "Iaox after érertpdrevoe, and 
make Kipos and Baoweia the subject of the verb? This expedition 

of the Persians, of course would be a cmAvya to the Ionians, and it is 

unnecessary, therefore, that this idea should be formally repeated by 

supplying éereyévero kwdvpa. mpoxopnodvrayv emt péeya Tay mpa- 

ypdrov is referred by the Schol. to the Persians, but is evidently to be 

taken with "Ieou. *ANvos. The river Halys separated Lydia from 
the Persian dominions. The ancient Greeks designated what was 

called subsequently Asia Minor, by 7 wapa%aAdootos, or 7 évTds Tav- 

pov, OF 7 evros “Advos. mores, i. e. the Ionian cities. 
Aooe. See N. on I. 13. § 2. Aapeios. Repeat edovAace. To 

vavtix@ is the instrumental dative. K.§ 608. The reduction of the 
Tonian states took place on their revolt, at which time (A. 0. 498) 

Miletus was destroyed. 

edov- 

CHAPTER XVII. 

The tyrants, with the exception of those in Sicily, looking only to thetr own interests and 
security, did nothing memorable (§ 1); so tliat Greece, impeded on every hand, for a 

long-time made little advancement (§ 2). 

1. rupavvor belongs to décor (i. €. door tipavvor), and is therefore 

without the article, the whole proposition forming. the subject of 

TO.» -Tpoopopevor, providing only for their own interests, ¥ 
®KOUP, 
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Kiihner (Jelf’s edit. § 633. 3. ¢) explains rd ef’ éavraéy, something de- 
pending on themselves, i. e. having no reference to any body else. Of, 

TO éavtrod pdvoy oxorav, VI. 12. § 2. és TO cGpa=“as it re- 

garded their personal security and gratification.” Bloomf. Notice 

this use of céua in the sense of person. The fact here spoken of is 

illustrated by a reference to Periander, who is said to have had a 

body-guard of three hundred men. dv dodadeias dcov edvvarro, 
as safely as possible, i. e. with as much safety to themselves as possi- 

ble. da with its case is here taken adverbially. 

(=dxpiBds. Schol.) belongs to écov édvvarro. @kouv (= di@Kovr), 
managed, guided the affairs of. The cautious and timid policy here 

spoken of, had reference to foreign wars, as is seen from the context. 

dr avtav. ‘There is a mixed meaning in the word amd, partly 

expressive of derivation and partly of agency: nothing great pro- 

ceeded from them; nothing great was done by them.” Arnold. Cf. 

Mt. § 573; K. § 288. 1. 3. ¢. ei py et tL, except something. We 

are not to understand ri as referring to any memorable deed, but as 

simply signifying any deed whatever, “ When ei ps) has the meaning 

except, another «i is sometimes joined, like nisz st, while the predi- 

cate of ef pi is omitted. K. § 340. 5. éxdorots is to be con- 
structed with émpay%n (mentally supplied from the preceding sen- 

tence), there being a sort of apposition between it and dm adrér. 
yap in of yap implies an ellipsis: I refer especially to the 

tyrants of Greece, for those in Sicily, etc. “Tyrannorum Siculorum - 

magna potentia inertia Grecorum opponitur.” Bothe. ent 

mAcicrov—duvapews, to avery great height of power. The scope of 

the argument shows that the power here spoken of,;referred to the 

ability of the tyrants of Sicily to carry on distant wars. 

2. xareixero, was held in, impeded. own, im common, by joint 
undertaking. xarepyater%at = adore katepyafeosa. Poppo makes 

ré in wéAders re respond to pyre going before. The clause xard.... 

eivaa may be rendered: and by single cities t¢ was still less aduen- 

turous. 

padiora 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

Soon after tho tyrants had been expelled by the Lacedemonians, who, enjoyiag good 
laws from the most ancient times, had not been subject to these usurpers, the Persians 

invaded Greece and engaged with the Athenians at Marathon (§ 1); on their second 
invasion the Greeks combined for defence, the Laced#monians being at the head, and 
the Athenians doing all in their power by sea for the common safety; but soon after 

the close of the war the confederation was dissolved, and parties were formed under 
Athens and Lacedemon as the leading states (§ 2); from that time to the present. war, 
they were continually engaged in making truces or in carrying on hostilities, and thus 
acquired no small skill in warlike affairs (§ 3). 

1. of re "ASnvaiwy ripavvor. Reference is had to Hippias and Hip- 

parchus, who succeeded their father Pisistratus in the government of 

Athens. oi ék rhs Ans ‘EAAdOos is put for ev ri Gdn “EMdd, 

the preposition being attracted by xareAv2noav, which denotes the 

direction whence, cf. K. 300.4. See N. on J. 112. § 4. €ml mort 
kal mplv tupavvevteions. Haack, whom Arnold cites approvingly, 

interprets this clause: “‘magnam partem ante, quam Athenienses, sub- 

acte a tyrannis” =a great part of Greece had been subject to tyrants 

before Athens was. I concur, hoW®ver, with Bloomf., who translates 

it indefinitely: generally and even of old under tyrannical govern- 

ment. of mieiorot....KatedvSnoav, the greater part had been put 

down, the last, except those in Sicily, by the Lacedemonians. Of. I. 

122.§38. redevraio: is to be connected with id Aakedaipovior. 

7 yap Aaxedaivwy begins a parenthesis which closes with mdéAcou 

kaSioracay, the.design of which parenthesis being to show, why La- 

cedzmon took so prominent a part in expelling the tyrants from the 

other Grecian states, viz. because it had enjoyed so long a well-regu- 

lated government and had been free from tyrants (drupavvevros). The 
second ydp introduces a parenthesis within this parenthesis, the ob- 

ject of which is to expand and illustrate the idea contained in the 

preceding words det drupavvevros. By keeping in view these divisions 

of this long and apparently confused sentence, the student will have 

far less difficulty in explaining the words and clauses of which it is 
composed. pera thy kticw Tav—Aapitoy, after its occupancy by 
the Dorians. The Heraclide did not found Lacedemon, but took 
possession of it when it had been long founded. Hence xriow here 

and xrifovres in V, 16. § 8, are to be taken in a modified sense of 
Sounding anew, inasmuch as Sparta had comparatively little impor- 

tance before the Doric invasion. Cf. Mill. Dor. I. p. 102. In respect 

to the order of the clauses in this connection, éml....cracidcaca is 
to be constructed immediately after 4 yap Aaxedaiywy, and perd.... 
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Awptéwy may be rendered after gues. €nl....oTaciacaca, haring 

been distracted by factions the longest of any we know of. dv (= éxel 

vev &). Some refer this relative to méXcwv, but Poppo would supply 

xpover, which on the whole I prefer, reference being had to the 

various times during which the other states were harassed. The 

period in the Lacedzmonian history referred to in this place, is the 

one preceding the return of the Heraclide. €k waXattdTov, Jor & 
very long time. Lycurgus gave laws to Sparta, according to Aristotle, 

about A. o..884, and upwards of four hundred years ‘hizo the Pelo- 

ponnesian war. Xenophon (Rep. Lac. X. 8) places the Spartan law- 
giver more than two hundred years earlier, that is, at the time of the 

Heracleids (Cf. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. Vol. I. 

p- 850). Grote (Hist. Greece, II. p. 454) thinks that Lycurgus intro- 

duced his discipline and constitution about a. o. 830-820. Mr. Clin- 

ton (Fasti Hellen. II. p. 141), with his eye on this passage of Thu- 

cydides, fixes the legislation of Lycurgus at about a. o. 817, and his 

regency at A. o. 852. The chronology is very confused and diverse, 

from the uncertainty which rests over the time when Lycurgus flour- 

ished. ddAly@ mAciw, somewhat more. Tov troAc€pou, i. e. the 

Peloponnesian war. Bloomf. ®ys that af’ od is put for dd’ of 
xpdévov and & od, etc. modtreia, i. e. the oligarchy, the council 

of elders established by Lyctrgus. dv aidrd, i.e. by continuing 

in the same polity. Suvdpevor = duvarol dvres. Ta KaSioracay. 

The Lacedemonians arranged the affairs of other states after their 

own model, abolishing both tyrannies and democracies. ra refers to 

political institutions, modes of government, etc. pera O€ TV 

resumes the subject, which had been interrupted by the parenthesis 

beginning at 7 yap Aaxedaivwv, but it will be seen that, in the 

resumption, the words are somewhat changed: éme:dy) dé of tépavvoe 

KaTeAvSnoav—pera dé Thy TOY TUpdvvey Karadvow. When ée¢ is found 

in. the first clause, it is usually repeated in the resumptive clause (cf. 

Cyrop. I. 3..§ 19), which here embraces the apodosis.  paxn— 

eyevero. Cf. N. on I. 11. § 1. mpos, against. K. § 298. III. 1. b. 

2. Sexarm dé érea. This refers to the commencement of the expe- 

dition of Xerxes, and not to the battle of Salamis, which is shown by 

Sealiger, whose opinion Duker supports, to have been fought eleven 

years after the battle of Marathon. Poppo, Goeller, Haack, and 

Bloomfield adopt the same view. Petav. on the other hand (of whom 

Poppo remarks: recentiores tamen magno consensu Petavium sequun- 

tur) says: Marathonia pugna commissa est decimo anno ante Sala- 

miniam auctore Thucydide. But émi civ “EdAdda 7ASe harmonizes 

better with the former view, since it refers rather to the going upon 
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an expedition than fighting a battle. SovAwodpevos denotes the 
purpose of 7A, S. $225. 5.-—— Evymwodeunoavrev. “ Aoristi particii- 

um offensioni est, quum scriptor non gui communiter bellum gesserant, 

sed gui—gerebant vel gesturi erant dicere velit.” Poppo. Goelier 

thinks that the Aorist was employed, because the Greeks-had already 

united in the first Persian war. avackevacdpevot, collecting to- 

gether their moveables. “ Colligere vasa.” Betant.. In Liddell and 

Scott’s Lex. this passage is cited under the definition, to dismantle 

one’s house, city, etc. This meaning is unsuitable to the passage. 

es tas vats belongs to éuBdvres. duexpiSnoav mpos = SvaxpiSevres 
é€x@povy apds. This species of constructio preegnans, by which a verb 

of rest is followed by a preposition of motion, is quite common. Cf. 

K. § 300. 3. b; 8. § 235. of Evprodepnoartes. It is singular that 

Miiller should supply airé (i. e. r@ Baowdei), since the use of ray 

Evurodeunodyrey supra, shows that it is here to be referred to those 

who united against the king. Two classes of Greeks are here spoken 

of, viz. those who had revolted from the king, and those who from 

the beginning had united to oppose him. tadra.. See N. on I. 9. 

§ 3. oi pev refers. to the Lacedsemonians, of dé to the Athenians. 

3. 7 dpatypia, the defensive alliance, confederacy against the Per- 
sians. It was not until the destruction of the Persian fleet on the 

Eurymedon, by Cimon, that the Persian war was terminated. Until 

that time the alliance, to which the invasion of Xerxes had given 
birth, remained unbroken. ‘EdAjnver limits tives. €l TLWES TOU 
Stacraicy, whoever any where were at variance = when differences arose 

among any of them. és tovde det x. td. The order is: és révde 

Tov méAepov del Ta pev orevdduevor Ta SE trohepodvTes (sometimes making 

treaties and sometimes fighting). dAdnAots depends on sroAepoiy- 

tes. S. § 202.1 Ta moheuia, in. whatever pertains to war. 

pera... .Trovovperqs, inasmuch as their practice was in the midst of 
_ dangers, i.e. (as Arnold observes) “their field of exercise was not the 

* rade, but the field of battle.” ed€ras rrovovjevoe = peAerdvres. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

Tne Lacedemonians levied no tribute from their allies, but took care by conciliatory 
measures to establish oligarchical forms of government among them; the Athenians, on 

the contrary, deprived their allies of their ships and made them tributaries, by which 
means they became highly prepared for war (§ 1). 

1. Here begins an account of the respective policy of the two lead- 
ing states of Greece, which is given more at length in the process of 

the history. ovX....7youvro is opposed to xpnhyara....pépew, 

which is said below of the Athenians. broreheis—dpov, subject 
to pay taxes ; literally, payers of tribute. tovs Evppayous depends 

on éyovres (by possessing. See N. on I. 9. §1), and not on jyodvro as 
_ the Scholiast directs, which verb in the signification to rule, govern, is 
followed by the genitive. K. § 275. R. 1. kar édvyapxiay Kx. TX. 
The order is: Sepamevovres (Sc. Evppdyovs) pdvoy dros modtrevcocn 

émitndcias ohiow avrois (i. e. the Lacedsmonians) kar ddvyapxiav. — 

Arnold cites I. 76, 144, as illustrative of this passage. Bekker and 

Arnold from a single MS. edit. wodcredoovor. But notwithstanding 
the usage of Thucydides (#pd éuparey roreiv), the MS. authority is 
too feeble to admit this reading as genuine. Separevovres has the 

same construction as €yovres, to which it is opposed. ’ ASnvatot, 

sc. #youvro from the preceding context. The vulgar edition has #pyor 
after zapadafédvres. But although this might express more specifically 
the idea of ruling as opposed to ryotvro, which, in reference to the 

Lacedwmonians, does not so much imply the exercise of dominion, as 

the leading or general oversight of states otherwise represented as free, 

yet I find that modern critics with great unanimity have rejected the 

word as spurious. The context will give to #yotvro the shade of sig- 

nification, required by its reference to the Athenians. TO xpdva, 
“ sensim paullatim.” Haack. —— mdAjv Xiov kai AeoBiov. In pro-* 

cess of time the Lesbians became subject to the Athenians. és 

rdvde Tov méAepov Yefers to the Peloponnesian war. —— peigwy in re- - 

spect to revenue. as, when. So the Latins. use wt for quando. 

Ta Kpatiota—ivenoav, they had been most flourishing (K. § 278. 
R. 1). Reference is had to the period a little beforé the expiration of 
the thirty years’ treaty, when the Athenians not only had subjected 

the islands of the Greek colonies of Asia Minor, but had united to 

their confederacy Phocis, Argos, Beeotia, and Achaia. Of. I. 102 105; 

108, 111, 115. —— ris Evppayias against foreign invasion. See N. on 

4 Opatxpia, I. 18. § 3. 
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CHAPTERS XX.—XXIII. 

These chapters contain the third division of the preface, the subject of 
which is the nature of Grecian history, together with some preliminary 
remarks on the work now in hand. This portion of the preface should be 
read with great care and attention, as in it the historian unfolds the plan 
of his work, the principles which regulated its composition, and gives the 
ground of his claim to accuracy and impartiality. The easy and natural 
transition which it forms to the main history, the clear and magnificent 
view which it gives of the subject, and its adaptation to win for the writer 
the sympathy and confidence of his reader, render it one of the most 
finished specimens of the kind to be found in any language. 

CHAPTER XX. 

Such was the state of affairs in Greece, although, perhaps, it will be hard to be credited, 
from the proneness of men to catch at flying reports of past events without due examina- 
tion ($1); thus the Athenians in general believe that Hipparchus was slain by Harmodius 
and Aristogiton, because he was the tyrant, whereas IHlippias, who by right of primogeni- 

ture held the government, was the object of their conspiracy, and Hipparchus was slain 
as the result of a disarrangement in their plan (§ 2); thus also the opinion of the rest of 

Greece, in respect to the suffrage of the Lacedemonian kings and the existence of the 
Pitanatan band, is incorrect (§ 3). 

1. ra pev ovv. The corresponding particle to pev is dé in the be- 

ginning of the next chapter, all between being properly a parenthesis. 

xaerd....mioredoa is difficult of interpretation on account of 
its great brevity. Bloomf. with Bauer makes mucredoa: = miorevdjvat 
and translates: however hardly it may find credit, even when estab- 
lished by a regular chain of proofs. mavral rexunpio, every argument 

necessary to proof. ‘* Omni (i. e. omnis temporis) testimonio ex ordine 

conyirmata.” Bothe. Goeller by a sort of grammatical attraction 

makes the passage = ro.atra etpov, dote may éEqs Texunpioy adrav 

xarerdv evar moredoa, and remarks: “non solum mavti rexpnpice 

dixit, sed mavri €&qs rexunpie, quia in tanta vetustatis obscuritate non 

simplex argumentum sufficit, sed modo aliam rem ex alia colligendo et 

-ongiorem demum post conclusionem ad sententiam probabilem perve- 

niri potest.” Of this explanation Poppo remarks: “ hunc sensum nos 
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e verbis elicimus.” These interpretations agree in the main point, viz., 
that wavri éfjs rexunpia signifies, established on the most thorough and 

protracted investigation. I am less pleased with Arnold’s interpreta- 

tion: being hard for believing every argument one after another ; i.e. 

the general statement might not be questioned, but each particular 

argument which he has used, might not equally obtain credit. The 

word rexpnpcov, I apprehend, cannot be made to refer to particular 

Sacts or arguments, and the ground which Arnold gives for this render- 

_ ing, viz., that the parenthesis contains the reason why the specific de- 
tails of the narration may lie open to suspicion, applies equally as well 

to the interpretation of Bloomf., or Goeller. The facts of the history 
may have been based on the most incontrovertible evidence, and yet 

those who remember how readily reports of past actions are caught 

up and circulated, may be disposed after all to doubt whether the true 

picture of affairs in times so remote is given. Such I believe to be the 

sense of this much dispnted passage. —— yap introduces the reason for 

what has just been stated. Kal Hv, even Uf. dpolws = just as 

af they were events in the history of another country. sépoiws is often 

used elliptically. adBacavioras, without question, ‘sine disquisi- 

tione.”  Betant. 

2. rd mARYos—olovra. The verb is put in the plural, because 
reference is had to the individuals implied in the subject (K. § 241. 1). 

rupavvoy ovra, as being the tyrant. The participle here denotes 

an assumed cause. Cf. K. § 812. 6; 8. § 225.4. See also N. on I. 9. 

84. It was in respect to the supposition of his being the tyrant, that 

Thucydides says the Athenians were mistaken. —— mpecBiraros dv 

Rpxe kt. A. The order is: mpeoBiraros Sy ray TMewotorpdrov vicwv 
Hpxe (SC. Tav "ASnvaior). "Inmapxos....avrov is parenthetic and 
does not depend on the preceding érv. exeivn TH Tépa fixed upon 

-to slay Hippias. kal wapaxphpa, even at the very time, i. e. just as 

they were about to perpetrate the deed. as mpoeddros, as from 

one forewarned and therefore prepared. Bloomf. cites the proverb: 

“* forewarned, forearmed.” Spdcavrés te Kal Kivduvevoa, to en- 
counter (= meet death) after having done something worthy of note; 
or, to even (kai) encounter death, provided they could (first) do some- 

thing worth dying for. I prefer the former interpretation. The parti- 

ciple denotes time. See N. on 1.18. § 6. To AewKdpiov, the Leoco- 
rium, or monument of the daughters of Leos, stood in the midst of the 

Cerameicus within the walls, and was one of the most renowned of 

the ancient monuments of Athens. Cf. Leake’s Athens, I. p. 162. —— 

rv Uava%nvaixny. Of. Smith’s Dict. Greek and Rom. Antiq. p. 704. 

This story of the Pisistratide, introduced again with much enlarge 
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ment and for no very obvious reason in VI. 54-59, as well as the 
declaration of his personal knowledge of the family (VI. 55. § ), has 

induced some (after the Schol. on I. 20) to think that Thucydides was 

connected to them by relationship. But this is mere conjecture. —— 
dmréxrewvay, SC. TOUTOY. 

8. od xpdv@ dpynorovpeva, not obliterated from the memory by time, 

the memory of which is not lost by length of time. of Got “EXAn- 

ves, i. e. other than the Athenians. Of course the Lacedwmonians are 

also to be excepted, since they would certainly be acquainted with the 
things here mentioned. py pa Wodo....dvoiv. It is thought by 

some that Herodotus is hinted at, who speaks (VI. 57) of the two 

votes of each king. Miiller (Dorians, II. p. 105. N. a) thinks that 

Thucydides refers to Hellenicus rather than Herodotus, whose work 

he could scarcely have read. But although reference may have been 

_ had to Hellenicus and other early writers, whom Herodotus perhaps 

carelessly followed, yet I can scarcely be persuaded that the history 

of Herodotus was unknown to Thucydides. The story first related 

by Lucian and repeated by many others, that Herodotus read his work 

to the assembled, Greeks at Olympia, and that the young Thucydides 

was present at the recitation and moved to tears, is undoubtedly a 

mere invention, as Dahlmann has most ably and conclusively shown. 
Yet that is no proof that Thucydides was a stranger to the writings of 

Herodotus, when he composed the history of the Peloponnesian war. 

In respect to the grammatical structure of Wynd mpoorisec%a, there 

is no difficulty, if we give to the verb the signification, to assent to, to 

accede to one’s opinion (nde) with a vote; i. e. to give a vote. —— 

fItravdrny Adxov. Here*®again it is thought by some that a blow is 

aimed at Herodotus (1X. 53; ILI. 55). It is said that Caracalla in 

imitation of antiquity composed a Adxyos Turavdrns of Spartans. So 

the Tarentines, in order to retain the local names of their mother city, 

had a division of their army which was called Pitanates; also upon-a 

coin of Tarentum the zepimodo: Tluravaro. are mentioned. All this 
seems to favor the truth of the statement of Herodotus. Cf. Mill. 

Dorians, II. p. 49. N. t. Schweig. ad Herodot. 1. c. conciliates the 

statement of these two great historians, by supposing that there was 

such a band commanded by Amompharetus in the battle at Platea, 
which not being perpetual, ceased to exist in the time of Thucydides, 

ra érotpa (‘‘ea, gue in promptu sunt.” Poppo), i.e. those things 

which can be learnt from hearsay without the labor of investigation. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

Although it is to be feared that these accounts will be approved by few readers (ef. I. 20. §1), 
yet the historian avers, that they will not err who place greater confidence in him than 

in the poets and logographers, who shape their narratives so as to be pleasing to the ear 
rather than agreeable to the truth (§1); and though men fancy ancient wars to be the 
greatest, yet to those who judge from the facts, this war will appear greater than any 
preceding one (§ 2). 

1. ék d€ ray eipnuevwy resumes the subject from ra peév ody at the 
beginning of the previous chapter. This is clearly indicated among 

other things by dues, which implies ¢e kal ra madaid yarerd éore 
TLoTEVTAL. TolatTa....dyaptavor, no one would err in the belief 

(vonitov, in thinking. Bod N. on I. 9.§ 1), that these things which 

I have narrated, are for the most part such as I have represented 

them to be. ofa d&#ASov may be supplied after rovadra from & diAA- 

Sov. The words av—dpaprdavor belong not only to vopifer, but also 
to morevov and yynodpevos. It may assist to the right understand- 
ing of the chapter, to regard kai ovre as woimral....ékvenixnxdra as & 

parenthesis, containing another and subordinate parenthetical clause, 

ovra ave&édeyxta....exvevixnxdra. In this second parenthesis évra 

refers to 4 (= ékeiva 4) in ad dupASov, or it may be referred, as Goel. 
suggests, to as (= oia) mounral tpynjKxact. emi TO peiCov KoojodrTes. 

See. N. on I. 10. § 3. Aoyoypador, i. e. writers of prose as opposed 
to worai, which seems here to designate those early chroniclers who 

wrote in verse. The name logographers, which Thucydides hero 

applies to his predecessors, is now given by scholars to the historians 

who preceded Herodotus, and whose histories were composed of 

myths and traditionary stories, although doubtless containing much 

that was true. Cf. Miill. Lit. of Greece, p. 265. éml. ..adnde- 
arepor, with a view to their being alluring to (literally, leadisig to) the 

ear rather than consistent with truth. “When two adjectives are 

compared with each other, so as to signify that the property or quality 

is found in a higher degree in one than in the other, both of them are 

put in the comparative.” Mt. § 456. Cf. K.§ 323.4; S. $159. 2.—— 

ave&édeyxra, impossible to be convicted or refuted, Liddell and Scott. 

‘“‘ Which can neither be proved nor disproved for want of evidence on 

either side.” Arnold. airay depends on ra modA\a—adriotws ert 

7d pvBOSes exvevixyxdra, have encroached upon (literally, won their way. 

to. Arnold) the fabulous, so as to be entitled to no credit (arioras, 

“ita ut nulla fides iis habeatur.” Goeller). eiipijo%ar—drroxpov- 
ros, to be sufficiently well made out. The subject of this infinitive is 
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easily elicited from a 6:7ASov supra. @s mada eva, for things se 

ancient ; i. e. considering their great antiquity (Cf. K. § 341. R. 3; S. 

§ 228. 2). This clause, which Poppo makes= as radaia eu émihavn 

eivac, guantum testimonia de rebus priscis clara esse possunt, qualifies 

aTroxXpavTas. 
2. 6 méXepos is the subject of dyAaoe: (will appear). 

Sc. xpdry. dei. See N. on IJ. 11. $1 (end). 
airav mavoauévev ard Tod wodepeiv (from modepaor). 

Trav dpxaiay) depends on peifor. © 

> = 
€V @, 

t 

Tavoapevay = 

avta@y (sc. 

CHAPTER XXII. 

While the exact words of the speeches uttered in this war are not pretended to have been 

- given, yet the orations have been made to conform as nearly as possible to the general 
sense of what was really spoken (§ 1); as to the deeds, such only are narrated as fell 

under the observation of the historian, or were received on good authority from others 
(§ 2); this, however, was a task of extreme difficulty, from the conflicting accounts often 
given by those who were eye-witnesses of the same affair (§ 3); severe adherence to 
truth to the neglect of all mere embellishment may be less agreeable, but cannot but be 
more useful to the reader, and will render the history worthy of being an everlasting 
possession (§ 4). 

iL. kal... .ékaorot, and as to the several (€kaora. See N. on I. 3. 
| §5) speeches which were made. dédyw is antithetic to ra Svépya ray 
 mpax%evrov, § 2 infra. Bothe edits éca Aoyav = dcous Aédyous. 
— & aire, i.e. &v TS trodhepeiv. THY akpiPevay avtiy Tay Ne- 

x2évrev (a changed construction for rotray thy axpiBeav) =tadra Ta 

AexSevra axpiBas. éuot limits yaderdr. av = éxeivav a, of 
which equivalent, the antecedent (referring to trav AeySévrwr) de- 

pends on ry dxpiBevay, to be supplied from the preceding clause. —— 

Tois G\AoSy moSev—dmrayyeddovow is opposed to epol....jkovea. 

| Gy belongs to eizeiy. Ta Séovra pddiota, those things most espe- 
cially needed = most to the purpose. €XOLEV@... .AEXBevT@v, keep- 
ing as close as possible to the general (Evpmdons) sense of what was 

actually spoken. On the construction of yvapns, cf. K. § 278. RB. 5. 
bs 8... § 19221. ovrws responds to as & dy éddxovy. “It thus 

appears that the speeches recorded by Thucydides are genuine as to 

their substance, although the style, the arrangement, and many of the 

particular arguments are altogether his own. They are like the 

speeches written by Johnson for the parliamentary debates in the 
Gentleman’s Magazine; the substance of the debate was reported 

to him, and he then enlarged and embellished it, in order to set it off 
to the best advantage.” Arnold. 

10 
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2. ra & ....70deo, but as to the deeds which were actually per- 
Sormed in the war. In order to avoid a pleonasm, Goeller, on the 

suggestion of Kriiger, connects trav mpayZévrav With év 7G moheuo. 

But this is unnecessary, since the manifest design of the author was 

to give emphasis to the actuality of the deeds spoken of, and hence 

he departed from the usual mode of expression ra épya ra mpayévra. 
Haack remarks: ad ra év t@ rodk€u@ mpayZerra non solum ra épya 
pertinent sed etiam ra AexSevra. ovk....emeEeASav. Construct 
(as Poppo directs): ov« é« rod maparuydvtos muvSavdpevos, ovd as 
ewol eddxet, GX’ (néi@oa ypadew) emeEASav ols re adtés maphy Kat 

mapa Tov Gdov (rvvSavduevos). The words ék tov maparvydvros = — 

Srom any one whom it chanced, from every chance comer. @s €pot 

eddxer = according to any mere impressions of my own. avros 

mapynv. It is supposed that Thucydides served in the first seven years 

of the war, for in the eighth, he was appointed to the command of — 

the Athenian fleet off the coast of Thrace. From what he says, he 

must have been an eye-witness and an ear-witness of many things, 

which were done and said in this war. éme&eASav conforms rather to ~ 

ois (= ékeiva ois) re av’rés mappy than to mapa ray GAdo@v, and hence 

muvSavépevos may be easily supplied from the preceding context. 

aaa implies great thoroughness of investigation, and hence 

with dcov Suvariy axpiBeia (= axpiBeorara Mt. § 461. Obs.) is highly 

emphatic, 

3. OU. ARE did not give the same account of the same actions. 
GX os....éxor, literally, as any one might be in respect of good 

will to either party, or of his memory = as any one was inclined to be 

partial to either party, or as his memory served him. To the phrase 

as éyet the genitive is added, to show in‘what fespect the sense of 

the verb is to be taken. K. §274.3.b. ékarépav depends on edvoias, 
as expressive of the cause whence the feeling of good will or partial- 

ity arose (K. $274; Kr. §47. 7. N.5).  edvord trivos = etvora mpds rwa. 
4, pev refers forward to S€ in door S€ BovAnoovra. In this way 

arepreorepoy is opposed to Sedma infra. TO pr pus@des adirar, 

their being free from myths. The negative py is used, because the 

clause may be resolved into: guia nulle in iis exstent fabule instead 
of exstant, which would express actuality without reference to any 
supposition, and would therefore demand 16 od pu%ades. Cf. Jelf’s 

Kiihn. § 475. Obs. 8. Tav Te....egec2ar. Construct:-oxoreiy rd 

aapes (the truth) trav yevopévar (xai rd caées) Tdv ped\Advr@v Tore 

adsis kot. . On xard'rd dvSparetor, according to the course of human 
affairs, in all human probability (dv3pwreias), cf. K. § 292. II. 3. b. 

kpivew (SC, tovrous referring to dco), for them to judge, is the 
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subject of é&e (S. § 159. 2). The pronoun to be supplied here refers 
probably to political men, who endeavor to acquire a knowledge of 
the future by the study of the past, and to whom such a history as 
this would be preéminently useful. After dpkotvras é&e, Poppo, 
with several other critics, supplies rovrots or adrois referring to écou. 
But it is far better with Wolf, Haack, Arnold, and Bloomf., to supply 

€uot, Which is omitted dignitatis vel modestie gratia. —— xrijpa te— 
Evyxerrat = Evyketrae @s xthpd te és dei, this (i. e. his history). is com- 
posed a8 Gn EVERLASTING POSSESSION. és det =to our old for aye. 

Bloomf. ayoucpa, prize composition, a trial of literary skill. 

Reference is here supposed to be had also to Herodotus, but the doubt, 

which now hangs over the statement of Lucian in respect to the 
recitation at Olympia (see N. on I. 20. § 3), makes such a reference in 

this place to an equal extent uncertain. Besides, those critics, who 

are continually spying out references to Herodotus of the kind here 

and previously referred to, should remember that it does not add to 
the praise of Thucydides, to represent him as indulging in. these 

covert and petty allusions, the designed object of which, must have 

been to disparage the credibility, and thus undermine the reputation 

of his great predecessor and rival for coming ages. €s TO mapa- 

xpyya denotes the object or purpose of dyawopua (K. § 290. 2. 3. a). 

dxovewv, sc. twd. Of. 8, 222.6. The sentiment of this passage 
is noble, and worthy of the man, who by common consent is justly 
styled Princers Historicorum. The subject of Evyxerra: is pro- 

perly aira to be supplied from apeAua aird. 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

The importance of the Peloponnesian war is again insisted on, by a brief comparison of it 
with the Persian war, which was shown to have been brought to a termination in two 

sea-fights and as many engagements by land, but this war was lasting (§ 1); and in the 
amount of blood shed, the capture of cities, the change of inhabitants by the war and 
the accompanying seditions, was never equalled (§ 2); to which things were added what 
before had only been heard of, viz. earthquakes, eclipses of the sun, droughts, famines, 
pestilence, and the like (§ 3); the causes of the war are introduced as next claiming at- 
tention, among which the veritable cause was the fear with which the Lacedemonians 
regarded the growing power of the Athenians, but the ostensible one is detailed in the 
narration which fellows (§ 4, 6). 

1. Tay dé mpdrepov. This chapter, although belonging to the pre- 

face, is more immediately introductory to the history which commences 
in the next chapter. Sveiv vavpayiay, i. e. the sea-fights at Arta< 
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misiur: and Salamis. The land engagements were those at Pyle and 

Platea. dveiv is in the genitive (K. § 99. 5) and depends on xpiow, 

had its decision of two sea-fights = found its decision in two sea-fights, 

Poppo, Haack, and Goeller read dvoivy, but the reading of Dindorf is 

supported by that of Bekker, Arnold, etc. and by the authority also 

of almost all the MSS. TovTov....mpovBy. A varied form of 
expression for 6 méAepos (i. e. the Peloponnesian war) mpot8n és péya 
pinxos, or (with Bloomf.) rovrov 5€ rod modeuou (rd) pijxos (és) pey 
mpovBn. EvnvéxSn yevéeoSa, happened to be = befell. érepa 
refers to ma3jyara to be mentally supplied from the preceding mem- 

ber. ev iow xpdve, i. e. in twenty-seven years. 
2. ovre yap....npnuesnoav. The sentiment is as though it had 

been written: mAciorar yap médets ev TOde TH TrOkEM@ ANPSeioar Hpy- 

parnoay (were taken and made desolate. Butt. § 144. N. 7 end), since 
the construction is continued with ai pév—ai de—eici dé ai, whereas 

the words as they now stand would require to be followed by odre 

ind BapBdpar, ovdé ixd oar, etc. The negative form given by oire 

yap modes tocaide, adds much to the vivacity and strength of the 

passage. With jpyuetncay we may mentally supply mpérepoy év toe 

xpove. ind BapBapov. Reference is had to Mycalessus, Cf. VII. 

30. ind chav avitayv aytimodcpovvroy. Platwa (III. 68) and 

Thyrea (IV. 57) are supposed here to be meant. Haack includes with 

these Mytilene, but a reference to III. 50, will show that the walls 

only of that city were demolished, the city being saved from destruc- 

tion by the reconsideration and rejection of a vote to destroy it, which 

had been passed by the Athenian assembly on the preceding day (ef. 

III. 49). kal oixnropas petéBadoy (sc. ev rovt@ TO TodépL@), 
changed inhabitants even, i. e. had their inhabitants driven away to 
make room for others. The cities here referred to are Aigina (II. 27), 

Potidwa (II. 70), Scio (V. 82), and Melus (V. 118). gvyai, banish- 
ments. 6 pev—o S€¢, partly—partly. dia 7d oraciaew, on 

account of sedition. Haack thinks that reference is had in this place 

- most especially to the Corcyreans. Poppo in his notes on the Scholia 

adds the Argives (V. 82), the Samians (VIII. 21. 73), et alii. 
8. axon, by report, is here opposed to épy@, in fact. 

dmora xaréorn, became not incredible = ceased to be incredible. 
ceicpav te wept, both ag it respects (K. § 295. 8. I. 2. a) earthquakes. 

dpa—xai, at once—and. yjs does not here mean the habit- 
able globe, for, as Bloomf. justly remarks, that sense would require 

the article, but it signifies land, territory, and émi m\ciorov pépos yns 
—<réoxov, occupied avery extensive territory = were very extensively 
prevalent, —— éxdeiyrers, SC. karéornoay from xaréarn supra. Strict- 

> 
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ness of construction would have required éexAenpéov, but it is varied 

as though ce:opoi te had preceded. TUKVOTEPAL + « « « pLYNovevdpeva, 
more frequent than what had been remembered from former times. 

mapa here denotes in comparison with (K. § 298. III. 3. d), and mapa 
Tad pynuovevsyeva = TOV pynuovevopévov (in dependence on svxvérepar) 

oriy much more intensive. ek = aro. avxpot. Repeat éuve- 

Bneav. €oTt map ois==map évios. K. $331. R. 4. Rarely is a 

word placed between gor in this use and its relative, and then it is 
@ preposition. dw avrayv, i.e. adypav. The connection between 

drought and famine is very obvious. So on the footsteps of famine 

follows pestilence, and hence the connection of Awuds and Aopds so 

common as to be almost proverbial. Cf. Matt. 24: 7. Kal ese. 

voros, and that which produced the most (ovy Axiora, a litotes, See 
N. on I. 8. $1) damage and destroyed a considerable part (épos 71), 
the pestilential disease. Some critics refer pépos to territory and sup- 

ply yijs, i.e. "Arrexjs. Others translate: did its share of destruction, 

I concur in the following note of Arnold, in which he substantially 
follows Goeller: “The word pépos seems to imply more than a part, 

for all the other visitations had destroyed a part of the people. It 

appears to signify so large a part as sensibly to affect the whole by its 

absence; a proportion or substantive part of the whole nation. Thus 

also it is used VII. 30.” 7 Aowwwdns vdoos (stronger than 6 Aowpos) 

takes the article because it is epexegetical of 7....@%eipaca, where 

the article could not be dispensed with. peta, Gua, and Evy- are 
not pleonastic but highly intensive. 

4, The historian now begins to detail the causes of the war.  ip- 
Eavro—atrod. S. § 189. Avoavres, when they had broken. See 

N. on rodepodvres, I. 18. § 6. EvBoias GAwow by the Athenians 

5. didnt, why, wherefore. —— mpotypaya mparov is apparently 

pleonastic, but in truth highly emphatic. ras Stahopas which led 
to the war. Tov pn twa <ynthnoal wore, in order that (S. §§ 222. 

2; 194. 1) no one may ever inquire. 

6. mpddacw, cause, occasion, opposed to airiat, apparent causes, 
ostensible reasons. These words might well have changed places, as 
both are employed out of their usual signification., mpddacww is the 

subject of efvac understood, the predicate of which is rods ’ASnvaiovs 
—dvayxaoat (= 7d rods ’ASnvaiovs dvayxaoa. Of. Mt. § 542. Obs. 1. a). 

yryvouévous, because they had become. See N.on ay, I. 9. § 4. 

és TO dhavepoy eydpevar—<xarépwv, openly alleged by each party. 

For the genitive, cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 483. Ods. 4. ad’ dy, on account 
— of which. 

\ 
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CHAPTERS XXIV.—LXVI. 

We are now to ente* upon the history of the war, which Thucydides 
shows to have avowedly risen out of the contest between the Corinthians 
and Corcyrwans (chaps. 24-55), and the affair at Potidea (chaps. 56-66). 
This portion may be regarded, therefore, in its relation to the main history, 
as a detail of the pretended causes of this long and ruinous war. It is well 
worth the perusal of the student, as laying open in a most lucid manner, 
the genius and policy of the states representing the two great forms of gov- 
ernment, aristocratical and democratical, which were about to engage ina 
mighty and fing! struggle for the mastery. It should be regarded as a bea- 
eon light of the past, serving to warn against the most distant approach 
towards civil war, and showing to what extent the passions of men will 
earry them, and how ruinous their measures, when, overlooking the welfare 
of the whole, they seek to aggrandize and make powerful one state upon the 
ruins of others..The reader will find much that is reprehensible in the 
Athenian line of conduct, yet not more than in that of the Lacedemonians, 
who, with a cold and selfish policy, were aiming at power not less eagerly 
than their more active and excitable rivals. A grasping and overbearing 
spirit had taken possession of both states, under different forms, it is true, 

but equally pernicious to their own best interests and those of Greece in 
general. 

CHAPTER XXIV. - 

Cpidamnus, the situation (§ 1), and founders (§ 2), and growth (§ 3) of which are described, 
had become agitated by internal dissensions (§ 4); the result of which was, that the 
common people banished those in higher life, who uniting with the Barbarians, carried 

on war by land and by sea against the party which had expelled them (§ 5); in conse- 
quence of which, the citizens sent to Corcyra their parent city for aid (§ 6); but failed 
in obtaining it (§ 7). 

1. ’Emidapvos. Epidamnus, afterwards called Dyrrachium and 
now Durazzo, is said by Euseb. Chron. to have been founded 188 
years before this. ev Sc£iG....KdArov, on the right to one sailing 

(K. § 284. 10. a; S. § 201. 4) into the Tonian gulf. By “Idmas xddsos 

is not meant the Ionian sea, but the southern part of that portion of it, 
which was afterwards called the Adriatic. mpogoxover, bordered 

on, dwelt near to. The accusative which follows this verb, depends on 

the preposition. TavAdyriot. Miiller places the Taulantii north 

é 
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of Epidamnus, but Bloomf. contends that their country lay between. 
Epidamnus and Apollonia. 

2. rav ad’ ‘Hpaxdéovs, of the posterity of Hercules. It was usual 

to select the eekists, when new colonies were planted, from the distin- 

guished Heracleid families, which were found in all the Dorian cities. 

Cf. Grote’s Hist. Greece II. p. 479. - €x Tis pytpordAews, i. &. from 

Corinth, which was the mother city of Corcyra. KaTakAnzeis, 

being called to this office. a 
4. oracidcarres 8€ év GAAnAos K. Tr. A. There are two modes of 

translating this passage, according as épSapyear is taken with oracid- 

aavres dé év dddndors (they were weakened by intestine discord), or with — 

amd modéuou tivds (by a certain war). The former translation, which 
makes dd (= é£) modéyou the source or occasion of the intestine 

troubles, is defended by Haack, Goeller, and Arnold; the latter, which 

regards dws (= irs) rodépouv as the immediate cause of their being 

reduced in numbers, is adopted by Poppo, Bekker, Kriig., Bloomf. ete. 

A comma is placed after BapBdapwy by those who maintain the former . 

interpretation. I am inclined to adopt the second translation, as ac- 

cording better with the signification of dé, which stands much more 
commonly for iré than for ¢£, after, and with the general sense of the 

passage, since intestine broils would be likely to take place without the 
occasion of a barbarian war, especially as this colony was composed 

of settlers from two states that had long disagreed. But after being 

weakened by these internal feuds, what more natural than that the 
Barbarians (i. e. the Taulantii) should attack them, and that too with 

success ? @s Aéyerat is to be taken with the preceding words. 

5. ra Sé redevraia, at last. K.§278.R.1. Some critics (as Goeller 

in his first edition) interpret, as though it were written ra d€ rehevraia 
hv, Ott mpd rovde Tov mod€pov (i.e. the Peloponnesian) 6 Sjpos avréar.: 

tovs duvarovs, “ optimates.” Betant. ‘There was here it seems, 
as well as elsewhere, that contest between the of gxovres and the oi 

ovk éxovres, the have-somethings and the have-nothings, which. has 
harassed, more or less, every nation that has arrived at any height of 

civilization, and seems particularly to infest old and thickly inhabited 
countries.” Bloomf. dreASdvres from Epidainnus to the Bar- 

barians. tous é€v ty model, those in the city = the citizens of 
Epidamnus. 

6. The events here spoken of took place a. o. 485. Olymp. 86. 1. 
—— oi....dvres, those who were (see N. on dvres, I. 8. § 1) in the city, 
in contradistinction to those who had been expelled. -—— és pnrpd- 

Tod ovaay, inasmuch as it was (see N. on I. 9. § 4 end) their parent 
city. pt) opas meptopay PBetpopevovs, not to look on and see them 
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come to ruin. Of. Liddell and Scott ad verb. mepiopdw. See also Mt. 
§ 550. tous devyovras, the exiles, or perhaps better the persons 
accused, and who had avoided trial by flight. ravta—edéovro. In 

the sense of to request, SeioSa takes the accusative of the thing. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 529. Obs. 1. ka%eCduevor és Td ‘Hpaiov (in the 

temple of Juno) by constructio pregnans (see N. on I. 18. § 2) for 

eASdvres €s TO “Hpaioy xazeoyro ev avira. ixeretay ovk ed€€avro. 

probably because the government of Epidamnus was now democrati- 

cal, while that of the Corcyreans was aristocratical. 

CHAPTER XXYV. 

The Epidamnians in their perplexity consult the Delphic oracle, whether they shall deliver 
up their city to the Corinthians, and haying received an affirmative response (§ 1), depart 
to Corinth and entreat aid (§ 2); this the Corinthians promise to grant, both on the score 
of justice and through hatred to the Corcyreans (§ 8); which hatred arose from the 
insolent treatment they had experienced from them in their colonial relations, the 
Corcyreans being puffed up by their naval superiority, and because their isle had once. 
been inhabited by the Pheacians (§ 4). 

1. yrdvres—otcav, knowing that he was, With the infinitive, y- 
yvookewy signifies to learn, to judge, etc. K. § 311. 4. Tiwpiav 
= BonSerav. év....mapdv, were in a state of perplexity what to 

do in the present exigency ; literally, were held in a strait etc. Séc%ar, 

i.@. dore SéoSat, or es TO BeoVar. méuyavres ev Aedhois. “The 
usual resource of desponding states.” Mitford. ei mapadoiev. The 

optative (after an Historical tense) is used in indirect interrogative 

sentences, when the question is to be represented as proceeding from 

the mind of another. Cf. K. § 344. 6. Tiuwpiay TrotetoSat = Tio- 

piay daBeiv. 6 8, i. e. the oracle. aveire, responded. 

nyepovas (i. @. rods Kopw&iovs), leaders, heads of the colony. They 

had been the founders of Epidamnus through the medium of Corcyra, 

now they were constituted the immediate founders, and received as 

such the allegiance of the Epidamnians. 

2. 7d pavreiov = 7d pdvrevpa.- Tov....ovta, showing clearly 

that their founder was from Corinth. With the infinitive, Seixvupe 
signifies to teach. K.§ 811-11. Kriig. says that the use of opay for 
éavréy is mostly Ionic and Thucydidean. —— éedéovrd re. Hermann 
on Eurip, Med. (Opuse. III. p. 156) defines these words, pretereague 

orabunt, He lays down also the rule, that ré is not employed to 
connect a main circumstance, but one inferior in importance. But I 

cannot see why the entreating, etc. in this place, is not to be regarded 
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as an important circumstance, inasmuch as it was the burden of the 

message which had been previously sent to the Corcyrzeans, and that 

to which the delivering up of the colony to the Corinthians was an 

indispensable step, a sine gua non. diapSecpowévovs is more inten- 

sive than P&etpopevors (I. 24. § 6), wtterly (Sia-) perishing. 

3. dé in KopivSion S€ is a general connective. re after xara 

is responded to by d€ in dua d¢, serving thus to connect the reasons 

why the Corinthians acceded to the request of the Epidamnians. —— 

€avrav eiva, was theirs. K. § 273. 2. a. ovres, although they 

were. See N. on I. 7. $1. 

4. ovre yap—d.ddvres. The construction may be made regular by 

writing otre diddvres, or ove yap edidocay, or still better, by repeating 

mapnuedouy (K. § 3138. R. 1). The existence of yap shows, that the 
writer intended to have repeated a verb of similar meaning to zapn- 

pédouv. This, as Arnold remarks, he either forgot, or supposed that 

mapnpedouy itself could serve as the verb, notwithstanding by the in- 
sertion of yap he had rendered it grammatically impossible. jTayn- 

yupect, festive assemblies. The Schol. refers this to the Olympic and 

Nemean games, but it is better to understand by it the public festivals 

in each city. yépa Ta vouCdueva includes probably the mpoedpia. 

ovre....iepav has afforded commentators much trouble. Bloomf. 

translates: nor committed the leading part of the sacrificial rites to 

a Corinthian ; literally, not beginning the sacrificial rites with a Co- 
rinthian. Goeller, whom Arnold quotes approvingly, makes Kopw%ie 

avOpi depend on diddvres, and mpoxarapyopevor = ev mpoxarapyn, and 

then translates ovre ydp....iepav: neque in publicis solennitatibus 
consuetos honores tribuentes, neque solita nvunia viro Corinthio in 

sacris. By munia, Goeller (whose interpretation is substantially that 

of Bloomf. and Haack) means the rites with which the sacrifice com- 

menced, such as pouring wine upon the head of the victim, sprinkling 

the barley (otAoxvrds), and casting into the fire the hair cut from the 
head of the victim. But, as Poppo remarks, if Kopuwi@ avdpi pertains 
to didovres yépa, and with these words, to both members of the sen- 
tence, it could not have well been placed after the second otre. I 

prefer, as most natural, the translation which is in substance that of 

Poppo: nor serving a Corinthian with the first (= best) portion of 

the victims. It is obvious that Kopwio avdpi admits of this interpre- 
tation as readily as though it had the plural form Kopw3ios dvdpdact, 

_ which Bloomf. thinks in that case would have been required. In 

respect to this signification of mpoxardpyw, cf. Butt. Lexil. No. 29; 
Liddell and Scott sub voce. The reader is also referred to some valua- 
ble remarks in Grote’s Hist. Greece (LY. p. 78), on this custom of 
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honoring the citizens of the metropolis with a privileged seat at fes- 
tivals, and with the first taste of the sacrificial victim. —— ypnydra» 
duvdpes is opposed to rH €s wéAcnov wapackevy (infra), and shows in 

what respect éuoia is to be taken. The xai before ypnudrov has refer- 

ence to kai before rm és médepor. 6pwota....movotwrarots, egual 

to the richest of the Grecian states. On époia with the superlative, 
cf. K. § 239. R. 2; &. $159.5. According to Mt. § 290. 3, the use ot 

duota is seen in the equivalent, dvres wAovaoe duoia Trois padwora 

(rXoveiots) Trav “EAAnvev. Cf. Bloomfield’s note. Suvarwrepor than 

the Corinthians. VAUTLK@... .€Tratpopevor, sometimes (€or Gre, OC- 
casionally. Bloomf.) being puffed up on account of their great naval 

superiority. For the use of mpoéyew denoting the ground of émaipé- 

usvot, cf. Mt. § 534. 1.6; K. § 285.1 (1). vavrix@ denotes the respect 
in which mpoéxew is to be taken. kal KaTa....vavs, and because 
the Pheacians, renowned in naval affairs, dwelt formerly in Corcyra ; 

literally, being elated (ématpdpevor repeated) on account of the previous 

dwelling of the Pheacians in Corcyra. For the double genitive after 

mpoevoixnow, cf. K. § 275. R. 6; 8. § 187. N. 2. xara riv»—mpoevoixn- 
zu (a varied construction from mpoéxew ématpdpevor) is interpreted by 

the Schol., éuoiws r7 mpoevorxnoe: Trav Paraxwv = in a manner befitting 

the preoccupation of Corcyra by the Pheacians, i. e. as became the 

successors of the Pheacians. It must not be supposed from this, that 

Thucydides. placed much if any confidence in the fabulous account of 

the Pheacians. He speaks here of the subject, as it was considered by 

the Corcyrssans. —— 7, for this reason (cf. I. 11.§ 1), refers to the fact 
just before alluded to, that the Pheeacians formerly had occupied their 

island. ovk advvarat, very powerful, “quite powerful.” Schol. 

CHAPTER XXVI. 
For the reasons just given, the Corinthians send out colonists and troops to assist the 
Epidamnians (§ 1); these go by land to Apollonia (§ 2); the Corcyrzans hearing this, 
sail with a fleet to Epidamnus, and order the citizens to receive the exiles (ef. I. 24. § 5), 

and to send back the colonists and troops that had come to their assistance (§ 8); on 
their refusal to do this, the Corcyrwans proceed against them with forty ships, taking 
with them the exiles and some Illyrian auxiliaries (§ 4), and lay siege to the place, 

having first made proclamation, that any Epidamnian or stranger who wished, might 
depart unmolested (§ 5). 

of, éyxAnpata €xovtes == Katnyopoivres. Phay. olknTOpa. +... 
xeAevovtes, making proclamation that any one who chose might go as a 
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oolonist. —— Aumpaxiwray depends on dpovpovs. Ambracia, in the 
southern part of Epirus, was founded by a Corinthian colony, as 
was also Leucadia, an island on the western coast of Acarnania. 

povpovs depends on xeAevovres, Which in this connection signifies 
commanding. iéva: must of course be repeated. 

2. wep, by land. Although it is not said expressly, that they 

went to Epidamnus, yet it is.implied in the emphasis which must be 

given to me(7 = they went by land to Apollonia, and afterwards 

proceeded to Epidamnus by water. Apollonia, the ruins of which are 

now call Pollina, was situated. near the mouth of the Alas or Aous 

(now Votoussa), about fifteen miles south of the Apsus. It was at this 

time dependent upon Corinth. Bloomf. suggests that they went by 

water from Apollonia, in order to avoid the danger of passing through 

the territory of the Taulantii. deer, through fear. KoAv@vrat. 

The subjunctive here depends on a verb (eropevSyaav) denoting time 

past, in order to impart vivacity to the discourse, by narrating past 

events as though they were present. Of. K. §§ 330. R. 1; 345.5; S. 

§ 212. N. mepaovpevor, while passing, on their passage. (See N. 

On woAcpuourres, I. 18. § 6); or, perhaps, it is better (with Mt. § 555. 
Obs. 2) to construe this participle as an infinitive after kwAdvevrat, 

should hinder from passing. 

3. #o%ovro—jxovras. With the participle, aic%dveoSa: signifies 

to perceive, to observe ; with the infinitive, to think, to imagine, K. 

§ 311. 5; S. 225. 7. vavot is the dative of accompaniment. 
S. § 206. 5. érép otdd@ consisting of fifteen ships, as we learn 
by a comparison of § 4 infra, where the fleet of the Corcyreeans is said 

to consist of forty sail. kar emnpesav, insultingly, with insolent 

threats. The haughty demand made here by the Corcyreans, arose 

less from a desire to aid the exiles, than from hatred to the Epidamni- 

ans, increased probably by the intelligence, that they had applied to 

Corinth for assistance. —— yap in #ASov yap introduces the reason 

for the demand made by the Corcyreeans in behalf of the exiles. The 

parenthetic clause extends to xardyeww, after which the demand made 
by the Corcyreans is resumed, the ré in rovs te dpovpods corre- 
sponding to the ré in rovs te Gevyovras, and dmoméprew depending 
on exéXevay kar’ éemnpevay atthe beginning of the section. Tacous 

-.--Evyyevevay, pointing to the sepulchres (of their ancestors) and 
showing their (= claiming) relationship. For the dilogia in dmode- 
xvovres, cf. K. $346. 3. iv mpoicxdopevot, holding out which, alleging 
which as an argument or ground of request. droreure from 
Epidamnus. ovdey, i.e. kar’ ovdév, stronger than ovx. Bloomf. 
~—— avray is neuter. Cf, I. 29.§1; 140. § 4. 
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4, The Schol. interprets ddd by kal, but the abruptness of ddAa 
is quite in keeping with the style: of Thucydides. An ellipsis may 

be easily supplied, such as: the Corcyrwans (made no more verbal 

demands), but proceeded against them, etc. —— as kardéovres (sc. 
avrois), under pretence of restoring them. os is here used de re pre- 

textu. kat (also) connects mpoodaBdrres with pera trav dvyddov. 

mpocdaBérres as auxiliaries. The participle is to be construed 
with orparevovow. | 

5. mpookxa%e(ouevot, blockading, not strictly besieging, since, as 

Bloomf. and Poppo observe, it was not until after the Epidamnians 

would listen to no proposal, that it is said the Corcyreans érodudpKouv 

Tv mow. The accusative is rarely found after mpookadétec%at, and 

only in the general meaning which it has in this place. —— mpoetmrov 

—rov Bovdsuevov—dmieva. The object of verbs which take the geni 

tive or dative, is frequently put in the accusative with the following 

infinitive. Of. K. § 3807. N. 3; S. § 222. 3. a. ei... .XpyoerSat, 

but otherwise they would treat them as enemies. Poppo and Goeller 

edit ypnoac%a, but the future form is adopted by Bekker (in his last 

edition), Haack, and Arnold, which is undoubtedly correct, since the 

time of the action is essentially future. Cf. K. § 257. R.2; Jelf’s 

Kiihn. § 405. Ods.2. There is no need with Bloomf. to repeat mpoei- 

mov per dilogiam (see N. on § 3 supra), in the sense of order, declare 

openly, since such brevity of expression is continually occurring in 

every language. ereiZovro refers to the Epidamnians. €orTe 

& ioSpos ro xewpiov is a parenthesis, and is so marked in most of the 

editions before me. io%pds (= -dydi%addoows. Schol.) means here 

a peninsula, or am isthmus on a peninsula. Notice the position of 
icSuds between the subject and the verb. 

CHAPTER XXVII. 

The Corinthians prepare to send out a fleet for the relief of Epidamnus (§ 1); ships, 
money, and troops are furnished at their 7 gra by their allies (§ 2). 

qoXtopkodvrat, SC. of "EmtSdumot. The indicative is here employed 
because the statement is given in the messenger’s own words, ére 
in such cases serving as a mark of quotation = (announcing) “ the 

Epidamnians are besieged.” Of. K. § 829. R. 3; 8. $218.1. Some 

may prefer, however, in this and similar cases, to regard the indicative 

as supplying the place of the optative (S. § 218. N. 1), for the sake of 
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*,vacity : (announcing) éhat the Hpidammnians, etc. GTOLKIAV. ee 

exnpvacor = proclaimed that a colony was about to be sent to Epidam- 
nus. (See N. on dcexpiSnoay mpds, I. 18. $2). és in its use here is 

much like our or, in such expressions as, the expedition is for Oregon. 

So here: proclaimed a colony for Epidamnus. €mt TH ton Kal 
dpoia (Sc. poipa or tin), having equal and similar rank and privi- 

leges with the old colonists and with one another. Not, as Goeller 

supposes, equal to the citizens of the parent state, but equal to one 

another, whatever distinctions may have existed among them at 

Corinth. —— Haack supplies éare before iéva. Cf. K. § 306. R. 3; 

S. § 223. 1. py eSéhor—Bovrera. A shade of uncertainty is 

given to the first verb by the optative = should perhaps be unwilling 

—and yet wished (as a matter of fact). For this intermingling of the 

optative and indicative, cf. Mt. § 529. 5; Rost, § 122. I. 7; Jelf’s 

Kiihn. § 855. Obs. 4. The apodosis is contained in pévew, which is 

constructed like the preceding iévav. mevtnkovta Spaxpas katradév- 

‘ta Kopwias, by paying fifty Corinthian drachme, towards defraying 

the expenses of sending out the colony. The Corinthian drachma 

was equal in value to the Alginetan, which was worth ten oboli. 

Fifty of these would amount, therefore, ie something more than 

eighty-three Attic drachms (see N. on III. 17. § 8). Some translate 

Kopwias, at Corinth, but are divided in opinion, whether it is to be 

taken with kxara%évra or with pévew. Many of the MSS. have Kopw- 

Slows. —— péverw depends on éxynpvacor. 

2. rav Meyapéwv. Megara, with the states here named, formed a 

part of the ancient Peloponnesian confederacy, and were bound to Cor- 

inth by the ties of consanguinity, amity, and unity of political views. 
The aid which Megara received from Corinth, when it revolted from 

Athens, is spoken of, I. 114. $1. Evprporréeppew, to convoy, to at- 
tend for the sake of defence. ei dpa, Uf perchance. K@AVOLVTO 

—ahei. K. $306. 1. a. TlaAjs (Att. for TaXeis. S. $48. N. 2. b), 
the inhabitants of Pale, one of the four cities of Cephallenia, and as 

some think, a Corinthian colony. But cf. Mill. Dorians, I. p. 130, 

N. m. "Emdavpiov. The Epidaurus here spoken of, was a city 

of Argolis, on the western coast of the Saronic Gulf, over against 

Afigina. ‘Epptovis, the inhabitants of Hermione, which was also a 

city of Argolis, south of Epidaurus and opposite Hydrea. Tpot- 
¢juo. Troezen lay about midway between Epidaurus and Hermione, 

somewhat east of a direct line between the two cities. —— OnBatous 

.-»-PAtagiovs. These being wealthy, but not maritime states, furnish- 

ed money doubtiess in the way of aloan. The Eleans, in addition te 

money, furnished empty ships, not having seamen to man ther. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

The Corcyreans hearing of this extensive armament send ambassadors to Corinth, 
charging them to withdraw their garrison and colonists from Epidamnus (§ 1); pro- 
fessing their willingness to submit the whole affair to the arbitration, either of other 

states, or of the oracle at Delphi (§ 2); but if war was resolved upon, they should look 
for aid from some powerful quarter (§ 3); to this the Corinthians reply, that they would 
consider their proposals, whenever they should withdraw their fleet and barbarian aux~ 

iliaries from Epidamnus (§ 4); the Corcyrzans consent to do this, provided the Cor- 
inthians will take upon themselves the same conditions (§ 5). 

1. ots mapédaBov to be witnesses (says the Schol.), or to ensure to 
the Coreyreeans more respect from the Corinthians. It is probable 

that the Corcyreeans began to be alarmed at the powerful confedera- 

cy which was formed against them, and had recourse to the media- 
tion of the Lacedemonians and the Sycionians. @S.... Emida- 
pvov, as they had no concern with Epidamnus. For the construction 

of @s—perov (from pérecus), cf. K. § 312. 6. c; 8. $226. a. adrois 

may be referred to 8, § 201. 3; and ’Emddprvov to 8. $191. 2. 

2. ei Sé te avrimovodyrar (SC. "Emiddpvov), lay any claim to Epi- 

dannus. adytimoiosa, “vindicare sibi.” Betant. dixkas—dodvat, 

“ to submit the guarrel to a fair discussion.” Arnold. I would rather 

say, submit the matter to arbitration, or to a judicial investigation. 
The expression.is a forensic one. mapa moAcow ais, i.e. mapa 
mohkeow trap ais. K. § 800. 5. b. EvpBaow, sc. dixas Sidévas. 

émorépwv depends on eivar (to belong). S. § 190. kpareiv is 

constructed in the same manner as iévac and pévew, I. 27.$1. It is 

worthy of note, that the Corcyreans did not offer to refer the subject 

to a congress of the Peloponnesian states, lest, as Miiller(Dorians, I. p. 

202) justly remarks, by the preponderance of Sparta, their liberty 

might have been endangered, but it was to be referred to arbitrators 

ehosen by both states, or to the Delphic oracle. This last offer was 

very generous on the part of the Corcyraans, inasmuch as the Del 

phic oracle had countenanced the proposal of the Epidamnians, to pu 

themselves under the protection of Corinth, and might be inclined 
therefore to favor their interests. moAepov S€ ovK elwy moreiv, but 

they were unwilling to make war ; literally, they would not permit 

etc. Mt. § 608.1. | 
8. ef d€ py, but otherwise, i. e. if the Corinthians would not con- 

sent to an amicable adjustment of the difficulties. auto, they 

themselves (as the Corinthians had done). exeivav Buvalopévor 

(taken transitively), they compelling, at thei compulsion, —— mo. 
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oa, to make for themselves. Haack refers @itovs to the Spar- 

tans or Athenians. The latter doubtless are meant. BovAovrat 
refers to the Corcyreeans and not to the Corinthians. The meaning is, 
that the Corcyreans did not wish to be obliged to pursue the course 

here spoken of. érépovs as an expression of difference is followed 

by the genitive (K. § 271. 3; 8. §195. 2). It is here qualified by 

uadroy, far other than, i, e. of a very different nature than. TOY 
yov dvrev, i.e. the exiles and the Lllyrians (cf. I. 26. § 4), who were 

at this time aiding the Corcyreans, for this state had not yet confed- 

erated itself with any Grecian power (cf. I. 31. § 2). The Schol. ex- 

plains réy viv dvtev by trav viv icxvdvrav, and therefore Matthie 

conjectures éxarépous trav viv éxdvr@y paddov, taking €yew paddov in 
the sense of potiorem esse. 

4. tds te vais, i.e. the forty ships with which they were now 

blockading Epidamnus (I. 26. § 4). tovs BapBdpovs, i. e. the Ily- 

rians. Bovretocota, they would deliberate upon the thing. 

mpéorepoy the withdrawal of the ships and Barbarians. rhs peas 

modwopKeiaSat, it would not be well for those (i. e. the Epidamnians) to 

be sustaining a siege. The particles pév and dé are here employed to 

connect two propositions, which are strongly contrasted with each 

other. The od xadrtes exe, cf. Butt. § 150. p. 445, was predicated of 

neither of the actions taken by itself, but of the incongruity of carry- 

ing on hostilities while arbitrating for- peace. avrovs refers to 

both the Corcyrewans and Corinthians. Goeller refers it to the Cor- 

inthians alone, but as Poppo remarks, why then was it not written 

opas ? ducateo%at, to be litigating, to be at issue in a suit. - 

5. dvrédeyor, replied. tovs ev "Emidpve, i. e. the colonists 

and troops sent to Epidamnus by the Corinthians (I. 26. § 1). 

romoew Taira, i.e. Tas vais Kal tots BapBdpovs dmdgew. ETOLpLOL 

dé etvaa k. tr. A. There is some diversity in the translation of this 

passage. One class of interpreters, among whom are Poppo and 

Haack, make wouncacSa to depend on éroiyo, and construct aore 

(in the sense of hac conditione ut. Mt. $479. a; S. § 223. 1) after 

kata xopav. The sense then would be: they were also ready to make 
a truce on this condition, that both parties should remain as they were 

(literally, in their place), until the cause should be decided. Arnold 
and Bloomf., on the other hand, construct pévew (defined more spe- 

cifically by Sore) in direct dependence on érotyo., and retain de after 
orovdas (which is omitted or bracketed by all the recent editors), thus 
connecting momoac%a With pévew. This would give the sense: “ they 

were also ready to agree that beth parties should remain where they 

were, and a truce be made, to continue until the cause should be de- 
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cided.” Bloomf. This strikes me as the more natural interpretation, 
and one, which avoids the harsh transposition of words upon which 
the other is based, although the interposition of Scare between Ervipor 

and pevery, is somewhat troublesome to account for. In respect to the 

mood which éws takes, Kiihner lays down the rule (Gram. § 337. 3. 5), 

that when the point of time expressed by it is past, and the statement 

is to be represented as a fact, the indicative is used; when present or 

future, the subjunctive. 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

The Corinthians reject the proposals of the Corcyreans, and sail for Epidamnus with 
seventy-five ships under Aristeus and other leaders (§$ 1, 2); the Coreyreans send a 
herald to Actium to forbid their further approach, and meanwhile busy themselves in 

preparing their fleet for action (§ 8); the mission of the herald proving unsuccessful, 
they come to action with the Corinthian fleet and destroy fifteen of their ships (§ 4); 

and on the same day get possession of Epidamnus (§ 5). 

1. wAnpers, i. e. full of sailors, well manned. mporepoy, i. e. In 

advance of the armament. mpoepourvra. §. § 225.5. The Schol. 

regards this act of the Corinthians as done by the way of insult, but 

it was a ceremony of general usage. dpavtes, having weighed an- 

chor, put to sea. —- SicyiAiors. Three thousand hoplites are spoken 
of (I. 27.§ 2). There may have been some mistake in the text, or 
perhaps the whole number could not be got in readiness to embark in 

season. The Schol. thinks that through contempt of the Corcyrzans, 

one thousand were left behind. But this is very unlikely. Kep- 

xupaios. 8, § 202. 1. évavria is used adverbially (cf. IL. 55. § 3) 
and strengthens rodeunoorres, to fight against. S. § 225. 5. 

2. éorparyye conforms in number to the first subject which fol- 

lows it. Of. K. § 242. R. 1. veav. 8. § 189. 
3. év "Axtio....yns, in Actium in the country of Anactorium. 

The genitive denotes the whole, the city or town being a part. See 

_N. on I. 114. § 2. Actium was afterwards celebrated for the naval 
fight between Augustus and Mark Antony. év dxatio, in @ skiff. 

The Schol. says that this was done to show their peaceful intention. 

—— dmrepodrra pi) mreiv. See N. on J. 10 §1 (end). -—— éenAnpovr. 

See N. on wAnpets, § 1 supra, Cevéavres. There is much doubt 
in what consisted the repairs, which all commentators agree that this 
word denotes. The only views which seem capable of justification 

are, (1) that of Passow, Goeller, and Arnold: wndergirding with ropes, - 
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i. e. passing under-girths under the ship and so binding it together. 
Arnold says that the Russian ships taken in the Tagus in 1808, were 

kept together in this manner, in consequence of their age and unsound 

condition. He also refers to Acts 29: 19. But Poppo denies that 

irofevvupt, which is there found, has the same meaning as (evyvups, 
or that the signification of iwofapara in Plato, Repub. X. p. 616. C 

(cited by Goeller, and Arnold) is parallel; (2) the interpretation 
dopted by Portus, Haack, and others: furnishing with benches, oars, 

etc.; (8) the interpretation of Bloomf., who refers it to the imner 

blocks, beams, and stays, by which the frame of the ship is held togeth- 

er, and which need to be repaired or renewed whenever it is refitted. 

I am inclined to adopt this view, although far from being certain as 

to its correctness. The general definition repairing (cf. Betant sub 

- voce), is perhaps all that we can give with our present knowledge of 

the word, and the ancient structure of ships. emurkevaoayTes 
refers, probably, to such minor repairs and equipments as all vessels 

occasionally require. 
4, yap in recoapdxovra yap implies an ellipsis: the number (i. e. 

eighty) was all they could oppose to the Corinthians, for forty, etc. 

éviknoav. Leake thinks that the action took place between Paxt 

and Cape Varlam. mapa moAv, by far. Phav. quotes this in the 

adverbial form mapazonv. dup epav, disabled, put hors de com~ 
bat. avrois refers to the Corcyreans. ToUs—ro\topKourras- 

refers to those of the Corcyreans whk.o were besieging Epidamnus. 

Haack well observes that this is shown by the change of case, since 

otherwise the construction might have been continued by the dative, 

thv “Emidapvov modtopkovot. mapacrncagzat dporoyia, forced to a 

capitulation, brought to agree to terms of surrender. This use of 

mapiornus is easily derived from its literal signification in the middle: 
to cause a person to stand by one’s side, and hence to compel to be on 

one’s side. —— Sore, on condition that. See N. on I, 28. § 4. —~ 
érndvdas, new comers, the same that were called vo (I. 26. § 5), i.e. 

the Ambraciots and Leucadians (I. 26. § 5). dmoddéo%a “est in 

servitutem vendere.” Goeller. Kopwiovs dé Syaavras eye, but 
having bound the Corinthians they should keep then = should retain 
the Corinthians in custody. . 
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CHAPTER XXX. 

The Corcyrzans having erected a trophy, put the rest of the captives to death, but ro 

tain the Corinthians in custody (§ 1); the fleet of the latter retiring homewards, the 
Corcyreans remain masters of the sea in those parts, ravage the territory of Leucas 
end burn Cyllene (§ 2); the Corinthians send out anew fleet to sustain the cause of 
their allies, which takes its station at Actium and about Chimerium (§ 8); the Corcy- 
rean fleet takes its station opposite at Leucimne (§ 4); but neither party attempt to 
bring on an engagement, and on the approach of winter retire homeward (§ 5). 

“1. Aeviuyn. Arnold prefers Aevxizpy, as the reading of the best 
MSS. and confirmed by the name Leukimmo, which the place still 

bears. Cf. Dodwell’s Class. Tour. I. p. 89. Col. Leake (Travels in 

North. Greece, I. p. 94) by the name Aléfkemo identifies it with the 
low cape advancing into the channel at Corfu, eight miles to the 

northward of Cape Bianco. Tovs....améxrewvav. This was done 

contrary to the terms of surrender, probably in the excitement occa- 
sioned by the erection of the trophy, or at the suggestion of the 

democratical leaders, in order to cut off all hope of accommodation 
with the aristocracy. aAovs than the Corinthians. They were 
called empdudes in the preceding ‘chapter. 

2. noonpévor, worsted. —— én’ oikov, atacand éxt with the 
genitive marks the aim, object, or direction of the action, as mAciy 

éxt Sdpuov, to sail towards Samos, but émi Sdpor, to Samos; em oixoy, 
to their home. Of. K. §§ 278. R. 8; 296.1. b; 8. § 281. 
is the apodosis of ézre:d—dveyapnoar. Ths Kat é€keiva Ta xopia, 

i. e. the sea adjacent to Corcyra. Tiv—aroxiav. This has been 
mentioned before (I. 27. § 2), and hence the article is attached to it. 

Ths ys erepov, ravaged a part of the country. For the genitive, 
cf, Mt. § 825.1; K. § 278. 8.a; S.191.1. The same expression we 

find in II. 56. § 4. érizecov, naval arsenal, sca-port, where the 

navy of the state lay. Such was the Pireus, Niswa, Gytheum, ete. 
mapéoyxov refers to the Eleans. Of. I. 28. § 2. 

3. mepudrvTe TH Bepet, when the summer was drawing to a close, 
about the end of summer. Poppo and Haack read mepidvre rh Séper 
-(estatis reliqua parte), which reading is found in almost all the 

MSS. and also in Bekker’s edition. But Arnold shows pretty conclu- 

sively, that this would demand the reading r@ mepidvrt rod Sépous, or 

TO Séper TH mreptdvrt. Some render it (as did Bloomf. in his earlier 
edition), wntil the return of (the next) swmmer, on the ground that 

‘the sea-fight could not have taken place before the last of July, which 

éxpdtour 
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would have left too little time for the Corinthians to return home, refit 
their fleet, which must have been roughly handled in the engagement, 
and station it at Actium and about Chimerium, in season to make ap- 

plicable the words which follow ($5 infra), d\Aa ro Sépos TovTo dytiKa- 

SeCduevor x. 7. r., after remaining in opposite stations this whole sum- 

mer. But may we not assign to the time of the battle, an earlier date 

in the summer than this interpretation assumes? Goeller thinks that 
it took place in the beginning of the summer, and perhaps even in th 

spring. If so, there would remain ample time for the transactions here 

spoken of. Besides, if dAAd 7d Sépos TotTo dyrixaSe(dpevor x. T. A. refers 

to the next summer after the battle, it has a very harsh connection, to 

say the least, with rod re xpdvov Tov mAcetorov, With which the section 

commences, especially if rov 8 éwavroy wavra x. tr. A. With which the 
next chapter begins, be taken also into consideration. The battle 

took place A. 0. 485. The full year after the sea-fight, and the year 

subsequent to that, would include the winters of a. 0, 485-4, and 

434-8. But here a difficulty arises from the fact, that the best chro- 

nologists unanimously fix the date. of the second expedition in 482. 

What were the contending parties doing the year that is here omit- 

ted? Arnold leaps over the difficulty, by assigning the date 4385 to 
the time when the speeches (chaps. 32-43) were delivered, and 432 to 

the events which are detailed in J. 44. But perhaps the terminus a 

guo of these two years may be the winter of a. 0, 435-4, when both 

parties went into winter quarters; the year after the sea-fight would 

then be 484~3 and the next year 433-2, so that in the spring of 482 

the second expedition might be made. *Axria. This station and 

that at Chimerium were chosen, for the protection of the Leucadians 

and their other allies in that quarter. Xewpépiov, Chimerium, 
according to Leake the place now called Arpitza. Cf. N. on I. 46. $4. 

CHAPTER XXXI. 

The Corinthians spend the next two years in active preparations for war ($1); at which 
being alarmed, the Corcyreans determine to send ambassadors to implore the aid of the 
Athenians (§ 2); the Corinthians hearing this, send an embassy also to Athens (§ 8); 
an assembly being convened in that city, the debate is opened by the Corcyrzans (§ 4). 

1. dpyn hepovres trov—mdrepov, carrying on the war with spirit. 
The old commentators (whom Bloomf. here follows) interprét it, being 

indignant at the war, taking in dudgeon the war (i.e. the events of it). 
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But ef. ra Dra Sued *hepor, V. 80. § 2, upon which Poppo remarks: 
nihil aliud significare possunt quam religua impetu quodam animi 

administrabant. évaurnyobvro, kept building ships for themselves. 

ra kpdticta = to the utmost of their ability. pioS@ meiSov- 

tes (SC. avtovs), inducing them by wages (to enter into their service). 

Bloomf. from Il. 31. $1, would supply évpzodeueiv, and refers to 
our expression, taking them into pay. 

2. joavy yap commences a parenthesis which extends to Aaxeda: 

poviav. The verb ¢dofev which follows, is connected by xai (before 

the parenthesis) to of Kepxupaiot....époSovvro. ovderds depends 

on évorovia, in alliance with no one. as, to, “is never thus 

prefixed to a noun denoting an inanimate object.” S. § 136. N. —— 
etpioxeoSa, to find for themselves. Of. Anab. II. 1.§6. The object 

is apeAerav. 

8. kat avtoi, they also. mpeoBevodpevor (S. § 225. 5), to nego- _ 
tiate by ambassadors. Poppo prefers mpecBevdpevor. odiot de- 

pends on épmdduov. mpos—mpooyevouevoy. Sometimes the prepo- 

sition with which a verb is compounded is repeated. ——- SéoSae 

(= és rd S€oSac) denotes the respect in which éyzdédcoy is to be taken. 

Cf. I. 25.§ 1. Bloomf. takes it in the sense of dia%éoSa, disponere, 

order, i. e. bring to an issue. This verb is usually accompanied by 

ev OF xad@s, which sense is here given by 7 BovAovrat. 
4. xaragtaens is intransitive. Cf. Soph. Gr. Verbs, p. 165. —— 

rorade, as follows. The substance of the speech is‘given. Cf. I. 22.§1. 

CHAPTERS XXXIT—XXXVI. 

This oration of the Corcyreans may be divided into, 1, the exordium 
(chap. 32); 2, the argumentative portion (chaps. 33-36. § 2); 3, the perora- 
tion (chap. 36. § 3). The second part (i e. the argumentative) may also be 
subdivided into the 7d a@PéAiuor (chap. 33), and 7d Sixaov (chaps. 34,35). This 
last head may also be subdivided into an argument, 1, upon the claims 
which the Corinthians,_as the mother country, might be supposed to have 
upon the Corcyrzeans (chap. 34); and 2, upon the violation of the Pelopon- 
nesian treaty with which the Athenians would be chargeable, should they 
succor the Corcyrans (chap. 35. § 4). The orator then recurs again to the 
advantages of the proposed alliance (chaps, 35. § 5, 36. § 2), and closes with 
the peroration. F 

The orations and speeches in Thucydides are full of exegetical difficulties, 
and require much laborious study, in order to understand them, so as to sea 
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and appreciate their beauty and force. The reader should subject every 
sentence to the most searching grammatical analysis both etymological and 
syntactical, and having thus explored the meaning, should treasure it carefully 
in memory, so as to be able to read in connection larger portions, and in the 
end, the whole oration. This, however, should’ not be deemed all that is 

requisite. Repeated perusals are necessary, to seeure that ease of translation 
and freedom from verbal perplexities, which bring the mind into sympathy 
with the great and glowing ideas of the writer, and cause it to be borne along 
upon the stream of argument, which flows with such depth and vehemence 

and grandeur. The editor of this edition would therefore urge upon every 
reader, the importance of attaining by frequent reviews that facility of trans- 
lation, which will enable him to read these speeches, without the interruption 

occasioned by consulting lexicons and other books of reference. 

CHAPTER XXXII. 

The exordium commences with an acknowledgment, that those who ask aid, in the cir- 

cumstances in which the Corcyreans present themselves to the Athenians, should show 

that an advantage will accrue thereby to those who confer the favor, and that the obli- 

gation will be amply repaid by the party assisted (§§ 1, 2); a brief reference is made to 
the unwise line of conduct previously pursued by the Corcyreans in haying abstained 
from alliance with any of the states (§§ 3, 4); they had indeed defeated the Corinthians 
in a former battle, yet the extensive forces which their enemies were collecting from 
Peloponnesus, compelled them to ask aid of the Athenians (§5). This exordium has 

ever been regarded as a master-piece of its kind, and has been closely imitated by subse- 

quent writers, among whom may be mentioned, Procop. in orat. Gepid., and Sallust Bell. 

Jug. Compare also the oration of the Campanians. Livy, VII. 30. 

1. Aikaov....dvadida€a. The order is: Sixatov rods fKovras mapa 
Tovs méAas, Os Kal Hueis viv, Senoopevovs emtxovpias, pnTe evepyecias 

—apouperoperns (sc. df tyav AInvaiv) dvadidaga. Poppo, Goeller, 
Arnold, and Bloomfield edit. rpoopeAopevns. mapa Tovs méXas, ad 

alios, i. e. to those with whom intercourse is had. domep Kal ipeis, 
sc. SedpeSa. Senoopévovs marks the purpose of jFeovras. K. $812. 

4. c; S. § 225. 5. dvadiddéa, to make it clearly (dva-) appear. 

—— mporov—éreira. Between these correlative particles, we find 

two other corresponding conjunctions, wdAuora pev and «i dé pn. 

Eipchopa (sc. Senara. Jelf’s Kiihn. §§ 529. Obs. 1; 583, 45) is con- 
nected by the preceding xai to the antithetic clause dre ye (at least) ovr 

éxi(npua. —+ ore belongs to déovra: repeated from the preceding clause. 

Tv xapw BéBaov eEovow, they shall have the favor secure (to be 

returned when needed) = shall do a favor not to be forgotten. There 
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is here a change of subject, which, however, is only rhetorical, since 
ths expression = they (i. e. the persons benefited) will not forget 

the favor bestowed. This appears to be the view taken by the Schol, 

who explains xdpw by dvrixapw. Cf. ri xapw xaradeto%e, I. 88. §1, 
with the explanation given in the note. Poppo prefers the common 

interpretation: (qui societatem petant) etiam firmam gratiam habitu- 

ros, will acknowledge their lasting obligations. This interpretation 

involves no change of subject, and therefore by some may be pre- - 

ferred to the one above given. BeBacos in Thucydides is an ad- 

jective of two terminations. capés xatragticover = cages (clear) 
Toijcovot. —-— 11) opyiteoSa depends on Sixatov. 

2. Kepkupaiot....jpas. Construct: Képxupaio. dméoreivay pas 

mMLoTEVOYTES, PETA THS aitnoews THs Evppaxias wapeEcoIar Tavra éyvpa 
tpiv, the Corcyreans have sent us, trusting that while we ask the alli- 
ance (literally, with the asking of the alliance), we shall establish these 

points to your satisfaction (literally, shall make these points sure to 

you). npiv is the dat. commodi. K. § 284. 3. R. 4. 
3. Teruynke....a&ippopoy, but it has happened (= it is our for 

tune) that the same custom, (when considered) im relation to (és, K. 

§ 290. 2.3.) our present request is irrational in your view (mpos tpas, 
K. § 298. III. 3. e), and prejudicial to the present posture of our affairs. 

The émir#Sevpa here spoken of, was that of making no allies, and of 
minding their own interests only. This appears from the following 

section, introduced by yap (epexegetical). dv is often omitted after 
ruyxdve. K. § 311. R. 5; Mt. § 553. 8. Obs. 1. apds tpas is to be 
joined with ddoyor, and not with és ray xpeiay tpiv, when viewed 
with reference to our interests as it regards you, as some interpret the 

passage. xpeiay is a request resulting from necessity. jpiv = jar, i.e. 

nperépav. Some, with Arnold, may prefer to make 7yiv depend upon 

retuxnxe. The sense would not be altered. és Ta HpeTepa altar, 
in reference to our interest. 

4, Etppayo....7xopev explains Goyoy in the preceding section, 
and kal dya....xa%éorapev is exegetical of aéipdopov. Some refer 

both clauses to each of the above mentioned adjectives. ev TO 

mpo Tov, i.e. €v rH mpd Tod xpdv@ (fully written in II. 58. §2; 73. 
§ 83), in the time before this = aforetime. éxovotn, voluntarily. 

touTo, i. e. Evppayor eivat. eépnpot Of helpers. —— d’ aird, 
.. @. because they had formed no alliances. —— The subject of mepze- 
otnkey iS 7....cadhpootvn (prudent moderation. Poppo), with which 
rd....Evyxwovveve is in epexegetical apposition (K. § 226. R. 3). 

TH Tov méAas yropun, “aliorum arbitratu.” Poppo. aBovnia 

is thought to refer to ddoyov, and doSévera to a€vpopor. gar 
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vouévn Gepends on smepréornxay in the sense of eis rd gaiveosa, has 
turned out to be manifestly dBovXia kai doSévera. 

5. ody is here resumptive of the thought which was partially inter- 
rupted by §$ 3, 4, the orator now proceeding to give the reason why 

the Corcyreans, although victorious in the former battle, applied to 
the Athenians for aid. In this use, otv = I say then. vavpaxtay— 
drewodpeSa KopwSiovs. After the analogy of wxdw (S. § 184. N. 1), 

dre%éo is here followed by two accusatives, we defeated the Corin- 

thians in a sea-fight. Of. Mt. §§ 409.3; 421. N. 3; Bernh. Synt. p. 

121. It is strange that this should have been overlooked by such 
critics as Haack, Goeller, and Bloomfield, and that the old method of 

supplying a preposition should have been resorted to in constructing 

vavpaxtay. kara povas strengthens avroi, “alone by ourselves.” 

dé in ered Sé responds to pevy in the preceding proposition. 

jets Gdvvatot épGpev dvres, we saw that we were unable, The partici- 
ple after ofSa, when it refers to the subject of the verb, may be put 

either in the nominative, or in the accusative to agree with the reflex- 

ive pronoun. Cf. 8. §225.N.2.¢; K. § 310. 4. a. mepryever Sat 
the Corinthians. Portus refers 6 xivduvos to Greece at large, but 

Bloomf. thinks that the danger to Athens is hinted at, which in the 

course of the oration is prominently brought forward. tm avrois, 
under them, i. e. in their power. Evyyvopn (sc. €ore nuiv), we are 

excusable. ei py...-ToApapev. Poppo refers pera xaxias and dd&éns 

...-dpapria to roAp@pev, and constructs and explains: ei (ér) r7 

mpotepoy ampaypoovry evavtia Speyer, (elmep rodro motodpev) pry pera 
kakias (= kaxot dvres) SdEns Sé€ paddov duapria (= adn’ Gre d6Ens jydp- 

rovev). On the reference of ef and py to different words, cf. Hoog. 

Gr. Particles, p. 56.1V. I prefer, however, with some of the most 

able of the recent commentators, to refer pera xakias....dpaptia to 

dnpaypoovrn, because the main design of this exordium was to remove 

unfavorable impressions in respect to the past conduct of the Corey- 

reeans, rather than to apologize for their present temerity in applying 

to the Athenians for aid. perd xaxias (= kaxig), with evil tention, 

&ééns duaoria, by an error of judgment, 
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CHAPTER XXXTIL 

Having finished his exordium, the orator proceeds to show that it will be for the interest of 
the Athenians to furnish aid to the Corcyrwans, who being the injured party, will be less 
likely to forget the fayor, than those to whom they are opposed, and who besides have 
& powerful navy (§ 1); the Athenians are reminded, that they now enjoy the rare fortune - 
of receiving, as voluntary allies, the very power whose accession to their interests they 
would have valued above much treasure (§ 2); and this alliance is rendered timely by 
the war with the Lacedemonians which now threatens the Athenians, a sure premoni- 
tion of which was the Corinthian invasion, designed as it was to break down the Corey- 
rean power, and thus deprive the Athenians of their aid in the approaching struggle 
(§8); wherefore these plans should be anticipated and frustrated (§ 4). 

1. 4 Evvrvxia—rijs jyerépas, the occurrence (der zufall. Poppo 
after Bredow) of our request. Bauer very strangely connects fuvrv- 

xia with xara moda. mpatov....moiocecse. The justice of their 
cause is here slightly alluded to, but is fully argued in chaps. 34, 35. 

— Its introduction served to show that the orator was by no means 

disposed to overlook so important a point, or to place the rd ovpgopoy 
before the ro Sixasov, although it was first discussed in the oration. 

érecra corresponds to mparoy pev, and therefore stands for érerra dé 

(K. § 822. R. 4), introducing another reason why the request of the — 

Corcyreans should be granted. deEduevor, by receiving into your 

alliance. The participle here denotes the means. See N. on I. 9. $1. 

as ay padtora—xarazeioSe = Katateiote dv as ay pdadtora Kata- 

Seige, OF xataSnoecVe ws dy pdadwota xara%ecioSe, if the future indica- 

tive be preferred as corresponding better with momoeo%e. Poppo 

(Suppl. Adnot. p. 116) gives up the reading xara3jo%¢, which he pre- 

viously had adopted and defended. Goeller well remarks, that the 

metaphor in xaraS%eio%e is taken from depositing money with some 

one, from whom it may be received afterwards with interest. —— — 

vaurixéy te. A third reason is here introduced why the request of 

the Corcyreans should be granted, and in order to express it with — 

delicacy, it is made by the connective ré a part of the preceding 

proposition. kextnpesa is here used as a present. —— mAqy rod — 
nap ipiv, except yours. —— mdciorov. The article is omitted for the — 

same reason, probably, that ré was employed as a connective instead 

of erevra. 

2. ris ebmpatia oravwrépa (what more rare good fortune) = oidema 

eirpatia oranerépa = airy 9 eimpagia omamerdry. Of. Mt. § 450. 

Obs. 2 (end). Haack would mentally supply 7 éxeivy after Avmnpo- 

répa, referring forward to ei fv....abremdyyeAros, whicn would con - 
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tain the explanation of the pronoun. Both he and Poppo place a 

comma after ei, to connect it more plainly with avrn mapeorw avre- 

mayyeXros. iv—Sivapww—atrn. The relative clause is frequently 
put before the proposition containing the antecedent, for the sake of 

emphasis (S.'§ 178). dvvayiw belongs properly to avrn (this same 

power), but is put after the relative by attraction (S. $175.2; ©. 
§$ 525). The design of this attraction, as well as the inversion of the 

clauses, is to give the adjectival sentences a substantival character, 

while the substantive clause deprived of its principal word, becomes 

subordinate to the adjectival sentence. av mpo—eripnoacse, would 
have value beyond. The object of ériynnoacte is fy—Sivamw tpiv 
mpooyeveosat (to be added). —— aitendyyeXros, freely, spontancously. 

tovs mroAAovs is explained by Poppo, as referring to mankind at 

large (vulgus), but perhaps it is better to refer it to the other states of 

Greece. —— dperny, reputation for virtue (evdo€ia). The sentiment 

is, that if the Athenians accepted the alliance thus voluntarily sought 

by the Corcyrseans, they would secure for themselves a high reputa- 

tion among all the states of Greece. ols = ékeivots ovs, Of which 

equivalent the antecedent limits dépovoa supplied from the preceding 

clause. d—dpa mavra, all which advantages together (i. e. at the 
same time). év T@ Travti xpdve, “est omni tempore guod novi- 
mus —= ee OMNIiG Memoria, quum éy wayTi xpév@ sine articulo esset 
omni tempore.” Goeller. Cf. K. § 246. 5. 8. —— 8) strengthens 
OXlyos, very few. ois = éexetvors ovs, the antecedent limiting 
d.d6vres. dodadeay refers back to ioytiv, and kéopov to dperny, 

ovx jocov—7, not less—than = as well as. 
8. rov dé méAepor, but as to the war, is properly in apposition with 

rovroy the omitted subject of gveoSa. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 581. 1. —— 

” yrdpns Guaprdver, he errs in judgment. Bloomf. says that the meta- 
_phor is taken from archery. 

_ modeunoetovras (a desiderative word, 8. § 143). See N. on I. 26. § 8 
 (init.). 

(KK. § 297. Il. 2). Cf Il. 29.§1; VI. 59.§38. We find the varied 

expressions pes’ adrdy in II. 101. § 5, and év rois mporos in IV. 105. 

> , A > , 

aioSaverat tovs Aakedatpovious— 

map’ avrois, i their (i. e. the Lacedemonian) estimation 

$1. —— és rv dperépay (S. § 162) emixeipnow. “Port. recte vertit 
ad vos imadendos.” Poppo. The object of the orator is to show, that 

_ the plan of the Corinthians and their allies is, first to break down the 
“power of the Corcyrzans, and then to attack the Athenians, thus pre- 
venting them from an union against the encroachments of the tom- 

-monenemy. This will serve to explain iva....arapyev which follows. 
poe dvoiv....BeBardcac%a. Various interpretations have been 

given to this passage, which for brevity’s sake I must omit, and con- 

11 
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tent myself with giving the one which, on the whole, appears to me 

to be encompassed with the fewest difficulties. Hermann de Ellip, et 
Pleon. p. 142 explains it: # rod P&dca jpas KaxGcat, } Tod ods 
aitovs BeBamcac%a, and supposes that to avoid this repetition, 

paca. was put once in the preceding clause. This, as I conceive, 

unfolds the true sense. The construction would then be: pydé dvoiw 

dudptwot (= that they may certainly attain to one of the two objects), 

@Sdoa (avrd), i) Kxaxdoar—i BeBardoacsa (= PIdoa Kaxdoa 4 

drdoa BeBadcaczat), either to be beforehand, in humbling us, or in 

strengthening their own power. %dvew is usually constructed with a 
participle. 

4, npeérepov 8 ad epyov mporepnoa, it is our business then to anti- 
cipate them. Trav pev Siddvrav, sc. ney referring to the Corcy- 

reeans. —— mpoemPovrevew and dvremBovrevew, Bloomf. well renders 

foreplot and counterplot. 

CHAPTER XXXIV. 

[he orator now passes from a consideration of the advantages resulting from the pro- 
posed alliance, to a discussion of the justice of their suit, against which it is no argu- 

ment that they were colonists of the Corinthians, since their alienation has resulted 
from the ill-usage which they have received from the parent state (§ 1); this is tacitly 

admitted by the Corinthians, in their declining to submit the difficulties to a judicial 
investigation (§ 2); the conduct of the Corinthians towards those connected to them 

by the ties of consanguinity, should admonish the Athenians of what they may expect, 
f they enter into a league with them (§ 3). 

1. Aeyoow refers to the Corinthian deputies. paréracay, let 
them learn from experience. maoxovoa, SC. trd THS pyTpoTddeas. 

This appears from tiu@ tHyv pntpérodkw which follows. ext TO— 

eivat, with a*view to be. émi here denotes condition. Of. K.§ 296. Il. 3. 
b. SodAoe and dpuoioe are in the nominative after efva, because its 
subject is the same as the principal subject of the sentence. K. § 805. 

2; 8. § 224. Trois Aetropevots, i. e. the citizens of the parent state. 
_ 2. @s dé Adixovy, sc. of Kopivzio. The course of reasoning made 

use of by the speaker, may be reduced to a syllogism: The state 
which ill-treats its colonies, can make no objection, on the score of 

justice, to their putting themselves under the protection of another 

state—the Corinthians have ill-treated us—therefore they can make 
no objection, etc. The minor term of this syllogism the orator 

proves, from the virtual confession of ill-doing made by the Corinthi- 

ans, in their refusal to submit the affair to arbitration. 7 pokAn- 
Bevres yap mept “Emidapuvov, és xpiow. Of. I. 28. § 2. —— io@ as op- 
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posed to modcum signifies fair and peaceful measures. 

to, prosecute. 
3. ipiv is the dat. commodzi, Texunptov, sign, here warning. 

— éore denotes the result of tpiv....rexynpiov. When the effect 

is to be represented as conceived merely, the infinitive is employed 

after dare, otherwise the indicative or optative. Of. Mt. §$531. N. 2; 

841. 2. 8; S. § 217. 38. —— dmarn, fraud, trickery, here sophistry. 

Opposed to this is é« rod edSéos, in @ straight-forward manner, openly. 

These last words are to be joined to Seouévors, and not to pa toup- 

yeiv, in the sense of immediately, at once, as is done by some interpre- 
ters. A little reflection on the passage must convince any one, that 

the antithesis lies in dmarn and ex rod edSéos, and notin the infini- 

tives, which in such a case would be the mere repetition of the same 
idea varied in words only. 6 yap éAaxioras Tas perapedeias— 

AapBavev (=perapedcira), for he who repents the seldomest. The 

Schol. says that this is put for 6 pn® ddos (not at all) AapBavor - 
perapé)evav. dodadéararos, sc. dv, Which is sometimes omitted 

after dvaredetv. K. § 311. BR. 5. 

MereAReiy, 

CHAPTER XXXV. 

An alliance with the Corcyrans would be no infringement, on the part of the Athenians, 
of any treaty with the Lacedemonians (§ 1); for states, which (like Corcyra) have 

entered into no confederation, may select whomsoever they please as allies (§ 2); and 
it would be unjust for the Corcyreans not to have the same privilege as the Corinthians, 
who were summoning auxiliaries to their aid from ail parts of Greece (§§ 8, 4); allusion 
is again made to the advantages of the proposed alliance, especially to the accession of 
naval power, which the Athenians would thus obtain (§ 5). 

1. Avoere....omovdas. Miiller (Dorians I. p. 214) says that the de- 

fensive treaty with Corcyra, engaged in a war with its mother country, 

was, according to ancient Greek principles, wholly unlawful and unjust. 
2. év avrais, i.e. in the thirty years’ truce. Of. I. 115. $1. 

Fris = el tes (S. § 215. N. 7), and is therefore accompanied by pndapot 
instead of otSapov. K. § 318. 3. eSeivar, Butt. (§ 150. p. 442) 
remarks that ‘ éveor: refers to the physical possibility, z¢ 2s possible ; 

ééeorw, to the moral, 7é is lawful, one may ; éore stands indefinite 

between the two, <¢ may or can be done.” Sometimes these meanings 
are interchanged for rhetorical purposes. map ....edSeiv. Fully 

written it would be: éASeivy map’ éxeivous map drorépous (€ASeiv) dv 
apéoxntra. In respect to this article in the thirty years’ truce, Miller 
“I, p. 214, N.) says that its meaning can only be: states not include@ 
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in the alliance may join whichever side they please, by which means 

they come within the treaty, and the alliance guarantees their safety. 

But if a state already at war with another state, party to the treaty 

(€vorrovdos), is assisted, a war of this description is like one undertaken 

by the confederacy of the assisting state. 

8. cai Sewdv ef roiade pev—jyas dé. The construction of devo 
is only suited to the second of these clauses, the other being thrown 

in to heighten by contrast the effect of the second. It was not 

roigde....Umnxdav Which was Sewvdy, but yas d¢....dapedeias (i. e. that 

the privilege just spoken of should not be granted to the Corcyreeans). 
Cf. Mt. § 622.4; Butt. $149. p. 426. avo tav evorréviev, from the 

states confederate with them, from their confederates. éora. See 

N. on é&eivar, § 1 supra. tmnkdav. The Schol. says that the Pa- 

lians of Cephallenia are meant, as they were subjects of the Atheni- 

ans. Cf. I. 27. § 2. mpoxetpevne, proposed, i. e. the one now under 

consideration. Some render it, present, in hand. eira. The old 

commentators and editors place a period after apPeXeias, Poppo and 

Bloomf. a colon. In either case eira is used in the way of reproach 

and may be rendered, and yet, and nevertheless. See Arnold’s Gr. 
Prose Compos. p. 140. Snoovra has here a transitive signification. 

4. swodd dé €v mAeiom is for év Sé wodd mreion. airia—éefopuev 

= airtapeSa. ovx Omws (= ody Sras ov)—aXa kai, not only not 
—but even, isa formula by which antithetic clauses are strongly op- 

posed to each other. K. § 821. 3. b; Kr. § 67. 14.N. 3. exZpav. 
The Corinthians had taken it ill, that the Athenians supported the Me- 

gareans in a war which arose between these two states subsequent to 

the Persian war. emovrav (Sc. Ka’ jay) is opposed to xwduved- 

ovras in the preceding proposition. mepidipease. See N. on mepio- 
pav, 1.24. § 6. fv ov Sikaoy, sc. mpoodaBeiv Kopwiovs. GN’ 7. 

Supply dixady €or from the preceding context. -Kakeivev Cepends 
on picSopdpous, and not upon kwdvew, the sense being, to prohibit 

their mercenaries from being raised out of your country; and not to 

prohibit your mercenaries from them. ka 6,te (a8 far as) dy 
reoSnre, “ guatenus vobis persuasum fuerit. Poterant enim modice, 

poterant clanculum, non aperte, nec magnis viribus Corcyreis opitula- 

ri.” Haack. ab rod mpodavois, openly. This shows that a secret 

mode of assistance was hinted at in the preceding clause, and hence 

between dd rod mpodavods and «ad 6,r1, there is a sort of antithesis. 
5. wokka—ra Evpdépovra (se. dvra. Of. K. § 810. R15) drodeixvy- 

uev, we show (= have to show, can show) that the advantages are many. 
See N. on deixvups, I. 26. § 2. év dpx7 of the oration, especially 
in chap. 33. jp, i.e. the Corcyreans and the Athenians, ——- 
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foav. The tense conforms to treiopey instead of diodeixyuper. So 
Arnold correctly explains: ‘“* We say, as we said before, that we have 

both the same enemies. Thucydides has expressed it a little differently ’ 

we say what we said before, (viz.) that we had both the same enemies.” 

émep (=id quod) refers to the idea contained in of re... joa, 

and érep cadheotatn miotis (pignus sider) is to be regarded as a sub- 

stantival. adjective sentence. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 836. 2. pera- 
oravras, deserters (when considered in relation to the Corcyreeans), and 

seceders, if the Athenians be considered as referred to. That it might 
refer to the latter as well as to the former state is evident, for to with- 

draw from one confederacy and to pass over to another, was an avow- 

al of hostility, followed almost necessarily*by war. Haack makes 

eav to depend on diadéper (Evppéeper. Arnold), elicited from ody dpoia 
in the preceding proposition. Goeller makes adda stand in the place 

of xai, and refers the infinitive back to d\Ad Sixaov 7) in dAN 7 G4 
supra). I prefer with Kiihner (Jelf’s edit. § 671. 3) to supply Se7 or 

xpn. In such cases, it becomes a general expression of necessity or of 

something to be done. ei d€ pn, but if otherwise, i. e. if what 

has just been said is impossible. €xup@traros in respect to a navy. 

CHAPTER XXXVI. 

The argument in favor of the utility of the proposed alliance ‘is continued. If the Athe- 
nians fear arupture with theLacedzemonians, such a fear, accompanied with strength, will 

intimidate the foe more than courage or confidence, unaccompanied by so powerful an 
ally as is now offered to them (§ 1); the argument is strengthened by a reference to the 

favorable situation of Corcyra, in respect to hindering the approach to Peloponnesus of 
any navy from Italy or Sicily (§ 2); in brief, if the Corcyrean navy is not united to that 

of the Athenians, it will be seized upon by the only other naval force in Greece (viz, 
the Corinthian), and thus in the end be opposed to the Athenians (§ 3). 

1. ro—Sedids atbrod, his fear ; literally, his being afraid in respect 

to breaking the treaty. 1rd deduds = 7d Sedievac. So rd Sapcoty = 
ro Sapoeiv (K. § 263. a. y), and refers to such confidence of the Athe- 
nians in the observance of the treaty, and in their own resources, as 

would lead them to reject the proffered alliance of the Corcyreans, 

and enter single-handed into the contest. which was evidently ap- 

proaching. This would be an object of less dread to their powerful 

enemies (ic yvovras rovs éyZpovs), than a fear on the part of the Athe- 
nians of breaking the treaty, overbalanced by the desire to unite to 
their arms so powerful an ally as the Corcyrean state. It must be 
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borne in mind, that the fear here spoken of is, lest the treaty should 
be broken, and the conjidence, that it would not be broken and that 
war would not ensue. From the second member of the antithesis (+d 

S€ Sapcotv....écduevov), Bloomf. would supply with rd dedids abrod 
ioxvy €xov in the first member, the words defapévov jpas. For the 
construction of doSjcov with yrere, see N. on I. 25. § 1 (init.) —— 
ul SeEapévor, if he does not receive us. jy is used with the participle, 

when it can be resolved into a conditional clause. K. $818.5; 8, 
R§ 225. 6; 229. 3. doSeves, i. e. comparatively weak in conse- 

quence of the rejection of a powerful ally. adeéarepov, non for- 

midandum, or as Goeller translates, minus formidandum. Bovdev- 

dpevos. Repeat yvarw. ——* érav....mddeuov, when in reference to an 

approaching and almost present war. Scov ov, all but. 

S. § 169. 1. wepiaxorav, by surveying. 5... .moXepovras, 
which is made a friend or an enemy at the most critical time; or 

perhaps, whose friendship or enmity 73 of the highest moment. 

2. yap introduces the proof of what was asserted in 6... .moNepuod- 
Iradias and SixeAias depend on wapdmAov. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. 

$502. xades wapdmdov keira, is well situated in respect to the coast- 

ing along. For xadés constructed with the genitive, cf. K. § 274. 3. 

b; Mt. $838; 8. $195.1. smapdmdov is employed, because the voyage 

to Italy was made by coasting along the shores of Greece as far as the 

promontory of Iapygia, at which place they crossed over to Taros. 

éxeizev, i. e. from Italy and Sicily. 76 te evdevde (SC. vavTi- 

xov) mpds Taxet maparéepyya, and to send on their course (= convoy) 
any navy sailing hence and to those countries. évaévse refers to 

Greece in general, although a special reference to Athens may here be 

easily understood, since that state, probably, was well known to the 

Corcyrzans, as having an eye on those western regions as a field for 
their ambitious plans. 

8. Bpaxutaro & ay xedadaig, but to sum up all in the shortest 
compass. ay xedadaig is repeated in 7@d° Gy, in consequence of the 

intervening clause, rois....éxaorov. This dative accompanies padSorre, 

denoting that from which the thing spoken of may be learnt. Cf. K. 

§ 285. 3. b. rois £vpract x. tr. . refers to things, and not to per- 
sons: in respect to all and every particular ; “both as to generals and 
particulars.” Bloomf. This dative may be referred to K. § 284.8 
(10); 8. § 201. 4. ovra. The syntax of this participle is encom- 
passed with some difficulty, but I like best the solution of Goeller, 

who supplies (as does Poppo after him) icre from the preceding 

patore ay (K. § 311. 2), you know that there are. Of the other modes 
of solution, one only is worth repeating, and that is, to consider the 

a * "yl ae 
TO QUTLKa. 

Tat. 
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conjunction 8¢ after rovrev to be placed in the apodosis of the sen- 

tence, which would then give the sense: as there are [but] three 

navies in Greece of any account, if then of these three, yor allow two 

to be united together. kal....mpokaraAnovra is epexegetical, i. e. 

it denotes the manner in which the Corcyrean and Corinthian fleets 

would be united, viz. by the subjugation of the Corcyreans to the 

Corinthians. —— Sefdpevor. See N. on I. 33. $1. 

fecra, you will be able to contend. mreioot, SC. Trav IleAorovyy- 

giav. Poppo, Goeller, and Haack edit rais jerépas, with (= by the 

accession of) our ships, making it depend on mdeioot, as woAA@ does 

in the phrase wodAG mAeioves. So Kriig. calls it the dative of differ- 
ence, although he retains with Bekker the old reading vavoi rats tpe- 

répas. But may not this dative be constructed with dyeviferSa, as 
the dative of the means ? ot d€....Toade, after them the Corin- 

thians spake as follows. 

ov > , 

efere—ayovi- 

CHAPTERS XXXVII—XLITI. 

These chapters contain the reply of the Corinthians to the foregoing 
speech of the Corcyreans. After a brief exordium (chap. 37. § 1), in which 
the charges, that the Corinthians had treated the Coreyreans unjustly, and 
were now oppressing them with an unjust war, are alluded to as topics 
which ought first to be considered, the orator proceeds to a refutation of 
these charges (chap. 87. § 2 to chap. 39). He then shows that it would be 
a breach.of the treaty with the Peloponnesians, to assist the Corcyreans in 
this war (chap. 40), and having urged upon the Athenians a remembrance 
of the former services of the Corinthians, in assisting them against the 
Ziginete, admonishes them that they should not be induced by motives of 
interest to commit an act of injustice (chaps. 41, 42). The speech is then 
closed with a brief peroration (chap. 43). 

The argumentative portion of this oration, is founded on considerations 
of justice and equity, rather than what will be for the policy of the party 
addressed. In this it differs from the oration of the Corcyrmans, the princi- 
pal object of which was to show, that the alliance would conduce to the 
interests of the Athenian state. It will readily be apprehended how appeals 
of this latter sort would influence an assembly like the one here addressed, 
composed of men whose whole thoughts were engrossed with the aggran- 
dizement of the state and the extension of its sway. In strong invective, 
biting sarcasm, bold and striking antitheses, vehement and passionate appeals 
to the moral sense of the audience, the oration of the Corinthians far sur- 

passes the preceding one, which is rather a specimen of calm, earnest reason- 
ing, than of the stormy wrath, which characterizes the one which followed, 
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“+  QHAPTER XXXVII. 

After a brief exordium (§ 1), the orator proceeds to show, that it was not from any hone 
able motive, but from their bad character and ill nature, that the Corcyreans had formed 
no alliance (§ 2) ; for which neutrality the situation of their city was highly favorable, inas- 
much as they could be their own judges, in cases where they had done injury (§ 8); the 
real ground, therefore, of their standing aloof from alliances, was that they might commit 
njustice apart and alone, and escape detection (§ 4); had they been what they profess to 
be, in proportion to their being less amenable in consequence of their position, would have 
been their desire to interchange mutual offices of justice and kindness with others (§ 5). 

1. rdévde here expresses contempt, like the Latin ‘ste. ‘Some 

may prefer, however, to take it in the sense of évradSa (see N. on 
I. 53. § 2). tiv Adyov = bv éromncavro Aédyor, Tov av’Tay Aéyov. 
Poppo. Gd’ os Kat (= dda kal wepl Tovrov as), but concerning 
this also, how that, etc. avroil, i. e. the Corcyreeans. —— prnodér- 
Tas....dudorepav, when we also have first considered (see N. on mode- 
uouvres, I. 13. § 6) both these points. xai, i.e. in like manner with 

the Corcyreans. oUrw kal commences the apodosis. ievar (of 

which jpds is the subject) depends on dvayxaioy, the words Kepxupaioy 

..+-ToAenouvrae being parenthetical. tov GdXov Adyov, the rest of 

our speech, what we have yet to say. As the refutation of the charges 

advanced by the Corcyrzans embraces the remainder of this, together 

with the two following chapters, the aAos Aéyos refers to the subject 

matter of chap. 40. ap’ nav, instead of the simple genitive 

jpav, conforms to the verbal dfioow, the words 7 ad’ nuav aéiwors 

= 7) nuav aéiwots. As opposed to xpeia (see N. on I. 32. § 3), d&lo- 
ows signifies a claim of right. dodadéorepov mpoeidnre, “ you may 

be more certainly acquainted beforehand.” Arnold. To dodadéorepov 

employed adverbially, py ddoyicras (not rashly = considerately) in 
the next proposition is opposed. ; 

2. daci, i.e. the Corcyreans. d¢, now. dia 7d cadpor. 
Cf. N. on cadpooivn, I. 32. § 4. Tro © (=rovro dé. K. § 247. 

8. a)—eénerndevoar, whereas they practised this custom. apetn. 
“Prepositio éxi ad dperj ne cogitatione quidem repetatur necesse 

est.” Poppo. Bovrdpevor, because they wished. See N. on I. 9. 
§ 4 (end). —— ovd€ pdprvpa. Arnold with Dobree would read oire, 
and connect it with what follows, either as a witness (to their evil 

deeds), or to have the shame of asking his aid (to do ill). _ This is subs 

stantially the interpretation of Bloomfield, Bauer, Haack, and Goeller 
in his last edition. But ovre responds to ré before ovdéva, and hence 

does not require any change in ovd¢. Poppo refers the shame spoken 
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of, to the refusal with which the overtures of alliance, made by a 
state of such notoriously bad character, would be sure to be met 

with by all the other states. I like this interpretation, because a state 
so bad as Corcyra is here represented to be, would not blush at asking 

others to be their coadjutors in wrong doing, but still might feel a 

reluctance to ask a favor, which they knew well beforehand that no 

state could honorably grant. The sense given by the Schol. is inad- 

missible, because this idea is already contained in ovSé pdprupa éxeuw. 

Equally to be rejected is the sense given by Gottl. and Kistemm., that 

they were ashamed to ask allies, when they had acted as allies to none. 

8. avrapky. This epithet is applied to a city having in itself 

every thing necessary for the support of its inhabitants. So Betant 

defines it: “* sibi sufjiciens, per se validus.” Of. II. 41. § 1. —— séouw 

is to be constructed with xeiévn as the accusative of the cognate 

notion. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 556. 0. Tapexet... .ylyverSar, makes 

them (themselves) judges of those acts in which they injure any one, 

gather than that judges should be appointed by mutual agreement. 

This is in the main the interpretation of Poppo, Arnold, Goel., and 

Bloomf. (in his last edition), and one which after repeated exam- 

ination I am inclined to adopt. By &vv37nxas, Goel. remarks, ‘‘ Thu- 

eydides intelligit pacta de litibus inter civitates per arbitros dirimen- 

dis.” From the preceding clause, rods Sucaords is to be supplied with 

yiyveoSa. Haack most strangely refers padAov to mdédts—xewpérn, 
opportunitate urbis potius, quam pactis, tamquam judices sunt 

corum, quos ledunt. But in this interpretation, he leaves out rivd 

(used here collectively in the sense of rivds), and, as Poppo remarks, 

reliquam structuram non expedit. dv = ékxelvav a, of which the 

relative is constructed with BXanrovai, which has in this place two 
accusatives. Cf. Mt. § 415. 8; Butt. § 181.5; K. § 280. 2. dca 

TO... .d€xer%at, i.e. Sia TO adtods xiora pev ent Tods meas exmeir, 

pddvora Se rods AdAovs déxeo%at, dre Sy avdyxy éxeioe Karaiporras. 

Steph. Oud ri—déyeo%ac denotes the reason of mapéxer avtovs dixa- 

oras k.t. A. Had the Corcyrexans visited their neighbors, they would 

have received like for like ; but remaining in their well-furnished 

and independent city, they could practise with impunity any imposi- 

tion they chose, upon such as were compelled by stress of weather » 

(dvaykn xataipovras), or for any other cause, to touch there. In this 

picture of the Corcyrean policy and conduct, there was doubtless 

much exaggeration and false coloring. ékxmAéovras, while they sailed. 

See N. on modepodrres, 1. 138.$6. > 
4, kav rtoito....domovSov—mpoBéBrnvrar = év rovT@ eveotw Td 

eirperés, & mpoBeBrnvra (pretewere solent. Bothe), in this consists 
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their specious practice of forming no alliance, which they pretend to, 

i.e. this is the reason why they form no alliances. 7d eiaperés domov- 
Sov = 1d Gorovdov rb evrperés, ‘this specious, fair-showing non-alli- 

ance.” Bloomf. éy rovr@ (=,dia rodro) refers to dN émws—ddixdor, 

kal Gras—Pidlevrar, mréov Exwowy, and dyacyvvtoor, Which follow. 

Some take etsperés as sarcastically spoken in the sense of decorous, 
excellent. ovx tva—ddX’ Gres, not that (i. e. not with the design 
that)—buét that. Goeller has a long note on the hyperbaton which 
he finds here. But it is very common in this formula, to place the 

negative clause first in order, and is evidently more emphatic. 

kara pévas. See N.on I. 82. §5.—— Haack says that év 6....dvat- - 

oxuvraot explains the preceding clause, éaas card pdvas, and further 

remarks: eadem respondent superioribus illis: vppaydv te ovdéva 

....aloxiverSat. év ©, whenever. ov has also the same meaning. 
—avaicxvrraor, may practise their impudence either in denying the 

charge of rapine, or in admitting it, and impudently braving it out. 

The first of these is preferable, inasmuch. as the whole argument is, to 

show that the Corcyrzans wished their deeds of violence to remain 
concealed. Arnold paraphrases: may be spared their blushes, as there 

are none to witness them. - 

5. xairor, and yet certainly. addnnrérepor—rois médas, lite- 

rally, hard to be taken by others, inaccessible to any attack = less 

amenable to others. Cf. I. 82.§ 4; 148.§5. For the construction of 

rois méAas, cf. K. § 284. 3. (11); 8. $ 206. 4. —— d.dotor... . dixara, in 
giving and receiving what is just and equitable, or, if the expression 

be taken in a forensic sense, in doing justice, and in receiving it 

willingly at the hand of others. These participles belong to Setxvivas 

as denoting the means. Cf. N. on I. 9.§1. ’ 

CHAPTER XXXVIII. 

The Corcyreans are charged with not having acted towards the Corinthians in a just and 
becoming manner (§ 1); for the Corinthians, as their founders, were entitled to their 
respect and obedience (§ 2); and that this was rendered them by their other colonies 
was a proof both of their own moderation and the injustice of the Corcyrzans (§§ 3, 4) 
even if the mother country had been in the wrong, it would have been honorable for the 
colony to haye submitted, but, so far from this having been the case, the colony was the 
aggressive party (§§ 5, 6). 

1. rovoide, i.e. such persons as are willing to reciprocate acts of 

justice. Of. I. 387. § 5. dvres, although they are. See N. on I. 7. 
§ 1. adecract, stand aloof = have stood aloof, inasmuch as the 
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action belongs to the past, and also extends to the present. Of K. 

dua través, continually, is opposed to the idea that 

this was the first_and only instance of hostility on the part of the 

Corcyreans. as—exmeppreirzaayv, that they: were not sent out as 
colonists. Allusion is made to what the Corcyreans said in I. 34. $1, 

_ the note on which passage will explain the use of emi in émi r@ KakGs 

Tao XeEl. 
2. jets Sé od adroi hapev, but we deny (K. $318. BR. 4). avroi 

gives to tpeis an exclusive sense, we ourselves (S. $ 160. 4. a), what- 

ever they may think or say. Karotxioat at great expense and 

pains. ra eikéra SavpaceoSat, to be looked up to with due respect. 

ra eixéra is to be taken adverbially, and refers to the honors enume- 

rated in I. 25. §$ 8,4. Betant defines Savpafew, cultu et observantia 
prosequi. Of. III. 89. § 5. :: 

3. yor. See N. on I. 2. § 5. npas kal padiora, and we espe- 

cially of the Grecian states. Miller remarks (Dorians, I. p. 182. N. 

b), that her other colonies showed a remarkable obedience to Corinth, 
otepyouesa. This verb is used primarily to denote the mutual 

love of parents and children, and hence by an easy transition, the 

affection between a king and his people, a country and its colonies. 

Sometimes it designates conjugal affection, and is therefore a stronger 

term than dyard or ¢idéo. 
4. rois mAéoow of the colonies. dy—ovk dp3as amapeokowper. 

The optative with dy follows «i with the indicative, when a settled 

conviction is to be politely expressed with a shade of doubt. Here, the 
idea is: ¢f we are acceptable to the rest of the colonies, we cannot-with 

reason be disagreeable to them alone, but perhaps we are not accept- 

able. Cf. K. § 389. 3. a; S. § 215. 1. ovd émlotparevousev éxrmpe- 

ras, nor that we would make war unreasonably. Haack very correctly 
makes émorparevorpev depend on 671, which with dy is to be repeated 
from the previous context. In respect to the apparent disagreement’ 
of exmperas with pu)... .dd:covpevor, unless we had been greatly injured, 
I am pleased with the citation by Arnold of the line in Shakspeare’s 

Julius Cesar, which before it was altered, as it has been in the recent 

editions (because it was ridiculed by Ben Jonson), ran thus: 

“ Cesar doth never wrong but with just cause ;” 

which means, that although Cesar does what may seem hard or 
wrong to an individual, yet he does it not without just cause, and 

dOtxovpevot. Herm. on Soph. 

Elect. 47, says that here is indicated a present effect of a past action. 

5. kadov & jv, it had been becoming = it would have been becom 
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ing, there being an ellipsis of av (K. § 260. R. 8). eifat, to have 
yielded, given wey to. This infinitive is properly the subject: of fv. 
S. $ 222. 1. —— jyiv d€ aicypdv. Regularity of construction would 
have demanded jyiv dé pi) Bidoao%a in dependence upon xadrdgv & 
jv, or that Gra roiode pév xaddv fv should have preceded. The 8é 
after juiv corresponds to the previous ii but is constructed as though 
pev had been in the clause cadov & jp. Hetpidrnra, moderation, 
Be catai ” Bothe, . 

6. e£oveia mAovrov, the power of sonable Some translate, license of 
wealth, i. e. the insolence of authority which wealth confers upon the 
possessor. But cf. I. 16. $1; 128. $1; Ill. 45.$4; VI. 31.$4, in 

Which passages the idea of phi is most relevant to the sense. Both 

eoveia and v8pe belong to jpaprjxaor as the dative of cause. 

\@\Aa in reference to the particular injury alluded to in what follows. 

kaxouvpevny. See N.von prnoSévras, I. 87. $1. ov mpocerot- 

ovvro, ‘non conciliabant sibi beneficio.”. Bothe. See N. on I-57. 
§ 4. erSdévrav Sé nav, but when we went. See N. just cited. —— 

Eévres Big €xovor, they forcibly seized and still retain ; literally, 

having forcibly seized it, they keep possession of it. 

CHAPTER XXXIX. 

The orator proceeds to reply tu what the Corcyraans had said, respecting their offer to 
submit the affair to arbitration (I. 34. § 2), by saying that this offer was worthy of no 

attention, inasmuch as it was proffered after they had secured the advantage in negotia- 

tion of having obtained the upper hand (§ 1); the wrong done by them in respect to 

Epidamnus, was aggravated by their application to the Athenians to become in fact 

partieipators in their wrong doing (§ 2); which application ought to have been made 

before they had been brought into peril by their acts of injustice (§ 3). 

1. 8) is here used ironically in the rense of forsooth, the particle of 

certainty being employed in respect to that, which in the estimation of 

the Corinthians was doubtful, at least so far as related to the honesty 
of the Coreyrzean proposal referred to. —— Sixyn—xpiverSa., to be tried 

in a legal manner, to submit the cause to trial. Cf. 1. 28. §5; 78.§4; 

86. § 3; IL. 58. § 4; II. 67. § 5, -in all which places dixcn is used of a 

legal investigation. jy ye....det, he ought not to be considered as 

saying any thing to the purpose, who makes this offer (to submit to ar- 
bitration), at least when he has the advantage and is in safety (as to the 

result). Such is the interpretation which, on the whole, I would give 

to this most difficult passage. In this translation it will be seen that 

qv (= Gra tairny. Mt. § 477) is made to depend on mpoxadovuevor 

~ 
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> (K. § 278. 4), to which also the article rds velongs. ‘eps tevia and éx 
rod dodadois are to be taken with mpoxadovpevoy, and denote the 

circumstances in which the offer to submit to the proposed arbitra- 

tion was made (S. § 225. 2; K. §$ 312. 4.a; 288.3. ¢). Aéyew ri, to 
speak something of importance, or to the purpose. - Soxeiy has for 

its subject éexeivoy contained in rév—zpoxadovpevoy (= ékeivov bs mpo- 

kadeira.. S. § 225.1). For the construction of dei, ef. 8. 222. 1. —— 

G\Aa....Ka%ioravra, but he (should be thought to speak to the pur- 

pose), who, before he contends in law, makes his actions and his words 

equally conduce to equity. I have been much perplexed in respect to 

this sentence. If with Goeller and Portus we render és icov.... 

Adyous, facta verbis equat; or if with Bloomf. we make és tooy de- 

note a similarity between the words and actions, then of what use is 

éuoias? Where also is the antithesis, which we should expect to find 

between this sentence and the one which precedes it? It appears to 

meé that to mpovxovra Kal éx tod adodpadods, Which denotes the unequal 

condition of the parties, és tcov is antithetic, and denotes an equality 

in position as well as in words, which ought to subsist between them. 

The words of the Corcyreans were fair and equitable, but their 

actions in laying siege to Epidamnus, and in provoking a war with the 

Corinthians, made all their professions of desire for amicable settle- 

ment nugatory, inasmuch as the parties were placed in very unequal 

positions. With this view I find that Poppo harmonizes, in his ap- 

probatory citation of Casa’s interpretation: gui factis pariter atque 

oratione equitatem retinet. So also Haack: facta non minus quam 

verba ita tamquam in integrum deducere, ut nil commodi pre altero 

habeas. Poppo renders mpiv diaywvitersa (S. § 223. § 8), priusguam 

bellum gerere incipiat, in order that it may harmonize with od mpiv 

woAtopxety Which follows: But these words last quoted, contain the 

application of the general principle, laid down in the foregoing words, 

to the conduct of the Corcyreeans in the present affair. As that gen- 

eral proposition has reference to judicial proceedings, and as diaywvi- 

¢ec%a corresponds to mpoxadovpevoy in the previous clause, I prefer 

with the Schol. and Betant, to take this verb in a forensic sense, be- 
Sore they come to trial, or contend in a suit at law. 

2. rd xepiov, i. e. Epidamnus. mepioweoSa. See N. on I. 35. 
$4. To evmperés. See N. on I. 87. § 4. 
says: mapéxerSar est verbis, rapéxew re offerre. ov Taket pdvoy 

avroi, i. €. pdvov aitol raxet. It will readily be seen that adrot and 

tpas are opposed to each other. aétodvres depends on 7Kovow, 
they have come to ask, §. § 225. 5. Evvadixeiv, to assist them in 

doing wrong, to be their coadjutors in wickedness. Notice the allitera- 

mapeoxovro. Goeller 
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tion in this word and fuppayeiv. Siaddpous dvras jpiv, because , 

(see N. on I. 9. § 4 end) they are our enemies. I see not how Poppe 

can make dsapdpous dvras equivalent to adore tuas diaddpovs civat. 
Reference is evidently had to what was said by the Corcyrwans (I. 33. 

§ 3), that the Corinthians were hostile to the Athenians, and therefore 

the proposed alliance should be accepted, in order that the encroach- 

ments of the common enemy might be the better resisted. The argu- 

ment of the Corcyreans stands thus: the Corinthians are enemies of 

the Athenians; the Corcyrsans are hostile to the Corinthians, and 

should therefore be received into alliance by the Athenians, in view 

of the inevitably approaching war with Corinth. 

8. ovs is the stibject of mpooréva. ére aodadéoraroa joay. 
At first sight, the sentiment here seems to conflict with that expressed 

in qv ye....de¢ (§1 supra). But no disagreement whatever exists, 

for here the argument is against the deferment, on the part of the- 

Corcyreans, to ask aid of the Athenians to the time when they were 

threatened with the perils of war (odroz S€ xivSuvevovar); but there, 

against the procrastination of their offer to submit to arbitration, until 

they had secured a vantage ground, which would prejudice the suit in 

their favor. Bothe prefers, instead of do@adécraro:, the comparative 

aogparéorepot With the sense of the positive (Mt. § 457), as correspond- 

ing. better with ofro: xvdvvevovor to which it is opposed. m™poo- 

vevae to you for aid. év @, when, THs Te....peradraBdvres, 

who did not then (i.e. dre dogpadécrarot joay) share their power. For 
the participial “construction, see N. on dvres, I. 8. $1. Reference is 

had here, as the Schol. remarks, to the war with the Samians (ef. I. 
115. 116), and AXginete (I. 105), when the Athenians stood greatly in 

need of assistance, and to have shared the Corcyrean power would 

have been of eminent advantage to them. peradaBdvres—perada- 
cere. See N. on Evppayeiv and Evvadcxeiv (§ 2 supra). Tay dpap- 
Thpdtav dmoyevopevo. (—=-yevduevo. amd Tay duaprnudrey), although 

disconnected with (literally, far away from. K. § 288.1. (1) b) their 

Jaults. In respect to the participle, see N. on dévres, I. 7. $1. — 

aitias To toov, an equal degree of blame. S.§ 188. 1. 

ras, by having shared. See N. on I. 9. § 1 (init.). KOLWUL. « « «EXEL, 
they should share the consequences = the results should be common to 
both parties. ots xpyy is to be repeated before ¢yew, inasmuch as this 

is a condensed and emphatic repetition of what has just before been 

said. Haack and Bothe refer the whole clause to the Athenians, 

which would give the sense: the results (of their crimes) you should 
share in common with them, by having long ago participated also in 

their power. But this transition is unnecessary, since by referring it 

Kolwwacay 
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to the Corcyrmans, the same idea is reached, viz. that in order to in- 
volve the Athenjans in the consequences of the prosperity of the Cor-- 

cyreeans, it wes prover that they should have also shared in the pros- 

perity itself. Besides I know of no instance, where xowd in the 
active signifies to participate in, this sense being confined to the mid- 

dle, which then frequently takes the genitive. 

/ 

CHAPTER XL. 

Geving thus dispose¢ »f the arguments of the Corcyreans, the orator proceeds to show, 
that they cannot be received with justice into the alliance of the Athenians (§ 1); for 

what is said in the treaty, that neutral states may join whichsoever party in the confed- 

eracy they please, has no application to the present case, an alliance with one party be: 

ing here sought to the injury of the other (§§ 2, 3) ;, they should, therefore, either stand 

aloof from both the Corcyreans and Corinthians, or unite with the latter to whom they 
were friends by treaty (§ 4); to this course they should be incited by the example of 
non-interference set by the Corinthians, when the Athenians were putting down the 
Samian rebellion (§ 5); a contrary example now furnished by the Athenians, would in 
the end prove highly prejudicial to their own interests (§ 6). 

1. pera mpoonkdvrav éyxAnpdtay, with sit charges, i.e. with accu- 

sations weighty and well substantiated. epxopeSa, we have come. 

The present of this verb has the sense of the perfect after the analogy 

of Fee. Of. Mt. § 504. 2.- olde, i. e. the Corcyraans. ded7- 
Awrat is to be constructed with as, thus it has been shown, 

2. &s is a conjunction, and serves to introduce the substantival 

sentence, ovk....déxorr%e, the object of paSeiv (K. § 329. 1). dy 

—déyour%e. With the optative dy is used, when the affirmation is to 

be considered as a conjecture, supposition, or undetermined possibility 

(K. § 829. 5; 8. $215.1). The optative here follows a principal tense 

(ypq), because it is conditioned by a protasis to be mentally supplied: 
you could not justly receivé them (if you wished to do it). Of K. 
§ 827. R. 1. ei yap, for though. év tais orovdais, i.e. in the 
thirty years’ truce. map omotépovs follows €ASeiv, and precedes 
in construction ris—Botrerar. Of. I. 85. § 2. dypadov, not regis- 
tered or recorded as parties to the treaty. Such cities were also styled 

dorovdoe or éxomovdor, by which was meant, that they belonged to the 
confederacy neither of the Athenians nor the Lacedemonians, and 

were therefore neutral. Those who were parties to the confederacy 

were styled €varrovdor, which differed from cvppayor in this respect, 

viz. the Corinthians were ctppayor or allies of the Lacedwmonians, 
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but were évorovda of the Athenians. These words, however, are 

sometimes interchanged, as in I. 31. § 2, or rather €verovda, being the 

most comprehensive term, is used for the lesser and more special one. 

—— emi BraBn érépar, to the injury of others, not in alterius partis 
Sraudem, as some interpret it. eoriv, extended, had reference to. 

ov belongs to this verb. doris et ris, and therefore takes pa 
instead of ov. Cf. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 748. 2. @Xov avrov arocrepar, 
withdrawing himself from another, or perhaps here,throwing off alle- 

giance to another. So Bauer (cited by Poppo) understands it. adbrév 

is here to be considered as the accusative of the thing (K. § 280. R. 8. 

d). The more usual construction would have been @AXov atrod. 

et codpovotor. I concur with Bloomf. and Arnold, that this paren- 

thesis can be rendered intelligible, only by supposing an omitted 

clause: (and who will not admit them) if they are wise ; or if refer- | 

ence is had to méAepmor avr’ eipnyns, instead of rois defapévors, (and 

war will not be thus brought) if they are wise. Goeller opposes « 

cappovover to py meSduevor quiv (unless you are persuaded by us. 

S. § 225. 6), thus making it =i weiSovra: jpiv, and remarks that it 

ought to have been ef d€ py cwdpovodcr (sive ei dé pr weiSovrar Hiv’. 

But it is a general principle which is here laid down, and therefore 

cannot be referred directly to the persons addressed. Poppo would 

supply of deEduevor as the subject: zf those who receive them (S. § 225. 

5) act with forbearance and moderation. This interpretation, which 

is adopted also by Hier. Miller, is worthy of consideration, inasmuch 

as it makes the rectitude and pacific nature of the transaction, to de- 

pend upon both the parties to the alliance. 6, i.e. 7d mwéAepor 

avri eipyyns tpiv womsqvat, Which is easily suggested to the mind by 

the previous context. 

3. yap conjirmantis, i. e. it serves to introduce a confirmation of 
what has just been said. povoy, i. e. this alliance with the Corcy- 

reeans will not be the only feature in the transaction. This appears 

from the following a\Ad....moA€uior. The juxtaposition of evordvder 
and zroX€u.oe imparts great energy and vivacity to the expression. 

Supply qpiv with dvdyxn, or jpas with dpiverSa. et ire per 

avray, i. e. if you side with them. ph divev tpav = with you, only 
‘a little softer. tovrous isthe object of dpiverSat. 

4. dixatol y eoré—orivat = Sixaidy y éoti tpas orjva. The Greeks 
were fond of changing the impersonal to the personal construction, 

the object being elevated into a subject, and the proposition made 

more compact thereby. Cf. K. §§ 307. R. 6; 310. 4. RB. 3; Mt. § 297; 

S. § 225.. 7. ek roday (away from the fect, out of the way) is 
usually followed by the genitive, but here takes duqorépois as the 
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ei d€ pr (seo N. on 
I. 35. § 5), i. e. ‘f you determine to side with one of the parties. 

rovvatov to what the Coreyreans ask. ieva. Repeat here Sixacoi 

y éoré from the preceding context, and also with xa%iordva infra. 

dc dvaxwxjs, at truce. The genitive with d:a is called by Kih- 

ner ($ 291. 1. 8. b) the possessive genitive, e. g. dia PdBov eivar, to be 

in fear = to have fear ; 80 éxZpas ylyvec%at tin, to be hostile to some 
ne =: to have hostility, etc. dia gives intensity, as if one were pass- 

ng through the idea represented by the substantive. Kal Tov vdpov 

x. tT. X. is to be connected with téva, the words KopwSios... .éyéverSe 
being parenthetical. vdyov takes the article, because dare... .d€éxe- 

 o%ae referring to it follows, the rule that you should receive = the rule 

of receiving. Bloomf. calls this the anticipative use of the article. 

5. Sauioy drocravrey, when the Samians revolted (S. § 226). See 
N. on I. 39.§ 38. An account of this revolt is given in I. 115-117. 

Tov....eWnpicpevarv, when the rest of the Peloponnesians were 
divided in their votes. In respect to this deliberation of the Pelopon- 

nesians, nothing ‘is said elsewhere, except that .an allusion is again 

made to it in the following chapter. The Samians doubtless applied 

to the Peloponnesians for assistance, which, as Kriig. (ad Dionys. p. 

828) remarks, the Corinthians were unwilling to grant, from their in- 

veterate enmity to the Samians. Of. Herodot. III. 48. el xpm, 
whether it would be proper =whether they should. §.§ 153. a. In 

indirect interrogative sentences, the indicative is generally used, when 

- the question has the same verbal form in which it was originally 

ot gS hs) al 

stated. avreiropev = “we said no, maintaining that, etc.” Bloomf. 

Tovs....Kordtew, each one should punish his own allies. “In 

riva proprie notio nostri man inesse, advrovy autem per se solum videtur 

valere.” Poppo. 
6. yap = dé. Schol. A second reason is now introduced for what 

is said in rév vopov....déxeo%ae (§ 4 supra). dexduevar, by receiv- 

ing. See N. on I. 9. §1. daveirar....mpdceot, it will be found 

that equally as many (literally, not less) of yours (i. e. deserters from 

you) will come over to us. Haack refers a to xapia. Goeller, how- 

ever, puts it for oi, which seems preferable: what of yours shail come 

over, i. e. Whatever deserters. ep tpiv Kad tpar. 
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CHAPTER XU. 

The justice of the proposed alliance of the Corcyrwans having been considered, the orator 
goes on to offer some advice, and to make a claim of favor, which in reversed order 
form the topics of this and the following chapter. He asks that the Athenians should 
remember the favor, which they had received at the hands of the Corinthians, and re- 

turn like for like (§ 1); for in the war with the Aginete they had assisted the Atheni- 

ans, and had prevailed on the Peloponnesians to render no assistance to the Samians . 
(§ 2); the critical time in which these favors were granted enhanced their value, for in 
exigencies like those, assistance granted by an enemy even, were sufficient to entitle him 
to be received as a friend (§ 8). ; 

1. Scxatdpara, legal claims, grounds of right. rade, i. e. such 

as have been descanted upon in the foregoing chapter. mapaiveow 

. and d&ieow depend on ¢yapev, to be supplied from the preceding sen- 

tence. OUK....e€mtypnoSat, since we are not enemies to injure you 

(S. § 223. 1), nor on the other hand friends to have much interchange 

of good offices, q. d. we think that our request should be granted, for 

we are not enemies that you should refuse us, nor yet are we on such 

terms of friendship, as to abuse (émypjoS%a, abuti. Betant) the favor, 

by seeking to have such an interchange of kindnesses as shall be bur- 

densome to you. We simply ask, therefore, that, in remembrance of 

our former kindness in the /Zginetan and Samian war, you shall 

reject the suit of the Corcyreans. Goel. thinks that reference is had 

to the remark of the Corcyrwan orator, dSeopévors re (Corinthiis) éx 

Tov evSéos pi) tmovpyeiv (I. 34. § 3). Bloomf. makes the last clause 

concessive: although we are not friends to much (ém-) benefit you. 

paper, we think. 

2. veov—paxpar, ships of war ; literally, long ships, in distinction 

from the round merchant-ships (orpoyytAa mAoia) adapted to carry 

freight rather than-to quick sailing. oravicavres, when (see N. 

on I. 18. § 6) you were in want of, agrees with the omitted subject of 

edaBere. mpos tov Aiywnrav—mdrcpov. The immediate cause of 

this war was the refusal of the AZginete to restore, at the demand of 

the Athenians, two statues of the olive-tree wood, which they had 
stolen from the Epidamnians. Of. Herodot. V. 85. trép, before, 

earlier than ; literally, beyond. 4 €s Sapiovs, and that (service) 
in respect to the Samians. With this, r6....Son%70a: which follows, 

is in epexegetical apposition (see N.‘on I. 32. § 4). 

through our influence. aidrois refers to the Samians. 

victory. 
3. é€v Katpois Towovros, in such a critical time. of xatpot is almost 

always omployed in a bad sense, in times of tmminent peril (= gra- 

dv pas, i. e. 
em LKpaTNOL, 
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vissima temporx. Cicero). TOV TavToV....viKay, are regardless of 
_ every thing in comparison with (wapd. See N. on I. 28. 3 3) victory, 

c i. e. neglecting every thing else through desire of victory. dzepio- 

_ wrot, not looking round about = careless of every thing round about. 

Some render mapa, on account of. —— dirov is the second, and rdr 

imoupyoivra (= éxeivoy 6 imoupyet) the first accusative after Saad 
S. § 185. mokémiov. Repeat ryovvrat. iv Kal....@v, even 
though he chance to have been (S. § 225. 8) a friend. émei, Since, 

introduces a sentence climacteric to ray mavrav....vkay, and con- 

firmatory of the declaration just made, that no former acts of friend- 

ship would outweigh actual opposition, in a crisis like the one here 
referred to. kai, even. Ta oikeia xeipov Tidevrar, they suffer 
their own affairs to go to ruin; * they mismanage their own affairs.” 
Arnold. —— The position of rijs atrixa gives great emphasis to the 

sentiment. Indeed the language of the whole chapter is compressed 

to the very highest degree, and the most forcible expressions are 

selected, as the medium of the vehement appeals made against the 

Corecyreans. Every word has its proper place, and not a useless 

_ epithet breaks the force, with which the passions are aroused and the 

_ judgment hurried on to the contemplated decision. 

CHAPTER XLII. 

- This chapter is mainly taken up with the item of advice, which was announced in the 
preceding chapter. No one should think that acts which are just, conflict with those 

that are useful (§ 1); for unjust acts are never promotive of advantage, and the war 
alluded to (I. 33. § 3) is too uncertain, to be made the basis ofa not doubtful enmity with 
the Corinthians, and moreover the ill-feeling, to which the Megarean war had given birth, 
ought for prudential reasons to be allayed (§ 2); a favorable opportunity to do this now 
presented itself (§ 8); as to the accession of naval strength, which the Corcyreans had 
offered, not to inflict wrong upon equals was a far surer road to power, than any advan- 
tage which ambition might prompt to secure (§ 4). 

1. dy evSupndévres (cf. Mt. § 349; S. § 198). aévovro, Which 

should properly have been constructed with évSupnSévres, is taken 

with vearepds tis (= et tis éotl vedrepos) included in évSupnSévres, 

_ it being the last subject before the verb (K. § 242. R.1.b). Emphasis 

is also imparted to veorepds tis by this construction. apovecZat, 
to requite, a sense which is easily derived from the more usual signifi- 

cation of the middle, to ward off, to defend one’s self, which is often 

pl igi a 

_ done by returning the blows, i.e. giving like for like. Cf. IT. 67. § 4; 

- 63. § 2. dSixaca is the subject of AéyeoSar, that these just thinga 
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are said. = that these things which are said are just. TOAEUHoEL 
{against the Lacedemonians) is for modeunoere, reference in the 

number being still had to vewrepds tes, although all the auditors are 
referred to. In respect to the use of the indicative with «i, it shows 

that the speaker had a’strong conviction of the reality of the thing 

spoker of, although he does not express it as an actual fact. —— 

Sixava....déeyerSa, that these things which we have spoken are just * 

literally, that these things are spoken just. Sixaa is in the predicate. 

See N. on I. 124. § 2. ddXa is opposed to rdde A€yeoSar, as Evp- 
dopa is to dixaia. 

2. éhdxiora duapravy by litotes for does that which is the most just. 

The idea is that nothing is useful which is not just and honorable, a 

noble sentiment, which ought to be engraven on every mind. TO 

pedAov Tov wédepov, “ the eventual occurrence of the war, i.e. whether 
there will be a war or not.” Bloomf. Thucydides abounds in the use 

of the neuter participle for the corresponding abstract noun. Of.'S. 

§ 158.2. Reference is had in rd peAdov rod wéAepov, to the intimation 

of an approaching war, thrown out in the speech of the Corcyrzans, 

I. 36. $1. —— 6....Kehevovow, with which terrifying you (= by the 
fear of which) the Corcyreans bid you. adavet is opposed to 

gavepay which follows. ovk a§soy (sc. eori), 73 not worthy, is not 

of sufficient weight = ought not. erap%evras (1 aor. pass. part. of 

eraipe, to rouse up, to excite) belongs to tpas, the omitted subject of 

KTHTagSat. avr@, i. e. by the terror of the war which the Corcy- 

reeans predicted (cf. rd peAXov rod mwoA€uouv supra).. ov pedAovaay, 

“non cunctantem, i.e. presentem.” Haack. avepav....pédAovcar, 
Poppo says, responds in a manner to rév péAXovra.. . .7ddepov (against 
the Lacedeemonians), which was uttered by the orator of the opposite 

side (I. 36. § 1). trovias—ipereiv, to take away something of the 

suspicion (S. § 191.1). towias is here employed euphemistically for 

the hatred, enmity, which the Corinthians had conceived against the 
Athenians. Cf. I, 108. cadpor, sc. eori. 

3. —Tedevraia xdpis is to be referred to jv—dvrido%jvar—ev rH 
rapévtt chapev xpyva (I. 41. § 1), that the suit of the Corcyraans 

should be rejected. Ifthe Corinthians were gratified in this, it weuld 

do much towards lessening the ill-will, to which the Megarean affair 

had given rise. The idea, however, is couched here under a general 

sentiment, that a present favor will efface the remembrance of a far 

greater ground of complaint. 
4. pnd Ort....€perxeode. Of. 1.35.§5; 86.§3. ehercev, “ tra- 

here post se. Pass. allici.” Betant. éxuparépa, jirmer, better 
established. Of. 1.82. § 2; III. 12.§1; 83. §2. TO avtixa pavepo, 
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i. 0. rf Suvduer trav Kepxupaiov. The word airixa (= quod est pra- 
sens) is opposed to rd péeAdoy (§ 2 supra). Cf. Steph. Notes on the 

$chol. This critic remarks: “ro adirixa paveps tacite opponi thy ée 

— 

SeGv BonSecay que est kpurt) cal apavyns. Quasi videlicet, dicentes 

dia xiv8vverv, illud innuerent.” érrapSevras, SC. rds, as the senti- 

ment is general. dia xwvdvvev belongs to rd mdéov exew (= meor- 
exreiv), Which is opposed to the preceding rd pr ddixeiv rods dpoious 
== 7d pérpiov Kal ivop etvat. 

CHAPTER XLITII. 

The peroration now follows, in which the orator, alluding to the friendly vote of the 
Corinthians in the Peloponnesian council, again asks that his state shall receive a suitable 

_ return for that act of friendship (§§ 1, 2); and exhorts them not to grant the Corcyrseans 

their suit (§ 3); for thus they would consult both their duty and interest (§ 4). 

1. mepiumerraxdres ois (= éxeivois &), having fallen into these cir- 

cumstances. The relative & in the equivalent may be rendered, in 

reference to which, and is to be taken with mpoeiropev. In respect to 

the transaction alluded to in the words, év +7 Aaxedaiport avrol mpoei- 

ropev, cf. I, 40. § 5. —— apeAndevras—Brdya. The subject is here 

changed to the Athenians, as xopigeo%a refers to the Corinthians. —— 

Th tperepa. Repeat whe. 
2. yudvres—eiva. See N. on I. 25. $1. Construct éxeivoy with 

év G....€x2pds. Cf. pidov re yap....diros ay, I. Tov Katpdv. 

41. § 3. 
8. déyeo%e. Thiersch. (§ 295. 10) defends the reading déynore. 

But cf. Poppo’s Proleg. I. p. 139. Bia jpaov, against our will, in 

defiance of us. pire duivere adrois, nor bring aid to them (ef. L 

40.§ 5; 50.§5; 105. 8, et swpe al.). The dative after this verb is 

the dat. commodi. 

4, mowdvres, see N, on I. 9. $1 (init.). tyiv avtois, for yours 

selves. Dat. commodi. Ae ae 
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CHAPTERS XLIV.—LV. 

In these chapters we are informed, how the Athenians became embroiled 
in the war between the Corinthians and Coreyrezans, and the part which 
they took in it. The style is much the same as that of the oratiens, but 
less compressed and irregular. Although the narrative portions are charac- 
terized by great brevity, yet the prominent events are selected and arranged 
with such judgment, and related with such perspicuity, that a reasonable 
amount of study will lead to a clear understanding of almost every histo- 
rical detail. No author furnishes so fine a model of a clear and vigorous 
style as does Thucydides, and hence his writings should be read with a 
continual reference to this trait of excellence. 

CHAPTER XLIV. 

Ihe Athenians at first are inclined to favor the suit of the Corinthians, but having extended 
their deliberations to a second meeting, resolve to make a defensive league with the 

Coreyreans (§ 1), in order to prevent the junction of the Corcyrzan and Corinthian 
navies, and to weaken the power of the latter, before the commencement of the struggle 
with the Peloponnesians, which now seemed inevitable (§ 2); another reason for the 

league, was the commanding position of the island of Coreyra (§ 3). 

1. cai dis.. This shows that a previous deliberation had taken 

place (cf. 77 peév mporépa). ovx Facov (= paddoy by litotes), not 
less than they were on the second thought inclined to the side of 

the Corcyreans. dredeEavro, approved, not so decidedly, however, 

but that they came together the second time for deliberation. —— 

peréyvocay is here used in a pregnant sense = peréyvecay xal éyve-~ 

cay, they changed their mind and determined. K. § 346.3. This 

species of brachylogy is quite common among the Greek writers. 

Cf. Plat. Gorg. p. 493. CO; Xen. Cyr. I. 1. $3, et al. Evppaylav. 
This term, Bauer observes, denotes properly a defensive alliance, in 

opposition to émipayia, an offensive alliance. But in use, the former 

came to denote the genus, embracing leagues and treaties of every 

sort both for offence and defence; the latter, the species or form 
(= emBornSea), the condition of which was that succors should be 

granted against an invading enemy, but not so as to involve the state, 

thus rendering aid, with the invaders. Here then fvppayia is an 

oe 
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alliance offensive and defensive, and émipayia (infra) is a defensive 

alliance. —— éScre....vopitew explains Evppayiay pev ph} roujcacSac. 

Tovs avtovs (sc. adrois), the same with them, or the same as they 

have. S. § 202. N. 1.-—— ed yap introduces the reason, why the 

Athenians came to this determination. —— odicow is made by Mt. 
(§ 882. 1) to depend upon éxéAevoy, and to refer to the Athenians. 

But Poppo and Goel. contend that éxéXevoy odiow for éexédevov odas 
_s not Thucydidean. As adrois, referring to the Athenians, follows 
mmediately in the next clause, they make odiow (= airois) to de- 

pend on €vpmAciv and refer to the Corcyreans. This interpretation, 

which seems on the whole to be preferable, and which Kriiger adopts, 

implies an omitted subject of Evpmdciv referring to the Athenians. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 589. 3. Obs. 3. TH, sc. yn. Of. Mt. § 282. 2. 

2. kal ds, even thus, i. e. Kal eav pn SéEwvrat rovs Kepxupaiovs. 

mpoéaSar = mpodovyvat. Togovrov, i. e. so great. EvyKpovery 

«e+ GAAnAots, but as much as possible to wear them out one against 
the other. Kopwiows belongs to és médepov Ka&icravra, might 
put themselves in a position for war with the Corinthians (dat. 
incommodi). @Aors, i. e. the Peloponnesians. Poppo with Bek- 

ker prefers rois d\Aots rots. The article can hardly be dispensed 

with, and I am inclined to the suggestion of Bloomf., that the text 

may be emended by the transposition aXors rots. - 

8. dua S¢, and together with this = and moreover. These particles 

serve to introduce an additional inducement, for the course which the 

Athenians concluded to adopt. ev mapamdo. Of. I. 36. § 2, where 
it is written mapdm)ov. 

CHAPTER XLV. 

n alliance being thus formed with the Corcyreans, the Athenians send ten ships to their 

aid (§ 1); charging them, however, to assist the Corcyreans only when acting on tho 
defensive (§ 2); they arrive at Corcyra (§ 3). 

1. yvopn is the dative denoting circumstance. vorepoy the 
departure of the Corinthians. déxa vais. The smallness of this 

force is attributed by Plutarch, to a design to show contempt for the 

Corinthians, but Bloomf. more naturally attributes it to the fact, that 

Pericles did not enter heartily into the cause. 
2. €s....xapiav in any of the places belonging to them. The arti- 
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cle belongs to ywpiay. Of. Mt. § 279. Obs. 4. The Schol. thinks that 
Epidamnus is referred to. . 

3. ovr, i.e. if the Corinthians invaded Ooreyra or any of. its 
dependencies. kata Svvauy, according to their power = as far as 

their power would admit. TovU....omovdds, in order that they 
might not break the treaty. K.§ 808. 2. b; S. § 222.2. The infini- 

tive with the article is often found without évexa. pev On, 80 then, 
This took place, a. 0. 482. Olymp. 87.1. 

CHAPTER XLVI. 

The Corinthians and their allies sail against Corcyra with 150 ships under Xenoclides and 
others (§§ 1, 2); they came to anchor at the Chimerium of Thesprotia (§ 8); the geo- 
graphical situation of Ephyra, the Acherusian lake, and the river Thyamis is described 
(§ 4); the Corinthians encamp (§ 5). 

1. 8€ in of 8€ refers to pév in the beginning of the preceding chap- 

ter. avtois mapecxevacto. “The verb which should be referred 

to a subject is changed into the passive, and is used impersonally with 

the dative of the subject.” Mt. § 227. Obs. 2; 8. § 208. N. 2. —— 

foav S€ “HXelwv x. t.r. In this list of auxiliaries it will be seen, that 
the Epidamnians, Hermionians, and Treezenians, who in a former 

expedition (I. 27. § 2) contributed eight ships, now appear to have 
sent none. Bloomf. thinks that their ships are here included in the 

number of the Corinthian ships. The Megareans, Eleans, and Ambra- 

ciots increased upon their former number. 

2. wéumros avtos = he being general with four colleagues ; literally, 

himself the fifth. See K. § 303. R.4; Crosby, § 511.5. Cf I.13.§1._ 

8. mpooéuEav, arrived at. Of. Liddell and Scott. awd Aev- 
«dos méovres is to be construed before mpocépEar. Sppigorrat, 
anchored, came to anchor. — 

_ 4, imép adrod, above it in respect to situation. ard, removed 
Srom. "Eqdupn. Of. Odyss. 1.159. Oeomparidos is added, because 
there were other cities of the same name, especially one in Corinth. 

map airny, along by it (i. e. Ephyra). ’"Ayepoucia Aipyn. Cf. 
fin. 6.107. és avtny, i.e. the lake. ag’? ov, from which river, 

éxet refers to Aipyy. Keorpivny, Cestrine, is considered by 
Col. Leake (North. Greece, IV. p. 73) to be the same with the present 
district of Filiates. éyv evrés, between which. Reference is had to 
the rivers Acheron and Thyamis, and not to Thesprotia and Cestrine. 
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Haack, therefore, very properly puts a colon after Keorpimy. —— — 
dixpa—rd Xewepiov. This seems to be distinguished from the port of 
Chimerium, which was probably near it. Leake thinks that the pro- 

montory of Chimerium is the same as the modern Cape Varlam. 
This whole passage is encumbered with geographical difficulties, 

which, with my present helps, I feel unable to solve. 

5. ris ireipov depends on évrav3a (S. § 187. 3), in this part of the 

continent. atparémedov éroinoavro. The construction of the ships — 

in ancient times was such, that but a small stock of provisions could’ 

be carried in them, and their numerous crews, as Mitford observes, 

could hardly eat or sleep conveniently on board. Hence they were 

under the necessity of debarking to encamp, whenever the ships 

reached a suitable or convenient place. 

CHAPTER XLVII. 

The Corcyreans man 110 ships, and accompanied by the Athenian ships (I. 45. § 1) station 
themselves at Sybota ($1); their land forces with the Zacynthian auxiliaries encamp on 
the promontory of Leucimne (§ 2); the Corinthians are assisted by large bodies of the 
Barbarians (§ 3). 

1. #a%0vro—mpoomdéovras. See N. on I. 26. § 8. avrovs, i. e. 

the Corinthians. éorpatroredevoavro. From what follows it 

would appear, that those who encamped in this place were sailors. 

See N. on I. 46. § 5. at Kadovvrat SvBora. Leake says that these 

islands, which still bear the ancient name, are five or six miles south- 

ward of the mouth of the Thyamis (North. Greece, I. p. 103), and 
shat there is a sheltered bay, between the two principal Sybota, and 

another between the inner island and the main (ib. III. p. 2). They 

received the name 3vSora, from having been formerly used as. hog- 
pastures, 

2. Aevkiuyyn. On this promontory the Corcyreans had erected a 

trophy, after their first engagement with the Corinthians (I. 80. § 1). 

ZaxvvSiov xikvot érdira. As the Corcyreans were said (I. 31. 

$2) to have formed no alliance with any Grecian state, they must 
either have formed a league with the Zacynthians, at the same time 

that they applied to the Athenians, or in this extremity, the Zacynthi- 

ans came to their help without any formal treaty. 

8. Roar... EC order is: modXot dé kat (also) 
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trav BapBdpar év rH nreipe mapaBeBon&nxdres joay tois Kopw&iots, 
This seems to have been suggested by the mention of the Zacynthi- 

an auxiliaries, since its appropriate place would have been in the pre- 

vious chapter. The Barbarians rendezvoused at Sybota, a desert port 

of Thesprotia (cf. I. 50, § 3), from which some think that the islands 

received their name. tavrn, here, i.e. in this part of the conti- 
nent, Miller remarks (Dor. I. p. 182) that the strong and contin- 

uous chain of Corinthian colonies along the coast, forced even the 

Barbarians of the interior, and especially the Epirots of Thesprotia, 
to maintain a perpetual connexion with Corinth. 

CHAPTER XLVIII. 

. The Corinthians having sailed by night from Chimerium and put themselves in readiness 
for battle, at dawn of day descry the Corcyrwan fleet making towards them (§ 1); as 
soon as the fleets are seen by each other, they form in line of battle (§§ 2, 3). 

1. tprav tyepav orria, provisions for three days. Some think that 

a contrast with the Athenians is here intended, who made no such 

provision when on the point of engaging with the enemy. Dr. 
Bloomf. thinks that it was done here on the supposition, that the.Cor- 

cyreans would retreat to Corcyra or Leucimne, in which case their 

provisions would be very serviceable. aviyyovto, put to sea. With 
this verb, vucrés is to be taken. as emt vavpaxiav, ‘with full pur- 

pose of battle.” Bloomf. See N. on I. 126. § 5. dua €@ belongs 
to xaSopéor and not mdéovres. petedpous, on the high sea, out at 

sea, is opposed to lying at anchor in the harbor. 

2. 7d SeEdy xépas was the post of honor. To d€ adAo, sc. 

pépos. rérn, divisions, squadrons. év....eis, each of which 
(divisions) one of the commanders led. eh 

8. éeraéavro, arranged themselves in order of battle. KopurSiors. 

The dative is here employed for the adnominal genitive (S. § 20. 1. 5) 

after xépas. In xépas Kepxvpaioy (§ 2 supra) the usual case was em- 
ployed. Etpuaxyow Supply éerdéavro from the preceding clause. 

&s éxaoro.. Some supply érvyov, but it is better with Bloomf. 
to understand éraéavro, as more suitable to the context. —— evavupor 

—xépas was in this instance the most honorable post, as being 

»pposed to the Athenians. 
a 
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CHAPTER XLIX. 

At the given signal the fleets, with crowded decks, come to a fierce engagement, which 

resembles a land-fight rather than a sea-fight (§§ 1, 2); the chief reliance being placed 

on bravery, since the ships were so close together as to render them motionless (§ 3); 
the Athenians at first abstain from battle, but seeing the Corcyrewans hard pressed, come 
to their assistance and keep the enemy in check (§ 4); the Corcyrwans are victorious 
on their left wing (§ 5); but on their right, the Corinthians gain a decided advantage 
(§ 6); upon this the Athenians engage warmly in the battle (§ 7). 

1. émesdi) Ta onpeia Exarepors yp%n. Arnold compares. I. 63; VIL. 
384; VIII. 95. TO... .mapeckevacpevor, having even yet their ships 
Jitted out very unskilfully, according to the ancient manner. Some 

refer this to the equipments of the soldiers, but as ¢yorres refers 

really to the ships, although grammatically to the sailors, wapackeva- 
opévos must be made to conform to it in sense. . 

2. xaprepa, fierce, obstinate, This word is to be repeated with od,’ 

dpoiws, in the sense of well-fought or well-maintained. 
to w higher degree, more. 

3. mpooBddAaev. The optative is here employed to express indefi- 

nite frequency: when, or, as often as they ran foul of one another. 

_K. $387. 7; 8. § 217. 2. ov padias dmedevovro, they were not 
easily separated. tro is causal, on account of, by reason of. —— 

muatevovres, because (see N. on I. 9. § 4) they trusted, contains another 
reason why the ships were suffered to remain alongside. It will be 

seen how in mpooSadAoev and deXevovro, things are attributed to the 

crews, which properly can be predicated only of the ships; but in 

muorevoyres is expressed what can only be said of sentient beings. —— 

ot Katacravres €udxovro, “meuintained aw pugna stataria.” Bloomf. 
jovyatoveay, lying still (Cf. II. 84. § 2), i. e. performing no nau- 

tical evolutions. So the Schol. interprets: px) vavpayotvrar. 
duéxmdor. “The dieeplus was a breaking through the enemy’s line, in 

order, by a rapid turn of the vessel, to strike the enemy’s ship on the 
side or stern, where it was most defenceless, and so to sink it.” See IT. 
83. 89; VII. 36.70.” Arnold. This naval manceuvre is remarked by 
Bloomf. as having been revived by Rodney, Nelson, and other naval 

commanders of Britain. The same critic, more correctly than 
Arnold, makes the design of this breaking through the enemy’s line, 
to separate one part from the other (as well as to attack it in the 
rear), and thus to cut it up in detail. Supo, with vehemence of 
spirit. payun refers to bodily strength. — 

4, ovv, i.e. in consequence of the decision of the fight depending 

TO théor, 
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upon brute force, rather than upon nautical science. rapax@ons, 
disturbed, disordered. ev 7, during which engagement. Tois 

Kepxupaios depends upon mwapayryvdpeva. npxov has ai ’Arrixat 

vies (= of ’ASnvaior) for its subject, dedidres of orparnyoi, which is - 

contained as a part under the principal subject (ai ’Arrixai vies), 
taking in the same verb (jpxov) in reality, although the participle is 

apparently put for the verb. Cf. K. § 313. R.1; Butt. § 145. N. 6; 

Mt. § 562. N; ©. § 333.5. Poppo, in his notes on the Schol., refers 

with Duk. orparnyot immediately to j#pyov. So also does Dindorf, in 
whose edition no punctuation mark is placed after jpxov. 
mpdppnow. Of. I. 45. § 3. 

5. émdver, was pressed, is here nearly equivalent to éméCero. 
oropadas, scattered in the fight, agrees with avrods (i. e. the Corinthi- 

ans), although it properly refers tc the ships. péxpt Tod oTparorre- 

Sov begins the apodosis, and therefore does not require, as some think, 

to be preceded by the connective xai. érexBavres, disembarking. 

epnpovs (see N. on Il. 4. § 4.) =émel epnuor joav. K. § 245. 3. b. 
Ta xprpara, the baggage. 

6. ravrn, i. e. on the Corinthian right wing. ovv (then) is not 
here illative, but denotes the result of what has just been said. —— 

of Kopivvor—jooarrd re, i. &. of te Kopiv%iot—ijoodrro xai. * Trans- 

positum est ré sicut spe.” Poppo. éxt T@ evovipo defines the | 
preceding 7. trois Kepxupaios limits mapoveay, or perhaps may 

be put-for the adnominal genitive after vedy. T@Y €lKoot vEar. 

The article is employed, because reference is had to the ships spoken 

of in of yap....rpeyrdpevor (§ 5 supra). awd éXdoaovos TANSovs, 

out of a lesser number. The Corcyreans had only 110 ships (I. 47. 

§ 1) besides the ten Athenian vessels, while the Corinthians had 150 

ships (I. 46. §1). ex tis dwokews is to be constructed after 

wapovo@v. 

A 

THY 

7. paddrov belongs to dmpodaciaras, more openly. —— Gore py 

epBarrcw ri, from charging any ships with the brazen beak ; literally, 

so as not to charge, etc. For pi with the infinitive, see N. on I. 10. 
§1. éuBdd\do is employed of a ship, which falls upon another with 
its €uBoros. See Liddell and Scott, swb voce. —— dapmpas, clear, 

manifest. épyouv mas elxero, every one laid hold of the work, i. . 
engaged heartily in the battle. —— Svexéxpiro ovdev eri, there was 

no longer any distinction between the Corcyreans and Athenians, 

i. e. it could not be determined from their zeal in battle, which had 

come to defend, and which to engage in the offensive. —— és rovre 

dvaykns, to this degree of necessity. K. § 264. R. 5. b; Mt. $341. 4; 

8. § 187. 1. 
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CHAPTER L. 

The Corcyreans being routed, the Corinthians slaughter all whom they can reach, and, 

without knowing it, kill some even of their own men (§ 1), inasmuch as in so extensive 
an engagement, it was not easy to discriminate between the victors and the vanquished 
(§ 2); and after pursuing them to the shore, succeeded in bringing into Sybota the 

greater part of the wrecks Uf their ships and their slain (§ 3); after which they sail out 
to meet the Corcyreans, who, together with their Athenian allies, were again advancing 
to give them battle (§ 4); as the battle was about to be commenced, a reinforcoment 

of twenty Athenian ships heave in sight (§ 5). 

1. ra oKxddyn....dvadovpevor (cf. II. 90. § 6), did not take in tow 

the hulls ; literally, haul off, lashing to them. The two expressions 
“may always be translated as one word. Notice the use of ra oxddn 

rav vear, literally, the trough or tub of the ships, i. e. the hulls. This 

shows their disabled condition. ds xaradvcetav, which they might 

happen to have disabled. It is very evident that xaradéio does not 

here mean to sink to the bottom, for how could a ship in this condition 

be towed off? Nor is the interpretation, which they might have sunk 

if they had chosen (Mt. §$ 514. 2; 515. Obs.), apposite, for who would 

~ think of such an expression as, they did not tow off the vessels which 

they could have sunk if they pleased? I concur, therefore, with those 

commentators, who take xaradvew vay in the sense of to make a ship 
water-logged, so that it shall appear in part above water. In Herodot. 

VIII. 90, it appears, that the crew of a ship thus partially sunk, were 
able to throw their darts with such effect, as finally to capture the 

ship which had thus disabled them. Goeller refers to the battle of 

Arginussa (Xen. Hellen. I. 6. § 36), where the Athenian commanders, 

after the action, propose wAciv émt ras karadeduxvias vats Kal Tovs én’ 

aitav dv3pmrovs. We might haye expected dy instead of ds (S. 
§ 175. 1), but sometimes the Attics neglected this kind of attraction. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 822. Obs. 5. The optative generally dispenses with 

ay in relative sentences, where the antecedent is indefinite. Cf. S. 

§ 217.2; K. § 338. 4. 
(reflexive) mpds tovs dvSpamovs Stexdéovres hovevery paddoy 7) Cwypeiv 

sc. avrovs. The infinitives denote the purpose or object of 8cexmde- 

ovres, aS though they were preceded by dare (S. § 223). Matthic 

(§ 532. c) makes them epexegetical of mpds rods avZpamovs érpdrovto, 

but in citing the passage, he has strangely omitted dvexmdéovres, an 

error which Poppo (Suppl. Adnot. p. 122) says he has now corrected. 

Goeller cites him approvingly, but the position of ScveemA¢ovres clearly 

mpos S€ rovs x. t. A. Construct: érpazovro 
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marks it as the word, which the infinitives are designed to follow 
The sense, however, is not materially changed by Matthia’s interpre: 

tation. —— dirovs is the object of exrevvoy, and refers to the Mega- 

reans and Ambraciots on the right wing, who had been worsted by 

the Corcyrans, and who were now floating about in their disabled 

ships, or on fragments of such as had been shattered to pieces. — —. 
ayvootvres, through ignorance. S. § 225. 8. 

2. yap introduces the cause of the ignorance just spoken of. 

tml mokv THs Saddoons €mexovoav. See N. on I. 28. § 8. ov . 

padios tiv Swyvacw éraodyro, they made it not easy to decide ; lit- 

erally, made the deciding not easy. yap after vavpayia is yap con- 

Jirmantis = and no wonder, for this sea-fight. In such a use yap 
may be rendered, indeed, truly. —— "E\Anot mpis “EdAnvas, for 
Greeks against Greeks. In the war with the Persians, greater fleets 

had engaged, but never before in the internal wars of Greece. “E\Anot 
is to be referred to Mt. § 388. a, where it is said that the dative is 

often put, especially with @s, in order to show that a proposition is 

affirmed as true, not generally, but in respect to.a certain person. Cf. 
K. $284. 3. (10); 8. $201. 4. peyiorn dn, far the greatest, con- 

Sessedly the most considerable. Tav mpd é€avrns. Afterwards 

there were larger sea-fights, especially in the Sicilian expedition. 

8. Trav mrciorov. The Schol. supplies capdrev, on the ground, 

that some of the bodies were driven by the wind to Corcyra (ef. I. 54. 

1). But would not this apply also to vavayia? Ta SvBera. See 
N. on I. 47. § 8. It is worthy of note, that the port of this name 

always takes the article, while the islands mentioned in I. 47. § 1, are 
always found without it. Bloomf. conjectures from this, that the 
islands took their name from the port. ot, whither. €pnpos, 
i. e. either it had no town, or if so, it was deserted of its inhabitants. 

4. rodro refers back to the collection of the ships and the bodies 

of the~slain. dcat Roav Aowrai. Poppo and others rightly refer 
this to the ten ships, which had not been brought into action, as they 

had 120 ships (ef. I. 25. § 4), but sailed out with only 110 of them (ef 
EAF$ Wii 03 

5. dn S€ Hy bvré—xal (= Ore) of Kopivio1, tt was now getting late 
in the day—when the Corinthians. kai....é€kpovovro is made here a 
co-ordinate sentence with the preceding one, although it is properly 

an adverbial sentence of time. Of. K. $$ 319. R. 2; 387. 1. €mre- 

maovoro. The Schol. remarks on this passage, that the Greeks sang 

two pans, one before the battle to Mars, the other after it, to Apollo. 

Some make the pwan to have been only a shout, and cite 1 Sam. 17: 
12, “and shouted for the battle.” But in the time of Thucydides, this 
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war-song was something more than a battle-shout. Of. Xen. Anab. 
I. 8. $$ 17, 18, where the pean was first sung, and then, as they 
rushed to tattle, they raised the shout éAeAed. The triumphal pean 

after victory is said to have arisen from the fact, that Apollo. sang it 

after his victory over the Pythian dragon. @s és é€mimdouy, in 

order for the onset. kal before of KopivS:o, is to be translated 

like the preceding xai.-—— mpipvay éxpodovro, rowed stern foremost, 
i. e. without turning the prow away from the enemy, they pulled back- 

wards. -€zi, eis, or mpds is to be supplied with apvpvay. bAlya 

apivew, few to aid=too few to render efficient assistance. For the 

construction, cf. K. $§ 306. c.; 341. 8.a; Mt. $448.1. b; S. $222. 6. 

CHAPTER LI. 

The Corinthians at sight of the Athenian reinforcement slowly retreat (§ 1); the Corcyra 
ans also retire as it was growing dark (§ 2); the battle being thus terminated, the Athe- 

‘ nian fleet holds on its course to the Corcyrean station (§§ 3, 4); at which place it comes 
to anchor (§ 5). 

1. mpoiddvres, seeing first, i. e. before the Corcyrwans got sight of 

them. ctmoromnoavres....mdelous, suspecting that they were from 

Athens, and were more in number than they saw. Two clauses are 

here combined in one: suspecting that not as many as they saw, but 

more (i. e. more than they saw) were from Athens. 
2. Kepxupaiots is the dative of the agent with €wpavro. S. $ 206. 

4, —— énréndeov....dhavois, for they sailed (so as to be) more con- 

cealed from the Corcyrwans. The Schol. says that this fleet came up 

behind their backs, but as both fleets had just left their respective 

ports, such an approach of the Athenian ships could not well take 
place. Mitford says that they were doubling a headland. I like the 
suggestion of Bloomf., that they were sailing up in flank of the Cor- 

inthians. eSavpatov....Kpovouevous, they wondered at the Cor- 

inthians pulling backwards (see N. on I. 50. § 5); not, they wondered 

that the Corinthians pulled backwards. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 496. Ods. 3. 
-— mpiv, until. vijes €xeivat emumdéovar, there are ships yonder 
(éxeiva. K.§ 808. 2; 8. § 163. N. 2) sailing towards us. dri which 

precedes is not to be trarslated, as the words spoken are quoted with- 
out change. Cf. S. § 213, 1. kai, @lso, i. e. in the same manner 

with the Corinthians., Evveckdrate yap 76n. The main reason 
why the Corcyreans retired, was not because they thought that the 
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. 
approaching fleet was a hostile one, but because it was growing dark 

(€vveoxdra¢e used impersonally). This is represented by yap causal. 
Tv Siadvow to the battle; not to rowing stern foremost as some 

suppose. 
8. 7 vavpaxia éredevra és vixra is by pregnans constructio for, 

the fight ended, having lasted till night. See N. on I. 18. § 2. 
4. rots Kepxvpaiors limits orparémedov as an adnominal genitive. 

orparoredevopevors, as they were encamping, (see N. on I. 46. 

§5). The participle denotes time. See N. on I. 13. § 6. ——’An» 
Soxidns. Andocides was one of the ten Attic orators, whose works 
were contained in the Alexandrine canon. As Schmitz remarks 

(Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. I. p. 168), he has no 

claim to the esteem of posterity, either as a man or as a citizen. —— 

Tay vexpov kai vavayiov of the Corcyreans. 
5. €yvecay that they were Athenian ships. —— appicavro (came 

to anchor) refers to the Athenian ships. 

CHAPTER LII. 

On the day following, the Corcyrzans and Athenians sail to the Corinthian station and in 
turn offer battle (§ 1); but the Corinthians are unwilling to hazard another engagement 
(§ 2); and are solicitous to return home, threagh fear of being molested by the Atheni 

ans (§ 3). 

1. mAwipor, sea-worthy. Many of the ships were disabled in the 

preceding engagement. év tTx1s SZvBdros. The Schol. adds rors 

Tis Hmeipov, as though there ware a port of the same name in the 
islands. This was an unnecessary explanation, inasmuch as the fol- 

lowing clause, ev & of KopivSuct Gppyovy, sufficiently defines it. 
2. pev in ras per vais does not refer, as some suppose, to d€ in rod 

d€ oixade (§ 3 infra), but is put as though it had been written ras per 

vais jpay, navxatov S€, or Kaimep tas vais Gpavtes amd Ths vis. 
Bloomf. renders ras pév vair dpavres amd tis yns, heaving the ships 
from the land, i. e. launchiag the ships, which were usually drawn 

ashore. It is a matter of doubt, however, whether the ships, at the 

late hour at which they came to port, were drawn up on the land, 

and I therefore prefer the interpretation: putting off from land, get- 
ting the fleet under sail (cf. I. 29. $1), dro ras ys referring rather 

to the fact, that the ships were near shore, than upon the land, 

vavpaxias depends on dpyeu. ixévres, Of their own accoreé, 
Spavres (denoting cause. see N.on 1.9. §4) spocyeyernuevos «+ — ds 

-_ 
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= dpavres Sri te vies mpooeyeysyvnvro. The participle after certair 
verbs is to be rendered frequently by a finite verb preceded by éru 

Cf. K. § 310. 4. a; S. § 225. 2. éx tov “ASnvav. Haack adopts 

’*ASnvaiay, Which is the reading of the majority of the MSS. Cf 

Mt. § 429. 2: moAdd, in consequence of the position of the 

article (K. § 245. 8. b), is to be taken in the predicative sense with 

adropa, difficulties in great abundance. K. § 246. 8. ¢. aixpaho- 

tov limits dvAaxjs, and is the antecedent of ods. EMLOKEUT]Y OUK 

ovoav should have been émcxevijs ovk« ovons, to correspond to the 

construction of the preceding clause, but by a varied syntax dpayres 
is repeated from the foregoing context. émixeuny is reficiendarum 

navium copiam, materials for repairing their ships. 
8. rod d€ oixade wAod depends on drecxdrovy, as the object about 

which their thoughts were occupied (K. § 274.1. b). This relation is 
often denoted by wept with the genitive. Of. Mt. § 589. dan (in 

what way) xopsoSnoovra defines more particularly rod otkade mod. 

Sedidres ppy—ovx eaor, fearing lest—might not permit. Sedwwres 
takes the time of dserxémovry, and hence should have been followed 

properly by the optative. But see N. on xcoddcovra, I. 26. § 2. —-. 

és xetpas, to blows, to a close engagement. 

CHAPTER LIII. 

The Vorinthians send persons to sound the intention of the Athenians ($1); the deputies 

accuse the Athenians of injustice in withstanding the Corinthians, and demand to be 
themselves treated as enemies, in case they intend to hinder the Corinthians from pro- 
ceeding wherever they please (§ 2); upon this the Corcyrxans cry out, that the messen- 
gers shall be put to death; bat the Athenians reply, that they will hinZer the Corinthi- 
ans from proceeding nowhere except against the Corcyraans (§§ 8, 4). 

1. KeAnriov, a small boat, a skiff, is a diminutive of xéAns, literally, 
courser, @ race-horse, and secondly, a fast-sailing boat, a yacht. —— 

dvev knpukeiov, without the herald’s wand (i. e. the caduceus). This 
was done, either to show that they did not consider themselves .ene- 

mies, or the better to learn the intentions of the Athenians, by thus 
depriving themselves of heraldic protection, and relying for safety 

solely upon the good disposition of those to whom they were sent. 

2. ddietre—modeuou apyovres, you do wrong in beginning (see N. 
on I. 87. § 5) war. crovdds, although referring to the thirty 
years’ truce, is often employed without the article. Of. I. 67. $1; 71. 
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§ 5; 78.§4.- yap (confirmantis) introduces a sentence, confirma- 
tory of the charge expressed in ozovdas Avovres. —— jyuiv limits 
eurrodav, iN Our way. Tizwpovpevots Genotes time, when we take 
vengeance upon (see N. on I. 13. § 6). The whole clause may be 

briefly and idiomatically rendered, for you stand in the way of our 
taking vengeance upon. érda ayraipopevor, by taking up (see N. 

on I. 9. § 4) arins against us. ei—eori. The protasis takes the in- 
dicative, when the condition is considered by the speaker a reality or 

fact (K. § 339. I. a; 8. $215. 1). The apodosis begins at xai ras. 

orovdas Avere. npas tovade, we who are here. Of, Kr. § 50. 11. 
N. 22; S. $163. N. 2. AaBdvres—ypnoacse, take and use. Par- 
ticiples are to be rendered as verbs, when they are necessarily. con- 

nected with, or presupposed by the following verb. Cf. Butt. § 144. 

N.7; K.§ 3812. R. 10; Herm. ad Vig. N. 224, and also p. 848. This 

seemingly pleonastic use of the participle, gives life to the description, 
and is in conformity with our own usage. 

3. trav S€....emnxoveev, but on the Corcyrean side, as much of the 

Jleet as was within hearing. Ihave followed the suggestion of Arnold, 

in making rév Kepxvpaiwy a general term for all on the Corcyrean 

side, both Corcyreans and Athenians. 1d pev orpardredoy (referring 

_to the Corcyreean division), and of d5¢ ’ASnvaio. (as constituting a part 

of the Corcyrean fleet), would thus be opposed to each other (rd peév 

—oi d€). This is better than Dindorf’s conjecture, that Kepxupaiov 
should be erased, or Fritzoch’s reading, ray d¢, Kepxupaiwy ro pev 

otpardredov. ev%vs belongs to the following verb. 
4, roicde. See N. on rovade, § 2 supra. Evupaxos over, who 

are (see N. on I. 8. $1) our auailiaries. ov meptowouesa (see N. 

Om reptopay, I. 24. § 6) = will prevent, the opposite signification be- 
ing given by ov. Cf. K. $318. RB. 1. kata TO Suvardy, pro viribus, 

to the utmost of our power. Of. II. 89.§ 2; V. 28. $1. 

CHAPTER LIV. 
7 

Having received this answer from the Athenians, the Corinthians prepare to return home, 
but first set up a trophy on the continental Sybota, as do the Corcyrzans also on the insu» 
lar Sybota (§ 1); the grounds are given on which the two parties claim the victory (§ 2) 

1. én’ oikov. See N. on I. 30. § 2. €v TH hmeip@ as Opposed 
to the insular (ev t7 ynow) Sybota. ra in ra xara odds refers 

~ m gender to vavéya, to which a prominence is thus given. Cf. Jelf’s 
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Kihn. $391. Obs. yevopnevos ths vuktds, rising in the night, -~— 
as vevixnkdres, as tf they had been victorious. The participle hero 
denotes an assumed cause. Of. 8. § 225. 4. 

2. yrouy....mporeromeavro, now each party claimed the victory, 

Jor the following reasons. péxpe vuxrds, until night. Although 
the Corinthians had been defeated on their right with the loss of 

thirty ships, yet, as their left wing and centre were so decidedly vic- 

torious as to destroy seventy ships, the battle, as a whole, terminated 
decidedly in their favor. —— éore....mpocKxopioac%a: defines more 
fully xparnoavres. As it respects the collecting together of the 

wrecks, Bloomf. very justly remarks, that after a sea-fight, this, like 

the removal of the dead for burial in a land engagement, usually de- 

cided who had been victors. ovk eAdooous xiov. It appears 
from I. 56. § 1, that the Corcyresan captives amounted to one thou- 

sand and fifty. katadicavres, because they had disabled (see N. on 
I. 50.$ 1). Bloomf. thinks that all which is meant is, that this num- 

ber of ships were more or less shattered, since if they had been sunk, 

it could hardly be said, that the Corcyreans made head with the re- 

maining ships and those which were sea-worthy. But xaradvcavres 
must certainly mean the sinking of a ship to such a degree as to render 

it unfit for immediate use; and if, in addition to the loss of seventy, 
ten others were so crippled as to be put hors de combat, there would 

still be thirty left. To these add ten (the number of their remaining 
ships, ef. I. 50. $4), and the thirty Athenian ships, and there is a sum 

total of seventy ships, the Athenian division of which (at least the 

recent reinforcement) was fresh for the encounter. On the other 

hand, the Corinthians had suffered a total loss of thirty ships on their 

right wing, which left them one hundred and twenty (cf. I. 46. § 1). 
Of theso we may supposs some were so disabled, as not to be fit to 

take their station in the line of battle, so that in round numbers, their 

fleet may be estimated at one hundred ships. It is easy to see, that 

the sound condition of the Athenian vessels would make the Corcyra- 

an fleet, even with this disparity of numbers, more than a match for 

the Corinthian fleet. pddwora belongs to rpidkoyra in the sense of 
about, in round numbers, Of. Butt. § 150. p.. 487. éretd1) AZov 

oi ’ASnvaior. The reading here has caused some difficulty, from the 

apparent inappositeness of making of ’ASyvaioe the subject of 7ASov. 

Haack rejects of *ASnvaio. entirely. Poppo and Bloomf. enclose these 

words in brackets. Goeller concurs with -Steph. that Kepxupaioe 

should be put in the place of ’ASnvaio. Bloomf. refers 7A%ov to 

avrois for its nominative, on the ground that this pronoun, in tHe nat- 

ural order, is nearest to the verb. I am of the opinion, however, 
~- 
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that Bekker, Dindorf, and Arnold are right in receiving of ’ASnvaty. 
as genuine, since the idea thus advanced, corresponds well with the 

facts of the case. When the Corinthians first descried the Atheni- 

an ships, they pulled astern (cf. I. 51. $5) and thus gradually re- 

tired. On the next day, the principal reason why they declined the 

fight, was the appearance of the Athenian ships in the Corcyrmar 
line (cf. dpavres....dxpaipveis, I. 52. §2). This is referred to in 
eretO) HABov of "ASnvaiot x. T. Xr. dia ratra refers back to the 
causal participles, SuapSeipavres, dveAdpevor, and to Srt—vrexopycav— 
avremdeoy. Of. K. § 304. 3. 

CHAPTER LV. 

The Corinthians, on their return homeward, take Anactorium and leave in it Corinthian 
colonists. They treat the better part of the Corcyrean captives with kindness, hoping 
thus to bring over Corcyra to the Peloponnesian confederacy (§ 1); the assistance thus 
furnished to the Corcyrzans by the Athenians, was the cause of their war with the Cor - 

inthians (§ 2). 

1. ’Avaxrépiov. Leake (North. Greece, III. p. £93) identifies the 
site of this city with ruins, which he found at the south-eastern ex: 

tremity of the Gulf of Prévyza. Thucydides elsewhere says that 
Actium is situated at the mouth of the Ambraciar gulf. In all the 
maps before me except Kiepert’s, I find Anactorium placed nearest te 

the mouth of the gulf. The contrary is asserted by Strabo, an¢@ 

Bloomf. thinks that the Sinus Ambrac. has a double entrance, on the | 
second of which Anactorium was situated. In this conjecture he ir 
supported by Kiepert, on whose map of “ Hellas zu Anfang des pelo- 
ponnesischen Krieges,” Anactorium is placed in the inner entrance «: 
short distance east of Actium. anarn, by artifice. It is thought 

that, being received as friends they seized upon the place. KOLVOF 
Kepkxupaioy Kal éxeivav, a common possession of the Coreyreans and of 
theirs. That their sympathies were with the Corinthians appears 
from the fact, that they contributed one ship to. the Corinthian fleet 

(1. 46. § 1). «owds is more usually followed by the dative. S. § 187. 

3. oixnTopas = érotknropas, nonnullos novos colonos. Perhaps 
Thucydides wished to show by a brief expression, that the Corcy- 

reans living there were expelled, and their place supplied by new 

colonists. ot Roav SovAo. It appears from this, that the Corcy- 

can fleet was manned inno small degree by slaves. This practice 
of employing slaves in their navies, was common to all the Grecian 
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states. dréSovro (2 aor. mid. of diodiSwpu), they sold. €v 

Separeia elyoy == eSepdmevov. Kriig. éras—mpooronceay. Rost 

(§ 122. 9. N. 4) cites this passage in illustration of his remark, that the 

optative stands after intentional particles (such as iva, éras, oppa, os, 
etc.), when the writer expresses his own view of the intention of the 

agent, otherwise the use of the subjunctive is frequent and common. 

Of. K. § 330. R. 2. b. avrois refers to the Corinthians, and is the 
dat. commodi after mpocmoincecav. The intrigues, tumults, and dread- 

ful excesses, which followed on the return of these captives to Cor- 

cyra, are narrated in III. 70, et seq. ervyxavov....mddrews, for it 
chanced, that the most of them were the first of the city in power ; or, 

Sor the greater part (oi mdeiovs), happened to be among the most pow- 

erful of the city. For the construction, ef. S. § 225. 8; 201. 4. 

2. mepeyiyvera (see N. on II. 65. $13) 16 moréuo trav Kopwiov, 

got the upper hand of the Corinthians in the war (K. § 275.1). The 

Corinthians had been foiled in the main object of their expedition 
(viz. the reduction of Corcyra), and therefore I have adopted the 

interpretation, which makes ray KopwSiwy depend on mepeylyvera, in 

preference to that of Matthia (§ 402. d), who makes the verb to be 
followed by ré modéuw, emersit a bello (Arnold: outlived the war). 

So Poppo and Goeller: “ Corinthios bello superat, non e bello Corin- 
thiorum emergit.” e& avris, i. e. Corcyra, TOU moXewou de- 

pends on airia. ev otrovdais, tempore faderis, in time of peace. 

—— pera, with, on the side of. | 

CHAPTER LVI. 

The historian now proceeds, in chaps. 56-66 (compare the general summary of chaps, 
24-66), to narrate the second avowed cause of the war, viz. the affair of Potidwa (§1); the 
Athenians, fearing lest the Corinthians might revenge themselves by inducing the Poti- 

deans to revolt, order that city to pull down the wall facing Pallene, to give hostages, and 
no longer to receive magistrates from the Corinthians (§ 2), 

1. ratra, i. e. the events of the Coreyrwan war, which have just 
been related. kai, also, in addition to the Corcyrean affair. 
és TO mohepetv, tending to war. 

2. mpacodvtav dros (= dr@ rpdr@) tywwphnoorrat adrovs, contriving 
how they might take vengeance wpon them (i. e. the Athenians). The 
future indicative here takes the place of the subjunctive after dws, to 
express more definitely the realization of the proposed end. Of. 8, 

13 
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§ 214. 1. b; K. § 330. 6. éxt r@ ioSug. This isthmus was the 
entrance into the peninsula of Pallene (the ancient Phlegra), and is 
now called the Gate of Kassindhra (4 Ispra ris Kaccdvdoas),. Cf. 
Leake’s North. Greece, III. p. 152. 
allies paying tribute, tributary allies. Some of the allies paid an 
equivalent in money, for the troops or ships which they were to fur- 

nish. és Tlad\jvm. The wall facing Pallene was ordered to be 

demolished, in order that they might not be able to defend themselves 

from the Athenians attacking them by sea. ‘The other wall (ré é& 203 
icSpod retxos) was erected as a defence against the Barbarians, and 
therefore was suffered to remain undisturbed. rovs re émdnptovp- 

yoos. Miller (Dorians, IT. p. 144. N. h) says that these were wpper de- 

miurgi, as the émorparnyot in Hgypt, in the time of the Ptolemies, were 
upper or superior ¢rparnyoi. Goeller (to whose opinion Bloomf. in- 
clines) thinks that ém- here means an additional or extra magistrate, 

sent out by the mother country, to act as a colleague to the demiurgi 

appointed by the colonists themselves. The Schol. says that Asclepia- 
des (an ancient grammarian) thought éx- to be superfluous. There 

is, however, no doubt as to the genuineness of the word as here com- 
pounded, These magistrates received this name, because their chief 
duty was to transact business for the people (== Athenian demarcht 
or the Latin tribunt). Tlepdixxov, Perdiccas JI, the son and suc- 

cessor of Alexander I., and the eighth from the founder Perdiccas L 

- (cf. II. 100. § 2). In the Peloponnesian war, he acted a very dishon- 

rable part, sometimes siding with the Athenians, and sometimes with 

the Lacedemonians. For the line of the Macedonian kings, cf. Hero- 
dot. VIII. 139. rods int Opdan:, “the people Thrace-ward, or lying 

in the direction of Thrace, a general term applied to the Greek states 

which lined the northern coast of the Aigean from Thessaly to the 
Hellespont.” Arnold. For the genitive after é7i, cf N. on I. 30. § 2, 

twarooriowst, cause to revolt, or draw into a revolt with them. 

xovstoppd of the Athenians. 

Evupdxovs pdpov vmoredeis, 
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CHAPTER LVII. 

fhe Athenians take these precautionary measures immediately after thesCoroyrean war, 
for in addition to the hostility of the Corinthians, Perdiceas had now become their 
enemy, because they had formed an alliance with his brother Philip (§§ 1-3); and he was 
managing to set the Peloponnesians at variance with them (§ 4), and taking measures to 
organize against Athens a confederacy of the states adjacent to him (§ 5); and therefore 
it was that the Athenians demanded hostages from the Potideeans, and commanded tho 
‘wall next fo the sea to be demolished (§ 6). 

1. mpds rods Horiadras, against the Potideans. Poppo, Haack, 
and Goeller read mept rods HoriSadras, concerning the Potideans, as 
being more consistent with the fact, that the measures spoken of were 

not intended to be adverse to the Potidwang, but to the Corinthians, 

The expedition, however, was to all intents against the Potideans, 

and if not, wpds could be translated, i respect to, concerning. Cf. K. 

§ 298. III. 3.e. a 
2. émerodeporo, had become inimical. mporepov—av, who had 

befare been. For the participial construction, see N. on I. 8. $1. 

8. d€ here serves to introduce a cause, and is nearly equivalent 

to yap. Gitinrg....A¢pda. Perdiccas was to have divided his 
kingdom with his brother Philip, and also with Derdas his cousin, but 

instead of doing this, he attempted to deprive them of their provinces. 

The Athenians seem to have taken part with these princes. —— 

Koi}... .evavtioupévors, “ engaged in common hostilities against him.” 
Bloomfield. 

4. éxpacocey (= exerted himself, plotted). See IV. 89.§2.— 
éras—yemnra. See N. on I. 55. § 1. méprrov, by sending. Cf. N. 

on 59. § I: avrois refers to the Athenians. As this pronoun 

would be referred more naturally to the Lacedsmonians elicited from 

_AaxeSaipova, some are very much disposed to substitute “ASnvaiovs for 
TleAorrovynaiovs. mpocerotetro, endeavored to win over to himself 

(see N. on I. 38. § 6). The imperfect is here used de conatu, i. e. to 
denote an endeavor or purpose. Of. Butt. § 187. N. 10; 8S. § 211. N. 
12. Notice the transition from the construction of the participle 

(réurroyv) to that of the finite verb. A similar change of construction 
is found in IV. 4.§2; VIII. 45. §4. évexa denotes the end or 

purpose, on account of = in order to bring about. 

5. mpooepepe—Adyous, he was treating with, making proposals. 
Xadxidevor. The Chalcidians aresaid by Leake (North. Greece, 

III. p. 454) to have occupied, in the meridian period of Greek history, 
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the whole of the greet peninsula lying southward of the ridge of 
Mount Khortidtzi, although the original Chalcidice was far more. 

restricted in its limits. The Bottieans, after Olynthus passed into the 
hands of the Chalcidians (through the instrumentality of Artabazus, 

who subjected it after Xerxes’ retreat from Greece), became the hum- 

ble allies of that people, and are found joined with them on this occa- 
sion, and the one spoken of, II. 79. § 1. dpopa to Macedon, —— 

ov méXepoy against his brother Philip and the Athenians. 
6. BovAdpeva....dmoordcets, i. €. Wishing, by measures taken be- 

forehand, to prevent the revolt of these cities. —-—— éruyov....orpary 

yoovros is a parenthesis, and is so marked in all the editions before me, 
except those of Dindorf, Krig., and Goel. érvyov—dmooreAXorres, 

they happened to be fitting out. avrov, i. e. Perdiccas. Of. I. 59, 
§ 2.—— per @rror Séxa. Eleven generals being so unusual -and 

large a number to be sent with only 1000 men, the conjecture of 

Krig. in Seebod. Bibl. Crit. a. 1828. p. 8 (cited by Poppo and Goel- 

ler), is worthy of consideration, viz. that we should read per dor 
5, with four others. It is said by those who adhere to the reading 
per Gov Séxa, that Pericles departed to the Samian war with nine 

colleagues (I. 116. § 1), but as Poppo remarks, it does not say in that 

place, that Pericles departed to the war with nine colleagues, but that 

he the tenth general (i. e. one of the ten generals) commanded the 

armament. The idea of Schoemann (Antiq. p. 252) that extraordinary 

officers were created for this occasion is highly improbable. —— ém- 

oré\dovor. The Schol, explains this by évréAAovra, for, the fleet had 
not yet set sail, as in that case it would have been dmogreidarres 

instead of dmoorédAovres. —— mAnoiov to Potidea. gvAakhy 
éxew, as we say, to keep an eye upon, to be on: the watch. 

CHAPTER LVIII. 

The Potidzans send an embassy to induce the Athenians to change their policy, but meet 
with no success, whereupon being encouraged to hope for assistance from the Lacedemo- 
nians, in conjunction with the Chalcidians and the Bottisans, they seize this opportunity 

to revolt (§ 1); at the advice of Perdiccas, the Chalcidians destroy their maritime cities 
and remove to Olynthns, a part of Mygdonia being assigned to them also for their habita- 

tion (§ 2). 

¢ 
t 

1. ef wos. Supply cxorety or meupacsa, (to see) whether they 

could persuade. Of. K. § 844.R.9; Mt. § 526; Rost, $121. N. 3. : 
veorepitew pydev, to attempt no political change, i. e. to make no 
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change in the polity of Potidea. Cf I. 115. § 2. Oras... .d€y 
must depend on éASdvres és rv AakeSaipova, just as ef mas... .pndes 

depends on répyavres map’ "ASnvaiouvs mpéoBers. The verb érpacaor, 
therefore, is with good reason bracketed in the best editions. eK 

modAov rpdccortes, after negotiating a long time. The participle here 
denotes time. See N. on I. 13. § 6. —— nvporro. All the editions 
before me, except Bekker’s and Dindorf’s, have evpovro. 

rf éml Maxedoviav—eérheov = ai vies ai emi Maxedoviay mréovca ent 
WMaxeSoviay €mdeor. dpoles, i.e. just as though the Potidswans had 

sent no embassy to Athens. ta téAn, the chief magistracy, or as 

we say, the government. “ra réXn sunt Ephori.” Goeller. omeé- 

oxero is found in the pluralin some MSS. Kiuhner (Jelf’s edit. § 885, 
a) says that ra réAn with a singular verb signifies the magistrates, 

with a plural verb the cabinet. The use of the plural or singular 

depends on the manner in which it lies in the speaker’s mind (animo 
loguentis). So Mt. (§ 300) remarks that the verb is put in the plural, 

when the neuter plural signifies living persons. TOTE...~ -TOUTOY, 

then indeed at that very time. In order to avoid a redundancy, Bauer 

renders rdre 5, his de causis. But rére is used of time (cf. IT. 84. § 2), 
and the addition of xara roy xaipdy rovroy is by no means pleonastic, 
but gives emphasis = without any delay, immediately. 

5. ras....ekdimdvras. The Athenian supremacy at sea, enabled 

them to ravage the sea-coast of those countries with which they were 

at war. dvotxicac%at is here used of a removal from the sea-coast 
up into the interior. See I. 7.§1; VIII. 31. § 2.——”OdAuwZer. This 

city gradually rose in importance, until it subsequently became on? 
- of the greatest cities in Greece, and carried on a successful war with 

- Macedonia. It was, however, taken by Philip I., who gave it up to 
_ plunder, reduced the inhabitants to slavery, and razed its walls to the 

ground. Of. Cramer’s Greece, I. p. 252; Leake’s North. Greece, III. 
p. 459. ravrny is the object, and piay re médwv ioxvpdy the predi- 
cate of mouoacta. §. $185. N. 1. tis ys depends upon zepi 

rv BABny Aipyny. Kraig. —— Cousin says that wept in mepi... .Aipyny 
oes not here signify cirewm, but prope. Of. K. 3 295. I. 1.a. The 

waters of lake Bolbe, which lay E. of Thessalonica and N. of Apollonia, 

communicated with the Strymonicus Sinus. veweoSat here denotes 

a temporary possession. éws, as long as. ay, which usually 

accompanies the subjunctive mood after ews (cf. 8. § 217. 2), increases 

the notion of duration by making it more indefinite (= however long 
at may be). 

ai vnes 
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CHAPTER LIX. 

The Athenian fleet finding that the Potidewans have revolted ($1), turn their course te 
Macedonia to assist Philip and the brothers of Derdas (§ 2). 

1. és ra émt Opaxns (sc. xapia). See N. on I. 30.§2. The parts 
of Thrace here spoken of, embraced the three peninsulas, Pallene, 

Chalcidice, and Acte, and extended north as far as Amphipolis. In 
this region the Greeks had planted colonies and founded flourishing 

cities. kataauBavovot....apeotnkéra (= dtu adheornxacs. See N. 
on I. 52. § 2), jind that Potidea and the other places have already 
revolted. 

2. advwara....xopia. The order is: eiva advvara modepeiy TH 
mapovon Suvduet te mpos Tepdixxay xal ta Evvahecta@ta xapia. 
ed’ /érep refers to tpérovrat émi thy Maxedoviay, and therefore is = émt - 

rd TpémeoSat, OF ext rd wAciv. In respect to the primary design of the 
Athenian fleet, cf. I. 57. § 6. katactavtes, stationing themselves, 

taking their position in the place referred to, i. e. in upper Macedonia. 

This will show why dve%ev is employed in the next member, | 

CHAPTER LX. 

The Corinthians, apprehensive for the safety of Potidwa, sond thither a body of 2000 
volunteers and mercenaries (§ 1); these troops commanded by Aristeus, a warm friend 

of the Potideans, reach the city forty days after its revolt (§§ 2, 3). 

1. év rotre (sc. xpdv@), in the meanwhile. tis TloriwWaias ade- 

ornkvias, when Potidewa had revolted from the Athenians. S. § 226. 
—— epi before r@ xwpio has a causal signification, on account of = 
Sor the safety of. See N. on évexa, I. 57. § 4. —— oixeiov rov Kivdvvoy 

Fyovpevar, regarding the danger as their own. éavray has here its 
exclusive signification, i.e. it denotes that the volunteers were con- 

fined wholly to their own city, while those of the Peloponnesians, 
who assisted them, were received on pay. —— prot meicavres. 

Wachsmuth (Antiq. Gr. I. 2. p. 310) thinks that these were not mer- 

cenary soldiers, but such as being sent from the confederated states, 
received stipends from the Corinthians, in reference to which opinion 
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‘ Eeinyp says: “cui opinigal verbani meioavres aliquantum obstare vide- 
— atur.” rovs mavras, in all, i. 6. the Corinthians and Peloponne- 

sians. Of. Kr. § 50. 11. N. 13. 
QD. Kara piriav, on account of friendship. avtod is here em- 
ployed objectively, for him, towards him. ovx yxtora by lit- tes 

for mostly, chiefly. -yap in #v yap introduces the reason why sv 
many volunteered under Aristeus, viz. because he was friendly (émurn- 

Servos) to the Potideeans, which would be a sufficient reason why his 

_ admirers should feel a similar regard for them, and march for their 
- defence. 
8. emt Opdens, to Thrace. The genitive is frequently found in an- 

_ swer to the question ‘ whither’ (cf. Mt. § 584. 8; Butt. § 147. p. 412), 

although direction towards is most commonly denoted. See N. on I. 

80. § 2. —— 7. In consequence of the harsh ellipsis of dwé ékeivys 
(sc. jepas) as the antecedent of 7, Poppo, Goeller, Arnold, and 
Bloomfield read torepov—#, after that. Bekker is said by Poppo 

_ (Suppl. Adnot. p. 126) now to have adopted 7. His edition before me 

has 7. The Schol. defines 7 by &v 7 juepa, or ad’ ob. 

CHAPTER L&I. 

he Athenians hearing of the defection of Potidea, and the assistance sent thither by the 
Corinthians, despatch. Callias with 2000 hoplites and forty ships against the revolted 
provinces (§ 1); a junction is formed in Upper Macedonia between these forces and 
those previously sent out, who having taken Therme, were then besieging Pydna (§ 2) ; 
having made a composition with Perdiccas they depart from Macedonia (§ 3); on their 

march, they make an unsuccessful attack upon Bereea, after which they proceed on their 
__-way to Potidea (§ 4), and on the third day they reach Gigonas (§ 5). 

1. 4 ayyeAla trav médewv Ori adeoraor, the report of the defection 

_ of the cities ; literally, the report concerning the cities, that they had 
_ revolted. The subject of the subordinate clause is here attracted to 
the principal clause, and made to depend upon its substantive. This 

sually takes place, when the subordinate clause depends on the sub- 

‘antive of the principal clause. Cf. K. $347.3; Mt. $296.3. See 
yo%ovro—éninapdvras. Of. N. on I, 26. § 3 (init.). 

—— réunroy airiv otparnydv. See N. on I. 46. § 2. 
2. rods mporépous xuAious. . Cf. I. 57. $6. O€pyny apre rpyxédras, 
_ had already captured Therme. The construction will be understood 

by a reference to N. on dpavres rporyeyernpévas, I. 52.§ 2. Therme 
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was subsequently called Thessalonica, in honor of Thessalonica the 
wife of Cassandra, and daughter of Philip. It was to the church 
here, that Paul wrote his two epistles to the Thessalonians. Its mod- 

ern name is Saloniki. Ivévav, Pydna. This place was situated 

on the western shore of the Thermaicus Sinus, S. W. of Therme, and 

was famous for the battle gained in its vicinity, by Paulus Aimilius 
over the Macedonian army under Perseus, which terminated the em- 

pire. 7 
8. mpooxade(ouevor. Of. N. on I. 26. § 5. kat avroi, they also 

i.e. the reinforcement. EvpBaow, an agreement, treaty. avay- 

xaiov. The position of their affairs was such, as to make a suspension 

of hostilities with Perdiccas highly necessary. Katnmeryev, urged 
on, compelled to hasten. Tloridaca kal 6 “Apioreds mapedynAv3as 
(= the coming of Aristeus) is a form of expression, somewhat similar 

to Kupos cat 7 Tepowx) Baoweia (I. 16. $1). aravieravra, dé- 

parted from, evacuated. Of. I. 189. §1. 
4, adixdpevor és Bépotay x. t.. This passage has perplexed com- 

mentators not a little, and as is usual in such cases has received a great 

diversity of interpretations. Bauer would distinguish between Berea 

and the district of the same name, and thinks that in passing through 

the district (adixdpevor és Bépoay), they turned suddenly upon the 

city (rod xepiov) in order to take it by surprise. But it is very un- 
natural to make Bercea stand for the district, and ywpiov for the city. 

Reiske, Haack, and others would connect xdxei3ev with éropevovro, 
thus making émorpéavres....2ddvrec parenthetic. In that case, 
nowever, the xat in xdxeiSey would have to be cancelled, and the sig- 
nification, which Reiske gives to émorpéyavres, turning their atten- 
tion to, is also very doubtful, since it hardly admits of a question that 

roy voov would have been added, had this been the idea intended to 

be conveyed. Bloomf. in his recent edition, has rejected the view, 
which he formerly entertained of the passage, viz. that the army on 

their way from Bercea and at a short distance from it, either from a 
sudden thought, or a premeditated design and deep-laid plan, turned 

back upon the city, in order to carry it by a coup de main. This in- 

terpretation he has well abandoned, though for a different reason (the 

absence of ropevSevres xai between xdxeiSev and émorpéwayres) than 
I would assign. For it is very singular that the Athenian army in 

their way to Potideza by land, the natural route lying along the coast, 
should have turned off and made such a circuit to the west, as they 
must haye done to pass through Berma. Iam inclined, therefore, to 

the interpretation of Poppo, Goeller, Arnold, and now Bloomf., which 
makes xdxei3ew emorpeyarres, the turning off of the Athenians from 
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Berwa on their return to the sea-coast, which they had left for the 
purpose of attacking it. The passage might then be rendered: having 

_ proceeded to Berwa, and having thence returned (again to the sea), 

Jor they had first attempted to take the place but were not able, they 
_ proceeded by land to Potidea, This interpretation makes xai reipa- 

_ gavres....€ddvres a parenthesis, interposed to inform us for what pur- 
‘pose the Athenian army had deviated so far from the direct route 

_ the sea-shore. It is not to be supposed that the army struck 

_ the coast at the same point, where they left it to turn off to Berwa, 

but much higher up, and hence émorpépavres does not mean, turning 

directly back, but turning off towards the sea. meipaoavres = 

Ilavoaviov. He was either the son or the 

mapémAcov, sailed along the coast. Kar’ 
I driyoy, leisurely, by slow marches. tpiraio. The first day’s 

march probably brought them to Pella, the second to Therme, and the 

| drdretpay tromodpevot. 

t brother of Derdas. 

LY 

| 
| 
) 

. 
: 

_ third to Gigonus, which was about an ordinary day’s march, N. W. of 
- Potidea. 

t : CHAPTER LXII. 

The Potidwans and their allies encamp on the isthmus (§ 1); Aristeus is chosen general of 
the infantry, and Perdiccas of the horse (§ 2); the plan of the former, to place at Olyn- 

_ thus the Chalcidians and the allies from beyond the isthmus, and his own army on the 

zp isthmus to watch the motions of the enemy (§ 8), is disarranged by the forecast of Cal- 

___ lias, who detaches the Macedonian horse and a party of the allies, to prevent any sally 
_ from Olynthus, and then marches towards Potidea (§ 4); on arriving at the isthmus 
_ and finding the Potidean and Corinthian forces arranging themselves for battle, the 
__ Athenians form in opposite array and the battle commences (§ 5); the wing commanded 
__ by Aristeus in person is victorious, but the other wing is compelled to retire before the 
_ Athenians into the city (§ 6). 

1. mpds ’OAwvS@, near to Olynthus, This, however, appears to be 

so different from the position of the Corinthians, as given in §§ 3-5 

- Olynthus), that Iam disposed to adopt mpéds ’OAdvov (on the side to- 
wards Olynthus), the reading of Poppo, Goeller, Kriig., Arnold, and 

_ Bloomf. Iam confirmed in this the more by the epexegetical &v ra 

_ to3p¢, which strictly speaking could not have been added, if the 
_ army of Aristeus had been drawn up near to Olynthus. ayopay 
_«...e€neroinvro. This prevented the soldiers from straggling into the 

' city, under the pretence of getting provisions. rijs médews, i. & 
_ Potidea, not Olynthus, 
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2. aréarn, had revolted, is the aor. for the pluperf. Of. Mt. § 497. 
Obs. ; K. § 256. 8; 8. § 211. N. 14. dréotn yap dds K. TX, 
This sudden desertion of the Athenians and alliance with their ene- 

mies, may be referred to the fickleness of Perdiccas, or perhaps to the 

unjustifiable attack on Berea. av3 avrov, in his stead. Perdic- 
cas was not himself present in the fight. 

3. ) youn Tod “Apioréws—= 7d “Apiorei edofe, and hence €yovrt 

follows by the constructio ad sensum. Of. K. $313.1. a; 8S. § 287. 2. 

émernpeiy (cf. IIT. 87. § 2; TV. 42. § 3)... .ériwor, to observe the 
Athenians if they should advance. For the use of the subjunctive, 

é£@ ioSpov. The article is rarely omitted be- — 

fore this word, except when it refers to the isthmus of Corinth. —— 

The article rjyv belongs to immoy and not to dcaxociay, since no men-— 

tion has been made previously of any number. immov, cavalry. 

In the same sense we employ the term horse. ent opas = éml rip 

Moridaay. Schol. Kata verov, in the rear. BonSovvras Aris- 

teus and his troops. ev péo@ roteiv, to place between. This 

manceuvre, had it been successful, would have compelled the Atheni- 

ans to have fought with the Corinthians and Potideans in front, 

while their rear was at the same time attacked by the Chalcidians, 

who were to sally forth from Olynthus. Tovs mroepiovs refers to 

the Athenians. 
4. & aid, but on the other hand. —— Maxedédvas has the force of an 

adjective. elpywoi—ertBonseiv. The negation after verbs of hin- 
dering, denying, refusing, etc. is more usually strengthened by py 

with the infinitive (see N. on I. 80. $1). Tous €keisev = Tovs €Kxet 

éxeitev. Cf. Butt. § 151.8. p. 446; Mtt. § 596. ¢ (end); K. § 300. R. 

8. See also VIII 107.§2. The clause may be translated, that they 

might hinder those, who were there, from sallying forth to bring as- 

sistance. avrot 8, i. e. Callias and his colleagues. avaotn- 

cavres To otparéredoy, having caused the army to decamp = having 

broken up the encampment. -éni tiv Uoridaay. This shows that 

the Corinthian army had stationed themselves close to the walls of 

Potidewa. See N. on § 1 supra. 

5. mpi —eyeoarre, came to. See N. on deenpiincar mpos, I. 18. $2. 
js és pdxyny, in order for battle. as here denotes purpose. 
Kat avroi, they themselves also, ov odd vaTepov, not long 

after = very soon. This battle was fought a. 0. 482. Olymp. 87. 1, the 

same year (“‘ineunto quinto mense Attico.” Poppo) in which the sea- 
fight at Corgyea took place. 

6. avrd givesemphasis to xépas (see N. on I. 38. § 2) =the wing 

where tay the chief strength, or, the strength of the army (viz.) the 



_ treating in either direction). 
_N. on I. 13. § 6) he had coniraeted his forces into as small a com- 

_ pass as possible (s és éddxtorov for és &s édkdxtorov), in order te 

hl eR Oe Re ET | 

Ht REEL AO STOR LYSOL LT IIT LT R. 2; S. § 159. 5. 
_ (=to make a rush). S. § 206. 1. 
_ breakwater ; literally, the claw, a name given from the form in which 
it stretched out. The Corinthians could not enter the gate on the 

side towards Olynthus, for then the Athenians would have rushed 
_ into the town with them; they, therefore, clambered along the pro- 

_ jecting stone-work, which served to protect the walls next to the sea 
| from the force of the waves, and thus entered by one of the gates on 
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wing commanded by Aristeus. Opposed to this is ro & GXo otparé- 

medoy infra. kal écor....Aoyddes, both he and as many Corinth- 
ians as were with him, and of the rest, the picked men. This sentence 
is epexegetical of xépas. emeéq Sov SimKovres emi modv, advances 

in pursuit along distance. The participle here contains the leading 

idea, advanced pursuing = pursued. Of. K. § 310. 4..1; 8. § 225. 8 

reixos of Potidewa. 

CHAPTER LXITI. 

Aristeus having returned from the pursuit, forces his way with much difficulty into Poti 
_ dea (§ 1); at the commencement of the fight, the Potidwan auxiliaries in Olynthus issue 
forth to aid their friends, but perceiving them to be defeated retire within the walls 

(§ 2); the Athenians erect a trophy (§ 3). 

1. ds dpa, when he sees. Historical present. 8. § 211. N. 4. —— 
ymépnoe....xeapnoas, he was in doubt in which direction (i. e. whether 
towards Potidwa or Olynthus) he should run the hazard of proceeding. 

Between him and Olynthus were the Macedonian cavalry and a de- 

tachment of the Athenian allies (I. 62. $4), and investing Potidwa 

were the 3000 Athenian hoplites and the main body of their allies. 
Both directions were therefore full of danger. ent ths “OdvyZov. 
See N. on I. 30. §2.-—— & odv, but however. ody serves here as a 

particle of reference — but as to that matter (i. e. the danger of re- 

Evvayayovtt....xepiov, when (see 

cut their way in a dense body through the enemy. Some join és és 

 ddaxrorov xwpiov to dein BidcacSuc and render it tamquam proxi- 

mum loeum et minimi intervallt. But the notion of space or distance 

can hardly exist in ywpiov. For os with the superlative, cf. K. § 239. 
dp6p BrdcacSau, running to force their way 

rapa tiv xndjjv, along the 
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the side towards Pellene. In doing this they were exposed to the 
enemy’s missiles (cast probably from the blockading ships, ef. I. 61. 
§ 5), and thus sustained some loss. See Arnold’s note on this passage, 
and ef. Xen. Anab. VII. 1.§ 17. Poppo suggests an entrance to the 
town on the side towards the water. dua THs addons, i. e. 
through the water between the pier and the walls, which was doubt- 
less quite shallow. It is strange that any one should connect these 
words with Badddpevos (being shot at), as though the missiles were 
thrown over the interval of water. Yet such is the exposition of 
Bened. cited by Haack. odiyous pév tivas, some few. twas adds 
to the indefiniteness of the number. S&S. § 165. N. 2. 

2. of d’—BonSoi, i. e. the Macedonian horse and the Chalcidians, 

etc. Of. I. 62. § 3. arexer refers to Olynthus. de is causal 
(= yap). xatagaves, in sight, visible. “inmdrdv yap rd xapiov 6 
“Odvr3os.”  Sehol. onpcia yp%n, the standard was raised as a 
signal to commence battle. The proper position of these words is, 

therefore, before 7 pdyn éytyvero. Bpaxd pev ti, some little dis- 
tance. See N. on § 1 (end). immjs Of Philip and Pausanias. Of. 
I. 61. §4 Makeddves. See N. on I. 62. § 4. dua Tayous = 

raxéws. Mt, $309.c. An adverb in the predicate is frequently to be 
rendered as an adjective. Here it may be translated speedy, as though 

in agreement with % vikn. - €s 70 reixos Of Olynthus. ovde- 
répois (dative for the adnominal genitive), i. e. of neither party. 

mapeyevovro in the battle. 

3. tmoondvdovs (= tnd orovdais), under a truce. It was an ac- 

knowledgment of defeat, to demand a truce for burying the dead. 

For the idiom by which an adjective denotes the way or manner, cf. 

K. § 264. 8.c¢; 8. § 158. 3. dAlyw €Adooous Tpiaxociay, & little 
less than three hundred. The comparative is frequently attended by 
words denoting quantity, to show how much more or less of the 

quality expressed by the adjective is intended. Cf. K. § 239. R. 1. 
——-’ASnvaiov 5¢ airav. In the plain of the Academy near Athens, 
was found the inscription in honor of the Athenians who fell in this 

battle. It was brought to England by Lord Elgin, and is now in the 
British Museum. The first four lines have been lost, with the excep- 

tion of a word or two at the beginning of each line, and the endings 

of the remaining eight are broken off, but have been restored conjec- 

turally by Thiersch and Bickh. This epitaph may be found in the 

appendix of Sophocles’s Greek Verbs, p. 289. In this battle and in the 
eubsequent siege of Potidwa, Socrates greatly distinguished himseif. 
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CHAPTER LXIV. 

The Athenians invest Potidea, and circumvallate the side facing the isthums ($1); the 
Athenians at home, on the receipt of this intelligence, send out fresh troops, who com- 
plete the investment on the side towards Pallene, and thus surround the place on every 

side (§§ 2, 3). 

1. rd 8 ék rod icSpod reiyos, the wall on the side of the isthmus. 
éx implies that the stand-point of observation was from the side 

towards Olynthus. So below, we have rd & és riv TWadAnvny (se. 

retxos), and in § 2 (end), ré é« tis WadAnvns treiyos, the former of 

which refers to a point of observation within the city with the eye 

towards Pallene, the latter, to a position in which the eye was 

directed towards the city from Pallene, or from the side towards 

Pallene. Arnold says that “ék« corresponds with our @f, and denotes 

of or belonging to,” of which Poppo says “male interpretatur Arn. 

exempla diversissima miscens.” dmoretxicavtes, walling off, i.e. 

drawing a line of circumvallation. Cf. § 2. infra; IT. 51. $38; 94.§ 2, 

et seepe al. és tv TlakAnyny, i. e. either a city by this name, or 
the peninsula itself. Probably the latter is meant, as Thucydides 

makes no mention of such a city. areixioTov = ovK amroTeixLoToOV. 

So in § 2, retyi¢erw = drroreryiew. yryvopevais Sixa, being divided. 
Potideea occupied this whole isthmus from sea to sea, so that between 

_ those investing it on the two sides, there could be no communication, 

except through the town or by water. Of. Herodot. VIII. 129 (cited 

by Arnold), where it is said that “the Persians, when besieging the 

place on the side towards Olynthus, endeavored to get across into the 

peninsula of Pallene, by passing over the usual bed of the sea, which 

an extraordinary efflux of the water had left for some time dry.” 

2. muvSavdpevoi—ovcay. Constructed with the participle, muva- 

_ veoSat implies an immediate perception, or if indirect, sure and well 
grounded; constructed with the infinitive, it implies a perception not 

immediate but derived by hearsay. Of. K. $811. 6; Rost, § 129. 4. ¢. 

—— © th rode, i. e. Athens. xpdva vorepov, in time afterwards 
= afterwards. éavroy has here its exclusive force, of their own. 

+S. § 161. 1 (end). ®oppiwva. This general, whose name is first 
| mentioned here, was one of the most skilful and successful of the 

: _ Athenian commanders, and shone no less by his eminent private vir- 
_ tues. Pausanias says that he saw the statue of this general, among 

_ others, in a sanctuary of Diana Brauronia (so called from the town of 

13 

Pere, = Tae a ee 

Prt ee we 
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Brauron). Of. Leake’s Athens, I. p. 146. —— ée& ’Aqirwos épyadpevos, 
i. e. he made Aphytis, a small town below Potidea where he landed, 

the point from which he sallied forth to the seat of the war. kata 

Bpaxd, by little and little, leisurely. keipov, ravaging. This word 

is usually applied to the cutting down of trees, and hence in genera} 
to the laying waste of a country. 

8. ovres, i. e. in the manner just mentioned. Kata Kpdtos, with 
ll their force, or perhaps here, closely, acerrime as Steph. interprets, 

— vavow is the dative of the agent or instrument. S. § 206.1. 
epoppovoas, blockading. époppeiv, “ stationem adversam tenere.” 

Betant. 

CHAPTER LXV. 

Aristeus advises that all but 500 men should sail away, in order that the provisions in the 
city may hold out the longer, but this advice being rejected, he himself, the better te 
subserve the Potidwean cause, eludes the vigilance of the besiegers and escapes by see 
($1); he performs several exploits, and with the Chalcidians lays a successful ambush at 
Sermyla, at the same time sending to Peloponnesus for aid (§ 2); meanwhile Phormio, 

having completed the investment of Potidea, ravages the country of the Chalcidians and 
the Bottiwans (§ 8). 

1. xait here connects a genitive absolute with the nominative. —— 

cetnpias of the Potideans. a@AXo (= @do&ev) gives this sense to. 
the passage in which it stands: unless some aid should arrive from 

Peloponnesus, or something unexpected (mapadoyov, beyond calculation) 

Srom some other quarter. Poppo, Goel., and Bloomf. edit mapa Aédyov 

as a more primitive form. avepov tnpncac, having watched for a 

Savorable wind. The participle takes the case of rots G\dors, which 

would have been properly in the accusative, but is put in the dative 

by apposition with adrois, the omitted object of EvveBovAeve. ores 
has here its telic (reAuxds) signification, i. e. it denotes the final end or 

purpose; when the result or upshot is denoted, the sense is said to be 

echatic (éxBarikas). ént mdéov (the longer) 6 otros avricxq. See 

N. on éras—rpooromoeay, I. 55. § 1. Trav pevovtay eivat, to be 

of the number of those remaining, i. e. one of those who remained to 

defend the city. The genitive is employed, because the sense of eivat 

is limited to a part. K. § 273. 3.a; 8. $191. Bovddpevos ra emt 

rovrots mapackevdter, wishing to effect that which seemed to be next in 

importance. ém\ rovrois denotes a succession of things in time and 

space (K. $296. II. 1.b). Hence it is used tropically of what is nexé to 
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be done, next in importance. —— éras ta eEw%ev eer as apiora, in 

order that the affairs outside (Potidexa) may be in as good a condition 

as possible. This sentence expresses the design of exmAouv....’ASn- 

vaiov. For the future indicative, see N. on I. 56. § 2. 
gvudrakny, unknown to the guard. | 

2. ra re GAda émodeper, he performed other (i. e. other than the 

one here mentioned) warlike exploits. The construction is like that 

of méAepor modepeiv. 5S. § 181. 2. —— Seppvriov limits r7 méder, and 

qodXovs refers to its citizens, since it cannot well be referred to the 

Athenians, who have not been mentioned in the connection. Kriig- 

constructs SepyvAiwy with woAXovs. The sense remains unchanged by 

this construction. és te....émpaccey. ‘A condensed expression 

AaSav Typ 

' for és ryv TeAordévinooy wépyas expaccev.” Arnold. The construc- 

tion is explained in Ns. on I. 18. § 2; 51. § 8. 

8. pera....amoreixiow, i. e. after the investment of the city had 

been completed. kal....ecAe, and some towns he also took. On 
the phrase éorw & (some), cf. K. § 331. R. 4; Mt. 482; 5. $172. N.2; 

©. $523. 

refers to the Athenians. 

amd rod mpofpavods = mpopavas. 
| SHyvepe), nevertheless the war had not yet broken out, i.e. the Pelo- 

_ ponnesian war had not actually begun, these acts of hostility being 

_ only introductory to it. pévror—ye, nevertheless indeed, is used when 

- in reference to what precedes, a thing could not have been expected, 

CHAPTER LXVI. 

The Corinthians and Athenians mutually accuse,each other in respect to the affair of 

Potida, the dispute not having yet led to open war (§ 1). 

1. ’ASnvoiots and TeAorovyycios limit mpooyeyévnvro. ——- airia 

(see N. on I. 69. § 7) peév adra:. The article is omitted, when the pro- 

noun stands as the subject, and the substantive as the predicate of the 

sentence. Of. K. § 246. R. 1.a. rois pev Kopwios. Repeat men- 
tally mpooyeyemnvto airias és *ASnvaiois. €avT@v ovcay arrotkiay, 

which was (see N. on dvres, I. 8. § 1) their colony. —— émodiépxovr 
rois & responds to the preceding rois 

pev. ron, i. e. Potidwsa. —— aréornoav, had caused to revolt, 
in respect to the tense, see N. on I. 62. § 1. - For the verb used causa- 

_ tively, cf. S. $$ 207. 2; 1383 (orn), and see I. 81.§ 3; 104.$1; U. 
80. $1; ID. 81. § 1, et swpe al. —— odiow follows ¢uayovro. —~- 

ov....£uveppayes (from ovp- 
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but yet is so, Of. Jelf’s Kuhn. $$ 730. a; 785. 6. —— idig, i. e. in 
their private capacity, and not as members of the Peloponnesian 
confederacy. 

CHAPTERS LXVII—LXXXVII. 

These chapters contain the debates in the congress of allies at Sparta, 
in respect to the complaints made against the Athenians, and are entitled 
EvAAoyos Tay Evppdxwv év Aakedaiuor, which Poppo would alter to fAAoyos 
Tav Aakedaiuovey wept Tay eyKAnudtwv Tay ~tvuudxwy. After an introduction 

(chap. 67) the speech of the Corinthians is given (chaps. 67-72); after which 
the historian briefly accounts for the presence of the Athenian embassy at 
Sparta (chap. 73), and reports their speech (chaps. 74~—78); the Lacedemoni- 
ans’ then deliberate by themselves (chap. 79), and are addressed by Archi- 
damus (chaps. 80-85), and by the Ephor Sthenelaidas (chap. 86), after which, 
the vote is taken, and the treaty decided to have been broken (chap. 87). 
This portion contains some of the choicest specimens of a condensed and 
vigorous style, that are to be found in any language. The orations, although 

alike fervid, energetic, and pointed, are yet in perfect keeping with the 
position and design of those who uttered them, the Corinthian speech being 
full of burning invective and sarcasm, the Athenian, eminently soothing 
and pacific, while the oration of king Archidamus is replete with maxims of 
profound political sagacity and experience, and that of Sthenelaidas is blunt 
and laconic, almost beyond what might be expected even of a Spartan. 
These characteristics will be more particularly netiang 4 in the analysis and 
general divisions of the respective orations 

CHAPTER LXVII. 

fhe Corinthians, enraged at the blockade of Potidea, exhort the allies to go to Lacedeemon, 
whither they also repair and criminate the Athenians as truce-breakers and unjust (§ 1); 

the Aginete also secretly foment the disturbance (§ 2); the Lacedwemonians, therefore, 
summon an assembly of the allies, and all who have any cause of complaint against the 
Athenians (§ 3); various accusations are made by the allies, and especially do the Mega- 

reans complain, because they have been excluded from the Athenian ports and market 
- (§ 4); after which the Corinthians come forward and address the sssembly (§ 5). 

1. srohtopkovpérns d€ ris MorSaias, but when Potidea was besieged. 

Tf. 8. § 226. ——- dvdpav... .dedidres, their own men being in it, and 
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they also fearing for the safety of the place = fearing for the safety 
of the place and of their countrymen wn it. jTapeKdAovy = €x- 

horted them to go. The verb receives this fulness of signification from 

és, the preposition of motion which follows. See N. on I. 18. § 2. 

kateBda@v— ASnvaiwv, clamored against the Athenians. For the 
genitive after xara in composition, cf. K. § 292. R.; 8. § 194. N. 3. 

AeAvkdres etev. A participle with eiui (or its compounds), and 
éxa, kupew, etc. is sonietimes used instead of the verb of the participle 

or the sake of emphasis. Of. Vig. p. 117.1X.; §.§ 89.1. For the 
optative in the oratio obliqua, cf. S. § 218. 2. . 

2. Sedidres, because they feared. See N.on I. 9.§4. kpuga Se. 
Haack and Goel. place a comma after the words, and thus refer them 

to mpecBevopevor, sending ambassadors not openly but secretly. So 

Kriig. also explains it. Hermann ad Soph. El. 1059 thinks that peyv— 

* $€ in this place are employed, as though it had been written od pep 

havepas empecBevorto, kptpa dé mpeoBevdpevor evnyov. Bauer refers 

eviyyov to mpeoBevopevor and renders it: suaserunt bellum non [aperte} 
per legatos sed occulte. But, as Poppo remarks, in that case we should 

have expected the collocation, od pév havepds mpeoBevopevar. I prefer 

to make xpida qualify eviyov: they did not openly send ambassadors, 

but secretly did much to urge on the war. peév and 8 are used to con- 

nect different sorts of words, as may be seen in the examples cited by 

Mt. § 622.8. Cf. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 765. 2. avtovopoe (having their 

own laws independent). See N.on SovdAor, I. 34. § 1. Kata Tas o7roy- 

das. There is considerable doubt in the minds of interpreters, to what 

treaty reference is here made, or in what way the independence of the 

Afiginete was guaranteed. The Schol., whom Bloomf. is inclined to 

follow, thinks that those states whose names were not subscribed to 

_ the treaty, were regarded as independent, and gives to xara tas orov- 

das the sense, according to the spirit of the treaty. But it should be 

remembered, that Aigina was conquered by the Athenians six years 

- before that treaty (viz. the thirty years’ truce), and from this fact, 

— eC 

together with the secrecy with which, through fear of the Athenians, 
they excited the Lacedemonians to war, it is very evident, that they 

were included in the treaty as évorovdor (see N. on I. 40. § 2) of the 

Athenians, and therefore were not airévouo.. Od. Miller (gin. p. 

180) thinks that reference is had to a treaty of alliance, made through 
the influence of the Lacedemonians, in which the liberty of the Gre- 
cian states was guaranteed by mutual stipulations. Goeller also seems 

to incline to the opinion, that reference is had to that mutual arrange- 

ment of previous jars and discords, which took place at the suggestion 

of Themistocles, before the second Persian invasion, and by which 
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independence would of course be secured to the Aiginets. The best 
solution of the difficulty, which I have met with, is that of Krig, in 
Stud. Hist. p. 192 (cited by Poppo, Suppl. Adnot. p. 127), “ quum 
onovdai, nisi quid accedat, ubi de belli Pelop. causis agatur, semper 

sint foedera tricennalia, horum lege aliqua Lacedeemonios Aginetarum 

airovouia putat prospexisse.” In this thirty years’ peace, which I 

cannot doubt is referred to here, some provision, doubtless, had been 

made for the independence of Aigina, although in what manner it 

does not clearly appear. 

8. mpoonapaxadécartes Tav Evppaxeor, having summoned their al- 

lies. S. $191. 1. The re after Euppaxor is omitted by almost all 

the recent editors, which makes xat. epexegetical (= nempe, etiam, 

Poppo), i. e. serving to introduce ei ms (whoever)....’A&nvaiav, as 

explanatory of trav vppdaxer. If ré is retained, then e% ris refers to 

other states than those in league with the Lactdewmiadion But 

waving the consideration, that the Lacedeemonians had nothing to do 

with the grievances of other states than those which belonged to the 

confederacy, the suggestion of Haack, that the presence of re would 

lead us to expect «i ri tus GAAos, or ef Tis GAAos, Makes me prefer its 
omission in the text. tit GAAo—7SexjoSa. In the active ddixcéo 

governs two cases, the latter of which is retained in the passive. Cf. 

S. § 177. 8. —— &iAdoyor—riv ciw%éra, the ordinary assembly. Some- 
times a smaller and more select assembly (7 puxpad éxxAnoia), Xen. 
Hellen. III. 8. § 8), consisting probably of the equals (of éyov01, peers), 

was convened, and as Miller (Dor. II. p. 89) thinks, was chiefly occu- 

pied with the state of the constitution, and to distinguish it from that 

assembly, the one here spoken of has the epithet rdv ei@3déra. To this 
- common or general assembly, all the citizens above thirty years of age 

were admitted. The place of meeting was west of the city of Sparta, 

between the brook Cracion (i. e. Saffron river) and the bridge Babyea, 

and the assembly was held in the open air.. The Schol. on this passage 

says, that the regular time of meeting was each full moon. Extraor- 

dinary meetings might, however, be called at any time in cases of 

emergency. Cf. Muller’s Dorians, II. p. 90. 

4. &s exaoro, severally (see N. on I. 3. §5), each in succession, —— 

kai, and especially. See Jelf’s Kuhn. (§ 759. 4) on the incressive force 

of xai, when preceded by xai dor re, or similar words. ovK dAlya 

= many. pdriora 8¢, and particularly. —— Apévoy depends on 

cipyeo%a according to 8. $197.2. Why the Megareans were excluded 

from all commercial intercourse with the Athenians, we are not in- 

formed. The words of the decree are found in the Schol. on Aristoph. 

Ran. 278. D. 
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CHAPTERS LXVIIT.—LXXI. 

These chapters comprise the speech of the Corinthians, at the congress of 
the allies in Sparta. The exordium extends to chap. 68. § 2; then follows 
the argumentative portion, which extends to chap. 71. § 4, at which place 
the peroration begins. In the argumentative part is, (1) a complaint o 
the systematic ambition of the Athenians (chap. 68), and (2) of the supine- 
ness of the Lacedemonians, which suffered the evil to remain unchecked 

(chap. 69); (3) a comparison between the Athenian and Lacedemonian 
character (chap. 70); (4) an urgent appeal to the Lacedemonians to bestir 
themselves (chap. 71. § 8). This speech is spirited, pointed, abounding in 
the most bitter sarcasm, mingled with delicate strokes of flattery, and admi- 

rably adapted to the purpose for which it was delivered, viz. to exasperate 
the Lacedemonians against the Athenians. - 

CHAPTER LXVIII. 

The Corinthians begin their oration, by a kind of complimentary complaint of the good 
faith (rd miordy) of the Lacedemonians towards one another, which rendered them blind 

to whatever might be said to the prejudice of others, and ignorant also of affairs abroad 

(§ 1); on which account, the previous complaints of the Corinthians had been disregarded, 
as though arising from selfish interests ;.and no council had been called until they them- 
selves had suffered wrong, whereas none had been so deeply injured as the Corinthians 
(§ 2); a long exposition of the unjust acts and ambitious policy of the Athenians is 
unnecessary, since they make no concealment of their deeds, and there are present in the 

assembly those, who are either already enslaved by the Athenians, or threatened with 
the loss of their liberty (§ 3); Corcyra and Potidea are alluded to, as examples in proof 
of the aggressive policy of the Athenians (§ 4). 

1. ro miorov....xaSiornot, the good faith, which characterizes the 
management of your internal affairs, and your priate intercourse, 

venders you more incredulous in respect to others (i. e. the other 

Greeks), whenever any thing is said (to their prejudice) ; literally, if 

we say any thing, but as Bloomf. (cited approvingly by Poppo) re- 

marks, #v re Aéyouey is nearly equivalent to in whatever is said, the 
change of person accommodating the dictwm generale to the speakers 

themselves, and promoting brevity of expression. rd micrdv denotes 

an abstract idea, and is employed with the article for the substantive 
(K.§ 263. y; Mt. § 269; S. § 158.2; 0. § 449. a. See N. on I. 42. § 2), 
THs KaS Uuas avtovs wodireias is opposed to ra ¢£@ mpdyuara at the 
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close of the section. Poppo, Goeller, and Bloomf., with Kistem., place 

a comma after amicrorepovs, and connect és rovs GdAovs with the 

following words: more incredulous in respect to what is said against 

others. But the brevity of the construction, as well as the sentiment, 

is marred by such a method of punctuation, and the charge of indefi- 

niteness, which is brought against the common pointing, is removed by 

supplying from the context kar airaéy with Aéyeper. avrov refers 

to the characteristic of the Lacedemonians just alluded to. owdpo- 

civny, moderation, wise caution. Some interpret it here, the demeanor 
of a just and upright character. dpadia....xphoSe, but you are 

the more ignorant of affairs abroad (i. e. out of Lacedemon) = you 

labor under greater ignorance in respect to the affairs of other states. 

2. d....PAanrecSat, in what respect we were about to be injured by 
the Athenians = what injuries we were about to receive from the Athe- 

nians. Kor the construction of d—Sddrreo%a, cf. N. on ri &\d\o— 

nouxnosa, I. 67. § 3. Tepl av = mepl éxeiver a. THY pasnow 
emoveioSe = éuavSdavere (Mt. § 421. Obs. 4) only a little stronger, you 

did not make the improvement (which you ought). GAAd....v7e« 

voeire, but you rather suspected the speakers. Poppo and Goeller make 

Tav Aeyévrwv depend on the latter part of the sentence, the formula as 

Aéyovor being the same as if it had been written dAda tray Acydvr@y 7d 
Aéeyew Evexev Tay avtois idig diapdpev irevoeire, you suspected that the 
speaking of the speakers arose from private interests, or, as our idiom 

would demand, you suspected the speakers, that they spake from private 

interest. But there is no difficulty in constructing ray Aeydvrav with 
tmevocire. Cf. K. $278. 5. f; Mt. §§ 342. 8; 296. 8. évexa TOV 
avtois idia dvapdper, on account of those things, which are advantage- 

ous to them apart from others (= for their priate advantage). idia is 

used adverbially and may be translated by an adjective. TAT XELY, 

SC. Nuas. érevd?) ev TA Epy@ eopev = “ errecdy 7On TO Ovte maoxoper, 

quo tempore jam injuriam accipimus.” Poppo. év Te Epyw =,in ipso 
articulo perpessionis. mpoonker....exouer, we have the greater 
right (oix jxvora = pddvora) to speak, by as much as we have the 

greater charges to make. When two superlatives in two different 

propositions, are compared with each other by means of rocovre— 

éo@, the former of these words is sometimes omitted, especially when 

the proposition with éc@ follows. Cf. Mt. § 462; Jelf’s Kuhn. § 870. 

Obs. 1. . 
3. adaveis mov dvtes, being in anywise concealed from view = in & 

clandestine manner. ay belongs to mpooede, there would be need 
of. as (= utpote) ovk ciddar (sc. ipiv), for you who did not know 

it. Of. 8. § 201. N. 4. - oy refers to rovrovs or jpas the omitted 
. 
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subject of paxpyyopeiv. Reference appears to be had in SeSovdo- 
pévous to the Aiginetw, and in rois & emBovAevovras adrovs (a varied 
construction for rovs & émBouvdevopevovs), to the Potidseans and Mega- 

reans. avrovs refers to the Athenians. ovx y#ktota. See N. on 

§ 2 supra. Evppaxors is in apposition with rots dé. €k TrohAov 

mporrapeokevacpevous (sc. dpare from the context)* as cuveiddéras ras 

éavtay duaprias, kal yryvaoKovtas ws TdvT@s, ovK aveEdueSa, GANA TrO- 
Acunoopev. Schol. €l mote woAeunoovra (= future passive. Cf. 

Soph. Gr. Verbs, p. 87), if ever they should be warred upon. 
4. ov yap....etyov, for otherwise (i. e. had not their systematic 

design been to enslave Greece), they would not have withdrawn Cor- 
cyra (from us) and held it in spite of us. Steph. and Duker think 

that to- here denotes, in a secret, or underhand manner. For izoda- 

Bévres—eixyov, see N. on 1. 58.$2 (end). Bia nuayv. Cf. N. on 1. 438. 

§ 3. év ro pev, the one of which, i. e. Potidea. eare is to be 

supplied in this sentence. mpos Ta emt Opaxns droypiasat = mpos 

Ta émt Opaxns (see N. on I. 30. § 2) Scare aroxpyoc%a trois emi Opaxns, 
ut plenum fructum percipiatis ex terris vestris ad Thraciam sitis. 
Goeller. Thus also Arnold: so as to give you the full benefit of your 

dominion in the neighborhood of Thrace. 7 O€, i. e. Corcyra —— 

av mapecxe, would furnish. 

CHAPTER LXIX. 

The Lacedemonians are blamed, for having suffered the Athenians to fortify their city and 
build the Long Walls, thus enabling them to enslave even the allies of the Peloponnesian 
confederacy (§ 1); their tardiness in convoking an assembly of the allies, and their want 
of a definite plan are alse reproved (§ 2); the crafty and stealthful movements of the 
Athenians will become more open and decided, if they perceive that the Lacedsemonians 

know their designs, and yet make no effort to frustrate them (§ 3); the Lacedemonians 

are sarcastically told that they conquer by delay, and seek to fight the enemy when their 
strength is doubled (§ 4); that the same sluggishness which they manifested in the Per- 

sian war, characterizes their movements in relation to the aggressive policy of the Athe- 

nians, to whose blunders the Corinthians have been indebted more for success, than to 

any assistance from the Lacedemonians (§ 5); an apology is made for the apparent 
severity of these charges against the Lacedemonians (§ 6). 

1. révde refers to the aggressive movements of the Athenians, 
which have been referred to in the preceding chapter. 

responds to ré re mpa@rov in the previous proposition. Ta pakpa— 

reixn, the long walls. By these walls a fortified way was open from 

A 
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Athens to her three ports, Pirszeus, Munychia, and Phalerus, cf which ~ 

the former was by far the largest and most celebrated, being capable 

of containing 300 ships. The southern wall was built by Themistocles, 

and was 35 stadia long and 40 cubits high. The northern wall was 

built by Pericles, and was 40 stadia long, and of the same height as 

the other. Such was the breadth of these walls, that two wagons 
could pass each other on the top without coming in contact. Besides 

“these two walls, there seems to have been a third or Phaleric wall, 
concerning which, see N. on II. 13. § 6. és réde Te dei, up to this 

time continually. Tovs tpeTépouvs—Evppadyovs, i. e. the Aiginetzs, 
Megareans, and Potideans. ov yap....dpa, for not the one who 

enslaves (is the principal offender), but he who, having the power to 

prevent, looks on (and permits it), is more really the agent of the trans- 

action = to him, who does not exert the power which he possesses, in 

preventing one from being enslaved; more truly belongs the guilt of the 
transaction, than to him, who actually performs the deed. This sen- 

tence confirms the charge made in the preceding ravde ipets airtot, 

and is therefore introduced by yap confirmantis. See N. on I. 53. § 2. 

avtd, i.e. rd SovAodaSat. eimep....heperat, if he also (kai) claims 

Sor himself the reputation (riv d£iwow) for virtue, as the deliverer of 
Greece. Arnold quotes Hermann ad Viger, N. 310: “eimep Soxet oot 
dicimus ei de quo non certo scimus quid ei placeat, aut de quo id 

nescire simulamus. etye Soxei cor dicimus ei de quo scimus quid ei 
placeat,” and remarks that the sense is: if he makes a pretension to 
the merit of being the deliverer of Greece, we cannot say whether he 

does make it, but 2f he does, then, etc. eAevdepda, [ am a liberator, 

as devyo signifies among other things, J am an exile, and vxéo, I am 
@ conqueror. 

2. pores, tardily. ré (for which Poppo would read ye) refers 
to kat ovde viv, both—and also now (that we are met together) not for 

any evident purpose (émt avepois). The Schol. explains emi gavepois 

by kat viv yap audiBadrcrat, ef adicKovpe%a, doubtless from the fol- 

lowing context, which is indeed epexegetical, yet not so as to give the 

sense to emt davepois, assigned it by this Schol. yep in the next 

clause implies an ellipsis, for (if we had met together for any definite 

purpose) there would be no need to inquire, whether we have been in- 
jured or not (the proof of it being so clear and abundant), but in what 

manner (ka ort, i. ©. kaS 6,71) we may avenge ourselves. On the mat- 

ter here’ complained of by the Corinthians, Poppo remarks: “Etenim 

conyentus sociorum non a Lacedemoniis hoc ipso concilio, ut bellum 

deceznerent, indictus erat, sed Corinthiis auctoribus multi legati Spar- 

tam venerant.” Cf. I. 67. § 1. of yao....emépxovrat, jor these 

a tie tel 
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(i. e. the Athenians) acting from plans already formed, are now attach- 

ing, and not about to attack those, who have come to no decision. After 

examining with care all the interpretations, which this difficult passage 
has received, I have convinced myself, that the above is the true 

translation, although others will perhaps think differently. Bloomf. 

quotes Goeller’s interpretation, by which dpévres is made to denote 

the cause of BeBovAevpévor = “ decided because up and doing.” But it 

seems to me more natural to make BeBoudevpevor the cause or ground 
of the action expressed in Spavres. Such a translation also meets more 
fully the antithesis, which exists between BeBovdevpévor and ov dteyva- 
xéras. I concur with Poppo in regarding oi as put for the demonstra- 

tive pronoun, instead of the article belonging to Spayres, since in that 

case we should suppose that dduca would have been added, or that it 

would have been of yap dd:xotyres. The reader will easily perceive an 

antithesis between 76y—emépyovrac and od pédAovrtas (SC. erepxeoSat). 

8. kai, yes, indeed. kar oAdtyov....méAas = by little and little 

they encroach upon their neighbors. avBavew....tpav, when. they 

think (see N. on I. 13. § 6) they escape detection through your inatten- 

tion. Betant explains 1d dyaio%nrov (see N. on 1d moréy, I. 68. § 1), 
stupor, negligentia. The expression is intended to be somewhat se- 

vere, yet should not be translated stupidity, a term far too offensive 

to have suited the purpose of the Corinthians, which was to sting, but 

not to provoke to anger their powerful auxiliaries, the Lacedeemoni- 

ans. That the word denotes simply wnobservance, want of attention, 

is also seen from its antithesis with «/ddras in the next sentence. The 

general sentiment is this: as long as the inactivity of the Lacedsmo- 

nians, in respect to the unjust acts here complained of, was found to 

result from. inattention or want of knowledge, the Athenians adopted 

a cautious and timid policy; but now, when they know (as they must 

hereafter) that it arises from a disregard and negligence, which the 
most certain intelligence cannot affect, they will press on more vigor- 

‘ously and courageously in the work of enslaving their neighbors, 

4. yap may refer to icxyupas éyxeicovra, the ellipsis being: (and 

no wonder) for you alone of the Greeks, etce.; or it may introduce the 

proof of the foregoing proposition = your indifference and inattention 

is plainly seen, for you alone, etc. I prefer the former interpretation, 
as being more simple and natural. TH pedAnoe, “by threatening 
demonstrations. édAnots implies the holding the stick constantly 

lifted up, but never striking.” Arnold. ‘ Proxime sequentia docent, 

cunctationem Lacedeemoniorum argui, quippe qui putarent, cunctands 
rem posse restitui; quare eos desides potius, quam cautos et providos 

(dodadeis) perhibent Corinthii.” Haack. pévor. Repeat “EAA? 
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vov. ——— dpxopnemny tiv avEnow, “the incipient increase.” Bloonuit. 

durdactovpéerny belongs to riy avénow in the modified sense of 
strength. It is not easy to find a specimen of more bitter sarcasm, 

vhan ‘is contained in this section. Its effect on the Lacedwmonians 
must have been highly exasperating. 

5. xairo.....éexparer, and yet (notwithstanding your remissness) 
you were spoken of as being sure (i. e. firm and trusty friends), but then 

the report of this (av = rod dodaneis eivar) exceeds the thing itself, i. e. 

“ the fact as it really is. “dpa is used to denote something which has 

come suddenly and unexpectedly upon the mind, so as to produce sur- 

prise and wonder thereat.” Jelf’s Kuhn. § 789.4. Bauer and Poppo, 
however, take dpa in the sense of ut nune apparet, and év (i. e. sept 

jv. Mt. § 342.1) 6 Adyos, they render, fama de vobis.. Goeller also 

refers it to the Lacedzmonians. But ef. Jelf’s Kiihn. $ 820. Obs. ; Mt. 

§ 439, where examples are cited to show, that é» is a neuter relative 

referring to a previous sentence. rod €pyou éxpdret. Kiihner (§ 275. 

c) ranks this with the causal genitive, inasmuch as a ruler necessarily 

supposes a subject, and a subject a ruler. But I prefer with Matthia 

(§ 859. Obs. 1) to take xpareiy in the sense of xpeiooo eiva, and thus 

to refer the genitive to the idea of comparison contained in the verb. 
8. § 198. 2. yap introduces two examples of the procrastinating 
spirit of the Lacedemonians. It is therefore yap conjfirmantis. Cf. 
N. on I. 538. § 2. Trov—Mdov, the king of the Persians, just as 6 

’"Apuénos and 6 "Acovpios in Xen. Cyrop. are put for the Armenian 

king, and the Assyrian king. That Xerxes instead of Darius Hystas- 
pis is referred to, is evident from émi ri IeXordvvnoor, which could 

. not be applied to the first Persian invasion, as that was directed 

against Athens. ex meparav yns, from the extremities of the earth. 
A similar hyperbole is found in Matt. 12:42. a&ies is added, 
because of the inadequacy in numbers of the forces first raised and 

sent out under Leonidas to Thermopyle. mpoarravrngat is put 

after rpdérepov—j. S. § 228. 8. éxeivoy refers to the Persian king. 
meptopare. See N. on I. 24. § 6. Gvti Tov émeASeiv avroi, in- 

stead of you yourselves invading. K. § 308.2.b. For the nominative 

with the infinitive, cf. Mt. § 536. emidvtas depends on dpiverZa. 

—— és rixas....xaracrivat, to expose yourselves to fortune (= the 
chances of war) by contending with them, when they are much stronger 

(than they were at first). For the construction of dyou(dpevo, see 

N. on I. 9. § 4. erratapevor (see N. on dvres, I. 7. $ 1)—ogadevra. 

When followed by the participle ésicraoSa: and ecidéva signify to 

know, by the infinitive, to know how to do something, to be able. Of. K. 
§ 311. 2. rept ara, by himself, i.e. by his own fault. The Schol. 

Se Ss. — s.CmlhmLMDhUUO 
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Ta mAe‘a, for the 

mpos avtovds Tovs ’ASnvalovs =€v TH TorE“o TO pds 
avTovs Tovs *ASnvaiovs. ToAAGd = roAAdKts. npas, i.e. the 
Corinthians and their allies. Trois dpaptnpacw, by their errors, 
blunders. —— mepvyeyevnuevovs depends on emordpevot. ap’ nav. 

Bekker, Poppo, Goeller, and Arnold edit ad’ tpav, referring it to the 

Lacedsmonians, who were not included in the preceding jas. 

émet. See N. on I. 12. $1. ai ye tperépa eArrides, the hopes placed 
an you. On these words Haack remarks: brevius et obscurius dic- 

tum pro ai éAmides riyoplas twds ad iudv. The possessive pronoun 
stands here for the objective genitive. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 652. Obs. 6; 

S. § 162. rivas ‘*fortasse ad Eubeeenses, I. 114. spectat, saltem ad 

Potidwatas, I. 58. Idem postea accidit Mytilenwis, III. 2, et seq.” 
Poppo. dua 7d mioredoa is to be taken with dapackevous. 

6. pydeis tpav = vopion, let no one of you think. S. § 218. 3.—— 

er éx%pa, from enmity. rd mAeov 4 airia =and not rather in the 

way of remonstrance. airia in the sense of reprehension, blame, 

is here opposed to xarnyopia, accusation, criminal charge. —— pirov 

dvipav. The Schol. supplies card, but there is no necessity, as it is 

the objective genitive after airia. duapravivrayv, who have erred 
(see N. on I. 8. § 1), is opposed to ddicnodvrer. 

refers this particu.arly to the battle at Salamis. 
most part. 

CHAPTER LXX. 

The orator, after slightly apologizing for the tone of rebuke in which the Corinthians in- 
dulged, on the ground that they had been the greatest sufferers, charges the Lacedeemon- 

ians with being ignorant of whst sort of people the Athenians are, and how widely 
different from themselves (§ 1); the Athenians are fond of innovations, quick to invent 
and execute, the Lacedemonians are content with present things, slow to plan, and ac- 

complish only what is absolutely necessary (§ 2); those are bold and confident, these 
cautious and distrustful (§ 8); those are restless and continually roaming abroad in order 
to gain something more, these are procrastinators and timid in respect to the enlargement 

of their possessions; they pursue their advantages to the utmost, and maintain their con- 

fidence even in defeat (§ 4); their bodies are employed in the service of the state, as if 

they belonged wholly to others, but their minds they use as most peculiarly their own, 

to promote her welfare (§ 5); while they regard themselves as deprived of what is their 
own, by failing to secure the object of their aim, their ambition to acquire is never sat- 
isfied with present gain, and every loss is repaired by the confident expectation of some- 

thing else in its place (§ 6); of all men, they have the least enjoyment in what they 
nossess, and deem -it a great evil to be inactive (§ 7); in short, they neither enjoy rest 
vhemselves, nor suffer others to enjoy it (§ 8). 

1. kal Gua, moreover, besides. —— cimep ties kai dAdo, if any 

- sthers =if any body else. —— Benedic., in order to rid the Corintbi 
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ans of the charge of too much arrogance, separates rots wéAas by a 
comma from yéyov (blame) éreveyxeiv, and supplies tyiv.. But upon 
what then can rois wéAas depend? It is evident that under the in- 
definite term rois-aéAas, the Lacedeemonians are referred to. 

@Mros....ka%ectatrar, especially when such great interests are involved. 

rav duapepsvrev. Of. IL. 48. § 5; VI. 92.§5. “Loquitur de ingeni- 
orum morumgue discrimine, quod inter Athenienses et Lacedemenios 

obtinebat.” Haack. But such an anticipation of what is just about 

to be brought forward in so natural and easy a way, is certainly very 

unlike what might be expected from such a writer as Thucydides. 

And besides, we should have expected diapdper instead of duadepdv- 

rev, and also the explanatory adjunct tuady kal ray ’ASnvaior. 

nuiv ye, tous at least (however you may have appeared to others). 

Notice this restrictive use of yé. ovd'....€0ra, nor ever to have 
considered what sort of persons the Athenians are, against whom you — 

will have to contend, and how much, yes (kai), how entirely they differ 

JSrom you. otovs—ASnvaiovs dvras = oioi eiow ’ASnvaiot mpos ovs, by. 
attraction of the relative. K. § 332.7; 5. $175. d. tiv is to be con- 

structed with 6 ayav éora. 
2. ye in of pev ye denotes the reason of what has just been said. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 735.4, The comparison between the Athenians 
and Lacedemonians, which now follows, has ever been regarded asa 

masterpiece of its kind, and has been often imitated by subsequent 
writers. The antitheses are all pointed and well balanced, the com- 

parisons are bold and striking, and the delineation of these rival states 
is so accurate and well drawn, that it needs only to be once looked at, 

to be forever impressed upon the mind. vewreporrotot, “ projectors 

of novelty.” Bloomf.; “evolutionary.” Liddell and Scott. Cf. Miller’s 

Dorians, IL. p.4. émwonoa d&éeis, quick to devise, of quick invention. 

See N. on I. 50. $5 (end). emiteheoa épya, to accomplish indeed 

= to carry into execution. & = ékelvo 6. tyeis O€. Supply 
ixavoi, or some such adjective from the preceding ééeis. emtyvavat 

undev, to devise nothing new (“ excogitare non aliquid novi.” Betant) 
literally, nothing in addition to the present. This expression is op 

posed to the preceding éemwojca. So also épya—ekixéo%ar (to accom- 

plish, execute) is antithetic to the foregoing émredéoa epyo. 
3. Kal mapa duvayw, even beyond their strength, “supra vires.” 

Betant. mapa yvapny, “ beyond the limits of prudence.” Bloomf. ; 
“preter animi voluntatem.” Poppo. —— edéAmdes, of good hope, 

cheerful. To O€ iperepov, it is your method. “The possessive 
pronoun in the neuter is sometimes put for the personal pronoun.” 

Mt. $466.8. Here it stands with wpaéa, for Speis with the finite 
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verb. Of. Jelf’s Kithn. $436. Obs. 1. —~ rijs re....mpaéa, “not to 
act up to your powers.” Liddell and Scott. Poppo thinks that the 
idea of comparison lies in évdea, so that it may be translated, to achieve 

less than you hawe the ability to do. Tis TE yvop"ns—tois BeBaiors 

= TH BeBaia youn. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 442. a. trav te Sewav 
depends’ on dmodvSncec%ar (sc. tas), you will be released from. 
This clause answers to émi rots Setvois evéAmies supra. . 

4, xal pry kai, and furthermore, and indeed also, is often used 
when some new point in the discourse is taken up. —— apis ipas 
pedAnras, in comparison with you lingerers. Of. I. 69. § 4. 

Snparat, roamers, peregrinators. To this évSnuordrovs is opposed. 

Th amovoia ay te Krao%a, that by their absence they may acquire some- 

thing. Absence on military expeditions is here referred to, inasmuch as 

TH arovcia is opposed to ro éemedeiv, by invading (others). 
Supply oteo%ec from the context. Ta éroipa (ra trapyxorra) refers 

to that which is ready at hand (see N. on J. 20. § 3), and hence is 

easily applied to possessions already acquired. Tay €xSpav depends 
ON Kparobrres. e&€pxovra. Abresch supplies rd xpareiv, longissime 

victoriam persequuntur, or avrovs, hostes ulciscuntur. Bauer, whom 

Poppo follows, more correctly takes é£épyovra: in a neuter sense, lon- 

gissime progrediuntur, i. e. they push forward and occupy much terri- 

tory, and thus enjoy the fruit of victory. er éddxiotoy (= ovdé 

eddxyicrov. Schol.) belongs to dvamimrovow. This verb signifies to be 

dispirited, dejected, the metaphor being taken from the motion of a 

rower, who inclines backwards ashe pulls the oar (Xen. @conom. 

VIU. § 8), or from a man falling backward from a chariot (Soph. 

Elect. 729), and hence by an easy transition it is applied to mental de- 

pression. Some, however, take the verb here in the sense of recedunt. 

5. ére O€, and moreover, and besides. a@\dotpiardras, a8 tf be 

longing wholly to others, so insensible to pain do they seem, and so 

regardless of hardship. d\dorpiwrdrows = ore civac dddorpimrara, OF 

omrep ovo dddorpiwraros. The commentators cite Greg. Naz. p. 41, 

where he says, that the martyrs bore with cheerfulness their suffer- 

ings, Gomep ev adXorpios capaow ; and Isocrat..ap. Plut. de Glor. 

Athen. rods éy Mapa%aéu mpoxwduvevortas,: domep addorpias wWixats 
digas évaywvicacsa. To which citations Bloomf. adds Joseph. 1253, 
10. cai ras Wixas yopioavres dad Trav TapdT@L, dudotepors as addo- 

rpios €xpwvro. By the force of the antithesis 77 yvopn S¢ olkevordry 
has this sense, but they use their mind as most especiallg their own, 

i.e. they employ their mind with the most perfect independence, ir 
projecting new plans for the aggrandizement of their.state. The gen- 

eral argument is, that although the Athenians yielded up their bodies 

> 
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to the service of their country, as freely as if they did not belong to 
them, yet in the exercise of their judgment, they were free and inde- 

pendent, and invented each for himself new modes of advancing the 

interests of their city. . 

6. ad pev av, whatever. adv with the relative and subjunctive be- 

longs to the relative, to which it gives indefiniteness. Cf. Jelf’s 
Kiihn. § 828.2. For the construction of the relative, cf. Mt. § 481. 

Obs. 1. eis éxeiva is omitted after é€€ASaow, and is the antecedent of 

i ‘olxeia orépeo%at. Some editions have oixetav. But OTNPE a. 

often takes two accusatives. Cf. K. 280. R.3; Mt. § 418; 8. $184. 

N. 2. dAtya....mpa&avres, they think (jyotvra, to be supplied from 

the preceding context) that what they have chanced to perform is small, 

compared with what they are about to achieve (rpds ra péddovra). Con- 

struct ruxeiy with mpaéavres (S. § 225. 8), and consider the omitted. 

object of mpafavres as the antecedent of a4. Some take mpdéavres as an 

infinitive after 7yotdvra, and make ra péAXovra rvxeiv (or éxeiva Gp 

peddovot tuxetv) equivalent to ra peAXovra yevnoeoZar or EvpBaivew. 

But yycioSa is not among the verbs which are followed by a partici- 

ple in place of the infinitive (cf. Mt. § 534. b; K. § 310); and besides, 

neither of these equivalents can be put for ra péAXorra Tvyeiv. 

kal, even. Tov, 1. &. Tivds. meipa limits opaddov. avredni- 

cavres adda, by hoping (see N. on I. 9. § 1) other things in its stead, 

i. e. as a compensation for their misfortune. —— érAnpecay has the 
sense of the present to express customary action. Cf. K. $256. 4. b; 

S. $211. N. 2. exovol....emwonowat, they have and hope for what- 

ever they are planning in like manner, i. e. they possess as soon as they 

wish; they have and wish at the same time, so rapid are they in the 

execution of what'they have determined upon (8:4 ré rayeiay x. T. X.). 

The Schol. notices, as the order of the states of mind and acts here 

spoken of, plan, expectation, action, possession. &4=éxeiva d. So Sy (in 

the next clause) = éxeivwy d, the antecedent depending on émtyeipnow. 

7. kal....poxSovc1, and through all their lives, they toil at all 
these things with labor and danger. jox%ovcr is here followed by 
tavta as its cognate accusative. See N. on I. 5. §2. dua To 

det kraoSat furnishes the reason, why the Athenians have little en- 
joyment in their possessions, viz. because they are continually busy in 

acquiring more. kal....mpasa, and they consider nothing else a 
Jestwe day, than to do something necessary ; or more freely, they re- 

gard no day as a festive one, but that in which they are engaged in 

some necessary business, i. e. they make it their highest amusement, to 
be occupied in the business which they have on hand. The Schol. 
says that allusion is had to the opposite conduct of the Spartans. whe 
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in the time of their festivals (e. g. at the Hyszcinthia and Carnea), ab- 

stained from active war. Cf. Miiller’s Dorians, IT. p. 259. Hov- 

xiav. Repeat mentally jyeioSa, which here and in the preceding 
section is followed by two accusatives. Of. K. § 280.4; S. § 185. 

8. et tis—Evvedov gain, if one should speak briefly =to speak 
briefly, to say in & word. avtovs is the subject of meduxévat. 
The subject of yew is the avrovs immediately preceding it. 

Repeat gyew novyxiav. 

A 

eay 

CHAPTER LXXTI. 

_ The Lacedemonians are charged with hesitation, although opposed by such a state, and 
with the erroneous notion that safety consists not in promptness to avenge an injury, but 
in doing no harm to others, and in receiving no injury in self-defence (§ 1); such a policy 
was unsuited to the present times, and useful only in states enjoying tranquillity under 

the influence of unchanged institutions, whereas the Athenian customs were formed on a 
model entirely new (§§ 2, 8); the Lacedemonians are therefore exhorted to succor the 
Potideans, by an immediate irruption into Attica, unless they wished the Corinthians 
and their other confederates to seek some other alliance (§ 4), which in such cireum- 

stances they could do without the guilt of perfidy (§ 5); but to which course they 

would by no means resort if they were aided (§ 6); wherefore they should deliberate 
_ ~ well, in order that the Peloponnesian confederacy may suffer no diminution from: their 

re PE Se 
. pane as 

hands (§ 7). 

1. ravrns....mddreas, yet although (see N. on I. 7. $ 1) such a state 
is arrayed against you. tavtns—rovavtns, this—of such @ sort = 

this, so formidable. kal oleoSe tiv Hovyiav K.t.A. In this pas- 

_ sage there is some obscurity from the position of ov, and the want of 

conformity to the preceding structure in the closing words, rd toov 

veweve, Which, as Haack and Goeller observe, should have been adda 

Kal éxeivois—ol av emi tH ur) AvTEiv—Td ioov véwoot, as though the 

sentence had commenced with kai ov« oleo%e tiv Hovxiay Tovrous— 
dpxeiv. The irregularity of construction, however, renders the sen- 

tence more emphatic, by avoiding the construction with the relative 

(éxeivos—ot dy—vépwor). In respect to the words in detail, rovrots 
limits dpxeiv (suppetere, permanere. Betant). Tay avSperev is the 

genitive denoting the whole after rovrois, to those of men=to those 

men, —— eri mdcioroy is not, as Reisk. translates, guam maxime, but 

longissime. So Arnold: they enjoy the longest peace. —— rh mapa 

skevy, as opposed to rH yraun, is to be taken nearly in the sense of 

T@ epyo. So Levesqu. renders it: dans les enterprises. The word *. 
ased, doubtless, to denote the apparatus of war, sufficiently great te 

‘ 
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repel any aggression of rights, and yet not employed in the prosecution 
of unjust enterprises. Bloomf. adheres to the translation given in his 

first edition, in [vite] institutione. Arnold paraphrases the passage, 
and pays no special attention to the word, which has received differ- 

ent shades of translation from almost every annotator. jy Gdikav- 

rat is to be taken with emirpéyorres, and not with d7Ao0 dou as Gott. 
supposes. Jor the personal instead of the impersonal construction of 

djAo, see N. on I. 93. § 2. In respect to the use of the future parti- 

ciple émirpéyorres, to express the existing fact of something about to 

happen, cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 681. Ods. emt... .vepnere, you deal justly 

(i. e. practise what is just) on this principle (émi) not to injurs others, 

and to receive no injury yourselves in self-defence. The sense of py— 

re and xai—p7 is here, not only not—but also not, which gives em- 

phasis to the second member, in which lies the reproach. Bloomf., 

’ after Bredow, Mill. and Goell., gives to emi tr py AvTeiv—rd ico 

vepere the sense: ye make justice consist in the not doing injury. But 
this, as Bloomf. himself acknowledges, is not supported by the wsus 

loguendi, and how could the Corinthians blame them for entertaining _ 
such an idea of justice? émi here denotes a principle or condition of 

action. Cf. K. § 296. II. 3. b. duvvdpevor belongs to pi BAdrre- 

oSa as a participle of means (see N. on I. 9.$1). The idea is, that 

the Lacedeemonians never suffered themselves to be harmed in self-de- 

fence, and were unwilling to run any hazard in repelling aggressions. 
It is singular that Bloomf. should translate this clause: in repelling m- 

jury so as not to be harmed, inasmuch as promptness in repelling in- 

jury was the very thing to which the Corinthians were inciting the 
Lacedeemonians, and no fault could surely be found with them in doing 

this in such a way as to receive little or no harm. This translation 

also makes the antithesis to lie in px) Avmeiv and dpyvrdpevor pn, Where- 

as it evidently is to be found in pa Avmeiv and py BrdrreoSa. In 

few places is more difficult Greek to be found than in this section. 

2. dzoia, i. e. of like peaceful institutions and character. A Scho- 
liast explains this: époyydyox. Poppo and Bloomf. prefer the expla- 
nation of another Scholiast: ra ica (notion, 8c. émirndedpara. 
Apre evdnrooaper. Of. ipeis....pndev, I. 70. § 2. apxatéroora, 

obsolete, antiquated. mpos avrovs (i. ©. mpds Ta ai’Tar), in com- 

parison with their institutions. Of. Mt. § 453; 8. § 202.2. N. 1. 
Steph. very justly elicits from the preceding proposition and adds to 

this, the clause was Gv rovrov tuyxavorre. avayxn....Kpareiv is a 
brief expression, says Poppo, for dvdyxn dé det (kal €év tois emirndev- 

uact) Ta émvyryvopeva Kpareiv, Somep réxyns det Ta exvyryvopeva (those 

things which are latest) xparei. The genitive réyuns (ev TH TExvy) 
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depends on ra émvyryréueva to be supplied from the context, and not 

on da or srepi, as Bloomf. supposes. 

8. fovyatovon péev wdrdet (to. a city indeed in a state of rest) limits 

dptora, the copula @orw being omitted. S. § 150. 4. —— mpds moda 

—iéva, “multis negotiis implicare.” Poppo. —— éni mréov tpov = 

emt mAréoy ray tpav, or ent mréov 7} Ta tyay, since Ta TOY *ASNValay 

precedes. Goeller. 

4, péxpt....Bpaduris, thus far (and no further) let your sluggish- 

ness go; “let your sluggishness have reached its full limits.” -Orosby, 

§ 577. Arnold puts péxpe per ody roide apic%@ for péxpe tovde mpo- 

é\Sovca evSadta apicra. The Chalcidians, Bottiwans, etc. are 

referred to in rots re GAXots. Kara taxos éeoBddovres, by making a. 

speedy trruption. See N.on I. 9.§1. Kriig. constructs xara raxos 

with Bon&joare. iva has here its telic sense. See N. on I. 65.§ 1. 
Evyyeveis. The Potidwans were a colony of Corinthians, and, as 

belonging to the great Doric family, were also kinsmen of the Lace- 

desmonians. —— mpds érépav twa Evppaxiay, i. e. the alliance of the 

Argives, who were hostile to the Lacedemonians. 

5. Spdpev & dy. The optative with ay is used per modestiam. So 
in English, we should do (in case we performed the act) is a less offen- 
sive mode of expression, than we shall do, assuming that the thing is 

to be certainly done (cf, K. § 260. 4. a; 8. § 215.3). The protasis is 

here contained in the adverb ovrws, which may be mentally supplied 

from the context. Cf, K. $840.1. mpos Seay, tn the estimation of 

the gods. Cf. Xen. Anab. II. 5. § 20. TaV dpkiwy = who preside 
over oaths. So we find the god of war, the god of eloquence, meaning 

the deities who preside over war and eloquence. aigSavopévey is 
generally taken in the sense of aivSnow éyévrav = hpovipev (who are 

capable of feeling and observing. Arnold), inasmuch as it would be 

very harsh to supply a pronoun referring to oaths, which have only 

been incidentally alluded to in Seay ray dpxior. Avovoe has its 

subject in of—mpociovres = éxeivor of mpooiacw. S. § 225. 1. —— dr 
épnuiav, through desertion, by reason of their abandoned estate. 

py BonSotvres. Repeat Advovat. ois = éxeivots ots. 

6. Bovddpever (if you are willing) contains the protasis, as does 

¢ 
ot 

‘also peraBadddpevos in the next clause. The protasis is often thus 

found in the participial clause. Cf. S. § 225. 6. pevodpey in your 

alliance. doua. “This word, like sacer, in Latin, has two appa- 

rently 6pposite significations: rd écvov Kal rd Sixatov, what is pious 

towards. heaven and just towards men, and again, dora kai tepa, things 
profane and things sacred. The first is the original sense of the word; 

and its second signification arises from this, that those things which 
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may piously be touched or used, are those which are not sacred; i. & 
which are profane.” Arnold. Evrneotépovs, more congenial (to 

us) in habits. 

7. Iedorévyncov....mapédocav, “ studete Peloponneso ita preesse, 
ut ea non minor sit quam, etc.” Poppo. Keil. thinks that é€Adooe 

eényetozac is briefly spoken for éAdcow xatacrioa eényoupévous. 

- Miller (Dorians, I. p. 198. N.) translates éfnyeto%a, ad jinem (é&-j 

vresitis, i. e. (as Goeller thinks) porro facite, ut presitis. To Haack 

the sense appears to be, “‘expedire Peloponnesum ex eo discrimine, quo 

nune implicata est, sociis guibusdam propter metum ad aliam socie- 

tatem defecere conantibus.” But it does not appear that any of the 

confederated states were attempting to revolt at this time, and Thucy- 

dides has nowhere, to my knowledge, employed eényetoSat in this 

sense. I prefer, therefore, Poppo’s explanation, as best answering 

the verbal demands, as well as those of the context. The general 

guidance and direction was not exercised, as Duk. supposes, over all 

Greece, but only over Peloponnesus. 

CHAPTER LXXII. 

An Athenian eznbassy happening to be at Sparta, and hearing the charges brought against 
their state by the Corinthians, judge it proper to respond a few things concerning the 
power and resources of their city, that thus the Peloponnesians might be less inclined to 
war (§ 1); presenting themselves, therefore, to the Lacedzmonians for this purpose, and 
leave being granted, they commence their oration (§$§ 2, 3). 

1. rév d€ ’ASnvaiwy ervxe yap mpeoBeia. The construction is some- 

what irregular, there being no governing word of réyv ’ASnvaiev, which 

stands first for the sake of emphasis. The word, therefore, is thrown 

for dependence on the explanatory clause, or rather, as Kiihn. (Jelf’s 

edit. § 786. Obs. 5) remarks, the two clauses are so compressed toge- 

ther, that the subject of the former is placed in the latter, and even 

follows the government thereof. The regular construction, according 

to Goeller, would be: rois d5€ ’ASnvaios, eruye yap (= as) mpecBeia 

(airav)—rapotca, kai os—edo0€e mapirnrea; or as Arnold constructs and 

explains: rav dé ’ASnvaiwy rois mpéoBeot maparixovot tére napa Tois 

Aakedatpoviots Kal Tav Adyar aicSopevors, CSoke wapirnréa eiva, in Eng- 

lish running thus: but the Athenians happening at that time to have an 

embassy at Lacedemon, and hearing what was said, resolved to address 

themselves to the Lacedemonian government. Examples of a similar 

construction may be found in I. 115.§3; VIII. 30.§1. The principle, 

according to Goeller, is, that the subject of a proposition is always put 
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by the Greeks, as near the beginning of the sentence as possible, when 
a transition is made from one subject to another. The new subject 

being thus placed first, the reason of the predicate immediately follows, 
before the predicate itself, and the subject is made to depend gramma- 

tically upon this reason, rather than on the predicate. See Arnold's 

note, from which this rule of Goel. is cited. See also Mt.§ 615. The 
- confusion of the present passage is increased by the presence of xai, in 

_ kal @s FoSero Tv Aéyov, Which connects the principal sentence to th 

explanatory or subordinate one, and thus carries on its construction. 

Cf. Mt. § 631. 2. Kriig. makes *ASyvaiwy depend on mpeoBeia, and 
compares I. 115.§ 4; VIII. 30. § 1. 

be present. doy than the business of replying to the Corinthi- 

ans. mepirnrea is followed by dzoAoyncopeévovs in the accusative, 

because it is equivalent to maprévat deity (S. § 178. 2), they must go. Cf. 

Mt. § 447.4; Butt. § 184.10.N.4. It will be seen, that the construc- 
tion changes from the future participle into the infinitive, at dyAéua 

dé (cf. Mt. § 532. c). The incorporation of the dependent with the 

_ participial clause by the infinitive, is less close than by the participle. 

Cf. Crosby, § 614. 6. tovs AaxeSaioviovs refers probably to the 

Ephori, as it is opposed to rd wAAos in § 2 infra. — Sv follows éve- 
_kdXovy as a genitive of the crime. S. § 194. 4. Tept TOU Tavrds, 
in @ general way. @s—ein. The indicatiye in this substantival 

sentence after dyAécar, would have communicated absolute certainty, 

instead of probability, to the thing spoken of. Cf. K. § 329. Accord- 

‘ing to Mt. § 529. 2, the optative is employed because the time of the 
action is future. ev mAeiov. Supply xpdve, since mAeiou is op- 

posed to rayéas. kai dya introduces another reason why the Athe- 

nians made no reply to the charges of the Corinthians, viz. because 
_ they preferred to employ the occasion in descanting upon the great 

power of their city, in order thus to dampen the ardor of those who 

might otherwise be fierce for war. mow is properly the subject 

of ein, but is transferred for the sake of emphasis into the principal 

clause, and made the object of onujva. ‘So the Latins say: nosté 

Marcellum quam tardus sit = quam tardus sit Marcellus. See N. on 
I. 61. § 1. diva is the accusative synecdochical. év = ékel- 
vev a, of which equivalent, the antecedent limits tréuyow. So the 

next dv = éxeivwy Sy, the relative taking the yenitive after ametpot. 

Mt. § 846. a; S.§ 187.2. x Tav Adyar, from these representations, 
: 2. rots AaxeSaipoviois. See N. on §1 supra. €s TO mANLos, to 

_ the assembly, i.e. the same which the Corinthians had addressed. —— 

et Te pry amroxwdvor, unless there should be some hinderance. Poppo 
_ from several MSS. edits droxaAves. 

érvxe—trapodvaa, chanced to 
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3. of &, i. e. the Ephori. mapedSovres, coming forward -as an 
orator to speak. No difference in sense should here be sought be- 

tween éemiévac and mapedSdvres. 

o 

CHAPTERS LXXIIT—LXXVIT. 

In these chapters we have the speech of the Athenians. The exordium 
is brief, being contained in chap. 73. $1. The argumentative part is com- 
prised in chap. 73. § 2—chap. 77, and is divided into, 1, an enumeration of 
the great services of the Athenian state, especially in the Persian wars (chap. 
73. § 2 to chap. 74); 2, a defence against the charge of ambition and unlaw- 
ful means to increase their power, which was brought against them by the 
Corinthians (chaps. 75-77). The remaining chapter (78) contains the perora- 
tion, in which the Lacedemonians are urged not to engage precipitately in 
war, but to obtain a redress of grievances by negotiation. This speech is 
admirably adapted to remove the impression made by the grave charges of 
the Corinthians, being a calm vindication of the conduct and policy of the 
Athenians, interspe with sundry references to their general patriotism, 
and remarks ee ee good treatment of the allies. There is, however, 
throughout the whole oration a tone of firmness, indicative of the unaltera- 
ble determination of the Athenians to adhere to the policy, upon which they 
had hitherto acted, and to make no concession, which would abridge their 

authority, or hinder the enlargement of their power and dominion. - 

-. OHAPTER LXXIII. 

The Athenians cummence by stating that they came to Sparta on other business, but feel 
constrained, in view of the outcry raised against their state, to come forward, not to reply 

to the charges of the Corinthians, inasmuch as the tribunal was not competent to try the 

Athenians, but to show that their power was lawfully possessed, and that their services) 
entitled them to praise and honor (§ 1); without referring to things more remote, they 
would recur to the Persian war, a reference which, however unpleasant to make so fre- 

“quently, they deemed necessary, because they, if any, ought to be entitled to whatever 
good might result from a recapitulation of their services in this war (§ 2); this they 

should do, not in the way of deprecation, but to show against what a city war was now in 
contemplation (§ 3); at Marathon they engaged singly with the Persians, and in the battle 
of Salamis were present with all their forces, and thus helped to save the Peloponnesian 

cities from being destroyed in detail (§ 4); of which the strongest proof was furnished by 
the Persian king, who hastily retreated, after the battle, with the greater part of his army 

(§ 5). 

1. dvrttoyiar here takes the dative rots iyerépors, because allied in 
signification to dyridyew rim. Cf. Mt. § 890; Jelf’s Kuhn. § 692. Obs, 
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2. The reading jperépos, found in some editions, is evidently erro- 
neous, for the Athenians were never the allies of the Corinthians, but 
were only at peace with them. mept vy = wept exeivay wept Sv, or 

mept exeiveov d, of which the relative is used synecdochically. aio36- 

pevoi—ovcav. See N. on I. 26. § 3. karaBony is also a verbal noun 

(like dyrioyiav), and, after the analogy of its verb, takes jay in the 

genitive. See N. on I. 67. $1. mapnASonev is followed by the sub- 

junctive (BovredonoSe), because the act, although past in its perform- 

ance, is present in its purpose = we have come forward and now address 

you in order that, etc. Cf. Rost, § 122.9. N.4; 8. § 214. N. 1. 

ov—adyrepodvres (not to answer to. S. § 225. 5) is to be taken with dA’ 
das x. tT. X., the intervening words being parenthetical. ovTe NULav 
...-Adyor is briefly put for ovre Huav mpos rovrous, ote TovT@v mpds 
huas ot Adyo. For illustrations of this sort of brachylogy, cf. Jelf’s 

Kihn. § 876. Bloomf. makes jyév and rovray depend on dtxacrais, 
with which he supplies odo. av ylyvowro. The protasis is to be 

supplied from the context. See N.on I. 71.§ 5. omas—Povdevon- 

o%e is referred to by several grammarians, to show that Dawes’s canon 

is erroneous, viz. that dmws is never followed by the subj. aor. 1, act. 

or mid. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 812.1; Mt. §519.°7. p. 885. See N. on I. 
82. § 5. —— p17) fadios belongs to yeipov BovAevonoSe, in the sense of 

may not rashly (literally, easily, readily) adopt bad counsels. Tret- 

Sduevor denotes the means. See N. on I. 9. $1. kal dpa intro- 
duces another reason why the Athenians came forward to address 

the Lacedemonians. Hence BovAdpwevor may be rendered, because we 
wished, See N. on I. 9. § 4 (end). ovre dmetkdras, not wnreasona- 

bly, not without cause. a&ia Aéyou = d&térawos. Schol. 

2. mdavu madaia is referred by the Schol. to the Amazons, Thracians, 

and Heraclide. ri det = there is no necessity. ov (i.e. ra 

madaa) depends on pdprupes, and dxoai—ddyearv, may be rendered 
hearsay (Adyot dxovoSevres. Goel.), as Hier. Mill. interprets. Duk. 

takes Adyar in the sense of ioropry, and makes dxoat Aéywv = ex Tijs 
ioropias mapddoors. Tay dkovaopeveav = of our auditors. et Kal 

..+-mpoBarropevors, ‘ although it be rather irksome to us, to be forever 

bringing this subject forward.” Arnold. This is essentially the inter- 

_ pretation of Haack, Poppo, and Goeller. Some respectable critics, 

_ however, place a comma after gra, which gives the sense, although 

_ it is rather irksome to you, (yet) we must bring these things, etc. But 

_ besides the objection advanced by Poppo, that perspicuity in that case 

would have demanded mpoBaddopévous, we have another more decisive 

_ one, viz. that it would have been a needless utterance of a sentiment 
_ highly offensive to the Lacedemonians, whereas if jpiv be supplied 
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after 6: dyAov—éorat, as it must be according to the pointing of 

Dindorf, it becomes a modest disavowal of any other reason than 
necessity, for the utterance of that which had become stale with the 

Athenians themselves. kai yap, and truly. Bloomf. supplies*the 

ellipsis: and (reason is there that we should) jor when, etc. —— 

pepiorcion, they were hazarded, i. e. they were achieved with danger. 

Seo. .peTerxete, a mdetential part of which (js referring to 

apereia) you have shared. This is far preferable to the sense given® 

by some annotators, the actual doing of which you have shared (i. e. 

you have shared in the labors and perils, which attended the achieve- 
ment of Grecian liberty), for the object of the speaker was to show 

that Greece was mainly indebted to the Athenians for its liberty. 
The argument then is: if the Lacedemonians shared in the liberty, 

which the devotion and heroism of the Athenians had secured, they. 
ought surely to leave to the Athenians their share of the glory of the 

transaction. In this way the antithesis is clear: you share in the 

result, let us share in the glory of the achievement. But I cannot 

understand why it should be brought forward as a reason for the 

meed of glory claimed by the Athenians, and made the basis of their 

demand upon the gratitude of the Peloponnesians, that the Laceda- 

monians had a principal share in the dangers and labors of the war. 
It was true in itself, yet such a prominence given to the Lacedemo- 

nian services, would not only have been foreign to the design of the 

speaker, but would have rendered the argument perfectly worthless. 
For the construction of gpyov pépos peréoyere, cf. S. § 191. N . 

3. pySnoerat, sc. 6 Adyos from the preceding context. mpos olay 

—rdruv, against what sort (in respect to its services and power) of @ 
city. py ed BovAevopevors, unless you adopt prudent counsels, See 

N. on I. 71. § 6 (init.). 
4, yap in dapev yap (for we affirm) introduces a more expanded 

account of the services of the Athenians in the Persian war. See N. 

on yap in I, 58. § 2. pdvot mpoxiwduvevoa To BapBape, that we alone 
ventured to commence the contest with the Barbarian Some prefer, 
that we alone braved the Barbarian in behalf. Cf. Liddell and Scott, 
sub voce zpoxwduvevo. As it respects the employment of pdévo, the 

Platzan auxiliaries were so few in comparison with the Athenians, 
that, by a very pardonable hyperbole, the orator entirely overlooked 

them. The adjective is here put in the nominative to agree with the 

subject, as it has already appeared, the subject of the infinitive being 

omitted. In respect to the dative after wpoxwdvvetcat, it is to be re- 

ferred to the construction zoXepety rim. Gre TO VaTepoy HASev Tefers 

to the invasion of Greece by Xerxes. —— ody ixavol dvres, inasmuch ~ 
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as we were not able. See N. on I. 9. § 4 (end). mavonpel. A few 
were left in Athens, who were slain by Xerxes, when he got posses- 

sion of the city. Of. Herodot. VIII. 51, 52. dmep EXE pj—top- 
Seiv, which restrained him from laying waste. For pi with the in- 

_ finitive, see N. on I. 10. $1. kata modes, by cities, city by city. 
dduvarev dy dvrev (sc. dpav from tiv TeAonrdyyqaoy), for you 

would have been unable. ‘The participle with ay frequently has the 

sense of the future, and is equivalent to peAAoy with the infinitive.” 

Jelf’s Kiihn. § 429.3. Of. 8. § 215.5. The protasis ei érémre is to 

- be mentally supplied. See N. on I. 71. § 5. 

5. avrds refers to Xerxes. @s....duvapews, thinking that his 

Sorce was no longer equal (to what it had been before), i. e. perceiving 

that his strength was broken. So Goel. and Arnold interpret, but 

Bloomf. renders, inasmuch as the force he had was no longer of equal 

match with the enemy. In respect to the construction, ‘a participle 

with ds signifies the same thing, as a participle of a verb denoting fo 

think, or to say, followed by an infinitive or an accusative with an in- 

finitive.” K. § 312. 6; S. § 225. 4. T® mAcov is a masculine, and 
is the dative of accompaniment. Mt. § 405. N. 2; S. § 206. 5. 

CHAPTER LXAXIV. 

- The orator proceeds to say, that the Athenians contributed to the naval fight at Salamis 
three things, viz. the largest number of ships, a most skilful commander, and the most 

untiring zeal (§§ 1, 2); the Lacedemonians, when alarmed for their own safety, came 

to their aid from cities inhabited and designed to be in future inhabited, whereas 
they, sallying forth from a city having no longer an existence, and encountering danger 
in behalf of what they had but faint hopes of saving, preserved both the Lacedemonians 
and themselves (§ 8); had the Athenians gone over to the Persians, or had they feared 
to embark on board their ships, the Lacedzemonians would not have ventured upon 4 

ttle, and the issue of the Persian invasion would have been far different (§ 4). 

SOE R ee 

1. rovovrov—rovrov, such an event as this. capes dno%évtos, 
it clearly appearing. The subject is ér....éyevero. The participle 

' frequently stands alone, when the subject is readily supplied from the 

‘context, or is indefinite, a pronoun or some general word like mpdy- 
“para, xpnuara, dvBpemo, etc. being understood. Cf. Mt. § 563; K. 
§$ 312. R. 4; S. § 226. b. év—eyévero, consisted in, were suspended 
‘upon. aSpa orparnyovy Evveroraroy. Themistocles is called by 

Herodot. (VII. 124), dvjp moddbv ‘EAAjvev coperaros. Our historian 
14 
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in I. 188, says many things concerning his energy and eminent abili- 

ties. és tas tetpaxocias, to the four hundred, depends on sape- 

oxopeSa, and therefore Matthie (§ 578. f) is wrong in citing this pas- 
sage in proof that és signifies about. In respect to the number of 

ships said to be furnished by the Athenians, if dv0 porpay signifies two- 

thirds, as is the opinion of most of the commentators, it must have 
been 266. Yet, according to Herodotus, their quota of ships was 180, 

to which, as Bloomf. suggests, may be added the twenty ships furnish- 

ed by Athens, and manned by the Chalcidians, thus making 200, the 

number set down to them hy Demosthenes, Diodorus, Plutarch, and 

Nepos. This then may be considered the true number of ships fur- 

nished on that occasion by the Athenians. But how are we to recon- 

cile with this, the number given here by Thucydides? As usual there 

have been almost as many conjectures as commentators, but none of 

them in all respects satisfactory. All the MSS. except four (or accord- 

ing to Arnold, three) read rerpaxogias. Bloomf. is disposed to follow 

those four MSS., in which is found the reading rpsaxociovs, which 

would remove the difficulty as far as the number of Athenian ships is 

concerned. But then another difficulty arises, for Herodotus reckons 

the whole number of ships at 378. Here then, on the supposition that 

tptakociovs is the true reading, is a discrepancy of seventy-eight, or if 
the twelve Aiginetan ships, which were guarding the island of Aigina 

in the time of the action, are subtracted, there is still a difference of 

sixty-six. In order to avoid the difficulty, Bloomf. supposes that only 

300 took part in the engagement. Arnold conjectures that the two- 

thirds of the fleet here claimed by the Athenian orator, was an over- | 

estimate, perfectly consistent with oratorical exaggeration, and that 

when Demosthenes gives, as he does, the real number of the ships, 

and calls it two-thirds of the whole, he states the number to be 300. 

Didot takes dvo powpoy in the sense of one-half, and this opinion — 
Goeller adopts in his last edition. The reading of Demosthenes, which 

is rptaxociav ovaay Tav macav Tpinpewv tas Siakocias 7 mddis rrapé- 

axero, they would change from tpaxociwy into rerpaxociev, and thus 
harmonize the conflicting passages. But would it not have been more 

natural for Thucydides to have written ras jyuceias or 7d jusov? I 
know of nc way to remove the difficulty, except by the change of 

reading proposed by Bloomf. and Poppo, for the statement is too dis- 

proportionate to the truth to be attributed to the exaggeration natural 

to orators, who, before so grave and discriminating an audience as the 

one here addressed, would find it necessary to adhere in some degree 

to the statement of things as they really were. Col. Leake (Athens, 

II. p. 251) I find comes also to the conclusion, that tpraxocias is the 
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true reading in the passage before us. vavpaxnoas depends on 
airtoraros—eyévero, was the most instrumental in causing the sea-fight 

to take place in the narrows. Of. K. § 306.1. ¢; Mt. § 542. Obs. 1. B; 
S. § 222. 6. énep refers to €v TO orevae (= ev TH Tadapivt) vav- 

paxnoa. dia... .eTysnoare. Of. Plut. in Themist. ch. 17, where 

it is said that the Lacedemonians presented Themistocles with an 
olive branch and a chariot, the best in the city, besides bestowing 
upon him many other marks of honor. Tav—edSdvrav is to be 

constructed after paduora. as, to. See N. on I. 81. § 2. 
2. of ye—jétooaper, inasmuch as we determined. The relative 

here introduces the ground or reason of what has just been said, re- 

specting the boldness and alacrity of the Athenians. Cf. K. § 334. 2. 

Trav dor is referred by the Schol. to the Macedonians, Thessa- 
lians, Locrians, Beeotians, and Phocians. PEXPL Nav = péexpe Tis 

modews Hav. éxdurdvres. See N. on dvres, I. 7. $1. Ta 

oixeia SuapSeipavres. A Schol. says that the Athenians destroyed with 

their own hands all the goods which could not be removed, and the 

cattle which could not be driven away. Another Schol. says that 

they destroyed the city, in order that it might not be used by the 

Barbarians as a military station against Greece. —— pnd’ ds (= ovras), 
not even thus, i. e. in so distressed a condition. —— mpodureiy depends 

on 7néi@caper. oxedacSevres into other countries. 

rois Evppdyors. dX’ responds to pnd és. 
8. ovy joaov. Bloomf. is doubtless correct in considering this as 

put by Attic urbanity for paddoyr. TovTou, i. &. Tod @pedcioSac Or 

THs @dedelas. yap in épeis pév yap introduces the proof of what 
immediately precedes. ént tro—veper%at is taken by Didot in the 
sense of én’ éArid: Tov véueoSa, in consequence of the antithetic imép 

avtots, 1. @. 

'....ovons which follows. The common rendering is wt in posterum 

incoleretur. kal ovx nuav To mAcov. Mt. (§ 455. Obs. 3. b) says, 

“a comparison with ‘more’ implies an opposition, and two modes of 
speech are therefore combined.” Here we have not for us.and rather 
than for us conjoined, so as to read literally, and not rather than for 

us, a fulness of expression employed evidently for the sake of empha- 

sis. Ths ovK ovans, “SC. juiv, gue nobis jam nulla esset, ron, 

| que esse desiisset.” “ Hoc potius indicat sequentibus verbis: ev Bpayeta 
 €Amids ovens.” Haack. But inasmuch as ris odk ovens is opposed to 

_ the preceding dé oixovpévey téy rodewr, I prefer the interpretation 
of Gottl., gue jam nulla est, i. e. épSappémns. 

_ ths....ovons to rd EvAwov Teiyos, i. e. the fleet, the only safeguard 
_ after the destruction-of their city, in which the hopes of the Atheni- 
ans rested, and this too being in circumstances of great peril. This 

Didot refers imép 
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conjecture is worthy of consideration, although I think reference is 
had to the commonwealth, rather than to the ships or personal safety 
of the citizens. TO pepos, im some nicasure. Bloomf. “ guantum 

in nobis esset.” Goel. It appears to me, that Arnold has hit upon 

the true exposition: we bore our full share in the esatediss both of 
ourselves and of you. 

4. ei d€ mpocexopnoapev—ovdev dy err eder tas, if we had gone 
over—you would no longer have been under the necessity, etc. For the 
indicative in the protasis, see N. on I. 53. §2. dy in the apodosis 

weakens the assertion, and makes it a little less offensive to the Laced- 

monian ears, than a positive assertion would have been. Of. S.§ 215.1 

For the translation of éde by the pluperfect, cf. Mt. §508.b; K 
§ 260.2 (2); 8. $215.2. Notice that the aorist is employed in the pro- 
tasis, because the act spoken of is regarded as momentarily completed, 

but in the apodosis the imperfect is used, because the necessity spoken 

of is to be represented as having a continued existence. KaS’ yov- 
xiav, at his leisure (as far as fighting was concerned) = without oppo- 

sition. ay air@ mpoexopnae, would have gone on for him (see N- 
on I. 109. § 3). aire is the dat. commodi. 

CHAPTER LXXYV. 

FHfaving performed such signal services, the Athenians ought not to be envied on account 
of their dominion (§ 1); for this had come to them, because they had been left by the 
Lacedzmonians to finish the Barbarian war (§ 2); the sway which they held had 
been increased, first through the natural influence of fear, and then for the sake of honor 
and interest (§ 3); being hated by many and suspected by the Lacedseemonians, it seemed 

unsafe to relax their authority, and give opportunity for the disaffected states to revolt 

(4), and for this regard to their own interests no one could justly blame them (§ 5). 

1. dp doi éopev. To these words belongs the pi before ovras, 

30 that the order is: dpa pi afi éopev—otras ayav empSdves Sd1a- 
xeioZai, is it just then—that we should lie under such a load of envy # 

ov is joined with dpa when an affirmative, and 7 when a negative 

answer is expected (ef. K. § 344. 5. d; 8. § 219. 4). Thus dpa ovx a&coi 

éopey would signify, do we not deserve? rére, i.e. in the Persian 

war. yopns Evvécews, the wisdom of our counsel; “our good 
sense in counsel.” Arnold. Reference is had to what is said of The- 
mistocles in I. 74. $1. apxyjs depends on emiSdvas diaketoSac = 
Soveia%at, Which in the active voice is followed by the dative of the 
person and genitive of the thing. Of. K. § 274. e.—— ye is here . 
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limitive, at least on account of the rule. —— jjs is put in the genitive 

by attraction with dpyjs, the accusative being properly demanded 

after ¢xouer. 
2. avryy refers to dpyis. Biacdpevar, by force. See N. on I. 

9. $3, Ta tmdAoira Tov BapBdpov, i. e. the termination of the 

war with the Barbarians. The supineness of the Lacedemonians was 
most undoubtedly a principal cause of the ascendency of the Atheni- 

ans in maritime affairs. Their continuance in the war would have 

placed them at the head of the confederacy, as their withdrawal ele- 

vated the Athenians to that station. avTay....Kataornvat, them- 
selves entreating us td become their leaders. 

8. e€ avrov dé rod epyov, from the nature of the thing itself. So 
the Schol. explains é« tis picews adrns Tov mpdyparos. The thing 

referred to, is the dominion enjoyed by the Athenians, and on the 

principle laid down by the Schol., that the ruler is always hated (6 

apxov det pecetra), it would be necessary for them, by strengthening 

their power, to protect themselves against the effect of this hatred. 
‘és tdde, i, e. to what it now is; to its present height of power. 

dcovs, not of the Barbarians, as Haack supposes, but as a Schol. 
remarks, déovs tev Kakws waddévrav év TH apxy tmynxdev, for this seeins 

evident from ovr dodadés eri—xivduveverv which follows. 

4, éddxec has for its subject dvévras xwwduvedeww With which dodarés 
agrees. dmnxnpevous (see N. on I. 76. $1) belongs to jas, the 
omitted subject of kivduvevecv. TiVOV....KAaTEOTpappEevav, some 

even who had already revolted having been subdued. Of. I. 98, et seq. 

dpotws as before. avevras (by relaxing our authority) be- 

longs to xwdSuvevew as the participle of means. See N. on I. 9. §1. 
yap....eylyvorro, for (if we had let go the reins) the desertions 

would have been to you = (by constructio pregnans. See N. on I. 18. 

§ 2) the deserters would have gone over and remained with you, i.e. 

been on your side. , 

5. maot depends on dveripSovor (sc. éors), as the dat. Sebel 

Render, it is not a matter of censure to any = none can be censured, 

The subject is ed riteoSat. Tov peyiotay mépe Kwdvvev = tva py 

éuméon eis peyiorous kuwdivovs. Schol. mépe is put by anastrophe for 
wept. 8. § 231. N. 2 fa). 
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CHAPTER LXXVI 

Phe speaker now retorts upon the Lacedwemonians, that they are doing the same things in 
Peloponnesus which they charge upon the Athenians, and the superiority, which would 
eave been theirs had they remained until the close of the war (see N. on L. 75. § 2), must 

% like manner have been maintained by a strong and vigorous government (§ 1); in ac- 
eepting and maintaining the dominion voluntarily bestowed upon them, they had done 
nothing strange or discordant with established customs, and so the Lacedwmonians 
thought, until swayed by motives of self-interest they began to talk of justice (§ 2); 

- in ruling so just and equitably, the Athenians deemed themselves worthy of commenda- 

tion (§ 8); and the mildness of their rule, for which they were now the subject of obloquy, 
would be manifest if their power should pass to other hands (§ 4). 

1. ras—éhers depends on xatacrnodpevor, and adray is to be sup- 

plied after eEnyeio%e. Haack erroneously makes the accusative to 
depend on this verb. ent TO tiv @peApor is referred by the 

Schol. to the utility resulting from the oligarchical form of govern- 

ment. Tore, i. e. after the battle of Mycale. dia aravrés, i. e. 

through the whole war. anjxSnose, had become odious. On this 

word, as on €& adrod d€ rod epyov, the Schol. remarks, of yap dpyov- 
Tes pucovvTar: diteAeVSepoy yap Td avSperuwoyr. iopev Gv—ipas— 

yevopevous, we know that you would be. dy belongs to. the participle 
(see N. on I. 73. § 4). For the construction of eidéva: with the parti- 

ciple, see N. on I. 69. § 5. hoooy than we. 

2. ovras, 80 that, wherefore. - ard, out of, away_from. ei 

-- -edefaueSa. Of. I. 75..§2. The vulgar reading for didopévny is 
diadidopevny, per manus traditum, which is inapplicable here. 

dveipev (see N. on dvévras, I. 75. § 4) is opposed to dpyew eyxparas, 

$1 supra. Tyns....apereias. Of. I. 75. § 3. ovd’ av.... 

tmdp£avres introduces another circumstance, viz. established usage, to 

justify the acceptance and vigorous maintenance of power by the 

Athenians. rovdrov refers to. the supremacy just spoken of, and 

therefore takes the article: KaSeoT@Tos = vopisov dvtos, vopsCoue- 

vov. Schol. The subject is properly rév....xareipyeoSat. aévoi Te. 

duax.t.r. Their acknowledged fitness to rule, is here brought for- 
ward as an additional (Gua) reason why the Athenians were not desery- 

ing of censure in receiving and exercising their authority as they had 

done. The participles vouigovres and Soxodvres denote cause. See N. 

on I. 9. § 4 (end). With dé, the words rod dpyew or tis dpxis 

may be mentally supplied. ipiv, Soxovvtes. Of. I. 95. § 7. 
pexpt.»--xpnore, until the present time (viv), when, thinking it con- 

ducive to your interest, you make use of the argument of justice. “rd 

Sixai@ Adye, intellige 7G Ady ro repli Tis eAevSepias Tov “EAAjver.” 
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Goel: —— aparvysv, at being in his power = whilst it was in his 
power. The accusative absolute is employed, when time parallel to or 

coincident with another action is to be designated. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. 

§ 700. 2; 8. § 226. b. mposeis, preferring. The object is dy, re- 

ferring to the idea of justice or a just policy, implied in r@ dixaio 
Adyo. pn—exew. See N. on I. 10. § 1 (end). 

8. émaweioSai re Gé.ou otrives, they also are worthy to be praised 

who. Of. S. $172. 4. Th avSpareia hice, human nature = the 
dictate of nature, the natural desire of man. —— Arnold translates 

dixatérepot....Svvapuy, less careless of justice than our actual power 
enabled us to be. I prefer Bloomfield’s translation: have been more 

observant of justice than according to their power (to commit injustice). 

xara here denotes conformity, and may be rendered, in accordance 

with, and implies that their moderation was greater than might have 

been expected from the extent of their power. 
4, y av—iv. We frequently find one of these particles joined to 

the principal verb, to denote the conditional. nature of the whole sen- 

tence, and also. to that part of the sentence which it immediately 

modifies. ‘Sometimes the repetition.results from an intervening clause. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kithn. § 482. a; Mt. § 600; S. § 215. N. 5. detEar ay 

peadtora by. the severity of their government. nuiv Sée—meptecty 

is nearly equivalent to jyiv dé eyévero (has happened to us), the verb 

mepieatn, has come around to us, being a more lively form of expres- 

sion. For the dative, cf. Mt. § 402. d. To mréov 4, more than. 

CHAPTER LXXVII. 

The orator proceeds to prove what he has just affirmed (I. 76. § 4), by showing that the 
Athenians are called litigious, when instead of compelling their allies to redress any real 

or supposed wrong, they are willing to have the points in dispute fairly tried and de- 

termined by civil tribunals, from which reproach those who exercise arbitrary power in 

respect to these things are exempt (§$1, 2); this leniency is made, however, a ground of 

complaint by their allies, whenever they feel aggrieved by a judicial sentence, or by 

any decision of the state, even more so than though they had been stripped by the hand 
of violence of all their possessions (§ 3); for men more highly resent acts of injustice than 
acts of violence, as is seen from a comparison of the patience with which these states bore 
the Median yoke, with their restiveness under the Athenian rule (§§ 4,5); the same 

feelings of hostility would be entertained towards the Lacedemonians, if they took the 
dominion, especially as their customs were so different from those of the other states (§ 6). 

1. kai is to be referred to the xai below, yap being here the gen- 
eral connective. eAaccovpevor, = although (see N. on I. 7. $1) we 
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lose our suits = are cast in suits. This interpretation seems to accord 
better with the meaning of the word, and with the context, than 

Arnold’s interpretation, not standing upon our right, i, e. condeseend- 
ing to let our disputes with them be fairly tried, instead of deciding, 

as we might, by our sovereign power. For the purpose is not here to 

show the condescension of the Athenians in suffering matters of dis- 

pute to be adjusted by civil tribunals, when they might settle them 

by an act of their sovereign will, inasmuch as that was asserted in § 8 

of the preceding chapter. The design now is to illustrate and confirm 

the remark, made at the close of the foregoing chapter, that the mod- 

eration of the Athenians seemed to bring upon them an increase of 

odium. This is shown by the fact here asserted, that even in suits at 

law, in which the Athenians are worsted, and that too before their 

own tribunals, the only return they receive from this impartial ad- 

ministration of justice, is to be called litigious. yap (illustrantis, 
See N. on I. 53. § 2). See the preceding remarks on éAacvotpevon 

ev tais....dikas, in actions brought against our allies for 

breaches of contract. Of. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antig. p. 918. 

map npiv avrois, before ourselves, is introduced to show their re- 

gard for justice, that even in their own courts at Athens, decisions 

were given in favor of their allies. Boeckh (Pub. Econ. Ath. p. 404) 
denies that all the small suits at law were tried at Athens, as no per- 

son living at Rhodes or Byzantium would come to Athens to bring a 

suit for 50 or 100 drachme. The simple fact was, that the supreme 

jurisdiction belonged to Athens, and cases could be carried there by 
appeal from the inferior courts. ev, in conformity to, according to. 

6poiots in respect to the parties to the suit. 

uev is the apodosis of éhaccovpevor (S. § 225. 6). 

2. avrav refers to the persons, who charged the Athenians with 

oppression and injustice in their treatment of the allies. Tois— 
éxovot depends on dvediferax. The Schol. says that reference is had 
to the Persians and Scythians. dudrt, why, for what reason. —— 
rovro refers back to jjocor... .éxovat. yap in this place has far- 
nished some difficulty to interpreters. Poppo calls it yap declarativum 

(Lat. scilicet). Haack refers it to rodro obx dvediferar que sine didri, - 
tamquam peculiaris sententia, cogitatione repetenda sunt: od yap av- 

rois ovediCerar rovro: BidleoSa yap, etc. Goel. supplies the ellipsis 

ovk ovediferat, bre Biatovrar> BiageoSar yap, etc., which I think is the 

correct explanation, inasmuch as it best meets the demands of the 

context. mpoodéovra, sc. ofrot, the antecedent of ofs in the pre- 
ceding clause. 

8. Poppo correctly disjoins of dé from ciS:opévor, and interprets, 

Prrodixety Soxov- 
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alli vero (socii nostri) guwm sint assueti. The usual interpretation is, 
but they who are accustomed. But if this were the meaning, we 
should suppose that dAAovs, or some other general word, would have 

oeen employed instead of nyas. ard Tov icov, on equal footing, 
on terms of equality. —— 1 accompanies oteoSa, because mapa has 

a negative sense (see N. on I. 10. § 1), beyond what (= otherwise than) 

they think is right. With ypyjva supply from the main clause éd\ac- 

gw2jva. Goel. constructs: mapa rd oleoSae py xpHvat. youn 
‘efers to a judicial decision, duvdyer to power exercised irrespective of 

a legal trial. kat éracovy, even in the least = in ever so slight a 

degree. With this meaning, which is easily derived from the more 
common signification of the word, in any way whatever (cf. Liddell 

and Scott sub voce), érwcotv may be connected with 7v rt. Its po- 
sition after 7—7 is no serious objection to this, inasmuch as it is 

placed beside the verb whose meaning is limited by ri. Its connec- 

tion with the words immediately preceding would have been ex- 

pressed by # érwaodv, or in any other way whatever. But what 

other way was there to effect the thing complained of, than the two 

modes spoken of in 4) yroun 7) Suvdper rH Sia thy apxnv? - é\ao- 

cotacw, are worsted. This meaning, which is inevitable here, shows 

that Arnold is mistaken in the sense, which he assigns to ékaocovpevor 

- in § 1 supra. ov....exovow, they feel no gratitude that they are 

not deprived of the greater part. For the use of the article with 

mAéovos, cf. K. § 246. 8. ¢. orepioxduevos denotes the cause. See N. 

on I. 9.§ 4. Tov evdeods (= Tod éeAdoaovos), the part lacking, in 

opposition to the part which remained. For the article, see the re- 

ference on rov mAéovos supra. xarerrwrepov pépovow, they are 
more indignant. In this combination, the signification of the adjec- 

tive predominates, and hence takes the genitive. Cf. Mt. § 368. 5. a. 

droéuevor tov vopov, putting aside the law = paying no regard 

to law. éxeivas, ‘illo modo.” Betant. dé = yap. 
yov implies negation, and hence is followed by as od with xpeoyr (sc. 
éart). See N.on J.10.§1. Cf. also S. § 280.3; Mt. § 534. Obs. 4. 

2; K.§ 818.9. Render the passage, not even they themselves (i. e. the . 

persons aggrieved) can deny that the weaker must yield to the stronger. 
4, ddtxovpevor, when treated unjustly. See N. on I. 138. § 6. 

rd pev referring to déd:Kcovpevor, and rd 8 to Bragdpevor, are both the 

subjects of the propositions in which they stand, the other words 

composing the predicates. - dno tov tcov Bloomf. regards as a 
neuter, and translates, on a footing of equal justice. Others inter- 

pret it, pro eguali conditione. I prefer, as the most natural mode of 

- interpretation, to take dmé in the sense of id (K. § 288. 3. c), and 

avTé\e- 
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tcov as a masculine, by one who is an equal. In this way, it harmo: 

nizes With isd rod Mydov, which is varied from dé rod. In respect 
to the sentiment, commentators cite many kindred examples. Among 
others, the one quoted by Goel. from Plut. Vit. Timol., is very much 

in point: ovrws imd Adyav padrov 7 mpdEewv mornpay dnacSa wepv- 

Kagw of modo xadera@repov yap UBpw 7 BAdBnv hépovar. See also 

ovdeis yap opyiferat Tois moAv tmep avroy tH Suvdpe, Aristot. Rhet. I. 

11, cited by Arnold. 

5. yodv introduces an example confirmatory of the assertion just 
made. macxovres nveixovro, they endured suffering. S. § 225. 8. 

eixétas, as might be expected, naturally enough. The next clause 

illustrates this, and is therefore introduced by yap. To tmapév, the 
present, i. e. their present lot. Supply Soxe? from the preceding con- 
text. Bloomf. aptly remarks on the misery of those who live under a 

system of unequal confederation, cheated as they often are by the 

shadow of liberty, while the substance ever eludes their grasp. 

6. ye in tpets y’ gives emphasis to the pronoun, as though it were 

spoken in an elevated tone of voice, or written in italics. §S. § 68. n. 

3. ovv is here a particle of reference, as to this matter. KaSe- 

Advres. The Schol. adds mpopavreverar: xa%eikov yap abréy ra reixn 

nuerepov Séos, your fear of us. See N. on ai ye 

ipérepar edmides, I. 69. $5. oia Kal tére—dpota Kal viv, such as 
then—now also. The xai before rére serves to connect more closely, 
but is unsusceptible of translation into English. Hynodpevor, when 

(see N. on I. 13. § 6) you had the lead, defines rére. vmedeiEare, 

you gave indications of. This reading, adopted by all the recent com- 

mentators for dedeiEare, gives a better sense, since, as Arnold re- 

marks, the Lacedemonians had not fully manifested (dmédecEav) their 

tyrannical spirit, but had shown symptoms (imédeEav) of it, during 

the command of Pausanias. 6poia—yvaceoSe = opoias yvopats 

Xpnoeose. ka’, amongst. trois GdXors (Greeks) limits Gucera, 
which adjective forcibly expresses the unsocial (or as Bloomf. says, 
the anti-social) spirit of the Lacedszmonian institutions, in permitting 

no foreigners to reside among them, and in adopting customs, unique, 

and in many respects quite’ offensive to the neighboring states. Cf. 

Mill. Dor. II. p. 194. efiav, SC. és méAepov. The more general 

sense of going into foreign parts on business of any sort, is perhaps 

the true one. ols = éxeivors ois, of which the antecedent depends 
On vopiter—= xpnoSae vopiter (Kr. § 55.4. N. 11), is im the habit of 

using. Of. Jelf’s Kithn. $591. Obs.; K. § 285. 1. (2). 7 GAN 

“Eas, the rest of Greece. 

of Aakedaudrot. 
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CHAPTER LXXVITII. 

The Lacedzmonians are exhorted, finally, not to engage precipitously in war, on the charges 

brought by others against the Athenians (§ 1), and are admonished of the uncertainty 

and the calamities of war (§ 2), in which men oftentimes.engage thoughtlessly, and are 
only brought to reason by some calamity (§ 3); and in conclusion, they are solemnly 
charged not to violate the treaty, but to submit the differences to a judicial investigation, 

and are reminded, that if they resort to arms, the Athenians will repel their attacks with 

the utmost vigor and resolution (§ 4). 

1. Bpadéos—Bpayéwv. There is here a slight paronomasia = de- 
liberate long (i. e. come to no hasty decision) since you are not delib- 

erating (sc. BovAevopevor from BovdeveoSe) about short matters (i. e. 

matters of trifling importance). ov belongs to the omitted participle, 

and hence is placed before zrepi. d\Xorpias refers to the Corinthi- 
ans. tov mapadoyoy, the uncertainty. This word literally signi- 

fies that which is beyond calculation, and is here applied to the issue 

_” of the war, which was eminently involved in uncertainty. 
2. pnkuvdpevos....mepticracsa, for when protracted, it usually 

(pirei, is wont) brings most things to depend upon chance; or as 
Arnold interprets, brings in the end to hazard = ends by bringing to 

hazard. Most. of the commentators explain réyas, as referring to 
uncertain events which are adverse. Butit is better to take it in a 

more unlimited sense, as referring to fortune either good or bad, and 

continuing the idea expressed in rdv mapddoyov. The sentiment is, 

that in a long-continued war, no one is so far-sighted as to be able to 

see how things will take place, or what will be the issue of the con- 
test. This is true of all-wars, and a most fearful realization did it 

have in the long and desolating contest, which is the subject of this 

history. ‘y, i.e. TUXav. —— dréxopev*refers to both the Athe- 
nians and Lacedemonians. These states were equally removed from 

the elevation or prostration of power, which hung upon the uncertain 

issue of the war. ev adnd@ kudvvevera, is exposed to great un- 
certainty ; literally, 7s periled in the dark. 

3. Tav epyav—exovra. (engage in). §. § 192.1. Steph. supplies 
tay Adyev after mpérepov. But perhaps this is unnecessary, as it evi- 

dently stands opposed to voreporv, and may therefore be taken abso- 

lutely. a refers to épyor. Kakorrazobvres denotes time (see 
N. on I. 13. § 6), and contains the protasis of ray Xéyev drrovra, they 

betake themselves to counsels (literally, to words). For the genitive, cf. 

8. $192.1. The variety of uses in waich the Attics employed drra; 
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especially in the middle voice, may be seen in almost any good lexi 

con. 70 ‘belongs to KaxorraSovrres. 

4, év....avroi, who (see N. on I. 8.§1) are not yet onnsiaa an 

such an error, as to engage in war without due deliberation. So the 

Schol. explains dyapria by tH mpodexZeion aBovdig Tod modépov. 
épavtes, SC. ev ToLlavTn dyaptia dvras. €ws, while. ——ai%aiperos, 

in the power of, depending on the will, isin the predicate. Aveww 
depends on Aéyouev ipiv. There is a play on Avew—Aveoda, the 

former being taken in the sense of to break, violate, the latter, to be 

terminated, adjusted. Cf. Xen. Anab. III. 1. § 21. Kata Ty 

Evysnkyny, according to compact = in conformity with the terms of the 
treaty. ‘‘Etenim in feederibus tricennalibus (I. 115. §1) scriptum 

erat, dzAa pu) emuéepery, jv Sixas SeAwor Siddvar, VII. 18. § 2.” Poppo. 
7H, or otherwise. Seovs trovs dpxious. See N. on I. 71.§5. The 
oaths here referred to, were those with which the treaty was ratified. 

apyovras (sc. tyas) follows dpuiverSar. Tavtn... .upnynose, 

the way in which you may lead us = according to the example which 

you may set us. “tidnynoSe idem quod mponynose.” Goel. ‘They ~ 
both express the same idea, but not exactly the same part of it: mpo- . 

nycio%a. expresses the precedence, tpyyetoSa: the nearness of the lead- 
er.” Arnold. 

CHAPTER LXXIX. 

Having heard the speeches on both sides, the Lacedamonians deliberate by themselves on 
the present state of things (§ 1); the majority are for immediate war, when Archidamus 

their king addresses them in opposition to such precipitous measures (§ 2). 

1. ray ’ASnvaiey depends on #rovoay (S. § 192), and not as some 

think on & @deEav (= robs Adyovs). peTaoTnodpevor mavras, hav- 

ing caused all (i. e. both their allies and the Athenians) to withdraw. 

8. § 209.2. Of. Xen. Anab. IL. 3. §.8. Kata odas airovs, among 
themselves. 

“2. émi....epepov, the opinions inclined to the same point. The 
metaphor is taken from roads meeting in a common centre. 

ddiceiv....Tdxer explains*rd ard, modepnréa eiva, they should go 
to war. See N, on mepirnréa, I. 72. § 1. *Apxidapnos. Archidamus 
II. succeeded his grandfather (a. o. 469), his father Zeuxidamus having 

died some time previous. A brief but judicious estimate of his 

moral worth, and the eminent services which he rendered to his state, 
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may be found in Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. I. p. 
267. The Peloponnesian war for the first ten years, is frequently 

called -the Archidamian war. Soxayv eivac does not imply doubt, 
but that which was a matter of general repute. 

CHAPTERS LXXX—LXXXV. 

The speech of king Archidamus, comprised in these chapters, has for its 
main object, the postponement of hostilities until negotiation has been tried, 
and the Lacedemonians have increased their resources. He urges the 
wealth, the high-state of preparation for war, and the naval supremacy of 
the Athenians, as a reason why, with their present resources, the Lacedemo- 
nians could not hope to be victorious (chaps. 80, 81). He does not oppose 
the war, if the Athenians refuse to listen to their terms, but advises that 

they should first set forth calmly and with firmness their grounds of com- 
plaint, at the same time making all preparations for war (chap. 82). He 
cautions his auditors against regarding this advice as pusillanimous, or being 
influenced by the charges of tardiness and dilatoriness which may be 
brought against them, for to such a wise and deliberate policy the Laceda- 
monians had been indebted for their glory and independence (chaps. 82, 83). 
In conclusion, he urges them not to hazard their institutions by a precipitous 
declaration of war, which must cost many lives, much treasure, and much 
honor, but to submit the matter, as the Athenians profess their willingness 
to do, to a judicial investigation (chap. 85). The speech is grave, dignified, 
full of sound wisdom and statesman-like views, and worthy of the man who 

pronounced it, and the occasion which called it forth. 

CHAPTER LXXX. 

The speaker commences with a modest reference to his military experience, and that of 
many around hi, which rendered them free from the desire of war entertained by the 
inexperienced ($1); as to the war in respect to which they were consulting, it would be 
very momentous (§ 2), for against the Peloponnesians war could be waged on equal 

terms, and with dispatch, but should not lightly be declared against a people of such 
power, resources, and naval experience as the Athenians (§ 8), especially as the Lacedx- 
monians in wealth and maritime resources were so much inferior (§ 4). 

1. mod\A@v 76n wodgpov. Archidamus inust have been at this time 

quite an old maa, as he is supposed to have died in the fifth year of 
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the war, in the forty-second year of his reign (see N. on III. 89. § 1). 

ToUs, SC. €umeipovs from the preceding context. pnte—eriSv- 
pijca—pnre—vopicavra. The change to the participial constmpction 
is somewhat harsh. Cf. Mt. § 397.38. Both clauses denote the end or 

effect of the skill and experience, which the speaker claims for himself 

and many of his auditors. 

2. révde, SC. rov mdAepor. ovx—eAdyxtoroy is a litotes for great- 

est, most momentous. The Schol. refers é€dayiorov to time, but that, 

as Bloomf. remarks, is judging by the event. Archidamus might 
easily predict the severity of the struggle between two such states as 

Sparta and Athens, and yet be profoundly ignorant of the length of 

time, in which it would be carried on. —~— ei ris—ékdoyitorro = ei 
exdoyiforese. So we frequently use one, some one, etc. for the personal 
pronouns. Cf. 8. § 165. b; Mt. § 487.3; K. § 303. R. 6. 

3. yap introduces an explanation of ov« éAdytorov. —— kal before 
dotvyeirovas is epexegetical, especially, even. Poppo refers dorvyei- 

rovas to the Argives, and some of the Arcadians with whom the 

Lacedemonians waged frequent and bloody wars. Tapépotos, of 

the same description, i. e. military rather than naval. So Arnold 

explains with the Schol. Didot takes adxj in the sense of épan, om. 
the ground that the common explanation (vies, strength) conflicts 

with the beginning of the next chapter, where superiority in strength 

and numbers over the Athenians is claimed. But if wapépouos refers 

to the kind rather than the degree of power, that objection will be of 

no force. oidvy re refers to éASeiv, and is therefore in the neuter. 

Literally, t6 proceed against each one is possible. When spoken of 

persons, oids re means able. ep éxaora. Duk. supplies ra ywpia 
with the Schol. éxas Peloponnesus. idia Kal Snuocio, pri- 

vate and public. Notice the distinctness and emphasis given to the 

nouns in this sentence by the frequent use of the conjunction. 

ye xopio, at least in any one place. Athens, in the height of her 

prosperity, contained at least 200,000 inhabitants. Cf. Leake’s Athens, 

I. p. 440; Appendix XXIII. ddpov wroredcis. See N. on I. 19 

§ 1. —— mpos rovrous refers to avdpas, which is repeated by the pro 

noun, in consequence of the words which intervene between it and 

the verb dpacsa. S. § 160. N. 5. —— moreicavras agrees with pas 
the omitted subject of érery3qva. Repeat xp) from the preceding 
clause. py: 

4, yvavol depends on moretcavras to be mentally supplied from 

the preceding context. Hooovs in ships. xpdvos evéeorar, time 

will intervene, i. e. before the thing spoken of can be done, time will 
he required. —— xpyyacw is joined in construction with vavoiv. — 

fe 
EVt 
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TOAAG... . AAEirroper, in this (i. €. wealth) we are stitl more deficient. 
Lhe coiparative is herestrengthened by woAA@ ér. Of. K. § 239. R. 

1; S.§ 159.4. For the construction of rovrov, cf. 8. § 200.8. The 

singular is employed although referring to a plural noun, because the 

noun is regarded in the abstract as a thing. Cf. Mt. § 489. —- ép 

Kows (sc. rapteio. Cf. Bos. Gr. Ellip. p. 127), in the common treasury. 

ex tav idiev, from our private resources. The Lacedsemonians 

were poor, as is remarked by the Schol. on this passage. éepopev 

is empioyed here in the sense to contribute. 

CHAPTER LXXXI. 

It would be of little avail to invade and plunder the Athenian territory, since from other 
states they could import whatever was wanted (§$ 1,2); any attempt also to induce 

their allies to revolt would require a fleet, on account of their insular position (§ 3); 
unless they overcame the Athenians by sea, or cut off the revenues by which their navy 

was supported, they themselves would sustain the greatest injury in the war (§ 4); and to 
abandon the contest at such a time, would be dishonorable to them, especially if they 
should be regarded as the authors of the war (§ 5); no one should think that the war 

would be brought to a speedy close, by an inroad into the enemy’s country, for the Athe- 
nians were not the men to succumb, merely because their territory was invaded (§ 6). 

1. rots dmAots = Tois émAiras. But Bloomf. thinks that the word 

refers to the use of arms, in which the Lacedemonians particularly 

excelled. avtav depends on imepdépoper. S. § 189. TO TAHSEt 
is spoken with reference to éyAos in I. 80. § 3, and signifies able-bodied 

men, who are fit to be soldiers. Bloomf. understands by it what we 

call population, in which the Peloponnesians exceeded the Athenians. 
2. rois = rovros. S. § 166. @An yn. Cf. I. 148. § 4, where 

Pericles says the same thing. The following note from Goeller’s 

edition, will give the reader some view of the extent of the Athenian 
dominion, and the number of their allies. “ &Anv yqv Schol. interpre- 

tatur Thraciam et Joniam. Adde Eubcess magnam partem, Cycladas 
pene omnes et ceteras insulas inter Peloponnesum, Cretam et Asiam, 
Dores maritimos, Samios, multos ex Hellespontiis, multas urbes Greecas 

in oris Thracizs et Macedonize, Oropum in confiniis in Beeotia. Adde 

Atheniensium colonias, Scyrum, Lemnum, Imbrum, Aiginetas, qui tum 

Aiginam tenebant, Hestieenses in Eubcea, Naxios, Andrios, fortasse 

etiam Tenivs et Ceos, partim Amphipolitanos, itemque partim Thuri- 

nos. Adde foderatos cum Atheniensibus Barbaros, Sitalcen, regem 
Odrysarum, Odomantos, populum Thraciw, Philippym et Derdam, 

orincipes Macedonum, Pelasgos ad Athon habitantes, Edones, in Italia 
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ray ere in Sicilia Segestanos, Siculos, ete.” ex == dud. 
= ékeiva Ov. exaéovra. Krig. conjectures éoafovrat. 

3. adiorava, to cause to revolt. denoer....vnowrars, it will be 

necessary to assist these with a fleet, because (see N. on I. 9. § 4) jor 

the most part they are islanders. 

4. ris....6 modépos, what sort of a war then will this be of ess 

= how Winserinis will be this war of ours! is odv €orat = Kata Trotop 

tpérov. Schol. yap tllustrantis follows in the next sentence. ap 
av, Jrom which. ado here denotes the material (cf. K. § 288. 3. e). 

Perhaps it is better, however, to regard it as designating the mediate 

instrument. PravroueSa has here the passive signification. Cf. 
Soph. Gr. Verbs, p. 106. 

5. rovr@, in this situation. katadveoSat, to come to terms, to 
treat for peace, is the subject of the sentence. GdAws Te Kal et, 

especially if also, introduces a circumstance, which heightens the 

dishonor of treating for peace, at a time when the party making the 

overtures is worsted in the war. 

6. pij—ératpopesa, let us not be excited (see N. on I. 42.§ 2). Cf. 

S. § 218. 2. éxeivn ye TH €Amidi, with that hope at least, i. e. what- 

ever other hopes we may entertain, let us not expect that so formida- 

ble a power as Athens will be crushed by merely laying waste her 

territories. yé is therefore highly restrictive here. as (how that) 

Taxv mavSnoerar Kk. T. A. is epexegetical of eAmid:. —— dédorka. .. . drro- 

Airopev (S. § 214. b). An almost prophetic foreboding, upon which 

the Schol. remarks, that Thucydides seems to have had in mind pn 

hiv texeeool T éxicow wha Aimoro. Hom. Il. 3. 160. ,d¢ is here 

strongly adversative = but (so far from the war being speedily termi- 

nated) I*fear rather, etc. oUTws eikds—pnyre, 80 unlikely is it. 

The dative gpovnpati (with their high spirit) may be ranked with 

datives designating the mode or manner, and so Jelf in his Index of 
Authors (Gram, Vol. I. p. 452) regards it. Steph. makes it stand for 

Und ppovnparos. 
metu ne ab hostibus vastetur, se subjicere cuilibet conditioni.” Haack. 

This expression is similar to those which we so often use: he is a slave 

to money, to ambition, to pleasure, ete., by which we mean, an attach- 

“ment to these things so inordinate, that every thing else is sacrificed 

1or their attainment. Thus if the Athenians yielded as soon as they 

saw their country plundered, they would evince a spirit of slavery to 

their soil, by the preference given to that, over the enjoyment of true 

liberty. kararAayjva. In the simple verb it is zAnynva. Soph. 
Gr. Verbs, p. 228. 

tT yn Sovredoat, “i.e. THs yns evexa Sovdedoat, 

ont ont a bet hee 
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quarter, from whatever quarter. 
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CHAPTER LXXXII. 

The Lacedemonians should not overlook the wrongs of their allies, Lut make thein tho 
ground of expostulation, in the meantime raising auxiliary forces both of Greeks and 
Barbarians, and getting their affairs in a state of readiness for war (§ 1); if the Athenians 

listened to their expostulations, the result would be most happy, but if they did not, 

then after due preparations, it would be advisable to march against them (§ 2); perhaps, 

in view of the preparations of the Lacedzmonians, they would prefer coming to terms, 
in order to preserve their territory from devastation (§ 8); which territory the Lacedx- 
monians held as a surety, and it should therefore be spared as long as possible (§ 4); as 
things now are, its devastation would bring disgrace and difficulty upon the Peloponne- 
sians, since accusations may be cleared away, but a war undertaken to redress private 

grievances cannot easily be brought with honor to a close (§§ 5, 6). 

1. od piv ovdé—xereva, but yet I do not bid you. The two nega- 
tives in this formula serve to strengthen the negation, and are to be 

taken together, and not separately, as Hoog. (Gr. Part. p. 152. XII.) 

‘supposes, the former denying simply and generally, the other particu- 

larly. Of. S. 230.1. dvacSntas, as if without perception = as 

though you were indifferent. Reference is had to the expression, 76 

dvaigSnrov, uttered by the Corinthians (I. 69. § 3). —— pre, not yet, 

i. e. not immediately. xiveiv, méprew and the other infinitives 
which follow, depend on xedevo. pnre....emitpewouev. ‘The 

sense is, neither to threaten war too plainly, and yet to let them see, 

that we shall not allow them to go on as they are going on.” Arnold. 

or kat dyAovvras os ovK éemitpéeyronev, Where for as émirpeyrouer some 

such word as duédcay should stand. dy in kay (i. e. kai dv) belongs 

to ¢fapriecSav. rovT@ (sc. xpdv@), in the meantime. 
aywyn, by a bringing over, by an accession. 

mpoo- 

et mosey, if from any 

this passage, I am inclined to follow that which is adopted by Haack, 

and partially by Arnold, i. e. to place a comma after mpooAndpueda 

and éxropi(opeSa, inclosing dveripSovoy....dvacwSjva in the marks 
of a parenthesis, In this way cai in xai....éxmopifape%a responds to 

ré before mpooaywy7, the two propositions containing the mode of 
effecting the object, expressed in ra térepa atrav eEaprieoSat. 
averripSovoy (see N. on I. 75. $5) belongs to dSsaowSjvar, which is the 
subject of the sentence. S. § 153. doo dorep 
...-emtBovdevdpeSa = exeivous (the subject of diac@Sqvar) dco. émiBov- 

Aevovrac Somwep x. tT. A. Of. Jelf’s Kihn. §§ 817.4; 895.3. See N. on 
Ill. 67. § 7. Ta avTav = Ta Hyav ai’toy. The reflexive pronouns 

of the third person are often used as general reflexives without refer« 

dé = yap. 

In respect to the punctuation of » 

- 
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ence to person. exrropt{ape%a to have corresponded with mpoo- 
aywy7, Should have been, as Poppo remarks, [ex] zopicue. This clause 
refers to the second mode of obtaining supplies, viz. from. their own 
resources. ee | fie 
2. radra dpora (sc. ety) = this will be the best issue of the affair, 
A truly noble sentiment, worthy of the experience and high station of 
the speaker. dteASdvr@v....tpidv, when (see N. on I. 18. § 6) two 
or three years have elapsed ; literally, two and three years. Cf. rowod- 
Tey Kat mapanAnciar, I. 22. § 4. apetvoy is to. be constructed with 
neppaypevoe (perf. part. pass. of dpdcce), being better prepared for 
defence. iv Sox is to be taken with tev ex adrois. 

3. airy (referring to mapackevyy) dpoia troonpaivorras, signifying 

the same things as our actions. Bloomf. says that tmocnpaive signifies, 

to give a private ojya or intimation of any thing, subindico, to inti- 

mate. padAoy belongs to ay etkotev. €xovres and dparres (su- 

pra) denote time. See N. on I. 18. § 6. epSappevoy by a hostile 
irruption. Archidamus afterwards acted on the principle which he 
here recommended. Of. II. 18. 

4. éunpoy, pledge, surety. Suidas explains it, évéyupov, rd eis eipi- 
ynv Siddpevov emi ovvSnxats. Bauer takes €yew in the sense of 
mapéxew, they furnish to you. Bloomf. makes it stand for xaréyew. 
Livy, V. 42, is cited in illustration of this passage: “‘non omnia con- 
cremare tecta ut pignus, ad flectendos hostium animos haberent.” 

js, 1. e. their territory. 
€s ddvotay kataoticartas, by 

ovx jocov 60@ = TocovT@ paddov ba@. 
For the genitive, cf. 8. § 197. 2. 

bringing them into desperation. 

5. éyxAnpacw émerxdevres, being incited by the incite: Some 
translate: hastening on account of the accusations (Mt. § 398. 5), but 

this is less suited to the context, for here Archidamus refers not so 

much to haste, as to an excited state of mind which begets hasty and 

ill-concerted measures. avriy refers to thy yay supra. - Spare 

ores a beware lest, or more literally, see to it that—not. ato-ytov 
and dropwrepoy are here used for the positive with padrov. The other 
member of the comparison may be mentaily supplied thus: more of 

disgrace (than of honor), which is better than with Gail. to attach the 

notion of nimis to the comparative. mpdfopev. The canon of 

Dawes, that the subjunctive of the first aorist (except in the passive 

voice) cannot follow és pn, is how beginning to be doubted by many 

of the best scholars and critics. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 821.1. See. N. on 

3. 78.§1. The reading of Dindorf is that of Bekker, to whose tact in 
respect to the use or rejection of the indicative, Arnold expresses him- 

self disoosed to defer and therefore follows him here in the employ- 
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ment of the indicative. Poppo, Goeller, Haack, and Bloomf. edit rpdé- 
per, to which reading I am inclined. 

6. oidv re. See N. on I. 80. §3. trav idiev. The Schol. 

refers this to the Corinthians, but there were others who complained 

of the Athenians, as the Megareans (I. 67. § 4), and in § 5 supra, we 

have rois rav Evpydyor éykAnpaow éerecxZévres. There is.no doubt, 

however, that the Corinthians are more especially referred to. —— 

ovx timdpxet, it is not possible. Kad ére xapnoe, “what issue 4 
will have.” Bloomf. 

CHAPTER LXXXIII. 

It should not be deemed the result of cowardice, that so many states did not immediately 
attack a single state ($1), for the Athenians have many allies and much tribute, and 

war demands treasures no.less than arms (§ 2); means therefore for carrying on the war 

should be provided, and as the greatest share of responsibility would fall to the Lacedee- 
monians in the war, they ought to deliberate well as to what would be its most probable 
issue (§ 3). 

1. dvavipia is the predicate, and moddods....éemedSeiv the subject 
of the proposition. 

2. yap introduces a reason why pusillanimity should not be charged 
upon the allies for not declaring war immediately. kai, also. 

eddooous refers only to Evpyaxoe: allies not less in number (than our 

own), and who bring them tribute. The allies of the Lacedeemonians 
were exempt from paying tribute. eorw....damavns, literally, 

war is not of arms the more but of treasures = war does not require 

arms so much as treasure. The full construction would be ré mdéov 

(sc. 7 Samdvns), adda Samdyms (Sc. Td wACov 7) SrA@v). Cf. Jelf’s 

- Kihn. § 774. Obs. 5. The genitives may be referred to Mt. § 316; 8. 
§ 190. —— 8 qv, by means of which (i. e. of treasure), not on account 

of which. a\Xa@s....Saracciovs, especially in the case of inland- 

ers at war with a maritime power. This use of the dative is quite 

unusual. Bloomf. finds another example in. rots rparois—yerporéxvais, 
| VIL 72. § 2. 

3. wopiompesa. S. § 218. 2. oimep Sé kal x... The order 
. a \ @& A , “a ae ~ > ’ a ee | , 

is: oimep Sé eLoper rd mr€ov Tis airias Tév dwoBawdvrev én’ duddrepa 

(i. e. whether the result be prosperous or the contrary). The words 
_ 10 mA€ov THs airias may be rendered, the greater share of responsibility. 

 Betant classes airias with I. 89. § 3; II. 18.§8; 60.§ 17; III. 13. § 7, 

_ in which places it must be rendered blame. But as ray droBawdrv- 
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tov ex apddrepa looks to the alternative of a successful as well as a 
disastrous issue, in which case no blame would accrue to the Lacede- 
monians, it is better to take airias in the more general sense of cause 

whether of good or evil. ovro: is the antecedent of oiep. —— 

avray,’ SC. Tay aroBatvdvTav. Notice the change of person in spoi- 
Sepev, by which an application of the general sentiment is made to 
the case in hand. 

CHAPTER LXXXIV. 

It should cause no shame to be reproached with delay, since haste would in the end pro-. 
crastinate the war (§ 1); their moderation was prudence, which neither prosperity nor 

adversity, praise or reproach could disturb (§ 2); this rendered them both brave and 
wise, because a sedate and orderly temper inspired them with a keen sense of shame, and 
also a due regard to the laws, and they had been so educated as not to be sagacious in 

useless matters, nor to utter eloquent censures on the measures of the enemy, to which 

their deeds did not correspond; but to regard the plans of others as very similar to their 

own, and beyond the power of eloquence to unfold (§ 3); presuming the measures cf the 

enemy to be wisely taken, they should place no dependence upon their blunders, but 
upon their own courage and wisdom, not imagining any great difference to be among 

men, but that he is best, who has been trained up in what is most needful (§ 4). 

1. rd Bpadd cai pedArov. See N. on 1d mcrov, I. 68. $1. Respect- 
ing the charge of tardiness and dilatoriness to which Archidamus here 

replies, cf. I. 69. § 4; 70. §§ 2-4. Indeed no small portion of the Co- 

rinthian speech consisted in upbraiding the Lacedwmonians for their 

slow and procrastinating temper. b....9av, which most espe- 
cially they blame in us. padiora is to be taken with 6 = which more 

than any other thing. In respect to nuaév, which Kihner (§ 273. 5. f) 

ranks with the genitive of material, I prefer with Crosby (§ 391. 2) 

to regard it as a possessive genitive, in dependence upon the neuter 
pronoun, which in connection with verbs of praise, Liame, or wonder, 
takes such a genitive. Of. Mt. § 317. aomevdovres, if you were to 

hasten (to the war). S. § 225. 6. The apodosis is dy mavca%e. 

Bloomf. regards this as a sort of adage like our ‘to make more haste 
than good speed,’ and ‘the furthest way round is the surest way 

home.’ Compare the Latin proverb, jestina lente. kal dua in- 

troduces another reason why the Lacedwmonians should not be 

ashamed of the charge here responded to. There is no need with 
Bloomf. of supplying 4:4 rodro, since, as Haack observes, the speaker 

employs the argumentum ab effectu. The fact that the Lacedwmoni- 
ans had always enjoyed a free city, is adduced as proof that their 

habits were not deemed worthy of reprehension. 
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2. Sivarai—rodr civa, “in this consists.. Bloomf. Perhaps the 

expression = can be regarded as. rovro refers to rd Bpadd Kai péAXov 
($1 supra), as does also adré in the next clause. evmpayiats, On 

account of success (Mt. § 398. b), or tm prosperity (K. § 283. 3). [tis 

well remarked. by Bloomf., that Archidamus now proceeds to give a 

sort of sketch of the Lacedssmonian character, in opposition to that 
given of the Athenians sy the Corinthians. rav—étorpuvdrtar 
depends on 7Sov7, in the sense of ydovq fy mapéxovow of eEotpivovres 

: ovdev belongs to both the participle and the verb. Of. I. 12. $1, 

685. § 1. Betant interprets dvemeio2npev, we would be persuaded, 

as though it were the simple éezeioSnyev. Poppo also (Proleg. I. p. 
208) considers dva- as pleonastic. But Bloomfield more correctly 
makes it stand for peremeioSnpev, we would be persuaded to change 

- (our determination). The aorist here denotes customary action. See 

N. on I. 70. § 6. : 

; 8. rd evkoopov (good order) = tiv cadpocvyny, which for the sake 

_ of variety is substituted for it in the next sentence. TO eV... 
- etyuyia, the one, because a sense of shame is the main element of an 

_ orderly temper, and from a sense of shame arises a manly spirit. The 
reasoning is syllogistical: a sense of shame is always attendant upon 

_ moderation and discretion; but a sense of shame begets a manly 

spirit; therefore a manly spirit is the result of moderation and discre- 

3 tion. 1d per refers to moAemxol, which is repeated in edWvyia as 
- aid&s isin aicyivns. The difficulty in interpreting this passage, has 

resulted from overlooking the synonymous words. cappoovrns 
mrcioroy peréxet, shares most largely in moderation of temper. 8. 
§ 191. N. evBovra Sé€ responds to rd pev (cf. Vig. p. 2. IV.) and 

refers back to e%SovAor—yryvopeSa. dpakéotepov... .maWevdpevot 

(a varied construction for éri dua&éarepov madevdpeSa), because we are 

too unlearned (spoken sarcastically) to despise the laws. dpa%éorepov 

is taken adverbially with wadevdpevor. The genitive rps imepowias 
depends on dyuaSéorepor (S. § 195. 1) in the sense of # Scare rods vdpnous 
tmepopay. Of. Mt. § 451; 8. 223.1. This passage refers to the re- 

proaches cast upon the Lacedemonians in the speech of the Corinthi- 
ans (I. 68). codpovécrepov. Repeat mardevdpevor. Ta aypeia 

limits éuverot as the accusative synecdochical, and refers to the elo- 

quence studied and practised by the Athenians, but deemed by the 

Lacedemonians of trifling importance and therefore neglected by 

them. The words Ady@ Kahas peuddpevor are opposed to dvopoiws 

épyo emeEévar, and hence pepddpevor may be rendered into English 

by an infinitive, in order to correspond to émefcévar, or by the indica- 

tive with an adverb of time, while we blame (see N, on I. 18. §6).-— 
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dvopotws to our harangues. —— émeféiévac depends grammatically on 

mawWevdpevot, although in a manner epexegetical of the clause immedi- 

ately preceding. vouitew. Supply again madevdpevor mapa 

mAnoiouvs, SC. Tais muerepats: So Haack and Poppo. Arnold after 

Goel. gives as the sense of rapamAnoiovs....tuvxas, like to the chances 

of war, which cannot be distinctly made out in words beforehand (ov 

Ady Siatperds). This may be the true sense of this obscure passage, 

and yet the objection made by Goel. to Haack’s interpretation, that 

Thucydides could not have been ignorant of the almost infinite diver- 

sity of the thoughts of men, is not very weighty, since d:avoias refers 

here to purpose or intention in respect to the carrying on of war, 

which a skilful general will oftentimes divine, by considering what he 

himself would do, if placed in the situation of his enemy. 

4, aet de—€py is opposed to od Ady@ Siarperds, the construction 
being changed from the infinitive to the finite verb wrapacxevag{dmeSa. 

@s....evavrious is put for mpds rovs évavriovs ds mpds ed Bovdevo- 

pevovs. The preposition, when it should stand twice with two dif- 

ferent nouns, is often put only once, and then not with the principal 

noun, but with the substantive in apposition, if that precedes. Of. 

Mt. § 595. 4. as duaptnoopevery, on the supposition that they will 

commit blunders. K.§ 312. 6; 8. § 226. a. @$ Huav....mpovoou- 

pevoy. The construction is, dAN (yew dei tas eAmidas €&) judy air&r 

as adapades mpovoovpéevor. TON Te....av%perov. The sentiment 
is similar to that contained in vopifew....eivac (§ 3. supra), as given by 

Haack and Poppo, only more general. déZpemoy is the subject of 

Siapepew upon which dyZpearov depends (S. § 198. 2). ev Tos 

dvayxavoraro.s, in things that are necessary, opposed to ra dxpeia in 

§ 3 supra. 

CHAPTER LXXXV. 

In short, since they had been prosperous under the institutions handed down by their fore« 
fathers, they should not cast them aside, and act with precipitation in an affair of such 
moment ($1); but should send an embassy to Athens on the affairs complained of, and 
meanwhile make preparations for war (§ 2). Archidamus having closed his speech, Sthe 

nelaidas, one of the ephors, rises to reply (§ 8). 

1. pedéras, institutions, referring more particularly to the educa 

tion of children and youth, according to the laws of Lycurgus. —— 

a@pedovpevor exouer, we have used with advantage. See N. on I. 67 

$1. py map@pev (S. § 218. 2). The object is pedéras. und’ 
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This negative belongs to the whole proposition with which it is con- 

nected. See N. on I. 12. §1; 84. $2. TEept TOMAGY Topdrer 

kK, tT. A., involving many lives, much wealth, etc. In respect to the re- 

petition of xai, see N. on I. 80. $8. éEeortt, 8c. Ka’ novxiav Bov- 

ede from the preceding context. paddov érépov = paddov 7} 

érépois. Mt. § 454. Obs. 2. The Corinthians are referred to in érépav. 

Of. I. 69. § 5; 71. §1. dia iyi, on account of our power, which 
would deter any one from attacking us rashly. - 

2. wept Sv =aept éxeivav ad, of which the relative is constructed 

with dduceio%a, according to the formula ddiceiv twa rt. In respect 

to of Evppaxot gacw. ddieiosa, cf. I. 67. § 4. @ ros te kal. 

See N. on I. 83. § 2. éroipov....dSodvat, since they are ready to 
submit to trial. The participle here denotes cause. See N. on I. 9. 

§4 (end). On Sixas dotva, see N. on I. 28. § 2. dé = yap. 

adixotvra, by its antithesis with rév diddvra (sc. dixas), signifies one 
who is convicted of wrong-doing, or who refuses to submit to a judi- 

cial investigation. The subject of this sentence is téva, with which 

the predicate vdpuipoy is put in agreement, and which is qualified by 

ov mpérepop. yap. The ellipsis may be supplied, for (by thus 

doing) you will consult, ete. 
8. SYeveAaidas. Of. Pausan. III. 7. § 10 (cited by Poppo): Seve- 

Aaidas, €s re GAXa dv ovk advvatos év Aaxedaipon, Kal epapeiaaye ev TA 

rére, TOU modeuov padiara éyéveTo aitios. 

CHAPTER LXXXVI. 

Sthenelaidas commences his speech, which is truly Spartan in its brevity and bluntness, 

by professing his inability to comprehend the speech of the Athenians, who had said 
many things in their own praise, but had passed over the charges made against them by 

the allies in perfect silence. If they had done well in the Persian war and were now con- 

ducting badly, they ought to receive a double punishment for ceasing to be good and 
for becoming bad (§ 1); as the Lacedemonians had not changed, they should delay not 
to revenge the injuries done to their allies (§ 2); whatever might be the resources of 

the Athenians, yet they had allies, whose wrongs should not be redressed by words but 

by actions (§ 3); not the avengers but the doers of an injury should consume time in 
deliberation (§ 4); the dignity of Sparta, and a regard for their allies, demanded that a 

check shouid be put upon the rising power of the Athenians (§ 5), 

1. dyreimov ds odk ddtkotor. See N. on ds od after dvrédeyor, I. 
77. § 3. kairot ei, and yet if= granting that. Ourdacias Cy 

ulas. Of. Il. 67. § 2. 
—~, 
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2. spoior, the same, i. e. liberators of Greece (as the Schol. remarks), 
of &....mdcxew. There are two modes of interpreting this 

passage, according as péAXovor macyew is taken in the sense of to be 

about to suffer, or to delay suffering, both of which tend to the same 

thing, viz. that the allies are now actually suffering injuries. The 

latter signification is preferred by Haack, as more consentaneous with 
peAAnoovey Which precedes. Thus there would be a play on these 

words, which are here strongly opposed: let us not delay to take ven- 

geance—for our allies do not delay to suffer injuries. of & is em- 

ployed for the demonstrative pronoun. 

8. Gros, i. e. the Athenians. ovs....€aTiv, whom we must 
not betray to the Athenians, The verbal wapadoréa is followed by 
the same case as its verb. ‘*The use of the plural for the singular, — 

appears to have arisen from the want of a noun or definite object of 

sense, to give strict unity to the conception.” Crosby § 451. N. —— 

py) Ady is to be taken with Prazropevovs, and so I have pointed the 
passage. maytt o%éver, with all our might. 

4, ddixovpévous, when we are injured (see N. on I. 138. § 6), is to be 

constructed with BovAeverSat. G\Aa—parrov. mpérer, but it is 
rather becoming. The general sentiment is, that men ought to con- 

sult long before they commit an act of injustice, but in punishing evil- 

doers, there was no need. of deliberation. soddy xpdvoy is spoken in 

reference to the words of Archidamus, I. 85. § 5. 

5. agias tis Smdprys, i.e. as is suitable to the dignity of Sparta. 
katrarpod.dapev = mpodidapev, Only stxonger. 

with the aid of the gods. 

A al o co 

Evv Tots Zeois, 

CHAPTER LXXXVIL. 

Sthenelaidas, in virtue of his office as ephor, puts the question to vote in the Lacedamo 
nian assembly ($1); pretending that he could not determine, by the shout, on which 

side was the majority, he proceeds to take the question by a division of the assembly 

by which it appeared that by a large majority the treaty was declared to be broker 

(§§ 2, 3); the allies having been called in and informed of the vote, it was resolved to ca¥ 

a general meeting of the allies, and submit to them the question of war, in order thy 

if it was resolved upon, it might be waged in concert (§ 4); after this decision of the as 

sembly, which took place the fourteenth year of the thirty years’ truce, the allies anu 

Athenians return home (§§ 5, 6). 

1. ene hghiter—eés rv exxrnoiay (= €v rH exkdyoig), put the ques- 

tion to vote in the assembly. éneWnditew = Wipor mporeiva. Of, Mt. 
{ 
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§ 402. Obs. épopos av. On the powers and duties of the ephors, 
ef. Mull. Dorians, II. pp. 114-1382. 

2. ov Who. ‘Sed ne ipsi quidem Athenienses in ecclesia calculis 
utebantur, sed yecpovovig.” Haack. This however was not always 

the case. eat is to be supplied with émorépa peifov, and has 
properly for its subject rv Bony, @hich is transferred into the principal 

clause as its object. See N. on modu, I. 72. § 1. avtovs depends 
on é6ppnoa. dmrodeckvupevous denotes the means. See N. on I. 9. 

$1. This device of Sthenelaidas caused many to vote for the war, 

who dared not openly to go against what seemed to be the popular 

side of the question. ér@ refers for its antecedent to the omitted 
subject of dvaornra, and limits Soxoter. of ’ASnvaio. Repeat 

dci~as is to be referred to €keEev, as though 
written edcfev Sei~as ru xwpiov adrois. The sentence, as it now stands, 
is parenthetical. dr@—pi) Soxotow. See N. on doris, I. 40. § 2. 

€s Ta emi Sdtepa. Repeat dvacrnro. - 
3. dvaoravres. Haack thinks that it may be inferred from this, 

that the Lacedemonians, after the custom of the heroic age, sat upon 

the ground while they were deliberating. ‘Sed cur dvacrqva: minus 

recte ad eos, qui de sedibus surrexerint, spectare posse crediderit, nos 

preterit.” Poppo. ois = ékeivoe ois, the antecedent being the 
subject of eyevarros 

A, open pev Soxoiev = they had determined = it was cag opinion, 
Tovs mavras Euppdxous. Of. I. 119. 

5. of pev, i. e. the Corinthians and the other Lacedeomonian allies. 
 — éf’ drep prov, having transacted the business for which they 
iad come (see N. on driorn, I. 62. § 1). 

6. rov—AeAvoSa is the attributive genitive in dependence on d:a- 
yvoun, with which it is properly in apposition. Cf. the Homeric 

‘TAiov mroXieSpov, and the Latin urds Rome. €y TQ....O€KATO. 
“‘ Mense hujus anni quinto vel medio vel exeunte.” Poppo. —— pera 

ra EvBoika, after the Huboic war. 

15 
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CHAPTERS LXXXVIIT.—CXVII. 

Having related the ostensible causes of the war in chaps. 24-87, the his 
torian now recurs to a remark made in chap. 23. § 6, that the real ground of 
the war was the fear, with which the Lacedemonians regarded the great and 
rapid increase of the Athenian power. In order to make this evident, he 
now proceeds to give in detail a history of the affairs of Greece, from the 
elose of the Persian war down to the commencement of the Peloponnesian 
war. In this narrative, he shows in what way the Athenians had augmented 
their power, the policy which governed their treatment of their allies, and 
their steady purpose to promote the aggrandizement of their own state, the 
gradual withdrawal of the Lacedemonians from the public affairs of Greece, 
and their virtual surrender of the general guidance and control to the Athe- 
nians. It is one of the most valuable summaries of history which has been 
handed down to us, and is justly celebrated for its perspicuity, conciseness, 
and evident truthfulness and impartiality. The reader, who would under- 
stand well the position and relative strength of the two leading states of 

Greece, when the Peloponnesian war broke out, should make himself very’ 
familiar with the events of these preceding years, which the ancient gram- 

marians distinguished by the common name of the fifty years. Arnold 
remarks, that “to follow the history in chronological order, a reader, after 
finishing Herodotus, should take up Thucydides at the 89th»chapter, and 
read to the 117th inclusive: he should then go back to the 24th, and read 
from thence to the 88th inclusive, after which he should proceed directly to 

the 118th.” 

This summary of Greek history may be divided into, (1) the manner ir. 
which the Athenians attained to their power (chaps. 89-96); (2) the causes: 
and events which led to their subjugation of the allies (chaps. 97-118). I 
would venture here to suggest, that these chapters (i. e. 88-117), in conse- 

quence of their comparative freedom from involved constructions and other 

perplexing difficulties, which embarrass the reader in other portions of our 

author, might advantageously be read first, as a kind of introduction to the 

style, and a gradual preparation for reading the more difficult parts. 

CHAPTER LXXXVIII. 

This chapter serves to introduco the digression contained in chaps. 88-117. 

1. 0d rocotrov....dvmmBaowv, not so much because they believed. (see 

N. on I. 9. $4) the statements of their allies, as because they feared 
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lest the Athenians should become more and more powerful. The con- 
struction is as though it had been written, @oBovpevor py ob *ASnvaior 

—dumsaor. See N. on mdr, I. 72. § 1. dpavres is related to 
PoBovpevor as denoting the cause why they feared. The extent of 

dominion attributed to the Athenians by the Lacedemonians is doubt- 
less exaggerated, unless, as Bloomf. thinks, the Athenian allies, sub- 

jects, and colonies, both in Greece, Asia, and elsewhere, are included 

in the general expression here made use of. See N. on I. 81. § 2. 

CHAPTER LXXXIX. 

The design of this summary of Grecian history, which extends from the siege of Sestos te 
the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, is to show the origin and progress of the Athe- 

nian power in Greece (§1); the Persians having been driven from Europe and conquered 
at Mycale, Leotychides the Spartan king, with the Peloponnesian allies, returns home, 

but the Athenians and their confederates remaining lay siege to Sestos and succeed in 

taking it, after which they return to their respective homes (§ 2); the Athenians then 

bring back their wives and children, and prepare to rebuild the city and its walls (§ 3). 

1. 7ASov... .nvéENnSnoar, “ad res gerendas venerunt, per guas creve- 
runt.” Portus. 

2. I prefer with Haack to construct és eines with of karapvydv- 
tes, those of them who had fled away in their ships to Mycale. There 

bis, however, no serious objection to constructing it with dvefSdpnoar, 
were defeated at Mycale. 

of Archidamus II. (see N. on I. 79. § 2), after the battle of Mycale, 
was sent into Thessaly, where, after several successes obtained over 

Aewrvyxidns, Leotychides the grandfather 

those who had joined the Barbarians in the Persian war, he yielded 
to the bribes of the Aleuadsz, for which he was brought to trial on his 

return home, and went into exile to Tegea, a. o. 469, where he died. 

Cf. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. —— Syordv, Sestos, 
lay on the Thracian side of the Hellespont. Its possession was deemed 

of importance, because it commanded in a great measure the channel. 

Here Xerxes crossed the Hellespont on bridges of boats. —— émye- 
paoovtes, having remained through the winter. exhirdvreay, having 
abandoned, as EkaoTou = ws ExacTot ervxov. 

3. 7d Kowvdy, the commonwealth, contains the idea of plurality, and 

hence takes a plural verb (dvexopigovro), and has avrois referring to 

it in the plural (cf. Mt. $ 302). The pronoun airois follows dfASov, 

as showing to whom the action expressed in the verb has reference 
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(cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 600. 2), or it may depend on yopas, in the sense of 
the adnominal genitive. Cf. S. § 201. 5. dSev = evreddev ob (udi). 
For the attraetion of relative adverbs, cf. K. § 832. R. 7; 8. $175.1. 

treEeSevro, had removed them for safety. Notice the force of id - 
and éx in this verb, the latter communicating the idea, owt of danger, 

and the former, removal to a secret or retired situation. - Ty 

modu as distinguished from ra reéyy, is to be taken in the sense of 
houses. ai pev modAal and dAtya dé are in partitive apposition 
with oixia, which should properly be put in the genitive denoting 
the whole (cf. K. § 206.3; 5. §156.3). Render: the greater part 

of the houses had fallen, and but few remained standing. 

CHAPTER XC. 

The Lacedzemonians, when they hear that the Athenians are about to rebuild their walls, 
partly of their own accord, and partly instigated by their allies, send an embassy to 

Athens (§ 1), and under pretence that the enemy, if they should return, should have no 

fortified place whence to sally forth, desire the Athenians to desist from their erection 

(§ 2); but Themistocles advises his fellow-citizens to dismiss the Lacedaemonian embassy, 
_ with the promise that they would send envoys to Sparta concerning the matter in hand, 
of whom he being one would repair immediately to Sparta, while they, remaining at 
Athens his associates in the embassy, should apply themselves to the work of fortifying 
the city with all their energies and resources (§ 8); after the giving of which advice, he 

takes his departure (§ 4); having arrived at Sparta he defers his attendance on the 
authorities, under the pretence that he is waiting for his colleagues (§ » 

1. rd peArXov (see N, on I. 68. § 1), what was about to be done, 1. e. 
that the city was about to be fortified. HASov mpecBeia, went by 

embassy = sent an embassy. Ta pev....dpavres, partly because 

(see N. on I. 9. $4) they would (av) have been more glad to see. —— 

ro S¢ responds to ra pév, the singular being employed for the sake 
of emphasis. eforpuvdvray denotes cause. d mplv ovx imnpxe, 
which formerly did not exist. 6 refers to wAnYos, and therefore it 

is not denied that there was any shipping, but only that the fleet was 

not numerous, which was true, for previous to the Persian war the 

Athenians had comparatively no navy. Of. I. 14. § 3. 
2. avrovs, i. e. the Athenians, ara kat, but rather. dots 

elornxet (sc. teixn cognate to rods mepiBddrous, the enclosures, walls), 

as many as had walls standing. dcos refers to rav é@ Wedorovvncou 
(of those cities without Peloponnesus), and limits eiornxe. Arnold 
prefers Evveraryxer, stood or held together, i, e. existed unruined. —-. 
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Evyxa%edciv depends on 7§iovr. opayv, i. e. the Lacedsemonians. 
Td Bovddspevov = tiv BovArnoww, their wish, desire. See N. on I. 

68. $1. és tovs "ASnvaiovs depends on dmorrov. 

dv €yovros = doxovres S€, Gre (et py TeLxiCovev) ov« Gy Exo. For this 

use of ds, see N. on I. 73. § 5. In respect to the employment of the 
participle instead of the substantive sentence (i. e. ds followed by a 

finite verb), cf. K. § 329.6. R.5. The difference between the two 
modes of construction is only in form. amo €xupov rro%ev, from 

any fortified place whatever. dvaxepnow, place of retreat. 

adoppny, a, sallying place; “locus unde fit impetus.” Betant. It is 

liké our military phrase, base of operations. The duplicity and mean- 

ness of the Lacedemonians in this affair, was effectually counteracted 

by the firmness and sagacity of Themistocles, as we shall see in the 

sequel. 
3. youn, by the advice, suggestion. rovs Aaxedatpoviovs de- 

pends on daAAa~ay. The natural order of construction would have 

@s Sé€—ovk 

placed dmokpwdpevor....éyovow immediately after youn. os 

at’tovs. See N. on I. 34. §2. mept Gv = mepl exeivey G. mpos 
éauvt@, besides himself. éxréprrewv. Repeat eéxedever. pexpe 

....apoow, until they should have raised the wall (to a height) sufji- 
cient. In respect to the subjunctive, see N. on xwAvevrar, I. 26. § 2. 

— ore drouayeoS%a explains ixavdy. ex....uwous, the height 

which was barely necessary, i. e. to a height, less than which would be 

useless for purposes of defence. mwavonyet is rendered still more 

- emphatic, by xat avrovs....maidas which follows. Cor. ‘Nep. includes 

also the servants in the number of those who engaged in raising the 
walls and repairing the fortifications. tis @bedeva, any thing of 

service for the work. | 
A, irewrav radda Ore is put by attraction for tmeuray dre Tada. 

Haack places a comma after treurar. rake, 1. &. at Sparta. 

| 5. ras dpyds, the magistrates. Goel. says that the ephors are 
- meant. - diye, Sc. tov xpdvov. mpovpacitero, made excuses, 
_ Frontinus says that he feigned sickness. ray év réder dvrav, of 

those who were in office. The same persons are here referred to as in 
ras apxds. ért is here put for dudre. Of. Mt. § 488.8. Bloomf. 

supplies ri eoriv. To kowvoy refers to the common assembly, befers 

addressing which, as Bloomf. remarks, it was necessary to obtain the 

permission of the dpyai. doxoAlas S€ twos ovaons, on account of 
some engagement 
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CHAPTER XCTI. 

Che confidence of the Lacedemonians in the declarations of Themistocles, is somewhat 
shaken by the counter-statement of others, who report that the walls are building (§ 1} 
they are persuaded by him, however, to send persons to Athens to ascertain the truth of 
his assertions (§ 2); while at the same time he gives private instructions to the Atheni- 
ans, to detain the Spartan messengers until he and his colleagues (who had then arrived) 

should return home (§ 3); this they do, after which Themistocles announces to the Lace- 
dzmonians, that the city is fortified sufficiently for purposes of defence, and that the 
Athenians know what is for their own and the common good (§ 4); that their prudence 

had been manifested, both when through necessity they abandoned their city and 
embarked on board of their ships, and when they were consulted on matters of common 
moment (§ 5); that it would be for their own interest, and that of the allies in general, to 
have their city in such a state of defence, that they would not be deterred from offering 
free and impartial counsel in the common assembly (§§ 6, 7). 

1. of S€ dxovovres....éweiSovro, but when they heard this, they 

believed Themistocles ; not those who heard, etc. avrov is the 

objective genitive, for or towards him. In respect to the high repute 
in which the Lacedemonians held Themistocles, ef. I. 74. § 1. —— 

trav d€ &\Xev does not refer to the Lacedemonian ambassadors, as 
they had returned to Sparta before the arrival of Themistocles (cf. I. 

90. § 8), nor to the colleagues of Themistocles, since their arrival is 

particularly mentioned in § 3 infra, but to those who had come from 

Athens in the way of common business. Haack conjectures, that the 

article is employed to denote all who came, and that the following kat 

may be taken in the sense of vel or adeo. In his German translation 

of the passage he seems, however, to have given to xat the significa- 

tion, which it has before pada and wavy, which Poppo (Suppl. Adnot. 

p. 186) says is approved by Sintenis in Ephem. Scholast. 1831, p. 1140. 

In the place of d\A@v (which is suspected by Dobree), Poppo conjec- 

tures from the words of Plutarch, that Aiywnrav should be substituted. 

In view of all that has been said, I am disposed to retain the article 

and give the passage the translation, the others (as we would say every 

other arrival, ddev being employed in contradistinction to Themisto- 

cles) who came, declaring very openly. As it is probable that Themis- 

tocles had denied that the construction of the walls was going forward 

the declaration of these comers from Athens was a contradiction of 

his assertions, yet the verb in itself has not the signification given it 

by Bloomfield, contradicting his representations. dvros Aap Paver, 

sc..7d Teixos elicited from retxicerat. OUK €LxoV (mentally) ores 

xp) dnooricat, they did not know how they were to discredit the thing. 
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xp7 is a gloss, but cf. ok jmicravro mpds 6 te xpy xopnom, VII. 44. 
§ 8. Seo also Xen, Cyr. I. 4. § 24; IV..5. $19. 

2. pa... .méprvat, not to be led away by reports, but to send rather ; 

literally, not rather to be led away—than to send. “Ex nostra di- 
cendi ratione pro px paddov—i) Magis px) towodrov—daov seu py— 

aG\Aa paddov exspectes.” Poppo. —— odéay airay shows that the re 

presentations, adverse to the declarations of Themistocles, had not 

been made by the Lacedseemonians. —— ypyuroi, respectable, of good 

standing. 

3. dmooréAXovoew odv. According to Cor. Nep., they sent three 
men functos summis honoribus.  Diod. calls them rods érupaverrdrovs, 
but does not state their number. os ixiora emupavas = as secretly 
as possible, mp (always accompanied by dy) is followed by the 

subjunctive or optative when a negative clause precedes, and when 

reference is had to future time, i. e. when its translation is defore. 

When it refers to time past (its translation being wnti2), it takes the 

indicative. Of. Jelf’s Kihn. § 848; K. § 387. 9.a; 8. § 220.2. The 

subjunctive, xoutoSaouv, is here employed according to the general 

rule, that it depends on a primary tense, ceAevov taking the time of 

méprer. 8. § 212. 2. adroit refers to Themistocles and his col- 
leagues. 70n....Tetxos is a parenthesis, thrown in to explain 

why the plural airot was used. —— ’ABpanyos, Abronychus. It was 
he who commanded the ship stationed at Thermopylae, to communi- 

cate between Leonidas and the fleet at Artimesium. —— ’Apioreidys, 
Aristides, surnamed the Just, the rival of Themistocles, For an inter- 
esting sketch of his life, see Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Bom. Biog. and 
Mythol. yap after épo8eiro introduces the reason why Themisto- 
cles gave the direction contained in ds feora....xouicSaow. It 

resumes the narration which was interrupted by the parenthesis #y 
++» eTELXOS. opas, them. Cf. Butt. § 127. 8. érére capas 
dxovoevay, when they should perchance (cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 844. a) obtain 
certain intelligence that the walls were erected. 

4. as mpos....ievac. The order is: rd Aowmdy iévat ds mpds Suay- 
yvaokovras. The infinitive iévae depends on ecimev, to. be repeated 
from the preceding member, where it was followed by ér with the 
indicative. ta £vpdopa and ra xowd (sc. Eiugopa taken as a 
substantive) depend on diayryyooxovras. These remarks of Themisto- 
cles are very spirited and patriotic. 

5. dvev excivar—yvdrres, having determined (on this thing) without 
them (i. e. without asking advice of them). doa... .PovdeveoSat, 
as to any plans which were determined on in conjunction with them 
(i. e. in joint council with the Lacedsemonians). » For the construction 
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of the accusative with the infinitive in the oratio obliqua, and depend- 

ing on averb of saying, declaring, etc., expressed or implied (here 
épacav), cf. Jelf’s Kithn. § 889. a; Mt. § 538. 
inferior to no one. S.§ 198.1. 

6. doxeiv is constructed the same as iéva, § 4 supra. kal voy, 

now also. The subject of «iva: is the proposition ry... .eyew, 

which is also the subject of gcecZat. ‘€s Tovs mavras Evupaxous is 

a varied construction for maou rois Evppdyors, which would regularly 

have followed rots zoAirats. 

7. od yap....BovdeveoSa, for it is impossible for any one, without 

(4) awd) preparation for defence equal [to that of the other members 

of the confederacy], to give similar and equal (i. e. independent and 

impartial) advice in respect to the common weal, to that which is given 

by the more powerful confederates. Arnold paraphrases, jor no one 

could enter heartily into the counsels of a confederacy, unless he had as 

much at stake as the other members of it. But he appears not to have 

caught the idea, which is not equality of interests at stake, but of the 

means of defence, such equalities being necessary to give each mem- 

ber of a confederacy freedom of deliberation in the common council. 

In respect to the general construction, «iva: depends on oidy 7 

(S. § 222. 6), and BovdedeoSa is the subject of the proposition 
(S. § 222. 1). —— 7....€xew, or to consider that this thing (i.e. the 
construction of the walls at Athens) was just and proper. rade= 
TOOE. - 

> 4 NA 

ovdevds voTepor, 

CHAPTER XCITI. 

The Lacedemonians exhibit no appearance of resentment at the speech of Themistucies, 
but nevertheless hold a secret grudge against the Athenians. The ambassadors on both 
sides return home unblamed (§ 1). 

1. dpyjv....émowidvro, manifested no resentment. KoAVN = 
KoAvpare. dnzev, forsooth, indeed, expresses irony, and therefore 

= they pretended. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 726. 2. a. TS Kows@ is ren- 
dered by Portus, ad eorum (i.e. the Athenians) rempublicam. So 

Haack takes the dative for és with the accusative. Valla (cited ap- 

provingly by Goeller) makes 76 xowd depend on mapawére, tho 

verbal being followed by the case of its verb, for the giving counsel 
to the state. Iam inclined, although with some hesitation, to follow 
the explanation of the Schol. ré xowg = imép rod xowod. Cf. Mt 
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§ 387. dua Sé kal... .éervyyavoy I take to be a continuation of the 
avowed sentiments of the Lacedemonians, ris pévros BovAnoeds being 
the resumption of the subject from émototvro trois ’ASnvaiors. The 

participle évres is to be constructed with ériyyavov. 8. 225. 8. 
ev t@ tore, at that time. S. § 228. 1. avrois limits mpoodurcis 
and refers to the Athenians. 

CHAPTER XCIII. 

The Athenians thus surround their city with walls, the hasty construction of which was 
manifest even in the times of Thucydides (§§ 1,¥); at the advice of Themistocles, they 
fortify the Pirzeus, on account of its fine situation for a naval station (§ 8) ; he also excites 
and directs their aim to be masters of the sea (§ 4), and to this end, the Pireus was en- 
closed with a wall of great thickness, although its height was much less than Themis- 

tocles intended (§ 5); this was done with the view that it might be defended by a few 
persons, and the rest spared to man the fleet (§ 6); for the navy occupied his chief atten- 
tion, as being the most efficient means of defence against the Persian king, and he therefore 
judged the Pirzeus to be of more utility than the upper city, and rather to be defended 
(§ 7); thus the city was rebuilt and fortified (§ 8). 

1. Poppo thinks that this and the following section should consti- 

tute a chapter by themselves, as with § 8 commences the account of 

the fortification, and the incipient steps of the Athenians to obtain the 

naval ascendency. 

2. d87An—eorw. The impersonal is changed into the personal con- 

struction, and oixodouia is transferred from the substantive sentence 
into the principal one. The impersonal construction would have been 

kat Sndov ere kal viv €orw re 7 oixodopia Kata orovdny eyévero. Of. 

K. §529. R.4; Mt. $297; °S. § 295. 7. oi—SepeArot (sc. AiSor), 
the foundation-stones, foundations. Of. Mt. § 95. qavroiwy. 

There is some difference of opinion whether this refers to stones of all 

sorts, or.of all shapes and sizes. Perhaps, however, both ideas are in- 

cluded. In their haste, they laid stones of all sorts and shapes pro- 

miscuously together. Kal....7, and mm some places (see N. on I. 

65. § 2) not wrought and made to jit together. Some may prefer to 
take ov—éorw 7 in the sense, in no manner whatever (cf. K. § 381. 
R. 5). But it is hardly to be supposed that the thing spoken of was 
true of the whole foundation, and hence I think it better to take # in 
the sense of place, than of manner or way. and onpdray, from 
sepulehral monuments. In the northern wall, which was called the 

Pelasgian, and which was probably rebuilt about the same time with 
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the peribolus of the Asty, Leake says (Topog. of Athens, I. p. 812), 
“entire courses of masonry are formed of pieces of Doric columns, 
which were almost as large as those of the Parthenon, and there are 

other courses consisting of the composite blocks of Doric entablature 

of corresponding dimensions. The ruins of former buildings were 

much employed for this purpose, the devastations of the Persians 

having left an abundance of materials of this kind.” yap intro- 
duces the reason why monumental and other wrought stones were 

worked into the wall, viz. because of its increased extension and the 

consequent deficiency of materials. mavra both common and 

sacred (kai xowda kal iepa. Schol.). 

8. rov Ilepatas. Their former port was Phalerus, which Cor. 
Nep. (Vit. Themist. V1.) says, was neither a large nor a good one. 

imjpxtro & aitov, for a beginning had been made of it (= they — 

had begun it). “If an active or middle, which has no object, is 

changed to a passive, it becomes of course impersonal, and it may be- 

come so with an indirect object.” Crosby, § 564.3. imipero....Apke 

is a parenthesis, explanatory of ra Aouad in the preceding context, and 

hence & = yap. éxl ths exeivov (i. e. Themistocles) dpyjs. This 

was A. 0. 498. Olymp. 74. 4. hs, in which. 8. § 196. °ASn- 
vaiovs is made by some to depend on jpée (cf. Mt. § 360. a), but Pop- 

po more correctly makes ’ASnvaious dpyew simply written for "Apyovra 
’"ASnvaiots €ivat. avrogveis, natural opposed to that which is arti- 

jicial. For the termination es instead of as, cf. Butt. § 53. N. 4. 

The three ports here spoken of, were named Cantharus, Aphrodisius, 

and Zea. Kal....Ovuvauiv. There are various ways in which this 

passage is trefulaiel of which I shall specify but two; (1) their hav- 

ing become a naval people would be a great help seaieseds their acquir- 

ing power ; literally, by having become a naval people they, etc. This 

is Arnold’s interpretation, to which he adds, “‘ the adjective and parti- 

ciple form a more important part of the subject than the pronoun sub- 

stantive; as in those Latin expressions, where the passive participle 

precedes the substantive with which it agrees, to show that it is the 

more important word of the two, as ‘ captum oppidum multum rebas 

nostris profuit,’ the taking of the town was of much use.” The objec- 

tion to this is that it leaves out rd yepiov, which is evidently to be 

continued as the subject from the preceding clause, and thus makes 

what is compact and harmonious, disjointed and feeble. It is also 

unsafe to reason against the obvious construction of a sentence, by au- 
thorities drawn from the Latin mode of construction. (2) e¢ illum 

locum (rd x@piov supplied from the preceding context) se nauticos fac- : 
bos valde promoturum esse ad potentiam consequendam (and that the 
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place would advance them to the attaining of power, when they should 
become a nautical people). This is the interpretation of Osiand. (Ob- 

serv. in Thucyd. fase. II. p. 9), which Poppo and Goeller adopt. In 
order to make rd yepiov the subject of mpopépew, Poppo supposes a 

transposition of re in the former member, so that it should be rd xo- 
xlov kaddv re eivat. The only objection which I would make to this 

interpretation, which in its main features is correct, is noticed by 

Bloomfield. “It supposes that the Athenians had not yet become a 

naval people, whereas the very opposite was the case. If then the 

participle be translated, inasmuch as they had become (see N. on I. 9. 
§ 4), this objection would be removed, and the true interpretation 

would I think be reached. The transposition of re is not harsh or 

unusual, and that mpodepew (used without dy for the future infinitive, 

cf. S. § 222. 4. b) may have the signification here given it, every good 

lexicon will show. 
4. For a long time I was inclined, by the use of yap in this section, 

to adopt Arnold’s interpretation of the preceding sentence xal....v- 

vay. But much examination and reflection has satisfied me, that 

yap does not serve to confirm the idea that their naval supremacy 

would help to augment their power, but is rather to be taken with 

émetoe....6 OeustoroxAys, as strengthening the idea intended to be 

conveyed, that Themistocles was the sole projector of the plan to 

make Athens a maritime power. ydp may therefore be rendered 

indeed. avSexrea (from dyréyw) éori. See N. on J. 72.§1. Itis 

followed by the genitive Saddcons (S. § 192. 1). evavs after the 

Persian war. Goeller interprets it: statim postqguam archon fuit. It 

is probable that at this time, if ever, Themistocles made the proposal 

narrated by Plutarch (76 veapiov eumpnoa: trav “ENAnvor). 

5. éxeivov refers to Themistocles. Grep viv ere Syddv ort. 

The walls were destroyed by the Lacedemonians, at the close of the 

Peloponnesian war, yet enough of the foundations were left to enable 

some judgment to be formed of their thickness. Arnold argues from 

Xen. Hellen. II. 4. § 11, that the destruction could only have been 

partial, affecting chiefly the fortifications on the side of the sea. 

dvo yap... .émiyoy, i.e. the wall was so broad, that two heavy wagons 
or wains could meet and pass one another, as they were conveying 

stones for its construction. xané, small stone gravel, with which 

the ancients filled up the interior of very thick walls, and which was 

made adhesive and solid by clay (ands). This whole passage is illus- 

trated by the following extract from Leake’s Topog. of Athens, I. p. 

411. “On the side of Munychia, towards the open sea, the remains 
are best preserved. Here three or four courses of masonry, both of 
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walls and square towers, are in many places to be seen; and there are 
some situations, where we still find the wall built in the manner de 

scribed by Thucydides; that is to say, not filled up in the middle with 

a mixture of broken stones and mortar in the usual manner of the 

Greeks, but constructed throughout the whole thickness, of large 

stones, either quadrangular or irregularly-sided, but fitted together 

without cement, and the exterior stones cramped together with metal. 

This we may suppose to have belonged to the original work of The- 
mistocles, which has thus survived the lapse of twenty-three centu- 

ries.” This helps to decide the meaning of év ropq eyyoro, cut 
square ; literally, made square in cutting ; “cut into an angular form, 

made angular in cutting.” Arnold. év rouy is interpreted by Goel. 
“locis guibus incisi sunt,” which Poppo (Suppl. Adnot. p. 136) seems 

to cite approvingly. Evve@xodopnpéeva, built up close, i. e. having 

no interstices between them to be filled up with gravel and clay. 

jaav is to be supplied from the preceding jy». mpos ddArAous 

follows dedepevor. Ta ¢£a%ev, on the outside. jmiou—ao dte- 

voeiro, (only) the half of that which he intended (ob = éxeivov éy). 
6. peyeSec here signifies height. emtBovras, hostile plans, 

“vel a consilio portum oppugnandi.” Haack. The reading émPodds, 
hostile attacks, is adaytest by Bloomf. and Didot. See N. on III. 46. 

§ 5. alate axpeiordray, and that too the most useless, i. e. those 
who were disabled so as not to pentose. active service, or were ex- 

cused on account of their age. dpxecew to defend the place. 

. The subject i is tiv pvdakyy: 
7. mpooéxerro, devoted his attention to. —— iBdn—¥fodor—oiirar 

because he saw (see N. on I. 9. § 4) that an invasion was more easy 

(evropwrepav). épodoy is limited by orparias, and ris (sc. epddov) 

follows the comparative. In this appears the sagacity of Themisto- 

cles, for no Persian king, with the lesson of Thermopyle before him, 

would ever think of attacking Greece by a land expedition. THs 

ive modeas, the upper city. ‘De sola acropoli noli cogitare.” Poppo. 

és_avrdy, i. e. into the Pireeus. vavoi is the dative of means. 

-——oiy ovrws, so then, i. e. in accordance with the advice of Themis- 
tocles. rida xareokevatovro, restored the other edifices. The 

theme of xaracxevagw is xaraoxevn, Which has among other significa- 

tions that of a building, edifice, and hence it meets the demands of the 

context, which evidently refers it to the private and public edifices, 

temples, etc., some of which were wholly destroyed, and others more 

or less injured. dda in réAda is employed to distinguish these edi- 

fices from the walls and fortifications implied in éresxioSyoav. 

+“ 
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CHAPTER XCLV. 

Pausanias, accompanied by the Athenians and other allied forces, is sent out from Laceda- 
mon (§ 1); he reduces the greater part of Cyprus, and takes Byzantium (§ 2). 

1. Ilavoavias 5¢. There is a resumption here of the historical 

summary commenced at I. 87. $3, and interrupted by the somewhat 
extended account of the fortification of Athens. The events here 
spoken of took place, the year subsequent to the battles of Platea and 

Mycale, and the same year in which the walls of Athens and the 

Pireeus were built. etxoot. Gottl. cites Diodorus as giving the 

number at fifty, which diversity Bloomfield would remove by reading 

81) (scilicet) for dé. 
2. Kumpov, Cyprus, was a large island in the Mediterranean, S. of 

Cilicia, and W. of Syria, not far from the coast. The luxurious and 

effeminate character of its inhabitants is well known. avTis Ta 

modka, the greater part of it. Mrdov exdvrav, the Medes possessing 

it = it being in the possession of the Medes. ev tTHOE TH yepovia 

is considered by Steph., Haack, and Goel., as belonging to the follow- 

ing chapter, dé after 76) being omitted. But may not its use, in the 

present connexion, have been to show that Byzantium was taken 

in the time of Pausanias’s gommand, although near its close? So 

Arnold thinks, and with good reason. It was not until the capture of 

that place, and the release of the Persian captives taken in it, that the 

proposal to betray Greece was made by Pausanias. This proposal 

being favorably received, and an answer from the king at Susa having 

been returned, Pausanias became arrogant to such a degree, as to 

excite the ill-will of the Asiatic Greeks, and cause them to put them- 
selves under the protection of Athens. 

CHAPTER XCV. 

The insolence of Pausanias having become intolerable, the Asiatic Greeks request the 
Athenians to become their leaders, which request is complied with (§§ 1, 2); the Lacedx- 

monians, in the meantime, had recalled Pausanias to answer to the charges of a tyrannical 

and arbitrary command preferred against him (§ 3); and at this time the allies through 
hatred of him passed over to the Athenians (§ 4); Pausanias on his return home is found 

guilty of the private charges, but is acquitted of the most serious of the public accusations 
(§ 5); Dorcis is sent out in his place, to whom the allies refuse obedience (§ 6); upon 
which he and the leaders associated with him withdraw, and the Lacedeemonians, fearing 
that their generals will be corrupted, and thinking that the Athenians are better adapted 

’ to carry on the war than themselves, send out no more commanders into Asia (§ 7). 

1. Biaiov, tyrannical in the exercise of his command. &Xot 

_ thea the Peloponnesians, especially the Lacedemonians. —— ody 

: 
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yKiora, Most especially. vewoti, lately. Reference is had in this 
place to the Greeks, who had been liberated from the Persian yoke by © 

the battles of Plateza and Mycale. kata Td Evyyeves, by virtue of 

the relationship between them. These words are to be constructed 

with 7&iovv (= thought it fit, becoming). The Ionians, having been 

driven out of Peloponnesus by the Achaians (who had been dispos- 

sessed of Argolis and Laconia by the Dorians and the Heraclide), 

came to Athens and there for a time resided, not as citizens, or those 

who could possess land, but enjoying the protection of the laws, and 

supporting themselves by mechanical arts, After a while, under the 

protection of Athens, they migrated to Asia Minor, from which state a 
* number of citizens was sent as leaders (jyéuoves) of the colony. These 

carried with them the sacred fire for the new settlement, taken from 

the prytaneum of Athens, and thus were entitled to the appellation 

of pnrpdémodts (mother-city) to the Ionians. See Arnold’s note on this . 
passage. py....Biatnra (= py emirperev BiateoSa:). The sub- 

junctive is employed, because the condition is assumed as something 

probable but not certain. Cf. Jelf’s Kithn. § 854. 1; S. § 215.1. 

2. of dé “ASnvaior edeEavro x... If Plutarch is to be believed, the 
Athenians did not grant their request, until after the allies had offended 

Pausanias by their movements. mTpoceixov tiv yvopny, directed 
their attention = attended to their request. adrois (i. e. rois Aédyots) 
may be mentally supplied after these words. as (= with the pur- 

pose) ov meprovropevor. See Notes on as, I. 73. § 4, and on aepiopar, 
I, 24. § 6. radda. Their affairs had now reached so important 

and delicate a crisis, that many other things, besides a redress of the 

immediate wrongs complained of, were to be attended to, and hence I 
am inclined to refer avrots in this clause to both the Athenians and 

the Asiatic allies, rather than to either party taken separately. A 

union, like the one here proposed, was to be effected with great pru- 

dence and precaution, in order not to draw upon the parties the en- 

mity of the Lacedzemonians and the rest of the Peloponnesians, whose 

acquiescence in such an accession of strength to the Athenians, could 

hardly at that time have been hoped for. Hence it was important to 
look at the subject in all its aspects, and to establish matters on a 

“good basis in reference to the alliance about to be formed. 
8. dvaxpwwovrres, in order to examine into. 8. § 225. 5. dy répt 

= exeiva wept Gv. See N. on I. 75. § 5 (end). adikia....avrov, 
much injustice was charged upon him = he was accused of much injus- 

tice. In the active voice dSixia would have been the accusative, after 

the formula’ xarayopeiy ri twos. Of. 8. § 194. 4; Mt. § 878. p. 608. 

— ray adixvovpéevey into Lacedeemon. —— rupavvidos—pipnots, ar 
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i} otparnyia, rather than a military com- 
mand (cf. I. 94. § 1, where Pausanias is called a orparnyds). Haack 

and Poppo read 7 orparnyia, and make it the subject of the verb. 
Haack gives as a reason, “quia aloqui subjectum huic loco aptum de- 

sideratur.” But the subject can readily be supplied from the context. 

4. cadeioSat... seratdéacSa, at the same time in which he was 
recalled, the allies through enmity of him (objective genitive) went 

over to the Athenians. Notice how dya unites these propositions in 

respect to time. 

5. rav....ed3uv2n, he was found guilty of the injuries privately 

committed against individuals (rpés twa.) For the construction, ef. 

S. § 194. 4. evSvvSn—amodvera. This:interchange of the aorist 

and the historic present, imparts beauty and force to the passage, by 

keeping before us the continued action of the verb of acquittal, and 

suffering the momentary one designating the conviction of Pausanias’s 

guilt to pass rapidly by in the aorist. Cf. Jelf’s Kithn. § 401.5; Mt. 
§ 504. 1. ta b¢€ péyora, in respect to the greatest charges (Mt. 

| $421. Obs. 2), is to be referred to Mndicpds, Medism. See N. on I. 

135. § 1. py adixeiv. See N. on I. 10. § 1. ddxet cahéararor 
eivas (Sc. Td mpGypa), and the matter seemed to be most manifest (to 

the other Greeks), i. e. public opinion pronounced him guilty of this 

charge. Had his treason been as manifest to the Lacedemonians as’ 

to others, there is no reason to believe that he would have escaped 

immediate punishment, since no leniency was shown him, when sub- 

sequently convicted of the same crime. 
6. éxeivov....dpxovra shows that the term of his command had 

not expired, when he was recalled by the Lacedwmonians. He re- 

turned afterwards of his own accord to the Hellespont, but not by 
public authority. Cf. I. 128. § 2. Adpxiy 8€ Kat GAous. These 

persons appear to have constituted a board, the members of which 

were jointly intrusted with the command. See N. on III. 100. § 2. 

It was not wonderful that the allies refused obedience to them, since 

no authority can be more inefficient or liable to abuse than that which 

is jointly shared by many. 
7. of dé, i. e. Dorcis and his colleagues. dnnASov into Lacedx- 

mon, ——— G@AXdous....Aaxedarpdmot. Miiller (Dorians, I. p. 204) thinks 
that the motive of the Lacedwmonians, in determining to send no 

more commanders into Asia, lay deeper than the defection of the Ioni- 

ans from Pausanias, or their refusal to obey Dorcis and his associates ; 

for without the Greeks of Asia Minor, they could, by the assistance 
_ of the naval powers of Peloponnesus, viz. Corinth, Aigina, etc., have 

- tontinued a war, which promised more of gain. and plunder than of 
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trouble or danger. They probably deemed it inexpedient to aim at the 
mastery of the sea, or run the hazard of marring and breaking up the 
Spartan institutions by foreign expeditions and foreign conquests. Nor 

was it true, that the supremacy over the Greeks passed wholly into 
the hands of the Athenians, since Sparta still continued to hold the 

pre-eminence in Peloponnesus ; and most of the states of the mother 

country joined themselves to her, while none but the Asiatic Greeks 

atid those who inhabited the islands, put themselves under the com- 

mand of Athens. cdiow is the dat. incommodi after xeipous 
yiyvevra. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. (§ 602. 2). xelpous, badly affected 
(false and unfaithful. Bloomf.), as we say spoiled, i.e. rendered unfit 
for public service. The comparative is here used for the positive. 
K. § 828. R. 7; Mt. §. 457. p. 576. dmadXakeiovres Sé Kai, but also 

through a desire to get rid of. 8S. $148 Cceia). mod€wov. 8. 

§ 197. 2. vopitovres ixavods eEnycioSa. The Athenians boasted 

(I. 76. § 2) that by the Lacedemonians themselves, they were deemed 

worthy of the command intrusted to them. odiow limits émurn- 

deiovs (= dirovs). 

CHAPTER XCVI. © a 

fhe Athenians having thus attained the command, proceed to determine what states shall 
furnish ships, and what states money for the prosecution of the war against the Barbari- 
ans (§ 1); they appoint hellenotamie to receive the tribute which is first deposited at 

Delos (§ 2). 

1. mapadaBdvres Sé of ’ASnvaior. This took place a. o. 457. Olymp. 
75.4. Arnold calls it the beginning of the Athenian empire. dua 

rd Iavoaviov picos. It is probable that admiration’ of the character 

of Aristides, had some influence also in inducing the allies to take this 

step. ds....xpnpara, which of the states should furnish money. 
—— mpés, against. ds vats. The ellipsis can easily be supplied 

from ds....ypipara. jv. The subject is duvvacSa and the pre- 

dicate is rpéynua, pretence, show. éy = éxeivav a, of which the 

antecedent is put in the genitive after dytivac%a, to denote that on 

account of which the feeling of revenge arose. K. § 274.2; 8. $194. 
1. Snodvras, by laying waste (see N. on I. 9. § 1), agrees with 

avrovs, the omitted subject of duivac3at. Some erroneously regard it 
as an accusative absolute. 

2. “EXAnvorapia, receivers of taxes, treasurers appointed to receive 

the moneys collected from the allied states, and to take charge of them 
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when deposited in the treasury at Delos, and afterwards at Athens, 

Boeckh concludes from certain inscriptions, that their number was 

ten, and that, like the treasurers of the gods, they were chosen by lot, 

out of the pentacosiomedimni (i. e. the first class of citizens, who 
possessed Jand producing 500 medimni yearly), and that they did not 

enter upon their office at the beginning of the year, but after the Pan- 
athenwa (i. e. the festival in honor of Minerva), and the first prytanea, 

i.e. periods of thirty-five or thirty-six days, in which the prytanes 

(xpuravers) of each dvd? in turn presided in the Bovdy and éxkAnaia 
Cf. Boeckh’s Pub. Econ. Athens, pp. 176-180; Smith’s Dict. Gr. and 

Rom. Antiq. p. 469. ‘“EdAnvorapiac is in apposition with dpx7 ; lite- 
rally, and ‘hellenotamia, the office (= the office of hellenotamie) was 
then first established. Of. S. § 156. N. 2. ot éd€xovro, who re- 
cewwed. These officers did not collect the tribute. After the funds 

were removed from Delos, they acted only as treasurers, the apodectz 

(receivers) being a distinct office. Cf. Boeckh, 1. c. ddépov. On 

account of the odium which became attached to this word, it was 

exchanged for ovyraéis. TdaXayra is in apposition with dédpos. 
AjjAos was the place chosen for the treasury, because the temple of 

Delos was greatly ‘venerated, not only by the Greeks, ‘but also by the 

Barbarians, and the treasures would therefore be unmolested. ai 

Edvoda, “ the returns, contributions.” Pickering. I prefer with Poppo 

and Bloomf. (in his latest edition) to affix to it the signification, the 

common councils of the allies. The presence of the article is no objec- 

tion to this rendering, since the councils are referred to as a well 

known fact (S. § 167), and no place would be more likely to be 

selected for holding these councils, than one so secure as Delos, where 

also their treasures were deposited. Of. Boeckh’s Pub. Econ. acne 

p. 897. 

CHAPTER XCVII. 

Here commences the second division of the summary of Grecian history contained in chaps. 
89-118 (see general remarks, p. 338). In this chapter Thucydides, after remarking that 
the Athenians increased their dominion thus acquired, by carrying on war and by politi- 
cal management (§ 1), states the reasons why he digresses from the main history, viz. the 

imperfection in which the history of the time between the Persian and Peloponnesian 
wars had been left by his predecessors, and the immediate bearing which the increase of 

Athenian power had on the declaration of war by the Lacedemonians (§ 2). 

1. airovépov. See N. on I. 67. § 2. To mparov. In process of 
time, as the defection of the allies or political considerations gave oc- 
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oasion, the Athenians became more arbitrary, and exercised authority 

over the allies as over vassal states. aré Kowav Evyddev. in com 
mon assemblies. dads here denotes the mediate instrument. See N. 

en I. 81. § 4. roodde refers to the rising power of the Athenians, 

which is about to be the subject of the narration. diaxerpioes — 

mpaypdtrev, by the administration of things. a refers to mpayparev 
and not to rocade as some imagine. It also embraces as a prominent — 

idea the notion of war, from moAéu@ which precedes d:ayetpioes mpay- 

_ patev, and hence mpds which follows signifies against. avtois 

depends on éyévero and refers to the Athenians. vewtepiCortas, 
attempting changes (in government), meditating a revolt. dei, at 

the time. éxdot@. The Scholiasts supply rokéue, xopio, or xpdve. 
Haack would understand vewreprope elicited from vewrepifovras. I 

prefer with Poppo to supply from 4 éyévero the words 6 é€yévero, in 

each (war or transaction) which took place. 

2. ¢ypawa, I have written. The aorist is here used for the perfect. 
8. § 211. N. 14. avra refers to the events detailed in the digression 

here spoken of. tiv exBoArny Tod Adyov, digression from the subject, 

rode refers forward to dri Tots mpd éyod kK. T. A. exAumes TOUTO 

iv TO xoplov, this passage (in history) has been overlooked. So we often 

use place in the sense of passage, when we say, ‘in such a place the 

author remarks, etc.’ rovrey does not refer to the historians, but 

is a neuter depending on. #aro (S. § 192. 1), or upon émepyyaSn to 
which it also belongs (S. 1. c.). kal is employed because éozep xai 

is almost equivalent to ei «ai, even though, although. év tH Arrixn 
Evyypadpy. Reference is had to the ’ArSis or history of Attica, which 
Hellanicus composed in four books at least. This writer (EAAd»xos) 

was born in Mytilene in the island of Lesbos, and was one of the most 

eminent of the Greek logographers (see N. on I. 21.§1). Respecting 

the date of his birth, among the diverse statements, that of Pamphila 

is now most generally adopted, which makes him a contemporary of 

Herodotus, and to have been sixty-five years old at the beginning of 

the Peloponnesian war (A. 0. 481). If he died, as Lucian (Macrob. 

22) states, at the age of eighty-five, his birth would then have been 

about a. o. 496, and his death a. o. 411. He was a very prolific 

writer, but all his productions are lost except some fragments. Cf. 

Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Mythol. and Biog. II. p. 409. 
xpdvots, i.e. Kara Tovs xpédvous. Tis apxis....xaréotn. For the 

attraction of dpyjs from the subordinate clause (where it would have 

been the subject of xaréarn).into the principal one, see N, on I. 61.$ 1. 
—éye. Supply raira from rovrwy, or from ara at the beginning 

Tols 
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of the section, since this sentence contains a second reason for the di- 

gression, and is to be disjoined from the immediately preceding con- 

text (i. €. rotrov....émeuvio%n), Which is parenthetical. 

CHAPTER XCVIII. 

In this digressive statement of the rise and progress of the Athenian power, the Listorian 
begins by relating how under Cimon the son of Miltiades, they took Eion (§ 1), and Scyrus 
(§ 2), and then compelled the Carystians to yield on conditions (§ 3); after which the 

Naxians, who had revolted, were reduced by a siege and forced to submit (§ 4). 

1. *Hidva tiv emt Srpvpdu is so called to distinguish it from Eion 

in Pieria, and another in Thrace (cf. IV. 7.§$1). It was situated at 

the mouth of the Strymon, nearly 8. of Amphipolis, and is celebrated 

for the desperate defence made by the Persian governor Boges, who, 

when he found that he could no longer hold out against Cimon, killed 
his wife, children, and family, and then set fire to the place and per- 

ished in the flames. Dahl. fixes the chronology of this event at A. o. 

476. Cf. Class. Mus. I. p. 188. eiAoy refers to the Athenians, 
2. érera is put for érecra dé after mpdrov pév, the omission tak- 

ing place, because érecra makes the contrast sufficiently manifest. Of. 
Skipov, Scyrus (now Seyro), an island in the 

Aigean sea, N. E. of Eubcea. The Schol. calls it one of the Cyclades. 

@xicay avtoi, they themselves colonized it, i. e. they sent out col- 

onists who settled it. 

3. Kapvortious, the Carystians. Oarystus was a city of Eubcea, on 

the south-eastern extremity of the island, and W. of Gerastus,. —— 

avrots refers to the Athenians. dvev Tav Gov EvBoéwr, i. e. nO 

other cities of Eubcea were subject to hostilities, the Carystians alone 

refusing to become tributary to the Athenians. EvvéBnoav Kad 

dporoyiay, came to terms of surrender, evidently refers to the Carys 

tians. : 
4, émrodéunoay refers to the Athenians. mapeotnaavro, reduced ~ 

them = forced them to submit. This took place, a. 0. 466. Olymp. 
78. 3, or about ten years after the reduction of Eion. It will be seen 

by this, how brief is the summary of events which Thucydides is here 

giving. It was while Naxos was besieged, that Themistocles fled to 

Persia in the way spoken of in I. 187. § 2. mpaorn te arn mds 
—éSovlatn = arn te eyévero mpatn modus,  CSovAa%y (was reduced - 

to slavery = deprived of freedom). mapa To KaSeotyKds, contrary ~ 
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to what was established by the terms of the confederation. —— The 
Schol. defines this by wapa 16 véutpov Kat mpérov, for the Greeks were 
then free. as éxaotn EvveBn, sc. eSovAwyn. Schol. Steph. ex- 

plains its construction as though written: é@re:ra 5é€ cat rav Gor 

éxaorn, ws attn EvveBn. A learned critic in Seebod. Bibl. Crit. a. 

1828, no. 3. p.18 (cited by Poppo, Adnot. ad Schol.), would omit 

EvveByn and take éxdory in the nominative. Of course édSovkoSy would 
have to be supplied from the preceding context. 

CHAPTER XCIX. 

sf the causes of the revolt of the allies, the principal one was their failure te pay the stip- 
ulated tribute, furnish ships, and perform military service, which things bore heavily 

upon them, and which the Athenians rigorously exacted ($1); the government of the 
Athenians was also no longer popular, and no expeditions were made on terms of equali- 

ty (§ 2); which state of things had been brought upon the allies in part by their own 
fault, inasmuch as to avoid engaging in military expeditions they had compounded their 
personal service by payment in money, which both increased the ability of the Athenians 
to enlarge their naval power, and rendered the allies unable to offer effectual resist- 
ance whenever they dared to revolt (§ 3). 

1. airia....éxdera, now the cause of the revolt among others was 

especially their being in arrears ; literally, now there were other causes 

of the revolts, and the greatest was their being in arrears (éxdevat). 

Aetroorparioy, failure in military service, i.e. neglect to send 

their contingents. axpiBas érpaccay, dealt rigorously, i. e. exact- 

ed the full amount of tribute and service. ovK....avaykas, because 
(see N. on I. 9. § 4) they imposed necessities upon those, who were nei- 

ther accustomed nor willing to do hard work. radairapeiv refers to 

military service, and the labor necessary to provide the quota of ships 

and the stipulated tribute. In respect to the indolence and effeminacy 
of the Asiatic Greeks, cf. Herod. VI.12. ras dvdyxas is a term denot- 
ing, as Arnold remarks, torture used to extort confession, and hence is 

very forcible in this place. ; 
2. 8€ wos kai Gras, in- some other respects also. dpoiws as 

when the confederacy was first formed. ev jdovn is to be con- 
structed with joay, were no longer (ovixéri) popular in their command 
(dpxovres), i.e. their government was no longer acceptable to the 

ellies. Kriig. (ad Dionys. p. 117) says that joav—dpyorres is a cir- 
cumlocution for the imperfect, were governing. But it is better to 

translate the participle as a verbal noun denoting manner. See N. 
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on I. 87. $5. dmé tov igov, on equal terms; “on a footing of 
equality.” Bloomf. This is explained by Jacobs, to@ vépu@ xai ion 
Suvapec. re responds to ovre, and is therefore’ not unsuitable, as . 
Bloomf. supposes. mporayeasa, to bring under, to reduce to obedi- 
ence. 

3. dméxvnow—tav otparerav, reluctance to engage in military expe 

ditions. The genitive is here objective. 8. $188. N. 1. am otkou, 

away from home. avri, in Liew of. eragavro—epev, agreed 
to pay ; literally, took upon themselves the payment. Of. III. 50. § 2. 

TO ikvovpevoy ayddopa (in apposition with ypnyara), whatever 

the expenses might come to= the proportionate expense (i. e. as it 

might be rated to each state). By this commutation of ships and men 

for money, the allies became devoted to trade, agriculture, and the 

peaceful pursuits of life, and were proportionably unfitted for war. 
The Athenians, on the other hand, employing the money thus furnish- 

ed in fitting out their navy and in providing warlike munitions, in- 

creased their power, and soon became so formidable as to awe the 

allies into any measure which they pleased to propose. This plan of 

allowing the allies to furnish money in lieu of men and ships, is as- 

cribed by Plutarch to Cimon. —— jv—E£updéepoev.. The optative here 
denotes indefinite frequency, See N.on I. 49. § 8. 
avrot both refer to the allies. 

éxeivo. and 

CHAPTER C. 

The Athenians under Cimon gain a great victory over the Persian land and sea-forces at the 
Eurymedon (§1); the Thasians having revolted are defeated in a sea-fight, and the Athe- 

nians effect a landing on their island (§ 2); a colony being sent out to the Strymon to 

settle in a place called the Nine-ways, are all cut off at Drabescus by the Thracians (§ 3). 

1. pera ravra, after these events (viz. those related in I. 98). The 

victory at the Eurymedon was probably achieved the same year that 

Naxos was reduced, i. e. A. 0. 466. Olymp. 78. 3. See N. on I. 98. § 4. 

—— én Evpupédovre rorayo. Beaufort (Caramania, pp. 135-137) 
_ says that this river, inside of the curved bar which extends across its 

mouth, is four hundred and twenty feet wide, and from twelve to 

fifteen feet deep. The bar is so shallow as. to be impassable to boats 

_ drawing more than one foot of water. Of course, as Arnold remarks, 

the river must have undergone great changes, a bar being now formed 

_ where the vessels of the ancients proceeded without difficulty. —— 

 meCopaxia xal vavpaxia. The sea-fight first took place, after which 
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Cimon disembarking his men proceeded against the land-forces, and 

thus gained two victories in one day. Tas macas es tas dtaxocias, 

in all to the number of (és) two hundred. The second ras is omitted 

by Goeller and Haack, and bracketed by Poppo. Cf. Mt. § 268. 
2. xpdv Sé torepov. This defection of the Thasians took place 

the next year, i.e. A. 0. 465."Olymp. 78. 4. avrayv (S. § 197. 2) 

refers to the Athenians. epropiayv. See N. on I. 18. § 5. ToD 

peradAov’in Thrace. Reference is probably had to the gold mine in 
Scapte-Hyle, where Thucydides had an interest and resided during his 

banishment. a refers to both eumopiwy and perdddov. 

povro refers to the Thasians. vavyaxia éxpdrnoav. Plutarch 

(Cimon, ch. 14) says that thirty-three of the Thasian ships were taken. 

3. méepipavres—as oixtodytes—avtol exparnoav—mpoedSdvres. Haack - 

finds a difficulty in this passage, inasmuch as avrot cannot refer to 

mépiyavres (ASnvaior), but to the ten thousand colonists which had 

been sent out. He therefore thinks that meuwWavroay is demanded by 
the construction. There is no necessity, however, inasmuch as Mat- 

thiw (§ 562. N.) has shown that the participle is put in the nominative, 

when its subject is contained in part in the principal subject, or this 

latter in the other. Here adroit is the principal subject, and consti- 

tutes a part of the whole contained in the subject of wéuwavres (i. e. 
oi ’"ASnvato). See N. on I. 49.§4. Cf. also. Xen. Anab. I. 8. § 27. 

ims tovs avtovs xpdvous, about the same time. @s oiklouvres, 
in order to colonize. For the form of the future, cf. 8. § 109. N. 2. 

’"Evvéa ddovs, Nine-ways, so called, probably, because there were 

nine roads leading to it. *"Héevoi. The Edoni were a people of 
Thrace occupying the left bank of the Strymon. TpoeASdvres— 

peodyevav. Mitford conjectures that this was done, in order, by one 
bold and vigorous movement, to put an end to the hostilities with 
which they -had long been harassed by the Edoni; but advancing incau- 

tiously into the heart of the country, and drawn perhaps into ambush 

by the art of the retreating enemy, they were attacked to disadvan- 

tage and cut off. év ApaBnoxe. “ With the names of places, éy is 
used when proximity only is implied.” Mt. § 577. 2. Evprdvroy, 
i. e. with all their forces united. Poppo would read £vpmavres, on the 
ground that all the Thracians, so separated and so at enmity among 
themselves, could hardly be expected to have united to make war 
upon the colony. But it was very natural, that all the Thracians of 

those parts should look with an unfavorable eye upon a colony plant~ 

ed in'so advantageous a place as Amphipolis, and which once before, 

when attempted by Aristagoras of Miletus, had been defeated by the 

‘ natives. Compare Arnold’s note on this passage. 

a? <0 
€VvE- 
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' CHAPTER CLI. 
* 

The Thasians in their extremity call upon the Lacedzmonians to assist them by invading 
Attica (§ 1); this they secretly promise to do, but are hindered by an earthquake, which 

farnishes occasion for the Helots to revolt (§ 2); the Thasians therefore in the third year 
of the siege capitulate on conditions (§ 3). 

1. pdyas. As only one battle has been spoken of (I. 101. § 2), 
Poppo and Goeller after several MSS. are disposed to read pay7. But 

it is highly probable that several inconsiderable battles had been 

fought, which Thucydides for the sake of brevity has omitted. 
Bloomf. thinks that there was a land engagement, after the Athenians 

disembarked to besiege the city. modtopxovpevot. The name of 

the capital thus besieged was the same as that of the island. —— 

éoBaddvras denotes the means. See N. on I. 9. $1. 

2. kpupa trav ’ASynvaiwv, unbeknown to the Athenians. S. § 187. 4. 

éuehAov, SC. emaptvar or ecPadeiv. TOU ‘yevouevov cetopoi, 
the earthquake. The article is added, because the cetopos was so 

great and destructive, as to be well known to all those living in the 

time of Thucydides (S. § 167). It was said that there were only five 
houses in Lacedemon which were not thrown down, and that twenty 

thousand human beings perished. But this is doubtless an exaggera- 

tion. ev @, in which time, on which. avrois = adnominal 

genitive. meptoikov. When the Dorians invaded Laconia, a part 

of the original inhabitants fled, while others placed themselves under 

the conquerors in a relation very similar, as Arnold observes, to that 

which the Saxons sustained to the Normans in the reign of William 
the Conqueror. But being defeated in ar. attempt.to regain their free- 

dom, they were deprived of many of the rights first granted to them, 

and reduced to the condition of subjects. In this abject state they 

- continued, until at their request Augustus Caesar restored them to the 

full enjoyment of their civil rights. The word zepiouxo: is a term 
_ given to those old Achean, inhabitants of the soil, who dwelt in towns 

- about Sparta, of which in round numbers there were said to be one 
_ hundred. Cf. Miiller’s Dorians, II. p. 17, et seq. Govpiara, the 

_ Thurians near Calame. The towns of Thuria and thea (AlSecis, 

_ Aitheans) were situated inland, in what had formerly been Messenia. 
- Col. Leake (Travels in Morea, I. p. 471) conjectures that these people 

_ occupied the valleys, watered by the branches of the Bias to the south- 

_ westward of the modern Andrussa, which may possibly stand on the 
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site of AXthrum, this district being about the same distance from 
Ithome as Thuria is in the opposite direction. mAciora S€ Tap 

Ef\orov x. tr. . After the Messenians had been reduced to servitude, 

forming as they did a considerable portion of the Helots, they gave 

their name to these bondmen, so that they were all called at times 

Messenians. rére Sovdwévrar, at that time being subjugated. 
rére refers emphatically to the well-known time, when the thing 

spoken of took place. Steph. and Miiller conjecture wére as the true 

reading, but this is rejected by the best of the recent editors. Didot 

would construct: trav rére SovAwSévray EXorarv. But such a trans- 

position is wholly unauthorized and unnecessary. 
3. é€v “ISopun. Of. és “ISapny aréornoar, § 2 supra. Odoto 8é. 

The story is here resumed from § 1, the intermediate passage being 

parenthetically introduced, to show why the Lacedemonians could 
furnish the Thasians no aid. Teixds Te KaSeAovTes Kk. T. A. are the 

conditions on which the Thasians were obliged to surrender. The - 

capitulation took place a. o. 463. Olymp. 79. 2. xpnpara....Ta- 
Edpevor = xpnpara te amodovvat adtixa ta€dpevoi (agreeing to pay im- 

mediately). éca €ec dxodovva. The Schol. explains doa ede as em- 

bracing the expenses incurred in the war. This is not probable, inas- 

much as the money was paid immediately, which could hardly have 

been done, if any thing besides the arrears had been demanded. 

CHAPTER CII. 

The siege of Ithome being protracted, the Lacedemonians call to their aid their allies and 

the Athenians (§ 1), the latter, on account of their skill in attacking fortified places (§ 2); 

but becoming jealous of them the Lacedemonians dismiss them (§ 8), at which the 
Athenians are greatly irritated and enter into an alliance with the Argives, who are at 

enmity with the Lacedemonians (§ 4). 

1. The events in this chapter took place A. o. 461. Olymp. 79. 4. 

dAous—Evppdyovs, i.e. the Aiginets, Platewenses, Mantinenses, etc. 

of 8, i.e. the Athenians. —— Ayer ovk ddty@ are datives of 
accompaniment. 8. $206.5; K. § 283. 2. b. 

2. retyopayeiv—dvvarol, skilled in conducting sieges. 8S. § 222. 6. 

—— ois d¢....édaivero, of this they seemed to stand in need on ac- 

count of the long continuance of the siege. ois dé is edited rijs de 

by Haack and Poppo, on the ground that modropkias needs the article. 

But is not rois S¢ necessary to denote a change of the subject, which 

- 
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in the preceding clause was the Athenians? rourou i. @. Tov Tet- 
Xopayeiv. Supply wpdypara with évdea. Bia....x@piov, for 

(otherwise) they could have taken the place by force. Haack most 
strangely refers eikov to the Athenians, and places Aia in antithesis 

with dropia or Aivo, denoting the other mode of taking a city. 
3. havepa éyévero, became open, undisguised. Bia ody AAtoKero. 

The unsuccessful attempt to take the place by assault, no doubt con- 

tributed to bring to an open rupture two states of such different habits 
and tastes, that they could not come in contact without being dis- 
pleased if not disgusted with each other. vewreporroriav, Jondnesa 

Sor innovations, revolutionary spirit. See N. on I. 70.§ 2. Bloomf. 

thinks that a plan is here alluded to, of taking part with the Helots, 

and restoring Messenia to its independence. adddopvarous (see N. 
on I. 2.$4). The Athenians were of the Ionic, the Lacedemonians 

of the Doric race. ‘The ties of race were, in that unsettled state of 

povous trav Evypdyev. It increased the indignation of the Athenians, 
that they alone of the allies were sent away. ovdev—ert, 20 

longer. The position of ér: gives it great emphasis. avtav. §. 

§ 200.3. The conduct of the Lacedsmonians in this affair, does not 

appear in a very favorable light. They seized the occasion of a failure 

to carry the place by storm, to turn the siege into a blockade, and 

thus gave a color to their dismissal of the Athenians, by announcing 
that they had no further need of them. 

4, é¢yvwoav—arorepurdpevor, they perceived that they were sent away 
(see N. on I. 25. § 1). The participle takes the nominative form, be- 

cause its subject is the same as that of the principal verb. Of. 8. § 225. 

T. ovK....Ady@, not for any good reason, as we say, not with the 
best intention. Arnold, however, takes the expression in a less playfal 

_ sense, and renders it: not upon the more creditable reason that was 

assigned. So Haack and Goeller also interpret. émi here denotes 

counsel or purpose. K. § 296.1]. 3.c. For the use of the comparative, 

ef. Mt. § 457; S. § 159. 8. Tivos vmdrrov yevouevov denotes the 

eause. 8. § 226. dewvov tromnodpevor, esteeming it bad usage, taking 

it as an affront. TouTo ma%eiv, to receive such treatment. —— ér 

in émt r@ Mydq is used in a hostile sense, against. K. § 296. II. 3. d. 

Cf. III. 63. § 2. mpos avrovs depends on £uppayiar. exeivav 

refers to the Lacedemonians. oi-avroi, the same (S. § 160. 5) as 

the oaths with which the treaty with the Argives had been ratified, 

16 
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CHAPTER CIII. 

Tn the tenth year of the siege Ithome is surrendered on the condition that its defenders 
shall leave Lacedemon and never set foot in it again (§ 1); the Lacedeemonians are 
inclined to this leniency from a response, which they had received aforetime from the 
Pythian oracle (§ 2); the vanquished Helots are received by the Athenians, and settled 
at Naupactus (§ 3); the Megareans forsake the Lacedemonian alliance, and come over 
to the Athenians by whom their city is fortified and garrisoned (§ 4). 

1. dSexdre éres, i. e. A. 0. 455. Olymp. 81. 2. The order of events 

is not strictly pursued in this summary, otherwise this termination of 

the siege would haye been related at the beginning of chap. 111. 
This anticipation makes the narration clearer, by grouping together 
all the events and incidents pertaining to the siege and capture of 
Ithome. The length of the siege shows, that either the Lacedeemoni- 

ans were very unskilful in conducting it (see I. 102. § 2), or that the 

place was by nature quite impregnable. ep © te (generally fol- 

lowed by the infinitive. Of. Jelf’s Kithn. § 865. 2; Mt. § 479. a), on 
condition that. The antecedent is éi rovr@ implied in the preceding 

clause. Of. K. § 341. R. 5. efiaow has the future signification 

(S. § 211. N. 4). The Schol. calls this use of the future after éf’ 6, 
an idiom of Thucydides. But ef. Jelf’s Kiihn. |. c., where examples 

of the same usage are~cited from Herodotus. emiBnoovrat avTis. 

This genitive may be referred to S. § 192. 1. 

2. xai, also, implies that there were other reasons, to which that 

derived from the Pythian oracle was added, why the Helots were 

suffered to depart on these terms. mpd tov. See N. on I. 82. § 4, 

—— rod Atds tod “IZepunra. The mountain-fortress in which the 

Messenians made their last stand for freedom, is said to have derived 

its name from Ithome, one of the nymphs who nourished Jupiter.. On 

the summit of the mountain was a temple dedicated to Jupiter Itho- 

matas. dduéva, to dismiss, to let go. I cannot find any instance’ 
where this word is used in the sense of to manuwmit, which Bloomf. 

affixes to it. 
8. kar &x3%os #dn 1d Aaxedaipovioy, through hatred now to the 

Lacedemonians. The genitive is here objective, as in dua 7) Havoa- 

viov picos (I. 96. § 1), and did rd exos “ASnvaiey (II. 11. § 2). Cf. 

III. 101. §.2; IV.1.§2; VIL. 57. § 7. Navraxrov, Naupactus, now 

Lepanto, was situated on the Sinus Corinthiacus, north-east of Antir- 

rhium. Its commanding position showed with what sagacity the 

Athenians selected places for their colonies and those of their allies. 
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In the Peloponnesian war, this Messenian colony repaid with interest 
the wrongs which they had suffered at the hands of the Lacedemoni- 
ans. Cf. IT. 90. $$ 4-6. Aoxpav trav Ofodav, the Ozelian Locri- 

_ans, one of the divisions of the Locrians in Greece, or perhaps a 

colony of the eastern Locrians, since Homer makes no mention of the 
Ozole. In the Peloponnesian war they sided with the Athenians, 
partly through hatred of the Aitolians, and partly because the Athe- 

nians had possession of their principal town and harbor. 

4. mpocexopnoav d¢ kat Meyapys. Thucydides now returns to the 

narrative of events in their proper series (see N. on §1 supra). Me- 

gara united with the Athenian confederacy, according to Miller 

(Chron. Tab. Dorians, II. p. 464), a. o. 461, or six years before the 

reduction of Ithome. Another chronologist fixes the date at a. o. 464, 
which is undoubtedly too early. mept....Kareixov. The Megare- 
ans and Corinthians were engaged almost continually in border hos- 

tilities. Ta pakpa Telxy—ard THs médews és Nicacav. These walls 

connected Megara with the port of Nisa on the Sinus Saronicus, and 
were eight stadia in length (cf. IV. 66. § 4), or eighteen stadia accord- 

ing to Strabo (891). Meyapevou, for the Megareans, is the dat. 

commodi. ovx.... ApEato, from which in no small degree that 

violent hatred began. The Corinthians avowed their displeasure at 

this transaction, in their speech to the Athenians (I. 42. § 2), and the 

war spoken of in I. 105, owed its origin to the same cause. 

CHAPTER CIV. 

Inarus having revolted from the king of Persia calls to his aid the Athenians, who happe 
at that time to be laying siege to Cyprus; these sailing up the Nile to Memphis, posses 

themselves of two parts of the town and besiege the third (§§ 1, 2). 

1. rav mpds Atyirre, those bordering on Egypt. These Libyat. 
tribes occupied the district of country west of Egypt, probably what 

was afterwards called Libya Marmorica. —— dppapevos é« Mapeias. 
See N. on I. 64.§ 2. Marea was situated on the western part of the 
narrow strip of land, separating Lake Mareotis from the sea. I find 

that it is placed by Kiepert on the inland shore of the south-western 

part of that lake. Thus commencing hostilities at the western ex- 
tremity of the Delta, Inarus extended them eastward until all Egypt 

was engaged in the revolt. According to Diodorus (XI. 71), this. 
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defection of Inarus took place a. o. 461, and it was one year after- 
- wards that he called in the Athenians. imép Bapov, over against 
Pharos. This was a small island in front of Alexandria, on which 

stood the celebrated lighthouse. *Apra&ép£ov, i. e. Artaxerxes 

Longimanns. Bekker reads ’Aprogép£ov. apxev of the Egyptians. 
ewipyeyero, called in as allies. 

3. rvyov....évppdyov is a parenthesis (and so marked in some 

editions), thrown in to show the proximity of the Athenian ships to 

the scene of opefations in Egypt. HASov to Egypt. amroXurdv- 
tes tiv Kimpov. Raleigh censures them for leaving Cyprus, while 
Mitford justifies them for the act. 
sailing up the Nile. Tov Te worapov, i. e. the parts bordering on 

the river, viz. the Delta. kat tHs....pepav. This was probably 

preceded by the great battle recorded by Ctesias and Diodorus, in 
which the Persians were defeated, and Achsemenes the brother of 
king Artaxerxes fell by the hand ef Inarus. Aevxoy teixos, the 

White Fortress. The Schol. says that it was so called, to distinguish 

it from the other two fortified places which were built of brick. It 

was probably the head-quarters of the Persian army in Egypt, which 

amounted in the time of Herodotus to 120,000 men. Ilepoay kai 

Mydev. This distinction is rather singular, as these people had long 

before become one. By the Greek writers, as Poppo observes, they 

are very frequently called Medes alone, as in Mnd:xds wdAepos, pndi- 
few, pndirpds, ete. 

avardevoavres—és Tov Neidor, 

Dee eee ee 
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CHAPTER CV. 

in a sea-fight with the Corinthians and Epidamnians, the Athenians are defeated, but in 
a subsequent one fought near Cecryphaleia are victorious (§ 1); they also conquer the 
JEginets in a great naval engagement, and having landed upon the island lay siege to the 
city (§ 2); in order to make a diversion in favor of the city, the Corinthians take posses- 
sion of the heights of Geranea and inyade the Megarean territory, supposing that no 
assistance could be furnished by the Athenians, unless they raised the siege of A®gina,- 
since all their forces were employed in that place and in Egypt (§§ 3, 4); the Athenians, 
however, send from Athens a force composed of the old and young, who come to an 
indecisive engagement with the Corinthians (§$5, 6); being reproached by those at home, 
the Corinthians return to erect a trophy, and in a second engagement are completely 

routed by the Athenians (§ 7). 

1. ‘Adidas. This is the reading of Bekker; but Poppo, Goelle, 

Gaack, Bloomf., and Arnold edit ‘Adas, contracted for ‘AXteis, a 

people who lived on tho coast of Argolis, and who were, as Arnold 
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supposes, the sepioxos of the Dorian Argives, the remnant of the old 

inhabitants who occupied the extreme point of Argolis, and lived by 

fishing (whence their name arose) and perhaps by piracy. The read- 

ing of Dindorf is preferable, which refers it to the territory or chiet 

town of this people. Tpos.. ..Kopiv%io. Neither Thucydides nor 

Diodorus gives the origin of this war, but it most likely arose from 

the ill-will, which the Corinthians bore to the Megareans for their 

defection to the Athenians. The battles here spoken of took place 

A. 0. 457. —— Kexpudadeia. According to the Schol. this was an 
island, lying off the western coast of Peloponnesus, Pape says that it 

was a small island in the Laconic gulf, and Col. Leake (Travels in the 

Morea, II. p. 455) identifies it with Kyra, one of the small islands 

which lie between Epidaurus and gina. This is its true situation, 

and the one assigned it by Kiepert. TleAorrovynoiov. ‘ Qui ii 

Peloponnesii? Corinthii puto, Epidaurii, Spartani, Auginete.” Od. 
Mill. Agin. p. 176. 

2. modéuou Sé xataordavros. This war doubtless resulted from the 

preceding one, as the Aiginets were allies of the Peloponnesians. 

’*ASnvaios depends On xaraordrros. pera ravra, i. e. after the 

transactions just mentioned. Poppo and Haack place a comma after 

’"ASnvaios, and thus connect pera ratra with the following words. 

avTay, 1. e. Tov Alywnrar. €mroAdpkouy, SC. THY Aty.vay. Aew- 

kparovs. This general was a colleague of Aristides in the battle at 

Plateza, as was also Myronides, who gained the victory spoken of in 

§ 7 infra. 
3. mpdérepov must not be taken with deBiBacay, but with émxov- 

pous, formerly the auxiliaries. Ta dS€ dxpa ths Vepaveias, the heights 
of Geranea. This mountain stretched across the isthmus between 

Corinth and Megara, belonging probably to the territory of the latter. 

4, drovons otpatias mods, as a large portion of their army was 
absent. dr Aiyimns dvactnoceoSat avtovs. It was the object of 
this inroad into the Megarean territory, to create a diversion in favor 

of the Aiginetew, who were at this time besieged by the Athenian 
army under Leocrates. 

5. rav....vedtarot, those left in the city (viz.) the oldest and the 

youngest. ‘“*The genitive ray trodoirey is put for the nominative, 

of being understood. Of. Mt. § 297. 8.” Bloomf. But this, as Poppo 
remarks, is contrary to the laws of the language, and does not remove 
the difficulty which it was intended to do. The construction, which 
makes the genitive depend on oi mpeoBuiraro: and of vedraro., is in 

accordance with the obvious sense: of those remaining in the city 

{= of the citizens) the aged and the young, who had been on that 
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account left behind (ioAdoisev), when the more able-bodied set out 

on the expeditions previously referred to. 

6. ivoppdmov, equally balanced, indecisive. EVOMLTAY . « » sePY Os 
each thought that they had got the better (ovx @daccay, not inferior, 
by litotes = superior) in the action (py = paxn). 

7. éxpdrnoav yap duos paddov, for [although neither party came 
off decidedly victorious] yet they (i. e. the Athenians) had rather the 

advantage. The evidence of this is furnished in dmaASdvrayv ray Kopu- 
Siar, inasmuch as the Corinthians retired after the battle was over. It 

was on this account that the Athenians erected a trophy. kaku(d- 

pevot, being reproached because they had suffered themselves to be 
driven from the field by old men and boys (see N. on § 5 supra). 

Aristid. narrates that they were upbraided id ray oixeior. 7pee~ 
pas—dadexa padiora (see N. on I. 54. § 2), for about twelve days. 

eASdvres to the place of the engagement. avSioracayv tporaioy, 

began to erect a trophy in opposition (dyr-). The imperfect tense is 

used of an action not brought to a successful conclusion. See N. on I. 

57. § 4. exBonSnoavres, sallying forth. tois d\dors Who had 

come to the aid of those who were erecting the trophy. Diod. says: 

madw yevouerns iaxupas paxns év TH eyouevy Kypodia, wadw évixnoay 
"ASnvaiot, Kal modAods avetAov Tay Tohepiov. 

CHAPTER CVI. 

On the retreat of the Corinthians, a part lose their way, and are driven into a place from 

which escape is impossible (§ 1); the Athenians surround them and stone them to _ 
death (§ 2). 

1. Poppo thinks that this chapter should be included in. the 
preceding one, or if two chapters are to be formed, that the second 

should begin at I. 105. § 4. Tl....dAtyor, some considerable por- 
tion of them. The student will notice the litotes in od« dXéyor. 
Siapaprév ris 6d00, missed entirely (Sia-) the way. S. § 197. 2. és 

rou (= Tivos) xepiov idirov, i. e. és tov idi@rov xepiov. Of. Mt. § 279. 

Obs. 4. xwpiov here signifies a spot, enclosure, to which, as was often 

the practice in ancient times, a local name was given. Perhaps the 

battle, to which Diod. refers as fought évy rH Aeyopery Kepodia (see 

N. on I. 105. § 7), was the one here spoken of. «® depends on 
truyev = érvxev bv. Jelf constructs it as a local dative, and refers it 
to § 605 of his edition of Kihner. mepteipyov (sc. avré referring to 

xepiov, enclosed it all around, 
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2. xara mpdcaror, in front, i. e. at the entrance of the field. The 
hoplites were stationed here, because it was the only place where 

those hemmed in could escape. xarédevoay, stoned to death. This 

was done by the slingers, who constituted a considerable portion of 

the light-armed. Bloomf. remarks that the Athenians afterwards 

tasted the bitter fruits of this unsparing cruelty. avrois stands for 

the adnominal genitive. Kiihner (Jelf’s edit, § 597) ranks this with 

the dat. commodi, the thing possessed being conceived of as being for 

the owner’s benefit. 

CHAPTER CVII. 

. The Athenians begin to build the Long Walls (§ 1); the Lacedwmonians and their allies 
having gone to assist the Dorians against the Phocians, their return home is impeded by 
the Athenians (§§ 2,3); whereupon they resolve to remain in Beotia and watch their 

opportunity to return home, being privately importuned also by certain Athenians, to 

assist in abolishing democracy in their city, and to put a stop to the erection of the 

Long Walls (§ 4); the Athenians and their allies sally forth against tltem, partly on the 
supposition that they would be embarrassed in effecting a return home, and partly 

through apprehension of their intrigues to put down democracy (§§ 5, 6); some Thessa- 
lian horse join the Athenians, who, however, desert them in the time of action (§ 7). 

1. #pEavro—oixoSopeiv. ‘The infinitive follows dpyeo%a:, when the 
notion of the dependent verb is only in intention not in act; but the 

‘participle, when it is actually begun. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 688. Obs. 

kara Tovs xpdvous tovrous, in these times, i.e. in the time of 

these occurrences which have just been related. 

See N. on II. 13. § 7. ‘ 

2. pnrpéwoduy is in apposition with A@piuas (= Aa@pida. Mt. § 429. 

2), as are also Body, Kurivoy, and ’Epwedy, showing its parts or divi- 

sions (Mt: § 432. 3). Nexopndous is to be constructed with jyoupe- 

vov. Nicomedes is supposed to have been the uncle of Pleistoanax 

and brother of Pausanias, for Cleombrotus is often mentioned as the 
father of Pausanias. Dukas makes Leonidas to have been a brother 

to Nicomedes and Pausanias. But he was a son of Anaxandrides and 
brother (some say twin-brother) to Cleombrotus. —— imép Ievoroava- 

xtos, in the stead of Pleistoanax. Nicomedes was tutor of the young 

king, and acted as regent. Baottéos is referred by most commen- 

tators to Pleistoanax, since Pausanias was only regent, although called 

king (as he virtually was) by Demosthenes, Aristotle, Plutarch, etc. 

It is written in I. 114. § 2 with equal ambiguity, Hdeserodvaxros rot 
Tlaveaviov Baciiéws AaxeSatpoviay ryoupevov. véov Ovros ért, be- 

ing yet a youth. éBonsncav Trois Awpedow. Miller fixes the date 

Té te Padnpdvee. 
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of this expedition at a. o. 457. Olymp. 80. 4, and very correctly sup- 

poses that they returned the following year. éauray, of their own. 

émXiras is the dative of accompaniment (S. § 206. eae aa 
dporoyia, on terms of surrender. 

3. kata Sddaccay, by sea. et BovAowro—euedrov. There is an 

ellipsis of ay in the apodosis, that particle being seldom added to the 

verb pehAw. —— Kpicaiov xddrov, the Crisewan gulf. This bay was 

south of Phocis, and belonged to the Sinus Corinthiacus to which it 

sometimes gaye its name. mepatovoSat On their way home. —— 

mepimhevoarres, having sailed around Peloponnesus. This they would — 
be under the necessity of doing, in order to enter the Corinthian gulf. 

—— Méyapa kai IInyds. Of. I. 108. § 4. dvcodos, transitu difficilis. 
yap introduces as the reason why it would be unsafe to go by 

Geranea, that the Athenians had possession of Megara and Pega. 

tore, i. e. at the time when they were wishing to. return, —— 

yoSavovro—peddovras. See N. on I. 26. § 8. tavtn, there, i. e. in 

the defiles of Geranea, through which lay the road to Lacedamon by 

the ie of the Isthmus. 
4, 0fe—ito tpdémo—diaropevicovra. Notice the change from the 

oblique to the direct discourse, the action belonging to the past being 

transferred to the present fina of the speaker. Of. K. § 345. 5. —— 

Botwrois. Beotia lay west of Phocis, and in this state the Lacede- 

monians took up their quarters and spent the winter. 

xai, “‘ partim etiam.” Bauer. eArrigavres....oikodopnovpeva, hoping — 

to put down democracy and put a stop to building the Long Wallis. 
The student will notice the dilogia in xararadcew. See N. on I. 26. 
§3. The popular leaders, who were aiming to secure for Athens the 

sovereignty of the sea, urged the erection of the Long Walls as a 

measure most beneficial to the state. As a project, therefore, of the 

democratical party, and as rendering Athens independent of the Lace- 

dgemonians, the building of these walls was opposed by the aristocracy. 

5. mavdnyei. “ Haud dubie qui militari erant «tate; hos enim 

paulo post tredecim millia Athenis effecisse II. 13. cognoscemus.” 

Poppo. —— ’Apyeioy xii. Cf. I. 102. § 4. @s €xacrot (SC. 
HASov), “singuli pro rata parte.’ Poppo. See N. on I. 3. $5.— 
Evprartes, i. e. the Athenians and their allies. Mitford says that with 

the cavalry and the attending slaves, the whole number could be 
scarcely less than 30,000 men. 

6. vopicavres, because they thought. See N. on I. 9. § 4. —— &A- 

Seow in their return home. kai te kai, and partly. Didot reads 

kairo. Kal. tov Snuov Karadicews, Of the subversion of the demo- 
wacy (cf. § 4 supra). Notice the change of construction from vopi- 

vo O€ Tt 
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gavres, With which Poppo compares éore pyre dretpia—vopicarta, 

I. 80. $1. 
7. inns. Attic for immeis. kata TO Evppayixdy, according te 

the treaty of alliance. Of. I. 102. $4. peréotnoay = perera€arto, 

changed sides (see N. on Il. 67. §1). Bloomf. ev TO Epyo (at 
Tanagra). See N. on I. 105. § 6. 

CHAPTER CVITII. 

The Athenians and Lacedemonians come to an engagement at Tanagra, in which the lattor 
come off victorious (§ 1), after which they return home by the way of Geranea and the 
Isthmus. The Athenians afterwards invade and conquer Beeotia, and throw down the 

walls of Tanagra (§§ 2, 3); the Aiginete surrender to the Athenians on conditions (§ 4), 
after which the Athenians cruise around the Peloponnesian coast, burn the dock of the 
Lacedemonians, take Chalcis, and defeat the Sicyonians (§ 5). Z 

1. payns. According to Diod. this battle lasted two days, no de- 
- cided advantage being gained by either party. It is evident, however, 

_ that the fruit of victory was enjoyed by the Lacedemonians, inasmuch 

as they returned unimpeded to their home. ev= in the vicinity 

of. The city of Tanagra was situated on a lofty and rugged eminence, 

_ on the north bank of the Asopus near the junction of the Thermodon 

(cf. Kiepert’s Map of Bceotia), and was remarkable for the thrift and 

orderly character of its inhabitants. Cf. Cramer’s Greece, II. pp. 
267-269. 

2. devSporopnoavres. This was a common method of inflicting 

- injury upon a hostile territory. Of. Xen. Anab. I. 4.§10. The trees 

selected to be cut down or girdled, were doubtless such as bore fruit, 
_ or served for shade or ornament. mddw driSov én’ oixov (see N. 

on I. 80. § 2). Diod. says that a truce of four months was entered 

_ upon after the battle, which is highly probable, as in no other way 

can we account for the unimpeded passage of the Lacedemonians 

- over Geranea. 

«8. : Olvopirors, Hnophyta, “was not a town but a plot of ground 
forming one farm, planted with olive-trees.” Bloomf. The reason 

_ why the Beeotians were thus invaded, was the assistance which they 
had rendered the Lacedsmonians in the battle at Tanagra (cf. kal of 

— Edppaxot, $1 supra). tis Botwrias except Thebes. Of. III. 62. 

mepteitdov, demolished all around, or rather, demolished the wall 
_ which was around the city. Of. Liddell and Scott sub voce. Bloom. 
iS renders the word, dismantled, viz. by removing the battlements of the 

wall, and lowering it to a height practicable to be scaled by an invad- 
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ing force. ——— Aoxpav—zraBov. Afterwards Myronides, acvording to 

Diodorus, penetrated into Thessaly to punish that people for their de- 

sertion in the battle of Tanagra, but failing in his attempt upon the 

town of Pharsalia, he returned to Athens. But compare I, 111. §1 

(on which see Note), where it appears that the Thessalian expedition 
was later, probably a. o. 454. Td Té....emerehecay. “ When two 

or more attributives are joined to a substantive, each of which has a 

peculiar force, the article is used with each. This is more rare when 

the attributives follow the substantive.” Jelf’s Kiihn. $459.5. As 

the foundations of these walls were laid by Cimon, when the spoils of 

the victory of the Eurymedon were applied by the Athenians to the im- 

provement of the city, and as Cimon, after a banishment of five years, 

was recalled (a. 0. 456) the same year in which the two walls were 
finished, Col. Leake (Athens, I. p. 425) thinks that the year 462 is the 
latest to which the commencement of the walls can be ascribed. If 

so, the words cara tovs xpdvous rovrous (I. 107. $1) must be received 
with some latitude. 

4, @podrdynoay Sé cai Aiywhra after they had stood a siege of 
nine months. Miiller fixes the date of this event, a.-o. 457, but I pre- 

fer with other chronologists to assign to it the date of a. o, 456. 

mepteddvres (see N. on mepueidov, § 3 supra), wapaddyres, and ragdue- 
vo. denote the conditions on which the capitulation was made. 

5. meptemdevoav. This cruise took place the next year after the 

surrender of Aigina, i. e. a. o. 455. Olymp. 81. 2. 

refers to the naval arsenal or docks at Gytheum. Xadxida, Chaleis 

in Aitolia which was a Corinthian colony. amoBdacet THs yns = 

dmoBdoe emi ris ys, the genitive being objective and supplying the 

- place of the preposition and its case. 

TO ve@ptov 

CHAPTER CIX. 

The Persians having been vanquished in Egypt by the Athenians and their allies, Arta- 
xerxes sends Megabazus to Lacedemon inviting that people to create a diversion by in- 
yading Attica (§§ 1, 2); but being unsuccessful in his mission he returns to Asia, where- 

upon the king despatches a large force to Memphis, by which the Egyptians and their 
allies are defeated, and the Greeks shut up in the island of Prosopis, where after hold- 
ing out for ono and a half years, they are finally overcome by the Persians (§§ 3, 4). 

1. The narration of the Egyptian war is here resumed from I. 104. 

avrois....karéornoay = carried on the war with various incidents, 

i. e. various and diverse fortunes befell them in the prosecution of the 

war. These are narrated by Diod. Sic. XI. 77. 
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2. rd péev yap mparoy, for in the first place. yap is epexegetical, 

i. ec. it serves to explain woAAat idéat mo€uov in the preceding section. 

éxpdrouv refers to the victory spoken of in I. 104. § 2. Bact- 
Ae’s, i.e. Artaxerxes Longimanus. —— MeydSafov. Smith thinks 
that this may be the same person with the one of that name, who 
held a command in the fleet of Xerxes. Cf. Herod. VII. 97. 
dySpa Téponv. This is not to be considered as an appellation of rank 
or dignity, but rather as serving to distinguish the person here spoken 

of, from Megabyzus the son of Zopyrus, a Persian, who was sent as 

commander of the army in Egypt (cf. § 3 infra). This is rendered 

probable by the fact that MeydBafos and MeydBvgos are so interming- 

led in Herodotus, Ctesias, and other writers, that it is quite certain 

they are only different forms of the same name. The use of this ap- 

pellation may be seen in a form of expression like the following: a 

Persian by the name of Megabazus—another Persian also of the name 

of Megabyzus (the same name. as the preceding although slightly — 

varied in form) the son of Zopyrus (cf. § 3). émws is used here in 

its telic sense. See N. on I. 65. § 1. Trevasevtav Tay Iedorovyy- 

ciwy denotes the means. 
8. ds....mpovyape, but when he met with no success ; literally, 

when things (rpaypara supplied from the context. K. § 288. R. 3. ¢) 

did not turn out well for him. dros, otherwise (than to advan- 

tage) = in vain. avadovro. For the omission of the augment, see 
K,. § 122. 1. MeyaBvugov. As this general was one of the com- 

manders of the land forces of Xerxes, when he invaded Greece, and 
also commanded the army which was defeated by Cimon on the Eu- 

rymedon, he must have been at this time somewhat advanced in years 

and have had much military experience. —— Zwmipov, Zopyrus. He 

was the one through whose self-devotion Babylon was taken by Darius. 

Of. Herod. III. 160. —— orparias roddjs. Diodorus says that the num- 

ber was 300,000; Ctesias, 200,000. The latter author, however, adds 

the troops which remained in Egypt, thus making a total of 500,000 

men, According to Diodorus, a fleet of 800 ships accompanied them. 
4. rods Evupdxovs, i.e. the Athenians. IIpoceririda. The 

island Prosopis was formed probably by two branches of the Nile, or 

perhaps as Bloomf. thinks, by the Nile and a wide and deep canal, 

The Schol. says that it is the same as that called Nicion. pijvas 
éé, i. e. €& prvas. pexpe ov, until, tiv Sw@pvya in which lay 

the Athenian triremes. a@An, another way, in another direction. 

Tas Te....emoinoe, he caused the ships to ground. me(7n is to 
ne constructed with daBas. 
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CHAPTER CX. 

A small remnaat only of the Greeks escape from Egypt, which country again passes undet 
the dominion of the Persians (§§ 1,2); Inarus is treacherously taken and crucified (§ 8); 
fifty Athenian triremes having come to the relief of the fleet in Egypt, are attacked by 
the Persians and most of them destroyed (§ 4), and thus terminates the Egyptian Ne 26 
dition (§ 5). 

1. woAeunoavra belongs in sense to ‘EAAjv@v, but in grammatical 

form to mpdypara, which is the principal word in the periphrasis ra 

Trav "EXAnvev mpaypata. ddiyot....€0@e%ycav. Diod. says that 

the Persians, through admiration of the valor of the Athenians, al- 

lowed them to evacuate Egypt and return home unmolested. But 

this is hardly reconcilable with the closing words of the preceding 

chapter (eiAe tiv vicov), and then, as Bloomf. inquires, why did they 

not leave Egypt by the way of the Nile, if they were suffered to de- 

part in peace? Kupnynv, Cyrene. This was a flourishing city of 

- Libya Cyrenaica, situated a few miles from the Mediterranean coast, 

directly opposite Greece. In making this retreat (which was a kind 

of archetype of the Anabasis), the Greeks unquestionably took the 

route by Parsstonium, and so along the*sea-coast, where were numer- 

ous Greek settlements. 

2. ’Auvpraiov. This Amyrteeus must not be confounded with the 
Saite of the same name, who revolted from the Persians in the reign 

of Darius Nothus, as that event. took place a. 0. 414, or upwards of 

forty years after the termination of the revolt here spoken of. This 

Amyrteus, according to Herodotus, was reduced to submission by the 

Persians, and his son Pausiris suffered to reign over the fen district of 

the Delta, by their favor; whereas the Amyrtzus who revolted from 

Darius Nothus, was succeeded by four successive kings, nor did the 

Persians recover their ascendency over the country, until the reign of 

Ochus, nearly sixty years afterwards. Cf. Arnold’s note on this pas- 

sage, to which I am indebted for the substance of these remarks. In 

Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol., there is mention made 

of only one Amyrtseus who revolted, and he is said to have reigned in 

the marshy districts from the time of his revolt from Artaxerxes, until 

about A. 0. 414, when the Egyptians expelled the Persians, and Amyr- 

teous reigned over Egypt six years, being the only king of the twenty- 

_ eighth dynasty. édeor, low grounds, marshes, lying between the 

Canopic and the Tanitic mouths of the Nile, and comprising the most 

of what was called the Delta. kal Gua....édevor is a varied con- 

struction for kal dua 8:4 rd payywrdrovs civat tev Aiyuntiay tous 

éXefovs demanded by the preceding member. 
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8. mpo8ocia Anp3eis. According to Otesias (c. 84), he made an 

agreement with Megabyzus to surrender ée@’ 6 pndév xaxdy rapa Baot- 
Aéws AaBetv. But after five years’ residence at the court, whither he 

was carried a prisoner, at the instigation of Amytis, the mother of the 

king and of Achewmenes, he was put to death by Artaxerxes, who 

thus broke the promise given by Megabyzus and confirmed by his 

own word. dvectavpo%n. Herodotus and Ctesias say that he 

was crucified esi tpict oravpois, Which Bloomf. says might be more 

properly termed impalement. 

4, ék 8€ trav ’ASnvdv. Poppo, Haack, and Goeller read ’ASnvaiwr, 
and refer to Mt. § 429. 2, where it is said that "ASyvay, the reading of 

Bekker, is without MS. authority. Kata TO Mevdnowov Képas, at 

the Mendesian mouth (of the Nile), i. e. the arm or branch of the river 

on which was situated Mendes, and which was the fifth mouth of the 
stream reckoning from the west. There are so many aspects in which 

the word xépas might be applied to the disemboguing branches of a 

river, that it appears to me unnecessary and useless to inquire why it 

is here applied to this branch of the Nile. 

being wholly ignorant of. «iddéres refers grammatically to rpijpecs, 

but in sense to the persons who navigated them. TOY YeyenLEevor, 
i. e. the defeat of the Greeks and Egyptians. meCol of the Per- 

sians. madw to Greece. 

5. ra pev xara thy peyadnv orpareiay = ) peydAn otpareia. Mt. 
§-583. 3. oUrws éredXevtnoev. The position of these words at the 
close of the story of this disastrous expedition, is highly emphatic. No 

one knew better than Thucydides where to place important words, so 
that they should stand out with prominence and emphasis. In this, 

as well as in other respects, he is a model worthy of repeated study. 

> ’ , > 7 ovK €iddres—ovder, 

CHAPTER CXI. 

_ The Athenians, undertaking at his solicitation to restore the Thessalian prince Orestes ts 
his country from which he had been exiled, advance for that purpose as far as Pharsalus, 
but are obliged to retire without accomplishing their object (§ 1); after this a fleet undex 
Pericles sail to Sicyon, and disembarking, defeat the Sicyonians who assemble to opposé 
them (§ 2); ani then taking some Achwans on board cross over and lay siege to Giniada, 
but being unsuccessful return home (§ 8). 

1. rod Geccaddv Baoréws. It does not appear that Echecratides 
was king of the whole of Thessaly, but only of the region about Phar- 

salus. There were three of these noble families in Thessaly, the gens 
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Antiochi at Pharsalus, the gens Aleuads at Larissa, and the gens 

Scopade: at Cranno. To thé former of these families Echecratides 
belonged, being the son of Antiochus, and grandson of Echeeratides 

Major who was celebrated by Simonides. But little is known of 

these personages. hetyov, being an exile. The reason of this is 

unknown, as the history of the Thessalians is very obscure. mapa~ 

AaBovres....€oTparevoay. Diod. connects this expedition with those 
which were made against the Phocians and Locrians, after the battle 

of Gnophyta (I. 108. § 3), a. o. 456, or as Poppo prefers, 467. It is 
evident that the historian here resumes the regular series of events, 

which had been interrupted by the account of the issae of the Egyp- 

tian expedition, but I prefer with Arnold to assign to the invasion of 

Thessaly the date, a. o. 454. Olymp. 81. 3. Ths Geacadias depends 

on @dpaadov. Cf. Mt. § 321. 6. THs pev yns....émrav, they took 

possession of as much of the country as extended but a short distance 

from the encampment ; literally, they conquered as much of the coun- 

try as they could conquer (dca pu) = Goa xpareiv ths yns edivaro py), 

not advancing far from their camp. modu, i. e. Pharsalus, 

ovd’....€aTparevoay, nor did they succeed (see N. on I. 109. § 38) in any 

one of the other objects of their expedition ; literally, in any other of ~ 

those things on account of which (Sv = éxeivar &v) they made the 

expedition. 

2. pera....7or@, not long afterwards. This expedition of Peri- 

cles took place most likely the next year, i.’e. A. 0. 458. Inyais. 

Cf. I. 103. § 4. Sixvava, Sicyon, was a part of Sicyonia on the 

Sinus Corinthiacus, north-west of Corinth. - RavYinmov. He com- 

manded the Athenian forces at the battle of Mycale. oTpatnyour- 
ros belongs to Iepixdéous. Sixkvoviov tos mpoopi€arras, those of 

the Sicyonians who engaged with them. The genitive here denotes the 

‘whole,’ rods mpoopigéavras being put partitively. Cf. Mt. § 318. 2. 

Diod. says that an attack was subsequently made upon Sicyon, but 

the Lacedwemonians coming to the aid af the Sicyonians, Pericles 

retreated. 
8. mapadaBdvres (having taken on board), eis Evppaxiay (as the 

Schol. says), or rather eis orpareiav. Of. mapadaBdvres Bowwrods x. T. X. 
§ 1 supra. ’"Ayatovs. These persons were doubtless such as fa- 

vored the democratical party. Achaia lay west of Sicyonia. dua- 

mrevoavres mépay the Corinthian gulf, probably to Naupactus, as this 
port was a convenient base for the operations which they had in view. 

Oinddas, Zniade. This city lay in the extreme southern part 

of Acarnania, on the right bank of the Achelous (cf. Kiepert’s map), 

near its mouth and opposite the promontory of Araxum. Col. Leake 
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(North. Greece, III. p. 556) identifies it with the ruins of a large city, to 

which is given the name Trikardho, or Trigardhékastro. The reason 

why Pericles assaulted this city, was because it was the only one in 

Acarnania, which was opposed to the alliance then contemplated, 

and soon afterwards formed, between Athens and Acarnania. It 

was not until the eighth year of the Peloponnesian war that, com- 

pelled by a superior force, it joined the Athenian alliance. —— pévro 

—ye, yet indeed. Between these particles Thucydides often interposes 

another word. ; 

CHAPTER CXII. 

tn the third year after this, a five years’ truce is concluded between the Peloponnesians and 
Athenians (§ 1), during which time a fleet of two hundred ships under the command 

of Cimon is fitted out by the Athenians against Cyprus (§ 2); of these ships sixty are 

detached to be sent to Egypt at the instance of Amyrtzus, and the rest blockade Citium 

(§ 8); but Cimon dying and a famine having arisen, they leave Citium, and sailing away 
defeat the Pheenicians and Cilicians both by sea and by land, after which being joined by 
the ships sent into Egypt they return home (§ 4); the sacred war follows (§ 5). 

1. éraév tpiav. This fixes the date of the commencement of the 

five years’ truce at A. 0. 450. Olymp. 82. 8. —— omovéai. This truce 
was effected chiefly through the agency of Cimon. 

2. modepov €oxov, Jesisted from war. Of. K. §§ 249.1; 271.2; S. 

$197. 2. 2s Kumpov éorparevovro. The object of this expedition 
is given. in Plut. Cimon, ¢..18 (init.). 

3. “Apupraiov. Of. I. 110. § 2. Kirrsov, Citium. This town 

lay in the south-eastern part of Cyprus, and was celebrated for being 
the birthplace of Zeno, Apollodorus, Apollonius, and other distin- 

guished persons. 

4, Kipwvos d€ droSavdvros (A. 0. 449) through illness or the effects 

of a wound. To this circumstance, together with the scarcity of pro- 

visions, must be attributed the failure of the expedition, since a place 
so small could scarcely have resisted the attack of so large-a force and 

led by so able a commander. imép Sadapivos, off Salamis ; liter- 
ally, above Salamis, because, as Arnold says, the horizon line of the 

sea appears to be elevated above the shore. Salamis lay north-east 
of Citium, in the middle part of the eastern side of the island. 

dua refers to the verbs which precede it = they conquered in @ sea 
and land engagement, i. e. they fought the one battle after the other 

(deinceps). Some may prefer to construct dua with oimé: and Kidu- 

Ew, both with the Phenicians and Cilicians. Diod. says: that Arta- 
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bazus commanded the naval, and Megabyzus the land forces of the 

Persians. e& Aiytnrov vines—é€AZovca = ai ev Aiyint@ viajes és 
Aiyvrrov €\Sotca. See N. on I. 18. $1 (init.). 

5. rov....mddepov, called the (= the so-called) sacred war. sone 

pov follows éorpdrevoay, as denoting its abstract idea. See N. on 

radra, 1. 70. § 7. iepod. §. § 189. mapédocav Aedgois. ‘ Be- 
cause the noble families of the Delphians, in whose hands was the 

sole management of the temple and oracle, were of Dorian origin.” 

Arnold. vorepov. ‘ Tertio demum anno factum dicit Schol. Aris- 

toph., quem refutat Clinton.” Poppo. —— ’ASnvaio. According to 

Plutarch, Pericles was their leader. mapédocav Paxevor. The 
Phocians were always putting in claims for the custody of this temple, 

and hence as allies they were assisted by the Athenians. Miller 

(Dorians, I. p. 112) says that the management of this temple was 

given to the Phocians against all ancient right. So Boeckh (Pub. 

Econ. Athens, p. 600..N.) says that the temple, accotding to the 
agreement of the Greeks, was an independent sacred possession, the 

oversight of which was vested exclusively in the council of the 

Amphictyons and the sacred assembly at Delphi. Cf. Grote’s Hist. 
Greece, IV. p. 85. : 

CHAPTER CXIII. 

The Athenians take Cheronea from the Beotian exiles who had got possession of it, and 
having placed a garrison in it, return homewards (§ 1); on their way they are attacked at 
Coronea by the Orchomenian exiles and others, and many are slain or made prisoners 
(§ 2); the Athenians evacuate the whole of Beotia (§ 3), on which the Baotians recover 
their independence, and their exiles return home (§ 4). 

1. xal....radra is transposed for xal pera radra ypdvou éyyevope- 

vov, some time after these things. The events here spoken of took 
place a. o. 447. Olymp. 83. 2. Bowwrav trav devydvrwy refers to 
those who had been driven from their country, after the battle of 

Cnophyta. Cf. I. 108. § 3. Xatpoveray was afterwards celebrated 
for the victory gained by Philip of Macedon over the Athenian forces. 

—— drra for drwa. We should have expected drra (cf. K. § 98), 
nd indeed in two of the best MSS. it is so written. émAirats is 

the dative of accompaniment. as éxdorots (sc. eorparevoar). See 
N. on I. 107.§ 5. Of. also I. 3. 8 5. én... .ovra, i. e. against the 

places taken possession of by the Beotian exiles. ToApidov row 
Todpuiov. Of. I. 108. § 5. kat dvdparodicavres. These words, 
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which Haack and Arnold bracket with Bekker and Dindorf, are can- 

celled by Poppo and Goeller, but received as genuine by Bloomf. —— 

karaotnoavres, after having left, when they had left. See N. on I. 
13. § 6. 

2. adrois, i. e. the Athenians. Kopeveiga. This Beeotian city 
lay S. E. of Cheronea, and directly in the homeward route of the 
Athenians. —— émirievrae of te....Borwray. ‘‘Ductu et auspiciis 

Spartonis. Vid. Plut. in Ages. t. III. 657.” Gottl. Aoxpot Opun 

tii, as the Schol. rightly understands it, for these had doubtless rebelled 

with the Beotians, as they had been subjugated at the same time. 

Cf. I: 108. § 3. EvBoéav—gvyddes. Pausanias says, that Tolmides 

had previously led Athenian settlers into Eubcea, at which time proba- 

bly these exiles left their country. avTns yvouns joav, were of the 

same mind (cf. K. § 278.2; 5. $190). yvepns refers to the feeling of 

hostility towards the Athenians. Tous pev ScePSecpav. Among 

_ the slain were Tolmides the leader of the expedition, and Clinias the 

father of Alcibiades. tous d€ Cavras €hkaBov. The desire to re- 

deem these prisoners, may have had some influence in disposing the 

Athenians to withdraw from Boeotia, and make no further attempts 

to subjugate it. 

3. ef’ 6. bee N. on I. 1038. § 1. rovs dvdpas refers to the 
Athenians, who had been taken captive as above related. 

4, of GAot wavres refers to the Locrians and Eubean exiles, - 

CHAPTER, CXIV. 

The Eubeeans having revolted, Pericles comes over to their island, where he receives intel- 
ligence of the revolt of the Megareans, and of an invasion with which the Peloponnesiana 
were threatening Attica, whereupon he returns with his army (§ 1); the Peloponnesians 

make an irruption into Attica and devastate the country, but having proceeded as far as 

Eleusis return homeward (§ 2); Pericles with his army then returns to Eubeea, which he 
soon reduces to submission (§ 3). 

1. perd....’ASnvaiov. This took place a. o. 445. Olymp. 838. 8. 

_-—— buaBeBnxoros 7dn (having already passed over) TWepixdéovs—iy- 
| 
n 

¥ 
# 
af 

yeASn air@ (i. e. Pericles). The genitive absolute is here employed, 

as being more emphatic than the more usual construction Tepuxd«i 

diaBeBnxdre with airo. Cf. K. § 3138. 2.—— Méyapa. Cf. I. 108. § 4. 

agdéornke. Cf. Mill. Dorians, II. p. 172, where this revolt is 
i attributed to the return of the nobles. who had been banished and 
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their property confiscated, at the time when the democratic party 
gained the ascendancy and formed the alliance with the Athenians. 

povpot ASnvaiov. Cf. I. 103. § 4. dueSappeva eiciv. The 
Athenians were so highly incensed at this revolt and massacre, that 

they excluded the Megareans from the Attic ports and markets (ef. I. 

139. § 1), which caused them great distress, as their country was 
mountainous and barren, and incapable of giving support to a large 

population. és Nicaav. In this place also the Athenians had 
stationed a garrison. Cf. I. 103. § 4. érayaydpevor, by calling in 

to their aid. KopwSiovs....’Emidavpiovs. These were the nearest 
states of the Peloponnesian confederacy. 

2. ris “Arrixis....e€oBadrdvres, invading Attica as far as Eleusis 

wnd Thria. ‘Where place is designated by mentioning both the 

country and the town, the former as the whole may be put in the geni- 

tive and may precede the latter.” Crosby, § 361. R. Cf. Mt. § 321. 6. 

It was on the Thrian plain that the Athenians proposed to the Lace- 

demonians to fight the Persians, when, under Mardonius, they had 

possession of Athens the second time. Of. Herod. IX. 7. Leake 
(Topog. Athens, II. p. 150) thinks that the site of Thria is indicated 

by some vestiges of antiquity on a height called Magdla, on the San- 

daéforo or Eleusinian Cephissus, about three miles above Eleusis. 

I\etorodvaxros....Bacitkews. See N. on I. 107. § 2. TO MA€OV OVKETL 

mpoeASdvres, advancing no further. In I. 21. $1, it is és rd mXeios 

odkért mpoeAS@v, Which seems the more preferable, since as Poppo 
remarks, valet mwoppwrépm non paddopr. drexopnoay being bribed, 
as Plutarch says, by Pericles. 

8. "ASnvaio....duaBavres, as Plutarch says, with 50 ships and 5000 

hoplites. adAny, i. e. other than the town inhabited by the Hes- 

tiwans. époroyia Kareatnoarro, they settled by treaty, i. e. they 

adjusted the difficulties on terms of mutual agreement. ‘Eorvaas 
....éoyov. Plutarch says that the ‘reason of this severity was, that 
the Hestiwans had captured an Athenian ship and put the crew to 

death. But perhaps it resulted, in part at least, from motives of 

policy, a twofold object being had in view, viz. to deter by an exam- 

ple of one town, the rest of the Eubwans from any attempt to gain 

their independence; and by placing colonists of their own in the 

town selected for punishment, to secure a footing on the island in case 

of another rebellion. For the form of the accusative ‘Eoruzias, cf. Mt. 

§ 83. Obs. 1. avroi, i. e. the Athenians. 
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CHAPTER CXV. 

nirty years’ peace is concluded between the Athenians and Peloponnesians (§ 1); a war 
breaks out between the Samians and Milesians, in which the latter being worsted call 
upon the Athenians for aid (§ 2); in obedience to which call the Athenians proceed to 
Sames, establish democracy, and having taken hostages sail away (§ 8); some of the 
Samians belonging to the aristocracy cross over to the continent, and having concerted 

measures with their friends on the island, and with Pissuthnes the governor of Sardis, 

return to Samos by night (§ 4), and having overcome the democratical party, and got 
possession of their hostages in Lemnos, openly revolt from the Athenians (§ 5). 

1. orovdds. The thirty years’ truce was made A. o. 445. Tous 
Evypaxous of the Lacedemonians. dmoddévres, restoring to inde- 

pendence, or more probably, to the Peloponnesian confederacy. —— 

*"Axaiav. There is some doubt whether this refers to the country of 

Achaia, or to some town of the same name. Goeller adopts the latter 

of these opinions, on the ground that it stands connected with the 

_ names of towns, and that Cleon could never have asked as he did (IV. 

21), that the Lacedeemonians should give back to Athens the country 

of Achaia, over which the Lacedemonians had no control. He there- 

_ fore thinks that it was some town of which the Athenians had taken 

possession, and which they now stipulated to give back. This opinion 

of Goel. is cited approvingly by Poppo (Suppl. Adnot. p. 142). Miil- 

ler is. cited by Goel. as understanding by it some small town of Megara. 

But I find nothing in Miller’s Hist. of the Dorians, on this point, ex- 
cept the following note (I. p. 212): “Achaia is the district on the 

north of Peloponnesus, which indeed did not belong to Athens, but 

was enumerated in the lists of the contending parties as belonging to 

the Athenian side, and at this time passed over to that of the Laceda- 

_tmonians.” Arnold says that there can be no reasonable doubt, that 
_ Thucydides refers here to the country of Achaia in Dalesiehttcane. 

Such also is the opinion of Haack and Bloomf., and seems to be the 

_ true one. TleXorovynciwy depends on radra. 
2. éxr@ d€ éret of the thirty years’ truce, i. e. A. 0. 440. Olymp. 85. 

- Some chronologists fix the date of the event here mentioned at a. o. 

_ 441, Olymp. 84. 4, and this computation Poppo follows, who affixes 

| the date A. o. 440 (i. e. the year following the revolt) to the expedition 
of Pericles narrated in I. 116. Ilpinyns, Priene, a town of Ionia, 

nearly east of Samos and not far from Miletus. It was in the vicinity 

} of the Pan-Ionic temple, the sacred rites of which it administered, 

q 
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and hence acquired considerable importance. 

piov, tmoeeighed against the Samians. EvverehapBavorto, tovk 

part with the Milesians. dSpes iStGra, private persons, i. e. in- 
dividuals of the Samians, who had no hand in the government which 

was aristocratical. This will account for their intrigues in favor of 

the Milesians, whose government was democratical. vewTepioat 

Bovdépevoe thy modureiav, wishing to revolutionize the government, i. e. 

to introduce the democratical form of government. Of. Seyoxpariay 
xaréoTnoay, in the next section. 

3. mAevoartes otv “ASnvaioe és Sdpov. Plutarch says that the Sa- 

mians, being commanded by the Athenians to cease from hostilities, 

refused to obey, whereupon a descent was made upon their island by 

Pericles. ‘There is no need of attributing this war in behalf of the 

Milesians to the influence of Aspasia, inasmuch as it was the policy of 

Athens to. side with democratical governments in their contests with 

such as were aristocratical. épnpous....avdpas. Diod. says that 

eighty talents were also exacted from the Samians. és Anpvov. 

This island was subject to the Athenians. —— ppoupav eyxatadurovres 

in Samos. Cf. § 6 infra. 

4, rav S€ Sapior, joav yap tiwes—oi b€ Tapio, Hoav yap tives 
exeivwy, the principal word+(Sayiev) of the main proposition being 

attracted and governed by ruvés in the dependent clause. Cf. Mt. 

§ 680. h; K. § 324. R.2. See N.on I. 72.§1. Render ray dé Sa- 

uiov, the Samian exiles, inasmuch as they were those of épuyov és ry 
imretpov. ev tH moder Of the Samians. 

the aristocratical party. ds elye Sdpders tore. Pissuthnes is call- 

ed satrap by Diod. émixovpovs. Bloomf. thinks that these were 

mercenaries sent by Pissuthnes, but paid by the Samian exiles. 

d:eBnoav refers to the subject contained in ray d€ Sapior. ore 
voxra in order to conceal their movements. 

5. rd Shum emaveorncay, they rose up against the democratical 

party. 

Tis Sdpov, kat tovs avrimparrovras avrois €&€Badov ex Ths Tddeas. 

éexkréearres, bringing away by stratagem, removing by stealth. —— 

rovs....ogiow, i.e. the officers 

having command of the garrison. émi....oTparevey in order to 
put down democracy in that city also. Bu¢avrio. Byzantium fell 

under the Athenian control, after the Lacedemonians retired from 

the command of the:allies (cf. I. 96. § 1), but still retained its Doric 

customs and laws, and hence its readiness to unite in the support of 

the aristocratical form of government. 

kateBdov tov Sa- 

tois Suvarwrdrots, i. e. 

expatnoay tav mAciotav. Diod. says padios éxparnoay 

aréotnoayv, SC. Tay ’ASnvaiwr. 
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CHAPTER CXVI. 

The Athenians sail to Samos with 60 ships, sixteen of which being detached from tke fleet. 
with the remainder they obtain a victory over the Samian fleet consisting of T0 ships 
(§ 1); afterwards being reinforced by 40 ships from Athens, and 25 from Lesbos an 
Chios, they make a descent upon Samos, and invest the city with a triple wall and block- 

ade it by sea (§ 2); Pericles taxing 60 ships from the blockading fleet sails for the Carian 
“coast, haying received intelligence of the approach of the Pheenician fleet (§ 3). 

1. émi Sdyov. See N. on I. 30. § 2. és mpookxorny, for a re- 

connoitering. mepiayyeANovoa. Repeat érvxov oiyopuevac from the 
preceding clause. The present participle instead of the future is some- 

_ times put after verbs of motion, when the action of the participle is 

_ ably so called from having once abounded in goats. 

contemporaneous with that of the finite verb. Cf. Mt. § 566.6; S. 

— § 225. 5. mepiayyéAXoveoa corresponds to és mpooxomyy in the first 

_ nember. —— Ilepixdéovs Sexdtov etparnyodvros (see N. on I. 46. § 2). 
among these was Sophocles the tragic poet. Cf. Miill. Lit. Anc. 

Greece, p. 338. Tpayia, Tragia, an island near Lesbos, and prob- 

orpatiatibes, 
military transports, employed solely for the purpose of conveying 

troops from one place to another, and from their inefficiency never _ 
used in battle, except in emergencies. Cf. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. 

~ Antiq. p. 878. 

“ty 

2. Xtwv....etkoow. See ai &....Bon%eiv, $1 supra. Teixeot. 
I am disposed to explain this, fortifications, forts, since it is hardly 

conceivable that the Athenians threw up these walls all around the 

city, when two would have answered all the purposes of circumvalla- 

tion and contravallation. So the Schol. explains reiyeou by retyiopact. 
8. and rev époppovaady, from the blockading squadron. The parti- 

tive genitive is here defined more distinctly by dwé. Cf. Mt. § 322. 

Obs. 1. This use of the preposition is however quite rare. emt 

...-Kapias, towards Caunus and Caria, “towards Caunus as the spot 
where he especially expected to fall in with the enemy; but also to- 

wards Caria generally, because he could not be certain at what par- 

ticular place he might find them.” Arnold. evayyeASévrav (SC. 
rav mpayparav), information being received. See N.on I. 74. $1 (init.). 

Srncaydpas. This was a Samian, which fact furnishes a key to 
the sentence. ent tas Powioaas, for the Phenician fleet, i. e. to 

bring it to the assistance of the Samians. The preposition here de- 
uotes purpose, design. Cf. K. § 296. II. 3. a. 
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CHAPTER CXVITI. 

In the absence of this part of the blockading fleet, the Samians make a successful sally, and 
remain masters of their own seas for fourteen days (§ 1); but Pericles returning and a 
fresh reinforcement arriving from Athens, they again suffer a blockade (§ 2), and in th 
ninth month are forced to surrender and give up their fleet to the Athenians (§ 3). 

1. év rovr@, at this time, i.e. during the absence of Pericles (I. 116. 
3). éxmAovy from their port. appaxt@ To otparoréda, the 

unguarded camp, refers to the naval camp pitched on the shore in 

front of the ships which were drawn up on the land. This camp was 

usually fortified, but seems here to have been left unguarded. The 

consequence was, as Arnold justly remarks, that when the look-out 

ships were taken, the enemy landed and attacked the ships drawn up 

on the shore, without being opposed by any artificial defence. 

Tas te mpodpuadakidas vais, the guard-ships, i. e. vessels moored at a 

distance from the main fleet, and ready manned to check any sudden — 

attack, until the other ships could be launched and prepared for 
action. Arnold remarks that “‘when the look-out ships were taken, 
the Athenians had no other resource bnt to launch their ships in haste, 

and endeavor to meet them before they could land; and this being 

done in confusion, and the ships being launched and brought into 

action separately and in small_ parties, they were successively over- 

powered and defeated.” Tis KaS éavtovs, that whieh was near te 
them = neighboring. évexopicavro kat e&exopicarto, i. e. they had 

in respect to their port, free ingress and egress. 
2. €ASdvros dé Ilepuxdéovs. Cf. I. 116. § 3. —— Oovnvdidov. Not 

Thucydides the historian, but the son of Milesias and rival of Pericles. 
3. vavpaytay pév tiva Bpaxeiav. “ Perhaps that in which Aristot. 

ap. Plut. says Pericles was defeated.” Bloomf. e€errohtopknsnoar, 
were taken. It is said by Diod. that Pericles reduced this place by 
means of battering rams and other warlike machines, which he first 
invented and used. It is generally conceded, however, that Artemon 
of Clazomens was the inventor of these warlike machines. Bloomf. 
thinks that the city was taken by famine, and that Pericles employed 
his leisure time in making experiments upon military machines, and 

that thus the story of his invention of these, and his taking the city by 

means of them, took its rise. —— ypyjyara Ta dvadeSévra, amounting, 
according to Diodorus, to 200 talents, But this estimate must have 
been far too small, since the greater part of the time, there were em 
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ployed according to this account of Thucydides not less than 199 tri: 

_-remes; and Isocrates (de Antidosi, p. 69) and Nepos (Timoth. 1) say 

that 1200 talents were expended on this war. Kara xpdvous, at 

stated times. The plural is used with certain abstracts considered in 

the plurality of their parts. K. § 248.38 (8). xara is here used dis- 
tributively. K. § 292. II. 3. d. 

CHAPTER CXVIII. 

The rising power of the Athenians remained unchecked by the Lacedwemonians, partly on 
account of their natural slowness of action, and partly on account of their domestic dis- 

sensions (§$ 1, 2); after they decide that the treaty is broken, they consult the Delphic 
oracle from which they receive a fayorable response (§ 3). 

1. The thread of the history is now resumed from I. 88. od zod- 

| Rois éreow (S. § 204). The thirty years’ truce was entered upon a. ©. 

ee eee | - 

Res |: itachi chage 

 Poppo. Cf Mt. § 442. 3. 

_ hasty to go, etc. 

445; and the dispute between the Corinthians and Corcyreans arose 

A. 0. 486. This would make it about four years after the reduction of 

Samos that the events (rd re Kepxupaixa) narrated in chaps. 24-55, 

took place, and eight years before the Potidean war (chaps. 56-66). 

éca mpddpacts. The Schol. says that reference is had to the pro- 
fanity of Cylon (I. 126), and the treason of Pausanias (I. 128 et seq.). 

2. ratra...."EMAnyns—eyévero, but all these things which the 

Grecks did—took place. ev ois, i. e. in the fifty years. ped- 
hiora. See N. on I. 54, $2. €ykpateotépay Kareotnoavto, had es- 

tablished more firmly. avrol....duvapews, they themselves had 

reached a high degree of power = had become very powerful. For the 

construction of émt péya—duvdpews, see N. on és rovro dvayxns, I. 49. 

§ 7. aic%épevor, although they perceived (see N. on I. 7. $1) the 
increase of Athenian power. ovre—te, neque—et, not—and. K. 

§ 821. 2. d. ei py émt Bpaxv, except for a short time, “for short 

intervals.” Bloomf. —= 1d mdéov rod xpdvov. “ Magis Thucydideum 
videtur roy mAéova seu mA€w Tod ypdvov. Nostrum tamen non falsum.” 

mpo tov. See N. on I. 82. $4, —— 
un raxeis (cf. Mt. § 608. 5. e) is defined by iévar és rods modépovs, not 

évres taxes the time of javyagov (S. § 211. 1), 

and hence is followed by dvayxd{owro in the optative (S. § 212. 3), 
~which here denotes indefinite frequency (see N. on I. 49. § 8), except 

when they were compelled by necessity. - TO... .€&eupydpevor, and in 
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some measure being prevented by wars at home. One of these domes- 

tic wars was the Messenian (I. 101-103), and that carried on with the 

Arcadians. Cf. Mill. Dorians, I. p. 212. —— wpw 84, until at length 
(Jelf’s Kiihn. § 720. 2. d), is to be constructed after jacvxafov. ...xpd- 
vov, the words dvres....éEeupyduevor being parenthetic. THs Evp- 

paxlas=rtav Evppdyeor, the abstract being put for the concrete. Of. Mt. 

§ 429. 1. avTay = ASnvaier. ovKEeTL avacyeTov érrotodvTo, they 

thought it no longer endurable. emtxetpnrea. -We should have ex 

pected the singular, but cf. Mt. $448.1. After émtyeipyréa eivac supply 
avrois referring to the Athenians, that they should be taken in hand = 

should go to war with them. kal kaSaiperéa 7) ioxvs, and that 

their power must be put down. dpapévors depends on avrois un- 

derstood, which pronoun depends on éddxet and refers to the Laceda- 

monians. 

8. diéyveoro (it was decided)....cmovdas. ° Of. I. 87. §§ 2, 4. —-. 

ei (SC. adrois) moAepovow apewor gota, whether it would be for their 
advantage to go to war. The participle is used as a complement after 

certain expressions (mostly impersonal), e. g. it is jit, useful, profita- 

ble, good, etc., although the infinitive might be employed with equal 

correctness. Of. K. §810.4.i; Mt. § 555. Obs.2. dyewwov has the force 
of the positive. See N. on xeipous, 1. 95. § 7. Kata Kpdros, with 
all their might. kat‘ avros....dkAntros. How in their judgment 

the god fulfilled his promise appears in II. 54. 

CHAPTER CXIX. 

the Lacedwmonians refer to the assembled allies the question, whether there shall be an 

immediate declaration of war against the Athenians, to which a majority reply in the 

affirmative, after which the Corinthians address the assembly in favor of that measure (§ 1). 

1. adSis....mapaxadéoavres. Of. I. 87. $4. Ths Evppaxias. 

See N. on I. 118. § 2. eirov & €Bovdovro = spoke their minds ; 

literally, spoke what they chose. of mAciovs, the majority, is in par- 

titive apposition with of re GAdou (see N. on I. 89. § 3). Notice that 

jt is here accompanied by a participle. Of. Xen. Cyr. I. 1. § 25. 

Sendévres—dore Wydicacsa. See N. on I. 34. $3. kata 

modes, city after city. Reference is had of course to the deputies of 

these cities. idia, apart from. kat rére Kal TeAevTaior, these 

- also last at this time as before. Of. I. 67. § 5. 
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CHAPTERS CXX.—CXXIV. — 

The oration of the Corinthians, which is given to us in these chapters, 
has four general divisions; 1, the justice of the proposed war (chaps. 120, 
121. $1); 2, the probability of a successful issue (chaps. 121. § 2—122. § 1); 
8, its utility and consentaneousness with the previous customs and habits 
of the Peloponnesians (chap. 122. $$ 2-4); 4, the necessity of speedy and 
vigorous action (chaps. 123, 124). In the manner of the Greek rhetoricians, 
it may be said that the 7d Sixaov, rd Suvardy, and 7d cuupépoy are proved, 

and then is added the mepawéoeis. The oration has strong points of re- 
semblance to the preceding one spoken by the Corinthians (I. 68—71), being 
vehement, exciting, full of hostility to the Athenians, and breathing the 
spirit of war. 

CHAPTER: CXX. 

_ The Corinthians praise the Lacedemonians for their determination to go to war, and thus 
acting as became the ruling state in the confederacy (§ 1); the necessity of going to war, 
which presses upon the maritime states, bears with equal force upon the inland districts, 
because the interchange of commodities will suffer interruption, and the war itself will 
soon reach those states (§ 2); wherefore war ought to be declared, since it is the part of 
prudent men to remain at peace, unless when wronged, and of brave men suffering 

wrong to go to war (§ 8); indolence in repelling injury and insolence on account of suc- 
cess are alike injurious (§ 4); for many things turn out different from what was expect- 

ed, inasmuch as the confidence and energy with which plans are formed, are not equalled 
in their execution (§ 5). 

1. ov« ay @rt airiacaipeSa. This they had done in their first ora- 

tion (cf. I. 68, et seq.). as....€uviyyayov, as if (= as we should 
_ censure them if) they had not decreed: the war, and convened us for this 

_ very purpose (viz. that we should declare war). This use of os ov, 

although unusual, is quite natural, and disencumbers the sentence of 

all difficulty. xp?) yap. ‘The ellipsis may be supplied: had they 
done otherwise we could rightly have blamed them, for it is the 

duty, ete. ra vepovras, conducting their private affuirs on an 
_ equality (with their inferiors), i. e. in the administration of their pri- 

' vate affairs, being on an equal footing with others, and showing their 

pre-eminence by providing for the public welfare (ra kowwd mpockoreiv). 

F éorep....mpotiavra. In addition to the parallel sentiment, 
which Abresch finds in the words of Sarpedon (Hom. Il. 12. 815), 

Bloomf. very aptly cites Xen. Anab. IIL. 1. § 87. ev Gddots, Mm 

17 
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> 
eK other things. The Schol. says év mpoedpia kat rots rovovrots. 

mwavTayv = imép mavras. Schol. 
2. jav....avtovs, now such of us as have had intercourse with 

(i. e. have trafficked with) the Athenians, have no need of instruction 
to be on our guard against them. éc01=rocovroa dco. The verb 

évm\Adynoav has the middle signification. Tv peodyecay depends 
ON Kar@xnuévous = Kate@xnkdras, those who inhabit (Mt. § 496. 6). In 
’y mép@ Kxar@xnpevous the passive signification is to be resumed, those 

who are settled in, who dwell in. ri peodyecav is opposed to rois 
kato, and refers to those states in the interior of Peloponnesus. 

padAov cai pn. See N. on xal....adéov, I. 74. § 3. év mép@, in 
the passage-way, i. e. on the sea-coast (€v r7 mapdd@. Schol.) So we 

call the sea, the high way of commerce. The orator has especial refer- 

ence to Corinth. Cf. I. 7. $18. hy py, unless, THY KaTaKo- 

pudyy, the conveying down to the sea-shore for the purpose of exporta- 
tion. It is opposed to avridnyw. TOV @paiwy, SC. Tay KapTar. 

év = éxetvov a, of which the relative depends on didecr. Ti, 

neipo refers here to the inland region as opposed to the maritime 
coast. The word has a similar use in I. 142.$5; IV. 102. § 4. 

Kaxovs kpitds, careless judges, as are those who feel no personal inter- 

est in the object of consideration. @s pL) TMpoonkdvr@y = as addo- 

tpiov, pndev eis TO cupdepoy aitay retvdvrav. Poppo. eivat. Re- 

peat xp from the preceding context. ei Ta KaT@ mpdowvTo, Uf 
they desert (leave in the lurch. Liddell and Scott) the maritime states. 
Bekker reads mpoeivro, in which he is followed by Arnold: dy in 

kav belongs to mpoeASeiv. 8S. § 215. 5. ovxX ROTOY, SC. Nar. 
8. dudmep, wherefore, i.e. in consequence of the danger which 

threatens them in common with the maritime states. avrovs refers 
to the inland states. Tov....perarapBavev, to take in exchange 

war for peace. The verb depends on pi) dxveiv (not to hesitate). Cf. 

K. § 306. 1. a. avdpav—eoriv. 8. § 190. ei pi adixoivro. 
The more usual form would have been ei pa ddiKcodvyrat. jovydatew 
is the subject of éori. dya%av. Supply dvdpay and repeat éori. 

adixoupévous stands for ddixoupéver, it being made to conform 

grammatically with the omitted subject of rodeyeiv. Of. K. § 307. 

R. 2. ex pev elpyyns todepeiv, to exchange peace for war ; liter- 

ally, to enter upon war from a state of peace, éx being here used to 

denote the immediate consequence or proceeding of one thing from 

another, Of. K. § 288. 2 (2); Mt. § 574. ev d€ mapacxér, but 

when an opportunity offers, “ quum opportunum est.” Mt. $564. See 

N. on waparvxéy, I. 76. § 2. éx mrodépov. See N. on ék pev eipy 

wns supra. EvpBiva, to come to terms, to become friends. — 
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éraipeoSa and ddiceio%a have the same construction as m»oNeueivy and 
EvpBnva, the subject, however, as it appears from 7ddpyevor, being 

changed to the singular. T® novxiw denotes the ground or reason 

of the mental state expressed in 7ddpevor (by being pleased. See N. on 
I. 9.§1). Cf. K. § 285.1 (1). adiketoSat, “i. e. se offendi pati.” 
Poppo. 

4. 6 re—oxvev = éxeivos os dxvel. taxior av adatpeSein, will 

quickly be deprived. For the use of the optative, see N. on I. 71. § 5. 
The protasis may be found in ei javyxdgor. pacrarns, “ otti, iner- 
tie.” Poppo. To teprvov depends on ddaipeSein, which in the 

active voice is followed by two accusatives (S. § 184. 1), and some- 
times by the accusative and genitive. 6 Te....mAeovatov in con- 

sequence of its opposition to 6 re....dxvav, Poppo translates, gui in 
bello felici successu frequentius utitur. But the sense, required by 

the context (cf. phre....émaipeo%a, § 8 supra) as well as by the anti- 
thesis, is best preserved in the translation, he who is overbearing on ac- 
count of his success in war, or he who presumes on his good fortune in 

war. This translation harmonizes also with émaipépyevos, which is 

evidently a varied repetition of the idea contained in mdecovdtor. 
Haack without any good reason constructs meovdfwv with ev modépo. 

evreSvpynrat (present in signification)—ematpdpevos (Mt. § 549. 3) 
= évreSvpnrat ori emaipera. K. § 310. 3. 4. a. 

5. yap introduces a reason why no one should be elated by that 
which may prove disastrous in the end. The success which attends 

an enterprise is no certain evidence that it was well planned, nor want 

of success, that the plans were not well laid, since these plans often 

are affected favorably or otherwise by the counter operations of the 

enemy. To rely, therefore, on past successes is to be buoyed up by 

a false confidence. kakas yvooSéevta, badly planned. aBovdore= 
pov....katop%an, have turned out successful by being formed against 
(literally, meeting with) enemies more ill-advised. Haack, Bothe, 

and Goeller retain the vulgar reading ruxydvra, but Bekker, Poppo, 

Arnold, and Bloomf. (in his last edition) adopt rvyéyrey as thé genu- 

ine reading. The MS. authority is divided equally, but the Schol. 

reads ruxdvra. With rvydvrev as the reading, it will be necessary to 

supply dvrav. See N. on I. 32. § 38. kal....d, and there are still 
more which. Supply éori after mdéo. “Si & abesset, concinnior 

€s tovvavriov—mnepieatn, “in contrariam 

partem conversa sunt.” Gottl. cited by Poppo. evSupeirat.... 

eme&epxerat, for the activity with which plans are carried into execus 

tion, is not equal to the confidence with which they are formed = for 
the confidence in one’s plans and their actual execution are very dis- 
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similar ; literally, for no one plans with wijhience in like manner as 
he in fuct executes. The antithesis of thiv difficult and much discussed 
clause, lies evidently in évSupeira: rR miorer and py ee S€pyerat, 
and not as Poppo and Goeller suppose, in év3upeirac and epyw émekép- 

xerat, the words rj wiores pertaining to both members. The order 
of the words hardly admits of this, nor is any argument furnished, 4s - 

they suppose, from the following context, ddAa....éAAeizopev, but the 

very contrary. The comparison lies between the confidence of suc 

cess with which plans are formed, and their realization. dA\d....éA 

Aeizropey denotes the reason or ground of the dissimilarity spoken of, 

viz. that plans are devised in a state of security (uer’ dogadeias), but 

in a measure fail in their execution through the influence of fear (ueré 

d€ovs). 6pota (= duoiws) and kai are to be joined in construction 
= pariter ac. Poppo and Goel. read épota on the authority of Reiske, 

but there is no substantial reason for this. So€aCouev is a varied 

repetition of évSupetrat. pera Séovs stands opposed to per doda- 

Aeias, and as the latter signifies a@ state of security, I am inclined 

with Bloomf. to take pera dé€ovs in the general sense of, in a situation 
calculated to inspire terror. edAeiroper, SC. GY éveSvpovpeSa from 
the context. 

CHAPTER CXXI. 

The Corinthians express their readiness to lay down their arms, after having avenged their 
wrongs (§ 1); the prospects of success on the part of the allies are highly encouraging 
(§ 2); a navy can be raised from their private resources, and the public treasures depos- 
ited at Delphi and Olympia, and this they can man with seamen hired from abroad after 
the manner of the Athenians (§ 3); practice in nautical affairs will enable them in time 

to rival the Athenians in this respect, while in natural courage they will always remain 
their superiors, and this will ensure them the victory (§ 4); their resources must be 

provided by contributions, which no one will refuse to furnish in so just a cause, espe- 
cially, when it is remembered that contributions are made by the states confederated 
with the Athenians for their own enslavement (§ 5). 

1. Having laid down some general principles, which should regu 

late the redress of grievances, the Corinthians now proceed to show 

their readiness to act in accordance with these principles. They take 

up arms because they have suffered injury (adccovpevor.. See N. on I. 

9. § 4), but when their wrongs are duly avenged, they are ready to 
cease from war. Tov méAepov eyeipoper, we engage in war ; liter- 

ally, we excite war. The expression is poetical, being borrowed, as 
some think, from Hom. Il. 11. 213. ev xaipo, at the proper time. 

2. Poppo well remarks, that with this section the chapter should 
have commenced, since the first section belongs to the preceding 
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chapter, which «o.teins the rd Sixacoyv. See remarks on the general 
plan and divisions of the oration. xara woddd, for many reasons, on 
many accounts. Some of these reasons are given in what follows. 

—— mrnder....modepixy. We are told by Archidamus (I. 81. § 1) 

that the Peloponnesian relied upon these things. mpotyovras, because 

we excel (see N. on I. 9. § 4), conforms in case with qpas. dpoliws 

weeetd as, because we shall all alike render obedience to orders. Cf 
II.11.$9. The translations of this passage are very diverse, and some 

commentators have taken no notice of it. The translation here given 

seems to satisfy the verbal demands, and how characteristic in the 

Doric armies was the obedience spoken of, is known to all. 

8. vavrixoy depends on éefaprvadueSa, and constitutes the third 

ground of success advanced by the speaker. The order is rpa@rov pev 

—tretta—te. icxvovow vefers to the Athenians. ExdoToLs 

depends on trapxotens. S. $201. 3. In respect to the resources 

(ovcias) here spoken of, cf. I. 80. § 4, where Archidamus asserts that 

the Peloponnesians were even mere deficient in treasures than in ships. 

ev Aeddois. Bloomf. thinks that in consequence of the thirty 
years’ truce, Delphi was again brought under the Lacedsmonian in- 

fluence. Sdveccpa. Money could be borrowed from these sacred 

treasuries, but only in cases of urgency, and on condition of their 

being faithfully repaid. petCov than was paid by the Athenians. 

tovs &€vovs—vatBaras refers not, as Bloomfield thinks, to seamen 

enlisted from the Euxine, Thrace, Asta Minor, Syria, Egypt, Africa, 

and Italy,@s no mention is made of these barbarians in the Athenian 
fleet, but to those drawn by superior pay from the maritime states 

and islands friendly to the Atheniaus. yap implies an ellipsis: 

and this is practicable, for the Athenian (naval) forces are mercenary 

rather than native. —— 7 S€....md%ov, but ours would be subject in a 
less degree to this, i. e. the Peloponnesians having comparatively few 

mercenaries in their service, would be less liable to the mischiefs re- 

sulting from the employment of such forces, such as defection in the 

time of battle, treacherous intercourse with the enemy, and desertion 

to the highest bidder. This appears from the next sentence, where it 

is said, that the Peloponnesian strength consisted in persons (rots 

compact) rather than in money (rots xpypaci), i.e. in native troops 
rather than in the wealth which would enable them to employ foreign 

mercenaries. Ovvays is to be supplied with jpérepa. 

4. Having thus shown how a naval force could be created, the 

speaker proceeds to show the comparative effect on the parties of the 

loss of engagement. - pla... .ddiockovra, in a single victory gaired 
over them by sea, they most likely will be conquered, i.o. unable ¢o 
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prosectte the war any further. The Schol. assigns as the reason for 

this, that the Athenians had no land forces adequate to repair a defeat 
by sea, while the Peloponnesian forces, if conquered in a naval en- 

gagement, were still strong on land. ddicxovra: is used for the future 

to designate certainty of event. S.§ 211. N.4; K. § 255. R. 4. -—— 

dvricxo.ev, should they hold out against us, i.e. be able to carry on 
the war after a defeat. There is such a marked antithesis, that I am 

almost inclined to regard dvrioxorev, as euphemistically used for should 

they defeat us. This would give more point and energy to the argu- 
ment. Notice that the indicative in the apodosis (eXerqoopev) fol- 
lows ei with the optative in the protasis. Emphasis is thereby given 

to the certainty designated in the apodosis. Of. K. § 889. 8.b; 8. 

§ 215. 1. pedernoopev....vaurixd. Their ability to prolong the 

war, would give time to the Peloponnesians to attain by practice a 

skill in nautical affairs equal to that of the Athenians. ‘“ Hoc ipso 

argumento deterrere suos a bello studuit Archidamus, I. 80. § 4, et 

spem Corinthiorum vanam esse arguit Pericles, I. 142. $$ 6-8.” Poppo. 

érav....xataotnowper, when we have attained to equal skill (with 

the enemy); literally, when we shall have placed our skill on an 

equality. ev xia. ‘In every action in the open field, up to the 

battle of Leuctra, Sparta had nearly a certainty of success, since the 

consciousness of skill in the use of arms was added to the national 

feeling of the Doric race, that victory over the Ionians was not a mat- 

ter of doubt.” Mill. Dorians, II. p. 260. The remarks of Miiller, 
however, must receive some abatement from his evident partiality to 

the Dorians. dyaSov refers to r7 edyvyia employed in the sense 

of the abstract (see N. on I. 68. § 1), and properly the antecedent of 

6, and the subject of yévorro (see N. on I. 33. § 2). —— The protasis 
of yévorro (see N. on I. 71. § 5) lies in didayq, by teaching = even if 

they are instructed. —— For the construction of 6 (= éxeivo 6)— 
mpovxovar, cf. 8. $182; of nuiv, cf. S. § 206. 4. 

5. és attra, for these purposes, i.e. for equipping a fleet, hiring 

mercenaries, etc. otoopev. Cf. ovre....pepouev at the close of 
the speech of Archidamus (I. 80. § 4), and also the assertion of Peri- 

cles cai ore... .avrois, I, 141. $3. 7, otherwise. exeivey refers 

to the Athenians. éml....avrav, to promote their own servitude 

= to rivet their own chains. See N. on I. 116.§3 (end). —— ¢épovres 
ovK amepovaow, do not refuse to contribute. S. § 225.8. —— Of the 

propositions ei of pev—npeis &, the latter only is to be taken with Sevdy 

4y etn, since it was not the contribution of the Athenian confederates 

which was deidv, but the refusal of the Peloponnesians to do the same 
for arobler purpose. Cf. Butt. §149. p. 446; Mt. § 622. 4. TLLwpov= 
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pevow by attraction with jets is put for ripwpovpevovs. The same is 

true of adroi. kal....macxew, and in order that we may not, by 
being deprived of this very property (aira) by them, suffer by means of 

it, i. e. that our possessions being wrested from us by the enemy, may 

not become the means and irstrument of our ruin. After repeated 

examinations of this passage, I am quite satisfied that this is the true 

meaning. Arnold translates atrois rovrots Kaxas maoxeww, to suffer in 

that part in which we are the most sensitive, namely, in our property. 
But this seems to me to be less forcible, as well as less harmonious 

with the scope of the argument. The allies of the Athenians are saic 

in the previous context, to be forward in making contributions even 

ért Sovdeia tH avtav. Now the orator says, that it would be dewwdr, 

if the Peloponnesians should grudge to contribute in order to save 

themselves from suffering—not the loss of property (for then the 

antithesis would be destroyed)—but the same catastrophe for which 

the Athenian allies were said to be laboring, viz. slavery, and which 

would be effected by the means which the possession of their property, 

wrested from them in war, would give their victorious mea emt 

to py, therefore, belongs to mdoyxev, and im’ exeivay adta apaipeSev- 
res is a participial clause denoting the means (see N. on I. 9. § 1). 

CHAPTER CXXII. 

The orator proceeds to show other ways of annoying and reducing the power of the enemy, 

to which will be suggested many expedients in the prosecution of the war (§ 1); if the 
controversy was between equally matched states about territorial limits, that were to be 

borne, but the Athenians were a match for their united forces, and unless they wished to 
become slaves, they must engage in the war with all their strength (§ 2); that so many 

states should be oppressed by one was highly disgraceful, since evidence was thus 

furnished that they suffered deservedly, or that their spirit was degenerated from that of 
their ancestors, who gave liberty to Greece (§ 3); such conduct in suffering a single state 
to play the tyrant among them, was referable to stupidity, cowardice, or indifference, 
three most pernicious faults (§ 4). 

1. @Aa than the ways just mentioned. ddoi, ways, expedients, 

—— todéuov = for carrying on war. aréoragts is in apposition 

with 680i, and is to be taken actively = 6 dquordva, the exciting to 
revolt. In respect to the feasibility of causing the Athenian allies to 

ovaa, which 

is. See N. on I. 8. § 1. —— ioyvovor refers to the Athenians. —— 
emireryiopos TH xopa. Some think that this is put into the mouth of 

the Corinthian orator by the historian, since Alcibiades suggested it 
to the Lacedssmonians when he revolted from his country. But the 
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declaration.of Thucydides (I. 22. § 1) forbids any such supposition, and 
‘here is nothing wonderful that the suggestion should have been made, 
and yet overlooked, until proposed in a subsequent stage of the war, 

from another source. For the construction of 77 yopa (of the Athe- 
nians), cf. Mt. § 390. G@Aa....mpoidor, and many other devices such 

as one cannot now foresee. ent pyrois, on set terms, fized plans, —— 

avrés....maparuvyxavov, but this of itself contains many things to suit 
he emergency, i. e. in the process of war many things will be suggested 

y the occasion, which cannot possibly be foreknown or predeter- 

mined. mpds denotes fitness or conformity. K. § 298. III. 3. b. —— 
ev @ = 616 (wherefore). Schol. The interpretation of Haack is prefer- 

able, gua in re, unter diesen Umstiinden, in these circumstances. 
evopyntes, literally, im good temper. Here as opposed to dpyiweis, 

coolly, with deliberate resolution. The speaker takes great pains to 

avoid the imputation of uttering these vehement appeals for immedi- 

ate war, in a state of undue excitement. He therefore disclaims here, 
as in the former part of his oration (I. 120. $$ 4, 5), that he acts under 
the influence of passion. mept avrov belongs to épyioSeis, and thus 
the expression responds to evopyjrws aité mpocopiAjoas. ovK 
éAdoo@ = paddov. Bloomf. constructs mepi airoy with arate, and 

with Bekker (2d edit.) edits airdv. 

2. hav éxaorots, i, e. to individual states of our confederacy. —— 
olarov ay jv, it would be endurable, might be borne, i. e. the contest 
would be such, that the individual state engaged in it could endure 

the struggle, and perhaps maintain it successfully. mpos Evpravras 

re Has depends on ixavol (a match). kara méAww (= éxdotns Toews 
in dependence on duvararepor) is opposed to Evpravrds Te pas. 

d%péo....yvoun. This grouping of terms, expressive of united and 

vigorous action, is exceedingly forcible, and seems to have been sug- 

gested by the previous antithesis between the states taken collectively 

and individually. pd yvopun is to be constructed with dpuvvotpeda. 
THY }ocav—iore ovK GAXo tt hépoveay. Construct tere rijv jooar 

dépovoav ovk GAXo tt. For the construction of term with the parti- 
ciple, see N. on I, 69. § 5. ei xal Sewwdv to dxodvoa, though thas 

may be hard. for any one even to hear. The idea is that defeat, so 

unwelcome a word to one’s ears, is still more to be deplored, when its 

effects are taken into account. avrixpus, Tight on, direct, and 
hence, certain, open, ‘‘aperte.” Betant. 

8. 0 Kal Ady évdoracSjva. Poppo and Goel. approve of Haack’s 

explanation; “‘sensus igitur est: turpe est Peloponnesiis de servitute 

tamquam de re, que possit ex clade ipsis accidere, vel oratione ambi- 

gere, i.e. dubitanter loqui.” This explanation refers 6 not to dovAciay, 
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but to ryv jooav hépovoay Sovdeiay. Arnold paraphrases: it is ap 
affront to Peloponnesus, that the very name of slavery should be pro: 
nounced as within possibility applicable to it; much more, when it is 

not only the name but the actual evil itself, which is directly falling 

on us.” Bloomf. refers 6 to jacayv. It appears to me that Arnold hag 

reached more truly the idea in his explanation. Kal méXets.... 
kaxorraSeiv is added as an aggravating circumstance, and is therefore 

to be connected with aicypdv. Soxotpev dv—dhaiverSa. Goel. says 
that we should expect Soxotyev dyv—xal harvoiveSa. A similar conjunc- 
tion of these verbs is found, I believe, nowhere else in Thucydides, 

yet Born. (ad Xen. Mem. II. 1. § 22), taking gaiveo%a: in the sense ot 
esse, does not regard it as an unusual construction. nrevséepwooar. 
**Maxime Lacedwmonii. Vide supra, c. 18.” Haack. avro in gen- 

der refers ad sensum to riv édevSepiay implied in nArAevsépacar. Cf 

Jelf’s Kihn. § 373. Ods, 1. tupavvoy is employed as an adjective. 

éyxa%eordvat, to be constituted, to establish itself (amongst us). 

€v pl, SC. model. jLovdpxous = Tupavvous. agsovpev Kata- 

Ave. From the former conduct of Sparta in ridding the Grecian 

states of tyrants (cf. I. 18. § 1), is shown the inconsistency of now 

suffering a single state to lord it over the rest, as did the Athenians. 
4. The consequences of such an abject submission to a singl6 state, 

are still further descanted upon in this section. ov«....dammAAaxrat, 
we do not know how such conduct can be cleared of three of the greatest 

QUVeses 

kexwpryxare, for you have not avoided these faults when you have come 

(literally, for not having avoided these faults you have come) to a con- 

tempt (of the enemy), which has already (8n) proved injurious to many. 
Poppo refers yap to ray peyicray Evpdopay as introducing the proof 
of their being the greatest evils, viz. because they beget a contempt of 

the enemy, which is productive of the most fatal consequences. But 

why not make ydp explicative of the general thought in the preceding 

sentence? The argument would then be: our conduct shows that we 

have fallen into three very great faults—and from this imputation we 

cannot be screened by the contempt for the enemy into which we 

_ have come, since that, by its ruinous tendency, is itself folly. eK 

.--oparrey, from its having ruined many. appoovrn. In the 

quotation of a name the nominative is used with évoua, although 

- sometimes the accusative is found in apposition. Cf. K.§ 269. R.3; Mt. 

~§ 424.1 (end). There is a sort of play on the words carappémow and 

_ adpootyn, which Arnold has hit in a measure in his paraphrase: “A 

sense of your adversary’s inferiority is so fatal a feeling to those who 

- entertain it, that it more fitly deserves to be called nonsense.” — 
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CHAPTER CXXIII. 

Regret for the past is of no avail, only as it lends assistance to the affzirs in hand; the main 
business is to take care of the present, provide for the future, and forsake not bLereditary 
customs; the oracle promises success, and the sympathies of Greece are with them, for 

they are not violators of the treaty, but the avengers of its infraction (§§ 1, 2). 

1. paxpérepov....Evudhéper, further than (literally, further than so 
Jar as) it may conduce to the service of present affairs. mapovct* 

Bonodvras, by a watchful defence of (literally, by bringing aid to) the 

present. “Cum e presentibus futura gignantur, illis operam dare 

oportet, ut bene comparata sint.” Haack. maTpiov ‘yap nuiv, for 
it is hereditary with us, marpiov qualifies xrac%a the subject of the 

sentence. yap is explicative of ypy émvradaurepeir, since it introduces 
the reason why the labor spoken of was not to be shunned. 

aperds, the reputation for glory. peraBadrew. Repeat xp7. 
TO €Sos refers to ex... .KraoZat. mpoépere, SC. TaY TaTEepav. 
& = éxeiva &. —— éxrn%n has the passive signification, were acquired. 
K. § 252. R. iévae has the same construction as peraBa\rAev. —— 

Kata mwo\Ad, on many accounts, refers to Sapcovrras. Tov Te Seov 

xpnoavros. Cf. I. 118. § 3 (end). kat tis G@AAne ‘EAAdSos is an 
oratorical exaggeration, unless, as Bloomf. suggests, the supposition 

was indulged that the allies of the Athenians would speedily desert 

them. dB of being enslaved by the Athenians. 
2. omovdds te ov Avoere mpdrepor. Cf. I. 67. § 1, where the Corin- 

thians xcareBde@v T&v "ASnvaiwy, dtt omovdas AeAvKGres Elev. ais. ye 

...-mapaBeBdosa. The idea is, that the god would not have recom- 

mended the war, unless he regarded the treaty as broken. 6 Seds 

KeAcvov moAepeiv vouite is therefore equivalent to, the god by com- 

manding to go to war showed that he considered. mapaBeBaoda is the 

infin. perf. pass. of wapaBaiva. Cf. K. § 252. R. 6; Mt. § 226. 1.-—-- 

oi mpdrepor emidytes* of dpEavtes adixwv xetpGv. Schol. 

x 
Tas 

CHAPTER CXXIV. 

In conclusion, they ought not to delay to render assistance to the Potidsans, ard to vindi- 
cate the liberty of the other Grecian states (§ 1); despising present danger, and looking 

for a more lasting peace as the result of it, they should decree war (§ 2), and break down 
the power of that state, which is aiming to subjugate all the rest (§ 8). 

1. wavraydSev, on all sides, i. e. in every respect. KQA@S..- 

roAcpeiv, inasmuch as you can go to war honorably. imapxov, guum 
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liceat. See N. on waparvydyv, I. 76. § 2. tade refers to modepein 
after the analogy of adjectives in the neuter plural, although referring 

only to one thing. Cf. Mt. § 482. 5. Kon, in common, unitedly. 

cimep....eivat, if indeed (as is the fact). Cf. Hoog. Gr. Part. p. 
56. IL.) that cities and individuals should be alike profited by these 
things, is the most stable of all grounds of reliance. éori is to be 

supplied as the copula (S. § 150. 4), the subject of which is ré—-eiva. 
. The pronoun ratra may be referred to modeuety as was rdde, or with 

Goel., we may perhaps better refer it prospectively to movetoSar Tipo- 

piav and peredSeiv tiv edevepiav. The clause cinep....eivar denotes 
the reason why the speaker exhorts to these things. For the con- 

struction of méAeou and idimrats, cf. S. § 201. 1. py peddere (S. 

§ 218.2). The protasis is contained in éimdpyxov.. . .rapawovvrev. —— 

ovat Awptetoe because they were a Corinthian colony (ct. I. 56. § 2). 

ind "Idvey to which race the Athenians belonged. Nothing 
was more common than for the Dorians to reproach the Ionians with 

effeminacy. Cf. VI. 77.§1; VII. 5.§ 3; VIII. 25. $5. 

kouvpevors. Of. I. 64. § 1. Tay adap states. 

for, “vindicate.” Bloomf. 

2. @s....PAdmrrecSa, for (as) it is not befitting (evdéxera, it may 

be, it is lawful), that while waiting (for our aid) some should be suffer- 
ing injury at the present time (76n). meptsévovras denotes time (see 

N. on I. 13. § 6) and refers to the whole, rovs pev and rovs dé being 
put in partitive apposition. See N. on I. 80. $3 end. Tous pev 
refers to the Potidsans, and rovs S€ to the Peloponnesians and their 

other allies. yoosnodpesa EvvedSdvres (cf. I. 69. § 8, end), shall 

be known to have come together. See N. on I. 25. § 1 (init.). TO- 
avré as that which the Potideans were suffering. aa stands 

opposed to pa peéAdere, § 1, and introduces the course which the 

speaker advises the assembly to adopt. ex avayxny. The only 

edition which thus reads besides Dindorf’s is Haack’s. All the rest 

which are before me have és. apixSat, SC. Ta mpaypara. kat 
dua rade (sc. & eloper) dpiota déeyeoSat, and that the counsel we have 

given is the best; more literally, what we have said is spoken as the 

best. See N. on I. 42. §1. 7d avtixa Sewvdv, the immediate evil, 

which is of short duration. With this is contrasted 61a mXelovos in 

the following sentence, which serves to heighten the value of the 
peace resulting from bold and vigorous measures. ap’ novxias, on 

account of ease, or perhaps jor the sake of peace, to correspond with 

eipnym in the preceding member. ovxX Gpoiws axivduvoy, ts not in 

like manner removed from danger, i.e. is more dangerous than to 

obtain peace by a vigorous and well conducted war. 

Tro\wop- 

pereASeiv, to seck 
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8. méAw ripavvov. Notice the repetition of this odious epithet 
(cf. I. 122. § 8), which must have tingled in the ears of all, especially 
of the Lacedemonians who were the avowed enemies of tyrants. —— 
yyngapevor refers to npeis the omitted subject of rapaornodpeSa. 
ert maou, i. e. to the injury of all. See N. on émi 7G Myda, I. 102. § 4, 

oore....apxew defines emi... .xa%eoravat. tay O€ diavoeioSat, 

SC. Td dpxew from the preceding context. TapaoTnca@pesa émeASdv= 
ses, let us go forth and overcome it. There is great energy in these 
words, kai, and thus. 

CHAPTER CXXYV. 

After this speech of the Corinthians, the Lacedemonians put the question, and the majority 
vote for war ($1); whereupon they commence preparations for its prosecution (§ 2). 

a 1. ad’ dravrav—yvepny, an opinion from all = the opinions of all. 

Cf. Mt. § 373. 3. Ynghov éemnyayov, put the question, called on the 

assembly to give its vote. This was done by the presiding officer. Of, 

Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antig. p. 804. kal....70Ae. It ap- 
pears from this that the states voted in order, according to the rank 
of each. To mAnzos, the majority. Of. Mull. Dorians, I. p. 200. 

N.e. See also V. 30. $1, where it is written 7d mAnSos ray Evppdyor. 

2. Sedoypevoy Sé, but although (see N. on I. 7. $1) it was decreed. 
See N. on saparvxév, I. 76. § 2. avtois is to be constructed with 
‘Sedoypevorv, S. § 206. 4. arapackevots ovo, inasmuch as (see N. 

on I. 9. § 4, end) they were unprepared. The dative depends on ddv- 

vara. & = éxeiva G, Of which the antecedent is the subject of éxmopi- 
(eoSat. duos dé refers back to evads pév, and is employed because 
the time consumed in preparing for so great a war, was much less 

than might have been anticipated. Ka%iorapevors Gy ede, for the 
arranging of those things which were necessary. 

CHAPTERS CXXVI—CXXXIX. 

The mutual recriminations of the belligerent parties, and the pretexts 
for engaging in the war are comprised in these chapters. First in order is 
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lution of Cylon (chaps. 126, 127); then follow the affair of Tenarus and 
Chalcicecus (128. §§ 1, 2), the treason and death of Pausanias (128. § 3— 
135. § 1), the flight, exile, and death of Themistocles (135. § 2—chap. 138), 
and in conclusion, other charges and demands of the Lacedemonians (chap. 
139). These stories and sketches should by no means be regarded as un- 
meaning digressions, inasmuch as they show the ostensible ground of the 
commencement of the hostilities. They are drawn with great life and spirit, 
and are deservedly celebrated as models of their kind. The story of Cylon 
nas such an air of playfulness, that it was said by the ancients that here the 
lion laughed, referring to the departure of Thucydides from his usually se- 
vere and sober mood. But it might better have been said that the lion 
grimly smiled, “as there is only a gleam of pleasantry now and then discerni- 
ble in the story, aslight relaxation of the rigid and sober features, which 
every where else in the history look sternly upon us. 

The account of the closing fortunes of Pausanias and Themistocles, is to 
the highest degree graphic and interesting. No superfluity remains to be 
pruned off—no incident wanting to give completeness to the narration, In 
the most concise and artless manner the story proceeds, nor are we conscious, 

until its close, of the mighty power which it has to stir up the deepest emo- 
tions of ‘the soul. We rise from its perusal with a feeling of sadness at the 
avarice and ambition, which brought one of these heroes to die the misera- 
ble death of a traitor; and at the envy and ingratitude, which drove the 
other into exile, far away from the land he had so nobly defended. 

CHAPTER CXXVI. 

I'he Lacedzemonians make various charges against the Athenians, in order to obtain the 

strongest pretext for going to war (§ 1); they demand that the Athenians shall drive 

away “the pollution of the goddess,” which had happened after this sort (§ 2); Cylon, a 
noble Athenian of former days, at the advice of the oracle at Delphi to seize upon the 
citadel on the greatest festival of Jupiter (§§ 3, 4), did this by the aid of his friends, on 

the day when the Olympic games commenced (§ 5), not thinking to what great festival of 

Jupiter the oracle had reference (§ 6); the Athenians run together and besiege him in 

the citadel (§ 7); but the siege being protracted, the most of them depart and leave the 
business of guarding the place to the nine archons (§ 8); the besieged suffering from the 
want of water and food, Cylon and his brother secretly escape, and the rest dying with hun- 

ger seat themselves as suppliants by the altar of the citadel (§§ 9,10); by false promises 
the Athenians on guard induce them to come forth, after which they slay them, some 
even at the altars of the goddesses where they had seated themselves (§ 11); for which 
impiety they are expelled from their country (§ 12). 

ores 18 1, év rovre@—re xpdva, i. e. A. 0. 482. Olymp. 87. 1. 
here employed zeduxds. See N,. on I. 65, $1. 
great as possible. 

ért peyloTn, a@ 
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2. Kat mpOrov pév. Their next demand is given in I. 189, et seq. 
TO dyos eAavvew ths Seod, to drive away the pollution of the 

goddess = to expel those (i. e. the descendants of those) who had pol- 

luted the temple of Minerva. ayos édaivew = ayndareiv, to drive out 
an ayos, i. e. one who is guilty of polluting a sacred place, or of sacri- 

lege. What this @yos was is told in the sequel. 
3. "Ovpumeovixns, @ conqueror in the Olympic games. He won the 

prize for the double course (8iavAos. Cf. Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 895) 

A. 0. 640, Tav mada depends upon avnp. 

4. xpopevm Sé rH Kido x. 7. A. His ambitious designs were en- 

gendered most likely by his suecess in the Olympic gamés, his advan- 

tages of birth and fortune, and his alliance with Theagenes; and he 

consulted the oracle to ascertain his probabilities of success and the 

way to secure it. €v TH....€optn is put for év rH Tod Aws éopry 

th peyiorn. For the repetition of the article, ef. K. § 245. R. 7; Mt. 
§ 277. a. . 

5. 6 O€ mapa re x... This took place, as Corsini conjectures, 

A. 0. 612. Cf. Miiller’s Chron. Tab. (Hist. Dorians, II. p. 453). Others 

fix the date at a.o. 620. ereton emndSev "OdAvpmia, when the 

Olympic games came on. Kiihn. (Jelf’s edit. § 885. b) reads éxpASor, 

and cites this passage as illustrative of his rule, that the idea of plu- 

rality is signified by plural verbs. The same reading is adopted by 

Poppo and Goeller. But Arnold has pretty conclusively shown that 

am7nASev is the best reading. ev Ilehorovvno@ is added, says the 

Schol., because there were other games of the same name both in 

Attica and in Macedonia. @s ext tupavvids = in order to become a 

tupavvos. A preposition and its case following as is often put fora 

participle, as és én) vavpaylay = ds vavpayjoar. See N. on I. 48. 

$1. kal....vevixnxdrt, and that it had something to do with him, 

inasmuch as he had been victor in the Olympic games. For the con- 

struction of ’OAvpma, cf. S. § 181.2. See N. on I. 70. § 7. 

6. ef 5€—i, but whether—or. —— Poppo expresses great doubt 

whether ér signifies, ad illud usque tempus (= prius quam rem ag 

grederetur), or gam. In his Suppl. Adnot. he adds, “fort. 7. An es 

preterea, i. e. ad oraculum?” It may be translated yet. Cylon after- 

wards learned by bitter experience the true import of the oracle, 

which, as usual, was couched in ambiguous language. —— Acdora. 

This was a great festival celebrated at Athens in honor of Jupiter, in 

which all the people took part. Cf. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. 
Antiq. p. 388. It took place without the walls of the city, a cireum- 

stance favorable to Cylon, as those who would have opposed him were 

thus drawn out of the city. —— Meiarylov (uerixios, mild, gracious) 
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was an epithet given to Jupiter, because he protected those ‘vho in- 

voked him with propitiatory sacrifices. Hence peaAixyia iepd, 2 ropitia- 
tory offerings. ToAKol... .emtxapia, many [offered] not victims but 

sacrifices peculiar to the country. This passage has caused much 

trouble to the commentators. oddol evidently refers to the poorer 

class, who were unable to offer iepeia (i. e. bloody sacrifices). Hence, 

-vith the best editors, I have placed a comma after Svovor. It is also 

evident by the antithesis, that Svuara em:ywpia denotes a less costly 

kind of sacrifices than iepeia, viz. such as were bloodless, i. e. the 

fruits of the earth. Arnold and Bloomf. concur with the Schol., who 

explains it, cakes made in the shape of animals. Schmitz (Smith’s 

Dict. Antiq. p. 333) says that this explanation of the Schol. is errone- 

ous, and refers it to the incense which the poorer class furnished. But 

I am unable to see on what argument he bases this idea, and certainly 

.t would be very natural for those, whose means did not enable them 

to bring an animal, to bring of the fruits of the earth, either in a raw 

or unprepared state, such as cakes, fruit, wine, etc. Arnold cites He- 

rodot. Il. 47, where itis said, that on a certain festival in Egypt, in 

which swine were necessarily sacrificed, the poorer people offered 

little figures of dough or paste, made into the shape of swine and 

baked. yryvookew the oracle. T® Epy, i. e. the taking pos- 

session of the acropolis. ; 

8. xpdvou dé emiyryvopevov, but after some time had elapsed =in 

process of time. Tpuxduevor TH mpooedpeia, being worn down by 

the siege. mpooedpeia refers to the labors, watchings, and anxieties of 

those who were conducting the siege. av’tokparopo, with full 

powers. Cf. V.27.§2; 45.§1; VI. 8. § 2, where this word is used 
in a similar sense. tore S¢, for then. The power is the archons 
was much abritiged after the time of Solon. 

9. of d€ pera tod Kidwvos, i. e. Cylon and his party. —— ¢ravpas 
eixov, were in a bad condition. 

10. éxdivdpdcxovor, escaped by stealth. Cf. VI.7.§ 2. See N. on 
J,.128. 5 (end). Kai Tives Kai, and some even. 

at the altar of Minerva. ixéra, as suppliants. 

"11. dvaorncavres S€ adrovs, “having raised them, i.e. induced 

them to rise.” Bloomf. of tav....pvdrakny, those of the Atheni- 

ans (partitive genitive) who had been intrusted with the guard. rip 

dvdaxny is the accusative of the thing after emrerpaypévor, according 

to the formula rpéro rwi m. Of. K. § 281. 3; S. $184. 3. os 

....iep@. They thought the sacred ground meal be polluted by the 
bodies of the dead, and hence, by false promises of yreection, they 

prevailed on the wippliaats to quit the place. —— é¢’ 6 (on condition 

emt Tov Bapor, 
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that) pndév xaxiv rommoovew (sc. adrods) is to be constructed with 
dvactncavtes S€ avrouvs. amexteway. The subject is contained in 
ol—émirerpappevol. eml....B@pois, “ad aras in conspectu Lume- 
nidum.” Abresch. whom Goel. follows in his last edition. Tay 

cepvav Seay is euphemistically put for the Hrinnyes. The temple of 

these goddesses was between the citadel and the Areopagus, which 

illustrates the use of év 77 mapdde. evayeis—tis Seod, accursed of 
the goddess. To yevos of the Alemaénide. 

12. oractafdvtay, divided into factions. This was when Isagoras 

was leader of the oligarchy in Athens, in opposition to Cleisthenes. 

Between Isagoras and Cleomenes there had been previously formed a 

connection of friendship and hospitality, and hence the Spartan king 

came to the aid of his friend. Cf. Herodot. V. 70, e& seq. —— xarfA- 

Sov refers to those who had been driven out. ért, i.e. in the 

time of Thucydides. 

CHAPTER CXXVII. 

‘he object of the Lacedemonians in requiring the Athenians to remove the pollution, was 
to excite odium against Pericles, who belonged to the family of the Alemzonids, and 
who was the most powerful man at Athens, and opposed in all respects to the Lacede- 
monians (§§ 1-8). 

- 1. €Xatvew éxéNevov> pera tov KXeoperny. Schol. —— dyer, for- 

sooth (see N. on I. 92. § 1), belongs to ripwpodvrres. mpa@rov = be- 

Sore all things else. eiddres dé Tepixkéea—mpocexdpevov avra, 

knowing that Pericles was implicated in it (see N. on cideva, I. 69. 

§ 5). pntépa, i.e. Agariste, the granddaughter of Megacles the 

son of Alemzon, a direct descendant of Alemzon the founder of the 

family, who flourished a. 0. 1100. éxmeadvros avrov, if he were 
exiled, mpoxeapew. See N. on I. 109. $38 (init.). 

2. rocovrov—saov, 80 much—as. tovro, i. e. banishment. —— 

otcew refers to the subject of #AmCov. @s...+6 moAepos, as though 
the war were in part occasioned by his misfortune. The Lacedeemoni- 

ans knew well that the Athenians would refuse to banish Pericles, and 

by making this one of the grounds of the war, they hoped to place 

him in the odious position of being, in a manner, the author of all the 

calamities which would result from it. The article in rd pépos, as 

Arnold remarks, is employed in reference to the relative term, rd dAo», 

or ro wav, the part being opposed to the whole. 

8. trav Ka¥ éaurdv, of those in his time = of his contemporaries. K. 

= 292. IT. 2. ityov, while conducting. See N. on I. 18. § 6. — 
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navra, in all respects. &ppa tovs ASnvatovs. This opposition of 
Pericles to the Lacedemonians, is ascribed by the Athenian comic 
writers to the influence of Aspasia. But the bitterness of spirit with 

which the charge was made, shows its falsehood, or at least its gross 

exaggeration. The reasons which Pericles himself assigns for per- 

suading the Athenians to go to war with the Lacedemonians, may be 

seen in his speech (I. 140-144), 

CHAPTER CXXVIII. 

The Athenians retort upon the Lacedw#monians, that they shall put away the pollution of 
which they had been guilty in profaning the sanctuary of Tzenarus (§§ 1, 2), and also thas 
of Minerva, by the death of Pausanias. This leads the historian to narrate the circum- 

stances of the treason and death of Pausanias, who, when he had been recalled from 
his command at the Hellespont and brought to trial, was acquitted, and returned to tho 

Hellespont in a private capacity (§ 3); the first step in his treasonable career had been 

the sending back some of the king's relations who had been taken prisoners (§§ 4, 5), 

which thing he had effected by the aid of Gongylus an Eretrian, who had also carried a 

letter of Pausanias to the king (§ 6), in which an offer was made to betray to Xerxes thi 

whole of Greece (§ 7). 

1. dvaornoavres. See N. on I. 126. § 11. more, formerly. 
éx....Tawapov, from the temple of Neptune at Tenarus. dmaya- 

yovres SvépSerpav. It was probably the memory of this outrage, which 

occasioned in part the third Messenian war. kat before odiow 
belongs to the whole sentence. Kriig. vopitover refers to the 

Athenians. —— rdv péyav cevopdv. Of. I. 101. § 2. If the opinion 
obtained currency, that this earthquake was sent as a judgment for 

the outrage here spoken of, it will readily be seen how this apparent 

interposition of the gods in their behalf, must have excited the Helots 

to strike once more for freedom. : 

2. Xadkwolkov, dwelling in a brazen house, was an epithet of Miner- 

va at Sparta. 

. 8. perareuSeis....‘EXAnomdvtg. Cf. I. 95. § 3. This event took 

place a. o. 478. Olymp. 75. 8. dmedvSn pr adixeiy. “ Accuratius 
_ res supra I. 95. § 5 relata.” Poppo. Snpooia, by public authority, 
opposed to idfa in the next member. —— ‘Epmovida. Some with 
_ Hudson regard this as the name of the ship, but it is better to refer it 

_ to the place to which the trireme belonged. —— dev, i. e. without 
the authority of. TS pev Ady, tn pretence, is opposed to rad Se 
py in the next clause, mpaccew (to transact) depends on ddu- 

_mvetrau. 8. § 222.5. 7d mparov émexeipnoey, i.e. before his recall to 
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Sparta from his command at the Hellespont. The historian now goes 
back, and furnishes us with the reason of this recall. This explana- 
tory parenthesis extends to the end of chap. 130, where the history is 
resumed from his return to the Hellespont as a private person. 
epieper s....dpyns. 8. $192.1. 

4, evepyeciav—es Baohéa xaréSero, he laid the king under obliga- 
tion ; literally, he laid up a favor with the king (see N. on I. 129. $3), 
the metaphor being taken from a deposit of money or any valuable, for 
safe-keeping in the hands of another. awd rovde relates to the 
circumstance about to be mentioned. —— mpdyyparos, i. e. the treason. 

5. Bu¢avriov yap tov x. r. dr. Cf. I. 94. Ti} ™Mporépa mapovaia, 
on his first arrival. Bloomf. renders, on his first approach, but for 
what reason it does not appear. The dative denotes time when (S.. 
§ 204). Bacrkéws mpoonjkorres, relations of the king. The parti- 
ciple here has the force of a substantive. Cf. Mt. § 570. évyyeveis 
refers to relationship by consanguinity, as opposed to mpoonxorres, 
which denotes relationship by affinity. Poppo saggests that the words 
are placed together kere with no difference of signification, in order 

that the idea of relationship may be more forcibly expressed. —— 

édkooav. §. § 207. N. 2. .avT®, i. e. Byzantium. @ Aor than 

Gongylus to whom Pausanias had confided his secret. Evupayav. 
S. $195. 1. Tt dé Adym. See N. on $3 supra. améSpacay 
avrdv, had escaped from him. This verb signifies to escape so as not 

to be found (cf. Xen. Anab. I. 4. § 8), and in prose is often followed 

by the accusative. 

6. ToyytAov. After the apprehension of Pausanias, Gongylus set- 
tled in Mysia, where the king bestowed upon him several towns, as 
the reward of his treachery. Xenophon, on his arrival in Mysia with 

the Cyrean forces (a. 0. 399), found the widow of Gongylus still living 

and in the vigor of age. She must therefore have been much younger 

than her husband. His sons, Gorgion and Gongylus, on Thibron’s 

arrival with the Lacedemonian forces, surrendered their towns to him 

and joined the Greeks. emrepwpe..- -Téyyvhov. It is probable that 

Gongylus left Byzantium soon after the pretended. escape of the pri- 

soners, although some think that he went in company with them. As 
he was their keeper, he could: better connive at their escape by re- 
maining behind and continuing in command, than though he had left 

with them. He could easily overtake them, after they had got beyond 

the reach of the Greeks. avr, i. e. the Persian king. 

%. rovcde refers to the captives as being present when the letter 

was read to the king. See N. on I. 53.§2. According to Dahl. this 

negotiation took place a. o. 477. Cf. Class. Mus. I. p. 188. Sop* 
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is a poetic form for ddpari, and is retained by the Attic prose writers 

in the phrase, Sopi eAciv, to take a prisoner of war. Cf. K. § 68.3; 

8. § 56. yropnv rovodpa, I have it in mind = tt is my intention. 

Notice the change from the third to the first person. oe—dpeoket. 
The dative construction is the more common. Cf. K. § 279. 1. 

emt Sadaccay est in Asiam Minorem. Goel. - rovs Adyovs, Toinad- 

peSa, we may in future correspond. 

CHAPTER CXXIX. 

Xerxes joyfully receives the proposal of Pausanias, and sends Artabazus to him with a ietter 
(§ 1); in which the king expresses his obligations to him for the return of the captives, 

accedes to his proposals, and exhorts him to spare no pains to bring the affair to a pros- 

perous issue (§§ 2, 8). 

1. ’"ApraBafov, Artabazus. He was the son of Pharnaces, and one 

of the most faithful and distinguished of the generals of Xerxes. He 

accompanied the king in his retreat, as far as the Hellespont, and then 

returned to Pallene, took Olynthus, and laid siege to Potidwa. Being 

unsuccessful in his attempt to take the place, he joined Mardonius, 

and after the battle at Platea, which was fought contrary to his 

advice, he fled with 40,000 men across the Hellespont into Asia. The 

_ king could not have intrusted to better hands this important and deli- 

ss - 

cate negotiation with Pausanias. thy te AackuXitiv carparetay, the 

satrapy of Dascylitis, ‘The satrapy of Daseylium comprehended the 

cities of the Hellespont, Bithynia, and Paphlagonia, extending along 

the southern shore of the Hellespont, the Propontis, and the Euxine. 
It took its name from Dascylium, an inconsiderable town on the shore 

__ of the Propontis, where the satrap resided and had a castle surrounded 

_ by a park or chase, such as was commonly possessed by the Persian 
: governors. This was the province of which Pharnabazus was after- 

- wards satrap.” Arnold. 
_ many to be the same as the person of that name, belonging to the 

royal family of the Achemenids, and cousin of Darius and Artapker- 
nes, and whose daughter Pausanias designed to marry. Of. Smith’s 

Dict. Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. II. p. 1006. 
_havéng dismissed from the government. 
a wetter in reply. 

_ ayrereridec Which has in it the sense of éxéXeve. We might construct 
_emtaroAny in dependence on diaréuyrat, as it belongs in sense to both 

MeyaBarnv, Megabates is thought by 

amahAdéarr *, 
> A > 

emiaToAny avrimeriver, Jave 

Stamréuryar depends on avr, i.e. Artabazus. 

verbs. tiv odpayida is here taken in the sense of odpdyiopa, the 
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impression of the signet, which was affixed to letters giving them the 

stamp of royal authority. Of course the king would not intrust his 

signet to be carried to such a distance, and which might be used for 

purposes prejudicial to his interests. The Schol. says that the seal of 

the Persian king had the image of the king, or of Cyrus the founder of 

the empire, or of the horse of Darius by whose neighing he obtained 

the kingdom. arodeiéar to Pausanias. mapayyéAAyn is here 

employed for the optative. See N. on I. 26.§2; 52.§8. 7paa= 
oe depends on dvremeriSe:. 

2. rd te Gdda eroinoer, i. e. he dismissed Megabates and assumed 
his government. 

3. &de.,..Ilavoavia. In respect to the simplicity of this exordium, 

Bloomf. remarks, that it is of the most remote antiquity, and such as 

occurs not unfrequently in the Scriptures of the Old Testament. Cf. 

Herodot. HI. 40. Tav avdpav may depend on ods (cf. Mt. 442. 1), 

whomsoever of the men = the men whom. Perhaps it is better with 

Poppo to regard it as the objective genitive after evepyecia. keirae 

....otko, your good deeds are laid up in our house. .Those who had 
done the king a service were called Orosange (i. e. evepyérat), and 
their names were recorded in a book (cf. Esth. 6:1), which Haack 

thinks to have been the historical annals, whence Ctesias derived the 

materials of his history. pire vwo& pnS nyépa k. 7. X., 1. e. labor 

incessantly, making no distinctidn between day and night. The ex- 

pression is probably adagial, like our he labored day and night. —— 

ore aveivar (from dvinut) mpaocew, so that you shall be remiss to per- 

form, gives emphasis to the foregoing proposition, by showing its 

effect. Of. K. § 341. 3. Tt Qv = Te ekeivey a. dardvy in al- 

most all the editions before me is damdvy, which seems to conform 

better to wA7j%ee which follows. kexoAvo%@. The imperative 8 
pers. perf. pass. (if the reading be dardvy) is employed to denote the 

complete termination of the action. Cf. 8. § 211. N. 7; Mt. § 500. p. 
841. Bloomf. with Poppo and Krig. supplies tr: dy uot imo xry, 

and Goel. directs us to understand rd mapayiyvec3a. The former of 
these criticisms is based on the assumption, that daravy is the true 
reading. Goel. follows the reading of Dindorf, and of course treats 

the verb as active. et mo, if any where. dyaov, brave and 
faithful. —— rn, in what way, how, qualifies fe. 
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8), and qualifies mpd&euw. 
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CHAPTER CXXX. 
On the receipt of the king’s letter, Pausanias becomes vain and arrogant, and adopts the 
Median dress ($1); his imitation of the Persian habits, and extreme haughtiness, betray 
his ambitious purposes and alienate the allied forces (§ 2). . 

1. ra ypdppara. This letter is said to have been accompanied with 
500 talents of gold. dv....EAAnvey. The noun démpari, being 
derived from the verb déié, is taken in a passive sense, and is there- 

fore followed by id with the genitive. The same construction occurs 
in VI.15. Of. Mt. § 496.3. See also Xen. Oyr. III. 3. § 2, with my 

note. TOAAG Tore pGdAov Fpro shows that before this time Pau- 
sanias had begun to manifest his arrogance. €v TO KaSeotnKdTe 
tpor@, i.e. in the Lacedeemonian manner. akevds Te Mnorxas evdvd- 
pevos. The Median robe was much more splendid than the Persian. 
Allusion is here made to the kavdus, Cf. Xen. Cyr. I. 3. § 2, with my 
note. See Also Xen. Anab. I. 5.§8. Perhaps he put on the dvagupi- 
Ses and other Median articles of dress, yet it is quite unlikely that he 

should have so far outraged the feelings of the Greeks, as to have 
adopted in this stage of the proceedings the entire Persian dress. To 

have imitated the Persian manners in the least, at a time when he 

ought to have appeared plain in his dress and affable in his deport- 

ment, shows him to have been a weak-minded man, wholly unequal to 

the achievement of his ambitious designs. €k Tov Bufavriov. This 

tourney was probably undertaken to further his treasonable plans. 
avrov—éedopupdpovy = Sopudpdpor Haav avrov. Cf. Mt. § 412. 2. 

2. maperisero, he caused to be set for him. For the force of the 
middle, cf. K. 250. R. 2; 8. § 209.2. Bloomf. thinks that Pausanias 

adopted the Persian table as less luxurious than that of the Medes, and 
holding a midway place between that and the Grecian. In respect 

tiv Sidvovar 

epyos Bpaxeor, in 

ae 
refers to his purpose to betray his country. 

small matters, such as his costume and mode of living. 

_ mpdgéew, what greater things he intended to accomplish hereafter. pec- 

(éves is an adverb formed from the comparative adjective (S. $ 134, 

Svompdaodor, difficult of access. Nepos 
thus translates, “‘ aditwm patentibus non dabat.” Pollux (1. 42) places 

dvompdcodos among the epithets of tyrants. opyn—xarenn, bad 
temper, violent passion. ore responds to ovr. dudmep, on 
which account. ovx jxora. The frequency of the litotes in the 

writings of Thucydides has been noticed in N. on I. 8. § 1. —— 4 
tyupaxia pereotn (see N. on I. 107. $7). Cf. I, 95. § 4. 
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CHAPTER CXXXI. 

In consequence of these things the Lacedemonians had recalled Pausanias, and when, on 
his return to Byzantium, he was found pursuing the same line of conduct, they again - 
summoned him to Sparta (§ 1); this mandate he obeys in order to shun suspicion, at the 
same time trusting that he could free himself from condemnation by bribery (§ 2). 

1. rd re mparov. Of. I. 95. § 3. kal érecdn. The narrative is 
now resumed from I. 128. $4. The apodosis begins with otrw 6) in- 
fra. to.adra, i. e. the same misdemeanors which caused his first 

recall. Bia—exrodtopxndeis. Bloomf. thinks it not improbable 

that a scene took place, similar to that recorded between Charles XII. 

and the Turks at Bender. Tpwddas is put adjectively as “EAXas 

for “EAAnuxds. Cf. Mt. § 429. 4; 8. § 136. N. 3. Tpdcowy Te 
eonyyeAXeTo, he was announced as practising. “ dyyédew with a par- 

ticiple is used of the annunciation of actual events; with an infinitive, 

of the annunciation of things still uncertain.” K. § 311.10; Of Mt. 

§ 555. Obs. 2 (end). er aya%o, for the public good. oKuTadny, 
sceytale. ‘‘ When a king or a general left Sparta, the ephors gave him 

a staff of a definite length and thickness, and retained for themselves 

another of precisely the same size. When they had any communica- 

tion to make to him, they cut the material, upon which they intended 

to write, into the shape of a narrow riband, wound it round the staff, 

and then wrote upon it the message which they had to end him. 

When the strip of writing material was taken from the staff, nothing 

but single letters appeared, and in this state the strip was sent to the 

general, who after having wound it around his staff, was able to read 

the communication.” Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. p. 845. ~-—- 

Tod KHpuKos pi) NeiwecZat, i. e. that he should return with the herald 
to Sparta. modepov... .mpoayopevew = that he should be judged 
an enemy. 

2. xpnpaot = by bribery. It was probably by this means, that he 
escaped condemnation when recalled and tried before. Had he teen 

possessed of the sagacity of Themistocles, he would never have adven- 

tured himself the second time in Sparta. éominret—trd trav éd- 
pov. Intransitive verbs are used as passives, when they are com- 

bined with t6 and mpds with the genitive. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 359. 3. 
— Svampakdpevos (sc. rd é&edSeiv) implies some underhand manage- 

ment in the transaction. mept avrov edéyyew. “ Usitatius quidem 
est édéyxew rua quam epi tiva.” Haack. Didot would either ex- 
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punge epi or read avrod. But the correctness of the text as it now 

stands, is proved from zepi Iavoaviay éhéyxor, 1. 185. § 2. In respect 

to the construction of this sentence, rots BovAopévors limits ka®iornow 

and is limited by éAéyyeuv. - 

CHAPTER CXXXII. 

The Lacedwmonians had not yet evidence sufficient to convict a person of such high dignity 
(§ 1); but his imitation of the barbarian customs, and his arrogance, especially as evinced 
in the inscription which he caused to be made upon the tripod at Delphi, excited suspi- 

cion that he would not remain quiet (§ 2); the Lacedszmonians had effaced the inscrip- 

tion, but yet it was remembered as a delinquency of Pausanias (§ 3); reports too were 

in circulation, that he was tampering with the Helots (§ 4); but even thus, the ephors 

thought it not proper to proceed to extreme severity against him, until one of his emis- 
saries betrayed him, and presented to the ephors his last letter to the king (§ 5). 

1. onpeiov, proof, evidence. I have followed Kriig. in con- 

structing BeBaiws with morevoartes. yevous Te TOV Bacreiov, of 

the royal family. —— Wnrelorapyov—éemerpérever, was guardian to 

Pleivtarchus. Cf. K. § 279. 1. ért belongs to 6vra—veor. 

dvevitts dy. Sor the following genealogical table I am indebted to 

Goel‘er. 

Anaxandridas. 

is 
ex priori uxore : ex posteriori uxore 

- I ~ Cleomenes, 

Cleombrotus, Leonidas, Dorieus. 

Pleistarchus. 
Gs es | 

Nicomedes, Pausanias. 

Pleistoanax. 

2. piy...-mapovor, he was unwilling to be an equal (as he was) in 
the present state of things = he wished to.be superior to all, i. e. to be 
a king in his own right. etre mov, if in any way whatever. 
e€ededujtnto... .vopipev, he had departed in his manner of living from 
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the customs of his country. The meaning of this verb will readily be 
seen in its composition. aveSecrav, consecrated, dedicated. See N. 
on I. 13. § 6. axpoSinoy, as the jirst fruits. —— idia, of his own 
authority. TO €heyeiov rdde, this distich. It contains an hexame- 
ter and a pentameter, which is the metre of elegy. 

8. e£exddawav, erased. According to Demosthenes (xara Neaipas, 
1378), the Lacedemonians were compelled to do this, being cited 
before the Amphictyons by the Platwans. In addition, they were 
fined 1000 talents, and ordered to engrave in the place of the effaced 
inscription, the names of the states taking part in the battle. —— 
rére, i. e. immediately after it was written. doa... .dvaSnya, 
as many as having united in the defeat of the barbarian presented 
the offering. rovr refers to the inscription of the distich by 
Pausanias. év tour@ = in the present situation. 
corresponding with, is limited by d:avoia. 
is rovro. . 

4. xai—dé, and also, and even. Cf. Herm. ad Vig. p. 847. —— 
auras, thus in reality. edevSepwoow, enfranchisement. : 

5. TOY....mecTevcarres, on any testimony of the Helots ; literally. 
by believing any informers of the Helots. ve@repov 7% roreiv, tC 
take any new step in the prosecution. For the comparative instead of 
the positive, see N. on I. 95. § 7. —— pi) rayeis eivat x. r. X. explains 
T® tpér@ in the preceding member. Bovretoai (depending on ~ 

taxeis) te avnxeorov, “to take such a step as cannot be recalled, a 
euphemism for capital punishment.” Bloomf. —— mpiv ye 84, until 

at last. avrois depends on pyvutis yiyverat, becomes their informer. 
emtotoAds, although in the plural, refers only to one letter. 

Komteiv, see N. on I.100.§3.. *Apyiduos, an Argilian. Argilius wasa . 

town in Macedonia. madixa is here to be taken in its worst sense. 
Cf. Nepos c. 4, ““quem puerum Pausanias amore Yenereo dilexerat,” 
Poppo and Goel., however, maintain that the term is to be taken in a 

good sense (= éepapevos), but I am not satisfied with their reasons for 

this. miotéraros é€xeivo. If more is to be repeated, then the idea 
is that the Argilian was faithful formerly to him, but not at the time 

here spoken of. But if, as I suppose, it is not to be repeated, then no 

impeachment is to be made of the fidelity of this man, but his betrayal 

of his master is to be attributed to the danger, which threatened 

him if he conveyed the letter to Artabazus. I disapprove there- 
fore of Haack’s explanation, “cui ille fidem maxime habebat, quem 
fidelissimum putabat.” deioas....6rt, upon reflection becoming 

alarmed because. maparomodpevos, having counterfeited. iva 
(telic. See N. on I. 65.§1) py emvyra, in order that he (Pausanias) 

mapopotov, 
The subject of épaivero 
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might not know that the letter had been opened. For the subjunctive, 

see N. on I. 20. $2; 52. § 3. iv....d0Ens, Uf he was deceived in 

his opinion respecting the reason, why none of the former messengers 

to Artabazus had returned. éxeivos, i. €. Pausanias. 

ro mpocereordASat, that some such thing had been enjoined. avros 

....xreivew, he found himself written therein to be put to death. Mu. 
(§ 277. p. 511) says that the construction is "Apyidtos eveyéypanto xrei 

vew for éveyéypanto ’Apyiduov xreivev. So Bloomf. explains the con 

struction: edpey eyyeypappévoy (adrdy, i. e. "AprdBagoy) kal adrov kre 

ve, that Artabazus should put to death him also. 

TL TOLOU- 

CHAPTER COXXXIII. 
In order that Pausanias may be convicted from his own mouth, the ephors contrive an 

interview between the accuser and the accused at Tzenarus, where the former had been 
directed to take sanctuary. In this interview Pausanias acknowledges the truth of the 
accusation in the hearing of the ephors, who had concealed themselves in an adjoining 
apartment (§ 1). 

| 1. airixoo., ear-witnesses. ért, yet, in addition. Against so 
_ great a man, nothing short of a confession made in the hearing of the 

- ephors seemed to justify them in proceeding. dmé mapackeuns, by 
an arrangement, a contrivance. oknyncapevov....KadvBnv, having 

Sormed for himself a hut double by a partition alk Suppliants, in- 

stead of taking up their abode in the temple, oftentimes chose to con- 

' struct for themselves a hut in the réyevos or sacred precincts, which 
surrounded the temple and which was included in the jus asylt. See 

~ Bloomfield’s note. xadvSyv is what Kiihn. (see Jelf’s edit. §§ 548. b; 
‘ 569) calls ‘the accusative of cognate notion,’ defining the particular 

_ nature of the production. és iv—expupe, into which he brought 

und concealed. For the constructio pregnans, see N. on I. 18. § 2. 

| — The particle re in rév re éfdpov has caused much trouble. 
_ Haack, Poppo, and Goeller have bracketed it, and Hart. (de part. I. p. 

| 152) would expunge it, but it is said to be found in every MS. The 

| sense certainly requires its omission, unless with Arnold we supposed 

confused construction, and that after ray re eGdpoov Tivas Se hd 

here should be added the words, cat Tlavoavias Ss airov AASEv, THY 

mpépacw ris ikereias éparncer, or else that re may be rendered, also, 
“moreover, and the clause be considered an interjectional one. In that 
Case #oZovro can be joined, as it should be, with atrixoor....yeve- 

THY mpdpacty, Occasion, cause, Ta Te....ypapevra, Of. 

— 

a) 

wax 

LE TREE SO A? PA 
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I. 132. § 5. ypapéira is the 2 aor. of ypado. Sophocles (Greek 
Verbs, p. 47) says the 1 aor. pass. éypagSny does not occur, at least in 

good Greek. KaS €xacrov, severally, one by one. —— ovdév—ra- 

paBaroro, had never endangered him, risked his safety. This is the 

interpretation of Poppo, Goel., and Arnold, and seems on the whole 

preferable to the usual rendering, had never deceived him. Bacidéa 

of Persia. mpoTysnSein, is spoken ironically. ev to@ Tois ToA- 

Avis tay Siaxdvav, just like the mass of his servants. drroZaveip 

depends on mporipun%ein as denoting the manner in which he was about 

to be honored. S. § 222: 6. kaxeivov refers to Pausanias. — 

nigtw....avaoraceas. The order is: d:ddvros iorw (epi) ris dva- 

otdgews €k Tov iepov, having pledged his faith that no danger should 
be incurred by his removal from the altar. 
business in hand. 

Ta mpacodpeva = the 

~ 

CHAPTER CXXXIV. 

Having thus obtained ample evidence of his guilt, the ephors proceed to apprehend Pausan 

ias, but at the private intimation of one of them, he takes refuge in the temple of Miner 
va (§ 1), where he is starved to death (§ 2); just as he is about to expire, they carry him 
out of the sacred enclosure, after which he immediately dies (§ 3); at the command of 
the oracle his body, which has been buried elsewhere, is interred in the place where he 
died (§ 4). 

1. admpASov into the city. érotouvro. The imperfect is here 

used de conatu, as in I. 57.§ 4. Bloomf. thinks that the reason why 
they did not apprehend him at Tenarus, was that he had many assist- 

ants, who would be likely to make a desperate resistance. ev TH 

600, in the street, or as some render it, on his way. So Nepos trans- 

lates, in itinere. évis....etde. The order is: as cide 76 mpdow- 
mov évos Tav éepdpay mpoctéyTos. ep 6, for what purpose. 
vevpatt adavei, @ secret sign made by nodding or beckoning. —— $n- 

A@oarTos, SC. Td Epyov aiTe. TO....Xadxwoixov. See N. on I. 128. 

$2. Spduw, running, upon the run. 8S, § 206. 1. —— apo- in 
mpoxarapvyeiv signifies before his pursuers could overtake him. —— 
To tépevos. See N. on I. 183. $1. & Av Tod iepod, which belonged 

to the temple. See N.on II. 4. § 5. traiSpios, in the open air, 

has the sense of an adverb of place. K. § 264. 3. a; S. $158. 3. 

2. rd mapavrixa, for the moment. vorépnoav. The Schol. ex- 
plains this by é8pdduvav. But Poppo says, “‘rectius verbo AcireoSae 

vel imodeireoSat, quod a tergo relingui, non eadem celeritate qua alte- 

rum progredi, ideoque, assequi non posse significat, explicasset.” ——~ 
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Sipas depends on drwxoddunoay, they barricaded the doors. 

the temple. arodaBorres eicw, shutting him within. 

3. pedAovros adtod dmowixew, when he was about to expire. —- 

éomep eixyev, as he was, i.e. “eo habitu, quo hoc in tempore erat.’ 

Poppo. Perhaps it simply means, blocked up as he was in the temple. 
ére €umvouv dvra, being just alive ; literally, while yet breathing 

4, rov Kaiaday, the Cwadas. Bloomf. conjectures that this wat 
originally a huge fissure into which dead bodies were thrown, and 

which was subsequently enlarged and converted into a subterranear 

prison.. The Barathrum at Athens, and the Lithotomie at Syracuse 

may serve to illustrate its nature and use. otrep, where. —— 
euBalrew depends on épzedAnocav. The context will readily show 

what words are to be supplied with rods xaxovpyouvs. Haack and 
Bloomf., edit from what they conceive to be good MS. authority, rods 

kaxovpyous ei@Sacw, éuBadrev. Bloomf. however brackets it. 

mAnoiov. There is much difficulty in determining the limiting word. 
The Schol. says, near to the Cwadas.. With this, which appears to be 

the true interpretation, Bloomf., Goel., and Poppo accord. If, as 
Haack in his second edition supposes, we are to consider it as refer- 
ring to the place where Pausaniag died, then a new substantive must. 

evdo 

be introduced, since Ka:adav was last mentioned. Besides, if he was 

buried near to the place of his death, why did the oracle give any di- 

rection for the removal of the body? €v T@ TpoTrepeviopart, in 

the precinet or entrance way to the réyevos. So Arnold. Bloomf. 
refers 6 dyAovar to pereveyxeiv ovmep dnéSave. But it is better to refer 

it to the words immediately preceding. OS... .Wempaypevoy, 1Nas- 

much as a pollution had been: perpetrated by them = as they had been 

guilty of a pollution. The participle in the accusative often follows ds 
instead of the genitive. Cf. Mt. $568.3; 8. § 226. a. 

Ilaveaviov, in the stead of Pausanias. Cf. K. § 290. R. 2. 

¢ 3 4A 

@S ayTt 

CHAPTER CXXXYV. 

The Athenians request the Lacedemonians to put away this pollution (§ 1); the Laceds- 
monians, on the Medism of Pausanias, criminate Themistocles in the same affair, and de- 

mand that he shall be punished in like manner (§ 2); to this the Athenians assent, and 
take measures in concert with the Lacedemonians to apprehend Themistocles (§ 8). 

1. This is a repetition of what was asserted in I. 128. § 2. as 
-sekpivayros. S. § 226. a. 
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2. The account of the banishment of Themistocles, is not inserted 
here, because it has any immediate connection with the Peloponnesian 
war, but from its close relation to what has just been narrated of 

Pausanias. The fate of so illustrious a personage as Themistocles, was 

also worthy of a place in a history, which, though confined to the Pel- 

oponnesian war, had yet in its plan embraced the most prominent 

events that had transpired from the time of the Persian invasion 

under Xerxes. —— rod—Mpydiopod (cf. I. 95. § 5), the Medism. This 

term was used to designate a leaning towards the Median interest, or 

a partiality for the manners, customs, and dress of the Medes. The 

charge made against Themistocles followed immediately upon the con- 
viction and death of Pausanias. The Lacedsmonians were stimulated. 

to this, most likely, by a remembrance of the successful manceuvre of 

Themistocles in respect to the fortification of Athens (cf. I. 90, 91); 

or by a selfish desire to involve the Athenians in the disgrace, which 
they had incurred in the defection of their most eminent citizen. —— 
kai, also. ex Tav....edeyxov. “Ex epistolis apud Pausaniam in- 
ventis.” Poppo. rois abrois, in the same manner, i. e. by death. 

8. éruye yap eotpaxicpevos, for he happened to be suffering banish- 

ment by ostracism. diairay, residence, abode. peta, i con- 
nection with. éroipav bvtav Evydioxev, Who were (see N. on dyres, 

I. 8. $1) ready to join with them in the pursuit. Grou dy treptri- 
yoow, wherever they might find him. K., § 836. 

CHAPTER CXXXVI. 

Themistocles, being informed of his danger, takes refuge with the Corcyreans, by whom 
he is conveyed to the continent ($1); thither being pursued by his enemies, he is forced 
to throw himself upon the protection of Admetus king of the Molossi, who for certain 

reasons was hostile to him (§ 2); at the direction of the king’s wife, he takes her child 
by the hand, and sitting upon the hearth awaits the coming in of Admetus, from whom 
he successfully entreats protection in this time of peril (§ 8). 

1. airév by constructio cara civeow (cf. K. 241.1; 8. $157. N. 

1. b) refers to Kepxvpaiwy implied in Képxvpay which precedes. —— 

dbore—aréx%ec%a, so as to incur the hatred of, become hateful to. 

AaxeSatpoviors and *ASnvaios follow as Dativi incommodi. dere refers 

to ye, and not to the whole sentence Sedievar....avrdv, as then it 

would have been pij—daréxSouro. és THY iretpov, i. e. into These 

protia. Karaytikpv, over against Corcyra. - 
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2. Siaxdpevos....xapoin, being pursued by those who were appoint- 

ed (to follow him) for the purpose of inquiring where he might go, i.e. 
being tracked thither by those who were sent to find out his place of 

retreat. Bloomf. renders xara wiorw 7 yopoin, “ (directed) by inquiry 
whither he had gone.” Similar to this is the sense given by Bauer: 

‘“simpliciter pro muSduevor, guum audissent.” Goel. renders it ew per- 

cunctatione, and this.appears to be the sense which Haack by his 

punctuation attaches to the words. Against such eminent authorities 
I would be slow to adopt an opinion, yet I cannot but think that the 

sense IJ have given is the true one. Cf. Liddell and Scott sub voce 

nvotis. The optative is explained in N. on I. 49. $8. 
aropov, in his great strait. Jacobs explains it by év peyddn dropia 
yevopevos. Modoocay. Along the sea-coast-of Epirus lay in order, 

from north to south, the Chaones, Thesproti, Cassopsi, and Molossi, 

but the boundaries of these respective tribes cannot well be defined. 

Scylax states that the sea-coast of the Molossi was 50 stadia in length, 
but from this narrow basis their country widened far into the interior. 
The boundaries of the state were greatly enlarged by its enterprising 

kings, so that it was quite powerful at the time here spoken of. Of. 

Leake’s North. Greece, IV. pp. 174-184. dvra a’t@ ov didov. 

Nepos by some oversight says, “cum quo ei hospitium fuerat.”” —— 

xaradicat, literally, to unloose or unbind the beasts of burden, i. e. to 

unharness or unload them. This verb is followed by mapa ”Adunrov, 

in the sense of to stop with Admetus. 

3. odx eruyev emidnuav, happened not to be at home. Tov maida. 
Nepos writes, “‘filiam ejus parvulam arripuit.” This deviation from 

the text of Thucydides, would lead us to conjecture that he followed 

some other writer, unless he was grossly careless. Kaxi€erSat emt 

tiv éoriav. The domestic fireplace, as the shrine of the household 

gods, was always regarded by the ancients with veneration and reli- 

gious attachment. Hence, to sit down by the hearth was regarded as 
a posture making the strongest appeal for mercy and favor. Cf. 

Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. p. 427. —— dndoi re és éort, he dis- 

closes his name ; literally, he makes known who he is. For this use of the 

relative, cf. Mt. $485; S. § 174. 1. —— ovx d&tot = dvakidy Gnow eiva 

(cf. Mt. 608. 1). ei TL dpa adrds dvreinev, if perhaps he had op- 
posed, The extenuating force of ei—dpa is here beautifully seen. —— 

Tiepetosa referring to Admetus depends upon dé.o?. kal yap... 
_ macxeww, for that he could be ill treated, at the present time, by one far 

__ less powerful than him (i. e. Admetus). Most of the editors and crit- 

ies prefer the reading doZaveorépos (conforming to airés both before 

and after), although against almost all MS. authority. This would 

KaTa Tt 
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give the sense: for he would receive injury (from Admetus) now when 

he was far his inferior in power. Both readings imply the same 

general idea, viz. the abject condition of Themistocles. yevvatoy be- 
longs to tyzepeio%at the subject of eivac. a6 Tov tcov = Tovs dvtas 

arb rod icov, who are on equal terms. kai dua, and at the same 
time. avtos....evavti@iqvat, he had opposed him (i. e. Admetus) 

in a matter of interest (only), and not in that which pertained to the 
saving of his life. xpeias rds depends on evaytiwSqvar (= eipyew) as 

the genitive of separation. Of. K. $271. 2. Some commentators 

supply mept or gvexa. Of. Mt. § 368. 5. Bloomf. cites Xen. Anab. 

VIL. 6.$5. evarvrim@oeras tis admaywyns, will be opposed to the leading 
away. At odpua Bloomf. unnecessarily supplies xara. Poppo and 
Goel. consider the article to be taken twice with capa and cafeoSai, 

and refer to Vig. p. 720. 20. dy in éxeivoy & dy belongs to dmocre- 
pyoa, the second being a repetition in consequence of the parenthesis 

cimav....dvoxerar. Of. Mt. § 600. ep 6, for what reason. 

cetnpias, “means of preserving.” Bloomf. 6 d€ axovaas. Poppo 

and some others make this the beginning of chap. 137. @oTrep 

....Touro is enclosed by Poppo, Goeller, and Arnold, in the marks of 

parenthesis, and thus they connect dvicrnai tre and xai—oix éxdidoow. 

—— domep....exarélero, “in the way that he had sat himself down, 
i. e. with hands joined.” Bloomf. “ Nos sic intelligimus: ut puerum 

tenens sederat, ita cum puero surgere eum jussit.” Poppo (Suppl. 

Adnot. p. 151). kai péyiorov with the Molossians, 

CHAPTER CXXXVII. 

Admetus refuses to give up Themistocles to his pursuers and sends him to Pydna (§ 1); 
thence embarking on board a merchant-ship bound for Ionia, on his passage he narrowly 
escapes the Athenian fleet lying before Naxos, and finally lands at Ephesus (§ 2); hav- 
ing rewarded the shipmaster, he proceeds into the interior and sends a letter to Arta- 
xerxes (§ 8); in which letter he excuses the necessity he was under of opposing the Per- 

sian invasion, refers to the benefits he has conferred upon Xerxes, and promises to render 
to the king good service in return for his protection (§ 4). 

1. woddd eirotow = uttering many threats. Baowéa of Persia. 

tiv érépav Sddaccay, i, e. the Aigean sea. me(n, by land, —- 

Ilvévav. See N. on I. 61. § 2. riv AreEdvdpov, belonging to Alex 

ander (1., the tenth king of Macedonia). . 
2. ev 9, where, i.e. in Pydna. Orkddos, a ship of burden, a 

merchant-ship. These ships were oval with broad bottoms, Of. 

Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. p. 877. dvayonerns. See N, 
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on I. 48. § 1.- érodudpxet Nd€ov. Of. I. 98. § 4. dotis éoti. 
See N. on és éoru, I. 136. § 3, which would have been more in point for 
Matthies to have cited than this passage. ——- xpfpact mevoSets = being 
bribed. riv....eva, and that it would be for his safety, or his 
only (ri) safety would consist in. The subject of efvar is pndeva.... 
yernrat. . péxpe mArods yérntra, until there should be a fair wind for 

sailing. Of. Xen. Anab. VI. 1. § 22. Some erroneously translate, as 

long as the voyage should last. The object of this direction was to 

prevent any of the crew, who might happen to recognize him, from 

communicating with his enemies. reiopevm & arta, to him being 

persuaded = tf he consented to the proposal. dropynoecsa. Re- 
peat pacer. dmocakevoas, having rode at anchor in the open sea. 

— inep = off, probably as far to the windward as possible, in order 
that no one should board the vessel from the Athenian fleet. Nepos 

translates imép,*procul. In reading this account of the perilous posi- 

tion of Themistocles, in full sight of his enemies, we are reminded of 

those beautiful lines of Sir Walter Scott, in his Lord of the Isles: 

So bore they on with mirth and pride, 
And if that laboring bark they spied, 

’*T was with.such idle eye 
As nobles cast on lowly boor, 
When, toiling in his task obscure, 

They pass him careless by. 
: Let them sweep on with heedless eyes! 

But had they known what mighty prize 
In that frail vessel lay, 

The famished wolf that prowls the wold 
Had scathless passed the unguarded fold, 
Ere, drifting by these galleys bold, 

i Unchallenged were her way! 

: 8. eSepdmevoe, rewarded, Port. renders liberaliter prosegut. —— 

yap explains how it was that Themistocles had money to reward the 
_ shipmaster. & = 7d xpyuara a, of which the antecedent is the 

subject of 7ASe. ime&éxerto, he had put safely away. Perhaps ixd~ 

imparts the idea of privately or secretly to the verb. After his con- 

demnation at Athens, his property to the amount of 100 talents was 

seized and confiscated. pera....twos, with one of the Persians 

| dwelling on the coast. According to Diod. his name was Lysithides, 

but Plutarch calls him Nicogenes. —— ava, i. e. into the interior. -—— 
eonépmer ypdppara. He probably sent the letter by Nicogenes. 

4. 6re serves here as a mark of quotation. §.§213.1. “This brief 

: 

b 
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letter to Artaxerxes is as evidently the composition of Thucydides 
himself, as the celebrated oration which he puts into the mouth of 
Pericles. Each has the hard, rigid, grasping style so peculiar to the 

historian, and to which no other Greek writer bears the slightest re- 
semblance. But the matter may be more genuine than the diction.” 
Bulwer (Athens, IT. p. 167. N). —— OepicroxAjjs is in apposition with 

ey understood. ——‘EAAnvey limits ds taken partitively. 
tepov oikoy, “in domum tuam.” Nepos. enol (= TH éun marpior) 
limits émidvra, and dvdyxy is to be taken with jpuydunv. —— mrclo 

dyasa. Repeat cipyacpat. ev....epnoi. The Schol. supplies ra 

mpdaypara joa, but why may we not draw to this clause éyiyvero from 
the next member, to be taken impersonally (= dogandés épuol éyiyvero) ? 

— Bothe refers dmoxoyd; to both members, giving it the sense of 

return, when applied to Themistocles, and setreat as applicable to 

Xerxes. But this dilogia is harsh and unnecessary. ypavas.... 
duiAvow is parenthetically introduced, being the words of the histo- 

rian, who briefly adverts to the reasons urged by Themistocles in favor 

of his being hospitably received by the king. +ypdyas is to be referred 
back to édnAov & 4 ypady = eypae Se 6 SeptoroxAns. Haack takes 
ypavas in an absolute sense for éypawe yap. Tis dvaxopnoeas of 
the Greeks. Arnold thinks that this refers to the admonition given to 

the king by Themistocles after the battle of Salamis, that he should 

retreat without delay, and as to the statement of Herodotus, that this 

warning was sent from Andros instead of Salamis, Thucydides may 

have had real grounds for his assertion, or it may have been an over- 

sight. But I see no reason to suspect that Xerxes was ever acquainted 
with the real object of the message, informing him of the intended 
flight of the Greek fidet. If he had become aware of it, how could he 

be induced to receive (as he did) the second message from Themisto- 

cles as an act of kindness? And how could Themistocles at this time 

urge the second message as a proof of his good will to the king, if 
the treacherous design of his first message had not been misunder- 

stood? It may also be added, that the same person is said to have 
conveyed both messages to the king, which appears to me to be con- 

clusive that the latter was blind to the real design of the transaction. 
I must think therefore that riv....mpodyyeAot refers to the message 
sent to the king before the battle of Salamis. THY Tov yepuvpor— 

od Siuddvow (the not breaking down) = ypayvas 6 (that) ai yepupai od 
SieAvSnoay. Of. K.§ 318.3; Mt. § 608.1. Haack so punctuates as to 

connect rére with mpoceroujocaro, but the best sense is yielded by the 

order, riy tére od SidAvow rev yepypay. Poppo and Goel. read for 

& airy, through him (i.e. by the instrumentality of Themistocles), 

\ c , 

TOV UpE- 
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_=—— 6) gives emphasis to BeBaidrara. K. § 315, 2. 
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8? airdy, on account of him (i. e. for the sake of Xerxes). kal vox 
éxov (= being able) recommences the direct words of Themistocles, 

énavrov émxav, having tarried a year. SS. § 186. 2. -—— wept 
av = éxeiva wept av, of which the antecedent is governed by dnAdca. 

CHAPTER CXXXVIII, 

The king approving of what he said, Themistocles applies himself to the study of the 
Persian language and customs (§ 1); after which, proceeding to the court he soon gains 

an unbounded influence over the king (§ 2), which was the result of his talents (§ 8); his 
death (§ 4); a monument is erected for him at Magnesia (§ 5), but his relations say that 
his bones were privately conveyed to Athens (§ 6); thus ended the fortunes of Pausanias 

and Themistocles (§ 7). 

1. riv Sudvoiay, understanding, prudence. Some render, spirit, 
boldness, and others, plans, intentions. ovrws as he had said. See 
I. 187. § 4 (end). dv eméeoxe. Cf. eviavriv éemioyay supra. 

yhooons....xarevsnoe. The order and construction is: xarevdnoe 
yAooons torotra éca dvvato Karavoeiv, he learned as much of the lan- 
guage as he could. The proficiency in the Persian language attributed 

to him by Cor. Nepos, is highly exaggerated. 

2. map avra, i. e. with Artaxerxes. doos....'EAAnver explains 
and makes emphatic the preceding péyas, and therefore kai is even. 

aéiwow, dignity. Of. Il. 34. § 6. Sovlwcev, SC. adrd (i. e. Td 

‘EAAnuexdv), Which is wanting here because by attraction it has already 
appeared in the previous proposition (rod ‘EAAnuiKod édmida), to which 

iv....dovdacew is added by way of explanation. Of. K. § 847.2; Mt. 

§ 296. 8. adr@ limits treri3ec and not dovAdcew as Bloom. asserts. 
Kriig. makes dovAecew depend on éArida, as though it were written 

breriset a’t@ Tod “EAAnuixod €Arida Sovlacery. dro tov and ~uverds 

daiveoSat are to be joined, and so Jacob explains, cal padiora ére 

Evverds épaivero, 00 meipay edidov. But didods is guum daret and not 
dedisset, as Poppo and Haack, after Kistem., rightly remark. 

8. Thucydides in this section sketches with a masterly hand the 

rominent characteristics of this eminent man, of whom Bulwer says 

Athens, II. p. 170), “after him the light of the heroic age seems to 

glimmer and to fade, and even Pericles himself appears dwarfed and 

artificial beside that masculine and colossal intellect, which broke inte 

fragments the might of Persia, and baffled with a vigorous ease the 
iv—dnrtooas = was a man who showed. 

diapepsyrws 
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ri, somewhat remarkably. Cf. Mt. § 487. 4. —— és adrd, i.e. cis rip 
isxty ris pucews. Schol. ‘“ Accuratius Schol. és rb hiceas ioxiv dy= 
ody dixisset.” Poppo. GEvos Savpdoa, worthy to be admired. Of. 

K. § 306. R. 10; Mt. § 535. 0. Ods. oikeia (= idia), Ais own, native. 

ovre mpopatav—oir emiuarar, “without the aids of early culture 

or after study.” Bloomf. ‘The idea is, that he had no special training 

for public life, nor did he, after he entered upon public duties, attempt 

to fit himself by study for their proper discharge. airy refers to the 
preceding oixeia Evvéeces. Tay Te mapaxpnya, of present emergen- 
cies, is opposed here to rév peddAdvrav, of future measures. Bloomfield 
gives to rév re mapaxpnya the idea of measures, which call for immedi- 

ate action and admit of little time for deliberation. So we say, on the 

spur of the moment. —— yvopev = kpirns, judge. Tay pedddvrev 

....etkaoTns. There are four methods of constructing this sentence, 
either to make rov yevnoopevov depend on emi mAcioror, and ray ped- 

Advr@v UPON eikagTHs; OF TOU yernoopevov UPON eikaoTHs, aNd Tay ped- 
Advr@v UPON Tod yernoopuevov; OF Tav peAAdyT@y UPON én mAcioroy and 

Tov ‘yernvopuevov UPON eixagrns (Kriiger’s construction); or to place rod 
vernoopevov in epexegetical apposition with rév pedAdvrav. The first of 
these methods is adopted by the best critics, and is thus rendered by 
Bloomfield, “and of the future even far forward he was the best conjec- 

turer.’ Iwas at first inclined to follow the fourth method of con- 
struction, which is adopted by Jacobs, but a more close examination of 

the passage has satisfied me that the first is the true interpretation, 

inasmuch as it accords with the natural order of the words, and 
annexes él m\cioroy Tov yevnoopevov to Trav peddAovrav by way of 

emphasis, which is far better than to suppose some subtle distinction 
between rév peAAdvray and rod yernoopévov, or that the latter is epex- 

egetical of the former, which is so plain a term as to be beyond the 

need of explanation. d....€xot, whatever he might have in hand, 

i. e. whatever business he might undertake. Wyttenb. places jerd 

xetpas €yo. in opposition to dv dé depos ein, and therefore gives it 
the sense of perayerpi{orro, frequenti usu tractare soleret. So Arnold: 
what things he was practically versed in. eEnynoacSa, to discuss 
it, make it plain by discussion, is a better translation than Arnold’s, 

to conduct (matters) to their issue, since it is more consentaneous with 
the oppositional clause xpivar....dmyAXaxro, he was not without the 
ability to judge with sufficient accuracy (ikavas). In respect to this 

latter clause, xpivac may be regarded as a genitive after dm#AAakro (S. 
§ 197. 2), the article rod being omitted (S. § 222. 2). ev TO aavet 

ere (sc. dv), being yet in uncertainty, i.e. the issue of which being yet 
uncertain, ~— 7d Evpurap cizeiy, to sum up the whole. Cf. K. § 841. R, 
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8; 8. § 223.2. kpdtioros On. See N. on BeBatérara 57 supra. -———- 

abvrocxedidtew, to plan off-hand, “ex tempore agere.” Betant. 

4. voonoas, by sickness, opposed to a violent death. This account 
of Thucydides is far more rational and worthy of credit, than that 

which attributes his death to poison administered by himself. 

also) belongs to the whole sentence and not to €xovcroy alone, 

exuteAéoas is the subject of eiva. 
5. ob, therefore, i. e. in consequence of his having died at Mag- 

nesia (Mayyycia—rh “Acvavy, i. e. Magnesia on the river Meander), 
Mayvyciav pev Gptov (= eis dprov. Of. eis Cavnv, Xen. Anab. I. 4. 

kal 

§9) Magnesia for bread. The last of these substantives shows the 

design of the former. Of. Mt. § 483. Obs. 8. mpoaépepe to The- 
mistocles. Adpyyaxoy. Repeat mentally ddévros Baciwéws aire. 

trav tore, of the cities of that time. 8. § 169. 1. 

6. ra Sé....0txade. The order is: of mpoonkovtés fact ra dara 
avTov KopicSivae otkade. yap explains why his bones were con- 

veyed to Attica unbeknown to the Athenians (xpida ’ASnvaier). 
7. re pev xara Tavoaviay, “res Pausanie.” Mt. § 272. 4.6. —— 

ovtws as has been described in chaps. 128-138. 

CHAPTER CXXXIX. 

This demand for the expulsion of the sacrilegious having been made, the Lacedemonians 
require the Athenians to retire from Potidaa, restore gina to independence, and rescind 
the decree concerning Megara (§ 1); to none of which demands the Athenians accede, but 
recriminate the Megareans (§ 2); the Lacedzemonians then send an embassy of three 

persons to Athens, requiring the Athenians to permit every Greek state to be governed 
by its own laws (§ 8); an assembly of the Athenians having been convened on this 
occasion, some give their opinion in favor of war, and others against it, upon which Peri- 
eles delivers: speech in which he strongly urges the necessity of war (§ 4). 

1. AaxeSaipdmor S¢ x... The narration is now resumed from 

[. 126. § 2. emi, by. mept....eddoews, concerning the expul- - 

sion of the accursed. See N. on I. 126. §§ 2, 11. 
dravicraosa. See N. on I. 61. § 3. Of. I. 64-67. $1. Atywvay 

avtdévopoy adiceva. See N. on I. 67. § 2. TO... -mdAcpov, Uf they 
would revoke the decree concerning the Megareans (cf. I. 67. § 4), there 
should be no war ; literally, to them revoking—there should be no war. 

In respect to the protasis, see.N. on I. 71. § 6 (init.). pay dv yevéosae 
= py yernoeoSa. See N. on I. 71. § 5. 

2. radAa in respect to the decree against the Megareans especially 

Tloridaias re 
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referred to in the next clause. erepyaciar is the avcusative of that 
wherein the blame consists (cf. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 568; Mt. § 870. Obs. 2). 

In respect to the charge here brought against the Megareans, land 

that was dépicros (without boundaries) might be used for pasturage, 
but could not be fenced off and applied to purposes of agriculture, as 

in the case of private property. On the boundaries of states and 

nations, strips of land were thus left as a common, in order to prevent 

disputes about boundary lines. That this common might remain such, 

it was consecrated to the gods, and hence to enclose and till it was 

regarded as a sacrilegious act. The xai before tis dopicrov is epexe- 
getical, even. Goeller without reason, thinks that two kinds of land 

are referred to, ‘viz. the land dedicated to the Eleusinian goddesses 

(Ceres and Proserpine), and that on the confines of the state. ——_ 
avdparddev. The slaves of Aspasia are supposed to be here meant. 

Cf. Athen. 570, and Aristoph. Acharn. v. 525, cited by Wass. 
3. AeydvTav....cia@%ecar, repeating nothing else of the things which 

they were wont to speak of, i. e. they waved all the other points of dis- 

pute, and confined themselves to one requisition, which indeed was so 

broad as to cover the whole ground. dé» = ékeivay a, of which the 

antecedent depends on Go ovdey taken partitively, and the relative 

upon Aéyew to be supplied with eia%ecav. Some with Matthia (§ 366. 
d) construct éy in dependence on ado implying comparison, and ren- 

der, nothing different from the demands formerly made. But this is. 

less natural, and does not harmonize with aira dé rade (Sc. AeydvTav), 
which is adversative = but saying these things only. ort. See N, 

on I. 187. § 4 (nit.). TH eipnynv = the peace which now is. ein 

& a, sc. eipyyvn. The protasis is e....agetre, with which the quotation 
ends. The general construction is mpéoBewy adixopevwy—xal NeydvTav » 
—rowujcavres—oi ASnvaiot-—rpottizecay. The quotation Aakedaipoveoe 

....ageire is properly in apposition with aira 6€ rade. yvopas 

....mpovrizecay, they freely exchanged their sentiments. ama, 
once for all. drdvrov the demands of the Lacedzemonians and the 

points of dispute. These words are to be taken with droxpivacSa.. 
4. éx apddrepa. Bloomf. supplies pépy, and remarks that the 

phrase is a very rare one. Tais yvopas. S. § 202. 4. Kat @s 

xp?)...-eipyyns contains the two conflicting opinions of the assembly, 
and is to be constructed with @\eyov. I have therefore followed Bek- 
ker, Poppo, Haack, and Ariicld in placing a comma after yrouats, 

which Dindorf and Goel. omit. —>- 1d Whgdicpa concerning Megara. 

Of. § 1 supra. eipyyns depends on é7ddcor. kadedeiv. Repeat 
mentally rd yWpdiopa. héyew....dvvardraros = a@ most eloguert 
speaker and able statesman. S. § 222. 6. S 
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CHAPTERS CXL.—CXLIV. 

These chapters contain the oration of Pericles, which has for 3 lead- 
ing idea, that war should be preferred to making any concessions to the 
Peloponnesians. After a brief exordium (140. § 1), he enters upon his ar- 
gument, which has two divisions: the cause of the war, or the 7d dixaov 
140. § 2—141. § 1), and the means of carrying it on, or the 7d apéAmov 

(141. § 2—chap. 143). This second division is opposed to the words of the 
Corinthians (chap. 121, et seq.), and is subdivided into two parts, in the 
first of which (141. § 2—143. § 2) the resources of the Peloponnesians and 
their method of carrying on war are considered: and in the second (143. $$ 3 
—5) are shown in advantageous contrast, the circumstances and condition of 
the Athenians, Then follows the response which the orator would have them 
give to the Lacedemonians (144. $§ 1, 2), and to this is subjoined a short 
peroration (144. §§ 3-5). This is one of the most finished and elaborate 
speeches in the whole history, and in dignity and loftiness of sentiment, is 
but little inferior to the celebrated funeral discourse of the same orator and 
statesman (II. 35-46). It seems to have carried all before it, and so brok- 
en down opposition, that a decree was forthwith made conformable to the 
counsel given in the speech. | 

CHAPTER CXL. 

The orator begins by advising the Athenians to make no concessions to the Peloponnesians, 
premising at the same time, that the ardor with which a war is commenced, is abated 

in proportion to the increase of difficulties which may attend its prosecution, and hence 

those who resolye on war should vigorously support it even in the event of disastrous 

occurrences (§ 1); the Lacedeemonians are charged with endeavoring to do the Atheni- 
ans harm, a proof of which is their refusal to submit the differences to fair arbitration, 

according to the mode of adjusting difficulties stipulated in the treaty (§ 2); their desire 
for war is evinced in their dictation concerning Potidea, Agina, and Megara, and es- 

pecially in their last imperious demand (§ 3); no one should think that the rescinding of 

the decree concerning Megara was a small matter (§ 4), for if they yielded to this, greater 
_ demands would be made upon them (§ 5). 

1. ris....€xouat, I still adhere to the same opinion. For the gen- 
\ a , py etxew IleAorovyncios ex- 

kairep....mpacoorras, although I know (see plains ris yvepns. 

N.on I. 7. $1) that men carry on war not with the same ardor (épyh) 

which they feel when persuaded to engage in it ; literally, that men 

are persuaded to go to war with an ardor not the same as (= much 

greater than) that with which they carry it on. Cf. évSupeira.... 
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éeme&épxerat, I. 120.§ 5. re and xai respond to each other, and ev r@ 
tayo mpdcoorras, like wodeyeiv, is modified by 79 atr9 spyh dvaret- 

Sopeévous. mpés, according to. yvopas depends on tpemope- 

vous (mid. voice) the preceding «ai being also. 6p@—EupBovrev- 

réa pot dvra. §. §§ 225.7; 206.4. The subjects of dvra are duota and 
mapamAnoa. The cat which connects these nouns has the sense of #, or. 

duxato, I think it just =I wish as a matter of justice. ‘Tots 
—ddfacw depends on BoyZeiv which has for its subject rods dvamet- 

Sopevous. }....peraroetoSat, or if we are successful (karopSovy- 

ras, a varied construction for jv xaropSaper), not to lay claim to su- 

perior discernment. ths Evvécews has the same construction as yrauns 

in $1. yap after évdéyera: introduces the reason for the exhorta- 
tion contained in rovs dvame:Souevous....ocpaddopeSa, as if the writer 
had said : and reverses must be expected, for the issue of events is no 

less uncertain than the counsels of men. dpar%as refers to events, the 
issue of which is beyond the power of calculation, i. e. which take an 

unforeseen and uncertain course. dudrep, i. e. on account of the 

uncertainty of human plans. TUxnv—airiacSa. The genitive de- 
noting the crime is rogovrey the omitted antecedent of dca. 

ci@Sapev, 2 perf. of €3@, with the signification of the present. 

2. mpérepov. The Schol. refers this to the time when the Laced» 
monians endeavored to hinder the Athenians from walling their city. 
But that event is too remote to have been made use of by Pericles, 
and reference must be had, in the expression, to more recent instances 

of Lacedemonian interference. —— dyjAa. joav. See N. on I. 93. § 2 

(init.). kat viv responds to mpdrepdv re. eipnpevov yap, for 
although (see N. on I. 7. § 1) it had been agreed upon (see N. on I. 76. 
§ 2). The apodosis begins with otre atrol dixas x. r. Xr. exew 

...-€xopev, and that each shall remain in possession of what we have, 
until it is judicially decided that the possession is illegal. Bloomf. 

remarks that this is one of the most ancient examples of the stipu- 
lation called the uti possidetis. avroi, i.e. the Lacedsmonians. 

Sixas mo WTnoav ovre. Archidamus advised them to do this, bu 
his advice was rejected. Cf. I. 85. § 2. —— quay diddvrey (sc. Sixas), 

when we offered to submit to trial. —— dAdyos = diadixacias. Schoi, 
— émirdcoorrtes, issuing orders, dictating. 

3. IlorwWaias—aravioracsa. Cf. I. 139. $1. yap introduces 
the proof of what is charged upon the Lacedwmonians in €miracaor- 

res. —— TO Meyapéov Whdiopa ca%apeiv. Of. I. 189.$1. The geni- 

tive denotes the relation in respect to. Of. Mt. § 342.1; 8. $195. 1. 

of dé... .Hxovres. Cf. I. 139. §3. —— mpoayopevovov is a stronger 

term than xeAevovar. aguévae has for its object rods "ENAnvas. 
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4, mept Bpaxeos, for a trifling matter. This is referred to in ré 
Bpaxd tt rovro, this small something (1), this trifling affair (i. e. what 
some consider of small importance). érep belongs to mpotyorrar by 

attraction, the natural construction being émep ei Ka%aipeSein pddiora 

mpovxovrar (= mpoBdddovra. Schol.) py—rddrepov. pend’... .€10- 

Aeunoare is an emphatic repetition of tyar....modepety, the course of 

thought being interrupted by the intermediate clauses. 

5. tuav—mneipay tis yvouns, a trial of your spirit, a test of your 
resolution. —— ois. Arnold says that this relative has no regular an- 

tecedent, and is to be resolved in English into the demonstrative pro- 

noun. But, as Bloomf. remarks, there is an antecedent to it in the 

subject of mpotyorra, i.e. Aaxedaiduor found in $2. The remote- 

ness of the antecedent, in such sentences as Thucydides constructs, 

should cause no one to stumble. ——~ ado tt peifoy depends on ém- 

Tax%noceo%e as the accusative of the thing, the dative of the person 

having become the subject in the passive construction. Of. K. § 281. 

3. In respect to the sentiment we are reminded of the remark of 

James Otis, in his celebrated speech at the commencement of the 

American revolution: “But the right to take ten pounds, implies the 

right to take a thousand, and what must be the wealth, that avarice, 

aided by power, cannot exhaust.” kat trovro is referred by Poppo, 

Haack, and Goeller, te ro Bpayd rodro, as if you yielded this even 

(small as it is) through fear. dmurxupicdpevar, by giving a firm 

denial. parrow belongs to mpoodéepecSat instead of dé rod icov: 
rather to treat you on terms of equality than with an affected 
superiority. 

~ 

CHAPTER CXALI. 

The Athenians should make up their minds to submit at once to the Lacedemonians, or 
else make no concession whatever to them (§ 1); in respect to the means and. mode of 

carrying on the war, they are by no means inferior to the Peloponnesians (§ 2); for be- 
sides that the latter have no wealth, they have little experience in long continued or 
transmarine wars (§ 8); they can neither man their fleets, nor be absent themselves from 

their domestic concerns on expeditions by land (§ 4); wars are sustained by wealth pos- 

sessed in superabundance, and not by forced contributions (§ 5); the Peloponnesian 
government is not of a kind favorable to speedy or decided measures, the states having 
equal suffrages and diverse interests (§ 6); for which reason but little attention to the 
public weal will be given in their assemblies, called together at long intervals, and the 

most of their time being spent in promoting each his own interest (§ 7). 

1. wWrdSev 5) = ex rotrav, ex his igitur. traxovery the Lace- 

dzemonians, mpiv tt BraBiva, before you suffer any injury, —— 
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ei roAkeunoopev—pi etéovres. Regularity of construction would have 
required eifew, in dependence upon dsavonSnre. After etEovres Poppo 

supplies the infinitive woAdepeiv from wodepnoopev. But Arnold and 

Goel. refer eiEovres to SvavonSnre, in the sense of wapacxevalecSe as 
pay etEovres, Which Poppo (Suppl. Adnot.) says that he would approve 

of “si cogitandi verbum intelligi posset, et si ovx eifovres odd¢—€Eov- 
tes legeretur.” erlt....mpopacer should be constructed, I think, 
with ef modeunooper, if we determine to go to war for any cause great 
or small (i. e. however it may be estimated). Pericles had just 

affirmed, that the demand of the Lacedemonians in respect to the 

Megarean decree was no trifling one, inasmuch as it involved a great 

principle. Others, however, might think differently. But whatever 
estimate might be placed upon the cause of their taking up arms, if 

such a course was determined on, no concessions were to be made to 

their enemies. Some, however, may prefer the more usual method of 

construction, by which these words are joined with pi eifovres, té 
make no concession on any account great or small. Jam free to ac- 

knowledge that this mode of construction harmonizes better with rj» 

yap....érirarcopem. d = éxeiva a TIv....dovAw@aw, implies 

the same subjection, signifies a like subjection. SovAwaw is what 

Kiihn. (Jelf’s edit. § 578) calls the accusative of valuation, or that 

which defines the notion of value contained in the verb. Cf. Jelf’s 

Kihn. $548. . dixaiwors, postulatio. ard Tay époteyv, SC. 

av3porev. mpd....emttagaopnern, made upon their neighbors before 

a judicial decision. 
2. Here the orator enters upon the consideration of the means and 

resources of the two parties, and replies to what was brought forward 

by the Corinthians in the second division of their oration (I. 121. § 2, 
et seq.). Td....Umapxdvrav, now as to what pertains to the war 

and the means for carrying it on which each party possesses. 

éxatépois trapxsvr@y is a varied construction for ra éxarépos tmdp- 
xovra. as depends on yvrare. axovovres, by hearing. 

8. avroupyol, those who do their own work ; here, farmers who tile 
their own ground, for in I. 142. § 7, they are called yewpyoi. This 
term refers principally to the other Peloponnesian states than Laceda- 

mon, and so far as it applies to them, it does not mean that they did 

all their work themselves (since much of it was performed by slave 

labor), but. refers to their personal supervision of their affairs, and 

personal labor as occasion might demand. There were more slaves in 

Lacedeemon than in all Peloponnesus besides. : 

I. 80. § 4 (end). éreita, furthermore. moAcuor—aretpor. _ 8, 
§ 187. 2. did TO....€mepépew contains the reason why they were 

TOY 

ovre....avtois. Cf, 
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rod¢uov dreipo. The adverb Bpayéws refers to time and qualifies 
emipepery. avrot conforms in case to Getpot. 

4, vads depends on éxréurev, and wAnpodyres belongs to the sub- 

ject of Svivavra, are not able having manned ships (=to man ships 

and) to send them forth. and tav avrav, from their priate re- 

sowrces, or at their own expense. From the time of Pericles, the Athe- 
nians were paid for their military service (cf. Boeckh’s Pub. Econ. 
Athens, p. 291), but not so the Lacedemonians, which circumstance, 

in addition to the neglect of their own affairs, occasioned by absence 

on military expeditions, made war a grievous burden to them. 

Sadkacons cipydpevor does not refer, as Bloomf. supposes, to ovre vais 
mAnpovrres, but to the exclusion of the Peloponnesians from the sea 

by the superior naval force of the Athenians. - 

5. meptovoia, surplus treasures. Biavor eodopat, forced (and 

therefore burdensome) contributions. Boeckh (Pub. Econ. Ath. p. 
471) says that the property-tax (ciodopa) had not yet been imposed | 

at Athens, since it appears from our author (III. 19), that it was first 

levied in consequence of the exhaustion of the public treasure at the 

siege of Mitylene (4. 0. 428). But Tittmann thinks that all the pas- 

sage cited by Boeckh means, is that the amount before collected had 

never been so great as 200 talents, which was raised at the time re- 

ferred to. The latter writer cites the present passage in proof, that 

the extraordinary property-taxes levied in war were general through- 

out Greece before the Peloponnesian war, particularly in Sparta and 
probably at Athens also. Cf. N. on Boeckh (1. c.) by the translator, ' 

G. O. Lewis. —— xpyyact, money contributed for the expenses of the 

war, here opposed to capact = personal services. TO pey mioToy 

k. t. A. contains the reasons why men prefer to expose their persons, 

rather than expend their substance in war. They hope to live through 

the contest (rav....mepryevéoSar), but have faint expectation that 

their money will not be exhausted, especially if the war is protracted. 

The words 76 pev and 7d dé represent ad* sensum, the two things 

compared, viz. their bodies and their treasures. At od BéBatov repeat 

mentally ¢yovres. dAdws te Kav, especially if. 

is probable in the present case. 

6.. duvaroi—advricyeiv. See N. on dvricyorev, I. 121. § 4. py) 

mpos dpoiay is put for mpds pr dpoiay (cf. I. 91. §7; Jelf’s Kiihn. 
§ 904. Obs. 3). The disparity here spoken of consisted in the superior 

advantages which Athens derived from its ships, treasures, trans- 

marine territories, etc. drav....émiteka@ot, since (drav. Of. Mt. 
§ 624. 2) by not using one general council, they can do nothing on the 

spur of the moment (rapaxpipa) with dispatch. pyre is to be referred 

a 

Orep eikds, a8 
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to both the participle and the verb. Poppo translates BovAeurnpia, 

concilium perpetuum, Bundesrath. Without such a council, which by 

continued sittings could provide for any sudden emergency, of course 

notLing efficient could be done, and no advantage taken of the 

chances of war which in its progress might turn up. re responds 

to pyre, and introduces another defect in the internal administration 
of the Peloponnesian affairs, viz. that all the states were equal in 

suffrage (icdWnpor), but not of the same race (6uddpvAor), and there- 

fore self-interest would be the predominating principle of action in 

their assemblies (rd ef’ éavrdv Exacros orevdn). The reader will notice 

the paronomasia in iodyndo and éudpvdc. In respect to the latter 

word Poppo remarks: ‘preter Dorienses plerosque etiam nonnulli 

populi ‘olici, Achaici, Pelasgici foederis Laconici consortes erant.” 
éxaoros is in partitive apposition with mwayres. In such a case the 

verb as here sometimes follows in the singular, Cf. Mt. §302. a. Obs.; 

K. § 266. 3. €&... .yliyversat, for which reason nothing is usually 
accomplished. durei yiyverSa, is wont to happen. See N. on I. 78.$1. 

7. xai yap shows why no efficient and decided measures are taken 
by a council of states which are iodéynpor and not épépydor, viz. the 
diversity of views and interests tending to distract and impede their 

deliberations. pretpa. The Schol. adds, ex trod modeueiv rH 
drovoia. —— xpdwoi te Evudvres, “cunctabundi convenientes in 

Evvddors seu EvddAdyors.”” Poppo. popia, SC. Tov xpdvov elicited 

from the preceding ypévo. So Bothe translates €y Bpayet popiea, par- 

vo temporis momento. TS mréou stands opposed to Bpaxe? pwpla, 
and ra oixeia to ti trav Kowdv. The preposition éy is to be mentally 
repeated before r@ mAéom. It is quite rare that in the second of two 
antithetical sentences, the omission of the preposition takes place. 

Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 650. 4. mapa, by means of, through. Cf. K. 
§ 297. III. 8.d. See also Dunbar’s remarks on the use of mapa, in 

Clus, Mus. IV. p. 98. PraWew the common weal. —— péedew.... 

mpoideiv, but thinks (oterar repeated) that some one else will take care 
to provide (for the public good) im his place. For the construction 

of péAew with the dative and genitive, cf. S. $201. N.4. The geni- 

tive of the thing is mpoideiv. date, 80 that (exBarixkds. See N. 
on I, 65. § 1), denotes the result of the thing just before spoken of. 

AavSdvewr—Serpdpevoy, ts insensibly brought te ruin. —— rd 

xowdy apdov, the common interest taken collectively, or the comrwn- 

wealth as a whole. 
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CHAPTER CXLII. 

The operations of the Peloponnesians will be retarded for the want of funds {§ 1); ne 

— § 580. Obs. 2. 

_ Gr. Verbs, p. 87; K.§ 251. BR. 1. 

apprehension need be entertained of their occupying posts or building a navy, te former 
of which they could hardly do in the time of peace (§§ 2, 3); and even if they succeeded 
in constructing a fortress in Attica, it would not prevent the Athenians from retaliation 
by ravaging their coasts with a fleet ($4); the Athenians are better fitted for land service 
by their nayal skill, than are the Lacedeemonians for naval warfare by their experience in 
land engagements (§ 5); nautical skill they will not easily acquire, since the Athenians, 
although practised in it from the time of the Persian war, are by no means perfect in it, 
and how too can it be acquired by husbandmen, hindered from going to sea by a blockading 
fleet (§§ 6,7); a few of the blockading ships they may dare to encounter, yet will be held 
in awe by a superior fleet (§ 8); thus they can acquire no skill in nautical affairs by prac- 

tice, and will remain ignorant of that species of warfare, and to an equal degree without 
courage in respect to it (§ 9). 

1. péyorov dé, but what is greatest (cf. Xen. Anab. II..5. § 7), is in 

apposition with the proposition with which it is connected (cf. Mt. § 482. 

5. p. 710). In such cases the article is rarely omitted. Of. Jelf’s Kahn. 

k@dvoovrat has a passive signification. Of. Soph, 

oxoA7 = Bpadéws. Schol. Per- 

_ haps the signification egre which Portus gives would suit the passage 

j 

1.122. § 0). 

better, as the sense given it by the Schol. would require to be followed 

by nothing but wopifovra. Haack interprets oxodg, in otio, which is 

unsuitable to the context, since it is no argument against a liberal and 

cheerful contribution of funds to carry on a popular war, that they 
are furnished slowly and reluctantly in time of peace. avTa topi- 
Copevar. ‘Sci. aad rips brapxovons Te €xdoTots ovoias (que sunt ai 

— Biavoe €oopai, I. 141.§ 5), Kat dws trav év Behhaip kal ’Odvpria xpn- 

| para, I. 121. § 3.” Poppo. TOU... .peverol, for the opportunities 

BG. e. the right points of time) ef war will not wait, i. e. in war things 
_maust be done in the very nick of time, or the faconable opportunity 
will slip away and be lost for ever. Of. Xen. Oyr. VIII. 5. § 7. 

2. 7 emvreixiors (sc. éori). Compare the threat of the Corinthians, 
hoBynanva is to be taken passively. Of. Mt. § 535. 

it b. Obs. 

3. médwv dyrimadoy. The following note of Arnold Kehridged by 
_ Bloomf.) fully illustrates the use of this term in connection with # 1) €me- 
reixiors. “Our author is here distinguishing between two different 

_ modes of fortifying (émureiysous)—the one by founding a city (so émot- 
_ kifew, VII. 27) in the neighborhood of Athens, strong enough to be 
a check upon her power. (réAw dyrimadov, a city equal in power to 

another, Cf. III. 9)—the other by erecting forts in Attica, as strong: 
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holds for plundering parties to issue forth from and alarm or ravage 
the country. Of the former sort of émiretyors, instances are found in 

the case of Megara, founded by the Dorians as a check on the Athe- 

nians, and of Heraclea in Trachinia built to curb the Thessalonians 

(ef. III. 92; V. 31); of the latter, Decelea forms an example.” Ar- 

nold also remarks that wéAw dyrimadoy is the accusative after mapa- 
oxevacacSat, the construction being thy pev yap (émireixiow) xaheror 
Kai €v eipyyn mapacKevdoacSa. —— hrov by, certainly, indeed, much 
more. Mt. § 604. exeivois is the dat. incommodt. GVTETLTETEL* 

xicpevor, “ occupying ground with forts in return.” Liddell and Scott. 

The perf. pass. has here a middle signification. Cf. Mt. § 493. d. 

4. ghpovpiov &. See Arnold’s note on médw ayvrimador. yns 
limits pépos. Katadpopuais Kai avtopodias, by imroads (made from 

the fort) and by desertions, i. e. by furnishing a refuge for fugitive 

slaves and deserters. This was fully verified in the case of Decelea. 

ov pevrot ixavov ye x. t.A. Bloomf. makes émrecyifew the sub- 
ject of cra, by removing the following re (which he thinks was 

interpolated by editors, who wished to make the sentence bimembris), 

and by prefixing 7d to the infinitive. But it is better to make émre:- 

xitev depend on kodAvew, and to supply gpovpioy as the subject of 
éara, notwithstanding that fortress would not be sufficient to keep us 

Jrom sailing to their territory and erecting forts there. I see that 

Bloomf. in his last edition translates the passage, as though he had 

given up his previous criticism. mAevcavras belongs to cwdvew as the 
participle of the means (see N. on I. 9. § 1). 

5. mhéov....eumerpias. The order is: mdéov yap eumetpias Tov xara 

Viv typeis Exouev ek Tov vavrixod, we have from our naval service more 

skill in land-warfare. This sentence illustrates the ability of the 

Athenians to execute the act of retaliation just spoken of, and hence 

is introduced by yap (tllustrantis). exeivot, SC. Exovot. 

6. rs—yevéo%at is the subject of rpooyernoerat. The subject of the 

infinitive is éxeivovs understood referring to the Peloponnesians, with 

which émirrjpovas agrees. 

7. pederavres adrd, who have been in the practice of it. For the 

translation of the participle by the relative and verb, see N. on I. 8, 

§1. e£eipyacté ma, have not (ovdé) brought it yet to perfection. 

mas 8n, how then. ——Yaddco.w. See N. on I. 7. § 1. — 

mpocert....eardpevor, in addition not being suffered te practise and 

thus acquire skill. The Corinthians said (I. 121. $4): pedrernoopev.... 

ra vavtixd. Cf. also I. 80. § 4, where Archidamus says: ef 8€ peder7- 
FOMEV. « « -EVETTAL. dpe refers to avdpes as its subject. 

8. ddiyas, sc. vats from vavoly epoppeio%ar going before. ——~ Kas 
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wee sSpacivortres, they might perhaps adventure an engagement, taking 
courage in their ignorance from their number ; literally, emboldening 

_ their ignorance by number. This is exceedingly beautiful as well as 

- forcible. modAais ships. sipyspavas (sc. THs Sadacons), if they 

are shut up from the sea. év TO py pedrerovti, by their want of 

practice; literally, in their not practising. See N.on 16 dedids, I. 

86. §1, and on 16 mordy, I. 68. § 1. 8? avrd, i. e. their want o. 
skill resulting from their want of practice. 

9. domep Kai GdAo T1, as much as any other thing. Of. Mt. § 117. e. 
—xal ovK....pederac%a, and does not admit of being practised 

occasionally (érav rixn) as a subordinate affair, ‘as w bye-job.” Pick 
ering. With érav rixy supply from the context peXerdpevoy or pede- 

TacSat. yiyoeatiog depends on sian (in this place = di), and 
has for its subject mdpepyov. 

erenaial 

CHAPTER CXLITII. 

If the Peloponnesians should seize on the treasures at Delphi, and by outbidding attempt 
to draw the foreign seamen from the Athenian service, it would be fruitless, since Athens 

has of herself more nayal officers and seamen than all the rest of Greece put together 
($1); nor would seamen be induced by higher wages for a short period, to serve on a~ 
side where they must incur the greatest peril (§ 2); thus it appears that the Athenians 

are free from the disadvantages of the Peloponnesians, and possess advantages far above 
them (§ 3); an invasion of the Peloponnesian territory (which could be made by sea) 
would be far more disastrous to the Peloponnesians, than an irruption into Attica would 

be to the Athenians, for Peloponnesus constitutes the whole of their territory, while the 

Athenians haye much territory besides Athens (§ 4); therefore as though they were 

islanders, the Athenians should be regardless of their country-possessions, and hazarding 

' no engagement by land, be intent only on fortifying their city and maintaining their naval 
Ri supremacy (§ 5). 

1. kwyoavres....xpnparov, having removed (literally, having moved, 

_ meddled with) the treasures at Olympia and Delphi. The genitive is 
“employed on account of the partitive force of the verb. pose 

peiCou. Pericles here replies to what the Corinthians said, I. 121. § 3. 

rovs &évous refers to the mercenaries drawn from other countries, 
and are to be distinguished ftom the pérokor (resident aliens), their 
service being limited mostly to the fleet, although they were some- 

' times employed as garrison soldiers and in campaigns. Cf. Boeckh’s 
~ Pub. Econ. Ath. p. 261. pi... .9v, Uf we ourselves and the resident 

_ foreigners having embarked were not a match for them, tt would be a 

. thing to be feared. For the construction of dvray, see N. on I. 71. § 6. 

—— rédde refers to what has just been said about being a match for 
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the Peloponnesians. dep is in apposition with the sentence xv- 

Bepynras....‘EAXds which follows, éori being understood. adn 
is here employed as in watSas kai yvvaixas, kai thy GAAnv KatacKedny, II. 

14.$1. This use of @Any is merely distinctive. Cf. Xen. Anab. I. 
5.§ 5; VII. 8. § 48; Odyss. 6. 84. innpeciay (abstract for the 
concrete) is used collectively, and therefore takes mXciovs and —— 
in the plane. Cf. Mt. § 484. 2;-S. § 157. 3. 

2. kai emi tO kwdvv@ k. T. X. constitutes the sevond reason, why 

the attempt of the Peloponnesians to draw away the Athenian merce- 

naries would prove abortive. éi is here used reAcxads (see N. on I. 

65. § 1), for the sake of danger, and belongs to déarro—riy re abrod 

dhevyev. Of. K. § 296. I. 3. ¢. The rendering on account of danger, 
would make pera....éAmidos a needless repetition. THY Te avTod 

gevyew. The Schol. supplies xarorxiay, which Bloomf. pronounces to 

be harsh, and understands yyy, not in the sense of country, but of the 

French sejour (Engl. sojourn, temporary residence). kal responds 

to re, and is strengthened by dua. juepav depends on pucSod, 
and ddceas (a giving) is governed by évexa. This succession of geni- 

tives is rather unusual in Thucydides. éxeivois refers to the 

Peloponnesians. 

8. rovadra kat mapamAnowa. See N. on I. 140. § 1. ra dé querepa 
(sc. Soxei)....danAAdySar, but our affairs seem to be free from the 

disadvantages (S. § 197.2), with which I have charged them. Syvmep 

exeivors éuepyrapnv. Verbs of blaming are followed by the accusative © 
of the thing in which the reproof consists, and the dative of the person — 

who is blamed. . éyrep is therefore put in the genitive by attraction 

with its antecedent rodrav. Of. K. § 284. 8 (6); Mt. §384. 3. Some — 
may prefer to regard Svwep as the genitive denoting the cause of — 

- blame (Mt. § 368. 5), and then there will be no occasion of construct- — 

ing it as the genitive by attraction. The orator having discussed the 

condition of the Peloponnesians in relation to the approaching war, 

now proceeds to set forth, by way of contrast, the superior advantages 

of the Athenians, which he proposed to do, I. 141. § 2. @ a 

advantages. ovk amd Tod taov, “non ex eque \sed longe magis).” 

Poppo. 
4, ent tiv éxeivay, SC. xopar. €x Tod dpoiov, the same thing 

(= equally disastrous), is a predicate adjective-phrase in agreement 

with IMeXorovvjcov....dmacay, the subject of gra. Cf. Mt. $ 574. p. 
998. @Anv territory. dpaxi, without fighting = unless ac- 

quired by arms. This word is written dyayei in all the editions before 
me except Dindorf’s. juiv....mrodAn. Archidamus refers to this. 

I. 81. § 2. —— kar’ #retpor, i. e. in Thrace and Ionia. —— 6¢, for. 
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5. oxéaode Sé. “A formula requesting attention = consider (what 

Isay).” Bloomf. dAnrrérepor, more impregnable than we. adn- 
ros, not to be caught or laid hold of. éTt eyyvtata Tovrov davon- 

sévras, forming our plans as far as possible in reference to this (i. e. 

to the state of islanders); ‘‘ entertaining views and feelings as near as 

possible to the state of actual islanders.” Arnold. oixias refers to 
villas and country residences, as is evident from the next sentence, 

which is parenthetical. avTay, i.e. THs yns Kal TOY oiKiar. 

oOAA@ mAciomt. The Peloponnesians boasted of their numerical supe- 
riority, and to this Archidamus alluded, I. 81. § 1. —— py belongs in 

sense to épy:o%evras as well as to dtapayeoSar (see N. on I. 12. $1), and 
therefore Poppo remarks, that it properly should have been placed 

immediately after kai. kpatnoarres, if we should be victorious. See 

N. on I. 71. § 6. The participle so often contains the protasis, that 

exeept in special cases no allusion in these notes need be made to it. 

ovk eAdocoo, not inferior to our own. Ta....mporamdddv- 

ra, the aid derived from our allies, in which our strength consists, is 
(= will be) lost also; or, our allies (ra trav Evppdyer), whence we 

derive our strength, will at the same time (mpoo-) be lost to us, i.e. will 

desert us. Compare what is said by the Corinthians, I. 122.§1. This 

shows how little dependence Pericles placed upon the attachment of 

the allies to the Athenian cause. The defection did not take place, 
however, till after the disastrous Sicilian expedition, although previ- 

ously the Athenians had been defeated in a land engagement at De- 

lium (IV. 96). —— jovydoovor refers to the allies and not to the 
Lacedeemonians as the Schol. thinks. py... .dvTav, Unless we are 

able. otpareverv. depends on fxavav. oixwav. §. § 194. 1. — 
Trav copdtoy, for the persons, opposed to.oixvév, and superior in value, 

as being the possessors of these houses and villas. avrovs....dn@- 

oat, [ would exhort you yourselves to go forth and lay them waste. 

CHAPTER CXLLV. 

Other things might be mentioned which promise a successful termination of the war (§ 1); 
the discussion of which things is promised at another time. The orator then dictates an 

answer to the Lacedemonians (§ 2); which answer he deems just and in accordance 

with the dignity of the state (§ 8), and also worthy of their ancestors, who with far less 

resources resisted the Median invasion, and advanced tho prosperity of the state (§ 4); 
thus they ought to resist the encroachments of their enemies, and hand down their 

possessions unimpaired to posterity (§ 5). 

1. odd Se kat ZAa. The Schol. says that Pericles hints here at 
the acquisition of Sicily and Italy. But how is this consistent with #4» 
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e+e -mpuoTiseoSat Which follows? és....mepieceoSat, tending to 
inspire hope of victory. apxnyv Te pn éemixracSa, not to acquire ad- 
ditional dominion = to enlarge dominion by making fresh acquisitions. 

This prudent advice was lost sight of in the ill-fated expedition te 

Sicily. «ai responds to re. kivduvous... .mpoorizeaSat, not to add 
self-incurred dangers (to those which are necessary). 

2. €xeiva refers to modkAd adda, § 1 (init.). dua Tots €pyos = 

“dum res ipse gerentur, i.e. in ipso bello.” .Poppo. TOUTOLS . 4 

édcopev. The order is, aroméuyopev (adrods) rovros dmroxpwapevo 
drt Meyapéas pev edocouev. The position of Meyapéas before pév ért 
gives it prominence = as it respects Megara, that we will permit it. 

—— fernracias—ijpar, an expulsion of us as strangers = alien acts 

by which we are expelled. The Spartans took this course, in order 

that the pure Doric character and customs, handed down by their 

ancestors, might not be contaminated by the introduction of foreign 

novelties. The plural form (€eynAacia:) is employed in reference to 

the various regulations attending its practice. Of. Mill. Dorians, II. 
p- 4. N. g. éxeivo refers to the Megarean decree, and rdde to the 

alien act of the Lacedwmonians. koAver is taken by some in the 

sense of kwAveratz. Hermann governs the pronoun by xara understood. 

Haack takes od kwAvet in the sense of oddev kodvet. I prefer to take it 

impersonally, and thus Arnold translates, it forbids neither the one nor 

the other in the treaty. dé clei to the preceding péy, and in- 

troduces the second concession which the Athenians would be willing 

to make, provided the Lacedemonians would give independence to 
their own states. el....€0merodpesa, tf they were independent 

when we made the treaty ; literally, if we made the treaty having them 
independent. kaxeivot, i, e. the Lacedeemonians. —— prj... . émitn- 

deiws, not in a manner subservient to the Lacedemonians (cf. I. 19. 

§1; 76.§1). Bloomf. remarks that instead of the more recondite pay 

hbaas emitndel@s avtovopeioSar, we should have expected drodécw 

avtovopiay. The subject of airovopeioSa is omitted because it is the 

same as the object of the preceding proposition. dixas Se sére 
introduces the third, and 8¢ ov« dp£opuev the fourth and last division of 

the response, the words of which end with duvvotpeda. dzroxpiva- 
o%at is the subject of the propositon in which it stands. Some make 
the peroration to begin with this sentence. But it evidently com- 

mences with § 3. 

3. moXepetv, SC. nuas. 

pends on «idévar d€ xp7. 
4. drd rocarde Spyopevor = proceeding (to the war) with such 

abundant resowrces (as we possess). éppempmevor happily expresses the 

éti—rreptyiyvovra (result, acerue to), de- 
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eagerness and ardor with which Pericles represents their Grecian an- 

cestors as rushing to battle. yvoun and the following datives de- 

note means. —— és....avra (sc. ra indpxovra), advanced the state to 

its present greatness. 

5. év (i. e. trav warépov) Gepemds on AeimecSat, to be inferior to. 
Trois émvyvyvopevors, to our posterity. pi eAdooa, Not worse, 

unimpaired. : 

CHAPTER CXLV. 

The Athenians approving of the advice of Pericles, reply to the Lacedsemonians that they 
will do nothing at their command, but are ready to submit their differences to a fair 

arbitration (§ 1). 

ovdey 1. 1H exeivou yvopn, in conformity with his counsel. 

KeAevopevor trounce, that they would do nothing upon command. 

kata tas EvvSjKas, according to treaty. of pev, i. e. the Laceda- 
monian ambassadors. Of. I. 189. § 38. 

CHAPTER CXLVI. 

Such were the mutual criminations and grounds of complaint, which preceded the war, 
and which commenced with the affair of Epidamnus and Corcyra (§ 1). 

dmd....Kepkdpa. Of. I, 
emepiyvuvro—ev avtais = they had intercourse with one 

axnpvxres, without a herald = without a flag of truce. 

1. airiat....éeyevovro. Cf. 1. 23. $4. 
24—55. 
another. 

19 
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CHAPTER I. 

After the return of the Lacedwmonian ambassadors, all intercourse is broken off ard hes — 

tilities commence. : 

1. évSevde, i. e. from this time. The Schol. explains it: dxé rairns 
ris arias, referring it to the Platean affair which was about to be 
related. Haack approves of this. ovre—te. As the second of 

these connectives has its own verb, it has an affirmative meaning. Cf. 

Mt. § 609. p. 1080; S. § 229. N. 1. axnpuxti. See N.on I. 146. 
$1. katactavres....emodepovr is elliptically put for xaracrdvres 

(= xaracra%évres. Bloomf.) cis médeucv re Evvexds émodkeuovr. —— 

kara....xeyava. ‘*Nomine Sépovs comprehendit ver et sstatem, 
xetevos autumnum et hiemem.” Petav. X. de Doctrin. Temp. 28, 
cited by Arnold. 

CHAPTER II. 

In the fifteenth year of the thirty years’ truce, some Thebans make an entrance by night 
into Platea (§ 1); this was done by the connivance of certain Plateans, with a view to - 
their own aggrandizement and the bringing over of the city to the Theban confederacy 
«§ 2); in this movement the Thebans were influenced by a desire to preoccupy Plata, 

before the hostilities (which now seemed inevitable) between the Athenians and Pelopon- 
nesians had actually begun (§ 8); haying entered the city they prudently refrain from 
deeds of violence, and seek to bring over the city by negotiation (§ 4). 

1. yap is employed in reference to dpyera in chap. 1. —— évépet- 

vay = dtépecvar. EvBoias. Cf. I. 114, 115. —— émi....iepaperns 
(being priestess). The Schol. remarks that it was the Argive custom 

to reckon time by the years of their priestesses. Of. Smith’s Dict, 
Antig. p. 471. dvoiv Séovra. So we say, fifty wanting two, or 

wanting two of fifty, i.e. forty-eight. Of. O. § 140. 8. —— ér dvo 
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pias, yet two months (accus. of time), i. e. two months remained be- 

fore the time of his office expired. pera....exto. Cf. I. 62. § 5. 

dpa Apt apyopev@, at the beginning of sd. “To define more 
clearly the notion of coincident time, dua is added to the dat. abso- 

lute.” Jelf’s Kiihn. § 699. Obs. 2. The affair at Plateea took place in 
_ March or April (4. o. 431. Olymp. 87.1). Cf. Dahlmann’s Tab. Chron. 
_ Class. Mus. I. p. 189. avdpes....Tptaxociay, 300 men and upward. 

_ Demosthenes briefly touches upon this affair, xara Neaipas, p. 1578. 

Bowrapxodyres. There were eleven of these officers elected an- 

_ nually by the independent cities and states of Beotia. Some, how- 

ever, so interpret IV. 91 as to make Thucydides speak of twelve, and 

others, thirteen Beeotarchs. If the last mentioned number is the true 

one, as Arnold thinks it is, there must have been twelve states, since 

each state elected one Beeotarch, and Thebes two. According to Plut. 

(Pelop. 13), after the return of the exiles with Pelopidas, there were 

three of these officers at Thebes. Of. Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 151. 
wept mperov Umvov, about the first sleep — the first watch. Thebes 

was 70 stadia (cf. I. 5. § 2), i.e. about two hours’ march from Platwa 
Of. Leake’s North. Greece, II. p. 359. és UAdratay tis Bowwrias, 

into Platea of Baotia. See N. on J. 114.§2. Cf. I. 108. §1; IIL. 
(105. —— ’ASnvaiwv = "ASnvaios. C. § 389. RB. 

Nav«dcidns and of per’ adrod are in 
apposition with avdpes. avSpas depends on diaPSeipac. TOV 
mokuray is the partitive genitive. odio, i.e. Nauclides and his 

faction. —— rpooroijoa, to bring over (cf. Xen. Oyr. III. 3. § 26). 
latwa had formerly belonged to the Bootian Saag seit and now 

was to be reunited to it. 

3. Aeovriddov. This was the teontides’ who went over to Xerxes 
with the Theban forces which he commanded at Thermopyle. 
yao, indeed. Of. K. § 324, 2. ¢. ért €coiro. The optative is here 

used i in the dependent clause, because the statement is made not as by 
_ the speaker himself, but as it passed.in the mind of the Thebans. Cf. 

. elf’s Kiihn. § 885. Obs. 1; S. § 218; C. § 587. ae — nBovdovro, 

’ 

_ 2%. éemnyayovro, called in. 

; Of. ©. § 189. 1. det—odcay, which had always been. 

‘See N. on I. 8. § 1. ére ev eipnvn, while yet there was peace. —— 
_ mpoxaradaBeiv, to preoceupy. 7, on this account (cf. I. 11. $1; 25. 
§4), i.e. because hostilities had not yet actually commenced. —— 

pdov €da%ov eaeASdvres, they effected their secret entrance more easily 

. =tt was more easy for them to enter unobserved. —— mpoxa%earnxvias, 
kad yet been set. ©. § 556. IL. 
_ 4. Sépevor....dnda, piling their arms in the market-place. Re- 

* 
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ference is had to the shields and spears, which were piled as soor as 

the Greeks halted. Of. Xen. Anab. II. 2. § 20; III. 1. § 8, et seape al. 

—— €pyou €xeoSat = to begin the fight, as the epexegetical clause kai 
....€x2%pav shows. For the genitive, cf. S. § 192. 1; C. § 368. 2. 

exSpav of the Theban faction in Platea. yvapuny Se érovovrro. 
See N. on I. 128. $ 7. —— knpiypaor (xnpicow), proclamations. —— 

enitndeiots, suitable to conciliate. és EvpBaocw, to terms, to @ 
treaty. gidiay is & noun. et tis BovAera. The oratio recta 
is used to give emphasis to the expression. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 886. 3. 

kata....Botwrav, according to the ancient institutions of all the 

Beotians (=the Beeotian confederacy). To these ancient constitu- 

tional usages the Thebans appeal, in their reply to the Plateans (cf. 

IIT. 61. §2; 65. $2; 66. §1). ritecSat....omAa. “ By inviting 

the Plateans to pile their arms with them, the Thebans meant that 

they should come in arms from their several houses to join them, and 

thus naturally pile their spears and shields with those of their friends, 

to be taken up together with theirs, whenever they should be required 

either to march or to fight.” Arnold. 

the proclamation just spoken of. 

to, would join. 

ToUT@® TO Tpdr@, i.e. by 

mporxopnoeyv, would come over 

CHAPTER III. 

The Plateans, ignorant of the number who had entered, and fearing the consequences of — 
opposition, enter into a treaty with the Thebans (§ 1), but when they see how few have 
entered, conceive the idea of attacking and overcoming them (§ 2); they concert measures 
to effect this (§ 3), and when their plans are all arranged, at the beginning of dawn, they 
sally forth from their abodes and commence an attack upon the enemy (§ 4). 

1. 7o%ovro—ovras. See N. on I. 26. § 3. —— mdeiovs than had 
really entered. apos EvpBaow. See N. on II. 2. $4. ares 
re kai, especially. és....evewrépi(ov, they (i. e. the Thebans) did 
nobody any injury ; more literally, made no change in any one’s condi- 

tion. 
2. mpdcoovres....xatevdnoav, but while doing these things (i. e. 

negotiating and carrying into effect the terms of the treaty), they 

somehow perceived. TO yap....apioracsa, for the mass of the 
Plateans had no wish to revolt from the Athenians. The construction 

will be seen by referring to K. § 284. 8.10.¢; 8. 201.3; C. $408. See 

II, 60. § 1. 
8. Siopvacorres, by breaking through ; literally, digging through, 

as the walls of the houses were built of clay, earth, or burnt brick. 
Cf. Matth. 6: 19, 20; Luke 12: 39, —— xowods refers to common or 
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partition walls. trav wrotvyiov, the draught-animals. —— iy .... 
7, in order that they (i. e. the wagons) might serve as a rampart. The 

singular verb is here used for the plural, by way of accommodation to 

the appositional phrase dvri reiyous (= Treixos), OF rovro, referring to 

KaSiordvat tas dyaéas, may be supplied. Mt. (303. 1) refers this con- 

struction to what grammarians call the schema Pindaricum et Beoti- 

wm, by which, with plural subjects masculine and feminine, the verb 

put in the singular as with neuters. 

4, as (sc. edvvavro) ex trav Suvaray, according to their ability, or 

perhaps, according to their means would better suit this passage. —— 

éroiwa is here employed in an absolute sense. gpuddEarres... .7e- 

plop%pov, waiting for just the beginning of dawn; literally, waiting 

Sor the time when it was yet night and the day was just dawning. 

This was a time most favorable for surprise. mporhepwovra (see 

N. on I. 13. § 5, and Poppo’s Proleg. I. p. 282) refers to the Platzans, 

and yiyyerra to the Thebans. €k Tod toov—ioon. C. 449. B. 
poBeparepa, in greater consternation. The adjective PoBepos 

may signify feeling fear as well as causing fear. eurretpias is thu 
genitive of cause denoting by reason of, on account of (K. § 272; ts 

§ 194. 1), and does not depend upon the comparative jocous. 

CHAPTER IV. 

The Thebans secing that they are deceived, form themselves in close order and at first 
repel the enemy, but the Platzans with their women and servants, assisted by a sweep- 
ing tempest and the darkness of the night, rush upon them and kill many, as ignorant 
of the streets of the city they attempt to flee from their pursuers (§§ 1, 2); at the same 
time a Platean contrives to fasten the gate through which they had entered, so that they 
have no place of egress (§ 8); thus hunted up and down the city, some throw them- 

selves over the wall, others by the compassion of a woman effect an escape through a 
‘gate, and others wandering up and down the city are butchered (§ 4); of those who re- 
mained the major part throw themselves into a large edifice (§ 5), and there being inter 

cepted, the Plateeans debate whether they shall burn them in the building (§ 6); at last 
the Thebans give themselves up (§ 7). 

1. of & refers to the Thebans, éyvecay nmatnpevar. See N. 
on I, 25. § 1. Evveorpéhovro....avtois, formed themselves into a 

elose body, as Bloomf. and Poppo think, in the form of the mAw2iov. 
Tas mpooBodds of the Plateans. mpoonimroey refers to the 

-Platzwans. drew%oivro, attempted (see N. on I. 57. § 4) to repel. 
2. awd in dé rey oixiév is employed in reference to the stand- 

point of the Thebans. ddodvy7 refers to the shouts of the women 
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and is imitative of the sound. AiZos as denoting the missile is‘put 
in the dative. xepaue is here used collectively for tiles, terod 
—rohov, a violent tempest. It was not the rain which had fallen 
and by which they may be supposed to have been wet, which incom- 
moded them, but the continuance of the storm in all its fury. —— 
dimreipor prev is opposed to éuzeipous dé infra. nj, where. —— rev 
d:d8@v depends on arrezpor. yap explains why the night was dark. 
—— Teevtdvros Tov pnvds, at the end of the month (i.e. the lunar 
month, the year being reckoned in lunar time. Of. Smith’s Dict. 
Antiq. p. 178) = when there was no moon. €umreipous—rod pur) €k- 
gevyew, “well acquainted with the means of preventing their escape ; 
literally, skilful in or for their not escaping.” Crosby. Bloomf. ren- 
ders, those who pursued them that they might not escape. But why 
add rod pr éxpetyev, for who would suppose that the Plateans pur- 
sued them for any other purpose? Such a tautology is not to be pre- 
sumed in a writer like Thucydides. ate (ecbatic, see N. on IL. 
65. § 1) is here followed by the indicative, because the result or effect 

is indicated as a fact. Cf. K. §§ 341. 2.3; 306. R. 8. wodAol, 
many. As the captives were 180 (cf. II. 5. §'7), and the whole number 
800, not quite one-half perished. 

3. tas mvAas is the object of éxAewe. otupakio, “the spike at the 

lower end of the spear-shaft.” Liddell and Scott. The orépaé (whence 
the diminutive orvpaxiov) was a-pointed cap of bronze, in which the 

bottom of the spear was enclosed, and by forcing which into the 

ground, the spear was made to stand erect (cf. Virg. Ain. 12. 180). 

See Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 467. Badavov—es tov poxAdv. The 
gate was fastened on the inside by a bar (uoyxAds), which was kept in 

its proper position by a cylindrical piece of iron (a pin, bolt, Badavos), 
passing through the bar perpendicularly and entering a hole in the 

gate, so that, unless it was taken out, the bar could not be removed 

and the gate opened. To extract this bolt another piece of iron, fitted 

to it and called Badavdypa (a thing to catch the bolt of a Bddavos), was 
employed. Cf. Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 776. Bloomf. finds an obscu- 
rity in és roy poxAdy, which he would remove by supplying xai atréd 
euBarov before these words. pnde—ert, no longer. 

4, és ro €&w, over the outside. of mAelovs of those who leaped 
from the wall. éprpovs, i. e. unguarded. AaSdvres kai drake 

artes = @AaSov Siaxdyavres kai. As the words now stand Port. 
renders, clam et effracto vecte. ov woAdol. The reason is given in 
the next sentence introduced by yap (explicantis), —— G@dor.... 

dma@dduvto, but others scattered about in different parts of the city 
perished. 
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_-B. 7d 88 mciorov of those who were left. dcov padiora, most 

| especially such as. éoninrovow is put in the plural because ré 
mcioroy is taken collectively. Mt. § 302; OC. § 548; 8. $151. 2, —~ 

_ 6 iv rod reixous (see N. on I. 184. $1). Bloomf. with Port. translates, 
which was contiguous to the wall. But etxyero instead of jy would in 

_ that case have been employed, and it seems unwarrantable to supply 

 exdpevov. ai mAnoiov (to the Thebans) Svpa. For this inter 

change of the relative and the demonstrative, in the continuation of a 

| proposition, cf. Mt. § 472. 8. p. 782. In consequence of this change, 
- Haack encloses ai....avrod in a parenthesis. The same critic re- 

marks: “ai mAnociov Sipa nihil amplius est, quam propingue janue 

_ [que] sane in adversa edificii, quod ad murum pertinebat, parte 
erant.” oldpevor....eivat, thinking that the doors of the edifice 
were the city gates (widas). dyrixpus, straight, plain. 

6. €Bovdevorto cite Kataxatowow donep exovow—elre—ypyoorrat. 

The use of the indicative instead of the optative in the dependent 
clause, gives life and energy to the narrative, and makes the subordi- 

nate proposition emphatic. Of. K. § 327. R. 2. 

| 7. xpnoacSa....BovrAwvra, to be treated as they (the Platzeans) 

might please, i.e. they surrendered at discretion. For the passive 

signification of ypjoac%a, cf. Mt. § 532. a. 

CHAPTER V. 

A Theban reinforcement which should have reached Platea in the night, now arrives (§ 1), 
but, in consequence of the rain and the difficulty of crossing the Asopus, too late to assist 
their companions (§§ 2, 3); the Thebans meditate retaliation upon such of the Plateans 
as lived in the country, but the Platewans in the city anticipating this, threaten to put the 
Theban prisoners to death, in ease any injury is done to those without, but promise to 
restore the prisoners, if the Thebans will evacuate their territory (§§ 4,5); which promise 

the Plateans deny that they ever made (§ 6); the Thebans retire from the territory, 
whereupon the Platzans remove their friends from the country into the city, and put all 
the prisoners to death (§ 7). 

. 1. obs ede—apayevéosa, who were to come according to previous 

__ arrangement. ths vukros is the genitive of time, and savorparia 
is the dative of accompaniment. €irt dpa pi) mpoxwpoin (sc. ra 

_ mpdypara), if perchance success should not attend. The apodosis takes 

_ the indicative (ee) because the assertion is positive, but the protasis 
is put in the optative to denote the possible occurrence of the thing 

spoken of. Of. Mt. § 524.3. ——émeBon%our, came to their aid. The 
_ imperfect is here employed de,conatu (see N. on I. 57. § 4), as no aid 
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was really furnished. Poppo however remarks, that Boy%ei fre- 

quently has the signification auzilio proficisci, éxi rémov twa being 
sometimes added. 

2. Tay On Bev. 8. § 197. 2. To vdwp, the rain. Of. IT. 4. § 2 

—— €ppv7 péyas, flowed dey = was swollen. 

3. mopevdpevor....mapeyévovro, by their marching in the rain, ond 

the difficulty with whic they crossed the river, they arrived too late. 

—— 76n, already. avdpay limits trav pev and ray dé taken par-— 
titively. 

4, rois....UAaraay, against such of the Plateans as were without 
the city (i. e. living in the country). rév TAaraéy depends on trois 

e£a. joav yap x. T. A. explains rois €£w, and eBovAovro yap is 

epexegetical of émeBovdAevoy at the beginning of the section. oia 

...-yevouevor, tnasmuch as the evil came upon them unexpectedly (it 

being) in a time of peace. Of. 8. § 226. a; C. § 662. €t Twa Ad~ 
Bovev—iv apa téxaoi tives eCwypnuéva, “could they succeed in taking 

any prisoner—should any happen to have been taken alive.” Arnold. 

This translation is based on the distinction which he lays down in the 

use of the moods, that the optative expresses uncertainty, with no 

intimation on the part of the speaker or actor in respect to the proba- 

bility or improbability of the event; whereas the subjunctive shows 

that an impression is entertained of its probability, although the thing 

is yet uncertain. See N. on I. 95.§1 (end). But Mt. (§ 525. 6) seems 

to regard the moods as used together here in an equivalent sense. —— 

tmdapxew depends on éBovAorro. 

‘5. of pev is opposed to of dé in the next sentence. Crhss Hy 

avrav, while they were yet deliberating. mept Tois €&e, i; e. for the 
safety of those without the city. ért....dpacerav, that they had 

acted unjustly in what they had done. ra rerompeva is the accusative 

denoting the abstract of the verb. §.§181.2. For the optative, ef. 
S. § 213. 2. wetpazevres has an active signification. Ta Te €£@ 

is written as though 6rz ov, and not dre ovre, had preceded. —— 

Zreyov is to be connected with éférepwav. avrois refers to the 
Thebans. et S€ py = ei dé, otherwise, inasmuch as it follows a 

negative sentence (cf Jelf’s. Kahn. § 860.5). There is properly a 
partial ellipsis in this phrase, to be mentally supplied: but if they did 

not abstain from doing injury, they said, ete. ovs €xovor Cavras = 

whom they held prisoners. avaxepnoavrey contains the protasis 
(see N. on I. 71. § 6). drodecew. Repeat épacar. 

6. éropdca dao aitrovs, affirm that they (the Platwans) swore to 

(ént-) the observance of this agreement (radra). ovx dpodoyovct, 

deny. ov is used where a single word in the sentence is to be made 
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infra). Poppo is disposed to refer rovro to the whole transaction. 

negative. Of. K. § 318. R. 1. —— cists, mmmediately, qualifies dro- 
dace, and is opposed to the time designated in Adywr mparov yevo- 

pevay (SC. dmodiddévat) Which follows. ov gaow. See N. on ody 

dpodoyotct. | 

7. ovv serves here as a particle of reference = as for that matter, 
(however the truth may have lain with either party) the Thebans 

withdrew, ete. éoexopuicavro refers to the Thebans, dmréxrewvay 
rovs avdpas evSvs. That this atrocious deed was performed in violation 
of the stipulations expressed and implied in the treaty, is very mani- 

fest. The perfidy as well as cruelty of the act so exasperated the 

Thebans, that they could be satisfied with nothing short of the utter 

destruction of the Plateans. Evptpaxos. Of, Il. 2. § 3. mpos 
dv, with whom. K., § 298. 3. b. oi mpodiddrtes, proditores. 

CHAPTER VI. 

_ he Platwans having sent a messenger to Athens, put their affairs on as good a footing as 
possible (§ 1); the Athenians on the receipt of the intelligence, apprehend such of the 
Beotians as were in Attica, and direct the Plateans to make no disposition of the prison- 
ers until they had consulted with them (§ 2), for they had learnt nothing of the state of 
things subsequent to the defeat of the Thebans (§ 8); the herald finds on his arrival that 

the prisoners have been put to death. The Athenians place a garrison in Platwa, and 
remove the women and children to Athens (§ 4). 

1. rovro refers to the slaughter of the captives, and the messenger 

(tyyedov) was the third one sent to Athens on this occasion (ef. § 2 

timoanrdviovs. See N. on I. 63. § 3. mpos Ta tmapdvra, according to 
the present state of things, belongs to 7 éddxes. 

2. wyyéedSn has the force of the pluperfect. evSds—kal, a8 soon 
as. So the Latins employ, statim atqgue—simul atque. Theiss - 

yeyernuéva = the situation of the Plateans. This refers to the news 
brought to Athens by the first messenger, relating to the surprise of 

_ the city by the Thebans (II. 2.§ 1). Upon this the Athenians appre- 

hended all the Beeotians within their city. Before they had time, how- 

_ ever, to reply to this first message, a second messenger reported the 
_ defeat of the Thebans, whereupon an answer was returned respecting 
_ the treatment of the prisoners, which did not reach Platwa until the 

captives had been slain. A third messenger was then despatched to 

- inquire of the Athenians the course to be pursued in the existing state 

_ of things. I am indebted to Bloomf. for the substance of this note. 

—— gcou = técas doo, of which the antecedent is followed by Botw~ 
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_ ray as genitive of the whole. —— mptyv—Bovdeiowor. The subjunctive 
is employed (as usual when substituted for the optative) for the sake 
of vivacity and emphasis. It is referred by some however to the time 

of wotetv. Of. Jelf’s Kihn. § 848. Obs. 3. For mplv ay, see N. on I, 
91. § 38. avray, i. e. the captured Thebans. 

8. yap shows why the Athenians directed the captives to be saved, 
viz. because they were ignorant that they had already been put to 

death; and the next yap explains why they had not received intel- 

ligence of the death of the prisoners. dua... .yryvouern, a8 800n 

as the entrance (of the Thebans) took place. 6 d€ Sevrepos. Re- 

peat é&jet. dpte vevixnpevar (sc. OnBaiwr), just after the Thebans 

had been conquered. dpi is often used to denote that which takes 
place immediately after some other event. tav votepoy (S. § 169. 
1), i.e. the parley with the Thebans (I. 5. § 5), and the massacre ot 

the prisoners. otrw On, thus then. 
4, pera taira. The interval could not have been very long, as it 

was necessary to put Platezea immediately in a posture of defence. 

eanyayoy from the country of the Plateans, and perhaps i in part from 

Attica. Tos dpxetordrovs in respect to war. 

CHAPTER VII. 

After this affair at Platea, the Athenians and the Lacedsemonians make preparations for 
the approaching war, both parties forming alliances as they were able with the king, the 
Barbarians, and the surrounding states (§ 1); the Lacedzemonians adopt vigorous measures 

for increasing their navy (§ 2); the Athenians carefully examine their resources, and 

send embassies to the places around Peloponnesus (§ 3). 

1. &s modeunoovres = for the approaching war (K. § 812. 6; S. 
§ 225. 5). I have placed a comma instead of a period (with Dindorf), 

after moAeunoovres, inasmuch as mpeoBelas te peAAovres—BapBapovs 
refers alike to the Athenians and Lacedemonians, as is clear from the 
following words #Amfov éxdrepo.. ‘Ooat....duvdpews, a8 many «as 

were not subject to their power (literally, as were beyond their power). 

Reference is had to the states spoken of in the following context. 

2. Aaxedatpoviots pev mpds x. 7. A. The grammatical obscurity of 

this passage is such, as to baffle every attempt at a solution which 

shall be free from objections. The conjectural readings and criticisms 
are numerous, and for the most part make “ confusion worse confound- 

ed.” The general idea is clear, and this circumstance is of no small 
advantage in the verbal interpretation of the passage. Alter reading 

carefully and repeatedly the criticisms of Poppo, Goeller, Haack, Ar- 
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nold, Bloomf. and others, and studying the passage itself, I have come 
to the conclusion that this translation is the least liable to serious 

objections: those states in Italy and Sicily, which had espoused their 

(i. e. Peloponnesian) cause, were commanded by the Lacedemonians to 

build ships, in addition to those already on hand there, according to 
the size of the states. In this translation Aaxedaioviors is put for the 
dative of the agent (= im6 Aaxedatpovioy), and avrod = év "IraXia kat 

Sixedia elicited from é& “Iradias kal SixeAias, Which words are to be 

constructed with rots rdxeivev édopévois. Supply vaiox with éapxot- 

gas. The pronoun ékeivey (in tdxeivav) = avréy referring to the 

Lacedeemonians, and rois—éAopévors (to those—who had espoused) lim- 

its emerdxSnoay (cf. Jelf’s Kithner, § 589.3). One of the most difficult 

things in the grammatical analysis of the passage, is to determine the 

subject of érerax2noay. Arnold supplies the subject from rots rdxei- 

vov édopevors; Goel. from xara péyeSos tay wodeov. Bloomf. with 

Kistem. regards vais as the subject (cf. Jelf’s Kihn. § 898. Obs, 2). 

Poppo finds the subject in of &ippayo., supplied from of Aaxedapdvioe 

kal of Evppaxou, or from modes te Evppaxidas (§ 1 supra), which on the 

whole I prefer as the most natural and simple. —— rév mdvra dpiSpdv 

refers to the Italian and Sicilian ships, those on hand and those which 

were to be built. Bloomf. unnecessarily adds those of the home alli- 

ance. In respect to the greatness of the number (revraxocior), Bloomf. 

well explains it by the immane quantum, the péya xdopa, between 

human plans and their execution. dpyvuptoy pyrov. ‘The highest 

amount (among the Peloponnesians) which each state could be called 

on to supply, was fixed once for all, and it was only on particular 
occasions to be determined what part was required. In like manner, 

the supplies in money and stores were regularly appointed, so that an 

army, with all its equipments, could be collected by a single summons.” 

Mill. Dor. I. p. 198. éroupacety, SC. emeTaxSn. ta t adda, in 

other respects. The participles jaovxydfovras and dSexopévovs conform to 

the infinitive érowdcew. puad mi. With more than one ship, it 

might be presumed that they came with a hostile intention. 

8. 8¢ in ’ASnvator S€ responds to pey in the beginning of § 2. —~ 

paddov = diligentius. Poppo. Képxupay. It will be seen by those 

who have read I. 24-55, why the Corcyreans took part with the 

Athenians. KedadAnviay. Of. I. 30. ei—ein. This is not the 
optative of the oratio obliqgua, but is used to designate uncertainty as 

opposed to the certainty of the indicative. Cf. Jelf’s Kihn. § 885 

2 (end). kararroNepnoovres, is here equivalent to péAdovres with 

the infinitive (Jelf’s Kiihn. § 681. Cbs.), and depends on dpavres (viden- 

tes, i.e. intelligentes. Bothe). 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Both sides prepare for war with the utmost ardor (§ 1); many predictions are utterea py 
oracle-mongers (§ 2), and the great earthquake which happened in Delos seemed te 
prognosticate the coming events (§ 8); the generality of Greece take sides with the 

Lacedemonians, and, on account of their great animosity towards the Athenians, assist 
them to their utmost ability (§§ 4, 5). 

1. ddiyov....dppdrepor, both parties contemplated nothing small, 
i.e. they anticipated a severe struggle. éppevro is the pluperf. 
with the signification of the imperf. Bloomf. finds in this word an 

agonistic metaphor, its signification being to string one’s nerves to an 

undertaking. dpxdpevoar, in the beginning. yap explains ot« 

dmeckéras (see N. on I. 73. § 1). —— d€ kai, and also. dnd aret- 

pias, from inexperience. The Schol. quotes the proverb: yAukis ameipo 
moAEpos. perewpos fv, was aroused to the height of expectation. 

mperev in power and influence. 
2. Abyta, oracles. —— xpnopordyn, fortune-tellers, oracle-bards, 

who sang their prophecies composed in verse, “ oracle-mongers.” Lid- 

dell and Scott. Against this worthless class of impostors, who were 

regarded as nuisances by the better portion of the community, Aristo- 

phanes directed the severest shafts of ridicule and satire. Of. Aves, 
960. év re tois péAXovo1r—addeow. The masculine form is used 

in the first member, reference being had to the inhabitants of the 
cities. Of. 8. § 158. 3. b. 

- 8. ére S€ AnAos exuwnZn. Herodotus says (VI. 98) that the earth- 

quake which shook Delos a little before the battle at Marathon, had 

never been repeated in his memory. As Herodotus lived to see at 

least the commencement of the Peloponnesian war, it is singular that 

he should have had no acquaintance with the earthquake to which 

Thucydides here alludes. The historians are usually reconciled in this 
apparent contradiction, by supposing that Thucydides refers to the 

same earthquake as the one spoken of by Herodotus, and that ddtyor 

mpd Toray mpérepov is to be taken with considerable latitude. But 
we cannot think that Thucydides would have expressed himself so 

loosely, or that he would have referred to the event at all as being 

prognostic of this war, if it took place some seventy years before. I 

think, therefore, that the event referred to by Herodotus either never 

really took place (it resting solely on the authority of the Delians), or 

that the one here spoken of happened after Herodotus had finished 

his history. - éddéxec seems to show that Thueydides himself had 

little faith in these prognostics. dve(nreiro, were inquired into, 
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4. mapa rodd, by far, belongs to paddov. Tpoeimdvrwy (SC. 

AaxeSatpoviwv). The genitive absolute is here put for the accusative 
in agreement with Aaxeda:poviovs. dre thy “EAAdOa edevZepovow. 

In respect to this war, Miill. (Dor. I. p. 215) says that it was the union 

of the free Greeks against the evil ambition of one state. But see N. 

on I. 121. § 4. avrois refers to the Lacedsemonians. @..+-1a- 
péora, where any one himself was not present. @ refers to év roto. 

5. otras dpyh efxov, were so enraged. Cf. Mt. § 577. p. 1008. 
of pey and of dé are in apposition with meiovs. 

N. on I. 87. § 2. mapackevn denotes the manner. 
BovAduevar. Seo 

CHAPTER IX. 

Yhis chapter contains a list of the confederates of the two great and powerful states, which 
were about to engage in a struggle for the supremacy. 

1, *Apyeiav. Next to the Lacedemonians the Argives were the 
most powerful people in Peloponnesus; and through rivalry and dif- 

ference in the form of government these states were at perpetual vari- 

ance, This will account for the neutrality of the Argives in the first 

years of the war. rovrois, i.e. the Argives and Achezans. 

dmavres the Acheans, Of. VIII. 34. Aoxpot Opuntii, not the 

Ozole. See N. on I. 108. $3; 118. § 2. —— Gaxis. ‘Aut erravit 

scriptor, aut mox ad adversarios transierunt.” Poppo, Proleg. I. 2. p. 

297. 
2. rovrey is the partitive genitive. 

8. Xior, AéoBioc. These were the only islanders in the Aigewan 

sea not subject to the Athenians. Samos is not mentioned, because it 
had surrendered its fleet and become a tributary (cf. I. 117. § 3). —— 

’"Axapvdvev of mdeiovs. The Cniade are the ones particularly excepted. 

Cf. Il. 102. $2. It appears from this that the Arcarnanians were 

not a people joined closely together, but composed of separate dis- 

tricts. adAAXa....otvca, some other states which were tributary ; 

not, some other tributary states, which would imply that the states 

previously mentioned were tributary. The position of the article 
would also forbid the latter translation. Kapia, Awpijs, etc. are 

nouns employed in specification, and hence are put in the nominative, 

the dative being regularly demanded by éy €Sveau rocoicde. Of. OC. 
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§ 344, 2. Kapot mpdcoixor, adjacent to the Carians. In its most 

extensive signification Caria included Doris, which refers here, as the 

Schol. remarks, to the islands of Rhodes, Cos, and the peninsula of 

Cnidus. mpos fAvov dvicxovra. The Cyclades and Sporades were 

not directly between Peloponnesus and Crete, but in an easterly direc- 

tion. maga ai dda Kukdddes, i. e. besides those lying between 

Peloponnesus and Crete, viz. Andros, Scyros, and the islands on the 

Thessalian coast. MnAov cat Onpas. These belonged to the Lace- 

dzmonian interest. 

CHAPTER X. 

The Lacedzmonians send orders to the Peloponnesian states to get their forces in a state of 
readiness, with a view to an expedition into Attica (§ 1); all things being in order, the 
troops assemble at the Isthmus, where the officers and commanders of the allies are ad- 
dressed by king Archidamus (§§ 2, 3). 

1. mepenyyeddov....é€merndera. The order is: sepuyyeddov rais 
moAeot KaTa THY IleAoméyynoov Kal tHv €&@ (without Peloponnesus) 

Evupaxiay (abstract for concrete. See N.on I. 118. § 2) mwapackevd- 

Ceo%a orpariay ta Te emirndeca. ola....¢xew. The period for 

which supplies were to be furnished was forty days. &s éaBa- 
Aovvres, in order to make an irruption. | 

2. éxdoros (= id’ Exdorwy) of the confederated states. éroiua. 
See N. on IL. 3. §4. ylyvowro, SC. mavra. eipnuevov by the 
Lacedeemonians, who were the leading people in the confederacy. 

ta dvo pépn, the two thirds (cf. I. 74, §1). “For expeditions 
without Peloponnesus, ra dvo pépy (i. e. two thirds of the whole) ap- 

pears to have been the common proportion required from each state.” 
Mill. Dor. 1, 199. N. 5. 

- 8. "Apxidapos. The first ten years of this war was called ’Apyida_ 
utos moAeuos after this king, Tovs—ev rédet, those in command, 

the commanders. See N. on I. 10. § 4. mapeitvas depends on &w 
yradeoas. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

This chapter contains the speech of king Archidamus to the officers of the allied forces as- 
- geinbled at the Isthmus. He begins by reminding them of the strength of their forces 

now in the field, admonishing them at the same time, that they are advancing against a 
powerful state (§ 1); their behavior should correspond therefore to their former glory, 
especially as the eyes of all Greece were upon them (§ 2); they should by no means relax 

their vigilance on account of their powerful and well-organized force, but be in a con- 
stant state of readiness to encounter danger (§ 8); for the events of war are doubtful, and 
attacks are oftentimes suddenly made, and want of caution has resulted in the defeat of 

forces far superior to those opposed to them (§ 4); in a hostile country, they should be 
bold in their plans and cautious in action, for thus their security from any attack would 
inspire them with courage (§ 5); they ought to expect from so powerful a state as Athens 

the most determined resistance, especially when they see their country invaded and ray- 

aged (§ 6); for all men are excited when they see themselves suffering injury, and espe- 

cially will this be true of persons so impulsive as the Athenians (§ 7), who, while they 

think it right for them to ravage the territory of others, will not wish to see their own 

thus dealt with (§ 8) ; ina war with such a state, it behooves the invading army to be 
obedient to orders, and conform to discipline as the surest ground of success (§ 9). 

1. of Evppayor, sc. duets. Cf Xen. Anab. IT. 5. § 39. —— rijode 
depends on peifova. G\Aa....€pxdueSa, but [as we have a very 

large force] so also we are now marching against a most powerful state. 

atparevoyvtes. Poppo says, ‘‘in participio orparevovres singulare 
quiddam temere querit Matth. § 556. N.1.” See N. on I. 7. $1. 

2. pnre....evdeearépous, nor inferior to our own glory. \ennp- 
rat = peréwpds eorw (II. 8. § 1). —— ’ASnvaiav is the objective geni- 

tive. mpaka nas, that we may accomplish, depends upon evyovay 
éyouvoa, to be mentally repeated in the sense of wishing, desiring. 

Such a dilogia is quite common in so compressed a style as that of 

Thucydides. 

3. To (i.e. Twi) belongs to wAn%er, and supplies the place of our 

indefinite article (S. § 165). In such a use it generally follows its sub- 

stantive. -dopdadrera moAdy eivat = to feel much certainty. av 

erASeiv—bia payns, will come to battle. For dy with the infinitive, cf. 
8. § 215. 5; for the use of dua, cf. K. $291.1. 1. 6. rourou refers 

to the preceding clause «i to... .pdyns. dpedéorepov te, any the 

less cautious. Mt. § 457. TO KaS avrdv, as far as pertains to 
himself, for his part. Matthies (§ 283) says that the article is redun- 

dant in these phrases, which must be rendered as if they were paren- 

thetical. 
4, €&....yiyvovra, oftentimes attacks are made suddenly (e& driyov) 

and through passion. dedids = “ sibt cavens, prospiciens.” Poppo. 
—-- dewov. Supply mentally 7 of mdéoves 7d EAKaccov TAQZos. ——= 
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did... ayeverSat, on account of their being through contempt (of their 

adversaries) unprepared. For the use of the participle, see N. on I. 

9.$1. 
5. €v tH modepula, in & hostile country. Ti—yvopnn by its anti- 

thesis with ra epy@ (én the execution) must have the sense, in council, 
in planning. Sedidras. See N. on dedsds, § 4. mpos (in Te 
JSerence to, in)....évavriots limits edyuxérarot. 

6. ddivarov—otra, thus unable. rois maowy refers to the means 
of resistance possessed by the enemy, and limits mapeoxevacnernv. 8. 

§ 206.2. In respect to the thing spoken of, cf. I. 80. § 3. kal 

mavu (see N. on I. 8. § 1) eamigew, fully to expect. dua paxns teva. 

See N. on § 3 supra. év @ responds to viv. mapeopev in the 

Athenian country referred to in év r7 yi. avn Grav, yet (they 
will be in motion) when. 

7. waot....mpooninre, for all are angry (literally, anger comes 

upon all) to see themselves with their own eyes, and at the present mo- 
ment suffering some unusual injury. For the construction of ma- 

axovras, cf. 8. $255. 7; C. $683. oyope, Treason, reflection, 

Supa... .KaVioravrar, “are the most hurried into action by passion.” 

Bloomfield. 

8. mAé€ov Tt= paddov mt. Kriig. Tay dA depends on wAéorn 

cixos is the predicate and *ASnvaiovs—rotro Spacar is the subject 

of the sentence, eori Leing understood (8. § 150. 4). apxew de- 

pends on d&sovor. dnovv depends on eézudyres. THY €avTay, SC. 

Syouperny elicited from the preceding dyovv. Cf. K. § 346, 2. a. 

9. as ovv, since then, introduces the conclusion of the speech. 

er apddrepa = as they shall turn either way, i. e. be prosperous or 

adverse. This phrase is epexegetical of dé£av, which has in this place 

the sense of good or evil report, according as the contest should termi- 
nate. émi denotes ‘conformity to’ (K. § 276. III. 3. b). orn = 
éxeioe Onn, into the place where. dy tis (one) qyjra. For the 
use of the subjunctive in adverbial sentences of place, cf. K. § 336; 

Mt. § 527. 1. mept mavros trovovpevar, regarding it of the high- 
est importance. Matthie (§ 589.5) says that the idea of dyri seems 

here to be implied in wepi. Cf. Vig. p. 258. II. TH... . O€XOMEVOL. 

Bloomf. gives to deydpuevor the double sense of hearing and obeying: 

quick to hear and prompt to obey your orders. rode refers forward 

to woods... paiverSar. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

Archidamus sends Melesippus to see whether the Athenians are disposed to give way ($1); 
they refuse to admit him into the city, and order his immediate departure, affirming that 
they will receive no message from the Lacedemonians, until they first retire to their own 
country (§ 2); at the same time they take measures to prevent Melesippus from haying 
intercourse with any one (§ 8); upon his return, Archidamus breaks up his encampment, 

and marches forward into the Athenian territory (§ 4); the Beotians ravage the Platwzan 

territory (§ 5). 

1. dmooréAXer—ei te. Supply oreydpevoy, or some such word. 
See N. on I. 58.§1. re depends on évdoiev. paddoy than at the 
time when the last embassy was sent (I. 139. § 8). évdoiev, would 
give in. This is like our usage of the phrase. ev 60@ dvras. The 

Peloponnesians were now at the Isthmus, on their way to Attica. 
Cf. IT. 10. § 2. 

2. oi dé, i. e. the Athenians. avroy refers to Melesippus. —— 

To kowdv. See N. on I. 90. $5. knpuka....mpoodexeoSat is epex- 
egetical of yvopun, or perhaps some would construct it as the subject 
of jv, in which case the sense would remain the same. axougat 
his message. éxros....av%nuepdv, to withdraw from thew bounda- 

vies that very day (as Arist. I. 250 explains it, mpd Alou Svvovros, be- 

Sore sunset). éxrds Spey eivat is something like our brief expression, 
be off with yourself. The order here given was by no means an un- 

common one. dvaxepnoayras refers to the Lacedamonians. —— 
avray agrees with the enave implied in odérepa. C. § 454. 8. —— 
adywyovs, as escort. émas has the telic sense. See N. on I. 65. $1. 

8. roodvde refers to 7de....dp&er (is the beginning of). The pre- 

diction in this passage (of which many imitations exist) was most 

fearfully verified. rz is here the sign of a direct quotation. 

4, ovde mo, not yet (although threatened by so powerful an inva- 

sion). ovr 57, so then, then indeed. These particles are often 

found in the principal clause, when it is placed after the subordinate 
one, to denote its result. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 839. 4. dipas TO oTpa- 

76, setting out with his army. aipw is used both of armies and fleets. 
avray refers to the Athenians. 

5. pépos pey TO oérepov, their quota, Cf. TI. 10. § 2. 

rovs inméas is not epexegetical of pépos, for the reason that the Boo- 

tians are said (II. 9. § 8) to have furnished cavalry, and because of the 
presence of the article. For it is not said in the passage referred to, 

that the Beeotians furnished only cavalry, a thing rendered very im- 

4 
KQt 
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probable, when the extent and resources of that state are considered, 

and in respect to the article it gives the sense which Goel. and Poppo 
adopt, universum equitatum suum. Render then: their quota of foot 

Forces and ali their cavalry. Trois Aeuropevors (= Aourois. Of. V. 
114, § 2) is the dative of accompaniment. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

Pericles suspecting that the Lacedwmonians, for the purpose of rendering him odious, will 
spare his estates, gives notice that should this take place, he will surrender them up to 
the public use (§ 1); he repeats his advice for them to remove their effects from the 
country, to hazard no general engagement, to give their attention to the navy in which 
lay their strength, and to look well to the allies whence is their principal revenue (§ 2); 
he bids them take courage from the excellent state of their finances, and the ample trea- 
sures laid up in the citadel (§ 8); to which might be added the uncoined gold, the pub- 
lic and private offerings, and the sacred utensils (§ 4); money could be raised also from 

other sacred gifts, even from the golden ornaments of the goddess (§ 5); thus cheering 
them he. finally expatiates on their military strength and resources, and their naval 
power, all of which he shows to be fully adequate to meet the approaching emergency 

($$ 6-9). 

1. éru....EvdAcyopevar, but while the Peloponnesians were yet as- 

sembling. TlepixAyjs....avrds. See N. on I. 46. § 2. eyva— 

écopéevny (was about to take place). See N. on I. 25. $1. pa) moh- 

Adkis, lest perchance. —— idia is opposed to Aaxedatpovioy KeAevody- 

trav. So Bovddépwevos xapifeoSac is opposed to émi diaBoAW rH éavrov 
(= in order to render him an object of calumny). The reflexive pro- 

noun does not here refer to the subject of the sentence in which it 

stands, but to that of the principal sentence, and must therefore be 

rendered him, and not himself. S. § 161.1. Tovs aypovs avrod, 
his estates. rovro refers to rovs....mapadinn. —— oomep.... 

éxeivov contains a reason why the Lacedwmonians might be expected 

to do the thing just mentioned. —— mponydpeve trois "ASnvaios Kx. T. A. 
“Simili prudentia Annibalis astutiam elusit Fabius,” Huds. ov 

.+--yevorto (sc. Eévos), notwithstanding he should not be his friend to 

the injury of the state. Tovs éavrod is not repeated with oixias, 
because the two nouns dypovs and oixias form but one conception, 

and therefore the adjunct applies to both. Of. K. § 245. 2. —— dya- 

coow. For the use of the subjunctive for the optative, see Ns. on I. 

26.§ 2; 52. $3. adinow depends on éri after éexxAnoia, and is to 

be repeated, as Goel. says, before yiyveo%ar, in the sense of BotAeras 
or xeAever. Kriig. makes it depend on mponydpeve. 
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6 2. Gmep xal mpdrepov, the same as before. Of. I. 148. § 5. 

vaurikov....e€aptvecsa. Of. I. 142. § 4 (end). 

py advéva, or (as it is expressed IIT. 46. § 5) ofddpa guddccew. “To 
keep a watchful eye over them, and by no remissness encourage them 

to revolt.” Arnold. Aéyov belongs to the subject of wapyvet, i. e. 
TleptxAjjs. —— tiv ioxdv avrois, their (i.e. the Athenian) strength. —— 

add tovrey refers to the allies, and is to be constructed after ray.... 

mpooddov, Tay xpnudrev depends upon tis mpoaddov, the revenu 

of money. Kriig. governs tis mpoaddov by ard. KpareioSat (obti- 

nert. Poppo) has for its subject mpdypara understood to which odAa 

belongs. 

8. mpocidvrav....tadrdvrev, because (see N. on I. 9. § 4) there was 

accruing 600 talents. as émt ro wodv. See N. on I. 12. § 2, —— 

ddpov depends on raddyrwy, and denotes the material. aré, from. 

Ty mode limits mpoowdyrer. ths ddAns mpooddov from the 
public lands, mines, customs, alien taxes, fines, market tolls, etc. 

émtonuov, coined ; literally, bearing an inscription, stamped. Ta 

..- -eyeveto, for the gross sum was 9700 talents ; literally, 10,000 tal- 

ents wanting 300. See N. on II. 2.§1. The yap in this sentence is 

explanatory of éru rére (yet at that time), which implies that some of 

the funds had been drawn out. The difference between the two sums 

here mentioned (viz. 3700 talents) had been expended upon the public 

buildings and in the Potidewan war. Ta mponvAaa, the propyla. 

Col. Leake (Athens, I. p. 465) says that the prominence given to this 

public work, by thus designating it particularly, may have been in 

consequence of its more recent construction and its comparative cost. 

és Iloridaay (cf. I. 56, et seq.). It appears from II. 70. § 2, that 
the whole siege of Potidea cost 2000 talents, but a part only of this 

sum had been expended, when Pericles made his financial statement. 

Leake (Athens, I. p. 470) estimates this portion to have been in round 

numbers 750 talents, which leaves 2950 talents for the expense of the 

buildings. dravnio%n is without a subject,-as many transitive 
verbs are without an object. Krig. 

4. xapis, independent of. nv 7 There is some obscurity in 

the use of Av in this place. Poppo with several other critics is dis- 

posed to omit it altogether. In that case, the construction might be 

imdpxovros (from $8) ypvclov—oik« éddacovos. If jy is the true read- 
ing, we should have expected ypvciov—ovd« €daccov jy. Taddavror. 
S. $198. 

5. emi d€, but moreover. d\Aov than the temple of Minerva in 
the Acropolis, “the Parthenon, which was the treasury of Athens.” 

Arnold. kat before jj» connects ofs and xpuciors. Vv... 7d 

dia xetpds exew = 
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rov, if they should be wholly debarred from all, i. e. the sources of 
revenue and income which have been previously mentioned. Refer- 

ence is not had to the sacred utensils and offerings, for it was lawful 

to use these in emergencies, if their value was repaid (see N. on I. 121. 

§ 8). The case supposed refers to a cutting off of revenue and tribute, 

in the contingency of a revolt of the allies. radavra is the predi- 
cate. otaSpdv, by weight. arép%ov, refined ; literally, boiled 

down. —— pi Adoow = equal in value. ? 

6. xpypact = “on the score of funds.” Bloomf. ovtas, i.e. by 
a recapitulation of the financial resources. Tpioxthious Kat pupiovs. 
The 8000 hoplites employed in the siege of Potideea are included in 

this number. tav map eradéw, of those who lined the parapets. 

So Arnold explains. On account of the continuous position of these 

parapets, the singular is used collectively for the plural. 

7. of modem, i. e. the Peloponnesians. éeoBdrouev. See Mt. 
§ 521. peroixwy (see N. on I. 148. § 1) éeou, i. e. the icoreXeis, com- 
posed of the richest and most respectable class of pérocxor. yap in- 

troduces the reason why so many men were emploved in guarding the 

fortifications, viz. their great extent. Padnprxod teixous. There is 
some difficulty in reconciling the statement of Thucydides in this place, 

by which it appears that besides this Phaleric wall, there were two 

others called the Long Walls, with what was said I. 107. § 1, ra paxpa 
.-+-Ilewpaia. Col. Leake could find no vestiges.of a third wall, al- 
though the foundation work of two walls, distant. from each other 550 

feet, could be distinctly traced. The declaration, however, of Thucy- 

dides, that there were three walls, is so plain and direct that it must 

be received with confidence of its truth. The following seems to be 

the true and only solution of this apparent confliction in our author’s 

statements. The inner wall (i. e. rd €o@%ev) was called the southern 

in reference to the northern, or when the Long Walls were spoken of 

without any reference to the Phaleric wall. But when the Phaleric 
and the Long Walls were referred to, this southern limb of the Long 
Walls was called the middle wall. The southern or middle wall 

(either term being employed according as the speaker had in his mind 

the Long Walls alone, or the Phaleric in connection with them) was 

built a. o. 445, in the commencement of Pericles’s administration, and 

was designed, as Arnold thinks (see his note on this passage), to ren- 

der secure the communication between Athens and Pireous, in case 

the enemy should force the Phaleric, or turn it by a descent into the 

old port Phalerum. Those who wish to examine this subject more 

extensively, are referred to Arnold’s note (above cited); Col. Leake’s 

Topog. Athens (2d edit.), pp. 417-484; Poppo’s Proleg. Vol. Il. 250, 
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et seq.; Bloomfield’s Hist. of Thucyd. I. p. 818; Goeller’s note on this 

passage, and Woolsey’s Gorgias, p. 142. kuxdov. The wall around 
Athens was circular in form. eort S€ avrov 6 = &@ part of it; 

literally, there is of it what. TO peragv....Padnpixod explains 

eott....0. This portion of the city walls lying between the two 

walls, is said by the Schol. to have been in length seventeen stadia. 

TO e£w%ev, the outer one, so called in the relation in which both 

the Long Walls stood to the Phaleric wall. For the same reason 

Thucydides would have called the other wall 74 eaten, the inner one, 
which would have responded to the ré dd pécov reiyos of Plato. — 

The reason why the southern leg of the Long Walls (i. e. the inner 
one in reference to the three walls) was not guarded will readily 

appear, when it is borne in mind that it lay between the northern 

limb of the Long Walls and the Phaleric wall, both of which were 

guarded. It appears from what has been said, that the whole line of 

fortifications to be guarded was 148 stadia in length. ji 

8. immorof€drais, horse-archers, mounted bowmen. éaxocious 
....toédras. As the orators make mention of only 1200 bowmen who 

served on foot, Boeckh (Keon. Ath. p. 264) thinks that the difference 

may be accounted for by the fact, that the mercenary (Scythian) 

bowmen were at most 1200, but that the others were either citizens 

of the poorer class, or stil aliens, who were light-armed, and 
chiefly trained in archery. 

9. odx....TovTay, and not less in each particular, i. e. no one of the 

satieilbeel ve was overrated. ka%iaravro refers to the Athenians, —— 

és... .modéu@, to show that they would carry on the war successfully ; 
literally, for a demonstration that they would be superior in the war. 

CHAPTER XIV. 
The Athenians listen to the advice of Pericles, and bring their families and effects from the 

country into the city (§ 1); not however without extreme reluctance (§ 2). 

1. ZAnv. See N. on I. 148. § 1. avrayv....€vAow, taking 

down the very wood-work of their houses (in order to remove them). 
Some erroneously render xaSatpodvres, pulling down in the way of 
destroying. But why not set fire to their dwellings, if that was their 

object ? 
2. xaderas is equivalent to an adjective in agreement with 7 avd- 

otracts. Cf. Mt. § 809. ¢. Tovs Toddovs, the most of them, is the 

subject of ciw%évas. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

The design of this chapter is to show, that the Athenians from the earliest tines had been 
accustomed to live in the country, for before the time of Theseus, Attica was composed 
of towns, having each its own government and quite independent of the king (§ 1); but 
Theseus united these towns into one political confederacy having Athens as its capital, 
and thus left the state to his successors (§ 2); before this period, the city consisted only 
of the citadel and the space at the foot of it towards the south (§ 3); a proof of which is 
the present situation of the principal temples and works of more ancient times, and the 

name city which is still given to the Acropolis (§§ 4-6). 

1 érépwv (nations) padrov. See N. on I. 85. $1. TovTo, i. @ 

TO ev aypois Siaray Exew. émi yap Kéxporos, for in the time of 

Cecrops. K. § 296. I. 2. kara. See N. on xara xeopas, I. 10. § 2. 

movers. There were twelve of these towns according to Strabo. 
éxovca = each having. The singular naturally proceeds from 

kara méAers, Which Bloomf. would repeat in the sense of separatim or 

— pagatin, as is to be constructed before BovXevodpevor, in order 

to consult. érodéynoay With one another. “Male Bloomf. r@ 
Baowdet supplet.” Poppo. 

2. éBacirevoe, became king. Td Te GAXa, in many other respects, 

és....mavras, and having appointed one general council and pry- 
taneum, he caused all to come together (for public purposes) into the 

present city (as into a metropolis). vepopevous....xpyosa, and 

compelled each, enjoying his own (private) rights as before, to use this 

as one city. drdvrov....avrnv, since all were now reckoned a part — 

of it. So Arnold, with whom Haack agrees in the main. Others ren- 

der belonged to it, and others still, contributed to it (i. e. paid taxes to 

it). Bloomf. is disposed to unite these two meanings, or rather to con- 

sider the last as embracing the idea of politically belonging to it. 

rois érevra, to those who came afterwards, his successors. Evvoixia, 
Synecia, a public feast celebrated by the Athenians, in memory ot 

this union of all the towns under one government at Athens. It was 

kept on the 17th Boédromion, the third Attic month, comprising the 
time between the 23d of August and the 21st of September. Schmitz 

says that the feast was celebrated on the 16th of Hecatombeon, the 
first month of the Attic year. Cf. Smith’s Dict. of Antiq. p. 924. —— 

Evvoixca is in apposition with éopripy. Snporedy, at the public cost. 
3. “We have now, to the end of the chapter,,another minute 

digression, suggested by the words peydAn yevopérn.” Bloomf. rd 
dé mpo Tovrov, before this. +d is the accusative of time when, and 
precedes mpd rovrov (sc. ypdvov) taken adverbially. Of. Mt. § 288; 8, 
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§ 169. 1. —-— 4 dxpdmodis, with which 4 viv ovca (see N. on ri viv 

médw ovcay, § 2 supra) is to be taken, is the predicate. Stanley well 
remarks (Class. Mus. I. 51) that the original destination of the Greek 

citadels was not so much military as social and religious, and that 

their character was not that of a fortress for the accommodation of 

garrisons only, but in early times the seat of the infant city, and in all 
times the home of the ancestral gods of the people. Hence (the same 

writer remarks) the traveller visiting Greece for the first time, and not 

aware of this fact, would believe that the towering height of Lycabet- 

tus, and not the little square rock which nestles at its foot, was the 

Acropolis of Athens. kal TO....TeTpappevoy, and the part most 

especially which lies under it (i. e. the Acropolis) towards the south. 

4, rexunpiov dé is a proposition by itself. The ellipsis may be sup- 

plied: rovréy éori rodro. Of. Butt. $151. 6. ev—éortt, are situated 

mM, a\Xov than Minerva. —— ¢&o the Acropolis. —— pos roiro 

To pépos = to the south, inasmuch as mpds véror is referred to. 6 
Te.... Odvpriov, (as for example) the temple of the Olympian Jupiter. 

In respect to the situation of the temples here referred to, I must, for 
brevity’s sake, be content to refer the reader to Col. Leake’s Topog. 

Ath. I. pp. 518, 485-498. —— 6, i.e. to Bacchus. TH S@dexaryn 
day. ’AvSeornpiam, Anthesterion, the eighth month of the Attic 
year, comprising the latter part of February and the former part of 

March, during which time the Anthesteria or Feast of Flowers was 
celebrated. vov, i. e. in the time of the historian. 

See N. on vopiger, I. 77. § 6. 
5. ravrn, in this quarter, here. kpnvy depends on éypavro, and 

is repeated in éxeivy, In consequence of its having been separated from 

its governing word by the intervening clauses. §. § 163. N.3. 

THs++-kKadoupern, that which is now called Enneacrunus (i. e. having 

nine pipes), on account of the tyrants (i.e. the Pisistratide. Schol.) 

having so constructed it. davepav, visible to the eye. Kadhup- 
pon, i. e. beautifully flowing. a&va, sc. és. See és dda infra, Cf. 
Mt. § 409.6; K.§ 278.4. Or if it is thought preferable, ra—déia may 

denote the result or purpose of the verb éypavro. Of. C. § 482, 3. —— 

éxpavro, sc. ASnvaios from *ASnvaiwy in the preceding context. —— 
vopiCerai—ypnosat, it is customary to.use. See N. on I. 77. § 6. 

6. dxpdzodis is the subject and mdédus is the predicate of this sen 

tence. 

, 

vopivovoty. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

this rural and unconstrained manner of living the Athenians are reluctant to give up, and 
with much grief they abandon their dwellings, being as it were their ancestral temples, 
and quit their cities (§§ 1, 2). 

1. ody resumes the train of thought from §$ 1, 2 of the preceding 

chapter, which was interrupted by the digression in §§ 3-6. The para- 

graph as far as Evy@xic®now is a repetition of the arguments of these 

two sections. The historian then shows that the union under one 

political metropolis, did not win the affections of the Athenians from 

their country residences. At od fadios....éroiodvro, he returns to 

xareras....eyiyvero (II. 14. § 2), which words gave rise to the digres- 
sion in chap. 15. peretxov = used, “clung to.” Jelf’s Kuhn. § 360. 
For the dative after this verb instead of the more usual genitive, ef. 

Jelf’s Kiihn. §$ 636. Il. a; 642. 0. év trois dypois follows -yevdpevor 

(degentes). mavoixnoia, with the whole family. apri does not 

refer to the times immediately preceding. Its force may be seen in 

the translation, soon after the Persian war. avewnddres, having 

recovered, with the additional idea of repairing and rebuilding, when 

their habitations had been injured or destroyed by the enemy. 

2. xaderas Epepov—xaradirdrres, felt it hard to leave. K.§ 810.4. ¢. 

d—iy avtois—narpia, which were their hereditary fanes. Arnold 

has an excellent note on this passage, in which he shows how local was 
the religion of the ancients, the gods being supposed to have their own 

homes, where only they could be worshipped with acceptance. In 

contrast with this notion, he aptly cites John 4: 21, 23, 24. ovdev 

....avrov, nothing else than his own city (= his own city. Mt. § 488. 

11). The use of aAo is here prospective. C. $541.8. . Bothe supplies 

with kai ovdev GdAo the verb éBapivoyro from the preceding context. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

¥hcse who come in from the country, with few exceptions, are obliged to take up their abode 
in the vacant places, temples, and chapels of the city, and even to occupy the place called 
Pelasgicum, to inhabit which was laid under a curse (§ 1); the denunciation of the oracle, 
however, was to be interpreted far otherwise than it was apprehended by the people, for 
tha calamity which it foretold resulted from the necessity of its being inhabited, rather 
than its being sacrilegious to do so (§ 2); many constructed huts for themselves upon th 
towers of the walls, and at last partitioned out and made huts adjacent to the Long Walls, 
and in a great part of the Pirsus (§ 3) ; at the same time they apply themselves vigor- 
ously to the war, draw together their auxiliaries, and equip a fleet of 100 sail (§ 4). 

1. xarapvyn. The verb is to be supplied from timjpxov. oi 

$2....@xnoav. Temporary dwellings were probably erected in this 

~ 
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northern and uninhabited portion of the city. Té Te Iehacytxdv. 
Haack supplies reixos, and says that it refers to a place adjacent to 

the Pelasgic wall, and deserted from the time that the Pelasgians 

there conspired against the Athenians. Col. Leake (Topog. Ath. I. 

p. 318) says, ‘‘ the word Pelasgicum was applied not only to a part of 
the wall of the Acropolis, but also to a space of ground below the 

rocks of the Acropolis.” He also refers to this passage in proof, that 

it was an enclosed space and not merely a wall. This is the opinion, 

as far as 1am able to discover, of all the best commentators. ) 

.-»-oikeiv, and wiiteh it was forbidden even (kat) by a curse to inhabit ; 

literally, to inhabit which was laid even under a curse. For pi with 
TL—dkpoteAevriov Toudvde, & 

certain verse-ending after this sort ;. some such fag-end (Bloomf.) of a 

verse as this, | 

2. rowvavriov....mpoaedéxovto, to have been fulfilled in a differ- 

ent manner from what they expected =to have had a different 

meaning than the one usually supposed. ov yap dia xk. t. dr. In 

this place Thucydides betrays his disbelief in the oracle. Calamities 

did indeed result from inhabiting the Pelasgicum, not however from 

the curse pronounced upon it, but from the great necessity, which 

compelled the Athenians in face of such.a prohibitory oracle to in- 

habit it, and which necessity, whenever it came, might be predicted 

as disastrous without any great claim to foreknowledge. _The ambig- 

uous replies of the oracle are referred to in I. 126. §§ 4-6, in a way 

which shows that our author had little confidence in them. ai 

Evpdopal yevéoSa. Supply doxovor from doxet in the preceding pro- 

position. Mt. § 556. Obs, 1. dv refers to wéAeuov, and aird to 

Heaoyixdv. —— 75 parreiov With évoudtoy has the sense of the oracle, 

but with mponde:, the one who uttered the oracle. 
3. xareoxevacayro, made themselves huts, “settled, quartered, or 

established themselves.” Arnold. Cf. Xen. Oyr. VIL. 5. § 37. KaTa- 

vetpdpevor, dividing among themselves. The huts are said by the 

Schol. to have been built on the walls, but it is more natural to sup- 

pose with Bloomf., that they were built along the base of the walls so 

tov Ilewpads, of the Pireus, not of 

the walls of the Pireus, as Bloomf. supposes, 

4. dua 8, but at the same time with the removal of these persons 

into the city. trav ymrovro. S. § 192.1. dyeipovres belongs 

to ajmrovro as the participle of manner.. See N. on I. 87. § 5. 

IleAorovvnce, against Peloponnesus. Dat. incommodi. 

5. &v rovr@ mapackeuns, in this state of preparation. See N. on 
[. 49. § 6 (end). 

20 

-~ 

TH 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

The Peloponnesian army reaches CEnoe, and making preparations to take it by storm are 
for some time delayed (§§ 1, 2); which delay and his tardiness in other respects bring 
much censure upon Archidamus, for during the siege of GEnoe the Athenians effected 
their removal into the city (§§ 3, 4); the alleged reason for this slowness of movement, 
was the expectation that the Athenians would make some concession (§ 5). 

1. ddixero....mparov, “came upon Attica first at Cine.” OC. 
§ 361. a. See N. on J. 114.§2. CEnoe lay on fie route from the 

Isthmus to Beeotia, under Cythron, and on the Eleusinian Cephissus. 

mapeoxevatovro—roinodpevor, prepared to make. ds is generally 

found in the construction before the participle. Of. Mt. § 555. Obs. 2. 

p. 961; K. § 810. 4. % Archidamusprobably assaulted this place, be- 

cause he thought it unsafe to leave so strong a fortress in his rear or 

on his flank; or he wished to give some color to the delay, which he 

was making for the purpose referred to in § 5 infra. 

2. aita hpovpioe—exparro, used it for a fortress. “ With xpiorat 

g second dative often stands by means of attraction, so as to express 

the aim or design.” K. § 285.1. (2). atr@ refers to Oivdn, but con- 

forms in gender to gdpovpig. Cf. Kr. § 61. 7. N. 1. —— éaére—xara- 
dBor. The optative here denotes indefinite frequency. See N. on I. 

49. § 3. dds, otherwise (than it should have been) = to no POEs 

pose. xpdovov, for a while, some time. 
8. alriav, censure, crimination. dr avrov, i. e. from the con- 

sumption of so much time at (noe. doxav, appearing, seeming. — 
. -rodepov (cf. I. 80, et seq.). Bloomf. renders. Evvayoy7, the 

assembly or congress (of the allies). Kriig. translates it, Anregung, 

the incitement, the rousing wp, which, by referring to the spirit and 

object of the congress, seems to me to contrast more forcibly with | 

padaxés, than though put for the congress itself. ov mapaway (be- 

cause he did not advise) rpoSipes modepeiv. — Of. I. 80-85. dx<Ba- 

ev, exposed him to censure. See N. on 4 oxevn xaréoxe, 1. 6. $3. 

4. év tS xpdv@ TovT@, i. e. While the Lacedwmonians were staying 

at (noe. eddxouv....KatadaBe = it seemed probable (cf. C. 

$ 551) that if the Peloponnesiuns had advanced with rapidity (du ta- 

yous==raxéws), they would have found every thing without the city. 

ay belongs to caradaBeiv. S. § 215. 5. el pi... -pedAnow, 

unless through (= but for) his delay, Cf. Mt. § 580. 2. b; Hoog. Gr. 
Part. P. 55. 

5. event. 

on II, 12. § 1. 

Kavedpa, hall, epoca: — evdaoew mr. See N 
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CHAPTER XIX. . 

The Peloponnesians not succeeding in taking CEnoe, and receiving no proposals of peace 
from the Athenians, break up the siege, and marching forward into Attica, lay waste the 
country (§ 1); after defeating a detachment of Athenian cavalry at Rheiti, they proceed 
to Acharnaz, and ravage the surrounding country (§ 2). 

1, macay idéay depends on reipdcavres. Poppo professes himself 

in doubt between this construction, and that of the explanatory accu- 

sative (cf. Mt. § 425.5; K. $279.7). If the latter construction be 
_ the true one, avris referring to noe must be supplied with zeipd- 
 oavres. 

| tes = departing. 

eo 

gave its name to the greater part of the plain. 

ovta 61 (then indeed) responds to ézesdy. 
ax avris, i.e. from noe. —— perd....yevd- 

peva is to be construed after nuépa. ra—yevdueva has the sense of a 
substantive (= the event), aud is therefore followed by the genitive 

OnBaiwv. Cf. Mt. § 375. Obs. 1. ~ €v IlAaraia depends upon ra— 

yevopeva, and not upon ray éoeASdvrav OnBaiwy. —— Tov Sépous.... 
dxpatovros, in midsummer and when the harvest was ripe; literally, in 

the height of summer and of harvest. Arnold says that the commence- 

ment of this ravage of Attica could not be later than the end of June. 

Goel. refers rod cirov dxudfovros to the time when the corn is in 

flower, and Leake says that the harvest in Peloponnesus begins about 

June 10th, and does not end before July 20th, or the beginning of 
August. 

2. ’EXevoiva....mediov. Eleusis was situated on the bay of the 

éppnoay~ 

same name, about midway between Megara and Athens. Its modern 

name is Lepsina. North of the town was the Eleusinian platy, in 

which was Thria, about three miles north-east from Eleusis, which 

Tpomiv—eroun- 

carro, put to flight. Tiwa—innéwy = a detachment of Athenian 
horse. It is not to be supposed that the whole of the invading army 

marched to Rkeiti, for this repulse of the Athenians was doubtless 

effected by a dctuchment of the Peloponnesian horse. mept ToUs 
‘Petrous, at Rheiti. These were two salt lakes on the eastern margin 
of the bay of Eleusis, at the entrance of the plain, and forming the 

boundary betweer the Athenians and Eleusinians. Cf. Leake’s Topog. 
Ath. Il. pp. 188-141. To Alyddeov....’Axapvds. From the Thri- 
asian plain,the invading army passed on until they came to the moun- 
tain (“summit of the mountain.” Arnold) Corydallus, where they 

appear to have left the Sacred Way, and with the mountain on their 

right, pursued their march to Acharne, a town sixty stadia (cf. I. 31. 

$2) north of Athens. Dodwell, cited approvingly by Poppo (Proleg. 
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II. p. 259), thinks that Corydallus and Agaleos are one and the same 
mountain. If so, the main difficulty in the passage isremoved. The 
reason why the Peloponnesians changed the direction of their march 

appears in the next chapter. 

CHAPTER XX. ; 

Archidamus refrained from entering the Athenian plain, in the expectation that the Athe- 
nians would sally forth to prevent*their country from being ravaged (§§ 1, 2); but when 

they neither met him at Eleusis nor at the Thriasian plain, he marched to Acharna (§ 3), 
it being a place suitable for an army to encamp in, and his design being to provoke the 
Acharnians to come forth and defend their lands from devastation; if however they 
should not do this, the plain might then be ravaged and the city of Athens approached, 
with the advantage, that the zeal of the Acharnians to defend Athens would be diminished 
by the fact that their own lands were already ravaged (§§ 4, 5). 

1. os....ra&dpevov, with his army arranged for battle. as és 
paxyns = on the supposition that there would be a battle. Cf. K. § 290. 

R. 2. See N. on I. 73. § 5. mediov of Attica. Col. Leake thinks 
that the district of Acharne was so separate from the plain of Athens, 

or at least was such a distinct portion of it, as to afford a good defen- 

sive position for an invading army (Topog. Ath. II. p. 36). exeivy 

tn €oBory denotes time (S. § 204), or perhaps it maay be regarded as 

the dative of means (by that irruption), which would account for the 

omission of év, which is usually joined with words not in theaselves 

expressive of time. The plain was ravaged in the second expedition 
of the Peloponnesians (II. 55. § 1). 

2. yap introduces the explanation of yympn rovade in the previous 
section. axpatovras....modAj, abounding in young men. os 

ovr mpdrepov, as never before = better than ever before. —— ica, 
perhaps. dy éreEeAReiy = Sri emeECASorev ay. SB. § 215. 5. —— 

mepudeiv (see N. on mepiopay, I. 24. § 6) is here followed by the infini 
tive, because it refers to the permission of something which may ex 

ist hereafter, and not of something already existing. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. 
§ 687. Obs. 

3. ei émeEiaow, (to see) whether they would meet him in battle. 

See N. on ef ws, I. 58. $1. . 

4. dua pév yap introduces another reason why Archidamus re-— 
mained about Acharne. 6 x@pos....evorparomedevoat (= énern- 
decoy eaivero orpatorededoa ev rH yop. See N. on I. 40. 4 init.), 
the place seemed convenient to encamp in. For épaivero with the in- 
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finitive, see N. on I. 2. § 1). —— péya....mddews, who constituted (see 

N. on I. 8. § 1) @ considerable portion of the state. yap in tpic- 
xiAvoe yap illustrates the size and importance of this demus. See 
Leake’s Topog. Ath. II. p. 35. mepidyreo%at. See N. on repropar, 

I. 24, § 6. duapSapévra is put for the present participle, inasmuch 

as it refers to an action coincident with the time designated by the 

} 

verb upon which it depends. kat tovs mavras, the whole (of the 

Athenians) also. —— ddeéateporv, more fearlessly. 
eddéxet from the preceding eddxovv. mpos...,7ddw, near to the 

city itself, i. e. Athens. yap introduces the supposed apathy of 

the Acharnians, as a reason why the invading army could approach 

Athens itself. xwduvevew Adepends on mpoSvpous. 

youn, dissension would be in their councils. 

Tepe, SC 

OTATLV. wee 

CHAPTER XXI. 

The Athenians entertained hopes that the Peloponnesians would proceed no further than 
Eleusis and the Thriasian plain, as was the case when Pleistoanax made an incursion 
into their country (§ 1); but when they see their invaders only sixty stadia from thoir 
city, they manifest, especially the younger portion of the citizens, great discontent at 

remaining inactive in the city (§ 2); prophecies and oracles are uttered which each in- 

terprets as suits his inclination; the Acharnians also are urgent in their desire to sally forth, 

and thus the city is full of excitement and commotion, and all upbraid Pericles as the 

author of their calamities (§ 8). 

1. ’ASnvaios S¢ x. r. A. The apodosis of péype péev of is commonly 

supposed to begin with the words xai twa éAmida, but the presence of 

cat seems to forbid this, and there can properly be no opposition found 

between these words and ovxéri dvacyerév érotodyro (§ 2), the apodo- 

sis of érecd})....dmwéxovra, Which is antithetic to péypi....6 orparis 
qv. Iam inclined therefore to adopt the opinion of Poppo, that the 

apodosis dvacyerdyv éroodvro is to be supplied after mpotévar, from the 

antithetic apodosis ov« dvacxerdy érovodvro. Goel. and Arnold, how- 

ever, regard kai tiva éAmids as forming the apodosis, cal correspond 

ing to péxpt, and ovkére avacyerdy érowovvro having the sense non jam 
sperabant. TI\ecoroavaxra. See Notes on I. 107. §2; 114. § 2. 

ére = drt. Kiihn. (Jelf’s edit. § 804. 7) says that this change of 
the substafitival for the adverbial clause results from an ellipsis of rod 

xpdvov: I remember the time when I did thus and so =I remember 
that I did, etc. Of: also Liddell and Scott, sub voce. 
Opiwge. See N. on J. 114. § 2. atpara. 8. § 206. 5. 

"ATTIKNS. eer 

> 
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mpoedSav, having advanced no further. mdeiov is here used of space 
by way of accommodation with mpoedSov. ddgavtt avaywpnow, 

because (see N. on I. 9. § 4) he seemed to have been induced to this re- 
treat by bribery. mevoSnvac in the active is followed by two accusa- 

. tives. The more usual construction, however, would have been eis © 
Tv avexopnow. Of. K. § 278. 4, 

2. avrois depends on é€udavet as an adnominal genitive. 8. § 197. 
N. 4. as eixos refers not to yns....éudavei, but to deivoy éedai- 
veTO. of mpeoBurepa. Repeat mentally éwpdxecar. many Ta 

Mndixa, except in the Median wars. —— xara évortaces te yryvdpevot. 

- See N. on III. 27. § 3. €@vres, SC. €&tévat. ; 

3. xpnopordyo. See N. on II. 8. § 2. &v....dpynto. Most. 
of the critics supply the ellipsis which is evidently here, by repeating 

the last verb. So Arnold translates: “which they were eager to listen 

to as each was eager ; which they were severally eager to listen to.” Cf. 

K. § 844. Prof. Crosby is disposed to govern dxpodo%a by pyro, 
it being placed before os, in order to avoid the awkward collocation 
év as. He would then supply 7xpodvro or jxpoaro and render: 
which to listen to according as each one was eager, so they listened = 

which they listened to, each according to the excitement of his feelings. 

The correctness of this ingenious solution will of course depend much 

on the validity of the assumption in respect to the position of as. I 

see no objection to this transposition, but unless it is made, must con- 

cur in the explanation of Poppo, Arnold, and Bloomf. oidpevot 

.+-- ASnvaiav, thinking that they formed no small part of the Athe- 
nians ; literally, that no small part of the Athenians was with them. 

Cf. II. 20.§ 4. In respect to mapa odiow, see N. on map’ piv, I. 33. 
§ 1. as, when. —— éviyov, urged on. 

which the antecedent depends on ovdev. 

Tapnvece. éxaxifov. Conspicuous among those who reviled him 

was Cleon. éne&ayo. The optative is employed because éri.... 

ereédyot is quoted as what was said or thought by the persons here 

spoken of. Cf. Jelf’s Kithn. § 885. Obs. ; Mt. § 529. év is put for 
é by attraction with its antecedent. §. $175. 1. | 

dv = exeivov a, of 

mporépov belongs to 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

Pericles seeing the Athenians so highly exasperated, and being satisfied of the wisdom of 
his councils, convenes no public assembly, lest in such a state of excitement unwise 

measures should be adopted, but contents himself with keeping the city as tranquil as 
possible (§ 1); he sends out detachments of horse, however, to check the enemy when 

extending their ravages too near the city, on one of which occasions an engagement takes 

place between the Athenian and Thessalian cavalry, aud the Beotian horse (§ 2); a list 

is given of the Thessalian auxiliaries (§ 3). 

» 1. mpbs ro wapév, in reference to the present posture of things. 

ov Ta apiora povodivras (by litotes) = judging badly. TEept TOU 

pry eme&cevan, in not leading them forth to battle. exkAnoiay signi- 

fies a@ public meeting, £tdoyov, a gathering or an assembly of a more 
private nature. rov....e&apapreiy, lest coming together under the 

influence of passion rather than reason, they should err in their re- 

solves. This genitive clause denotes the reason why Pericles did not 

convene an assembly. C.§ 622. N. A similar use of rod with the 

infinitive is found in I. 4. te in tHy te responds to re after éxxAn- 

giay. padwora 6cov edvvaro. See N. on J. 17. $1. 
2. rod pij)....Kaxoupyeiv is constructed like rod....é€apaprety in 

§ 1. mpodpdspous = Wirods (IIT. 1. § 1). otparias of the Pelo- 

ponnesians. Bpaxeta = puxpa. Of. I. 78. § 1. ev @pvyiots, at 
Phrygia. This place was in- Attica near the Beeotian line, but its 

exact locality cannot now be determined. redex limits éveyévero. 
A réXos of cavalry was 2048 men. per avray, i. e. on their side. 

mpds, against. ovx ¢haccoy = the better of it. For the lito- 

tes, see N. on I. 8. $1. pexpt ov (= Tov xpdvov, dre. C. § 580. a), 
until, avrey refers to the Athenians and Thessalians. domév~ 

dovs. See N: on I. 63. § 3 (Ginit.). It shows that the Athenians were 

‘not conquered, that they were able (domovdor) to bring away the 

bodies of their slain. tH torepaig. Bloomf. thinks that they were 

afraid to do this on the day of the fight, lest the same scene should 

= place as is recorded in I. 105. § 7. 
7 S€....Geccarar, this aid of theirs furnished by the Thessa- 

a pre is reflexive and refers to the Athenians. KATA... 

Eupyaxexov. Of. I. 107. § 7. Ilapdowr. If this word should be 

written Ivpdow:, Pyrasit, it refers to the inhabitants of Pyrasus a 

sea-port of Pthiotis, otherwise it is not known what people are re- 

ferred to. dmb... .€xarepos, each from his own faction. The article 

bas the force of a possessive pronoun by the influence of éxdrepos, 
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after the analogy of a substantive with the article followed by a verb 
in the middle voice. It is unnecessary to suppose that the two parties 

here spoken of were aristocratical and democratical, since the former 

would not have helped the Athenians. Reference is doubtless had to 

family dissensions or local divisions. 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

The Peloponnesians being unable to bring the Athenians to a general engagement, break . 
up their encampment at Acharne, and ravage other portions of Attica (§ 1); in the 
meanwhile the Athenians send their fleet to cruise around Peloponnesus (§ 2); the Pelo- 
ponnesians haying remained in Attica until they had exhausted their provisions, return 
home through Beeotia and disband their forces (§ 8). : 

1. dpavres. See N. on Il. 12. § 4 (end). Tldpyn%os, Mount 
Parnes lay 60 stadia north of Acharns, and was the loftiest mountain 
in Attica, being 4700 feet high. Between this and Mount Brilessus 
on the south-east, flowed the Athenian Cephissus. 

2. yn of Attica. Tas éxaroy vads—dorep mapeckevatovro, the 

hundred ships which they were getting ready (i. e. when the historian 

last mentioned them, II. 17. § 4). So Arnold explains the use of the 

imperfect, which is preferable to making it stand for the pluperfect 

(had got ready), a use quite questionable. mepiemreov, cruised 

around Peloponnesus. 

8. dcov eiyov ra emitndera, as long a time (literally, as much) as 
they had supplies for. C. § 390. odx nmep éo€éBaror, not by the way 
in which they came in. Bloomf. attributes this to the fact, that they 
had devastated the country and could find nothing to subsist on. But 

he forgets that they had taken provisions with them for forty days. I 
prefer therefore the reason given by the Schol. dws kai rddAa Snocar~ 

Tes paddov AvTnT@ot,. napioyres, while passing by. "OQpwrdr. 

Col. Leake (Topog. of Athens, IT. p. 112) says that this name is now 

given to a small village on the right bank of the Vourieni (Bouptérr), 
anciently the Asopus. It was situated at the mouth of this river 

nearly east of Tanagra (cf. Kiepert’s map). Of. HI. 91. § 8. The 
Peloponnesians might have crossed at Tanagra, but chose this more 

northern and circuitous route, for the same reason that they returned 

by a different way than that by which they entered Attica. —— 

Tetpaixiy seems to have been a district on the Oropian frontier of 
Attica. Some editions have Tpaixjp. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

After the departure of the Peloponnesians, the Athenians establish permanent guards both 

by land and sea, and set apart out of the treasures in the citadel 1000 talents, 1> be 
expended in nothing else than the defence of the city, in ease it should be attacked by 
naval force ($ 1); 100 triremes are also decreed to be reserved yearly for the same emer 

gency (§ 2). 

1. dSomep....prddkew, = just as they were to continue through the 

whole war ; literally, were to keep guard. efaipera Troincapévots, 

having taken out. —— yxwpis %éoSa, to set apart. és GAdo tt, for 

any other purpose than what is mentioned in the following sentence. 
és by constructio pregnans gives to xweiy the sense of to apply as 
well as to remove. See N. on I. 18. § 2. Savaroy is in apposition 
with ¢npiar. 

2. per avtav, with them, i. e. as being embraced in the same re- 

seryation for an emergency. The idea is that from the ships ready 

for sea, they were yearly to select 100 of the best, which were to be 

laid aside for the purpose here specified. ay depends on pndeua, 

and pera tov xpynpdrey is to be constructed after mepi rev avrod Kw- 

duvov. With xpyo%a supply edoker adrois from the preceding section. 

CHAPTER XXV. 

ynG Athenian fleet, reinforced by 50 ships of the Corcyrzans, ravage the Peloponnesian 
coast tad attack Methone (§ 1); but Brasidas, who happens to be in that quarter, forces 
his way into the place and prevents its capture (§ 2); the Athenians then sailing along 

lay waste the country around Phia, and defeat a body of troops who come to relieve the 

place (§ 8); a storm arising they embark in their ships and put in at the port of Phia, 
which the Messenians and others proceeding across by land have taken (§ 4); these 
troops are then taken on board, and the ships weigh anchor, a superior force having 

assembled to succor the place (§ 5). 

1. év rats éxardv vavoi. Of. IL. 23. § 2. Grou twes, i. e. the 
Messenians of Naupactus (cf. I. 103. § 3), Acarnanians, and the Za- 

eynthians (ef. II. 9. § 1). éxei, i.e. in the parts around Corcyra. 
—— idda re exdxouv. ‘ Alias vastationes faciebant.” Portus. adda re 

gives to the following xat the sense of and particularly, and especially. 

—— MeSémv, Uethone, a Lacedeamonian town on the south-western 
coast of Messenia. dvZpoTev ovK evdvrav, no men (i. e. soldiers) 

. 
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being in it; i. e.it being mostly destitute of defenders, as some men 
must have been in it. 

2. Bpacidas. We are here introduced to this noble Spartan, whose 
qualities Diod. sums up in these words, young, strong, brave. Poppo 

(Proleg. II. p. 114) says of him: “‘ille sane vir egregius fuit, strenuus 

et impiger (Spacrnpios), fortis, prudens, in socios justus, moderatus, 
-mausuetus TV. 81, 108, non infacundus 84, omnino omnibus in rebus 

bonus (kara mavra dya%és, 81). Nullum insigne facinus a Lacedwmo- 

niis in tota prima belli parte sine illo patratum est.” éxov is to 

- be taken with éruye. 8. § 225. 8. —— pera émduray Exardv. Bloomf. 

says that he only wished to secure the place from a coup-de-main, for 

the Athenians would not venture upon a siege, as the people of the 
surrounding country would soon assemble in large numbers and over- 
power them. Kata THY “xopay = Tept THY 7OdW. - mpos TO TEi- 

xos terpauzpevoy. Not only were their faces turned towards the place, 

but their minds were intent upon what was then going on. Cf. Sal. 
Jugur. LX. drodécas, having lost. Diod. mistaking this word, 

says that he even killed many of the enemy. emnvese év Srapry. 

What this praise consisted in or by whom conferred, Arnold professes 

himself unable to discover. 
3. oxdvres, touching at. *Hielas. See N. on I. 114. § 2.— 

dev, Phia. This town appears to have been situated in the south- 
ernmost part of that division of Elis, cailed the Hollow (7 xoiAn "HAis), 

which was formed by the valley of the Peneus and its branches, and 

which constituted Elis Proper (‘ vetus domicilium Epeorum.” Poppo 

Proleg. II. p. 175). Arnold says that its inhabitants were descend- 

ants of the older people, who were conquered by the A®tolians, and 

formed the subordinate class called meptotxoi. The name Hollow was 
given it, according to the Schol., to distinguish it from the mountain- 

ous portion on the east and inland, but Strabo says rather to distin- 

guish it from Pisatis and Triphylia, which belonged to Elis in its 

most extensive sense. These names are not employed by Thucydides, 

but he opposes to the inhabitants of the Hollow, rods airdéSev &x ris 
meptotxioos "HXeiovs, Which doubtless refers to the Pisate, as Triphy- 

lia lay farther south and more remote from the scene of action. Of. 

Poppo, l. c. Aoyddas, select troops. avré%ev (see N. on III. 7. 
§ 5), i.e. at Phia, inasmuch as this place was situated in the territory 

of the Pisate, although in its most western extremity. So Poppo (1. c.) 

jnterprets éx Ths.-..’Hreiwv by ek rijs Ueodridos. 
4, dvéyov....peyddou, “a storm coming down upon them, or sur- 

prising them.” Arnold. ‘Male Goel. ingruente a terra vento.” 

Poppo. —— meptemAcov....dxpay, doubling the promontory called Ic- 
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thys. This cape is now called Caticolo. : ev 77 Dea, at Phia. Of. 
I. 52. $1. Mecano, viz. those who had been colonized at Nau- 

pactus (I. 103. § 8). €v TOUT@, SC. KaLpe. THY Peay aipovor. 
There is some obscurity in relation to the movements of the Athenians 

at Phia. For they appear to have been first at this place, after which 

a storm compels them to embark, double the cape, and put in to the 

port of Phia. This last circumstance indicates clearly, that they 

were not at the port of Phia when the storm began. This difficulty 

in question has been overlooked or passed by without remark, by all 

the commentators except Bloomf. and Poppo, the latter of whom 

(Proleg. II. 177) supposes the port and the town of Phia to have 

occupied different sides of the promontory. But és riv & ri Bea 

Aueva clearly shows that the town and the harbor were in the same 
place. I know of no better way of clearing up the obscurity, than 

fo suppose és Pedy in § 3 to be taken in a general sense for near 

‘Phia, in the vicinity of Phia, and to denote a position on the land on 

the southern side of the promontory, where they landed and spent 

two days in plundering the country. But when the storm came on, 

they sailed around the cape to the port of Phia, the Messenians hay- 

ing crossed over by land and taken the town, which may have been 

situated some distance from the port, m the direction of the place 

where the Athenians first landed (cf. Pape’ s Wort. Griech. Eigen. 
p. 400). 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

At the same time with the preceding expedition, the Athenians send out 30 ships to cruise 
around Locris (§ 1); which squadron ravage the coast, storm Thronium, and at Alope 
defeat the united forces of the Locrians (§ 2). 

1. wept thv Aoxpida, i. e. to the country of the Locri (the Opuntii 
and Epicnemidii). dua cvudakny, at the same time as a@ guard. 

This noun is not dependent on epi, nor is és to be supplied as some 

say it is, but by a change of construction is put in apposition with 
vais. It will be remembered that the Athenians had conveyed their 

cattle into Eubcea (cf. II. 14. § 1), which made them more solicitous 
for its security. Cf. II. 32.§1. , 

2. tis mapa%aXacciov depends on éorw a G2 evia. See N. on I. 

§5. § 3. ——- Opoviov, Throniwm, was the chief town of the Locri 
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Epicnemidii, on the Boagrius, a stream flowing into the Sinus Mali- 
seus, now called the Gulf of Zituni. —— ’Adémy, Alope, lay about 80 
stadia east of Thronium on the.coast about midway between Daphnus 
and Cynus. 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 

The Athenians expel the Aginet# from that island, and place colonists in their stead (§ 1); 
Thyrea is given by the Lacedemonians to the expatriated Aiginete to dwell in, partly 
through enmity to the Athenians, and partly in return for services rendered them by the 
Eginetz in the insurrection of the Helots (§ 2). 

1. émtxadécarres....eivat, charging them with being in no small 
degree the authors (literally, cause) of the war (C. § 893. y). In re- 

spect to the truth of this charge, ef. I. 67. § 2. Atyway depends 

on éyew, which is the subject of édaivero. avTav mépwyavras éroi- 

kous, by sending out their own colonists. The Athenians were afraid 

that the Lacedemonians world get possession of the island, and make 
it a sallying point in the war, and therefore they determined to an- 

ticipate them in the thing. vorepoy the expatriation of the Aigi- 

net. ; 

2. éexmecoda: = having been driven out. Of. C. § 556. edooay 
—oixety, gave to inhabit. The infinitive here denotes design or pur- 

pose. K. § 306. d. Oupeav, Thyrea. This place lay upon the 
western shore of the Argolic Gulf. Col. Leake identifies it with the 
ruins of a city found near the monastery of Laku. THY nv, 1. e. 

the land in the vicinity of Thyrea. Bloomf. thinks that the possession 

of this town and region was only temporarily given them, until such 

time as the Lacedwmonians might be able to restore them to their 

own country. This was not done, however, until after the battle of 

Aigospotami, when Lysander collected them together and reinstated 

them in Aigina. ——’ASnvaiwy is the objective genitive. dr.... 

eravaoraow. Of. I. 101, 102. In respect to the earthquake, ef. I. 

101. § 2. ind, in the time of. R. § 299. IIT. 2. 6. —— of pév.... 
exeoav. Even here their implacable enemies did not suffer them to 

remain in quiet, for we find that in the eighth year of the war, the 

Athenians attacked them, burnt Thyrea, and slaughtered its citizens, 
or carried them to Athens, where they were put to death. Of, 1V. 
56, 57. 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

The same summer an eclipse of the sun takes place. 

1. voupnvia xara cednynr, the first day of the lunar month. xara 
| ceAnyny is added, because the beginning of the natural lunar nionth 
did not exactly correspond with the beginning of the civil month. 

The vovynvia was the day, on the evening of which the new moon 

first appeared. The full moon was in the middle of the month, on 

which account it was called dtydunus, the month-divider. Cf. Smith’s 

Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. p. 175. This eclipse took place a. o. 481. 

Aug. 3. Soxet eivar yiyveoSac Suvarivy = Soxet SivacSar ylyveoSat. 
Although the time of eclipses began to be noticed, yet their cause lay 

concealed from the men of those days, for as Bred. remarks, they are 

numbered in I. 23. § 3, with such fortuitous calamities as earthquakes, 
famines, etc. The same thing is seen in the prominence here given 

to the event; for what historian of our times would mention, as a 

thing worthy of note, an eclipse of the sun? dverAnpoin, became 

Jull again, i. e. resumed its fall-orbed brightness. 

after having been. 

, yevopmevos, 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

The Athenians, in hopes of obtaining the alliance of Sitalces king of Odrys, make his rel 
ative Nymphodorus a public guest, and invite him to Athens (§ 1); Teres the father of 
Sitalces, was the first who advanced the Odrysian kingdom to power (§ 2); and is not to 

be confounded with Tereus, who espoused Procne the daughter of Pandion (§ 3); Nym- 

phodorus coming to Athens, brings about the desired alliance with the Thracian king, 
whom he promises to persuade to send an army to the aid of the Athenians (§§ 4, 5): he 
effects also a reconciliation between the Athenians and Perdiccas, and thus secures him 

also as an ally of Athens (§ 6). 

1. rév Tli%ew, the son of Pythos. In some proper names the At- 

ties retained the Ionic genitive. Of. K. § 44. R. 3; ©. § 96. 7. 8. —— 

’"ABSnpirnyv. See N. on II. 97. $1. map aito. See N. on I. 33. 
§3. This pronoun refers to Sitalces. mpérepov....vopicovres, al- 

though (see N. on I. 7. § 1) they had formerly regarded him as a pub- 
lic enemy. apdégevov. The office of a proxenus corresponded in 

many respects to that of our consuls. It was his duty to watch over 

the interests of the citizens of the state whose proxenus he was, 
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whenever they happened to visit the city in which he dwelt. When 

any one performed this office of his own choice, without an appoint« 

ment of the state whose interests he would serve, he was styled éSe 

Nompdéevos, but when authorized thus to do, he became a mpédéevos. 
pererréurpavro, invited him (to Athéns); literally, sent for him. 

—-- Typew. See N. on Ive. Evppayoy is limited by odict. 

2. 6 dé Thpns. Goeller has thus given the genealogy of this house: 

Teres king of Odryse. 

| 
A 

ad | | hy 
Sitalces. Spardacus. a daughter, a daughter, 

| | wife of mother of 
Sadocus. Seuthes. Nymphodorus. Octomasadas 

king of the Scythe, 

The third column I have taken from Bloomf. ’OSpvcars is put for 
the adnominal genitive after Bacueiar. THY peydAny....€emoinge, 

he made the kingdom much greater (émi mdeiov. See N. on I. 9. § 8) 

than the rest of Thrace, i. e. than the other Thracian states. Goel. in- 

terprets, over a large portion of the rest of Thrace. But then, as Poppo 

remarks, we should have expected él ré meior. yap. Kriig. 
supplies the ellipsis: (but not the whole,) jor a large portion remain- 

ed free. This appears to be based on the same interpretation whick 

Goel. gives to emi miciov. But yap seems to me to belong to ris 
adddns Opaxns = (and there were Thracian states not subject to Odry- 
se,) for a considerable portion (of the country) remained free. In 

respect to these independent states, cf. II. 96. § 2, et seq. ' 

3. Typet limits mpoonke, and is defined by ra—oxévr, the one 
who had (S. § 225.1). Render rpoonxer—ovdév, has no connection 
with, has no relation to. ovde....eyevorvro, nor did they belong to 
the same part of Thrace. For the genitive, cf. §. § 190. 6 pev— 

6 Tnpevs. The noun sometimes appears in this formula, to give em- 

phasis to the distinction intended, or perhaps here to show the differ- 
ence in the names of the two persons. Of. Mt. § 288. Obs. 5. Oppos- 

ed to this is Typys dé infra. Aaviia. This was a town or for- 

tress near Parnassus, which, according to Dodwell, still retains its 

name and has about seventy houses. 70 pyov....ai yuvaixes (i. &. 
Proene and Philomela). The story is, that, in revenge for the base 
and inhuman conduct of Teres towards Philomela, her sister Procne 

killed and served up on his father’s table Itys, who was about six 
years of age. It is remarked by Smith, that this chapter contains the 
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only story told by Thucydides in his whole history, but Haack finds 
another in II. 102. _Poppo, Arnold, and some others enclose kui rd 

epyov.... Odpveas 650d in the marks of a parenthesis. Aaviias 
7 opus, the Daulian bird. eixos dé kal x. r. A. is introduced to 
confirm the position, that the lusband of Procne was not the Thra- 

cian prince who reigned over Odrysz. Kndos, marriage connec- 

tion, affinity by marriage. dia tooovrov (with which paAdor is 

to be taken) = at so much nearer a distance, is opposed to dia mwoAdOv 

qepav—odod in the next member. éxeav should have been a verb, 

or te after Packets omitted to make the construction regular. —— 
ev kparet = Of any power. 

4, ob—dvra, being his son. —— odhioi—évverciv, would help them 
to subdue. avrov is the subject of Euveheiv. 

5. kal.... ASnvaiov, and caused (repeat éroince) that his son should 

be made an Athenian citizen (8. § 207.2). avrod refers to Sitalces. 

katadvaew, would bring to a close. The next clause is confirma- 

tory of this, and is therefore introduced by yap. meioewy depends 

on imedéxero to be supplied from the preceding clause. 

6. adro refers to Perdiccas. —— dmodotva. The Athenians had 
taken Therme. Of. I. 64. § 2. —— émi XadkiSdas....Popyiovos. Of. 
I, 65. § 3. 

JHAPTER XXX. 

The Athenian fleet continuing their cruise around Peloponnesus, take Solium and Astacus 
(§ 1); they then sail to Cephallenia, which they bring over to the Athenian alliance with- 
out employing force, after which they return to Athens (§ 2). 

1. SdAcov. Col. Leake (who adopts the orthography =0AXcov, Sol- 

liwm) fixes the situation of this town on the western coast of Acarna- 

nia, between Leucas and the Ciniadw. On the same coast further 

north was also Palerus (cf. North. Greece, IV. p. 18). But Kiepert 

puts Solium on his map opposite the northern extremity of Leucas, 

and Palerus south of it. It will be seen by this, that the Athenian 

fleet coasted northward from Phia (cf. IL. 25. § 5 end). mapadidd- 

act....vepersar. See N. on eSocav—oixeiy, II. 27. § 2. ——”Acraxov. 
“ Astacus was the chief maritime city northward of the Cniadsz 
near the Echinades.” lLeake’s North. Greece, IV. p. 4. As this 
place Jay south of Solium, the fleet was probably on its homeward 

course when it was taken. From this place they sailed directly across 
to Cephallenia, —-- adrdy, i. e. Evarchus. 
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2. xard, over against, opposite to. K. § 292. II. 1. «. reTpa- 
modts ovca = having four cities. In respect to the situation of these 
towns, cf. Leake’s North. Greece, III. pp. 56-68; Kiepert’s Map of 

Greece at the time of this war. —— [adj is in apposition with 

modes implied in rerpdmodis. Of. O. $332. 4. 

CHAPTER XXXTI. 

In the autumn of this year, Pericles leads an army into the Megarean country, to which 
expedition the homeward-bound fleet from the coasts of Peloponnesus join themselves 
(§ 1); the army was then larger than any with which the Athenians had before taken the 
field, for their power was then at its height, and the pestilence had not thinned their 

numbers (§ 2); having laid waste much of the Megarean territory the army returns 
home (§ 8). 

1. wept dé 7d P&uvdmapov, about the close of autumn. Gotti. fixes 
the time at the end of October. oi.... ASnvaiot, the Athenians 
who had been cruising around Peloponnesns (cf. Il. 25. § 1). — 
eruxov....avaxout(opevor, for they happened to be now at Aigina on 

their voyage home (see N. on I. 80.§2). These words are enclosed 

in a parenthesis by Bekker, Haack, Bothe, and Arnold. In Poppo’s 
edition the parenthesis is erroneously made to close with dvres. 
qyo%ovro—dvras. See N. on I. 36. § 3. EvvepixSnocay, more usually 

Evvewiéay. Kriig. 

2. d3pdov, collected together. The assertion here made must refer 
to the times preceding this expedition, as afterwards they appear to 

have taken the field with more numerous forces. In the battle at 

Delium, the Athenian forces are said (IV. 94. § 1) not to be inferior 

in number to the enemy, and these in the previous chapter are said to 

have been 17,000. In the siege of Syracuse, the naval and land forces 

combined must have exceeded the number here referred to. If there- 

fore the assertion is not limited, as was said, to the times preceding 

this expedition, the excess must have consisted in the light-armed 

troops (yepis....dAcyos), the most of which at Delium had gone 

home. In the enumeration here made, those engaged in the siege of 

Potideea are included, to make the whole number correspond to. that 

given in IJ. 13. § 6. ——’Asnvaiwy without their allies. 

8. cal GdAa. Cf. IV. 66. $1. kata éros €xaorov, each year. 
“Ex decreto publico (Charini) jurabant Atheniensium erparnyoi, drt 

cal Sis ava may Eros eis tiv Meyapexiy éuBadodor.” Haack (2d edit), © 
Nica éddo. Of. LV. 66--69. 
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CHAPTER XXXII. 

The island Atalante is fortified by the Athenians, as a post for the,defence of Eubcea against 
privateers from Opus and other Locrian ports (§§ 1, 2). 

1. ’Aradavrn, Atalante was a small island near the Locrian coast, 
off against Opus. —— qdpovpiov = bore civar ppovpiov. Steph. ——~ 
tov—xakoupyeiv. See N. on rod.... efapapreiy, II. 22. $1. 

CHAPTER XXXIII. 
> 

At the request of Evarchus, the Corinthians fit out a flect of 40 sail with 1500 heplites, and 
reinstate him in the possession of Astacus (§ 1); the expedition, however, ts unsuccess- 

ful in the attempt to reduce other maritime towns in Acarnania and sail homeward (§ 2) ; 
touching at Cephallenia, they disembark on the territory of the Cranians, and while in a 
state of security from a truce, are suddenly attacked, lose some of their men, and are 
compelled to retreat to their ships, after which they resume their voyage homewards (§ 8). 

1. Evapyos. Cf. II. 30. $1. kal aUuTOs....mpoweuicSaoaro, 

und he himself hired some auxiliaries. In the active voice mpoopu- 
o%d@ signifies to let out for hire. 

2. xarnyayov Evarchus. Ths G\Ans “Axapvavies depends on 
éotw a (see N: on II. 26. § 2) yapia. 

8. oxdvres. See N. on II. 25. § 3. és thv Kpaviey yay. Cf, 
II. 80. § 2. avray, i.e. the Cranians, €& dpodoyias, “ per 
compositionem quum se in deditionem venturos esse simulassent.” 

Poppo. ° opav aitav (= éavrav. S. § 69), themselves, i.e. the 
very persons who had assembled to arrange the terms of the pretend- 

ed surrender. These words are in apposition with ray Kpavier. 

dmpooSoxnrois has an active sense, not expecting. Cf. Il. 93.§ 4; IV. 

72. §2. —— Buudrepov dvayaydpevor, being forced to put out to sea, 

or perhaps better, embarking in great precipitation, Buadrepov (com- 
parative of Biaiws. Of. Betant’s Lex. Thucyd.) having the sense of in 
@ forced, compulsory manner, 
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CHAPTER XXXIV. 

In the following winter the Athenians perform funeral obsequies, in hoiior of those who 
have first fallen in the war (§ 1); three days the bones are exposed to view, and such’ 
offerings are brought as each one chooses for his own dead (§ 2); the bones are then 

placed in cars, one being left empty for such of the fallen as had not been found for re 
moval (§ 8); the procession is then accompanied by those who please, and the female 
relatives follow it with lamentations for the dead (§ 4); the bones are then deposited in 
the public sepulchre in the most beautiful suburb of the city, where lie all who fall in war, 
except the heroes of Marathon, who are especially honored by a sepulchre in the place 
where they fell (§ 5); when covered with earth, a person eminent for his abilities and 
station pronounces a funeral oration, which closes the ceremonies (§ 6); this order was 
observed on the present occasion, and Pericles was chosen orator, who advancing to an 
elevated platform, pronounces the funeral oration which follows (8§ 7, 8). 

1. Snpocia tapas éroijcavro, solemnized the funeral in a public 

manner. The plural radas is used, because the rites pertained to each 

of the slain. mpa@rov, i. e. in the first year of the war. 
2. ra pev dora. The flesh had been previously removed by burn- 

ing. mporisevra, they exposed to view. TOY aTroyevonevov, Of 

the departed. This word is employed in the same sense, in II. 51. $5. 
—— mpérpita, the third day before. —— émipéper....BovAnrar, each 

brings whatever (offerings) he pleases for his own dead (sc. vexpa). 

Reference is had to flowers, garlands, and costly ornaments, with 

which the relics of the departed were honored. 

3. dvAdjs éxdorns piav, one (coffin) for each tribe. EVETTLe ees 

pudjs =eveots S€ ta dora hvdys fs eExacros jv. On the attraction 
of dvAjjs, see N. on divapuv, I. 33.§ 2. is depends on Ay according 

to S. § 190; CO. § 890. eatpopern, “covered with a pall.” Bloomf, 
Tov dpavar, the genitive of possession after xXivn, is explained 

by of....dvaipeow. For the subjunctive with dy in this relative sen- 

tence, cf. S. $217.2; C. § 606. For the omission of dy in the employ- 
ment of the ppialive. see N. on L. 50. §1. 

4, Evvexdéper, attends the funeral procession, accompanies the pro- 
cession. ddAobupdpeva, with lamentations. Of. 8. § 225. 3. 

5. ody, there. eml....mpoacteiov, in the most beautiful suburb, 
viz. Ceramicus. rods €k T&v modepeov (SC. dro%avdvras) = those 

who fall in battle. So rots év Mapa%am signifies those slain at Mar- © 
athon. mi is usually followed by the genitive (K. § 271. 3), but 

‘here rovs depends on Sarovar. éxeivev refers to those who fell at 

Marathon. - avrov, there, i. e. where they fell. The Greeks regard-# 

ed the battle at Marathon, as we regard that of Bunker Hill, which 
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in its consequences as well as the desperate valor displayed by undis- 

ciplined militia, is by common consent looked upon as the battle ot 

the American revolution. 

6. xptiroor.. See N. on eipe3Sow. The accompanying dy is found 
- in the connective éecddy. py a&vveros = of distinguished ability. 

etva. depends on doxy (has the reputation of). mponky, % 
superior, 1s the first. Aéyet....mpemovra, pronounces a suitable 

panegyric over them. In respect to émi, cf. Mt. § 586. «. 

8. ov. See N. on $5. kaipév. Poppo, Haack, and Arnold 

read xatpds, Which I am disposed to adopt: when the time (of speak- 

ing) came. xaipdy would require, when he obtained the time of 

speaking, which certainly, as putting Pericles in the attitude of one 

desirous to speak, is not so well as to represent the occasion as offer- 

ing itself to him. dYynrov weromnpevov, having been made high. 

tov dpidov depends on émi mAcicrov. 

= 

CHAPTERS XXXV.—XLVI. 

These chapters contain the celebrated funeral oration of Pericles, which 
has ever been considered a masterpiece of eloquence, whether regard be had 
to the grandeur of the theme, the patriotic and liberal sentiments advanced, 
or the simplicity and dignity of its style. The exordium is contained in 
chap. 35 ; then having briefly announced the subject-matter of his discourse 

(chap. 36), he passes to a consideration of the internal policy, habits, cus- 

toms, refinement, learning, liberality of the Athenians, for the existence 
and perpetuity of which the departed worthies had fought and died. (chaps. 
37-41). He then eulogizes more directly the persons whose funeral rites 
they are celebrating, and exhorts the Athenians to imitate their virtues, 
bravery, and patriotism (chaps. 42, 43); the parents and relatives of the 
deceased are then addressed in words of sympathy and encouragemeni, 
after which the orator closes with a brief peroration (chaps. 44—46). 

No adequate justice can be done in a brief abstract to this noble effort of 
ene of the greatest minds which Greece or any other country ever produced, 
and it is commended, therefore, without further remark to the student, as 

well worthy of his careful and frequent perusal, The more it is read and 
studied the more prominent will be its grand and towering dimensions, the 
more impressive the noble sentiments with which it abounds, Let no one 
who would put himself under its full influence, cease his efforts to master 

_ it, until he can read it fluently at a sitting without the aid of grammars, 
lexicons, or annotations. Then as he reads, he will find his sympathies with 
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the theme and the occasion awakened, his emotions enkindled, his soul 
inspired with high and generous sentiments, and he will rise from its 
_perusal with a more ardent love of country, more liberal, enlightened, and 
exalted views of what constitutes the true glory of a state, and better quali- 
fied to act the part of a good citizen in whatever sphere of action he may be 
called to move. 

CHAPTER XXXYV. 

The orator begins by remarking, that those who have preceded him on occasions like this, 
have eulogized the legislator who appointed this service, but in his estimation the deeds 
of the departed together with the public funeral are a sufficient honor to them, without 
hazarding their praise by intrusting it to the keeping of a panegyrist, who may do well or 

otherwise in the execution of his task (§ 1); for in an oration of this sort, it is difficult to 

give general satisfaction, since different judgments will be formed on many points, by 
those personally acquainted with the transactions alluded to, and those who are ignorant 

of the affairs spoken of, will consider every thing beyond their own reach, an exaggera- 
tion (§ 2); yet as law and custom so demand, he will endeavor to the best of his ability 

to perform the service assigned him (§ 3). ' 

1. tov mpooZévra....tdvde, the one who added this oration to the 
(other) legal observances. The Schol. refers this to Solon, but the cus- 

tom is thought by many to be of an earlier date. as kaddv. The 

participle dy is here omitted. Cf. Mt. § 568. Obs. —— émi. See N. 
on I. 34. § 6. ex tav modcuov. See N. on I. 34. § 5. Bloomf. 

however, finds a pregnans constructio (s@ N. on I. 18. § 2) in ék. 

Sarropevors, removed from the field of battle and brought hither. —— 
avroy referring to Adyov is in the accusative absolute after ds. See N. 
on J. 184.§4. Some perhaps will prefer to make airdy the subject 
of dyopeverSat, and xaddy the predicate. The sense will remain un- 
changed, as will be seen by the corresponding idiom of our own Jan- 

guage, inasmuch as it is honorable to be spoken, and inasmuch as for 

this to be spoken is honorable. dy éddxer, it would seem, is opposed 

to émeid)....éxew ($ 8 infra). Pericles modestly opposes his judg- 

ment to that of the supporters of the custom. Haack and Goel. erro- 

neously refer ay to eiva, it seems—that it would be. —— dvdpav.... 
rijds, inasmuch as (S. § 225.4) these men showed their valor (literally, 

were brave) in deeds, that their honor should be illustrated by deeds. 

kai, also, belongs to gpy@, and this noun is explained by ofa kal viv, 
such as now, etc. kal pi)... .merrevsqva, “and not that the vir- 
tues of many should be periled upon one man, intrusted to him alike 
whether he may speak well or ill; (literally, to have been intrusted to 
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him, both if having spoken well and if worse). What could be finer 
than this figure of the honor of so many brave men being hazarded 
upon the chances of one man’s oratory, as upon a single cast of a 

die?” Crosby. morev2ijvac is epexegetical of xuwduveter%a. CO. § 624. 

a. Prof. Hadley (Bibliotheca Sacra, V. p. 782) prefers to take mucrev- 

Snvat in the sense of believing, and would also treat it as the object of 
xwduveveoSat, which meaning as it does to be endangered = made ta 
incur danger, may be followed by the danger as its object. 

2. perpiws eizmeiv, i. e. to observe in speaking the proper mean, and 
neither to be too prodigal nor sparing of praise. év @....BeBac- 

odrat, (on a subject) where (ev d) the firm belief of the truth (of what 

the speaker says) even is hard to be established. This sentence is intro- 

duced by ydp, because it shows why there is danger that one should 
speak ill (xaxés) on such an occasion. The yap in 6 re yap illustrates 

the idea advanced in év 6... .BeBaodrat. Tax dv—vopicoece, would, 
perhaps think. re is the subject of dnActe0Sa. mpos & (= ékeiva 

a), in comparison of those things which. Bovderat, sc. dnrovoSat. 

6 re Gmeipos. The Schol. supplies cai px) evvovs from the preceding sen- 

tence. éorw d. See N. on I. 65. § 3. mreovdterSar. Repeat 
vopioeve Of Which 6 depos is the subject. - brep...-pvaw, above 
his own nature, i. e. beyond the reach of his own attainments, — 

pexpt yap rovee, for thus far. The carping spirit of envy just spoken 
of, is here referred to a very common principle in the human mind, 

to endure the recital of deeds which one thinks himself able to per- 

form, but to be filled with envy and unbelief at whatever appears 

beyond the reach of his own powers. Aeydprevor, when spoken. 

The comma, after this word, which is wanting in Dindorf’s edition, 

appears to be demanded by the long sentence. év = ékelvor di. 

T@ trepBaddorte (see N. on rd mordr, I. 68. § 1) depends on P3o- 

voovres. avray is referred by Poppo, if taken as a neuter, to d dy 
éxaoros x. T. A. (supplied from the preceding context), but whatever 

exceeds that which each one thinks himself able to perform. If airéy 

be regarded as a masculine, then it may be rendered whatever exceeds 

their own powers. There is no conceivable difference in the sense, but 
the latter mode of interpretation would seem to require atréy, and so 
Bloomf. has edited it. I prefer to take airéy as a neuter. 

8. éwewdy) Sé x. 7. A. The extreme beauty and gracefulness with 

which the peroration is closed cannot fail to strike the mind of every 
observing reader. Bovdnoews....trvxev. S. $191.2. . 
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CHAPTER XXXVI. 

The orator signifies his intention to commence, according to the obvious proprieties of the 

occasion, with the commemoration of their ancestors (§ 1); especially are their immedi- 
ate forefathers deserving of the meed of praise, who, having added to their dominion, 

bequeathed it with ample resources for every exigency of war or peace (§§ 2, 8); of their - 

warlike deeds and the valor with which every invasion was repelled, he will not now 
speak, but will proceed to consider the internal polity and institutions, by which such 
renown and prosperity have been acquired, such a theme being appropriate to the occa- 
sion and useful to the auditory (§ 4). 

1. mpéyovev (to which mpéroy gives emphasis). In § 2 infra, oi 

rarépes is employed to designate their immediate ancestors, and to 

this is opposéd (§ 3) the Athenians then living (airol....évres), Thus 

three points of time in their history is referred to. kai—dée. Poppo 

makes 8é the general connective and translates xai, also, but Kuhn. 
(Andoy. edit. § 322. R. 7) gives dé€ an adverbial force, and translates, 
and on the other hand, and also. €v TO ToL@de, On such an occasion 
as this, ©. § 480. y. ripyv....pynpns, “this honor of mention ; 

literally, the being so mentioned.” Bloomf. del of avrol oikodvres. 

Cf. ékovy of avroi dei, I. 2.§ 4, On the Athenian claim to the epithet 

airéxSoves, see N. on I. 6. § 8. —— diadoyH trav exryryvopéevar, by suc- 
cessive generations (literally, by a succession of those who came gfter 

them). I prefer with Poppo to construct these words with wapédocav, 

rather than with Goel. to refer them to of aérol oixodyres, Which would 

be a flat annunciation of a truth which every body knew, for how 

could they live otherwise than in successive generations # Bex pt 
rovde, until the eas time. See N. on Il. 22. $ 2. , 

2. éxeivot, i. @. of mpdyovot (§ 1). mpos ols (= ékeivois a) €d€e- 

Eavro, in addition to what they received from their ancestors. dons 
—dpyhv = toaovTny apxiv Sony, of which the antecedent depends on 

xtnodpuevor, and the relative on €yopev. ovx amdves qualifies xrn- 
odpevot. npiv trois viv, to us of the present time. 

3. ra 5é wAeiw depends on éexnv&joapev (have enlarged). There is 
no real contradiction between this and écnv ¢xopuey in the preceding 

section, as the empire had not been essentially enlarged, but rather 

strengthened and reduced to a settled policy of government by Peri- 

cles and those of his age. avrol fpeis ofde, we ourselves who are 

here. 8. $168.1. Bloomf. finds here a blending of two phrases, we 

ourselves and those persons who are here present, but I can see ne 
necessity for this. There is great emphasis, however, in the sequence 

of the pronouns. of viv....1rtxia, “who are yet for the most part 
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in the vigor of life. Literally, in the settled or set time of life, when 

the system has in a manner reached its perfection, and rests from the 
work of growth.” Arnold. tots maou is to be constructed with 

mapeckevdacapev, although it may be mentally repeated with adrapxe- 

ordrny (= 80 that it is independent im its resources). ——— és médepor 
and és eipnynv depend on rapeckevacaper. 

4, &v limits ¢pya (the object of edow), and refers grammatically to 

avrot jets in the preceding section, although it virtually includes the 
dea of their immediate forefathers (oi rarépes, § 2), to whom Athens 

was principally indebted for the enlargement of its empire, and to 
whom, therefore, ois ékaora éxrySn (used as a passive) is especially 

applicable. It cannot be referred, however, to the oi mpdéyovor (§ 1), 

for they did not acquire territory, but only bequeathed to their pos- 

terity free and independent what they already had. There is no 

opposition in Sv and avrot 7) of mwarépes nav, but ois exaora éxr7n&y is 

set over against juvrvdpeSa. BdapBapov 7) “EdAnva = whether waged 

by barbarians or Greeks. Arnold remarks that the use of "EAAn», as 

a masculine adjective, is very rare. Of. S. $156. N. 4. eiddou, 

3c. Duty. amd S€ otas x. t. A. The subject is here announced upon 

which the orator intends to enlarge. 
educational institutions. er avTa = emi tiv apxnv. Of. danv exo- 

pev apxny, § 2. Haack is doubtful whether peS ofas modireias is 

to be constructed with 7ASopev or peydAda eyevero (= peyddn éyévero 

dpxn. Goel.). The sense is not materially changed by either con- 

struction, yet I prefer the latter. Tpdrwv is more emphatic than 

though the collocation had been é& olwy rpérav. 
apatov. As Poppo remarks, the topics émirndevots, modireia, and 

tpdmot (to which words ratra refers) are neither discussed in order nor 

separately, for the sod:reia is briefly touched upon (1. 37. § 1), and 

then the émrndetpara (37. § 2), and soon with both these is blended 
the rpdrot. eiut, IT am going =T will proceed. O.§ 281.4; 8. 
§ 211. N. 1. ravdse refers to the dead whose funeral was then 
solemnized, the orator probably pointing with his finger to the place 

where their bones were deposited. Of. 8. § 163. 1. AexSjvar has 

avra for its subject. ‘‘The construction may be represented tolerably 
well by rendering, thinking that on the present occasion they would ba 

spoken without nce lig shower iain ” Prof, Hadley. 

The order is: kat Sbppopor eivas, Tov mwayTa dpthov—erraxodoat avTar. 

The Schol. says that rov mavra dutdov is constructed for may TE 

Gpido. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 674. 

emitndevoews = civil and 

tavta Ontooas 

4 / 

TOY Wdavra K.T. A. 
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 

The government of the Athenians is not modeled after other governments, but is itself a 
model, and because established for the benefit of the mass, is called democracy ; all enjoy 
alike the protection of its laws, and in its administration all may share, the qualification 

for office being personal merit and not rank ($1); in regard to their social habits, they are 
kind, courteous, not censuring others for diversity of taste, ner giving pain by manifesta- 
tions of displeasure (§ 2); yet in all this freedom from restraint, there is the most pro- 
found regard for established laws and customs, especially for those designed to benefit the 

injured, and for such as being violated would bring disgrace On the offender (§ 3). 

1. od (proton, not imitating. The following rapdderypa (a pattern, 
a model) shows that the rendering not envying is incorrect. avurol 

dvres (SC. jets). The construction is carried on as though od (prodp- 

res instead of od (ndovoy had preceded, which required mapadeiypart 

ovon—ptpoupery. twi. See N. on III. 46. § 5. —— dvopa—xéxrnrat 
(= it is named). See N. on I. 122.§4, Cf. Mt. § 420. 2. d. did... 
oixeiy does not seem to admit of any interpretation wholly free from ob- 

jections. The two which appear most plausible are, 1, because the gov- 
ernment is not administered for the benefit of the few but of the many 

(oixety = oixeioSar) ; 2, because the administration of government is not 

in the hands of the few but of the many. The former of these inter- 

pretations, which Arnold adopts after Steph. and Gail, seems to do the 
least violence to the phraseology ; but the latter harmonizes far better 

with the following context, and is adopted by Poppo and Goel. (in his 

2d edit.). The former of these critics says: “7 wodsreia oixet és dXi- 

yous pro 4 modureia ovTa@s oixei (ovT@ Storkeirar) Gore dAlyous eivat Tovs 
Stocxovvras avtiy positum videtur.” This it must be confessed is rather 

a violent extraction of the sense of the passage, and yet. I am inclined 

to adopt it, as transgressing no grammatical law, and answering so 

well the demands of the context. peéereoti—mact To toov, equality 
(of laws and privileges) is shared in by all. Of. Mt. § 825. Obs. 1. 8¢€ 

in péreore 5€ responds to dvopa pév, not antithetically but connec- 

tively, i. e. it introduces facts to show, that, after all there was an 

aristocracy resulting from the grade, to which his own merits might 

raise an individual. —— mpds ra idia didqopa, in respect to (= for 
the settlement of) private differences, i. e. suits between private 

individuals. ‘This is an adjective clause belonging to véuovs. —— 

kara 8€ rhy a€iwow, and according to the estimation in which a citizen 

is held. “This clause follows in construction mpormara (is distin- 
guished). ovk ard pépous, not from a class, i. e, not from a privi- 

leged body, with nothing to recommend them to office except that 

they belonged to the higher caste. This is evidently said in reference 

to the Lacedamonians, among whom the affairs of government were 
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managed by a privileged few. dm dperns is antithetic of dmd pépous. 
J. Price in a brief criticism on this passage in the Class. Mus. III. p. 
211, translates: not on the ground of mere individuality but of (rela- 

tive) merit. But I see no good reason to depart from the usual and 

obvious interpretation. —— dé in ¢ywy dé is employed as though ov® 

ad mévns pev dv had preceded. éxav = being able. aéi@patos 
adaveia, by the obscurity of his condition or rank. The student will 

readily see how d&ioua obtains this sense from its more usual one, 

reputation, honor, the effect being put for the cause. KEK@AUTAL, 

SC. TOY KOLWaV. 

2. éhevdépas, liberally. es, in respect to. —— mpds addndovus 

is opposed to mpos rd xowvdy, as the speaker now passes from a con- 

sideration of the liberality and impartiality with which the govern- 

ment is administered, to the unrestrained and cheerful intercourse of 

the citizens in their private capacity. TOV....enitnOeupdrav, in 
our daily intercourse. This genitive depends on trowiar. €XovTeEs 
and mpooriéyevor are erroneously translated by some as verbs. 

Poppo suggests the repetition of moduredouey after tmowiay, and. 
Arnold, some analogous verb as dsaropeZa. ovde is to be taken 

with mpooriSépevor, and d{npiovs translated actively, not punishing, 

inflicting no injury (=)harmless). Liddell and Scott give as its 

meaning here, not amounting to punishment. ——« rq d\ver—mpooti- 

Sénevor, displaying in our looks, wearing a countenance of. Kriig. 

refers 77 dwet to Avmnpds, acerbos visu. But it is better to take 

Aumnpas in an absolute sense. Reference is undoubtedly had to the 

austerity, moroseness, and jealousy of the Spartans, in contrast with 

the cheerfulness, good-nature, and affability of the Athenians. This 

will account for the apparent abruptness with which kal és.... 
troviay was introduced. The drift of such keen side-thrusts at their 

_ unrefined neighbors would be readily seen by the Athenians, and in 

their present hostile attitude to the Lacedsmonians must have been 

highly grateful and inspiriting. 
3. dveraySGs....mporopirovvres, but while without molestation 

(from the source just mentioned) we mingle in private intercourse, 

ra tora is opposed to ra Snudcua. dua Séos, through reverence = 

customary respect for law and authority. dei, for the time being. 

ev apxn, in office. pddiora avTav dco. (SC. Tovrwy) = et ex 
tis, maxime earum. Cf. Mt. § 469. 8. - aypapo, unwritten. The 

Schol. explains this by*ra é37. These usages and customs, in every 
well-regulated community, are scarcely less potent than the formal 
enactments of government. alaxvmy....pepovart, bring acknow- 

ledged disgrace upon those who violate them. Here lies the secret of 

the power of custom and usage. 
a | 
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CHAPTER XXXVIII. ~~. t 
: 

The Athenians recreate the public mind by games and social entertainments (§ 1), and into 
their city flow all the luxuries and delicacies of other regions (§ 2). 

1. cai pry, and furthermore. mévev depends on dvaravaAas, 

recreations, reliefs. TH yvepn is to be taken as a dat. commodi, 

Sor the mind (ri Wouxg, for the spirits. Schol.). 

the year around, through the whole year. vonitovres. See N. on 
I, 77. § 6. xaY jepay 7 Tépis for 7 KaS juépav repyis. Prof. 
Hadley well remarks, however, that “xa3’ jpépay standing as it does 

in the text, is not a mere adjunct of the noun, but qualifies the sen- 

tence, whereof day by day the enjoyment drives away vexation.” 

2. émevrepyera, “ are imported.” Bloomf. ex maons ys. The 
hyperbole results from a very common use of the words all, every, in 

the sense of many. The subject of EvpBaiver is ra dyaSd. 

avrov, here (in Athens), as is clearly shown by the antithesis ra... 
évSparer. iv follows the comparative oixevorépa. ‘In respect to 
the abundanee and variety of foreign commodities to be found at 

Athens, ef. Boeckh’s Pub. Econ. Ath. pp. 46-48. 

duernoiors, all 

CHAPTER XXXIX. 

In war the Athenians differ from their enemies, in that they rely less on secrecy and strat- . 
agem to secure victory than on courage in action, and although their youth are not train- 
ed in the severe discipline of Spartan education, yet they are not less intrepid in time of 
danger (§ 1); a proof of this is seen in the invasion of Attica by the united forces of the 
enemy, whereas the Athenians singly and alone, usually conquer with little difficulty 
those even who are fighting for their own soil (§ 2); at no time have the united forces of 
the Athenians been arrayed against the enemy, and yet the defeat of a detachment is 
given out as a defeat of the whole, and if on the contrary they sustain a reverse, the as- 
sertion is made that it was effected by the combined forces of the Athenians (§ 3); if 

with much relaxation from care and toil, and by natural rather than acquired courage, the 
Athenians promptly meet danger, they have in this an evident superiority, since they are 
not rendered gloomy or despondent by the anticipation of calamities, and when they 

come, meet them with a courage not inferior to that of those, who are wearing them 
selves out with toil (§ 4). 

1. rotode, in these respects, This dative denotes that wherein the 
difference consists, and is ranked by Kihn. (Jelf’s edit. $909. 1) as 
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the instrumental dative. xowvny to all persons. ovK oT OTE, 
never at any time. Eemmdacias dreipyopev x. t.r. Grote says 

(Hist. Greece, IV. p. 94) that “‘Sparta seems to have formed an ex- 

ception to the remaining states, in keeping her festivals for herself 

alone, and in her general rudeness towards other Greeks, which was 

not materially softened even at the Karneia, and Hyakinthia, or Gyin- 
nopeedia.”” paSnparos. S. § 197. 2. —— d—xpud%ev depends on 

idov, and dy is to be referred to dednSein. Cf. Mt. § 528. 2. TO 
-.--euwux@. The genitive here takes dad, because the quality of 
courage is considered as proceeding from the one in whom it is found. 

Cf: Mt. § 316. d. Obs. oi pev refers to the Lacedeemonians and is 
opposed to mes dé. evBUs véot dvTes, a8 soon as they are youth 

=in their earliest youth. dvetmevas Siartopevor, notwithstanding 

that we live without restraint. See N. on I. 6. § 3. icorranels, 
egual to dangers which the Lacedswmonians are ready to encounter. 

2. rexunproy de. See N. on II. 15. § 4. —— yap introduces the 

proof of what was asserted in otdev faaov (= paddov. Kriig.) yapov- 

pev, § 1. KaS éxdorovs, singly, i.e. by single states of the alli- 

ance, since Aaxedaipdmor is here put as the leading state for the whole 
Peloponnesian confederacy. avroi, we alone (S. § 160. a) by our- 

selves. ov xaXer@s qualifies xparovpev. paxdpevor, although 

we fight. See N. on I. 7. §1. Ta tAcio, for the most part. 

3. €v TH yy iS Opposed to rod vauTikov. THv—erimeyp de- 

pends on éd. él moAdd, upon many (enterprises). The general 

idea is that the Athenians could form no union of their forces like the 

Lacedsemonians, because some were detached to man the navy, and 

the land forces were necessarily divided in the various expeditions 

which were undertaken. popio riwi of the Athenian forces. Cf, 

twas npov in the next clause. dreaoZa is to be taken actively, 
the construction appearing to demand the same subject for dreao3a 

and joojoSa. 
4. xalrow et faSupia x.t.X. The subject is resumed from the 

close of § 1, the two following sentences being parenthetic. —— pj 

pera... .avSpeias, “with a courage arising from disposition and not 

From laws and institutions.” Arnold. repiylyverat npiv, there ac- 

erues to us (see N. on I. 44. § 3). The subject is py mpoxdpw. 
péerdrovow (future, in prospect) addyewois is the dative of meaas and 

belongs to mpoxdpvew. és avrd, SC. addyewvd. eASover refers to 

jpiv, and drodporépovs conforms in case to the omitted subject of 

gaiveoSat. Tay del poxSovvreay refers to the Lacedwmonians. 
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CHAPTER XL. 

The Athenians combine elegance with frugality, cultivate philosophy without effeminacy, 
apply wealth to purposes of utility rather than of ostentation, and esteem poverty no dis- 
grace, provided that efforts are made to avoid it (§ 1); the same persons attend to private 
and public affairs, and political knowledge is found in those engaged in the humblest pur- 

suits of life, a free and full discussion of measures being in no wise prejudicial to their success 
(§ 2); courage in the Athenians resuits from a cautious prudence and foresight, whereas § ~ 
others are made bold by ignorance, who upon reflection become cowards (§ 3); the Athe- 
nians make friends by conferring not by receiving benefits (§ 4); and their beneficence 
is not the result of selfishness but of true liberality (§ 5), 

1. & re rovrovs, i.e. in the respects just mentioned. So er év 
aAdots, in other respects also, refers to things about to be mentioned. 

irocopodpey Gvev padaxias. It has usually been the impression 

of ignorant persons, that mental cultivation is attended with a corres- 
ponding effeminacy of body. —— mdovr@....xpape%a. The true ex- 
position seems to be that of Goeller after the Schol., 73 mAott@ xpo- 

peSa [ev tO] Kaipd Epyov, kal od kéum@ Aédyov, divitiisgue tanguam 

rerum gerendarum opportunitate potius utimur, quam tanguam ver- 

borum jactatione. So Haack and Poppo. TO méveoSat is the ob- 

ject of dporoyetv, and ody belongs to aicypdv. ato-xvoy = paddov 
aicypév. So Arnold: that rather is disgraceful. Cf. Poppo’s Proleg. 

I,p.171. A most bitter and richly deserved taunt is here uttered 

against the Lacedemonians, with whom personal labor even to shun 

want, was deemed disgraceful. 
2. éu for eveote. Tois avTois—xal érepois. Reference is had 

in the first of these expressions to persons, who were so situated in 

life as to be able to take part in the administration of public affairs; 

in the latter, to persons whose living was obtained by manual labor, 

and who are said to have knowledge of political affairs, although not 

able to give their personal attention to them. In the one case public 

duties did not hinder from an attention to humbler cares and employ- 

ments; in the other, the toils and labors of life did not preclude from 

an intelligent opinion of public measures. In this also is seen a well- 

directed thrust at the opposite character of the Lacedzmonian institu- 

tions. ——— mpds épya terpapypeévors, who are engaged in labor, i.e. 

agriculturists, mechanics, tradesmen, ete. Tov... .merexorta, he 
who does not share in these things, i. e. in politics. pndév, in no respect, 

i. e. neither in attention to or knowledge of public affairs. OUK. vee 

axpetov, “not so much an intermeddler in nothing, as one good for 
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nothing.” Bioomf. evSupovpeSa is not so strong an expression ag 
Kpivoyev, and hence we may render, or at least revolve rightly the mea- 

sures proposed (by others). Arnold seems to have hit the true mean- 

ing in his paraphrase: “if we, the people at large, cannot originate or 

direct public measures, we can, at least judge of their merit or de- 

merit,” ara py mpodidaxSjva. Supply BrAaByv iyyovpevor from 

the preceding clause. i}... .eASEtv = 7) Epyo eASeiy emi a Set epy@ 

&3civ. This use of gpye in the sense of in truth, in very deed, is com 

mon, Of. I. 28.§3; 70.§2; 120.§5; 128.§38; IL. 8 §4; 11.§5. 
8. diadhepovras....€xopev, Jor we are superior (to others) in this 

respect also. of avroi, we the same persons. 6 rots a\dots. 

The only difficulty in this passage results from the grammatical use 

of 6, which refers to roApay and éxdoyiteoSa: i. e. the quality of dar- 

ing combined with reflection. Some regard it as the subject of éyec 

ade understood, which in reference to others is thus; others make 6 = 

drov, whereas. Of. OC. § 488. y. Dunbar, in a brief criticism on this 
passage (Class. Mus. V. pp. 476 478), refers 6 to the preceding rdde, 

and derives its verb from dvahepdévras—rdde ¢xouey thus: 6 rois ddXous 
(Eyer diahepdvras), (rovrows) dua%ia pév Spdoos, Aoyropcs Se dxvov 
héper, which with others [is different; with them] égnorance produces 

confidence, reflection, hesitation. He also suggests another solution, 

viz. to supply earl before 6, i. e. €or 5 Trois GAAots duaia xk. T. X., 

there is this in others, ignorance, etc. Prof. Crosby once threw out to 

me the idea, that 6 may be the subject of éori understood, of which 

dpaSia....péper is the predicate, which with reference to others is as 

follows, viz. This is substantially the same as to supply ¢yes &de 

(see supra), and if any thing is to be supplied is undoubtedly the best 

solution. Matthies and Poppo consider the relative as repeated and 

explained in Aoy:opds, the repetition resulting from the antithetical 

and interrupting clause dua%ia pev Spdoos, the sense being as though 

it had been written 4 rois Aas, dua®ias Ypdoos pepovons, xvop 

géper. In that case the dative would refer only to éexdoyiferSau. 
tiv Wexnv limits kpdtiorot, as an accusative synecdochical. 

ravra, i. e. by the fear of danger or the love of pleasure. 

4, dperny, liberality, readiness to serve others, ——rdoyovres €b, by 

recewing favors. See N. on I. 9.§ 1. BeBatdrepos, surer (friend). 
dote....ca few, in order to keep good (literally, to keep alive) 

the obligation by his kindness to the person benefited, i. e. by succes- 
sive acts of kindness to render his friend able to repay the debt of 

gratitude hereafter. After much examination I have adopted this as 

the best interpretation, though others may prefer to translate differ: 

ently. —— 6 =rodrov @. —— cidds....droddcav, knowing that he 

61a 
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will repay the kindness not as a favor but as a debt. This may serve 

to explain many of the instances of ingratitude with which our world 

abounds. 
5. ov—padrdov—7, not more—than = not so much—as = not—but. 

Tis eXevSepias TO mioTG, i. e. eAevepedryri, as it is explained by 

Schneider. 

CHAPTER XLI. 

In short, Athens is the school of Greece, and there is no situation in life to which its citizens 

cannot adapt themselves ($ 1); this, which is by no means an empty boast, is attested by 
the power of the state and its superiority in trial over what has been reported of it, thus 
causing no shame to the enemy at being defeated by such, nor chagrin to their tributaries 
at being subject to a state so worthy to take the command (§§ 2, 3); such proofs of Athe- 
nian greatness exist, that no Homer is required to display their glory in verse, the mon- 

uments of their prowess being set up in every sea and land (§ 4); such is the state for 

which the departed heroes fought and died, and for which all who survive should with 
equal readiness sacrifice their lives (§ 5). | 

1. évvehadv re Aeyo. See N. on I. 70. $8. maidevow, school, 

Cf. Liddell and Scott. doxeiv....mapéxeoSat. In this sentence 
rov avrov depends on wapéxeo%a, and is to be taken with emt mArcior’ 

eidn (sorts of business, occupations). map jpav, of us (here in the 
city).. dy before eidy is the repetition of the preceding dy (see N. on 

I. 136. § 8), and belongs to mapéyeo3ar. «ai connects émt mcior’ €idy 

and pdduor edrparéAws (elegantly, as opposed to that which is awk- 

ward and unbecoming). 

2. os....ddn%ea is a substantive sentence denoting the object of 

onpaive. K. § 829. 1.—— epyor—arySeua, actual truth. The pre- 

ceding Aéyev has also the force of an adjective, wordy boast. Of. 

Bloomf. on this passage. 

3. povn....€pxerat, for [this state] alone of those now existing 

proves on Pr (literally, comes to proof) to be better than report, i. e. 

than it was by report represented to be. 

See the argument of the chapter. dyavaktnow exe, furnishes no 

annoyance. if’ oiwy, because from such men (i. e. men of such 
renown). oley = 6éri rowtrev. Of. K. $329. R. 8; Mt. $ 480. Obs. 3 

©. § 531. b. : 
4. ils ti al not unattested. rot, in truth = you know.—— 

éoris = Twos doris. K. § 331. R. 38. trav 8 ....BrAdwye, but the 

truth (i. e. the facts as they really are) will injure the conception en- 

tertained of the actions. In this translation I haye made épyoy depend 

odre TO TroAepio, K. Te A. 
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upon éimévocav. Poppo supplies airod from the pteceding doris (cf. 

“Mt. § 472. 3), and translates: “‘sed cujus (i. e. sed a quo effecte) rerum 

i.e. de rebus) opiniont veritas (perspecta) noceat.” eaBardv, acces~ 

sible. kaxav in respect to the enemy. kaya%a@y in respect to 
the Athenians and their allies. ; 

5. oide is here used Secxtixas. See N. on révde, II. 36. § 4. 
yevvaiws qualifies paydmevor. TOV....TIWd, every one of the sur 

vivors = we the survivors, each one of us. 

CHAPTER XLII. 

These remarks are made to show that the Athenians have more at stake in this contest 
than their enemies, and to establish the praises of the dead on the clearest evidence (§ 1) ; 
for their valor has contributed to make the state worthy of praise, and it has been sealed 

by their glorious death (§ 2); the meed of superior honor is due to them in this noble 
devotion to their country, even though in other respects they may have been inferior, 
inasmuch as their public services have overbalanced any private injury with which they 
may have stood charged (§ 8); no private enjoyment or prospects induced them to shrink 

from danger, but the desire of taking vengeance upon their enemies rendered considera- 

tions of private ease of secondary importance ; thus with a noble self-confidence and 

a manly preference of death to submission, they were foremost in battle, and yielded up 
their lives in the height of glory (§ 4). 

1. movovpevos denotes purpose. —— pi)....dpuolws, that the contest 

is not for an equal stake between us and those, who in like manner 

(= to an equal degree) enjoy none of these advantages. ep ois 

(= rovrav ef ois) viv Aéyo. See N. on emi, Il. 84. § 6. 

2. elpnrar adris ta péeytota, that which most especially establishes 

this (i..e. their eulogy) has been said in the preceding remarks. —— 

& = éxeiva G, of which the antecedent depends on éxdepyear, and the 
relative upon vpynoa which is followed by two accusatives. §S. § 184, _ 

1; C0. § 485. iodpporos—rav epyer, in equipoise with their deeds. 

The general idea is that the panegyric in most cases exceeds the 
actions, but in reference to those whose achievements are now cele- 

brated, it will be found otherwise. tavde. See N. on Il. 86. § 4. 

dvdpos apernv, manly courage. —— pynviovoa and BeBaodica de- 

note means. See N. on I. 9.$1. The sense seems to be that which 

is adopted by Goel. and Arnold: “it is a proof both where it is first to 

give us information of their worth (i.e. where nothing had before been 

known of them), and where it comes at the last to confirm the testi- 

mony already borne by a life of virtue.” Katactpopi = death. 
3. tois—xeipoot has the force of the adnominal genitive after 

avdpayaSiay. TadXa, in other respects, Sixacoy belongs to mpo- 
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risec%at (== rpottpaoSa. Schol.) the subject of the sentence. dya< 

36, i. e. by their useful and giorious death. kaxoy Of their private 

life. Some of those, over whom he was pronouncing this eulogium, 

may have been in bad repute as private citizens. The orator, how- 
ever, with great skill removes every unfavorable impression to which . 

the recollection of this may have given rise, by referring to the last 

and crowning act of their lives, the merit of which was sufficient to 

efface all previous delinquencies. 

4. gdovrov depends on drdéAavow. Poppo, Goel., Haack, Krig., 
and Arnold read mAotre, and construct it with euadaxio®n. mevias 

ehnidi, hope in relation to his poverty, i.e. the hope of being freed 

from poverty and becoming rich. This is expressed in the dependent 

clause @s....aAournoeev, in which airjy refers to meviay attracted 
into the principal clause. K. § 347. 3. avray (the genitive after 

the comparative), i. e. the present enjoyment of wealth, or the hope 

of its future possession. AaBdvres = brodaBdrvres. Gottl. cited by 

Poppo. peT avtov, SC. ivdvvov. trav dé refers to the objects 

expressed in avrap. TO....katTop%acew = the uncertainty of a 

successful issue. épy is taken by the Schol. in the sense of pugna. 
avré in the next sentence refers to this word. - wept Tod 70n 6papeE- - 

vov stands opposed to rd addavés. —— padrov tyynodpevor has furnished 

much trouble to commentators. Arnold takes the participle in a 

pregnant sense = thinking it good, and with padror, being minded 
rather. It is evident that the notion eguum censendi resides in this 

verb, as may be seen in the examples cited by Mt. § 531. p. 914. —— 7 

7d. Goel. and Kiihn. in his citation of this passage (Jelf’s edit. § 678. 

3. ¢) edit 7) ré, but Dindorf’s reading, which is the same as Bekker’s, 

is supported by the best MS. authority. evddvres stands for the 

accusative, it being put in the nominative by attraction. Cf. Jelf’s 

Kuhn. § 678. 3. ¢. To & épyoy refers to 1d wa%eiy (= drroSaveiv), in 

the sense of deadly contest. dc ....tvyns, in the briefest moment 

of fortune = in the critisal point of the battle, i. e. when the fortune of 

the battle was at its most critical point, their desperate valor to turn 

it in favor of their state brought them to speedy death. In order to 
get rid of this expression, which he terms unintelligible, Arnold con- 

nects rvxns With dua dxpn, when their fortune was at its height, and 
makes ris Sdéns....d€ovs depend on danddAdynoar, were taken away 

Srom what was their glory rather than their fear. But I am disposed 

after much reflection to adopt as the sense of the passage: they were 

taken away in the most critical moment of the fight, in the height of 
their glory rather than of fear (i. e. when they were farthest removed 
from a feeling of cowardice). 
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CHAPTER XLIII. 

‘Following the example of these worthies, those who survive should contemplate the great. 
ness and glory of the state, until they are inspired with the love of it, remembering that 

its prosperity was brought about by brave men, who freely surrendered their lives to the 
public good (§ 1), and in doing thus have acquired a deathless renown and an illustrious 
sepulchre, where their fame will ever be preserved (§ 2); for the whole earth is the sepul- 
chre of brave men, and their memory is treasured in the breast of every one (§ 8); in 
imitation of such examples let all be prepared to meet the dangers of war (§ 4); for a 
brave exposure of life is more honorable to those in prosperity, than to those whose 

courage results from their wretched and hopeless condition (§ 5); misfortune in the 
midst of prosperity is more afilictive than the momentary pang of death on the field of 
battle (§ 6). 

1. rn moder depends on rpoonkdvras, “as becomes citizens of such a 

state.” Bloomf. dogpareorépay (didvorav), a safer lot, career. 
a&tobv—eyxetv, to desire to have, depends on yxp7. Ady is opposed 
to épy@ infra. thy apedevay, the utility of having a daring spirit. 

The words jv....éveorw are parenthetic. —— mpos....eiddras, 
to you who yourselves know it as well (as he). Sewpevous is te 

be constructed in the same manner as oxorotvras. The same may be 

said of év3vpoupévovs, which Steph. thinks should be put in the dative 

on account of ipiv. épaotas—airns. In respect to the splendid 

outlines of Athens and its surpassing beauty, which had power to 

inspire the passionate love with which its citizens loved it, some very 

interesting remarks may be found in the Class. Mus. I. p. 56. 

To\pavres, Who were daring. The other participles in this connection, 

may be rendered by the relative and finite verb. See N. on I. 8. $1. 

In respect to the thing spoken of, cf. I. 70. €v Tois epyots aigxu- 
vopevor, were alive to shame in the time of action ; i. e. fearful of bring- 
ing disgrace upon themselves. Poppo remarks that Thucydides him-. 

self explains this in the speech of Archidamuts (I. 84. § 3). émdre 

...-ogareinoav. In I. 70. $6, it is said of the Athenians, jy & dpa 

kai Tov meipa ohadaow. For the verbal explanation and construction, 
see N. on that. passage. —— ovcovv—aéiovrres were unwilling. This 

participle has the same construction as roApavres. modw follows 

OTEpiokety. dperns. S. § 200. 8. épavoy. This word properly 

signifies an entertainment to which each partaker contributes a share, 
something like our picknicks. Cf. Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 398. In this 

place it refers to the joint contribution of their most valuable offering, 

viz. their lives. 

2. yap introduces an explanation of xkd\A\corov epavov. —- idia is 
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opposed to xow7. ovx—padroy, ddX. The force of these particles 
in this connection is thus shown by Kuhn. (Jelf’s edit. § 778. Obs. 5), 
obdx (i. e. od Todrov) €v G Keivrar pGAXAov (SC. i) exeivor, ev @ H SdEa 

avray Karadeirerat, i. ©. 7) macay THY ynv), GAA’ ev @ 7 SdEa adray dei- 

pynoros KataNelmerat (SC. padAov 7) Todrov, év @ Keivrat). 7 Oda... 

karaXeirera, their glory is preserved in everlasting remembrance for 

every occasion which may offer itself, both of word and deed, i. e. for 

every occasion in which their praise may be celebrated by words or 

actions. mapa r@ xaip@ depends on karadeimerat. 
3. €v TH pi) mpoonKxovon (sc. yz), in a foreign land ; literally, in a 

land not belonging to them. dypadhos pynpn—ris yvapuns paddor 7) 

tov épyov, the unwritten memorial of the mind rather than of the 
monument, i. e. that which is engraved upon the mind rather than 
upon the monument. 

4. wepropagse. See N. on I. 24. $6. 
5. ov yap....Biov, for not the unfortunate have the justest reason 

to be lavish of their lives. Bloomf. well remarks that ‘this is a preoc- 
cupation by the speaker of an argument on the part of the rich, name- 

ly, that they, having the means for enjoyment, ought not to hazard 

themselves in war but leave it to the poor, who have not such; and 

who therefore, having nothing to lose, may and do run all hazards.” 

Biov is the separative genitive, the idea being that of parting with life. 

Cf. C. §§ 847, 348.  €vavtia petraBorn, @ change to the opposite, 
i. e. from prosperous to adverse fortune. ért xivOuveverar, 73 yet 

— at hazard = is yet to be feared. —— peyada ra diadpéeporra (cf. I. 70. 
§ 1), the changes would be great, inasmuch as they would pass from a 

state of affluence into one of privation and hardship. . 

6. &y rm....Kdkaors, misery connected with cowardice as its result. 

Some take pera in the sense of after, and refer padaxioSjvat to the 

giving way in battle. In all the editions before me except Dindorf’s 

and Kriiger’s, the words & ro or pera rod are marked as suspicious. 

There seems to be no conceivable use for both these expressions, and 
I must believe with Arnold, that €y rt» has crept in from the margin, 

where it was placed to explain pera roi. 

struct: hy 6 dvaicSnros Sdvaros yryvopevos Gua pera powns Kal Kos, 
for dua is to be taken with the preceding words, and not as though 

written yryvdpevos cat dua dvaioSnros, and moreover almost unfelt, 

which is Bloomfield’s interpretation. 

v....Savatos. Con- 
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CHAPTER XLIV. 

The speaker would rather comfort the parents of the deceased than lewail their fate, for 
fortunate are those who die, as have the sons of these, the most glorious of deaths (§ 1); 

it is difficult however to impart consolation to those, who will continually see others in 

the enjoyment of the good fortune in which they once rejoiced (§ 2); some may hcpe to 
forget their present sorrows in new duties and affections, and in the further increase of 
their families assuage their own grief and benefit the state by preventing its depopulation 
(§ 8); those, whose age forbids this hope, should solace themselves by the remembrance 
of past enjoyment, and let the glory of their departed sons brighten the short space of 

their existence which still remains (§ 4). 

1. dudrep, wherefore, introduces a general deduction from the re- 

marks made in the preceding chapter. roxeas is a poetic word, 

although found in the Attic prose writers. Cf. Xen. Mem. IT: 8. § 33. 

bcou mapecre—eniatavra. Notice the change from the second person 

to the third. émioravra tpapertes, they know that they were born 
(i. e. that such was the condition of their birth). See N. on I. 69. § 5. 

To 8 eituyes (= 7 & edrvyia. Mt. § 269.1). Supply rodro dy, as 

conforming to the preceding construction in émicravrac rpaerrtes. 

Arnold says that the abstract term ré edruxés is defined by the con- 

crete ot dy—Adyaowy, a confusion between two modes of expression 

rovrous S€ evtvyels eivat, ot dy—Adxwow, and rd & evrvyxés, TO THs Ev- 

mpereotarns Aaxeiv. evmpereatarns is to be referred to Avmns as 

well as to reAevrqs. Render then: (and know) that they are fortu- 

nate, whose lot it is like these, to have the most glorious end, and like 
you, the most honorable grief. ois refers to the same persons as of 

dy, and depends on Bios. The sentence may be rendered literally, © 

whose life in like manner has been measured out to be happy in and 

to die in = whose lot it is to enjoy the same happiness at the moment 

of death which belonged to them in life. Death came to them in the 

full enjoyment of happiness, before they had endured the griefs and 

afflictions to which a longer period of life might have exposed them. 

So Arnold gives the sense: the duration of whose life has been com- 

mensurate with that of their happiness. Poppo in his Suppl. Adnot. 

p- 169, cites the interpretation of Wex. (de difficilioribus aliquot Salustii 

atque Thucydidis dictis, p. 15), “quorum vita ita aptata est (quorum 

vita ita congruit) ut, in guo felices essent (patrie defendends munere) 

in eodem vitam finirent. 

2. xaderov pev ov, x. t. A. I know that it will be difficult (oida 

sv. See N. on I. 76. § 1) to persuade jyou to be happy] in respect to 
those, the remembrance of whom, ete. umn... .apatpe37, and sor 
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row arises not from the loss of those things of whose value we have had 
no experience, but from that of which we are deprived after having 

tested its worth ; literally, sorrow arises not on account of those good 

things of which we may be deprived not having yet tried (their worth), 

but from that, etc. dyaSa@y is put in the relative clause by attraction. 

See N. on I. 83. § 2. , 
8. é€Amidt depends on xaprepeiv, through hope, or in hope, as de- 

noting the ground or occasion of the state of mind expressed in the 

verb. ois refers to tuas the omitted subject. of xaprepeiv. 
TéeKVOOLY TroLeio Sat = Texvororey in dependence on Aria. S. § 222. 6. 

Tav ovK ovtav, Of the departed. AjSn (= cause of forgetful- 
NES88) of emvyvyvépevor (sc. waides). An abstract or concrete predicate 

denoting a thing, often disagrees with the subject both in gender and 

number. Cf. Jelf’s Kihn. § 382, 1. dogadeia is a varied con- 
struction for ek ts dadadeias. The subject of Evvoice: is rb réxvwow 

moteiosat. So Poppo, Bloomf., and others: ol... .Kiwoduvevoow, 

who do not hazard equally with the others their children (= who have 

no children as others to hazard) by exposing them to danger. ; 

4. mapnBnxare, are past their prime, are growing old, perf. of mapn- 
Bao. Tov Te....Hyeiose, consider the greater part of your life, in 

which you have been fortunate (S. § 182), as gain. révoe, i. e. the 

remainder of life. éceo%at depends on 7yeioSe. KoupileoSe, 
be relieved (literally be lightened) of your grief. év....7Atklas, in 
the infirmity of age. 

padAov répret, d\AG Td TiGoZar padAov réprret. 

X , rahe > cy , 
TO Kepoatvety. es -Tipag sat = ov TO Kepdaivett 

CHAPTER XLV. 

The sons and brothers of the deceased should be emulous of the glory of their friends, and 
remember how arduous is their task to equal the fame of those whom envy no longer 
injures (§ 1); those who are reduced to widowhood should not be deficient in the pecu- 
liar excellence of their sex, and should avoid as much as possible notoriety either for _ 

good or for evil (§ 2). 

1. wai....adpeote. ‘ Usitatior ordo verborum erat rots ra:ci 

8’ ad ravde, doo mdapeote, ut c. 44. init. rods ravde viv roKéas, door 

mdpeore. Nune ad ravde repetendum aides, et ad matoi propter 

articulum omissum supplendum tyiv. Itaque vulgari modo et, plene 
ita scribendum erat: dco & ad ravde mapecte raides 7) adeAGoi, tpt» 

6p6.” Poppo. rov ayava. What this contest is the speaker 

goes on to explain, and hence the following sentence commences 
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with yap (explicantis). tov ovk dvra. See N. on Il. 44, § 3. — 

KaS tmepBornv dperns, by a superabundance of virtue. dperis is here 

taken, says Bloomfield, in a general sense to denote whatever is praise- 

worthy or meritorious. —— dAX’ drly@ xeipous, but (even) somewhat 

inferior. tois (aot is the dat. incommodi. mpos TO avtTurdor, 

Jor (= exercised towards) an adversary. The simple idea is that men 

will envy their competitors as long as they live. —— pi éuroday, not 

eing in the way = when they are dead. 
2. doa refers to yuvatxeias by what is called constructio xara 

aiveow. See N. on I. 136. $1. tis—trapxovens dicews. Arnold 

and others refer this to the virtue of affectionateness, but Bloomfield, 

in my judgment, more correetly understands by it chastity, the great 

virtue of the female sex. js refers to yuvacxds implied in deat. 

The relative is used in an indefinite sense. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 819. p. 

Render then, of whom there may be as little as possible said among 

men, either for good or for evil, khéos = yyn. 

CHAPTER XLVI. 

Fiaying now performed the duty which custom has demanded, the speaker announces that 
provision is made for the maintenance and education of the children of the deceased, and 

closes with a brief request, that all shall retire after this expression of their grief ($$ 1, 2). 

1. uot is the dative of the agent. C. § 417. Ady@ is added 
to eipyrat, on account of the antithetic éoy@ which follows. Ta 
pev—ra Sé, partly—partly. O. § 441. péexpe WBns, until man- 

hood, i. e. according to the Schol., when they were eighteen years of 

age. roiade refers to the deceased, and rots Aeuropéevors to their 

surviving children. So Dobr. cited by Poppo (Suppl. Adnot.). —— 

dyavev depends on orédavoy. ois—roiade = wherever—there. 
ois is a sort of dat. commodi after xeirat. 

2. viv....damtre, but now having ceased bewailing each hie relative 
(év mpoonkes Exagros) depart. 
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CHAPTERS XLVII—LIY. 

The description of the plague at Athens, contained in these chapters, is 
no less celebrated as a master-piece of its kind, than the funeral oration 
which it so immediately follows. The subjects are diverse, yet the historian 
shows himself a master of the tender and pathetic no less than of the ener- 
getic and sublime. The origin, progress, and results of this dreadful scourge, 
are detailed in a style singularly clear, chaste, and simple. We seem to be 
at once transported to the crowded city, to stand amidst the dead and 
dying, to hear the groans of the sufferers, and to watch the sure progress 
of the disease to its fatal termination. We turn away with disgust from 
the selfishness and coward fear, which leave the nearest and dearest friends 

to die alone; and we are horror-stricken at the excesses in which, with 
death before their eyes, they so recklessly and wickedly indulge. So dis- 
tinctly and impressively are these and other circumstances of the calamity 
related, that no one who has once read it with care, will ever forget its soul- 
harrowing and sickening details. Even to the man of gray hairs, the PLacur 
or ATHENS, as a college exercise unique and interesting, comes up witha 
freshness and vividness, which is true of no other subject in his whole 
course of study. Something of this may be attributed to its extreme diffi- 
culty, but more, I apprehend, to its power to engrave indelibly upon the 
youthful mind the horrors of the dreadful scourge, and the scenes of suf- 
fering which it produced. 

CHAPTER XLVII. 

The first year of the war closes with the funeral solemnities just related (§ 1); in the be 
ginning of the spring, the Peloponnesians make another irruption into Attica and lay 
waste the country ($ 2); not long afterwards the plague commences its ravages, against 
which no human aid is efficacious, and supplications at the temples and other religicus 

observances prove alike vain and useless (§§ 3, 4). 

1. TcAomovvnciot....épn = Trav TWedorovynciov....pépn. As it 

_now stands, ra Sv0 pépyn (two thirds. Of. II. 10. § 2) is in apposition 
with the preceding nominative. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 478; C. § 360. 3. 

See N. also on I. 89. § 3 (end). ; 
3. dvrav.... Arrixn, and when they had not been many days yet in 

Attica. i vocos, the pestilence. The article is added because this 

plague was so well known. —— Aeydpevov. It is better (with Poppo 

and Kriig. after Camerarius) to take this in an absolute sense (as eipn- 

peévoy, I, 140. § 2), than to refer it with the older critics to véonpa con- 
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tained in vécos (cf. C. § 453. 8), or to the idea in general denoted by 

the word thing. ovrws is to be constructed after yevéoSat, in the 
sense of to such a degree, by the force of the preceding rocoiros. 

4, ovre....dyvoia, for the physicians could furnish no assistance 
when first through ignorance (of the disease) they attempted to effect 

~acure. There are other ways of translating this sentence, the most 
usual of which is to construct the participle with the verb (8. § 225. 8), 

Jor the physicians were unable at first to furnish any remedy through 

ignorance of the disease. This implies that afterwards the physicians 

so understood the disease, as to cure those who were afflicted with it, 

which was notso. But the explanation, which I have adopted after 

Goel., implies that the physicians, when they became aware of the 

unyielding malignity of the disease, gave up and did not pretend to 

any ability to prescribe for it, Indeed most of them, as appears from 

the following context, fell victims to their professional duty of attend- 

ance upon the sick. d0@ =TocovT@ dow. See N. on I. 68.§ 2 
(end). réxyn (sc. #pxer). The Schol. adds oiov pavrixn, ém@dn, in 

reference to which Poppo says, “ huc fortasse ars musica referenda,” 

The explanation of the Schol. would suit better the words pavreias 

Kat Tois totovros Which follow. doa Te....ikerevoav, whatever 

supplications they offered at the temples. éca to which mavra refers 

is properly an accusative synecdochical. pavteiats (Poppo and 
Kriig. pavreiows), prophesyings. If rois rovovros (such like things) 

refers to incantations, as is generally supposed, the indefiniteness with 
which it is referred to, shows that Thucydides had very little confi- 

dence in them. Of. N. on II. 8. $3. Tedevtavtes, at last, finally. 

K. $3812. R. 3. B. avtav amréctnaay, they abstained from these 

things. The reason is contained in t76 Tod kaxod vikapevot. 

CHAPTER XLVIII. 

The local origin of the plague is said to have been in Aithiopia, whence it pervaded the 
greater part of the Persian dominions, and suddenly appeared at Athens in the Piraeus 

and afterwards in the upper city (§§ 1, 2); the historian, having himself been sick with 

it and witnessed its effects on others, expresses his intention to relate merely tue manner 

of its attack, leaving it for others to investigate its origin, and the cause of its being able 
to produce such an entire change in the human body (§§ 3, 4). 

1. ris iwep Alyimrov, the part lying above Egypt, i. e. the region 
of country now called Nubia, Sennaar, including a part of Abyssinia. 

xareBn is here tropically used of an inanimate subject. Bas 

tiv moAAny, the greatest part. K. § 246. 8. ¢. videws of Persia. 
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2. évérece is an expression of common use, to denote the sudden 

breaking out or attack of malignant diseases. aro, it attacked. 
S. $192. 1. —— Gore refers back to éfarwaies. és Ta Gpeara, 
into the cisterns or water-tanks used for receiving and containing the 

rain-water, as appears from the explanatory sentence which follows. 

avrésu, i. e. in the Pirzus. és ty dv@ modu, into the upper 

city, so called in distinction from 4 xdra adds, the lower city, or that 
which was built upon the plain. TOMAA@ paddov, in far greater 

numbers than when it was confined to the Pirsous. 

8. avrod, i.e. the disease. @s exaotos yryvacke, each as he 
thinks. See N. on II. 21. § 38. ad’....avrd, from what cause tt 
most likely arose = what was its probable cause. This is a substantive 
clause depending upon Aeyérw, as does also ras arias. - peraBodrns 

depends on dotiwas in the sense, which in so great a change. Poppo 

says that the sentence written in full would be: kai ras airias (sc. 

Aeyérw) dotivas ixavas airias tocavtns petaBodjs vopife eiva. But 

the government of peraBodjs is less natural in this mode of construc- 

tion. dvvapy follows cyeiv which depends upon ikavas (S. § 222. 

6). ag’ vy depends in construction upon ratra (sc. ra onpeia) 

doce. paduor av....ayvoeiy = may not be wholly ignorant of 

the disease (in consequence of) having some previous knowledge (re 

mpoeidas) Of it. The optative here depends on a future verb (dnAac@), 
and denotes a conditional supposition or conjecture. Of. K. § 338. 6. 

CHAPTER XLIX. 

The season in which the plague broke out was in all respects healthy (§ 1); the disorder 
first showed itself in the head, which became violently heated, the eyes being inflamed, 
after which the gullet and tongue became affected and fetid to a great degree (§ 2); this 
was followed by sneezing and hoarseness, and soon the disease descended into the breast 
and stomach, and produced vomitings and bilious discharges with great suffering (§.3); 
hiccoughs, convulsions, and spasms of longer or shorter duration then followed (§ 4); the 

skin was not hot to the touch, but livid, and covered with small pimples and sores; 
internally, however, the heat was so great that the slightest'covering of the body could not 

be endured, and many threw themselves into wells to quench their raging thirst (§ 5); 
the patients were also restless and wakeful, yet retained their strength in a great degree, 
until the crisis of the disease, which was in nine or seven days; if they escaped this, 
the malady passing down to their bowels produced there ulcerations and diarrhcea which 
carried them off (§ 6); for the disease beginning with the head passed through the 
whole system, and left its marks in the very extremities of the body, and some whe 

survived it were in a state cf utter forgetfulness (§§ 7, 8). 

1. yap often commences a narration, the subject of which has been 

previously introduced to the reader’s attention. In such cases it may 
™~ 
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be rendered now. See N. on I. 4. $1. éx travrav, above all. See 

N. on I. 120. $1. dvooov, free from sickness, healthy. és, in 

respect to. érvyxavev dv. S. § 225. 8. és ToUTO mdyTa ameKpi- 

‘Sy, every illness determined in this. The English expression, ‘a de- 

termination of blood to the head,” as Arnold remarks, appears very 

nearly to correspond to this passage. 

2. rods & drovs, the others, i. e. those who were not ill of other 

diseases, when they were seized with this malady. am ovdepias 
spopdaceas, from no apparent cause. Ta evrds, within = the in- 

ternal parts, referring, as is evident from what follows, to the mouth. 

dromov kat duvaddes, disagreeable and fetid ; or perhaps better, 

strange and fetid, i. e. fetid to an unusual degree. So Arnold. 

3. pera Bnxds icyvpod, with a violent cough. OMOTE. +e 

arnpiéa, when it had fixed itself (= settled) in the stomach. See N. 
on I, 49. § 8 (init.). avéotpepé te aitny, it disturbed it (i. e. the 

stomach); literally, turned it upside down. dmokaSdpoets.... 

énjecayv, and that which (literally, all those which) is called by physi- 

cians, discharges of bile, supervened (by the vomiting). 

4. AdyE—kern, a hiccough. This is not an unusual consequence of 

the straining and irritation produced by excessive vomitings. Arnold 

takes Adyé in the sense of retching, and ArvyE Key of ineffectual 
retching, when nothing is brought off from the stomach. peta 

ravta, immediately. So the Schol. Opposed to this is woAA@ vorepoy 

in the next clause. 

5. ra pev tEw%ev (externally) stands opposed to ra dé évrés infra. 

drropev@ (SC. adtov), to one touching it (= if any one touched 

it. Mt. § 388. 6) externally. This of course refers to Seppo alone, 
since xAwpov refers to the sense of sight. pn® (for pyr’) addo re 

7) (SC. dvres) yupvoi, nor any thing else than being naked (= nor being 

otherwise than naked). yvpvoi is here put in the nominative mascu- 

line because, as Arnold remarks, ra S€ évrds ovrws éexdero = Ta évrds 

ovrws éxdovro (SC. of Kdpvoyres), and the adjective is put in the case 

in which the omitted subject of the infinitive has thus virtually ap- 

peared. qovora....pintew, and would most gladly have thrown 

(4v—pirrev =eppimtov av, sc. ef ASvvavro. K. § 341. R. 1) themselves 

into cold water. Instead of the protasis ei 7dvvavro, Poppo would 
supply «i jpedouvro from the following context. 

from the following verb. Of. K. § 346. 2. d. Kal €V....70TOY, 
and it was the same thing (i.e. equally unavailing), whether they 
drank much or little ; literally, more copious or diminished draughts 
tended to the same result. 

6. rov pi jovxdgew is epexegetical of 4 dmopia, the impossibility 

TOUTO, SC. €dpacay 
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of composing themselves ; literally, the not knowing what to do on ac- 
count of their inability to rest. x is not here to. be referred to tha 

py after a word denoting a negative idea (see N. on I. 10. $1), for the 

reason that the clause is separate and explanatory. OoovmTep.s... 

dxpatot, as long as the disease was at its height. In adverbial sen- 

tences the temporal adverb is followed by the optative, when that 

which is said is something merely imagined or thought of. Tapa 

ddEav, beyond expectation. duePeipovro—imd rod evrds Kavparos, 

died of the internal heat (i. e. the fever). eve €xovTés TL Ouvdpews, 

while they yet had (see Notes on I. 18.§6; 51. § 4) some strength. 

This clause belongs to dsepSeiporro. diadiyouey that crisis. —— 
axparov, excessive, violent, ——~ &v¢ avry refers to ryv KotAiar. 

aitny, i, e. the diarrhaa. 
7. yap introduces the reason why the disorder was said to descend 

(emumurrovens, § 6) into the bowels. ro—xaxov is the subject of 
OveEner. idpusev, being seated, an expression often employed when 

a disease remains settled in some part of the body. —— peyiorov 

dangers. Tav....emeonpawe, its seizure of the extremities left its 
mark, This refers at’rod tosrod xaxod. Kriiger, however, refers it to 

ris, and makes it depend on dxparnpior. yé, 1. e. however the 
patient may have lived through the greatest dangers, the thing here 

spoken of at least happened. 

8. xaréoxnmre. This word happily expresses the violence and 

rapidity of the attack, it being used of the descent of lightning, 

storms, ete. aidota. The parts of the body are often put without 

the article. Krig. eiat & of kai trav dp%akpar, and some were 
deprived even of their eyes. dvactavras, i. e. when they recovered 
(literally, v0se up) from the disease. Trav mavrey limits Ayn. 

- - 

CHAPTER L. 

That this disease was different from all other maladies is seen in the fact, that neither 
birds nor beasts preyed on the unburied corpses, or if they did they perished (§ 1), a 
proof of which was the disappearance of the birds of prey, and especially of the dogs (§ 2). 

1. xKpetrooy Adyou, exceeding description, greater than can be de 
scribed. K. § 823. 6; O. § 4638. 1. —— 1d ei8os tis vou, the kind 
of the disease. Ta te....gvaw, and in other respects more griev 

ous than human nature can endure ; literally, than is proportionate te 
human nature. ev rode is explained in ra yap dpvea k. T. A. 

ednkwoe—édv, showed itself to be. See N. on I. 11. $38. 
rav Evvrodpor, the ordinary (diseases), —— dmrerar = devour, feed 
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upon. Tokay ardbov yryvopévar, although (see N. cn I. 7. $1) 
there were many unburied corpses. i) yevodpeva SiePeipero, or if 

(see N. on I. 71. § 6) they tasted (of the dead bodies) they perished, 

2. Texpnpioy is not, as some think, a predicate nominative, but is a 
proposition by itself, as in Il. 39. § 2, where Dindorf puts a colon after 

it, as he should have done in this place. 

birds of prey referred to in the preceding section. 

ovdev = “rept ta araha copara.” Jacobs. aioSnow....amoBaie 

vovros, furnished a full understanding of the affair, i. e. showed that 

death was the resuit of eating the dead bodies. Some render, made 

the event observable, i.e. brought the thing more to the attention of 

men. 

, > 4, ° 

TOLOUT@Y OpVis@Y, 1. eC. 

mepl ToLovTOY 

CHAPTER LI. 

Such was the nature of the disease in which all other disorders terminated, and for which nce 

certain or universal remedy could be found, and against which no constitution could bear 

up (§§ 1-8); an excessive depression of spirits also attended the malady from its first 
commencement, and caused the patient to give up without a struggle (§ 4); the infection 

which resulted from attendance upon the sick increased the mortality, for either through 

fear of this they were not visited, or if any ventured to approach them, they in turn 

became the victims of the disease, which was the fate of the more virtuous and compas- 

sionate (§ 5); much care and attention was, however, bestowed upon the sick by those 
who had recovered from the plague, since they knew by experience its dreadful nature, 
and were not afraid of its recurrence, because it never attacked the same person twice 

(§ 6). 

1.. rapadurdv7t = to pass by. This dative may be constructed after 

rowovrov fv, as the dat. commodi. O. 410. arorias, of an wnusuat 

nature. ervyxave—yryvopevov, happened to be. mpos €Tepov 

belongs to duadepdvras, érépm (= €) being in apposition with éxdorg. 

kai G\Xo....€redevra. This is an explanatory repetition of what 

was said II. 49. § 1, although that seems to refer to the time immedi- 

ately preceding the pestilence, and this to the time when it was raging. 
2. as eimetv, so to speak (S. § 228.8), is to be constructed with 

TO....€Bdranre, for that which relieved one injured év te ovdev. 

another. 
8. cdpua....avrd, no body showed itself strong enough for it (i. e. 

the disease). This is explained still further by ioyvos aépu (i. e. mepi 
isxyvos) i) doSeveias. For the construction ef dv—édrepavn, see N. on 
I. 2. § 1. mavra, SC. Ta Oopara. maon Swairn refers not only 

to proper food, but to the care and attention proper to be bestowed 

upon the sick. 
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4. dewéraroy. The subject being an inanimate thing, the adjective 

in the predicate is put in the neuter. S. § 157. ¢. aSvupia, dejec- 

tion, anwiety. aigSotro Kapver, perceived that he was sick with it. 

See N. on I. 26. § 3. For the use of the optative, see N. on I. 49. $1 

(init.). mpotevta aas avtovs, gave themselves up (to the disease), 

—— €repos....€2moxov, filled with infection one from the care of 
another, they died like sheep. dvantprdapevor. “This a favorite term 

of Plato to express defilement or pollution, from the notion of a body 
overloaded or surfeited with food, and so becoming disordered or un- 

sound. Thus Thucydides seems to use it as signifying, becoming fully 

charged with infection.” Arnold. Tovro, i. e. the contagious na- 

ture of the disease. 

5. Sedidres, through fear. épnuot = for want of care. The 

subject is dvSpemo understood, referring to the sick persons. 

apetis Te petamovovpevor, those who made any pretensions to virtue (C. 

§ 873.1). I prefer with the Schol. to take dperj here in the sense of 

pitavSporia kai dyarn. So Kriger understands it, although Bauer 

and Haack attach to it the sense of firmness. 

tending upon) denotes the manner in which jdpeiSouv char airav. See 

Ns. on I. 38. § 1; IL. 84. § 4. Tas d\oupoes Tav aroyryvoyevav 
—et<cxapvoy, grew weary of the moans of the dying. The naturalness 

and exquisite pathos. of this passage are such, that I cannot bring 

myself to adopt the sense given by some, were tired out with lament- 

ing for the dying. Besides it seems strange, if this latter meaning is 

the true one, that the dying rather than the dead should be the subject 
of lamentation. rds ddopipoes is what Kuhn. (Jelf’s edit. $ 549. ¢) 
calls the accusative of equivalent notion. ToAXod, vast, huge. 

6. d€ duas of Siawehevydres, but notwithstanding [that the sick 

were deserted by their relatives] yet those who had escaped (death 

from the disorder). Arnold supplies the ellipsis and paraphrases thus: 

“Still, whatever were the particular instances of intrepid humanity, 

visiting the sick and dying without any consideration of its own 

safety, yet the sufferers met with the liveliest compassion and the 

greatest attention, from those who had themselves had the plague, 

and had recovered from it.” Tov movovpevov. So we speak of one 
laboring under a disease. did... .etvar, because they had experi- 
enced [the disease] and were of good courage as to their safety. These 

persons had two essential qualifications for visiting and taking care of 

the sick, viz. sympathy in their sufferings, znd freedom from all fear | 

of personal exposure. The reason for the last is contained in the next 
sentence beginning with yap (explicantis). Trav aay, i. e. both* 

the well and sick. TO Tapuxphpa meptyapel, in excessive joy of the 

€ 
OL 

eotdvres (= in at- 
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present. —— pnd ....d:apSapyjvat, that they would never herexfter be 

_ destroyed by any other disease. They supposed that as they had battled 

successfully with this terrible malady, their bodies would yield to no 

other disease to which they might be exposed. They did not there- 

fore suppose that they should never again be afflicted with any sick- 

ness, much less that they should never die, but simply that they 

‘should outlive every disease and die of old age. 

CHAPTER LII. 

I'he accession of the country people added to the calamity, for having no place to lodge 
except in crowded huts, they died one upon another, and were rolling abont in the streets 

and around the fountains (§$§ 1, 2); the temples also were full of corpses, the calamity 

having reached to such a height, as to render all regardless alike of things sacred or profane 
(§ 8); sepulchral laws and usages were violated, the survivors burying where and in 
whatever way they could, and oftentimes for want of necessaries in an indecorous man- 
ner, using funeral piles erected for others, or throwing their dead upon one on which a 

corpse was already burning (§ 4). 

1. mpds, in addition to. 7...-aypov. The article is omitted 

before the attributive, where it is placed after a noun denoting action 

in the abstract. Of. K. § 245. R. 2. ovx Hoocov = most especially. 

2. oixiav yap ovx timapyoveay. Of, II. 17. § 8. 

in the midst of summer. ovdevi Koou@ = Tavu dkdopes. Jacobs. 
These words are constructed by Haack with dsa:rrapéver, but it is bet- 

ter to refer them to 6 d3dpos éyiyvero, which gives a sense still further 
explained by the following context. vexpol....exewrTo. Jacobs, 

with the approbation of the best. critics, thus constructs this sentence: 

“27? GdAnAols amoSvyoKovres ExewvTo vexpoi, Ut vexpot consequens sit 
vocabulis ém ddAndats droSvycKortes.” exadtvdovrto, lay rolling 

about, being too weak to walk or stand. npusynres, half dead. 

Tov vdaros émSupia contains the reason why they lay around 
the fountains, and is not therefore to be constructed with jyidv7res. 

3. avtov, i. e. in the temples. évarotynakdvreav (SC. dv3parav) 

is the genitive absolute. ovk....yevovrat, “not knowing what to 
have recourse to.” Bloomf., whom Arnold cites approvingly. But not 
knowing what was to become of them appears to me a better render- 

ing. Of. Mt. § 488. 5. iepav kai doiwv. See N. on I. 71. § 6. 
4. yxas refers here to the disposal of the dead bodies, which from 

the following context appears to have been by burning. Why the 

epithet dva:oxivrovs is added to Sijxas is seen in emi mupas yap k. T. As 
dia... -chioww, on account of so many previous deaths in their 

Spa €rovs, i. e. 
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Samilies (chiow), or because so many of their friends had already 
died. pSdcavres Tovs mycavras, anticipating those who were rais- 

ing the pile. dv hépoev, “which they happened to be carrying.” 
‘Arnold, Cf. C. § 606. 

CHAPTER LITII. 

Many other acts of licentiousness resulted from the pestilence, men being desirous, from 
the sudden changes of fortune which they saw, and the precarious tenure of their own 
lives, to enjoy the present to the highest degree possible (§$ 1, 2); no labor or pursuit 
for the attainment of any useful or honorable object was engaged in, pleasure being the 
ruling principle of action (§ 3); neither the fear of the gods nor human laws had any 
restraining influence, since it appeared that those who reverenced the gods were no safer 
than others from the plague, and each expected death before he could be convicted of his 

misdemeanors at a civil tribunal, such conviction too haying little terror, while a more 
awful calamity was hanging over them (§ 4). 

1. Apée, gave rise to, is followed by dvopias. C. § 850, R. —— 

rida, in other respects than the excesses spoken of at the close of the 

preceding chapter. éréApa by the force of the antithetic dzexpv- 

mrero refers to open daring. pry—roetv. See N. on I. 10. $1 (end). 

Some critics erroneously: construct xa’ 7Sorny (cf. Il. 87. § 2) with 

eroApa. ayxiatpopoy, sudden. dpayres refers to ris taken col- 

lectively. Tay tT evdoarpovey depends on thy peraBorny. Takel- 

vey, i. e. the possessions of the rich. 

2. Sore has here the ecbatic sense. See N. on I. 65. § 1. mpdsy 
having reference to. iyyovpevo. Genotes the cause (see N. on I. 9. 

§ 4) of their desire for immediate and unrestrained enjoyment. 

3. ro pev....7v, no one was zealous to labor after that which was 
esteemed honorable. mpoaradairapeiv takes the article by way of em- 

phasis, ro being used, although the infinitive regarded as a substantive 

depending upon mpdéSupos, should properly have taken rov. Of. K. 

§ 308. R. 1; Mt. § 548. Obs. 2. +o ddéavrt xad@ is the dat. commodi. 

adnrov vopifev ei, regarding it uncertain whether. Of. the Lat. 
nescire an. 6,rc refers forward to rovro, and is the subject of jy» 
understood. non, the present moment. This word has undergone 

various readings, 74e: or 75 being found in all the older editions. —— 

r) és avd kepdadeov, whatever ministered to this (i. e. 78v); or if with 
Poppo (cf. Mt. § 283) we refer the article to és aird, profitable as far 

us this (i. e. 480) was concerned, 
4, ro pev is constructed by Poppo in dependence on o¢Bew, and 

referring to ré Sefov implied in Seay PéBos. Some refer rd pev to 
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oeBew kat pi (sc. o¢Bew). -—— kpivovres is a nominative absolute, the 

construction being carried on as though Seav Pd8q@ 7) aSparev vino 
ovdert dmeipyovro had preceded. Cf. Mt. § 562. 1. tav de dyap- 
tnpdtrev depends on ry tipepiay dvridovva, to be punished for his 

offences ; literally, to pay the penalty, to give satisfaction, the punish- 

ment being considered in the light of a debt due from the offender. 
~—— ovdeis edmifwy has the same construction as xpivorres. pexpe 
...-Btovs. The order is: Brovs péxpe rod Sixny yeverSar. dvr.6o0- 
a. depends on €Arifav. peilo, SC. Tiwpiay. emikpepaoSnvat 
depends on xkpiver or vopitey, to be supplied from éAmi¢@y upon which 

the verb properly depends, but the sense of which without modifica- 

tion would be inappropriate here. iv mpw éeureceiv, before it fell. 
A similar effect upon the morals was witnessed in the great plague of 

Milan in 1680. Cf. Lond. Quart. Rev. Oct. 1844. 

CHAPTER LIV. 

The Athenians in their affliction remember an old prediction, which had been quite obscure, 
but now seemed to be made clear by the calamity (§§ 1-3); they also call to mind the 

oracle given to the Lacedemonians, in which the god had promised to be on their side 
(§ 4); the severity with which the pestilence fell on Athens, and the exemption of Pelo- 
ponnesus from its ravages, seemed to be in keeping with the oracle (§ 5). 

1, rowotT@ pev wd%er—mepurecdvres, having fallen in with such a 

calamity = such @ calamity having come upon them. —— ys. Cf. I. 

21. § 2. 

2. rodde rov érovs, the following oracle. doxovres of mpecBu- 

repo. See N. on dudvdres of orparnyoi, I. 49. § 4. Awptakos médXe- 

pos. In the Peloponnesian war the Dorians were opposed to the 
Tonians. The Schol. says that this verse is drawn from Hom. Il. 1. 

161... In respect to the faith of Thucydides in such things, cf. N. on 

II. 8. § 3. 
8. 2) Noywdy—aAXA Ardy, NOt LOIMOS but LIMos. These words were 

doubtless pronounced very much if not quite alike, and hence were 

confounded, evixnoe. The subject is (rd) eippoSae. emt here 

denotes the ground or occasion of the thing spoken of (cf. K. § 296. 3. 

b), 22 their present condition, i. e. on account of the prevailing disease. 
mpos. See N. on I. 140. $1. THY pynpny emovovvTo, confirm 

their recollection. ovtas, i.e. Aysds. The keen sarcasm of this 
passage is obvious, and helps to show in what estimation such things 

were held by Thucydides. 

* 4, rois eiddow, to those who knew it. dre = rt. See N. on 
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Il. 23. $1. 
Cf I. 118. § 3. 

5. ra....eivar, they conjectured that the things which took place 
(i.e. the pestilence) corresponded with it. d<, for, slightly intro- 
duces the clause in which it stands as confirmatory of what precedes. 
b,rt Gov Kal cimeiy = in any respect worthy of being mentioned. Ar- 
aold cites as equivalent in signification, 6,rz cai déudAoyov, IV. 48. In 

_tespect to the weakening force of xai, ef. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 760. 3. 6. —— 
eveveiwato* karépaye. Schol. A most expressive term to represent 
vhe sudden and overwhelming calamity. 

avrots refers to the Lacedeemonians, and limits dveiXe. 

CHAPTER LYV. 

\s Peloponnesians, after ravaging the plain, pass into the territory of Paralus, and thero 
lay waste the country (§ 1); but Pericles still adheres to his opinion, that the Athenians 
shcald hazard no general engagement (§ 2). 

1, €repov rd mediov. Of. II. 47. § 2. Ildpadov. The invading 
urmy took a circuit north of Athens, and passing between Hymettus 

and the more northern mountains, marched south through Mesogea 

into Paralia, as far as Laurium in its most southern extremity. It was 

a bolé movement thus to place Athens in the rear, and we have no 

other instance recorded in which this was done. od... . ASnvaioss 
shows the reason why this movement was made. The Peloponne- 

sians hoped to draw out the Athenians from their city to defend these 
mines. mpés, towards, K. § 208. III. 1. a. 

2. xal tére, then also, as well as in the year of the first invasion 

Tepi.... ASnvaiovs follows yvepny in con- (@omep....€aBod7). 

struction. 

CHAPTER LVI. 

Previous to the advance of the Lacedemonians into the maritime district, Pericles fitted out 

100 ships to sail around Peloponnesus ($1); the fleet sets sail while the Lacedzemonians 
are in Paralia (§§ 2,3); with the armament the Athenians proceed to Epidaurus, and 
ravage the territory but are unable to take the place (§ 4); thence departing they ravage 
other towns on the Peloponnesian coast, and having taken and sacked Prasiw, they return 
to Athens (§§ 5-7). 

1. & 8 atray—évror, but while they were yet. See N. on I. 18. 
8 6. —— mpiv—eddeiv. S. § 2238.3. mapeoxevatero refers to Peri- 

eles. éroipa. See N. on Il. 8. § 4, 
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2. &v vavoly immayayois, in cavalry-transports. ——- rparov rér: iz 
respect to the Athenians, for the Persians sent horsemen by sea with 

Dates and Artaphernes. vavolv is the dative of accompaniment. 
8. § 206. 5. 

3. dre dé dvyyero x. tr. r. The fleet must have been fitted out with 
great dispatch, as the Peloponnesians were in all only forty days in 

Attica. Of, II. 57. § 2. év tH mapania, sc. yn. Cf. § 2, where it 
is fully written. Upon this rijs "Arrixjs depends. - See N. on I. 114., 
§ 2 (init.). 

4. ’Enidavpoy refers to the Argolic Epidaurus. Another town 

of the same name lay S. E. of Sparta, near the southern extremity of 

the eastern peninsula of Laconia. Ths yns tTHv modAnt, the greater 

part of the country. Of. Mt. § 320. 8. mpoexapnoe. Bloomf, 
supplies 7 meipa or rd éXciy from the preceding context. So Stephens 

explains od mpoeyapynoev aitois rd édeiv rv rou. Of. IT. 58. $ 2.— 

ye is highly restrictive = notwithstanding in this respect at least they 
did not succeed. 

5. emi%addoowa, maritime places. 

6. Ipacids, Prasie, was situated in the northern part of the Laco- 

nian coast, at the mouth of the river Kani (Zanus), which rises in 

Mount Parnon, and flows north-easterly into the Argolic gulf. It 

seems that the Rihentans assaulted this town on their way home. —— 

yas depends on éreyoy, the action being confined to apart. Cf. Mt. 

§ 823. b; ©. § 366; 8. $191. 1. 

CHAPTER LVII. 

Through fear of the pestilence, which carried off many both in the city and in the arma- 
ment, the Peloponnesians leave Attica sooner than they otherwise would have done, 

having remained, however, longer than they had ever before (§§ 1, 2). 

1. 17 otparia which had gone to ravage the Peloponnesian coast. 

Cf. Il. 56. $1. rovs IleXorovvnciovs is the subject of é&edSeiv. 
tav avropodov. §. §192.N.3. The accusative of the thing 

heard is éru....ei. Sdrrovras—joBavovro. See N. on I. 26. § 3. 

Arnold understands Sdamrovras of the flame and smoke of the funeral 
piles, the word being of general application to any manner of per- 

forming the last rites, whether by interment or burning. But if the 

dead were buried, as some doubtless were, in the outer Ceramicus, the 

interment could: be seen by the scouts of the enemy if not by their 

whole army. This will npg « remark of the Schol. that the 
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Lac2demonians did not attack them (atirods, referring doubtless to the 
persons engaged in the burial rites), because they deemed it impiona 

(doeBes). Saccov, more speedily than they would otherwise have 

done. Diod. XII. 45, says that Pericles effected their departure by 

his expedition against Peloponnesus. 

2. m\etordv te xpdvoyv éevéweway (in the land), Of. II. 28. § 3. 

CHAPTER ‘LVIILI. 

The Athenians undertake an expedition against the Thracian Chalcidians, which arriving al 
Potidea makes great exertions to take it (§1), but in vain, for the pestilence breaking ont 
in the portion of the army which had recently arrived, spread among the troops already 
there and broke down their strength (§ 2); the newly arrived forces therefore return to 
Athens, having lost one fourth of their number (§ 3). 

1. éxpnoaro, had employed. ert modtopxouperny. Of. I. 64. 
adixépevot to Potidea, 

2. agiws qualifies mpodympe: (see N. on II. 56. § 4), and is followed 
by the genitive mapacKevijs. Cf. S. § 200. N. 2; C. § 874. 8. The 

reason of the failure is contained in the next sentence -introduced by 

yap. ToUs mporépouvs otpatimras, i.e. those who had gone out 

with Callias (I. 61. § 1) and Archestratus (I. 57. § 6). dé, out of. 
The reinforcement was probably drawn away from the place, as soon 

as if was found that the other army was becoming infected with the 

disease. Poppioy dé x.7. dr. Of. I. 65. § 3. 

CHAPTER LIX. 

The Athenians oppressed by the double scourge of war and pestilence, change their mirds 
and charge Pericles with being the cause of their misfortunes (§ 1); they even go so fa 
as to send an embassy to the Lacedzemonians offering to make concessions, but effect no 
thing thereby, and in their perplexity inveigh bitterly against Pericles (§ 2); whereupos 

~ he calls an assembly, and in order to calm their irritated feelings and raise their coursge 
eddresses them in a speech (§ 8). 

1. mAAoiwvro ras yrapas, changed their minds. 
2. rov....cixov = they blamed Pericles, cast the blame on Pericles 

-—— @s meicayra, as though he had persuaded. See N. on I. 54. § 1. 

as avrovs.. See N. on I. 81. § 2. ampaxrot éyévovro (SC. ot 

mpeoBeis) = effected nothing. —— ravrayddev....xa%ecrares = being 

w*olly at loss what to do, being in utter perplexity of mind in con- 
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sequence of the difficulties which beset them on every side (avras 
xo%ev). : 

8. mpos ta mapdyta, at the present posture of affairs. xahe- 

maivovras. Of. II. 22. § 1. drayayov....yvauns, by diverting the 

angry current of their feelings. This is more fully expressed in daé 

rav rapévray Seway andyew tiv yrouny, IL. 65.§$1. For rd dpyetcpe 

wov, see N. on 7d peAdoy, I. 42. § 2. 

CHAPTERS LX.—LXIV. 

The speech of Pericles, comprised in these chapters, is a bold and ani- 
mated defence of the policy recommended by him in the prosecution of 
the war. He triumphantly justifies himself from the accusations and *re- 
proaches, which his fellow-citizens, in their distress, were heaping upon 
him, and arouses them to manly courage and endurance by showing the 

_ trivial value of the houses, villas, and luxuries of which they were for a 

time deprived, when compared with liberty, the most inestimable of all 
blessings. In its high-toned and generous sentiments, its profound and 
statesman-like views, its appropriateness to the occasion, which demanded 
something to arouse the courage and cheer the minds of the Athenians, de- 
pressed as they were by invasion without and pestilence within their walls, 
this speech is every way worthy of the great man who pronounced it, and 
who was soon to be removed by death from the government which he 
had so long and ably administered. The excessive brevity of its style ren- 
ders many places obscure, yet the general scope is so clear, that it may be 
readily apprehended, and thus aid is furnished by which the verbal diffi- 
culties may in general be satisfactorily elucidated. 

The oration begins somewhat abruptly, and in the spirte of reproof. 
This however will not appear strange or unsuitable, when the high stand- 
ing and commanding talents of the speaker, and the dejection, timid coun- 
sels, and unworthy conduct of his audience are considered. It would do 
in such a posture of things for him to speak with authority, while others 
would be obliged to employ the language of depre€ation, The position of 
Pericles was not unlike that of the Earl of Chatham, when, inspired with 

patriotism and hatred of oppression, he hurled those terrible bolts of warn- 
ing and reproof upon the heads of the ministry, who were forging the 
chains of slavery for these American colonies. From no other man than 
him, who had so long and ably held the reins of government, would such 
language as he frequently used have been deemed endurable. There is 
therefore nothing inappropriate or unbecoming in the bold and manly com- 

mencement of the speech before vs, but is rather to be regarded as the out. 
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burst. of generous indignation at the fickle, effeminate, and short-sighted 
policy of the Athenians whom he rose to address. 

The general divisions of the speech are not so strongly marked, as in his 
more deliberate orations. He first exculpates himself from the unjust cen- 
sures under which he suffered (chap. 60); he then enters upon a defence 
of his policy, by holding forth the encouraging prospects before them, by 
showing the worthlessness of houses or lands when compared with freedom, 
and by portraying the degradation which would result from submission 
and: defeat (chaps. 61-63); he then recurs to the pestilence as something 
unforeseen, and respecting which no one could be justly blamed, and closes 
with a stirring appeal to the courage, patriotism, and love of glory, which 
should animate the breast of every true Athenian in this great and mo- 
mentous struggle for liberty and dominion (chap. 64). 

CHAPTER LX. 

The speaker commences by frankly acknowledging, that his object in convening the assem- 
bly is to administer reproof for their fault-finding and pusillanimous spirit (§ 1); he lays 

down a political axiom, that to the individual members of a state nothing can be more 
advantageous, than to have the body politic in a prosperous condition (§ 2); every citizen 

’ should aim, therefore, to promote the public welfare, unaffected by private calamities, 
and casting no blame on the adviser of the measures which they have adopted (§ 4); in 

the present instance, their anger is directed against one who is not inferior to them in 

political sagacity, eloquence, patriotism, and incorruptible integrity (§ 4); in which quali- 
fications and virtues whoever is deficient can never be useful to the state, and therefore 

he ought not to be censured, who, possessing them in a moderate degree even, has in- 
duced his fellow-citizens to undertake the war (§§ 6, 7). 

1. xai = yes, indeed. To this corresponds the xai before éxxAnoiav. 

Cf. I. 80. $1. mpoadexopevr@....yeyevnrat, I have expected these 
expressions of your wrath ; literally, these expressions of your anger 

(ra THs dpyis tpav) have happened to me expecting them. See N. on 
7 yap....adioraoSat, II. 3.§2. Mt. (§ 285. 2) makes ra rijs-dpyijs 
= 7 dpyn, but the other rendering is equally as grammatical and far 

more pointed. rovrov refers forward to éras tropynce x. Tr. dr. 
The verbs iropuynow and péuyoua are put in the indicative after 

dnws, to represent the idea of the verbs as definitely occurring and 

abiding. Of. K. § 330.6; Mt. $519.7 (end). Arnold contends that 

ows (in order that) takes the aorist subjunctive, and thus he (with 

Poppo, Goel., and Kriig.) edits the passage. 
2. mreiw belongs to adpereiv. Evpracav dp%oupévny, being 

prosperous as a whole = enjoying public prosperity. —— i)....0par- 
Aopevny, than one which is flourishing in respect to its citizens individ 
ually considered, but collectively is in a ruined condition. 
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8. Kaas... .éaurdv, for a man who is prosperous in his private 

affairs. Karas hepdpevos is analogous to xadés mpdcoor. 

focoy than if his own affairs were in a bad condition. Evy (in 
EvvarrddAvurat) = together with the state. eUTvxovon, SC. marpidy. 

padXov than a prosperous citizen in a state brought to ruin. The 

political wisdom of these remarks is worthy of being engraved on the 

mind of every statesman. No individual can hope to enjoy perma- 

nent prosperity, independent of the sound and healthful conditicn of 

the state in which he dwells; and he legislates badly who overlooks 

the public good in his desire to benefit private interests, whether in 

reference to individuals or to particular sections of the country. 

4. ras idias Evpdopds, i. &. Tas Ka exacrov avBparer. 

héepew, able to support. 
3 viv tpets Spare. tais Kat’ oikovy Kaxompayias, at domestic ca- 

lamities. apieoSe is accommodated to tpets, and is epexegetical — 

of Spare. The regular construction would have been ddieoSat (to 

desert), in connection with dyivew.- Cf. Mt. § 631.4. For the con- 

. struction of this verb with the genitive, cf. S. § 197. 2. 

aitias €xere, you blame me. 

decreed it. 

5. xairot, and yet. ds refers to éeyoit, and therefore takes 

otouat in the first person. yrava and éppnvedoa belong to. Fooer 

as accusatives of specification: inferior in respect to knowing, ete. 

xpnpatrav xpeicowy = superior to the influence of wealth, incapa- 

ble of being bribed. 

6. 6 Te... .eveSupndy, for he who has knowledge and. does not ex- 
press tt clearly is (sc. éoriv) in the same condition (év tow), as if 
he had given no thought on the subject. in hand. dpoiws as if he 

was dtAdrodts. Tovde, SC. Tov evvov tH méAe elicited from r7 

moAet Sviavovs which precedes. Kriig. Reisk. supplies rod oixelws 

exe TH Wodel. VikK@pevov, SC. avTOU. tovrou évds is the gen- 
itive of price and refers to ypnyara. m@dotro is passive. The 

qualities of a good statesman are here briefly given, viz. knowledge, 

eloquence, patriotism, and integrity. Of. Aristot. Rhet. II. 1. § 3, 

where a somewhat similar division of the qualifications of a states- 

man is made, viz. dpdynois, apern, and edvota.. 

T. péows =perpiws. Schol. paddov érepov. See N. on I. 85. 
avrd, these qualifications, i. e. knowledge, eloquence, ete. 

“€i—ereiaInre—ovk dv—depoiunv. The actual denial of the con- 

sequent would have required the indicative, but the speaker employs 

the optative as a more modest form of denial. Of. K. § 839. 8.a; Mt. 

§ 524, 2. 

ovdev 

o 
old TE 

kal pa & viv tpets Spare for kal py dpav 

€pe—Ov 
ot Evveyvare, who jointly (with me) 

§ 1. 
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CHAPTER LXTI. 

When war can be declined without detriment, it is folly to undertake it, but whex it is 
necessary for the defence of rights, he is blameworthy who refuses to meet danger with 
boldness (§ 1); the speaker claims the merit of not having changed his sentiments, but 
charges his auditors with want of firmness to persevere in their former resolves, as soon 
as they feel the pressure of adversity (§ 2); the mind is easily weighed down with that 
which is sudden and unexpected, and this was true of the Athenians in respect to the 
pestilence (§ 3); but as citizens of so powerful and well-regulated a state, they cught te 
bear afflictions with fortitude, and come to the aid of the state, for by falling short of their 
previous glory they would incur censure (§ 4). 

1. yap introduces the reason or proof of ov« dy—airiay depoiuny, 
at the close of the preceding chapter. aipeots, @ choice between 
peace and war. Tada evtvxovor, “in other respects fortunately 

circumstanced.” Bloomf. raddda except that for the attainment of 

which war was necessary. Goel. well explains this expression: dum 

ceterum liberi manentes de suo jure nihil cedunt. Nam eirvyew, 
evdaipova eivat huic scriptori est liberwm esse. Kriig. expresses some 

doubt whether ra\Aa évrvyoto. may not be connected with the words 

which follow. modepnoat has for its subject éxeivois the omitted 

antecedent of ous. evSvs is to be taken with taaxotoa and not 
with ei£avras as Reisk. supposes, for the participle denotes cause (by 
submission), and is opposed to xiwduvevoavras. Pericles refers here to 

the demands made by the Lacedemonians (ef. I. 189), to which he 

said (I. 141. $1) adrddev 8) dtavonSnre 7) tmaxovew mpiv te BraBqvas 

(i. €. tmaxovew edSvs). Poppo. 

2. 6 adros (Sc. TH yvopn. Cf. III. 38. $1), of the same opinion 

that I was formerly. ov« eficrapyat (sc. rijs yvopns) is added for the 

sake of explanation and emphasis. erre.Oy) introduces the proof of 
the charge made in tyeis d€ peraBadAere. mecoSnvat to go to war. 

dxepaiots is opposed to Kaxovpévors, the general idea being, that 

as soon as trials and dangers came, they changed their views in re- 

spect to the war which they had decreed while in a state of security. 

kal rov e€pov Adyov. Repeat émeidy EvveBn. €v....yvopns Con- 

tains the reason why the counsel of Pericles now appeared wrong to 

them, and d:dre rd pév AvTodv (= Adm) x. T. A. Shows why they 
had changed their vicWs (werapéAew). éxet = KaTéxel. —— are- 

aorw, is remote = out of the reach of observation, it being opposed to 
éxet—rHv atoSnow in the preceding member. e€ ddiyov. See N. 
on If. 11. § 4. Tarrevn—eykxaptepev = too downeast to persevere. 

See N. on I. 50. § 5 (end). & (= rovros a) éyvwre, in what you 
have resolved = in your resolution 
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8. Sovdoi, enslaves, renders abject. yap introduces an apolo- 
getic sentence, intended to soften the cutting reproof just given. Com 
pare with this the apalogy made by Ulysses (Il. 2. 291-298), after he 

had inveighed against the Greeks for wishing to return home before 
the object of the war had been accomplished. ppovnpa, high spirit, 

intrepidity of mind. Of. IL. 62. § 83. —— mreloro wapaiye, most espe- 

‘6 interpretamur 76 SovAovoSat ppdvn- 

- pa.” Poppo. rors i in respect to the pestilence which is particu- 

larly mentioned. ovxy AKxiora belongs to the words which follow. 

4, aytimddots aity, corresponding to it. xpewy, tt ts necessary. 

K. § 73. 1. c. Evpdhopais depends on tdiorac%a, to endure, to 
sustain. K. § 284.8 (2). This verb more frequently takes the accu- 

sative. Of. Mt. § 401. 4. Tv agiwow. See N.onI. 69. $1. 
év iow, equally, belongs to airdaoSa.. ths te Umapxovaens ddéEns, 
“his proper and natural character or reputation.” Arnold. In sup- 

port of this he cites ris tmapxovons dices (II. 45. § 2). But I prefer 

the common rendering, glory already acquired, as better suited to the 

context. The genitive depends on éAreime. S. § 197. 2. Tis— 
mpoonkovons follows dpeydpevoy (who reaches after, who arrogates to 
himself). §8.§192.1. The words év ic... .dpeydpuevoy are enclosed, 
in most of the editions before me, in the marks of a parenthesis. 

amakynoavras 5é ra idva, suppressing their grief on account of private 

calamities. The construction is here resumed from éy"@s—ypeov— 
eSeew ipioracsat at the commencement of the section. 

CHAPTER LXII. 

One remark respecting the attainment of empire has been alluded to, nor would the speaker 
now give utterance to it, but for the groundless alarm of his fellow-citizens (§ 1); the 
Athenian dominion is not limited to their subject allies but extends over the whole 
sea, one of the two parts in which the world is divided (§ 2); it is not therefore to be 
compared with the possession of towns or villas, and the loss of these should not be 
lamented, but they should rather be regarded as the decorations of wealth and dominion, 
easily recovered if they remain free, but the enjoyment of which is hopeless if they 
succumb to others; wherefore, showing themselves not inferior to their ancestors who 
acquired this dominion, nor being insensible to the great disgrace, which would attend the 
loss of that in which they have been put in possession, they should go against their enemies , 
with disdain (§ 3), such as inspires those who feel their superiority to their foe in counsel 
and prudence (§ 4); for this begets firmness of daring, and is a far surer ground of confi- 
dence than hope, which is only exercised in times of extremity (§ 5). 

1. rov dé révoy is the accusative of specification, but as to the labor 
“cf. O. 438. y), or perhaps it more properly depends on drédeéa, the 
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pronoun avroy being repéated (see N. on I. 80. § 8). Of. Jelf’s Kiihn., 
Mt. § 472. 1. py) meptyev@pesa Gepends upon iwomrevdpevov. For 
the use of py, see N. on II. 18. $1. améSevEa. .. . UoTTEVOpEVOY, 

I have shown that this is wrongly regarded with suspicion. Kriig. ° 
remarks that we can say in the passive iromrevera 6 wdvos py, as well 
as in the active imorredw rév révoy ph. For the construction of dmé- 
decEa with the participle, see N. on I. 25. § 2. dnA@oce S€ cai rdde. 

Render the expression, but [ will bring forward a thought. The orator 

shows soon (oleoSe pev yap x. Tt. A., § 2) what this thought is, to which, 
as he avers, utterance is now given for the first time in order to allay 

their fears. In the general construction of the very difficult sentence 

which follows, it is evident that ovr éyo év trois mpw Adyois is to be 
constructed with Soxeire....éevSuun2qvai, which you yourselves seem 

never to have thought of, nor have I made mention of it in my former 

speeches. With ovr eye repeat éveSvunSnv with a modified signification, 

or supply éypnodyny from the following context. The main difficulty 

lies in the words imdpyov....dpynv. Goel. constructs évSuunSjva 
peyeSous mépt és tiv apxny (i. ©. THs apxns), Dmdpxov dpiy (quamquam 

vobis suppeditat). Bloomf. in his last edition adopts this order, and 
translates és tiv dpxny, as to empire, and imdpxoy tpiv, though the 
means for attaining it are in your power. I am disposed on the whole 

to render it thus: which you seem never to have reflected upon although 
belonging to you, i.e. so connected with your condition and policy as 

a maritime state, that one cannot see how you could avoid thinking of 
it. The words peyéSous wépi és tiv apxiv may then be taken as ex- 
planatory of 6. éxovrt refers to the subject about to be introduced, 

and to which réd¢ referred. mpooroinaw, pretension, claim. 

2. yap introduces the explanation of réde in the previous section, 

and may be rendered, namely, to wit. pepay depends on tod ére- 

pov, and is explained by yijs cal Saddoons in apposition with it. 

Tav....pavepav = evidently given for man’s use. 

depends on drogaive, J affirm that you are. ep’ Gcoyv, as far as, 

kal....BovArndjre, and more if you wish. Kal OUK....K@AU@et. 
Construct: xai ot« €or ore Bacikeds—éoris korioe: tas mréovras 
t Umapxovon wapackevg. Properly speaking Bacireds (i. e. the Per- 

sian king) and ¢3vos are in apposition with ris, the omitted antecedent 

of doris. ) 

8. ov xatra—daivera, is manifestly not to be compared with = not 
to be put on a level of comparison with. The idea is that. the empire 

of the sea is of immeasurably more value, than the objects of their 

regard to which reference is here made. This gives great point to 

dy peyddov vopitere eotepic%a = of which being deprived you think 

tpas—orras 
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yourselves deprived of great things. peyddov is here in the predicate, 

and was probably uttered by the orator in a tone of irony. For the 

use of xara to denote comparison, cf. K. § 292. I]. 3. b. —— yaderase 
épew avray, to be despondent on account of these things. Cf. Mt. § 368. 
5. a. ov follows paAXov 7, which implies a negative idea. The 

general principle is referred to in N. on I. 10.§ 1 (end). Cf. K. § 318. 

R. 7; Mt.§ 455. d. Kriger explains 7) od by dvri rod @Aa. KiTLop 
kal éyka\A@miopa are used in a tropical sense, as they refer literally 

to the pleasure-gardens surrounding Athens, or perhaps, as Poppo 

suggests, to the ornamental gardens which pertained to the houses of 

Athens. mpos tavtnv (sc. tiv Svvapty), in comparison with this 
power (i. e. the ewrire of the sea). K. § 298. III. 3. d. airs de- 

pends upon dyriAapBavdpevor, clinging to it, holding fast upon it. The 
pronoun is to be mentally repeated after diaco@ooper. radra refers. 

to xnmiov....mAovTov, and dvadnYopuerny is constructed after yravat. 

See N. on yrdvres—otcar, I. 25. $1. traxovoace is the dat. in- 

commodi after éAaccotaat. Ta mpooektnueva (SC. TH €AevSepia), 

whatever has been acquired in addition to freedom, i. e. not only is 

freedom gone, but every thing else, which may haye been enjoyed in 

addition to freedom. greiv. See N. on I. 78. $1. Kal audd- 
Tepa, i. @. kart Td KaTexeiv Te Kal Stavdoavres mapadiddva. Haack. 

gavnvat and ieva, like yrdvar, depend upon eixds. ov map Gor | 

deEduevor, not by inheritance ; literally, not by having received them 

Srom others. mpocert, in addition. aicxioy....atvxnoat, tt 78 

more disgraceful for those, who are in possession [of a thing], to be 

deprived of it, than to fail in its acquisition. This is a parenthetic 

clause, and it is so marked in some editions. With the sentiment here 

expressed, cf. Sallust, Jug. c. 31. ‘‘ Magis dedecus est parta amittere 

quam omnino non paravisse.” Notice the paronomasia in dpovy- 
pare (see N. on II. 61. § 8) and carappovnpare. 

4, atynpa, boasting, vaunting, is here opposed to kxarappédrnats, 

disdain that is dignified and well-founded. d7d dpa%ias evtvyxois, 
Srom lucky ignorance. ds av, whoever. See N. on I. 70. § 6 (init.). 

The relative refers to exeive understood, which depends on éyyiyvera 
to be repeated after xaradppdvnots. yvopn denotes the respect in 
which mpo¢xew is taken. A discrimination is here made between 

physical force and brute courage, and that which is guided and con- 

trolled by prudence. Allusion seems indirectly to have been made to 

the different character of the Spartan and Athenian valor. 

5. kal thv....mapéxerar, and prudence arising from a lofty spirit 
with (and. See N. on I. 91. § 7) equal fortune (i. e. if fortune be im- 

partial), renders a daring courage more sure. Mt. ($ 574) incorrectly — 
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translates €x in ék rod tméphpovos, by means of, in consequence of. 
Arnold says that “éx here is with, as it expresses the circumstances 

attending an action, or that state from or with which an action sets 

out.” —— érrid: re Hoooyv muorever—yvapn S€ awd Tay trapxévray, and 

trusts not in hope (literally, less to hope), but in counsel according to 

_ (cf. Mt. § 573. p. 995) existing circumstances. fjs....iaxvs. The 
general idea of this sentence is that hope is only exercised in times of 

extremity, or is, as Arnold expresses it, the comfort of the desperate, 
Hence those whose measures and actions result from wisdom and 
good counsel, will never trust to the influence of hope to excite 

courage, since its existence presupposes a state of difficulty and embar- 
rassment, tending to diminish rather than increase true boldness, —— 

apdvoa, forethought, forecast. What a prestige of success, resulting 

from confidence in the military wisdom of their commander, always — 

inspired the armies of Napoleon Bonaparte. 

CHAPTER LXIII. 

The honor of dominion they should either decline, or else sustain with all its attendant toils, 
nor should they forget that freedom or servitude is not the only alternative for which they 

are contending, but that they are threatened with danger from the odium, which they 
have incurred in the exercise of their power (§ 1), a power which they cannot decline, 

even if through fear they should affect to be very good men (§ 2); for even an unjust 
assumption of power cannot be laid aside with safety, nor can inactivity be indulged in by 
a dominant state (§ 3). 

1. ris Te wéAews depends on To Tipper (the honor. See N. on 76 

peAXdor, I. 42. § 2), which participle follows Bon%eiv, to sustain, to defend, 

-Cf. I. 128. §§ 1,2; 140.§ 1. amd, resulting from. orep refers 

to rov dpyew. mévovs to obtain and secure empire. vopioat 

continues the construction commenced in eixds—Boneiv. évos is 

explained by the appositional clause SovAeias dvr édevSepias, and as 

referring to the thing therein contained is put in the neuter. Cf. Mt. 
§ 439. Obs.1; S. $157. 2. a. xwdvvou &v (= éekeivwy ois) ev tH -apy7 

dnnxzeo%e = danger resulting from the enmity of those whose odium 

you have incurred in the exercise of your dominion. Krig. makes &v ~ 

= tovrav a, from those enmities which you have incurred. Cf. Rost, 
§ 104. N.7. . Arnold adopts this interpretation, but it gives no better 

sense, and is by no means the construction which is usual to the verb. 

2. js refers to dpyis. tpiv eri, it is in your power. et 
wis....avdpayazi¢era, if any one of you at the present, through fear 
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and a desire of ease, should in this (réde, i. e. rd exorivar ths apxijs) 
_ play the honest man. 7é8¢e is to be constructed with dvdpayazi¢era: as 
an accusative synecdochical. Some refer it to xivduvoy, and govern it 
by dedias or dréx%eo%at, elicited from annx%ec%e. But dedids is to be 

taken absolutely, and dmnx%ec%e is too remote to have any direct 

governing power in this sentence. @s....auTnv, for as a tyranny 

you now hold this (government over your allies). Less mildly was the 

same sentiment expressed by Cleon, III. 37. § 2. fv... .€mexivdy- 

vov. The assumption of this dominion might be deemed unjust, yet 

to relinquish it would be attended with peril, and hence the truth is 

confirmed of what was said in fjs 008... .avdpayadi¢era.. 

3. raxior dy....oixnoeay, such men as these (i. &. of ra Tovadra 

dvSpayaSi(pnevor. Krig.), if they could persuade others, or lived any 

where by themselves in a state of independence (“‘ velut in coloniam de- 

ducti.” Poppo), would quickly destroy the state. This is substantially 

the interpretation given to this passage by Poppo, Goel., Arnold, 

and others. eioavres and oiknoeay are connected by te—xai, and 
contain the protasis. The variation of construction in the use of the 

participle and the verb, instead of two participles or two verbs, is 

not uncommon in Thucydides. For the use of émi, ef. Mt. § 584. 3 

Some think that Pericles refers here to the peace party headed by 

Nicias. To ampaypoy, otium. Betant. dogparas Sovdevers de- 
notes the respect in which quietness is beneficial to a subject state, 

viz. that it may serve in safety. 

CHAPTER LXIV. 

Tne speaker exhorts his fellow-citizens not to be influenced by sucn persons, nor be angry at 
him on account of the inroads of the enemy or the visitation of the pestilence ($ 1); for it 
has ever been their custom to regard afflictions divinely sent as unavoidable evils, and to 
meet courageously those brought upon them by the enemy (§ 2); this has given the stato 

the highest reputation, both in respect to its extensive sway in the Grecian confederacy, 
and its great and wealthy metropolis (§ 8); although the inactive may disapprove of this, 

yet it will be emulated by those who aim at distinction, and envied, as is natural, by those 
who attain not their object (§§ 4, 5); wherefore, mindful of the future to gain renown, and 
of the present to shun disgrace, they should zealously pursue both objects, and send no 

more suppliant embassies to the Lacedzemonians, nor be a apie under their calamities 

(§ 6). 

1. ray roravde refers to those persons against whom he had directed 
his remarks in the preceding chapter. Cleon probably belonged to 

the number. 

- — dep, 8c. Spar. 

4 

@....modepeiv. Of. cai ipas....éyere, I. 60. § 4. 

pa)... -0maxovew, in consequence of your une - 
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willingness to submit. mépa Gv (= exeivav &) mpocedeydueda, bow 
yond what we expected. —— mpaypza is in apposition with vécos. —— 
ehridos Kpeiooor, beyond expectation, i. e. surpassing in malignancy 

any thing which could have been expected. pépos tt, im some 

measure, may be ranked with the explanatory accusative referred to 

in K. § 279. R. 10; 8. § 182. padXov quam ob terre devastatio- 
nem. Poppo. mapa Adyov. See N.on I. 65. $1. 

cere, you will attribute it tome. Of. VIII. 51. § 8. 
2. ra re—rd te. In prose re—re is rarely found, unless whole sen- 

tences or complete portions are to be connected. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. 

§ 754.3; Rost, § 184. 4. a. ra Saydma, things divinely sent = 

evils inflicted by the gods. - dvaykaios, “ necessario, i, e. velut ne- 

cessaria nec evitanda.” Poppo. Tavta....Kwdv%37, these have been 

heretofore the habitual feelings in this city, and let them not now ba 

hindered through you. Krig. says that év ee is like éy rovro 16 

tpor@—orres, I. 8. $4. Some render ey ipiv, in your case. But ef. 

Mt. $577.7; K. § 289. 3.a. Krig. supplies ev éeu eftvac with codv37. 
3. yvare—advry (i. €. THY moALy) €xovoay. See N. on I. 25. § 1. 

dvadwxévat is connected by d¢ to eixew, and is therefore governed by 

dia. With capara it signifies to be prodigal of their life, to shed their 

blood. péxpe tovde, until the present time. kexrnuerny like 
éxovoay, depends on yvére. hs follows pynpn. és aidioy, i 

perpetuum. W....Tore, even if we should now once succumb. —— 
Katadereiiperar, will remain, is putin the 8 fut. to show the perma- 
nency of the thing spoken of. Cf. Mt. § 498. a; S.§ 211. 4. 

‘EMAjver....ijpEapev. The exercise of supremacy over the Barbarians 
was an honor enjoyed in common by many; but to be the leading 

state of Greece was enough to confer everlasting renown. Bloomf. 

thinks that reference is had to the period about twenty-seven years 

previous, when the Athenians had attained to their greatest power and 

dominion. But I see no necessity for this conjecture, since the sway 
of the Athenians was never greater or more extensive than at the be- 
ginning of the Peloponnesian war. Nor is the reason which he gives 

for this, viz. the employment of the verb (#p£auev) in the past tense, 

of any weight, since the past tense is used in reference to the time 

expressed in karaeXeiverat. mpos....€kdorous is epexegetical of 

moAepois peyiorots. The words ca’ éxdorovs are to be taken as a 

noun depending upon zpés. Of. Butt. Ind. ad Demosth. Mid. cited by 

Poppo. trois maow, with all things, belongs to eimopwrarny. 

peyiorny. Of. Xen. Anab. VII. 8.$19. According to Xen. Memorab. 
III. 6.§ 14, Athens contained 10,000 houses, but the estimate that 
each house averaged twelve persons is doubtless too large. 

> s > , 

EOL avasn- 
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4. xairot, anil yet, i.e. the argument is not affected by the disap- 
proval of the inactive, since that might be expected. For this con. 

cessive use of xairou, cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 772. 1. ravra refers to the 

glory and power of the Athenian state, to which the speaker adverted 
in the previous section. peprpar av. See N. on I. 71.§ 5. 

Spav r+ = to do any thing worthy of note. kextynrat, “ possidet.” 

Poppo. ; 
5. rd puoeioSat....eivae is the subject of impp&e, which verb is 

imited by waar the antecedent of dcou. - €repor érepav, the one 

the other, is somewhat similar to ‘EAAnvev te drt "EdAnves, as Greeks 

over Greeks. érepor. conforms grammatically to éco, and érépey de- 

pends on dpyeuv. emi peyiators, ‘0b summas res et utilissimas 

actiones.” Haack. —— pioos....davréxet (cf. N. on I. 7. § 1), ive. 

hatred ends with the life of the person who is the object of it. When 

compared with the succeeding ages, in which justice will be done to 

the one who was vilified and hated, it will be therefore of short dura- 
tion (ov« él moAv). 

6. ¢s re... .mpoyvovtes, looking forward in your decision (literally, 
knowing beforehand) to your future glory. Td avrixa stands op- 
posed to rd pédAor. py aicxpov. Repeat mpoyrdvres in the mod- 

ified sense of resolving, determining. audérepa refers to rd péd- 

Aov Kadov and 76 avrika py aloxpdv. pyte....Bapvvdpevor, nor be 

evidently burdened with your present calamities = nor let it appear 

that you are weighed down, etc. In respect to the use of the personal 
instead of the impersonal construction, see N. on I. 40. § 4. 

érei. Schol. oirsves refers to odro: for its antecedent. 

: : 

as=— 
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CHAPTER LXV. 

?’nus did Pericles endeavor to allay the resentment of the Athenians towards him, and turs 
away their thoughts from their calamities (§ 1); but though they adopted the public mea- 
sures which he recommended, yet in private they grieved not the less over their afflictions 

(§ 2); nor did they cease from their anger until they had imposed a fine on Pericles (§ 3); 

yet it was not long afterwards that they conferred the supreme command upon him, as one 
to whom the guidance of the state could be the most safely intrusted (§ 4); for during his 
administration, while there was peace, he raised the state to the highest power, and when 
the war began, evinced his foresight in declaring its ability to sustain the contest ($5); this 
was more fully seen after his death (§ 6); for in all things they acted contrary to his advice — 
and pursued measures, which if successful benefitted private persons only, and if unsuc- 

cessful injured the whole state (§ 7); whereas such were his talents, station, and integrity, 
that he was proof against corruption and popular dictation, and could even venture to con- 
tradict the Athenians (§ 8); when he saw them too confident, he played upon their fears, 
when too apprehensive, he aroused their courage, there being a democracy only in name 
as he was the chief ruler (§ 9); but his successors being more on an equality, and striving 
each to be first, became demagogues (§ 10); this gave rise, among many other ill-judged 
measures, to the disastrous Sicilian expedition, which was badly planned and conducted 

with great remissness (§ 11); and yet after this great defeat, their resources were seen in 
their ability for three years to maintain the war against overwhelming odds ($12); nor did 
they yield until internal dissensions effected their ruin. Thus was manifested the foresight 
of Pericles, in reference to their ability to withstand the Peloponnesian confederacy (§ 13). 

1. rods "ASnvaiovs tis—dpyns mapadvewv, to appease the anger of the 
Athenians ; literally, to remove the Athenians from anger. Of. Mt. 
§ 855. 4; 5. § 197. 2. andayew, to turn off. 

2. dvereiZovro, “i. ©. peremeiSovro, ejus rationibus in aliam senten- 

tiam adducebantur.” Gottl. cited by Poppo. oUTe... .€mepmrov. 
See II. 59. § 2. padrAov = more ardently, with more spirit and 
energy. —— idia stands opposed to dnpocia. It was by no means sin- 
gular that, while listening to the eloquent and patriotic sentiments of 

Pericles, they should be ready to sacrifice every thing to the welfare 

of their country, but when left to the contemplation of their private 

calamities, they should relapse into a state of dejection, and renew 

their complaints against the supposed author of their sufferings. 

6 pev Oipos, the common people, and oi 8€ dvvarot (sc. TG wAovTe), 

are in partitive apposition with oi dé at the beginning of the section. 

ért....Tovtay, because going forth (to the war) with less resources 

(than the rich) they were deprived even of these. dm édaccover, lit- 
erally, from less resources, the preposition conforming to the idea of 
motion contained in épyopevos. moAuTeAéot KaTackevais, expensive 
Surniture, i.e. the general establishment of the houses, comprising 

both the useful and ornamental. Some of this furniture was removed 

© Athens, but doubtless much was left behind, which with the fix- 
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tures of the dwellings, such as colonnades, ornamental shade-trees, 

flower-gardens, fountains, statuary, etc., were destroyed by the enemy. 
Gail and Kriig. construct these datives with cada, but it seems better 

to refer them to what Kiihn. (Jelf’s edit. § 604. 1) calls the accessory 
dative, i. e. that whereby any thing is accompanied. 

orov. See N. on I. 142. § 1. 

8B. ov pevrot. Lagree with Poppo that these words should have 

their usual signification, non tamen, as they respond to Snuooia pev 

rots Adyos avemeiSovro (although idia....éAvmodvro is also opposed to 

this member), they were persuaded by his words—notwithstanding they 

did not cease, etc. ot Evprayres, i. e. both the classes of citizens 

referred to. eravaavro—éexovres. S. § 225. 7. —— apw e{npiocar. 

See N. on I. 91. § 3. xpnpactv, as denoting the punishment, is to 

be referred to the dative of manner. Of. Mt. $400.5; K. § 285.1 
(3). d. Diod. says that the fine was 80 talents. Plut. says that some 

reckoned it as high as 50 talents, and others brought it down as low 

as 15. Bloomf. suggests that 80 talents was the fine imposed, and 15 

the sum finally received after mitigation. 

4. émep....moteiv shows that the fine had been decreed by or with 
the consent of the populace, and that Aristides (3. 300) is not correct 

in ascribing it to the judges. Oémep refers to what is detailed in the 

-next sentence. atparnyov eiAovro. He had been deprived, doubt- 

less, of his command when he was fined, and so Plutarch relates. 

mavra....enétpefay. He thus became in fact dictator (adroxpdrwp). 
év = rotrwv a, of which the antecedent depends on dyBdvrepor 

(S. $195. 1).. Kiihn. (Qelf’s edit. § 488) constructs #Ayer with the 
genitive, in which case the equivalent would be rotray dy. Both 
constructions are admissible. Cf. Mt. §§ 368. a; 414. p. 664. 

(in vy S€)=raira (i. €. ra ypnuara) Sy, the antecedent being the 

synecdochical accusative with mAciorov déuy referring to Pericles. 

ea iger irrecernaeily supplies xard. 

5. év rH eipnvy, i.e. the thirty years’ truce. Of, J. 115. § 1. 
petpios éényeiro, he ruled with moderation. doparas, safely, 
cautiously. Of. Il. 63. § 3. 6 méAepos stands opposed to év rH 

elpnyn. —— Tour, i. e. the war. tiv Svuvapy, SC. THis moAews. 
6. dvo érn kal prvas €& from the commencement of the war. He 

died in the autumn of A. o. 429, after the plague had carried off his 

nearest connections, including his two sons Xanthippus and Paralus. 
The sickness of which he died was probably a mitigated form of the 

eame disease. A brighter name has hardly ever adorned the pages of 

history. As a statesman, an orator, a general, and a patron of the 
fine arts, he shines resplendent among the most gifted of his country: 

TO O€ peye 

@v 
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men; yet his greatest glory is comprised in his dying declaration, that 

no Athenian had through his means been made to put on mourning. 

7. hovxagoyras and the participles which follow contain the prota- 

sis, (see N. on I. 75. § 6), if they kept still, i. e. risked no general en- 

gagement on land. The apodosis lies in weprécecSa. Sepamevov- 

tas, if they gave attention to, is here used in a tropical sense. In re- 

spect to this advice of Pericles, cf. I. 148; IL. 13. GPXHV [PN weee 
mokeum. See N. on dpynv re pa emixracsa, I. 144. § 1. oi Se 
(opposed to 6 pev)....€mpaéav. This line of policy, so different from 

that pursued by Pericles, may be attributed in part at least to Cleon, 

who was violently opposed to his prudent measures, and took every 

means to annoy him in the latter part of his administration. —— kai 

a\Xa is opposed to ravra re, and depends on émodirevoay, in other 

respects they administered the state. €&w@ Tod moAé€pov, i. e. foreign 

to the true object and interests of the war. Reference is had to such 

expeditions as that against Crete (II. 85), the attempt made on 

Cydonia, the unjustifiable attack upon Melos, and above all the disas- 

trous expedition into Sicily, preceded, as Arnold remarks, by petty 

expeditions to that island before the great invasion, in which not 

only were their forces wasted, but the Doric states were estranged 

from Athens. I have placed a comma after efva: and xépdn, to break 
up the long sentence, which in Dindorf’s edition is without these 

punctuation-marks. kara, on account of, through. K. § 292. Il. 3. 

b. Bloomf. thinks that there is an allusion in cara....xépdn to Cleon, 

and Alcibiades, and partly to Demosthenes. a refers to the mea- 

sures alluded to in ddda e£@ rov modéyov. idt@rats = wroAiras, 

inasmuch as it stands opposed to aéAe. padAoy than to the state. 

aparevra, “if they miscarried, as in the case of Cleon in Thrace 

and Nicias in Sicily.” Bloomf. 3 
8. atrtov & fv, sc. rovrov referring to the difference between the 

prudent measures of Pericles and the course pursued by his successors. 

exeivos refers to Pericles. —— xpnudrav—ddwpéraros = of incor- 

ruptible integrity ; more literally, proof against bribery. Karetxe 

To mARSos eAevdépws, i. e. he administered the government with 

energy, and yet not so as to encroach upon the liberty of any of its 

citizens. ovK—parrov—i, not more—than =: not so much as. —— 
The negative 7 belongs both to xrapevos and to Aeyew. See N. on 
I. 12.§1. The participle crapevos denotes cause, since he had not 

e& ov mpoonkdvrav, by means not 

‘befitting. exov en dkiace, being able by his high reputation. 

mpos opynv tt, “somewhat warmly.” Bloomf. I prefer Arnold’s 
interpretation, so as to excite their anger, inasmuch as these words are 
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antithetic to mpds 7Sovny 74, which evidently signifies, for their plea- 
sures so as to please them. Instead of this being a jejune interpreta- 

tion as Bloomf. avers, it is much more pointed and forcible, inasmucn 

as it embraces the more extensive idea, viz. that he spoke so vehe- 

mently and plainly as to excite their anger. 

9. mapa Katpoy UBpet Sapoovvras, puffed up with unseasonable con- 

Jidence, i. e. a boldness which was untimely and unsuitable. karé- 
Anocev emi ro hoBeioSar; literally, he struck them down to the state 

of being afraid, i. e. he inspired them with fear. Perhaps émi may 

be taken in the sense, in order that they might be in a state of fear 

(cf. K. § 296. IIT. 8. a), which is not essentially different from the 
other interpretation. Sedudras avd dddyws, on the other hand un- 

reasonably alarmed. Adyo—épyo, in name—in reality (see N. on 
II. 40.§ 2), So the Latins employ verbo et re. tré. See N. on 
I. 130. § 1. | | 

10. The historian now proceeds to contrast with these features of 

the administration of Pericles, the policy and conduct of his suc- 

cessors. mpos adAndovs follows too. For the emphatic adrot 
before the reflexive d\AnAous (themselves with one another), cf. C. 
§ 511. 3. dpeydpevot....ylyveoSat, striving after the pre-eminence 
(literally, each to be first). Of. K. $278. 3. b. 8; 8. § 192. erpd- 

movro....evdidvat has received a variety of interpretations, according 

as the words are connected in construction. Bloomf. adopts the 

order: érpdrovro t@ Syu@ Ka% Hdovas, they turned to the people for 
their gratification = they applied themselves to gratify the people. 

At évdivdévac he supplies airé from Sy, and understands by ra 

_ mpdayyara the administration of affairs. Haack refers ca devas to 
t evdiddvac Which depends on érpamovro. From ro dipe@ he supplies 

avrov, and thus is given the sense: they turned to the people to 

gratify them with (literally, to give them for their pleasure) even the 
administration of public affairs, i. e. not only in their speeches but in 

their public measures, they had principal reference to what would be 
agreeable to the people. This I conceive to be the sense of the pas- 

sage, and so it is understood by Arnold. There is no necessity of 

_ making the sentence bimembris, resulting from xai, inasmuch as it 

often has the signification even, the corresponding sentence being 

easily supplied mentally from the context. Of. K. § 821. R. 5. 

: 11. GAa re rok\Aa—ijpaptyIn, many other errors were committed. 
@\Xa in reference to the Sicilian expedition, which is particularly 

mentioned (6 és ScxeAiay mAovs, SC. NuaptnSn). as relates to moA\d. 

| —— Os ov....érapdy2noav. This passage is in some respects very 
| obscure and has received various interpretations. With Haack, Goel., 
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Poppo, and other eminent critics, Iam disposed to refer ods to the 

Syracusians, supplying the ellipsis wepi éxeivwv mpos ovs. As the.sen- 

tence is commonly interpreted, ods is referred to the Leontines, te 

aid whom the Athenians were induced to engage in the expedition. 

But as Poppo remarks, émévat mpds twa is always taken in a hostile 

sense for émevat tivi. ov....emiyryvaokortes, Not knowing what 

was requisite for the armament, i. e. through ignorance the expedition 

was ill-furnished with the proper requisites, and hence proved. un- 

successful. This will be fully illustrated in the account of that unfor- 

'tunate enterprise. Dukas and Goeller say that on account of adda 

which follows, émvyryyaocxovres should have been éreylyywckov. But 
Poppo constructs thus: écoy of exméuyparres Ta ev TH oTpatoréd@ ap- 

Bdtrepa éroiovy, ov Ta mpdadopa Trois olxopevors emtyryv@oKovTes, GAA 

(émtytyy@oKovtés) Kata—mpootacias. Properly écov of éxméuavres 
should have been dédcov trav eéxmepyrdvt@y (sc. dudprnpa), ot ov, if 

order to conform to the construction which precedes. dcaBorads 

refers to such calumnious charges as were brought against Alcibiades, 

and which caused his removal from the command of the Sicilian ‘ex- 

pedition. eroiovy and érapaxySnoay are both to be referred to of 
exréuavayres, the connectives being te—xkat. mepi thy modw stands 

opposed to év ro orparorédyo. mporov. Arnold says “for the 
jirst time after the expulsion of the Pisistratide;” but Bloomf. inter- 
prets, “then first during the Peloponnesian war,” which seems to be 

the true sense. érapaxSnoay is limited by ra re taken synecdo- 
chically, were in a state of disorder in respect to the affairs. 

12. oadévres S—dpas, but although they were defeated—notwith- 

standing. For the concessive use of the participle, see N. on I. 7. § 1. 

rov vautixov refers to the whole Athenian navy, the greatest 

part of which was destroyed at Syracuse. Tpia pev etn avretxor. 
It is quite difficult to determine what particular period of the war is 

here referred to. Haack (in his second edition) and Goel. would read 

déxa for rpia, which would embrace the time, within a few months, 

which intervened between the loss of the Sicilian armament and the 

taking possession of Athens by Lysander. But this seems to be an 

unwarrantable alteration of the text. Kriig. refers it to the time be- 

tween the termination of the Sicilian war, and the first coming of 

Oyrus into Asia Minor (a. o. 407). Arnold adopts the opinion that 

it was the three years, included in the time when Cyrus first came 

into Asia Minor, and the spring of a. o. 404, when Athens surrender- 

ed to Lysander. But the historian seems obviously to refer to the 

three years immediately succeeding the close of the Sicilian expedi- 

tion, during which, notwithstanding the seditions at home, a vigor- 
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resistancé was made, but after which the war was protracted for sev- 

eral years with but few operations on either side. So Bloomfield - 

understands the passage. Tois Te....modepuiows, both (re) their 

Sormer enemies, i. e. the Lacedemonians. To the same enemies av- 
mporepov in reference to their more recent enemies, 

the Sicilians. kal Tav....ahertnkdat, and moreover against their 
allies the greater part of whom had revolted. Ktp@ depends upon 
avreixyov, and mpooyevoperm = coming to the aid of their enemies. 

kat ov mpdrepov, and not (then) before. kai refers to pév in rpia pév ern. 

For examples of the use of pev—xai, and peyv—re, cf. Poppo’s Proleg. I. 

pp. 276, 277. Kuthner (§ 322. R. 3. Andov. edit.) says that cai and re 
in such a connection are used by a kind of anacoluthon without any 
reference to pév. Bloomf. says that «al introduces the six years that 

followed the severe struggle referred to in rpia érn. 

- ohiot—repirecsyres is to be constructed  adrol mepurecdvtes ev opict, 

the dative taking év because dependent upon éeodddnecap. 

13. rocovrov....mpoéyva, so abundant then (i. e. at the commence- 

ment of the war) were the means of judging to Pericles, by which he 

Soresaw ; or, perhaps, such abundant grounds had Pericles for pre- 
judging. Bloomf. renders such was the superabundant sagacity of 

Pericles respecting those measures by which, etc. But the sagacity 

or penetration of Pericles into the future is not the principal thing- 

intended to be brought to view, but the immense resources of the 

Athenian state thoroughly tested in the long and arduous war, and 

from which in the outset that great man knew well the ability of the 

state to prosecute to a successful termination the approaching contest. 
Some make zepryevéo%ar the subject of émepiocevoe. But what is 

then to be done with rogotrov? Didot takes émepiocevoe imperson- 

ally, and makes the clause tantamount to rocodrov repitrés eyévero, Or 
Scehary rdére 6 IepixAyjs. But this sheds no light on the passage. In 
respect to ad’ Sv, I am inclined to construct it with mpoéyva, as I 
have done in the translation.: Its equivalent would then be rovrwy 

ad’ &v, of which the antecedent would depend on rogotrov. If, how- 

ever, with Poppo and Goel., we take these words with mepiyeveosa, 
the equivalent will remain the same, but our translation must be: 
such abundance of resources—by the aid of which he foresaw that they 

could easily get the better of the Peloponnesians (see N. on I. 55. § 1). 
Two brief but spirited critiques on this passage may be found in the 

Class Museum, Vol. V. pp. 350, 475. avTav = pdvev. This whole 

chapter is one of the noblest specimens of composition to be found in 
any language, although from its excessive brevity of style it is in 

many places quite difficult of interpretation. 

rav refers. 

x > OS 
7) QUTOL EV 
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CHAPTER LXVI. 

The Peiopon «faas under Cnemus, a Spartan, undertake an expedition against Zacynthus 
Dut are foiled in their endeavors to take the island (§§ 1, 2). 

1. ZaxuvySev, Zacynthus, now Zante. Its situation is so well known 
as to need no comment. avrimepas, over against. 

Zaxivs.o. elicited from ZuxvySor. 
47. § 2. 

2. ra woAdAd of the territory. Evvexa@povy refers to the Zacyne 
thians. ex ctzer. Bee N. on I. 30. § 2. 

eigi, SC. 

*ASnvaiots Evveudxouvv. Of. I. 

CHAPTER LXVII. 

Aristeus with certain Lacedemonians going on an embassy to the king in Asia, proceed first 
to Sitalees, in order to induce him to desert the Athenian alliance and convey them over 
the Hellespont to Pharnabazus (§ 1); but at the instigation of some Athenian ambassadors, 
they are apprehended by Sitalces and sent to Athens (§§ 2, 3); where by way of retaliation 
upon the Lacedzmonians for craelties of the same kind begun by them, they are put to 
death without trial or even a hearing (§ 4). 

1. rov....Tedevtavros, at the end of the same summer. idia, in 
@ private capacity, not being sent by the state. Poppo suggests as a 

reason of his being associated with the embassy, that the Argives not 

having engaged in the war with the Persians, an Argive ambassador, 

who might falsely say that he was sent by his state, would have great 

influence at the Persian court. et mas meioecav. See N. on I. 58.. 
§ 1. Siradknv—rov Thpeo. Cf. II. 29. § 2. petaotavra, hav- 
ing deserted (see N. on I. 107. § 7), takes the genitive according to S. 

§ 197. 2. emt tv Ioridaay, i. e. for the relief of Potideea. ov; 

where. kat responds to re in metoai re, and ropev2nvac depends on 

BovAdpevot. jmwep Sppnvro, whither they were desirous to go. —— 
&v éxeivov, by his aid. euekrev—avarreurperv, would send them up, 
i. e. into upper Asia, or the parts more remote from the sea-board. 

as. See N. on L 31. § 2. 

2. mapatuxovres—rapa td Surddrkyn, happening to be with Sitalces. 
rov ‘yeyevnuevov ’ASnvaiov. Of. IT. 29. § 5. Thy ekelvou mow, 

i. e. Athens, of which he had been made a citizen, and which was 
therefore his city. To pepos, as far as they were able, belongs to 

Braywou which refers to the Peloponnesian ambassadors. Some tuke 

rd pépos With modu, and render it, what was in a measure his city. 
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But as he was an adopted citizen, such a qual'i.azie,. would have 
been improper and offensive. 

3. EuehAov—sreparocery, were to cross over. GAA ws Evpréwrpas 
x. tT. A. shows how they were arrested. According to Dahlman this 

event occurred a. 0. 480. Cf. Class. Mus. I. p. 189. —— ékeivous re- 

fers to the Athenian ambassadors. 

4. ddpixopévwv to Athens. ért mAelo, still more than before, 

—— diapvyar, if he should escape. See N. on I. 71. § 6. —— mpo rov- 
sav = before this time. Ta emt Opaxns (sc. ywpiov) depends on ra 

tire same as Iloridaias. edaivetro mpagas. See N. on I. 2. $1. 
éotw d, something. See N. on Lf. 65. § 8. avSnpuepov, on the very 

day, lest, as Blcomf. remarks, th2 public commiseration, as in the 

case of the Mitylenians (It. 45. § 4), should be interested in their 

favor. —— és ddpayyas, mtlo pits, i. e. into some place where there 

were pits, the plural form heing used to give indefiniteness to the 

expression. This dispositien of the bodies was even more contumeli- 

ous than to cast them ovt vnburied into the fields. Sixavovvres.... 

imnp&av, thinking wt just to inflict the same punishment (upon them), 

which the Lacedemonions had first employed. ois avrois (dative of 

means) eens = ee 7p tonv tynwpiav AaBeiv. With onipEay supply 
dpuvopevor to which 2a! tomep is to Le referred, as trois atrois is taken 

with duiveotas. Tovs €pmdpous ovs €AaBov—dmoxteivartes, by put- 

_ ting to death the merchants whom they took. This belongs to imnp£av 

as denoting the way or manner (see Ns. on I. 33. §1; IL. 34. $4) in 

which the Lacedsemonians set the example of cruelty. éaous ha- 

Bouev, whomsoever they might take (see N. on I. 50. § 1). The optative 

denotes indefinite frequency (see N. on I. 49. § 8), and hence the verb - 

of the principal clause is in the imperfect (sépeupor). K. § 333. 4. 
kat rovs—xal rods are in apposition with écovs. pndé peS Erépav 

(repeat EvproAepodvras), allied with neither, i. e. remaining neutral. 

CHAPTER LXVIII. 

_ The Ambraciots undertake an expedition against Argos in Amphilochia (§ 1); their hostility 
_ to the Argives arose from this: many generations after the country was settled by Amphi- 

lochus, they called in as joint colonists the Ambraciots, from whom they learned the Greek 

language, and by whom they were afterwards driven out (§§ 2-6); they then in conjunce 
tion with the Acarnanians, under whose protection they had put themselves, call in toe 
their aid the Athenians, who take Argos, and make slaves of the Ambraciots ($§ 7, 8); the 
enmity thence conceived was the cause of the present expedition of the Ambraciots (§ 9). 

1. rot 3épous reXevrdvros~ See N. on II. 67. §1. ’Aumpakt@rat. 
The country of the Ambraciots lay north of the Ambracicus Sinus 
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and north-west of Amphilochia. Its capital of the same name was 

situated on the river Aracthus, a few stadia from its mouth. — 

modXods dvacrncavres = with many whom they had raised. ——”Apycs 
was situated on the eastern extremity of the Ambracian gulf, at the 

mouth of the Inachus, so called from a river in Argolis. Col. Leake 

(North. Greece, IV. p. 288) identifies it with the ruins of an ancient 

city at Neokhori, on the Ariadka. To "Audiroxixdy is added to 

distinguish this place from that of the same name in Argolis. Amphi 

lochia lay along the eastern shore of the Ambracian gulf. 
3. pera ta Tparxa, after the Trojan war. dvay@pioas....KaTa* 

ordcet, having returned home and being dissatisfied with the condition 
of things in Argos. The Schol. gives as the reason of his dissatisfac- 

tion, that he found his mother Eriphyle slain by his brother Alemzon. 

The accounts of the doings of Amphilochus, after his return from the 
Trojan war, are quite conflicting, on which see Smith’s Dict. Gr. and 
Rom. Mythol. I. p. 149. For the construction of dpeoxéuevos—xara- 

ordcet, cf. Mt. § 411. 5. Obs. 2. 

5. modAais yeveais dorepov, many generations after. 8. § 204. —— 

dpdpous.... Appiroxexy, bordering (literally, being borderers) upon 

Amphilochia. Evvoixous is the second accusative after emnydyorro, 

called in as joint colonists. 8. § 185. EAAnvicSncay Thy viv yoo- 
cav, were taught the use of the Greek language which they now speak ; 

literally, were made the Greeks they now are in respect to language. 

The original colonists from Argos were so few in number, that their 

language in process of time became lost, and they now learned it 

again from the Ambracians. Perhaps the conjecture of Arnold is 

correct, that the Hellenian language took the place of the language 

spoken by the chiefs in the Trojan expedition and their followers, 

which as being Pelasgian Lore a greater resemblance to the Latin. In 

respect to the construction, yAécocav may be regarded as the accusa- 

tive synecdochical, or as the equivalent accusative defining more fully 

the notion contained in the verb. Cf. Jelf’s. Kiihn. §§ 548. ¢; 579. 1. 

BapB8apor in respect to their language. 

6. ’Apyeiovs, i. e. the Amphilochians who had invited them to 

reside in Argos. xpdvm, “progressu temporis.” Port. 

7. dWdacav éavrovs, gave themselves up = put themselves under the 
protection. kal mpoomapaxadéoarres x. tA. The common read- 
ing is mpooexadécayro, but the MS. authority vastly predominates in 

favor of the participial form. Critics are not agreed, however, as to 

the construction. Poppo and Goeller’s method of punctuation and 

construction seems on the whole to be preferable to any other. They 

‘place a comma instead of a period after rpidxovra, and make aipodos 
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the verb to which mpoomapaxadécavres belongs, the intermediate 
words of adrois... .ereuWav = meu dvrev re ‘Tovrey adrois Poppiova. 

e@xnoav. See N. on I. 8. § 1. "Audiroxot who had been 
‘driven out by the Ambraciots. ’Axapvaves Whose protection had 

been invoked by the Amphilochians. 
8. 7 €vppayia. Of. ID. 9. § 4. 
9. és rods = xara roy. Schol. €v T@ Trohépa, i. e. the Pelopon- 

nesians. -Xadvwv. The Chaonians bordered on the Thesprotians 

to the north-west, both countries lying on the sea-coast. —— yapas 
depends on éxparovv. mpooBardrres, by storm. 

CHAPTER LXIX. 

An Athenian fleet under Phormio sails around Peloponnesus, and takes its station at Nau 
pactus in order to guard the entrance of the Crissean gulf; another fleet is sent to Lycia and 

_ Caria, the forces of which disembarking are defeated and their commander slain (§§ 1, 2). 

1. Goppiova. Cf. IT. 58.§ 2. When this commander left Chalcidia 

he probably returned direct to Athens. —— pyr éexmrciv—pydéva pyr 

eomeiv, that no one might sail in or out. These infinitives denote the 

object or purpose of duAakny eiye. Oras .... apyupodoyaot, in 

order to tay these places under contribution. For the same construc- 

tion of this verb with the accusative of the thing, cf. II. 19. §2; 

VIII. 3. § 1. 

CHAPTER LXX. 

The Potidaans, finding that they derived no benefit from the irruptions of the Peloponne- 
sians into Attica, and being sorely pressed with famine, make proposals of surrender to the 

‘ Athenian generals (§ 1); which being accepted, they are suffered to depart with their 
families to Chalcidia and other places which they may choose (§§ 2, 8); the Athenians 
blame their generals for concluding this treaty, and send out colonists of their own to 
people Potidea (§ 4); thus end the events of the second year (§ 5). 

1. mrodtopkotpevor dvréyewv, to hold out being besieged = to sustain 

the siege. ovdev.... ASnvaiovs, did not the more cause (S. § 207. 
2) the Athenians to raise the siege. Bpocews wept avayxaias, in 

- respect to obtaining their necessary food ; perhaps, in respect to the 

‘things which they were forced to eat. GAdjArAwy eyéyevvro. 8. $192. 
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4 ora 47, so then, i.e. in these circumstances. —— repli évp- 
Bdcews, concerning a treaty. eri, against, in a hostile sense. 

2. of d¢, i. e. the Athenian generals. mpooedéEavro, SC. Tovs 
Adyous from the preceding section. xeep@, wintry, bleak. 
dvahokvias....mddews, and because (see N. on IL. 9. § 4) the city 
(Athens) hind already expended. re responds to pev after dpavres, 
two reasons being given why terms were granted to the Potideans, 
—— dwx"Ata tadavra. Isocrates reckons the expense at 2400 talents, 
a part of which Pericles took from tke public treasure. Boeckh (Pub, 
Econ. Athens, p. 290) pronounces the reading yi\va found in two 
MSS. to be false. €s Tv modwopkiav. In many editions the article 
is omitted. 

8. rovs émixovpous, i. e. the Corinthian auxiliaries. Cf. I. 60. —— 
Edy évi inariw. ‘Sic seepe in pactis.” Poppo. As the women always 

wore two garments (cf. Herodot. II. 36), they were permitted to take 

two on this occasion, and yet it was but one suit. kai—€yovras = 

and with, the construction being varied from éiv with the dative. 

epddiov, for the journey-expenses, is in apposition with syne 
to denote its PErpore, 

4, éxaotos 7 eduvato, each wherever he was able (to go), i. e. each 

went to whatever place chance or inclination led him. avev. Seo 

N. on I. 128. § 8. 7 €Bovrovro, in whatever way they pleased. 

kai torepov’k. tr. A. Diod. says that the Athenians sent out 1000 
of their citizens as colonists, among whom the country was divided. 

CHAPTERS LXXI—CIII. 

These chapters comprise the events which took place in the third year 
of the war. The operations of the summer are narrated in chaps. 71-92, 
which Poppo subdivides into four divisions, in the first of which, comprised 
in chaps. 71-78, negotiations are entered upon between Archidamus and 

the Plateans (chaps. 71-74), which being fruitless the city is besieged (chaps. 

"5-78. ‘The second division is comprised in chap. 79; the third in chaps, 

80-82; the fourth in chaps. 83-92. The history of the events of the winter _ 

is contained in chaps. 93-103, the minor divisions of which are (1), chaps. 

93, 94; (2), 95-101; (3), 102, 108. This portion of the history is highly 

interesting, especially the brilliant achievements of Phormio (chaps. 83-92), 

which are narrated in a singularly clear and graphic style. 
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CHAPTER LXXI.. 

ne Peloponnesians under Archidamus make an expedition against Platewa and ravage its 
territory (§ 1); upon this the Platzans send ambassadors to them, who set forth the injus- 
tice of this war upon Platea, since for their services in the Persian war, Pausanias and 
the confederated Greeks had solemnly guaranteed to them their independence (§ 2); this 
pledge the Peloponnesians at the instigation of the Thebans are now violating (§ 8) ; from 

which injustice they are adjured by the gods to cease, and neither to injure the territory 
of the Plateans-nor to infringe upon their liberties (§ 4). 

1. xaYicas Tov orpardy, having caused his army to encamp. From 

this general encampment detachments could sally forth to ravage the 

surrounding country. éuedAe. He had not yet fairly commenced 

ravaging, when the Platwans were sent tohim. 

2. tpev, i. e. of your honor and dignity. av ere, from whom 

you are sprung. oTparevovres, in making an expedition, explains 
ov Oixata. See N. on I. 37, § 5. EvvdpacSat tov Kivdvvoy, to share 

in the danger.. The genitive is the more common construction with 

this verb. - map npiv, i.e. in our territory. Svoas ev TH 

Tikaraay x.7.. Aristides in an assembly of all the Greeks pro- 
cured the enactment of a decree, that this festival of liberty should 

-be annually celebrated, at Platwa, by delegates from the whole of 

Greece. The town was also declared inviolable and sacred, as long as 

its inhabitants offered these sacrifices on behalf of Greece. Of. 

Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 375. The Platewans refer to Pausanias by 
name, either because he was the leader of the confederated Greeks, or 

to add force to the argument by attributing the thing spoken of toa 

Lacedemonian. dmedidov is rendered by some, gave back, refer- 

ring to its temporary occupation by the Persians, But the main idea 

of the grant is evidently lodged in avrovéuous, and hence I prefer the 

| sense, granting, conferring as a favor. The clause éyovras adrovdpous 
oikeiy is epexegetical, denoting the result or effect of the verb dzedidov. 

Oftentimes dare is added to make the statement more definite. Of. 
K. $806. R. 7. See N. on I. 34, § 3. —~ orpareicai re pndéva. Sup- 
ply éxédeuce elicited from dedidov. emt Sovdeia, i. e. in order to 
reduce them to servitude. 

«BL emt Sovdcia rH Euerepa directly contrary to the grant of Pau- 
‘sanias. See N. on emi SovAeia, § 2. 

_ 4, paprupas....motovpevot, calling the gods to witness who were in- 
voked as witnesses of the oaths then made. With this may also be com- 
bined the idea referred to in N. ms I. 71. $5. These gods would be 

2 
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particularly offended at a vio-ation of the oaths which they had been 
called upon to witness. The tutelary deities also of Lacedemon and 
Platea would be offended, the former at the injustice of their wor- 

shippers in making war upon a country which they were sworn to 

defend ; the latter in seeing the country, where their worship was ¢s- 

tablished, overrun and devastated by an army of enemies. 

CHAPTER LXXII. 

Archidamus in reply admits the truth of what the Platwans had said, but avers that it was 
to rescue them and vthers from bondage to the Athenians, that such an expedition as the 
present was undertaken, and exhorts them to remain free and assist in liberating others 

from servitude, or if unwilling to do this, to pursue a strict neutrality (§ 1); the Platzeans 
reply that they can do nothing without the concurrence of the Athenians, and express 
their fears that either that people will compel them to engage in war, or that the Thebans 

~ taking advantage of their neutrality will seize upon their city (§ 2); to which Archidamus 
- responds by pledging to preserve their territory, in case they will retire somewhere else, 

and to deliver it to them at the expiration of the war (§ 3). 

1. itoda8ev. Bloomf. supplies rév Adyov. yap, namely, that 
is, explains the idea contained in the imperative avrovoyeioSe. K. 

§ 324. 2. rav rore (in the Persian war) xwdvver. Cf. xivduvov 

tis paxns, I. 71. § 2. im ’ASnvaiors, in subjection to the Athent- 

ans. mapacKeun Te....€devSepaoews. This passage is made clear 

by referring air&y to the persons included in éc0....£vyapooar, and 

rév dor to other states which had not united in these oaths, but 

were in like manner sane, to the Athenians. moAepos, i. e. the 

Peloponnesian war. fjs....0pkois, 1m which especially Darlene, 

do you also abide by your oaths. I concur with Kriig. in referring jjs 
to mapackev)) as containing the leading idea.  pdAcora péev—ei dé py. 

See N. on I. 82. $1. dmep vefers forward to jovyxiav. TO 
rpérepov. We are not informed by Thucydides when this proposal 

was previously made. vepopevoe TA Uperepa alta, enjoying your 

9WN possessions. 
2. avev. See N. on I. 128. § 2. map ékeivois, i. e. the Atheni 

ans. einoay is put in the optative as though dre or os had pre 

ceeded. Of. Mt. § 529.3. In respect to the thing spoken of, ef. I. 6, 

§ 4. éxeivev refers to the Lacedwmonians. —— odiow ov én 

rpéraoty, would not permit them (sc. to receive both as friends). The 

ellipsis is supplied very naturally from Séyea%e dé dudorépous iAovsy 

at the close of the preceding section. —— @s....d€xeosar, since tng 
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men were bound by the agreement (i. e. embraced in the oath) to admit 

both parties. The idea is that if the Plateans were to admit both 
parties as friends, they would be obliged to admit their enemies the 

Thebans, since they were members of the Peloponnesian confederacy, 

and thus their liberties might be endangered. 

3. 6 ¢, i. e. Archidamus. —— mpos raira, i. e. in respect to the 
grounds of fear entertained by the Platwans. —— dévdpa refers te 

fruit-trees, and such other trees as might be valuable for timber or 

ornament. apisuo, by number. @Ao....€dASeiv, whatever 

else can be numbered ; literally, can come into number. Reference is 

probably-had to houses, barns, sheds, and other immovable property. 
éws dv 6 médeuos 7, a8 long as the war may continue. av im- 

parts indefiniteness to the time spoken of = as long as (however long 

it may be). Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 847. 3. pexpt dé rodde, i. e. until 
ixavy. for 

subsistence. 

CHAPTER LXXITI. 

The Plateans express their willingness to accede to. these proposals, if the Athenians will 
consent, and ask and obtain a truce to enable them to send to Athens (§ 1); the ambassa- 
dors being sent report, on their return, that the Athenians promise them assistance and 

conjure them not to change their alliance (§§ 2, 3), 

1, d= éxeiva dG, of which the antecedent depends on xowéca, and 

the relative on mpoxaXcirat. avtovs, i.e. the Athenians. The 

subject of wovety is the Plateeans, and raira refers to the proposals of 

the Lacedemonians. nepas—ev ais, days in which=as many 
days as. kopioSnvat (to return) refers to the Platesan ambassadors. 

2. ovr év TH mpd Tod xpdva—ev ovderi, at no time whatever before 

this. Some take év ovdevi in the sense of in ho respect. agp’ ob 
= since. —— nas, mpoéa%at adixoupévous, have they permitted us to be 

injured. Goel. edits tyas, which Kriig. says is inadmissible, inas- 

much as the Platwans as well as the Athenians are referred to in 
—— repioieo%ar (Sc. adicovpevovs). See N. on septopar, éyevopuesa. 

I. 24. § 6. 
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CHAPTER LXXIV. 

‘She Platwans resolye to remain true to the Athenians, and announce this determiration tt 
the Lacedeemonians (§1); Archidamus inyokes the gods to be witnesses of the justice of 
the invasion, and implores their aid in bringing the Plateans to punishment (§§ 2, 3). 

1. dvéyeo%a....dpavras, would bear even to see their country rav- 

aged, tj it must needs be. yav depends upon épévras, which pro- 
perly should have. been épavres, but is put in the accusative to con- 
form to the construction which « det would have demanded. —— 
GAXo in respect to yay repvopevny. 

2. éevrevdev, then. és éemipaptupiayv—Seav—xaréatn, called the 
gods to witness; literally, proceeded to an attestation of the gods. 

Poppo explains the words by émepapriparo (contestatus est) Seovs. 
Cf. Xen. Cyr. IIL. 3. § 22; Livy, I. 22.. - 

3. tovde refers to the Plateans. avryy is put for Fv. —— 

evpevn evayovicag%at, favorable to fight in (see N. on évorparomededoat, 

II. 20. § 4). The words éy 7....°EAAnow are parenthetic. qv TT 
rot@pev is euphemistically said for, if we shall take and destroy the city. 

mpoxareoapuevot. See N. On dvres, I. 7. § 1. ov Tuvyxavopev, We 
cannot gain our purpose, i. e. we cannot bring them to accede to our 

equitable proposals. Evyyvopoves....mporéepors, grant (literally, 
be consenting) that those who jirst began to act unjustly may be pun- 

ished for their iniquity. ris ddixias belongs both to trdpyover and 

KoddteoSat (= koAdcews tvyxdvev), according to the formula coddgew 

twa twos. In respect to trois tmdpxovor with the infinitive, if the 
leading verb by itself governs another case than the accusative, either 
that case or the accusative may accompany it, when the infinitive fol- 

lows. Cf. Mt. §5387; K. § 307. 1; 8. § 224. ths O€....vopipes 
~ ‘ > 4, / A , , So 

=<=Tois 5€ emidepovat vopipws thy Tinwpiay Tuyxavew adrijs.. 

CHAPTER LXXV. 

Archidamus commences the siege of Platea by palisading it so as to prevent all egress (§ 1) 
he then constructs a mound protected from falling away by timber brought from Citheron, 
the army working in relief-parties incessantly upon it for 70 days (§§ 2, 8); the Plateans 
by counter works raise their wall to a height corresponding to that of the mound (§§ 4, 5); 
they also devise a method to draw away the earth from the opposing mound (§ 6). 

1. tocatra emZeracas, when he had thus invoked the gods, or called © 
the gods to witness. tois Sevdpeotv, There were trees in the 
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vicinity of the city, such as fruit-trees, and those left for ornament or 

shade. It was for the construction of the mound that timber was 

supplied from the heavy trees of Citheeron. Tou pndéva ere e&cevat, 

in order that no one might afterwards go forth = that all further 

egress might be cut off. —— yapa éyouv. The object of raising a 

mound, was to enable the besiegers, by filling up the interval between 

the mound and the wall, or connecting them by a bridge, to ascend 
the wall and thus get possession of the city. avray refers to ray 

TAaratay implied in wéAw which precedes. Kistem. refers it to dév- 

Spev, and translates aipeow, carrying or conveying them from the 

place where they were felled to the city. But this is flat and trifling. 

2. ovv, therefore, i.e. in order to build the mound just spoken of. 

ék Tod KiSapavos. Mount Cithwron, which was 3500 feet high, 

lay to the south of Plata, a distance of only three or four miles. In- 
deed the southern angle of an enclosure, which Leake thinks to be as 

old as the Persian war, is only separated by a level of a few yards 

from the great rocky slope of Citheron. Cf. Leake’s North. Greece, 

Il. p. 825. éxatepwrev, on both sides of the mound. The reason 

is given in é7@s....x@pa. poppnddv, crosswise like mat-work, i.e. 

at right angles, thus, EEG. This timber framework was only on the 

right and left side of the mound, the front being left sloping so that 

~ an army could be marched up, when things were in a state of readi- 

ness to scale the walls of the enemy. On the opposite side, the earth. 

and other materials were suffered to’slide down unobstructed, except 

by the wall against which the mound was raised. el Ti—pedXor. 

The oratio obliqua is used, because reference is had to the notion of 

the verb as it passed in the mind, not of the writer, but of the actors 

in the affair. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 885. Obs. 

3. Sinpnuevoe Kar dvaravXas, being divided into relief-parties. ——- 

of &evayoi, i. e. Spartan officers placed over the quotas furnished by 

the auxiliary states, and to whom the generals of the allies were sub- 

ordinate. Of. Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 1065. Evveheorares, “una 

prepositi, i. e. una cum propriis ducibus preepositi.” Kistem. 

4, 4 mpocexotto, where the mound was raised against (the wall). 
The object of this wooden framework was to secure for the walla 
higher elevation than the mound raised by the enemy. eo@Ko0d- 

pouy és ard mAivSous, ‘ they built up into tt (in the interstices of the 
wood-work) bricks.” Bloomf. ek....oixtay is to be constructed 

with mAivSous. KaSaipovvres = having pulled them down for this 
purpose. 

5. rod... .otkoddunua, in order that the structure, being high, might 

not be weak. eye. Supply ofxoddunya or retyos. — - déppets Kat 
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dipSépas, hides and leather. muppédpots oicrois. Sometimes ar- 
tows were so constructed as to carry fire (lighted tow and other com: 

bustibles being attached to them), and became very formidable when 

thrown into a town or into ships. ev aodadeia re eiva is referred 
by many critics to the workmen, and pire—BaddreoSac to the wood- 

- work. But Isee no good reason for such an artificial arrangement of 

the members of the sentence. 

6. davravyet aird, went up against it, i. e. the mound rose equally 

with the wall, and thus the counter operations of the parties left them 

in the same relative situation as when they commenced. dueAdvres 

Tov Teixous, opening the part of the wall. The genitive is partitive. 

Cf. Mt. § 321.5; Jelf’s Kiihn. § 583. 8. 

CHAPTER LXXVI. 

The Peloponnesians by a counter device render the last mentioned contrivance of the Plate- 
ans ineffectual (§ 1); the besieged then dig a trench to the bottom of the mound, and thus 
draw away the earth from the bottom of it (§ 2); they also raise an inner wall as an addi- 
tional defence in case the main wall is taken (§ 3); the Peloponnesians bring up their bat- 

tering rams against the wall, but these are rendered useless by a device of the Platzans (§ 4). 

1, év....éveihdovres, tnclosing clay in wicker-baskets, “ thrusting 

in clay into large wattled cases made of reed.” Arnold. Buttmann 

(Lexil. No. 44) by a long and labored criticism endeavors to prove, 

that eideivy does not signify to turn round, as some suppose, but al- 

ways has essentially the same sense, to press, to shut, etc., and that 

here it is used with év, because the action described is that of press- 
ing in firmly and tying up. és To Sinpnuevor, i. e. into the oper 

ing made in the wall by the besieged. Siayedpevoy is put in the 

neuter as being referable not only to mmAdv but also to rapoois. 
2. of dé, i. ce. the Plateeans. Tovto—enéeayxor, desisted from 

this. This verb is followed by the accusative also in V. 46. $1; 63. 
g 4, imdévopov, @ passage underground, a mine. Evvrexpunpd- 
pevor Ud TO xapa. Bloomf. remarks that this is a condensed form of 

expression for, making their way by conjecture to the part under the 
mound. But may we not with Kriig. consider tmd rd. xapa, as be- 

longing rather to dpvéavres than to Evyrexunpdpevor? vpeidKov 
...-xoov, they secretly (imo-) drew the (earth of the) mound to them- 

selves, i. e. within the wall. imayopévov...-xapmatos, iM conse- 

quence of their (avrois for the adnominal genitive) mound being 
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drawn away from below. The genitive absolute here denotes cause. 

S. § 226. iCavovros is used intransitively. 

8. ovrw, i. e. by this contrivance. The disparity of their numbers 

convinced them, that they could not remove the earth from beneath 

as fast as it was heaped up above. Hence they invented an additional 

contrivance (spoceretedpov 1é85e). evdev 8 kal evSev. Cf. Xen. 

Anab. IV. 8. § 28. avrod depends on eer, and refers to oixodd- 
pnpa. ard tod Bpaxéos reixous, from the lower part of the wall, 

i.e. at the point on each side, where the wall which had been elevated 

against the mound returned to its original elevation. A construction 

of the inner wall beyond these extremities would have been unneces- 

sary, since the breach or entrance would be made, if any where, from 

the mound, and against this point only it would be necessary to build 

counter works of defence. dé rov Bpaxéos Teixous serves therefore to 
designate at what points on either end (ev d¢ cai évSev) the inner 

wall joined to the old town-wall. ex... .mdAty, on the inside in the 

Jorm of a crescent towards the city. A wall thus shaped would enable 

the besieged to half inclose a force brought up against it. peya 

teixos, i. e. the wall whose height had been increased to overtop the 
mound. dumrdodv te mdvov, & twofold trouble, resulting from 

having another wall to pass. ev... .ylyveo%at, be more exposed to 

missiles on both sides. It will readily be seen that in approaching a 

wall bending inward and having two projecting angles, as this new 

- wall would have, the besiegers would be exposed to missiles discharged 

on either side as well as in front. > 
4. pnxavds. The following context shows that battering-rams are 

referred to in this word. Tov peyddou oikodovpnparos depends on 
emi peya, & considerable part of the great wall, i. e. the wall raised 

against the mound. Some translate, shook the large, superstructure 

very considerably. It is evident that the battering-ram was directed 

against that portion of the wall which had been recently built up to 

overtop the mound, as the engine was worked from the top of the 

mound, kata Td x@pa mpocaxSeioa, being brought up upon the 

mound, @Xas dé responds to piay pev, and is in partitive apposi- 

tion with pnxavas at the commencement of the section. —— addy Tod 
teixous, in other parts of the wall. avéxrov, drew upwards, i. e. 
diverted them from a direct blow against the wall. kat connects 

evexroy and ddiecar. doxo’s....€ykapaias, suspending huge beams 
by long tron chains at each end, and drawing them up in a slanting 

direction by two cranes placed obliquely and stretching over the wall. » 

rouy refers to the end of the beam where it was cut off. dd xepaav 

is to be joined with dveAxicavres. Notice the omission of the copula- 
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tive between the participles dprnoavres and dveAkicavres. —— adie 
gav tiv Soxov—amexavri¢e. Regularity of construction would have 
required adevres tiv Soxdyv—dvexavdrfor, since ds, by the force of re, 
refers also to the last member beginning with kal Soxovs. On account 

of the intervening words, and because the writer wished to explain 

what sort of a machine it was, which they used to break off the head 

of the battering engine, the construction was changed. —— yadapois 

+ y-€xovres, with slackened chain and not holding it in their hands, 
i. e. letting it go through (6:4) their hands. 

CHAPTER LXXVII. 

Being baffled in all their efforts to take the city, the Peloponnesians make preparations te 
completely invest it (§ 1); they determine to try, however, first to burn the city, being 
unwilling to undergo the expense of a blockade (§ 2); for this purpose they heap up 
combustibles between the mound and the wall, and from this elevation toss them into the 
city (§ 3); with these they make a great fire, and are only kept from effecting their 
purpose by the want of a stltticient breeze, and by a heavy rain which is reported to have 
come on (§§ £6), 

1. rd avriretyiopa refers to the crescent-shaped wall. Of. IT. 76.§ 3. 
Kriig. refers it also to the newly constructed portion of the old wall. 
Cf. II. 75. § 4. a7d....dewav, by the present means of terror. 
Reference is had to the mound and to the battering-rams, —— mpos 
THY mepireixiow in order to reduce the Place by famine. 

2. «t mws—mpocax%ein. See N. on ef was reiceray, 1.58. § 1. 

Samdyns kal moXvopkias is put by hendiadys for Samdvys rijs roXtopklas. 

The expense of besieging a city is seen in the investment of Potidsa. 
See N. on II. 70. § 2. 

3. és....mpooxaceas, first into the space between the mound and 
the wall, The mound on the side towards the wall sloped down, so 
that while the base touched the wall, there would be quite a space 

left open at the summit. The necessity of sae this will be obvious 

to all. YEVOpEPOD, SC. ToD peTakv. SHEEN ONY - + + feTE@pOV. 
The order is: émimapéyoav (heaped up side by aoe) kal THs GAAns d- 

Aews Soo mreioroy eduvarro emoxeiv (to reach) ard Tov petewpov (from 

the height of the mound). médews depends on mAcicrov, and is em- 

ployed as though the wall against which the fagots (paxeAXor) were 

thrown was a part of the city. rijs GAns wédews refers to the space 
between the old wall and the lunar-shaped one newly built, for it is 

evident that beyond the last-mentioned one, fagots conld not be 
thrown otherwise than by machines. 
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4. Eby Seim xa ricon in order to make the fire-take more readily 
and burn more surely. —— dE... .eider, 80 great a fire as no one 
ever until that time saw kindled by men’s hands, —— 78n, already, 

heretofore. tAn tpipeica—mpos avrny, the branches of the forest 
being rubbed one against the other. dw avrov, i, e. from this attri- 

tion of the branches. This allusion to fire upon the mountains is a 

kind of reply to an anticipated objection, in respect to the greatness 

of this fire in the city compared with other conflagrations. The train 

of thought is: the fire in Platea was greater than any which had 

ever yet been kindled with hands, for the mountain-fires which have 

burned so fiercely and extensively, were enkindled not by human 

agency but by the mutual action of the forest branches agitated 

by high winds. The words dwé ratropdrov are therefore highly 
emphatic. ! 

5. rddda disasters and dangers. eXaxlorov edénoe SiapSeipat, 

wanted but little of destroying (= well nigh destroyed). édaxiorov is 

the genitive of separation. K.§ 271.2. dence, sc. rodro, i.e. 7d 
Tup. évrés....medaoa, for within a large space of the city it was 

impossible to approach on account of the flames. Some without suffi- 

cient reason make yapiov to depend on meAdoa, for it was impossible 
to approach a large part of the city within. TVEUPA... .evavTiot 

furnishes the reason for the collection of such a mass of combustibles. 

The besiegers hoped that the high wind would carry the flames and 

burning materials such a distance as to reach the dwellings. —- 

avty i.e. 77 pAoyi. enidopor, favorable. 

6. vdep—oBéoa is epexegetical of réde EvpBivar: 

CHAPTER LXXVIII. 

Being disappointed in their attempt to leave the city, the Peloponnesians proceed to draw the 
lines of investment (§ 1); after which, dividing the duty of watching the place between 
a detachment of their own forces and the Beotians, they depart to their respective cities 

(§ 2); the Plateans who stand this siege number 400, besides $0 Athenian auxiliaries, and 

some women who are left to prepare their food, all the rest haying been sent to Athens 

(S§ 3, 4). 

“1. 1d 8 Aowriv ddévres. These words are regarded as spurious by 

’ Poppo, and are bracketed in all the best editions. —— dcehdpevar.... 

xoploy, distributing the space among the several cities, i. e. a portion 

of the space to be circumvallated was assigned to each state (cf. 

Nehem. chap. IU., where the work of building the wall was divided 
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off into portions). In respect to the use of this circumvallation, see 
N. on Il. 77. § 1. The previous wall (II. 71. § 1) was only a palisade, 
—— evros against the besieged, and ¢£o%ev against an invading enemy 

of the besiegers. 

2. ‘rept apxrovpov emtrodds, i. e. about the middle of September, 

when this star rises a little before sunrise and is visible. Bredow 

has written a valuable note on this passage, which I am eompelled 
to omit for the sake of brevity. 

8. mAqZos To axpetov, the multitude useless for war. 4 
4, xarecxevao®yn. Of. II. 85..$1; VIII. 5. §1. 

CHAPTER LXXIX. 

About the same time with the events just narrated, the Athenians make an expedition into 
Chalcidia and attempt to take Spartolus (§ 1); auxiliary forces haying been sent, however, 
from Olynthus, the citizens make a sally but are compelled to retreat before the Athenians 
into the city (§§ 2, 8); the horse and light-armed of the Chalcidians, however, defeat 
those of the Athenians, and this gives rise to a change in the battle, so that the Athenians. 
become the retreating party and are compelled to fly for safety to Potidea, with the loss 
of 430 men and all their commanders (§§ 4-7).: 

1. ray WAarady is the objective genitive. éavray in distinc- 

tion from their allies. dxpatovtos rov girov. See N. on II. 19. 

§ 1. tpiros adros (see N. on I. 46. § 2). - The ,other leaders were 
Pharnomachus and Calliades. Cf. Il. 70. § 1. tmd Smaprodor, 
“sub menia Spartoli.” Poppo. So Bloomfield, who supposes the 
situation of Spartolus to have been on a chain of hills which skirt 

the coast. Poppo (Proleg. II. p. 859) and Kiepert fix its situation 

west of Olynthus; but Leake says (North. Greece, III. p. 456), that 

it lay at no great distance to the northward of Olynthus. —— mpac- 
odvrav, aiming or contriving to bring about a surrender. 

2. Trav ov radta Bovdopevar, i. e. Who belonged to the opposite 

party. #Aov from Olynthus. gvAdakyy of Spartolus. m™pos 
avtn TH mode, Close to the city. 

4, eiyoy refers to the Chalcidians, for od moAXovs meAracTas is re- 

sponded to most clearly by d\Ao weAracrai, and must therefore refer 

to forces belonging to the same party. So Poppo and Kriiger under- 

stand it. 

5. rois re mpooryvyvopevas, by the reinforcement which their friends 

had received. mpérepov this accession of force. dvaxwpovo, 
refers to the Athenians. 
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6. évedidocay, i. e. the Chalcidians and Spariolians. —— droxo- 
povat, SC. of *ASnvaior. evexevto and éonxdvrigoy refer to the 

Chalcidians and their party. 9 Soxot (SC. Kaipds), wherever oppor- 

tunity offered. 

7. T@ Tepidvte TOU oTparoi, with the army which remained after 
- the slaughter. 

CHAPTER LXXX. 
At the urgent solicitation of the Ambraciots, the Lacedeemonians fit out an expedition against 
Acarnania and the adjacent places, the Corinthians joining heartily in the enterprise and 
preparing to furnish their quota of ships ($§ 1-8); having eluded the observation of 

Phormio, they make preparation for the land expedition (§ 4), with the auxiliary forces 

of the Ambraciots, Leucadians, Anactorians, Chaonians, Thesprotians and others; the 

Spartan admiral without waiting for the Corinthian nayy, ravages Limnea, and marches 
against Stratus (§§ 5-7). 

1. "Apspaxi@rat cai Xadves. These people were united in the Am- 

philochian war. Cf. II. 68. § 9. vavol....cpav. ‘Bene Portus, 
cum navibus simul et peditatuw secum.” Poppo. EvpBoneiv, to 

assemble for defence, to render joint aid, TOY. amd. Sadaoons 

eee, i. €. rav éml Yaddoon ’Axapyaver dd Saddoons, the prepo- 

sition awd being used by way of accommodation with £upBonSeiy, as 

denoting whence’the assistance proceeded. See N. on I. 18. § 1. 

ay belongs to xparnoovct, and denotes the existence of a condition on 

which the verb may be supposed to depend. Cf. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 424. 8. 
Some may prefer to construct av with oydvres = hv oxaat. Kparn- 
govotis-eootro. Such an interchange of moods in dependence upon 

the same verb is quite frequent, as the writer wishes to express cer- 

tainty or probability only.. Cf. Jelf’s Kihn. § 802. 8.d; Mt. § 529. 5. 

dpoios, the same as before. —— édrrida § civa. The construction 
is here varied from ér with the indicative, and then with the opta- 
tive, to the accusative with the infinitive. 

2. ért dvra. The office of admiral was with the Spartans limited 

to a definite period." Thus in VIII. 20. 85, it appears that the com- 

mand was limited to one year. In the beginning of the war, when 

Sparta was ignorant of maritime affairs, there were obvious reasons 

why the term of command should have been somewhat longer. ——_ 

eri vavolv. “ Rarius dictum pro én vedv seu év vavoiv.” Poppo. —- 

ro vautixe, the fleet is here put for the sailors who manned it. —— ds 

raxiona peaas to mapackevdcacSai Te @s TayLoTa Kat TEiy. 
83. droikos ovat, because they were their colonists (see N. on I. 9, 

§ 4) The Ambraciot colony was one of the earliest of the Cor inthian 
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colonies, being founded by the Heraclidw. Cf. Muller’s Dorians, I. p 
130. €v mapackeun iv = mapackevacero. mporepoy adiKxopuevos 
because they were nearer to the place of rendezvous. 

4. ds....eppovpovv. Of. I. 69. § 1. 
- 5. Xdoves. See N. on II. 68. § 9. 

by kings. 
magistracy. 

6. MoAoocots—xai "Atwravas. The former of these people occu- 
pied the district north of Ambracia (see N. on I. 136. § 2), and the 

latter bordered on the Molossians to the north-west, embracing the 

upper streams of the south-eastern branch of the Aous (ef. Kiepert’s 

Map), and, according to Leake (North. Greece, p. 118), the moun- 

tainous country between the Apsus and the Aous. Iapavaiovs. 
This people seem to have occupied a district north-east of Atintania, 

on the upper streams of the north-eastern branch of the Aous. —— 

’Opécra. The location-of this tribe is involved in obscurity. Some 
place them in the north-west part of Epirus, and others regard them 

as occupying a more easterly position. 

7. Kpiha rav ’ASnvaioy. Cf. II. 29. § 7, where it appears that 
Perdiccas formed an alliance with the Athenians. See N. on I. 56. 
§ 2. torepov (= torepor), too late, i. e. after the fight was over. 

&. ’Apyeias of Amphilochia. Atpyvaiav, now according to Leake 

(North. Gr. IV. p. 244) Kervasaraé. It was the nearest harbor to 

Stratus, on the southern shore of the Ambracian gulf. =rparov, 

Stratus lay 8. E. from Limnea, on the right bank of the Achelous, 
and was a place of much importance, being situated where the valleys 

of Lipuni and Achelous meet, and open into the great A®tolian plain. 

dy gives to mpooxwpnoew the idea of probability. Cf. 8. § 215. 

5; Mt. § 599. d. See also Xen. Anab. Il. 8. § 18. 
* 

— dBacirevrot, not ruled over 
ék Tov apxtkov yévous, Of the family eligible to the 

CHAPTER LXXXI. 

The Acarnanians act on the defensive, and send to Phormio for assistance (§ 1); the Pelo- 

ponnesians march towards Stratus in order, if necessary, to force it to submission (§ 2); 
the order of march (§ 3); the Greeks proceed with due caution, but the Chaonians and 
other Barbarians with foolhardy confidence press forward in order to take the place and 
bear off the honor (§ 4); the Stratians perceiving this, and forming ambuseades, attack the 
Chaonians, slay many, and compel the rest to flee back to the Grecian camp (§§ 5-7); 
where they still continue to annoy them with their slings (§ 8). 

1. aloSépevoi—éeoBeBrAnxviav. See N. on I. 26. § 3. EvreBor- 

Sovy (see N. cn II. 80.$1). The suddenness of the invasion gave 
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them no time to concert measures of defence. 

69. $1. vautikov....ekAmew. Of, II. 80. § 3. 

2. tpia rédn. ~See N. on I. 48. §2. These divisions had respect to 
the breadth, not the length of the army. —— Adye. All the editions 

before me except Dindorf’s have Adyos. The singular corresponds 

the best with épyo. In respect to the use of these two words, see N. 
on IT. 40. § 2. : 

8. pécov pev exovres because they were the weakest portion of the 

army. The article is omitted with péoov, because the expression in 

military language is already sufficiently definite. of pera TovT@r. 
Haack thinks that these were the Ciniads, but it appears from the 

following chapter, that this people joined them after the retreat 

from Stratus. Auxiliary forces of theirs is doubtless referred to, 
unless with Arnold we consider them the Periceci of the Leucadian 

peninsula, which sort of inhabitants almost every town in Greece had 

in greater or less numbers. €oTw Ste ovde Ewpayro, sometimes 
were out of one another's sight. See N. on I. 65. 3 (end). 

4, Sua pvdakis exovres (Sc. Eavrous) being on their guard, 

mndel@. See N. on IL. 20. § 4. 
ing esteemed the most warlike. ovr érécyoy, Sc. éavrors. ro 
atparémedov which they had been directed, or were expected to 
occupy. popn, with a rush, with headlong speed. 
“mrimo clamore atque impetu.” Betant. At the first onset. 

—éreiv. See N. on IL. 80. $8. 

tory. 

5. ere mpoowdvras, yel advancing. So Haack: anteguam cursum 

absolvissent. pepovapevov, while thus alone, i. e. separated from 

the other forces. - dpotas, i. e. with as much alacrity and boldness 
as before. mpodoxiCovar—evedpars, beset-—with ambuscades. There 

is a partial pleonasm in these words, in respect to which, cf. Mt. § 636. 

p. 1144. ék Te THs....mpooninrovor, they joined battle with those 

JSrom the city, and fell upon them from the ambuscades. 

6. avrovs, i. e. the Chaonians. 
7. tTav....oTparomédoy, i. e. the right and left wings which were 

encamped at this time. qoxero THs pdxns. S. $192. 1. 
dud... .emelyeoSar, because they (i. e. the Barbarians) were far in ad- 
vance, and they (i. e. the Greeks) thought that they had hurried on to 

occupy some encampment. The true reason for the disorderly advance 

of the Chaonians was unknown to them. 

8. evexewro evyortes, pressed upon them (i. e. the Greeks) tn their 
flight. .%yxeya is more usually employed of a pursuing army. 

avrovs, i. e. the Chaonians. és xelpas—idvrav, coming te an ene 

Poppiwva. Of. IT. 

> 
€7Tt- 

> A , i agovpevor—paxtorarot eivat, be- 

avroBoei, 

av 

TO €pyov =the honor of the vic- 
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gagement. —— pre, not yet, implies that efforts were making to- 
raily the surrounding country to follow up the victory which the Stra- 

tians had gained over the Chaonians. —— ézAov. Some take this 
word in the sense of ém\i:ray (cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. $353.1). I prefer, 
however, with Poppo, Arnold, and Bloomfield to take it in its usual 

sense, armor, especially their shields and defensive armor. Kun- 

3pvac to obtain their necessary supplies. TovTo, i.e. TO odevOovay. - 

CHAPTER LXXXII. 

Cnemus retreats by night to the river Anapus, and thence to Ciniada, from whence his alliea 
return to their respective homes (§ 1). 

1. rov”Avarov morapdv. This was a small stream flowing from the 
north-west into the Achelous, some distance below Stratus. The 

object of Cnemus, whose retreat Bloomf. pronounces to have been 

very able, was to place this stream between his army and the pursu- 

ing enemy. —— 17 vorepaia, the next day. —— Oivadarv. The re- 

treat had brought the Peloponnesians near this people, who lived at 

the mouth of the Achelous, and who were at enmity with the Athe- 

nians. Cf. I. 111. § 8. thy EvpBonSecay (of the Acarnanians). 

Seo N. on II. 80. § 1. 

CHAPTER LXXXIII. 

At the same time with the battle at Stratus, the Corinthian fleet and that of their allies are 

compelled to come to an engagement with Phormio, who has been watching their voyage 
(§$ 1, 2); not supposing that the Athenians would hazard an engagement with a superior 
force, they are not well prepared for a sea-fight, and therefore, when they perceive the 
threatening demonstrations of the enemy, endeavor to cross over to the continent by night, 
but are compelled about midway in the passage to come to an engagement (§ 8); the Pelo- 
ponnesian order of battle (§§ 4, 5). 

1. Tho narrative is here resumed from II. 80. § 8. Om@s.... 

‘Axapvaves by attraction (see N. on II. 80. $1) for drws py of mapa 

Sakdoon Axzapraves ard Sardoons dvw ~EvpBonsaow (see N. on II. 80. 
$1). The word ayo refers to motion from the coast up into the in- 

terior. See N. on Il. 67. $1. , 
2. 6 yao ....ernpes. There is some obscurity in this passage re- 

sulting from ¢£@ rod xdédAmov, which, if connected with érpe, as 

Haack supposes, and which the natural order of the words seems to 

justify, would make Phormio to have left Naupactus, atl to have 
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sailed into the open sea, while the enemy was yet within the gulf, 

which seems to me to be incredible. Goel. gives to maparAéovras— 
e£w—ernper the pregnant sense mapam\éovras Kal mdéovras ¢&w Tod 

KéAmov éernpet, and supposes that it was the design of Phormio to pre- 

vent the egress of the enemy’s fleet from the Criswan gulf, which 
they were coasting along the southern shore to effect. But why then 

did Phormio suffer them to pass, as they did, through the straits into 

the open sea? Poppo would cut the Gordian knot by substituting 

éow for ¢£w. It seems to me that the general sense is clear, and that 

from this we may evolve the meaning of the parts which are obscure. 

The Corinthian fleet coasted along the southern shore of the gulf, 

sailed through the narrows, and still continued to hug (as the sailors 

say) the same shore until they reached Patra. As they passed along 

by Naupactus, the Athenians weighed anchor and sailed along the 
north-western shore, opposite to them, in order to watch their mo- 

tions and seize a favorable opportunity to attack them, when they 

reached the open sea (€v 17 edpvxyapia émiSéo%a). Thus they passed 

through the narrows, and were outside of the inner gulf, coasting 

along opposite to each other, the Athenians keeping a close eye on 

their adversaries. Now instead of repeating all this, the historian 

has given us the relative position of the two fleets in the outer gulf, 

as descriptive of their movements and relative position from the time 
the Athenians left Naupactus. ¢£ rod xdéAmov belongs then in sense 

to both mapamAéovras and érnpe. The evidence that the Athenians 
were coasting along the north-western shore is contained in § 3, ovr 

ZhaSov vukrds ipopyicduevor, by which it appears that the chizak was 

to conceal the place of their anchorage, and thus prevent ‘the Atheni- 
ans from knowing where to stop, so as to be opposite to them. —— 

Bovddpevos....emi%eo%at. He desired sea-room on account of the nu- 

merical inferiority of his fleet. Cf. II. 89. $8. 

8. @s em vavpaxiavy, = with the expectation of a sea-fight. 

otpatiwrikarepor, “rather as troop- -ships.”. Liddell and Scott. ay 

belongs to roApnoat. avrovs refers to the Athenians. —— oday 

koptouevov. Instead of this genitive absolute, we should have ex- 

pected the nominative, inasmuch as it refers to the subject of éopwr 

(i. e. the Corinthians), but emphasis is promoted by the present con- 

struction (cf. K. § 813. 2). Render, while they themselves were sailing 

along the shore. Tlarpav, Patra, was an important port of Achaia, 

at the south-eastern shore of the outer gulf, nearly opposite Chalcis. 

It appears that the Corinthian fleet had coasted along as far as this 

place, and were passing over (8:a8adAdvr@v) to Acarnania, when they 

‘descried the Athenian fleet approaching them from Chalcis and the 
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river Evenus. A little reflection'will enable any one to see how the 
fleets came into this position. While the Corinthians anchored at 

Patra, the Athenians, instead of proceeding further westward, ané 

thus leaving the sea open to the enemy for a passage across to Acar 

nania, stopped at Chalcis, and thus were in readiness to oppose ther 
in the manner here described. That the Corinthians expected the 

Athenian fleet to have sailed further, is evident from the words, ov 
++ -upoppiodpuevot. €a@pav avtovs is repeated in xareidov rove 
*ASnvaiovs on account of the intervening words. ovr On, 80 then, 
i, e. in consequence of the state of things just mentioned. The prot- 

asis began with émedy. See N. on I. 131. $1. 

4. mapecxevagovro. See N. on II. 23. $2. 
5. a@s....qoav, as large as they were able. SuexrAovv. See N. 

on duexmAa, I. 49. § 3. Ta Xenta mAoia, the small craft. —— 
movovvra. = brought, put. Cf. Ill. 3. §4. mévre vads. Supply 

era£ato from the preceding éra£avro. dia Bpayéos, from a short 

distance. It is difficult to see any sense in the translation adopted by 
some, at intervals, The design of these fast-sailing ships was to give 

aid wherever and whenever required. We can readily see how their 

being so stationed as to be near at hand would subserve this object. 

CHAPTER LXXXIV. 

The Athenians in a single line Keep sailing around the enemy, and gradually hem them inte 
a smaller space ($1), being ordered by Phormio not to commence the attack until he gave 

the signal, for he expected that the nautical mancuyre, which they were practising, 
would soon throw them into disorder, especially when the usual wind sprung up from the 
gulf ($2); it happened as he expected, and the Corinthian ships being thrown into the 

utmost confusion, he gives the signal for the attack, which is in every way successful (§ 3); 
the Athenians having erected a trophy return to Naupactus (§ 4), and the Peloponnesians 
sail to Cyllene, where they are joined by Cnemus and his force (§ 5). 

1. xard....reraypévor, drawn up in a@ single line, i.e. the ships 
sailed one after another, as appears from. zeptémAcov adrods Kiko. 

Goel. adopts the notion of Haack, that the ships first approached the 

enemy in @ line abreast, and then changed into a@ line ahead, and thus 

sailed around the enemy. Cf. II. 90. §4. Evviyyov és dAtyor, 

crowded them into a smaller space. How this was done is contained 

in év xp@ del mapamdéortes, sailing continually along by’so as to graze 

the enemy’s vessels. This bold mancuvre not only disturbed the 

order of the enemy, but must have greatly depressed their courage 

and ardor, while at the same time it inspirited the Athenians. 
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2. Amite, he expected. Ta mAoia, i, e. the small craft spoken 
of in II. 83. § 5. Omep avauevay, waiting for which, denotes an- 

other reason why he kept sailing around the enemy instead of imme- 

diately attacking them. ovdeva....avtovs, they would remain still 

(i. e. in their respective positions) no time at all. These words and ré 

mAoia—mapéew are connected by re in cir’. In respect to taking the 

advantage of the wind, Bloomf. remarks that a similarly adroit ma- 
neuvre was practised by Themistocles at the battle of Salamis. Cf. 

Plut. Themist. ch. 14. tore, then, when the wind arose. —— 
kad\Xiorny for the Athenians, because their ships being more skilfully 

manned and better constructed, would be less affected by the waves. 

8. os....Karyet is well rendered by Arnold, when the wind came 

down upon them and caught them. Tay te mAoiwy refers to the 

transports and small craft which lay in the centre. TOs KOVTOLS 

SiwSodvro, and were continually pushing each other's vessels off with 

poles, Bun Te xp@pevor—ovdev Kxatnkovov, by the noise of their 

shouting—they were unable to hear. Tay TapayyeANopevey refers 
to the orders of the officers, who had the general command of the 

ships, while rév KeAevordy relates to the inferior officers, whose business 
it was to superintend the rowers, mark the time by the beating of a 

pole or hammer, and cheer them on by songs and words of exhorta- 

tion. Of. Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 778. évres by being, denotes 

the reason or cause. dvapepew depends on ddvvaror. 

rou admetpot, being men of inexperience. dmewSeorépas, less manage- 
able. tore....Tovtov. See N.on 1. 58.$1. dre dy begins the 
apodosis, the protasis having commenced with os é¢ at the beginning 

of the section. onpaive. refers to Phormio. 

the Athenians. duepSepov. See N. on I. 29. § 4. kaTéoTnoav 
....autav, effected that no one of them could turn to make resistance. 

Avpnv, Dyme, which lay on the coast of the outer gulf, nearly 

west of Patras. 

4. e& aitav....dveddpevor, having taken on board (their own ships) 

the most of them. Goel. remarks that the meaning having killed 
(adopted by some interpreters) would have required dveAdvres. —— 

MoAvkpeov, Molycria, lay 8. W. of Naupactus, and near Antirrhium. 

belonged to Locris. Cf. Leake’s North. Greece, I. p. 111; Kiepert’s 
Map of Locris, ete. tT Ilocetdéu. Probably there was a temple 
of Neptune on this promontory. 

5. d€ cai, and also. KvAAnyny, Cyllene, was situated on the 

promontory, where commences the entrance into the outer Corinthian 

gulf, nearly opposite to Zacynthus. —— Kyjyos. Of. II. 82. § 1. —— 
ai éxeitev ves. By a reference to II. 80. § 8, it will be seen that Leu- 

dy3pe- 

xopnoeay, i. e. 
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cas was the place of rendezvous for the allied fleet, and that the quots 

of part of the states had arrived there, and were waiting for the 
Corinthian fleet, It is highly probable that Cnemus, after his retreat 

to niade (II. 82. § 1), sailed to Leucas with the expectation of there 

meeting with the Corinthian fleet, but hearing of their defeat, he 
formed a junction with them at Cyllene. 

CHAPTER LXXXYV. 

The Lacedemonians send out three persons to act as counsellors to Cnemus (§ 1); and being 
angry and thinking it strange that their fleet had been vanquished by the Athenians, they 
give orders to Cnemus to prepare for another battle (§ 2); Phormio also sends to Athens 

for a reinforcement (§ 3); twenty ships are sent out, but, in obedience to orders, they first 
stop at Crete, and ravage the territory of the Cydonians (§§ 4, 5). 

1. d€ nai. See N. on II. 84. § 5. - EvpBovtrovs. This practice 
of sending counsellors along with the general, became quite common 

with the Lacedssmonians and the other Greeks, and was also practised 
by the Romans. It must in many cases have proved highly prejudi- 

cial to success. Bpaciday. See N. on II. 25. § 2. mapackevd- 

¢ec%a. Most of the editions have xaracxevateoSat. eipyeoSat Tijs 
Saddoons. This was virtually the case, since the Athenians had 

hindered them from making their intended descent upon the Acarna- 

nian coast. 

2. GrAws....metpacapevors, especially as this was their first trial 

in naval warfare. Reference is’had to the Peloponnesian war, since 

in the Persian wars the Spartans had engaged in naval fights. From 

that time, however, their naval experience was on the decline, until they 
were compelled in the present contest to resume that mode of warfare, 
as the only means of successfully opposing the great maritime state of ~ 

Athens. ——)eiweo%a in skill. Of. IL. 87. $4... Their numerical superi- 

ority was not a matter of conjecture. Instead of d€ after rocovr@, we 
should have expected the correlative éc@, in yeyernoSa: Sé ria pa- 
Aakiav. ovK....pederns, not opposing the. shill of the Athenians, 

obtained from long practice, to their brief experience. Tis pedéerns 
depends on dvririZévres according to the formula dyririSnpi ri ruvos. 

With 8 ddrlyou, cf. dia mredvos, I. 124. § 2. ovv, i. €. in conse- 

quence of the erroneous views just spoken of. 
3. perd, i.e. conjointly with. vais = the sending of ships. 

Cf. I, 116. $1. 
4, avréy refers to the Peloponnesians, dyyedovvras. Cf, Xen, 
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Anab. I. 8. § 19. nv éevixnoay, which he had gained. §.§ 184. N. 
1. —— ds....vavpaynoev, because he was in continual expectation 
every day of being brought to a battle ; literally, as there was ex~ 

pectation, ete. 

5. r@ 8€ xopigovre refers to the Athenian commander of the rein- 
forcements, and not to Nicias of Gortyn, as Dukas supposes. Toprim- 

os. Gortyn was situated in the central part of Crete, a short distance 

S. E. of Mount Ida. There were three principal cities of Crete, viz. 
Gnossus, Gortyn, and Cydonia. This was a bad step, inasmuch as the 

greatest haste was demanded by the perilous situation of Phormio. 

mpo&éevos. See N. on II. 29. § 1. Kvdeviav. This place lay 

on the northern coast of the western division of Crete. The Cydo- 

nians had not joined the Peloponnesian confederacy, but probably were 

well disposed towards it, since the Cretans were allied to the Doric 

family (cf. Miill. Dor. I. p. 34), by the original migration from the 

Doric settlement at the foot of Olympus, as well as by colonies from 

Peloponnesus, which in subsequent times spread over all Crete. Ar- 

nold well remarks, that mutual enmity would naturally exist between 

the Athenians and Cydonians, as many of the latter were Mginetan 

colonists who had settled there, Olymp. 65. 2. 

would bring over to the Athenians. 
6. xal....dmdoias, from winds and calms, or perhaps dm\oias may 

refer to the more general hindrances to navigation. 

Tpoomoincer, 

CHAPTER LXXXVI. 

While the events spoken of are taking place in Crete, the Peloponnesians coast along to Pa- 
normus, and Phormio taking his position at Antirrhium, they come to anchor at the oppo- 
site Rhium of Achaia (§§ 1-4); for several days both sides make preparations for battle, 
yet fear to hazard an engagement unless in a favorable sea (§ 5); the Spartan commanders 
wishing, however, to bring on a battle before any assistance could reach Phormio from 
Athens, assemble their men and arouse their courage by an pa (§ 6). 

1. mapeckevacpéevot as emi vavpaxiav, prepared for battle. —— 

Ilavoppoyv, Panormus, This port, on a bay now called Tekiah (ef. 
Leake’s Morea, III. p. 195), lay about 15 stadia beyond the promon- 

tory of Rhium as one sails into the inner gulf. It was nearly oppo- 

site to Naupactus. This movement of the Peloponnesian fleet was 

one of defiance, but Phormio, in no wise intimidated, coasted east- 
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ward, and took his position at Antirrhium directly opposite to them. 
abiiep. See N. on I. 184. $4. 

4, éni otv TG “Pim x. tr. . It appears from this that the Pelopon- 
nesians stopped a little short of Panormus, at Rhium. és Tavoppov 

may therefore be rendered towards or near to Panormus. 

ASnvaiovs, SC. déppirapévous. 

5. peAeravres, practising. yropny txovres, having it in their 
mind, determining. ot pev refers to the Peloponnesians, cf dé to 

the Athenians. The reason why it was for the advantage of the for- 

mer to fight in the gulf, and for the latter to come to an engagement 

in the open sea, we learn from the speech of Phormio (II. 89. $8). 
—— mpis éxeivav = for their advantage. 

6. ard Trav *ASnvaioyv = from Athens. Of. Mt. § 429. 

Tous 

CHAPTER LXXXVII. 

The speaker commences with remarking that the result of the late battle should excite no 
alarm (§ 1); for it was the result of adverse circumstances combined with the inexperi- 
ence of the party defeated (§.2); this should not daunt men of courage, for whatever may 
be their reverses and disappointments the brave are always the same (§ 8); the skill of the 
foe unaccompanied by bravery will be useless amidst the terrors and alarms of battle (§ 4); 

to their skill must therefore be opposed valor (§ 5); moreover the Peloponnesians are su- 
perior in the number of their ships, are near a friendly coast where are their heayy-armed, 
so that in no respect does there appear to be any danger of defeat (§§ 6, 7); every one should 
therefore do his duty with alacrity and with full confidence that the commanders will plan 
well the battle, and administer suitable rewards and punishments (§§ 8, 9). 

1. odxi....expoBnoa, Jurnishes no just ground to fear. Matthia 

($ 541) makes 1d éexhoSjoa the subject of gxex, of which Poppo says: 

“recte ut videtur.” Herm. (ad Soph. Aj. 114) makes it stand for Scre 
expoBica. This mode of construction is adopted by Haack, Goel., 
and Arnold, and is probably the true one. The infinitive is explana- 
tory of réxuapow, showing what it is in respect to which there is no 

ground of fear. It properly has the relation to réxuapow of a sub- 
stantive in the genitive. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 670. 

2. obxyi—padrov 7, not—rather than =not—but rather, not so 
much—as. S....emheopev. Cf. orpatiarikdrepov maperkevacpevoi, 

II. 83. § 3. Ta azd Ths téxyns and therefore not the subject of 
human foresight or control. Reference is had to the effect of the 

wind upon the close and circular order of the ships, spoken of in TL 
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84. § 3. kal mov rt, i.e. in some small degree. It would have 
been foreign to the ends of the speaker, to have admitted any great 
inferiority in the nayal skill of the Peloponnesians. ; 

8. ovdé Sikaov x. tr. A. This difficult passage has received many 

different interpretations. Poppo constructs ris yropuns with dyBrv- 

veoSa, and refers to Il. 65.§4, But Goel. denies that these passages 

are parallel, and says that the sense to be given here to duBAiveoSat 

demands the construction with the dative. Bloomf. thinks that. ris 
yvepns is an error of the scribes for 77 yvopn or tiv yvopny. Arnold 
makes ris yvopuns rd pj—vxnSev answer to rhs Evudopas 7 amoBav- 
rt, nor should our spirit’s unvanquishedness and confidence be dulled 
by the issue of the event. In this interpretation ro—mxndev is taken 

like rd dedsds and 7d Sapaotv, I. 36.§1. But I prefer on the whole 

to take rd wxn%ev in the sense of rovs wxnSevras (cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. 
§ 442. b), and to render it those unbeaten in spirit, unvanquished in 

mind, the genitive denoting that in respect of which the notion of 7rd 

wuxnsev is affirmed. Cf. S. $195. 1. avritoyiay is taken by 

Arnold in the sense of defiance, but may it not be rendered plea, 

ground of defence, in respect to their recent defeat by the enemy? 

GuPrtiveo%a finds its subject in rd wn&ev (i. e. tous wuKnBévras). 

vopica. Repeat dixaov. evdéxeo%at is here employed imperson- 

ally (cf. I. 124. § 2; 140.$1; 142.$9; IV. 18. §5), and rovs dv3pe- 
mous is the subject of odddAcoSa. Render, that men are liable to be 

disappointed. Tovs avrovs, the same. ép%as is opposed to 
eixéra@s in the sense of dSamep dptas exer (a8 is right). —— py in kal 

pu) belongs to yevéo%ae which depends upon vopica,. mpoBadXo- 

péevous, by pretending. . 
4, ipav—i ameipia deireras is put by a varied construction for 

ipeis AeimeoSe arewpia, you do not fall so much (rocovror) below them 

in your want of skill. ravec, i.e. the Athenians. pynpny, 
““mresence of mind,” Bloomf. émitedety Gepends on pynpny e&er. 
Kriig. compares pepvnos%@ drvjp dya%ds eivat, Xen. Anab. III. 2. § 39. 

5. avriraéacde, set off, balance against. TO—TvxEiv (SC. dvTes) 

is the object of dyrird€ac%e to be repeated from the preceding member. 
6. émAur@v mapdévrev. Of. II, 86. $1. vavpaxeiv (the article 

being omitted. Of. Mt. § 542. p. 988) is the subject of mepryiyveras, 
being connected to mAj%os by te—xal. ra dé modkAd. See N. on 

I. 18. § 1. rav—napeckevacpevav—eariv. §.§ 190; C. § 390. 

7. dote....cpaddropévors, 80 that in no one particular do we find 

any probability that we can fail. For ay with the participle, cf. N. 

on I. 73. § 4. dca is the accusative synedochical. 
i. e. the knowledge and correction of these faults. 

avTa TavTd, 

TPOOYEVOUEVA, 
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being added, i. e. the defect being remedied. Arnold quotes the pro- 
verb, ra maSjuara paSnpara, as illustrative of the sentiment of this 
passage. j ; 

8. xvBepynra: and vadrae are in apposition with ipeis, the omitted 

subject of éreoSe. TO kaS éautdv. See N. on Il. 11. $3. 

9. rav—nyeudver depends on xeipov. The words ov yetpov (= xpeio- 

gov) are used per modestiam, or perhaps, as Dukas thinks, out of 

regard to the feelings of the previous commanders. kat before 

Bovdnsq gives it emphasis, which as Arnold happily remarks, is like 

the emphasis which we lay upon the auxiliary verb: if any sHouLp 

choose to behave so. tisznoovras has the force of a passive. Of, 

Soph. Gr. Verbs, p. 38. 

CHAPTER LXXXVIII. 

Phormio seeing his men in danger of being dejected and losing their confidence in their su- 
periority over the enemy, calls them together and encourages them with an address 

($$ 1-8). 

1. Grt....é€hoBowvro. The order is: ért xara oas adrovs Evm- 
orapevat (see N. on xara Evordoets te yryvopevor, II. 21. § 2) epoBodve 

To Td TARSos Tov vedy Of the enemy. ev T@ trapdvrt, On the pre- 

sent occasion, or in the present circumstances, in reference to mpérepov 

in the next section. 
2. as depends on éreye, the words xal....yve@pas being in a man- 

ner parenthetic. ovdéev—rrAj3os—rocodrov, no number so great. 

Cf. Mt. § 483. p. 805. 6,rt....eaTt, which (= whose attack) could 

not be sustained by them. 6,r. refers to mAj%os. For the construction 

of the verbal, cf. 8. § 178. N. tiv agiwow is explained by pndéva 
...-vmoxapeiv. - The verb tizoyapeiv here takes the accusative, from 

its sense to shun, to avoid (see Jelf’s Kiihn. § 548. Obs. 2) derived from 

its original sense, to retire from, to give place to, which takes the geni- 
tive. ’"ASnvaior dvres, inasmuch as they were Athenian as Athen- 

dans. This sense of naval supremacy had been fostered and strength- 

sg ever since the time of Themistocles. 
3. dy, aspect of things. iropmow....Sapceiv, to eeneid 

them of being courageous, i. e. to excite their courage by reminding 

them of the things which promise victory. - 
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CHAPTER LXXXIX. 

The speaker begins by saying, that the Athenians have no just grounds of alarm neither on 
account of the numerical superiority of the enemy, nor their reputed bravery, since in the 

latter they are equal, and the Lacedemonian allies are brought into battle, after so signal.a 
defeat, against their wills (§$1-4); the confidence, which the Athenians exhibit in their 
readiness to fight the enemy when so greatly superior in numbers, is adapted to inspire 
them with fear (§§ 5, 6), and many armies have been defeated by an inferior force (§ 7); 
the speaker gives his reasons for preferring a battle in the | open sea (§8); and professing his 
determination to take the most prudent measures, exhorts his men to maintain strict dis- 
cipline, to stand firm, and charge bravely, inasmuch as the combat is one on which de- 

pends momentous results (§§ 10, 11). 

1. ovx déiév. See N. on I. 36. §$ 3. 

dread. | 
2. obdrot is here an expression of contempt. —— pndé—époio, une- 

gual in skill and bravery. To mARSos depends upon smapeckevd- 
carTo. ovK ard Tov icov refers to inequality of numbers. o= 
rovr@ @, of which the antecedent is explained by os... .eiva, it being 
constructed as though preceded by Spacvrepoi eoper (cf. § 3 infra), 

and the relative depends on morevovres. It is unnecessary with some 

to suppose, that Phormio had learned what he here refers to from 

spies or deserters, since their superior : bravery was a common boast in 

all the Lacedezsmonian speeches. aAo te is used synecdochically. 

KaropSovvres is connected with otovra, as though it was written 

ért KatopSover Kal otovrat, inasmuch as in these are contained the 

grounds of the Lacedsemonian confidence. There is, as Goel. remarks, 

_a blending of two constructions, since two verbs or two participles 
would have been the more natural construction. In respect to odio, 

I prefer with Goel. and Arnold to make it depend on zomoey, the 

subject of which is either rodro 6 pddtota miorevovres mpocépxovrat, 

and that their boasted courage will do the same for them (i. e. give 

them the same success) by sea; or thy év rG meCG éumerpiay, which is 

Kriiger’s solution. ro avro is to be referred to 7d xarop%odr elici- 
ted from xaropZovvres. 

3. Kriig. after Bloomf. in his earlier edition refers rd 8 to rd xa- 

rop%ovv in 7rd avrd, but Goel. with the approbation of Poppo, Arnold, 

and Bloomf. in his later edition, refers it to 6....apocépyovra, on 
the ground that if it had referred to rd karopSovv, it would have been 
followed. by é« rov eixdrws and not é« rod Sixaiov. mepteorat. 

See N. on I. 144. § 3. tovras refers to the Lacedwmonians, an? 

év éxeiva = ev tS meCG. The verb wepierrs is to be supplied in this 

év dppodia exe, to be in 
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clause from mupiécrat. TO... .€opev =O Sé, dre Exdrepol re eye 
mepdrepot eoper, Spacvrepot éeopev. Goel. éumeipdrepor is in the 
nominative by attraction. See N. on II. 42.$4. The argument of 
this whole passage may be thus stated: we have juster grounds of 

confidence now (i. ¢. on the eve of a naval battle) than they have, just 

as they might be expected to excel us in confidence if the approach- 

ing battle was a land-engagement, inasmuch as they do not excel us 

“in natural bravery, and in whatever we both (i.e. Athenians and 
Lacedwmonians) are the more skilful, in that we are the more brave. 
As the Athenians were confessedly the more skilful and experienced 
in naval warfare, it followed from the reasoning here adopted, that 

they would be the bravest in sea-fights. 

4. dia....dd€av is to be constructed with mpoodyovor, and not 

with yyotpevor, which would be very flat and inapposite. The design 
is to show that the Lacedemonian allies could not be expected to fight 

bravely, being dragged into battle, as they were, to uphold the glory 

of the leading power. émei, since otherwise. In the idea of addres 
thus residing in ézei, lies the omitted protasis, ei yz) dkovras of Aaxe- 
Saipdviot mpoonyor. mapa odv is to be taken with noonevres. 

5. py—sdeionre. §. § 218. 8. dy belongs to dvSicracZat. - 

py.+-.mpacew, unless being about to do something very great (literally, 

something equivalent.to what is very great). This explanation regards 

Tod*mapa Todd as a substantive,,which seems to me better than with 

Poppo to supply mpdcoev, or with Goel. and Bloomf. mpovevixnxevat, 

or to read déwoy rov. Of. K. § 244.11; 8. § 169. 1. 
6. dvrimadot....odrot. Goel. constructs of mAelovs davrimador (ér- 

res) Somep ovrot. I prefer, however, with Poppo, to construct éomep 

ovrot With the following words, which gives this sense, for most men, 
when equally matched (even), relying as these do (who are greatly our 

superior in numbers) upon their physical power, rather than upon their 

skill and prudence (rj yvapun), come to an engagement. of 5’, sc. 

érepxdpevot, but those who come. €k TOMA@ trodccotepav, with 
greatly inferior forces (as we do now), is opposed to dyrimahax. 

péeya....BeBaor, some very great firmness of mind. - d, i. ©. Ort of 

€k TOAA@ Umodeeotépwy—arTitohpacw. ovrot refers to the Lace- 

dsemonians. T@ ovk eixdre = on account of the improbability that 

we should advance against them with such a force. 

were in proportion to the present exigency. 

7. dn. See N. on Il. 7. § 4. &y....peréxopevr. Poppo re- 
marks that the argument to have been in point, should have been 

utrumque autem vitium in illos (Peloponnesios) cadét, But is not this 

implied in the words taken in their connection ? 

| , kata Adyov 
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8. éxdv eivat, willingly, if I had my choice. Cf. 8. § 223. 9. —— 

vavolv limits Evpdéper. ay émumdetoete, could sail up. Opposed to 
this is av droyapjocev. The protasis is pev éywv, unless he has. §. 

§ 225.6. See N. on I. 71. § 6. €x modXov, from a distance. 

év déovri, at the necessary time, opportunely. duexmror. See N. on 

I. 49. §3. dvaotpopai. This word expresses the backward motion 

of a ship, after having charged the opposing ship with its beak, in 
order to gain space to give impetus to another charge. 

depends on éoriv. 

9. rovrwy depends on tiv mpdvorav. kara ro Suvardv. See N. 

on I. 53. § 4. rd Te....d€xea%e. See N. on Il. 11. § 9. —— & 
:...0v0ns, “as we are watching one another's movements at so short a 
distance.” Arnold. I would prefer: as the enemy is watching us, etc. 

ev TO epyw, in the action. 
10. riv éArida is here followed by two genitives, the hope of the 

Peloponnesians of a navy, i. e. the hopes entertained by the Pelopon- 

nesians of raising a navy. The clauses # xaraddoa and 7 Karacrica, 

illustrate the magnitude of the contest by expressing its obvious 

result. eyyutépw xaraotioat, to bring nearer. 
11. dvapipyjoke © ad refers to 6 dé dyav péyas, the contest is great 

—but again (cf. § 2) [will remind you. avdpay limits ai yvapa.. 
ovK e8éAovew, are not accustomed = cannot. dpotat in respect 

to their former bravery and confidence. 

VE@V 

CHAPTER XC. 

The Peloponnesians sail towards their territory within the gulf, with their right wing in 
advance in order to inclose Phormio (§§ 1, 2), who fearing that their design is to attack 

Naupactus, coasts along his own shore (§ 8); the Peloponnesians suddenly turn upon the 
Athenian fleet, hoping to inclose the whole (§ 4); eleven, however, make their escape, and 
the rest are run ashore and their crews in part slaughtered (§ 5); some of their ships the 
Peloponnesians succeed in drawing off (§ 6). 

1. ovk....orevd. In respect to the position of the Athenian fleet, 
_ ef. IL. 86.§2; and of the Peloponnesian, cf. II..86.§4. ra oreva refers 

to the straits between Rhium and Antirrhium, by which the Cris@an 

_ gulf was connected with the sea, or rather the inner with the outer - 

gulf. dkovras. See II. 89. § 8. avayopevot. See N. on avy- 

‘ yovro, I. 48. § 1. emt reaadpar, with four ships abreast. Matthie 
| (§ 584. 3) translates four deep, Me is evidently incorrect. ert 

4 
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iv €avtey ynv. The Peloponnesians sailed along the Achaian shore, 
which, as Achza sided with the Peloponnesians and furnished with 
the Corinthians many of the ships, might well be called riv €avray 

ynv. Phormio feared that when opposite Naupactus they would turn 

suddenly, sail across, and take the place, and hence he coasted along, 

to be in readiness to repel the attack. There is therefore no need of 
changing the reading éavréy to airay, referring it to the Athenians or 

to the Naupactians. I prefer with Arnold to take this preposition in 

the twofold sense of towards and along by, the former denoting that 
the general direction was towards Corinth, Sicyon, and Pallene, where 
the greater part of the fleet belonged, and the latter, that they kept 

along their own shore instead of sailing over to the opposite coast. 
Their direction is still further defined by €o@ émi rod Kodrov, to within 

the gulf. deEi@ Képa yyoupéve, the right wing leading the way, is 

the circumstantial or modal dative. Had the direction been west- 

ward, the left wing would have taken the lead. —— éomep xai dp 

pour, i. e. in the same relative position in which they lay at anchor. 

2. emt § aire, i. e. upon the right wing. ravtn, i. e. in the 

direction towards Naupactus. vopicas....mAciv shows that the 

Peloponnesians were not sailing directly towards Naupactus, as then 

their course and design would have been a matter of certain know- 

ledge. See N. on §1. pj. ...Kepos, in order that the Athenians 
might not escape their charge [by sailing] beyond their wing. —- 

mwA€ovra Tov émimdovy is not pleonastic, but an emphatic fulness of 
expression, the charge made with full sail, the fierce onset. Poppo 

compares it with the belli impetus navigavit of Cic. pro Manil. § 84. 

3. 6 dé, i. e. Phormio. xepia, 1. e. Naupactus, épnuew. See 
N. on II. 4. § 4. dvayopéevouvs. See N. on § 1 supra. GK@V. 4. 
orovdny, unwillingly and with speed, i. e. Phormio was unwilling to 
leave his advantageous position and sail into the gulf, but he was 

obliged to do it, and that too in great haste. Tav Meconviev of 
Naupactus. Cf, I. 1038. § 3. 

4, xara....Képws, in column one by one, i. e. one ship sailing after 

another in single line. See N. on Il. 84. § 1. —~— mpés r9 yn, near to 

the land. petrarnnddv, in line, as opposed to émi Képws, in column. 

—— as....€kaotos, as guick as each one could. For the construction, 
ef. K. § 274. 8. b; Mt. § 387. 

5. rav 8 refers to the Athenian ships. €s THY edpvyepiay 
(i. e. into a wider part of the gulf near Naupactus) depends upon 

Umexpevyovot. eféwoav....ynv, drove them upon the shore. 

SuepSerpav. Cf. I. 29. § 4; IT. 84. § 8. doo... .aiTav, as many of 
them as did not swim away from the ships to the shore. 
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6. dvadovpevot. See N. on I. 50. $1. kevas of men, since ai~ 
Tois avdpdow is opposed to it. tas dé twas, but some. <A part only 
of the ships captured by the enemy were at this time recovered, as 
appears from I. 92. § 2. é€dxopevas 46n, when they were already 

being towed away by the Lacedwmonians. This brave and daring act 

of the Messenians is worthy of all praise, as it was performed in 
circumstances where the odds were entirely in favor of the enemy. 

Their ancient wrongs from the hands of the Lacedssmonians were no 

doubt remembered, when they plunged into the water, boarded the 
ships, and fought with such fury from the decks, 

CHAPTER XCI. 

The right wing of the Peloponnesians gives chase to the Athenian ships which had escaped, 
but they all with one exception reach Naupactus, and form in line to resist the enemy 

(§ 1); these coming up too late, sing notwithstanding the pean of victory, when the Athe- 
nian vessel which had fallen behind, by a bold and skilful mancuvre sinks the pursuing 
vessel (§§ 2, 3); by which unexpected occurrence the Peloponnesians are thrown into a 
state of consternation and consequent confusion (§ 4). 

1. ratvrn, hac parte. ai....aurav. Of. IT. 90. § 2. treé- 

épuyov....evpvxepiay (see N. on II. 90. § 5). There is a pragnans 
constructio in és (see N. on I. 18. § 2) = they escaped the wheel (of the 

Lacedwmonian ships) and reached the wide part of the gulf (see N. on 
II. 90. § 5). —— 8dvovow aitots—rpoxaradvyotoa és tiv Navrdxror, 

i. e. the Athenian ships outsailed their pursuers and reached Naupac- 

tus first. puas veos referred to in § 2 infra. iexovod....dapv- 
voupevor, lying at anchor under the temple of Apollo with their prows 
towards [the enemy], they made preparations to defend themselves. 

The participle after mapacxevd¢o is frequently accompanied by és. 

2. vorepov, too late to cut off the retreat of the Athenians to Nau- 
pactus, or to reach them before they came to anchor under the town. 

eraovi(dv te dua mréovres, began to sing the pean while they were 

sailing. How prematurely this was done will appear in the sequel. 

tiv piay spoken of in $1. mond. mpd, far before. 

&dXov of the Lacedsemonian ships. 

8. peréwpos, in the sea, in the deep water just outside of the haven. 

rept iv isto be taken with éyBadAc«, although some may prefer to 
construct it with d%dacaca, around which the Athenian ships sailing 
jist. In some editions we find ¢%dcaca kal repimdevoaca, but the 

TOV 

/ 
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reading of Dindorf seems preferable, as more accordant with the 
brevity of Thucydides, and the full idea may be elicited easily from 

$8%dcaca taken as a vox pregnans. 7 ’Arrixy vads. According to 

Polyen. III. 4. § 8, this ship belonged to Phormio and was the Para- 

lus. The manceuvre was certainly executed by a master spirit. —— 

euBadre... .xatradver, strikes in the midst (i. e. midship) and sinks it. 
The position of the ships in relation to the merchantman is not easily 

‘ understood from this passage. It seems to me, however, that the 

Leucadian ship was struck while in the act of doubling the merchant- 

vessel in pursuit of the Athenian ship. The latter, instead of continu- 
ing to sweep in a circle around the stationary vessel, turned short, 
and by the impetus obtained from the previous sweep, struck the Leu- 

cadian ship on the side, as it was turning in the wake of the retreating 

ship. The following diagram will explain the manner in which the 

manceuvre was executed: 

1, Merchantman. 2. Peloponnesianship. 3%, Athenian ship. 

4, draxrws Siakovres. Deeming their victory secure, the Pelopon- 
nesian ships were pursuing in a somewhat disorderly manner, when — 

this sudden reverse happened to them. éméotnoay tov mAov. S. 
§ 197.2; K. § 271. 2. aévppopov....avreEdpunow, thus doing a 
very prejudicial thing, on account of (literally, in respect to) the attack 

being about to be made upon them from so short a distance by the 

Athenians. Such seems to be the sense, which I could not well ex- 
press clearly in a less periphrastic translation. Spavres and BovdAduevor 

conform to the gender implied in ai pév, i.e. the ships. It is quite 
common to predicate of ships, actions which belong to the men who 
navigate them. See N. on I. 49. § 3. ras mAelous, the main body 

of the Pesoponnesian fleet. drretpia xopiwv. The ships were navi- 
gated probably by foreigners (cf. I. 148. § 1), and therefore had very 

few good pilots, or perhaps they were so panic-struck by the sudden 

and awful fate of the Leucadian ship, as to run upon the shoals with- 
out thought or consideration. 
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CHAPTER XCII. 

The Athenians now rush forth with a shout upon the Peloponnesians, and pursuing them as 
- they attempt to escape to Panormus, take six ships and recover all their own (§§ 1, 2); 

the captain of the ship which was sunk, kills himself (§ 8); both the Athenians and Pelo- 

ponnesians erect trophies, after which the latter sail towards Corinth, and the former are 
reinforced by twenty ships (§§ 4-7). 

1. dd évos KedXevoparos, with one shout, i.e. all at once. of 

dé, i. e. the Lacedeemonians. €rpamrovto é€s Tov Ildvoppov, turned to 
Panormus, by pregnans constructio (see N. on I. 18. § 2) = turned 

and fled to Panormus. It is probable that the left wing and centre 
of the Peloponnesian fleet took no part in the engagement, not being 

able to keep up with the twenty fast-sailing vessels stationed on the 

right wing (cf. II. 90. § 2). The rout of this right wing and the loss 
of the six ships, must have followed speedily upon the destruction of 

the Leucadian vessel. 

2. ékeivor, i. e. the Peloponnesians. mpos tH yn SvapSeipartes. 
Cf. II. 90. § 5. aréxrewvay refers to the Athenians. 

3. Tiywexpdrns. Of. Il. 85. § 1. eéérecev, was carried by the 

wind and current. 

4, dev (= exei dev) dvaydpevoe exparnoev. Cf. IT. 91. $1. 

Ta éxeivov refers éoa....qv. Of. ra xara oas adrods, I. 54. § 2. 

mainly to rovs vexpods (= Ta owpara). 

5. tporaiov....dép%etpav. The order is according to the Schol. 
Tpomatov ws vevixnkdres (Evexev) Ths tTpomns tev veay (see N. on I. 33. 

— $2) ds mpos rH ya Siepecpay. Krig. makes ras rpomns to depend on 

tporaiov, and so also Poppo, who puts rporatoyv tponjs for pynpetor 
porns. This is the better construction, as it dispenses with the 

necessity of supplying a preposition with rpomjs. qvmep €daBov 
vady. Cf. IT. 90. § 6. avétecav. See Ns. on I. 13. § 6; 182. § 2. 
The dedication of the ship was made to Neptune, who had a temple 

there. Of. II. 84. § 4. To Ayaixdéy, i. e. on the Achzan side of 
the straits. 

6. dd trav ASnvaiwy. See N. on IT. 86. § 6. 

7. oi—Anvaioe (cf. IT. 85. §§ 5-6) is the subject of ddixvotyra 
ais €e. The accusative was employed in II. 88. §1. Here 

however we may supply avrov’s with mapayevéoSat, which is the more 

natural construction. Of. Mt. § 891. 2. 
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CHAPTER XCIII. 

The Peloponnesians plan an attack upon Pirseus by proceeding from Corinth acrass to ine 
* Athenian sea, and with the ships lying at Nysea, sailing to Pireeus which was unguarded, 

there being no apprehension of any attack (§§ 1-3); the plan is in part carried into execu- 
tion, but no attack is made upon Pirzeus (§ 4). 

1. dcadkdoa is to be taken actively, the subject atrovs referring to 

the commanders being supplied. dud. ...vavTixe, on account. of 

their great naval superiority. They had no apprehension of an attack 
from those who could hardly keep the sea in their own parts. 

2. AaBdvra....xomnv. Arnold cites this in proof that the oar was 

worked only by one man, and not by several, as some imagine. —— 
rd trnpéctor, the cushion, or seat-cover, on which the rower sat, to 

prevent himself from sliding, as he would, on the bare seat made 
smooth by long use. Cf. Bloomf. Tov tporatnpa, the leathern 

loop, or thong, by which the oars were kept in their place in the sides 
of the ship. avrav refers to the Megareans. 

3. dy in pr ay amples a condition not expressed, as pn, ef émumdev- 

cevav, eLarwaiws ovrws éenimdevoeray Gv. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. §§ 810. 814. 

c; Mt. § 520. p. 888. ToAujoat depends on mpocdoxta in the pre- 

ceding member, from which it is easy to elicit rpooedéxwyv or mpooede- 
xovro. Of. Mt. § 537. p. 9382; Jelf’s Kiihn. § 889. Kas novxiay, 
deliberately. duevodvro, SC. woA€utor. Commentators generally feel 

the want of ovre AdZpa in the place of ovdé, as being opposed to ov® 

ard Tov mpopavods, and Dukas does not hesitate to supply with ef dte- 

vootvro, the words AdSpa kai e£amwvaiws ovtas éemimdedoa. But this is 
too harsh an ellipsis, and one which could not well be conceived from 

the preceding context. It seems to me that the difficulty may be 

removed by conceiving the sense to be this: a sudden attack of the 
enemy was not to be expected, since a force adequate to take such a 

place could not be brought against it secretly or suddenly; and a 
deliberate and concerted attack could not be made, without its being 
known by the Athenians long enough beforehand to enable them to 
be ready to meet and repelit. mpoae%éo%a: I would then take in the 
sense, to know beforehand, so that adequate preparations for the 

defence of the place might be made. 
4, &s....€d3vs, i. e. Os Kat Wokev adrois €xapovv isis, as soon as 

they had determined on this they forthwith set out. For this transpo- 
sition of xat, cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 761. 3. ém S€ tis Sadapivos. Repeat 
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To dkpwrnpiov....dpav, the promontory facing Megara. 
tovu—éonAeiv denotes the object or pur- 

kevas Of their crews. —— dmpoaSoxnrots 

€mAeov. 
It was called Budorus. 

pose of the guard-ships. 

refers to rois SaAdapcviors implied in rv Tadapiva. 

CHAPTER XCLV. 

The Athenians being warned of the enemy’s approach by fire-signals, are greatly alarmed, and 
fit out a fleet with all haste for Salamis, leaving their land forces to defend Pirseus (§$1, 2) ; 
but the Peloponnesians, on hearing of this, immediately set sail for Nisaza, and thence pro- 

ceed to Megara and so to Corinth (§ 3); the Athenians take precautionary measures for 
the defence of Piraeus (§ 4). 

1. és....modeusor, but jfire-signals of the enemy’s approach were 

raised towards Athens. modépo is an adjective belonging to dpv«roi, 
war-signals, alarm-beacons, Of. III. 22. §'7. In like manner they — 
had their dpuxroi didzor. ovdepids....eAdoowy (i.e. ovK éAdo- 

cov pas), less than no one (= greater than any) which happened in 

the war. See N. on I. 91. § 5 (end). oi pey yap x.T.A. A simi- 

lar fear is described in VIII. 92. daov ovx, almost, all but ; liter- 

ally, as far as not, i. e. just as much as not to do a thing. Pee 

karoxvijca, if they had not been afraid ; literally, “if they had been 
disposed not to have hesitated.” Bloomf. For the repetition of 
ay before éyévero, see N. on I. 76. § 4. ovK dv dvepos éxaduce, 
and the wind would not have hindered them (cf. II. 98.§ 4). This is 

added to show that the adverse wind would have proved no hinder- 
ar.ce, if their courage had been equal to the enterprise. 

8. as....BonSerav, when they perceived the approaching succor. 

yosovro = saw with their eyes, and is therefore followed by the accu- 
sative. Cf. K. § 278. R. 18. karadpapovres, having overrun, laid 

waste, ras tpeis. Cf. IL. 93. § 4. Kata taxos, quickly, —— 
éott—d,tt, somewhat (literally, there was in respect to which. See N. 
on I. 65. § 3), qualifies epdS8our. kal before vies is also, and gives — 

an additional reason why they set sail so speedily, 
long time. meloi, by land. 

4, ovkért....2adrapin, finding them no longer at Salamis. —— 

Aiwéevoy depends upon kKAyces. 

dua xpdvov, a 
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CHAPTER XCV. 

italees undertakes an expedition against Perdiccas, partly because the Macedonian prince 
had broken his promise made to the Odrysian king, and partly because of the promise 
made by the latter to the Athenians, to bring to a conclusion the Chalcidian war in Thrace 
(§§ 1, 2); for these reasons he resolves upon the invasion in question, and takes with him 
Amyntas the son of Philip to place upon the Macedonian throne (§ 3). 

1. Sirddkyns 6 Thpew. See the genealogical table of the royal 

family of Odrysw, Il. 29. § 2. —— Ilepdixxav. See N. on I. 57. § 38. 
dvo trooxéoers conforms in case to tiv pev—rhv Sé, on the prin- 

ciple that the noun denoting the whole, is sometimes put in the same 
case as its parts. Cf. Mt. §§ 289. Obs. 8; 319. Obs.; K. § 266. 3. 

Hence there is no grammatical necessity of retaining da, which is 

found in some editions before dvo tmocyxécets. avampaéat, to exact, 
enforce the fulfilment of. This refers to the promise made to Sitalees, 

and not to the one made by him. — 

2. yap introduces an explanation of the two promises referred to 

in the preceding section. trocxduevos. We are not told what 
this promise made by Perdiccas was, but the conjecture of the Schol. 
is perhaps the true one, ypyara ovK ohiya. SvadAdEctev Eavrdv. 

Cf. II. 29. § 6. —— ES gt) karaydyot. See N. on I. 57. § 3. 
avrds, i, e. Sitalces. ére....xaradicew (cf. II. 29. § 5). This 

is the promise which he himself was now to fulfil. 
8. Biimrov vidy "Apivray. It would seem from this, that Philip 

‘was now dead, and that his son followed up his claims to the appan- 

age of Upper Macedonia. The following genealogical table will help 

to explain the two branches of the royal family of Macedonia. 

Alexander I. 

| 
: :4 

Perdiccas IT. Philip. 

Archelaus. Amyntas II. 
Philip II. 

Alexander the Great. 

—— as emi Baorreia, in order to place him “por the titond: — 
eer, i. e. it was so engaged on their part. —— as mreiory, a8 large 

as possible, 
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CHAPTER XCVI. 

This chapter contains a list of the tribes, which were under the sway of Sitalces, and fol- 
lowed him on this expedition. It is an interesting geographical sketch, yet replete with 
difficulties, inasmuch as the boundaries of these people were perpetually shifting, as con- 
quest or defeat enlarged or diminished their respective territories. This will account in 
part for the apparently conflicting statements of those who have undertaken to define the 
limits of these states and countries. Some of these tribes too, were so migratory and un- 
settled in their places of abode, that it were as easy a task, to establish the exact locality 

and boundaries of our most uncivilized Indian tribes. The most which can be done in 
such cases is to give the general locality, and leave the specific boundaries to be deter- 

mined, if ever, when the light of the splendid geographical researches, which are now 
being made, shall shine back upon the dark points of ancient geography, and enable us to 
discover in part at least what now lies hidden from our view. 

1. dviornow, he summoned to the expedition. —— évros... .“Podd- 

mys, between Mount Hemus and Mount Rhodope. This valley was 
drained by the Hebrus, now called Marissa. Soav fpxe, a8 many 
as were subject to him. pexpe Sardoons is explained-by és.... 
‘EdAnororrov. rovs....mdvrov. The country here spoken of is 
what is now called Bulgaria, lying between the Balkan (i. e. Mount 

Hzmus) and the Danube (i. e. the Ister). tmepBdvri, to one going over 
= over. The use of paddAov will appear in the translation, and as 
many other parts as are inhabited within the Ister (and Mount He- 
mus) and more (uaddov) towards the Huaine sea (than those parts in 
the interior). It seems from this that the Get did not touch upon 
the Euxine. They occupied the country north and south of the Ister, 

the northern division being by far the more uncivilized. Although 
they are particularized by another name, from their having acquired a 

character different from the rest of the nation, yet they belonged to 

the Thracian race. Of. Mill. Dor. I. p. 478. Thy Tov Evéeivev 

mévrov is annexed to SdAaccav, because mévros with Ev€ewvos is often 

taken for the region bordering on the sea, and the expression is here 

= the sew [viz.] that of the Pontus Huxinus country = the Huxine sea. 

Bloomf. however, takes 3a\aocay in the sense of sea-coast, which is a 

use of the expression quite common, even in our language. Still 1 

prefer the other explanation. xar@xnro. See N. on I. 120. § 2. 

—- oi rairy dpopo refers also to dca adda pépn. Tois TKvIats. 

The Scythians here referred to are those beyond the Ister, although I 

formerly thought that reference was had to a tribe of that people, 

living in the region made by the great bend of that river, as it flows 

northward and then eastward into the sea. 
2. rav dpewav....adtovdpov. Poppo (Proleg. II. p. 406) gives “as 
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the names of some of these independent mountaineers, the Dii, Bes- 
se, Satre, Odemanti, and Derswi. paxatpopdpev (cf. VII. 27. 
§ 1). Bloomf. remarks that the long sword (= Highland lochmore} 

was the usual weapon of the Asiatic mountaineers. ToUs pev 
pucs@ émeev. Like the Swiss of Europe, these mountaineers seem 

to have been ready to entér any one’s service for pay. In VII. 27. 

§ 1, we find that 1800 of these mercenaries accompanied the army of 

Demosthenes into Sicily. | 
3. "Ayptavas kal Aaaiovs. The Agrianes were the most northerly 

of all the Pxonian tribes, and dwelt in the country about Mount Rho- 

dope and the sources of the Strymon. The Leans lived farther 

down the Strymon, by which river their territory was divided. Those 

on the east bank were subject to the Odrysian power, while those on 

the west bank were independent. Thus the Strymon here formed the 

western boundary of Odrysia. There is a difficulty, however, if by 

dia Tpaaiwy is meant through the territories of the Grawans, for as 
these people are declared to be independent (cf. gryaror... .Tadver), 

the Strymon could not have been the western boundary of Odrysia, 
as Thucydides asserts in od dpyn. But dud....pet may signify, flows 

between the territory of the Grawans and the Lewans, and then all is 

clear, the eastern bank being inhabited by the subjected Leeans, and 

the western bank by the Lezans (not subject), and by the Grasans. 

If, however, dca is to be taken, as Poppo contends, in the sense of 

through the territories of the Grawans and the Lewans, then the only 

way to reconcile the conflicting statements, is to regard the Strymon 

as forming the western boundary of Odrysia as far as pertains to the 

country of the former. Arnold on the authority of certain MSS. 
reads péxype yap Tpaaiwy cai Aaaioy Iladver, but not to say that the 
reading is quite conjectural, I cannot see that the difficulty is removed 

thereby. ov is referred by some to sorayov, but Poppo refers it 

in the sense of wbi, to the Grazeans and Lawans. If 84 is to be ren- 

dered between it is better to refer ob to worayod, but if the preposition 

signifies through, then Poppo’s reference is the correct one. 

mpos, on the side towards. non. See N. on IIL. 96. $1. 
4, TpiBadrAovs. According to Gatterer (who is cited largely by 

Poppo in his Proleg., and to whom I am indebted for many of the 
views here given), the Tribelli formed a part of the western boundary 

of the Odrysians, beginning from the river Oscius, and extending as 
far’ west as Illyria, along the right bank of the Ister. ~ This great terri- 

tory was probably inhabited, in part, by other nations subject to them 

or else independent. —— Tpipes—Turaraia. These people formed the 

north-western portion of the Odrysian empire, as appears from what 

5) 
Ta 
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follows. It may here be remarked, that the Mount Scomius or Scom- 
bros (as some read SxdépSpov instead of Sxopuiov) of Thucydides be- 

longs to the great range of Hemus as one of its summits, and which 

as Col. Leake says (North. Greece, III. p. 474) sends tributaries to all 
the great rivers of the northern part of European Turkey, being the 

most central part of the continent, and nearly equidistant from the 

Euxine, the AXgewan, the Adriatic, and the Danube. It may be re- 

marked also that here the four great mountain-ranges meet in a cen- 

tre, forming, as Arnold remarks, nearly a St. George’s cross. The 

Oscius, now called Morava, flows from the south into the Danube a 
little below Belgrade. Néoros. This river, now called Karasou, 

is east of the Strymon, and rising in the Rhodope mountains, flows 

into the sea nearly opposite Thasos. 6 "EBpos, the Hebrus. See 
N. on § 1 supra. €k Tov dpovs, i. e. Scomius. 

CHAPTER XCVII. 

In this chapter the historian proceeds to give an idea of the power of Sitalces, from the ex- 
tent of his dominions, and the revenue and military resources at his command. 

1. éml....xa%jKxovca, extending along the sea-coast. —— ’ABdnpov. 
Abdera was on the western boundary of Thrace, at the mouth of the 

Nestus (cf. II. 96. § 4). It was noted for the stupidity of its inhabit- 

ants, although it was the birth-place of some distinguished men. —— 

rov....morauod. The article gives the sense,-as far along the sea as 

the river Ister = to where the Ister flows into the sea. —— mepimdovs 

(adjective) éoriv, can be sailed around. 7 yy refers to the coast 

from Abdera to the Ister. ra Evyropwrara, by the nearest way. 
—— iyv....avedpa, if the wind blows continually upon the stern = if 
the wind is constantly fair. —— vni orpoyytdn, by a ship of burthen 

. These ships had flat bottoms and were propelled mainly by sails. Cf, 
Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rém. Antiq. p. 877. According to Herodot. 

LY. 86, a day’s voyage of one of these vessels was 700 stadia, and a 

night’s voyage was 600 stadia. This would make the distance here 

spoken of 5200 stadia, or about 566 English miles. The distance from 

the mouth of the Ister to that of the Bosphorus is full three degrees 

or 221 miles. The length of the Bosphorus is 16 miles, of the Pro- 

pontis 120 miles, and of the Hellespont 60 miles, to which if 90 miles 

be added, the distance from the mouth of the Hellespont to Abdera, it 
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makes 286 miles, and this added to 210 gives the whole distance 496 
miles. As no vessel could coast along in a direction entirely straight, 
this estimated distance may be safely increased by 50 miles, and as 

much allowance must be made for the inaccuracy of a calculation 

based on so uncertain a thing as the sailing of a ship, the estimate is 

as near to that made by Thucydides as could be expected. For the 

substance of this note, Iam indebted to Arnold. For the construc- 

tion of reaodpwv....vuxray, ef. S. § 196. 686, by land, is oppos- 

ed to wepimAovs, and is the dative of manner. évdexataios Tehet. 
The distance travelled in a day by a person on foot, is set down by 

Herodot. IV. 101, at 200 stadia, or 21.75 miles. This would make 
the distance from Abdera, across the country to the mouth of the 

Ister, 239.25 miles. The actual distance, however, is upwards of 280. 

Some allowance, as Arnold remarks, is to be made for the epithet 

ev(wvos, Which shows that something more than ordinary speed was 

intended. < 

2. ra pev mpos Sdracaav. See N. on éni....xaSnxovoa, § 1. —— 

ard....27pupdva, i. e. from the eastern to the western extremity of 

the country. tavtn, i.e. in the direction just mentioned. —— 

ayvw. See N. on Il. 83. § 1. dua aAeicrov. See N. on II. 29. § 2. 

—— nuepav—rpiav xat déxa. Why the number of days’ journey 

should be larger, when the distance was far less between the places 

here mentioned, than between Abdera and the mouth of the Ister, is 

not easily seen, unless they were shorter in consequence of the difii- 

culties of the way. 

3. dcov mpoojéay emi Sevsov (cf. II. 29. § 2), as much as accrued 

(literally, as they brought in) in the reign of Seuthes. The form mpoo- 

néa is rare. Of. Soph. Gr. Verbs, p. 76. Svivauis, worth, value, 
is the predicate of ear: to be supplied with gdpos. d....€in, a8 
much of it as might be gold or silver. The optative is employed be- 
cause the annual revenue is spoken of, and not that of any particular 

year. Of. Mt. § 527; R. § 333. 4. dapa....mpocedépero. In the 
~ oriental nations much of the revenue was made up of gifts. Diodo- 

rus says that the revenue of Sitalces (he should have said Seuthes) 
was 1000 talents. This harmonizes with the statement of Thucydides, 
that the revenue of Seuthes in gold and silver was 400 talents, his 

gifts in gold and silver as much more, and the remaining 200 talents 

may be included in the idavrd re xai deia, Tois mapaduvacrevovet, 

those who ruled with (= held power under) the king, those who were in 

authority. I like this better than the usual translation, those who had 

influence with the king. : 

4, rovvavriov tis Iepoav Bacideias, the contrary to that of the 
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Persian kingdom. The contrariety consisted in the habit of giving 

rather than receiving presents, the former being the custom of the Per- 

sian the latter of the Thracian kings. duws....€xpnoavro, but not- 

withstanding [that all the Thracians practise this] they (i. e. the Odry- 

sians) practise it more on account of their power (dia tiv Sivapy. 
Schol. ‘“Recte.” Poppo). dyes dé responds to dvra pe. ov 

_ 2--dapa, for unless one gave presents it was impossible to effect any 

thing. Of. Xen. Anab. VII. 3. § 16. 

5. Sore, so that (ecbatic. See N. on I. 65. $1), denotes the result 

of their extent of country and great revenue, and must not be limited 

to what was said about the Thracian custom of receiving gifts, since 

that could not have raised the kingdom to great power. €m peya 

—ioxtos. See N. on I. 118. § 2. —— toys S€ paxns, in military 
strength ; literally, in strength of battle (i. e. pertaining to battle). 

TOAV....SKvsav, “easily or decidedly second to the Scythians, 
i. e. although inferior to the Scythians, yet far superior to all others.” 

Arnold; “longe inferior Scythis, quamquam secunda ab iis.”” Poppo. 
The latter I think to be the true interpretation. 

6. ravry, i. e. in military strength and number of forces, ovx 

étt—arn’ ovd’, not only—but not. The ellipsis may be thus supplied, 

not to say that the nations in Europe cannot be compared—but not a 

nation in Asia, etc. Of. K. § 321. 3.d; Butt. § 150. p. 433. év 

mpos ev, taken singly, i. e. stripped of all their dependencies, for al- 

though the Persian empire, which the historian may have had in his 

eye, taken as a whole, was far greater than that of the Scythians, yet 

Persia by itself was far inferior to it. ‘“ Sic Austria et Russia majores 
sunt, quam Francia, et non si spectes ¢Svos év mpds €v. Hoc sensu 

Francie populus in Europa maximus est.” Goel. ov py odd’. 
Bloomf. in his later edition adopts the interpretation of this passage 

given by Poppo, Goeller, and Arnold: but yet it cannot be said, either 
that in other respects in prudent management and understanding— 

they are equal, etc. This I regard as the true sense, although at first 

I was disposed to join ot with dpuovdvra, and then to take od phy 
ov —épuocovvrae in the sense of nor indeed are they inferior, and refer 
evBovAiav....Biov to the sagacity, which savages and barbarians mani- 
fest in providing themselves with the necessaries of life, by hunting, 

fishing, predatory excursions, and the like, or to the skill with which 

they form beautiful fabrics from rude materials, as is seen in the ingen- 

‘ous works of our North American Indians. 
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CHAPTER XCVIII. 

Sitalces sets out on his expedition, and passing over Mount Cercine marches between the 
territcries of the Peonians and the Sinti and Meedi to Doberus (§$1, 2); during the march 
his army is greatly augmented, both by infantry and cayalry furnished by the surrounding 
tribes (§§ 3, 4). 

1. ody is here resumptive, the thread of the history being taken up 

from II. 96. § 1, at which place commenced the digression respecting 

the extent and resources of the Odrysian kingdom, éroipa. See 

N. on II. 8. § 4. Sia tijs atrod apyjs, through his own dominion. 
Poppo (Proleg. II. p. 396) understands by this the country of the Lx- 
ans and the subjected Paonians (see N. on II, 99. § 4) on the Strymon 

(see N. on II. 96. § 3), and that the mountain Cercine lies between the 

Sinti and the Peonians (i. e. the free Graseans and the free Pzonians, 

See N.1.c¢.) In passing over the mountain from the east (i. e. from 

Odrysia) the Peonians (i. e. the independent Laans and Grasans) 

would be upon the right, and the Sinti and Medi upon the left as is 

here stated. Doberus, to which place the army of Sitalces came after 

crossing the mountain, was situated on a tributary stream of the 

Axius, a little above its entrance into Macedonia (cf. Kiepert’s Map). 

Arnold says that Cercine divided the streams which fed the Strymon 
from those which ran into the Axius. The same critic agrees with 
Gatterer, that the country of the Medi was on the western side of 
the Strymon above Bisaltia. We should be greatly assisted in the 
a, ography of these places, if we knew the place where Sitalces set 

out on his march. éronoato, had made. See N. on I. 62. $1. 

Tenav Thy Any, by cutting down the wood in order to clear a 
road through the forest. 

2. dea. As the march was westerly, the position of the Peoni- 

ans would be north of the mountain. 

3. mpoceylyvero dé, but it was increased. By the force of the anti- 

thesis dreyiyvero must be rendered was lost, suffered loss, i. e. the 
army suffered no diminution. moAol....Opaxar, i. e. the Sinti, 

Meedi, the independent Peonians, and some of the Dii (cf. II. 96. § 2). 

4. rpitnudpioy....immexod, but about one-third were cavalry. This 

kind >f troops has always formed a principal part of the Tartar 

armies, paxatpopdpa. See N. on II. 96. § 2. oi....KaTa 

Savres, 1. e. the independent mountaineers who descended from Rhe 
Jope. 
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CHAPTER XCIX. 
~ 

The historian proceeds to give a brief but highly valuable sketch of-thy kingdom of Mace- 
donia, showing its origin, and how by conquest and otherwise it had reached its present 
extent and power. The geographical difficulties noticed in the remarks on chap. 96, are to 
some extent experienced here. The general divisions here given are Upper and Lower 
Macedonia, the former comprising the Lynceste and the Elimiote (called usually the Ma- 
cedonians in Lyncus, or the Macedonian Lynceste (cf. IV. 83), to. which some add the 
Orestw. These tribes were governed by their own princes (ef. IL. 80, § 6; IV. 79. § 2; 83. 
§1). Besides these there were other tribes (@AAa €9v7), whose names have not reached 
us. In Lower Macedonia, may be included the part called Maritime Macedonia, compris- 

ing the territory between the Strymon and Axius, and also that lying between the Axius 
and the Cambunian mountains, besides part of Psonia, Eordea, and Almopia (cf 

Bloomf.). Perdiecas reigned over this part, having seized upon the portion which belong: 
ed to Philip and after him to Amyntas, 

1. The Thracian hosts having crossed the Circene mountain, now 
proceed downward (xara xopvd7y) into Macedonia. 

3. TIv....Maxedoviay, i.e. Lower or Maritime Macedonia, —— 

MAcEavSpos. This was Alexander I. the son of Amyntas I. and the 
seventh king of Macedonia. He figured in the time of the Persian 

invasion, being ostensibly on the side of the Persians, but secretly 

inclined to the Greeks, whom he informed, on the night before the 

battle of Platza, of the intention of Mardonius to fight on the follow- 

_ ing day. —— Iliepas. Pieria comprised the western coast of the 

Thermaicus Sinus, the chief town of which was Pydna. It extended 

on the south nearly to Tempe and the mouth of the Peneus (cf. Kie- 

pert’s Map), although some place its southern boundary near Dium. 

aypynra, Phagres, which Ool, Leake (North. Greece, II. p. 177) 
thinks occupied the site of some ruins, which he found on the height 

overhanging to the eastward the village of Orfand. In Kiepert’s 

Map, it is placed a little S, E. of Amphipolis. TIvepixds KdAmns, 
Pieric gulf. This was an extensive hollow or vale N. E. of Phagres, 
which Col. Leake (1. c.) says reached from Orfand to Pravista, and is 

included between Mount Pangseum and a lower maritime ridge, which 

at Pravista form a junction with each other, and separate the head of 

this valley from the plain of Philippi. Along this valley the army of 

Xerxes passed, leaving Mount Pangeum on the right. Cf. Herodot. 7. 

112. Borrias. Bottiwa lay north of Pieria and west of the Axius. 

Its chief cities were Ichne and Pella. ol....oikovot. Reference 

is had in this place to the more recent settlements of the Bottisi, 

near Olynthus in Chaleidice. Of. I. 65.$3; Il. 79. §7; 101. § 5. 
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4, Tlaovias, Pewonia, which was the name originally given to all 
Macedonia, except that portion included in Thrace (cf. Leake’s North. 

Greece, III. p. 462). As the Macedonian empire increased, Pxonia 

was curtailed of its dimensions. <A portion of it, however, remained 

nominally independent of Macedonia, until some fifty years after the 

death of Alexander the Great. The banks of the Axius were the 

chief centre of their power, although they extended eastward to the 

Strymon (see N. on II. 98. § 1). orevny twa (limited by ris Tao- 

vias), @ narrow strip or tongue. This strip of land was on the west- 

ern bank of the Axius, as Pella was on that side. Perhaps, however, 
it lay on both sides of the river. Grote (Hist. Greece, IV. p. 17) dis- 

credits this geographical position of the Peonians, inasmuch as, if it 

were true, so inconsiderable is the space between the rivers Axius and 

Haliakmon, that hardly any room would be left for the Bottizans, 

who, it appears, occupied some portion of the coast. But this hardly 
furnishes ground to impugn the accuracy of such a writer as Thucydi- 

des. I know of no place where it is said that the Bottizans dwelt on 

the coast, but on the contrary it appears from Herodot. VII. 127, that 

they dwelt between the Lydias and the Haliakmon, which rivers unite 
just before their communication with the sea. And if they did occu- 
py the coast, we know not how narrow may have been their maritime 

district. mépav....2Tpupdvos. See the remarks on this chapter. 

Mvydoviavy, Mygdonia. Thucydides seems to have made the 

Strymon the eastern boundary of this country, but Herodotus, whom 

Miiller pronounces to have possessed a very accurate knowledge of this 
region, calls the maritime district west of the Strymon and the land 

further in the interior, Bisaltia. The boundaries of these countries 

were perpetually changing, and it is no wonder that there should be a 

slight confliction apparently in the statements of two such independ- 

ent writers (see the remarks on chap. 95). Perhaps all that Thucydi- 

des means is, that Mygdonia lay between the Axius and the Strymon. 

—— *Hiavas, Edonians, a Thracian tribe on the left bank of the Stry- 
mon, who seem from this passage to have had a previous footing on 

the right bank, whence they were expelled by the Macedonians. Cf. 
Poppo’s Proleg. II. p. 840. 

4 5. *Eopdias. This name was given to the tract of country lying 

between Lyncus and Edessm, in the upper valley of the Lydias, as ap- 

pears from the Egratian Roman road from Dyrrachium to Edessa and 
Pella, which passed through the country of the Lyncestw and the 

Eordians, Cf. Mill. Dor. I. p. 459. Bpaxv 8€ rt, @ small portion. 
dicxav, Physca. This place is conjectured by Kiepert, to have 

been on the Echedorus in the northern part of Mygdonia. —— ’AA 
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pontas, Almopia, now called Méglena (cf. Leake’s North. Greece, II. 
p. 445), lay north of Berrhea and Edessa, on the sources of the Rhoi- 
dias, a tributary of the Lydias. It was one of the earliest acquisitions 

of the Temenida. 

6. rév tTe....Bioadriav. These places were all situated in the 
more southern part of the region between the Axius and the Strymon, 
Bisaltia being the most eastward, and Crestonia lying north of Anthe- 

mus (cf. Kiepert’s map). Makeddvev airay modAny, a large part 

of the Macedonians themselves. 

CHAPTER C. 

At the approach of the Odrysian forces, the Macedonians betake themselves to their fortress- 

es and strongholds, of which they had at that time but very few (§§ 1, 2); the territory 
belonging to Philip is first invaded, and several places are taken by storm or otherwise _ 
(§ 3); after which Mygdonia and other places are ravaged (§ 4); the Macedonians make 
no resistance with their infantry, but are very successful in their cavalry charges, oe 
they fight at great odds with such immense numbers (§§ 5, 6). 

2. wodda strongholds and fortified places. By this it appears (as 

Grote remarks, Hist. Greece, IV. p. 11) that the Macedonians were 

chiefly village residents. Of. IV. 124. —— ’ApyeAaos. This prince, 

whose reign was so beneficial to Macedonia, was an illegitimate son of 

Perdiccas II., and obtained the kingdom by the murder of his uncle, 

cousin, and half-brother. He reigned from a.o. 413 to 399. —— 

ddovs evSeias erepe, he cut straight roads (cf. II. 98. § 1; Herodot. IV. 

136). This verb is usually employed to denote the construction of 

roads through a rough and woody country. Svexdopnoe, SC. TV 

xopav. Of. II. 15. § 2, where it is fully written. re in ra re con- 
nects immois kal drAos to rdAda, the construction being varied, he 
Surnished the country in other things and in what pertains to war, 
with horses, etc. Poppo and Haack bracket re. oxra refers to of 

mpo avtrov, the eight before him. The words of mpd airod yerdpevos 
are epexegetical of of GAXou Bacidijs. 

8. és....dpxny, i. e. the northern part of Macedonia on the Axius, 

which in the division (see N. on I. 57. § 8) fell to Philip. ——- Eidope- 

vv, Idomene, was situated on the right bank of the Axius, and fur- 

ther down were Gortynia, Atalanta, and Europus. It will be seen 

that Sitalces was descending the valley of the Axius. 
4, és rv GdAnv MakeSoviay, i. e. into the part belonging to Per- 

diccas. év dpvorepa IléAAns, i. e. eastward of it, since the march 
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was southward. —— és ri Borriaiav. See N. on II. 99. §3. No 
reference is here had to their more recent place of settlement. 

5. dwo tév avo ~vppaxer (i. ©. Gra &3n....tmqxoa. Cf. IL. 99. 

§ 2). Miller (Dorians, I. p. 485. N. y) includes among these highland 

allies, the Lyncestes and Elimiota. orn Soxoi, wherever there 
seemed to be a favorable opportunity. The expression is equivalent to 

the wbi videretur of the Latins. dAlyou mpos modXovs, few against 
many, is an appositional clause with of d¢ Maxeddves. 

6. td... .xa%icracav = but being shut in by superior numbers, they 
exposed themselves to danger by encountering a multitude so many 

times more numerous than themselves. 

CHAPTER CI. 

The Athenians being tardy in furnishing their promised aid, Sitalees opens a correspondence 
with Perdiccas (§ 1); the countries south of Macedonia as far as Thermopylae, are under - 
apprehension that he will invade them, and prepare to make resistance (§ 2); the Thra- 

- cians beyond the Strymon and the Greeks who are enemies of the Athenians, have the 
same apprehension (§§ 3, 4); but disappointed in the object of his expedition, and being 
in wart of provisions, Sitalces is indueed by Seuthes to depart home, after which Perdic- 
cas fulfils his promise made to Sitalces (§§ 5, 6). 

1. Adyous emoueiro, entered into negotiation = began to treat with. 

ov....vavol according to their engagement (cf. Il. 95. § 3 end). 

dmorouvres (causal. See N. on I. 37. § 2). —— pa Féew. See 

N. on I..15.§ 1; 29. § 3. re in és re looks forward to xai before 

recxnpets mromnoas (having shut them up in the strongholds). 
2. Mayvyntes, Magnesians. Their country was a narrow strip of 

land lying between Mount Ossa and the sea. They formed at one 

time a part of the Amphictyonic body (cf: Cramer’s Anc. Greece, I. 

p. 420). They appear at this time to have been subject to the Thes- 

salians, epoSnsncav—xopyon. For the subjunctive after an his- 

torical tense, see N. on I. 26. § 2. -6 orparos of Sitalces. 
8. Ilavaioe cat ’OdSduavror x. t. Ad. Little is known about these 

people, except that they lived east of the Strymon, in the more 

northern parts of the champaign country, and that they were inde- 

pendent. 
4, ért rovs—E)Anvas. The more usual construction after mapecxe 

Adyov would have been trois "EAAnow. tm avray, i.e. by the 

Athenians. .dydpevo. refers to the Thracians, as of Opgkes is 

naturally suggested by mapéoxe referring to their king Sitalces. 
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kara 7d Evppaxzxov is to be constructed with xwpyowcww, and kal 
signifies even, also. 

5. dua éréxor, while staying there, or perhaps while having posses- 

sion of it. air@ is the dative of the agent. oTparia—aira, his 

army. S.§ 201. 5. pe avrdv, next to himself. ame\Seiv. Seo 

N. on I. 119. § 1. —— é airy, with her, i. e. as a dowry with her. 

6. 6 per, i. e. Sitalces. tptdkxovra....npepas, thirty days in all. 

‘When wdyres stands between the article and the substantive, or after. 

both, the notion of the whole is expressed.” Jelf’s Kihn. § 454. 1. B. 
— rovror, i.e. of the thirty days. Ti éavtod ddedgny, his sister. 
The pronoun here loses its exclusive power. Of. K. § 302. R. 4. b.. 

CHAPTER CII. 

The Athenians under Phormio make an expedition into the interior of Acarnania (§ 1), but 
are hindered by the season from proceeding against iniade (§ 2); the historian describes 
the situation of that place and the formation of the Echinades from the deposit made by 

the Achelous (§§ 3, 4), and relates the story of Alemzon, who first inhabited these islands 

(§§ 5, 6). 

1. of d€....’ASnvaio. Of. II. 92. § 7. emeton... .OveAVSN, i. @. 
after the expedition against Salamis. Cf. IT. 93. *Aoraxov. Of. 

Il. 80. § 1. és THY peodyeiay I have constructed with éorparevoay 

by adopting Arnold’s punctuation, thus making wapamdedoarres.... 

dmoBavres a sort of parenthesis. This is the pointing also of Krier, 
Goeller, and Bloomf. Dindorf puts a period after "Acraxov, in which 

,case dmoBdyres must be taken in the pregnant sense of disembarking 

and proceeding. éx re. In some editions we find kal é« re, which 

would be inadmissible if Dindorf’s punctuation is retained. Ké- 

povra. Poppo (Proleg. II. p. 150) cites Poqueville, who identifies with 

this place some ruins, shown to him in the way from Vustri to 
Catuna. BeBaiovs to the Athenian interest. 

2. és yap Oimaddas (see N. on I. 111. § 8) is to be constructed after 
det tore = always in all times. This is more em- 

ovk eddxet Suvardy. The reason is given in 

xetpavos Svros, while it was winter. See N. on 

oTparevety. 
phatic than dei alone. 

the next sentence. 

1. 51. § 4. ied Sa 
3. 6—Axedoos morayds. So we say, the Hudson river, the Merri- 

mack river, as well as the river Hudson, ete. Of. K. § 244. R. 6. —— 
IlivSov Spovs. Pindus is the range which separates Thessaly from 

Epirus. dvosev = ava, “high up the river.” Arnold. & efteis 
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is commonly edited d:e£ceis. TH. ...mepirryuvateayv. Col. Leake 
(North. Greece, III. p. 570) says, that on the northern side of Eniade 
there is a great expanse of lake or marsh, which has no connection 

with the Achelous, but is formed by subterranean springs, and by 

superficial torrents from the hills, and has an outlet distinct from the 

Achelous. There has not been that filling up of the mouth, which 

Thucydides anticipated, the increase of soil being slower than at the 

mouths of many other rivers of Greece. 

S. § 197. 2. 
4. al te....yiyvovrat, and these islands are thickly set and connect 

the depositions (of the river), so that they are not dispersed into the 

sea. mpooyaocews depends on civdecpor, bindings together of the de- 
posits. roé py oxedavvvoSa. I prefer with Poppo the reading rod py 

oxedavvvoSat, and have translated it accordingly. With this too Arnold 

substantially agrees. Bloomf. however, constructs and explains: kat 

ylyvovrae Evvderpor addAndars (Sta) THs mporcxooews TO pt) oKEdavvveSat, 
8c. THY mpdoxwow, the rubbish. He also takes r@ py for da ro py. 
mapadda€, in guincuncial rows, thus .*.*.*. and not xara eroixov, in 

rows, thus ::::: It will readily be seen that in te alternate order, 

the channels to the sea would suffer obstruction far more than in the 
other order. : 

5. "AAkuaiom—rov ’ArdA@....oixeiv. The order is, rov "Amdo - 
Xphoa AXkpalove ravtTnv tiv yy oikeiv, that Apollo provided this land 
to Alemeon to inhabit. dre 53) dAaoSa. The accusative with the 

infinitive is used after particles which begin a protasis. Of. Mt. § 538; 

Jelf’s Kihn. § 889. pera....pntpds. He did this in obedience to 
the command of his father, who had been drawn into the Theban war 

by Eriphyle, she having been bribed to this by Polynices, though she 

knew from her husband (being possessed of the gift of divination), 

that he would there lose his life. Of. Smith’s Dict. Mythol. I. p. 104. 

See also Odyss. 15. 247. —— amply dv... .xarotxionra, before he should 

Jind such a place to live in. dy belongs to the participle. See N. on 

I. 78.§4. The student will readily perceive the literal rendering of 

the participle and the verb. aiT@ peptacperns, “was defiled with 
respect tohim.” Bloomf. 

6. ddxet....c@pari, there seemed to him to be a place of residence 

(Siaira. See N. on I. 185. § 8) heaped up sufficient to furnish him sus- 
tenance ; or the force of dy may be seen perhaps better in the transla- 

tion, it seemed to him that there might be heaped up a place sufficient, 
ete. agp’ obrep, from the time when. matdds €avtov. See N, 

on II. 101. § 5. 

~ > = > / 

Tov exBokav—arréxovTdte 
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CHAPTER CIII. 

4 rm'o and his forces return to Naupactus, and thence in the spring to Athens, bringing 
with them their prisoners and the ships taken from the enemy (§§ 1, 2). 

4. Ry. They wintered in Naupactus. Tous Te éAevSépous 
The othor prisoners they had either sold, or put to death, or brought 

to Athens to retain in servitude. —— amp avr’ avdpds, man for man, 

The first instance perhaps on record of the custom of a mutual 
exchange oi prisoners between belligerent powers. Tpiroy eros. 

The article is owitted with ordinals. 
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BOOK III. 

— 

CHAPTER I. 

The Peloponnesians on the return of summer again make an expedition into Attica, and 
devastate the country, but are restrained by the Athenian horse from extending their 

ravages in the vicinity of the city (§§1, 2). 

_ 1. dua tT cit dxpagovrr. See N. on Il. 13.§$1. This invasion 

took place a. 0. 428. Olymp. 87. 4. —— és, against. K. § 290.1. a. 
émn mapeixor, wherever opportunity offered. See N. on émn Soxoi, I. 
100. § 5. eipyov Td pij—xakoupyeiv, prevented them from ravaging. 

For ri—xaxovpyeiv, Where we should have expected rod with the 

infinitive, see N. on IT. 53. $3. In respect to py after cipyov, see N. 
on I. 10. § 1.—— rav Gmrav, the encampment. So Poppo, Haack, 
Kriiger, and Arnold translate. Cf. I. 111. $1. 

2. ob depends on ra oiria, in the same manner as jpepor in I. 
48, § 1. 

CHAPTER II. 

All Lesbos except Methymna revolts from the Athenians, s thing-which they had been 
desirous of doing before the war, but were déferring until their means of defence should 
be completed (§§ 1, 2); the intelligence of their design being communicated, however, to 
the Athenians, they are compelled to hasten their revolt (§ 3). 

1. MnSvpvns, Methymna, was situated on the northern part of the 

island, and in importance was next to Mytilene. Between these. 
places there was always a rivalry, and this accounts in part for the 
different sides which they took in the politics of Greece. —— BovAn- 
sévres belongs to AéoBos by constructio cara civeow. See N. on I. 
135. $1. In BovAnSévres pév—dvayxac%évres Sé it is stated, (1) that 

the Lesbians had contemplated a revolt but were obliged to defer it; 
(2) that they were compelled by circumstances to make it sooner than 

they had intended. The ydp in § 2, introduces the reason of the 
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delay, and the yap in § 3, :he suddenness of the revolt which now took 
place. By attending to this the construction will be clear. ov 
mpocedééavro on account of the thirty years’ truce between them and 
the Athenians, which was then in force. 

2. doa... .adixéoSat = adixéoSat, doa ek Tod (i. e. the countries of 
the Euxine) ee: adixéoSa. The mental repetition of a verb from 
the context is in such a construction quite frequent. 
pevot Hoay = perereprorto. 

8. Tevédio....MySvpvator. Of. Arist. Pol. V. 4; Diod. XII. 314, 

cited by Wasse. The island of Tenedos lay N. of Lesbos, and a short 
distance to the 8. W. of the ancient city of Troy. —— MuriAnvaiev 
depends on dydpes, and xara ordow ( propter factionem) is to be taken 

with pnvurat yiyvorrat. mpogevor. See N. on II. 29. § 1. ore 
..+ Bia, that they were compelling the Lesbians (literally, Lesbos. See 
N. on Bovdndévres, § 1) to resort to Mytilene as the metropolis (see N. 

on IT. 15. § 2). és gives to the verb a pregnant signification. See N. 

on J. 18. § 2. —— Evyyevay belongs only to Bowrayr. eme’yovrat 

is used transitively, the object being tiv mapackevny drucay (every 

kind of). Of TV.5.§2; VI. 100.$1; VII. 9. §1. oTepnoeo Sat 
= orepnsnceotqgy Notice the transition from 6ér: with the indicative 
to the infinitive. avrovs refers to the Athenians. 

perareurd- 

CHAPTER III. 

The Athenians are unwilling at first to give credit to the reported defection of Lesbos, but 
when they are made certain of the fact by their ambassadors, they dispatch a fleet in great 

haste, hoping to fall upon the Mytilenians, while solemnizing the approaching feast of 
Apollo out of the city (§§ 1-3); meantime they seize upon the Mytilenian triremes at 
Athens, and put their crews in custody (§ 4); the Mytilenians being apprised of the expe- 

dition preparing against them, omit the celebration of the festival and prepare to defend 
themselves (§§ 5, 6). 

1. dpri xa%iorapévov, being now on foot. —— AéaBov mpoororepno- 
casa, to bring on a war with Lesbos in addition to the war already 
upon their hands. This infinitive is the subject and épyoy the predi- 

cate of eivat. peiCov....eivat, giving too much weight to the wish 
that they might not be true.. Unpleasant truths are not easily be- 

lieved. At adn3q supply ra xarnyopnpéva from Karnyooias. ‘THY TE 

Evvoiknow. See N. on dre Evvorxifover, IIT. 2. § 8. mpoxatadaPeir, 
to be beforehand with them, is taken in an absolute senso. 
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8. yap introduces the reason why the expedition was put on foot 
so suddenly, and is therefore explanatory of éfamwaiws. The pronoun 
avrois refers to the Athenians and not to the commanders of the fleet. 
—-— os ein—eArida eiva. The construction is changed from the sub- 
stantival clause to the infinitive, there being but little if any difference 
between the constructions. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 804. 4. —— Madéevros. 
This epithet was given to the god because he was worshipped at 

Malea. eretx%évras, by making haste, refers to the Athenians, 

kal....meipa. Supply xadas ¢yew ehacay as the apodosis. —— 
MuriAnvaiots eizeiv (sc. éxéAevoay) they command them (i. e. the leaders 

of the expedition) to order the Mytilenians. —— pi weBopévar, if 
they disobeyed. See N. on I. 71. § 6. 

4, ras—rpinpets. The article refers forward to the relative az, and 
is therefore = those. Seo N. on Il. 22. §7. és dudakyy éoun- 
cavro, put under guard. See N. on II. 83. § 5. 

5. ddxados dvayopévns. Of. I. 187. § 2.——amdr@. See N. on mrois, 
I. 187. § 2. Arnold I think erroneously translates by sea, as opposed 
to we{7, for this is sufficiently manifest in éAxddos dvayoménys. 

6. ra re GAda, in other things, i. e. not only did they keep within 
the town, but took precautionary measures in other gene Refer- 

ence is had to the warlike preparations and works of defence spoken 

of in III. 2. § 2. mep—epuhaccor, they stationed guards around, 
dpagdpevo. With ra jpirédeora Bloomf. supplies aira referring 

to pepn understood. 

CHAPTER IV. 

The Athenian commanders, receiving no satisfactory reply to the demands which they were 
ordered to make upon the Mytilenians, commence hostilities; whereupon the Mytileniane 
ask and obtain a suspension of arms, until they can send ambassadors to Athens (S$ 1+); 
meanwhile, they secretly send to Lacedemon for aid (§§ 5, 6). 

1. of "ASnvator—as Edpor, i. &. ds of ASnvaior €apov. The apodosis 

is dmnyyetAay (Sc. rots MuriAnvaiots) pev of orparnyol k. T. A. 

2. &xmdovv pév twa érojoavro—érlyov, sailed some little distance. 
—— ds émi vavpayia, for the purpose (see N. on I. 95. § 2) of a naval 

engagement. érevra = éretra Sé. See. N. on I. 98. § 2. —— Bov- 

Adpevor....droméppacsa, wishing, if possible, to rid themselves of the 
fleet for the present (i. e. until they were in a better state of readiness 
to carry on war) on some moderate conditions. 

8. avrot poBovpevor, being themselves afraid. 
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4. rav re SiaBadAdvrov eva, one of the informers. . Cf. III. 2..§ 8. 
— 6 pereperey fon, who had now repented that he gave informa- 
tion to the Athenians of the intentions of the Mytilenians. 

++ dmeASeiv = oxoreiv (see N. on I. 58. § 1) ef ras weioeray rods ’ASn- 
vaiovs dmayayeiv tas vais. Of. Poppo’s Proleg. I. p. 259, where are 

cited numerous examples of this metonymy. OS... .VEWTEPLOVYT OD, 
how that they were not going to engage in (i. e. had.given up) revolu- 

tionary movements. I agree with Bloomfield, that this individual did 

not mean to retract his former statement, but only to say that the 

Mytilenians had now abandoned their revolutionary designs. 
5. ev route, at this same time. AaSdvres....vauTikdy, escaping 

the notice of the Athenian ficet. of @ppouv....mdrews, Who lay 
at anchor off Malea to the north of the city. Strabo describes the 

promontory of Malea (mow Cape Zeitoun), as lying in the south- 

eastern part of the island, seventy stadia from Mytilene. But the 

expression €£@ rns méAews (§ 3) could hardly be used of a place seventy 

stadia distant, nor can we well suppose that the Athenians would 

have had their market in Malea (as we find they did, III. 6. $2), while 

laying siege to the city, if it was so far off. I prefer, therefore, with 

all the best modern commentators, to suppose the Malea of Thucydides 

a different place from that of Strabo, lying much nearer to the city on 

the north side of it. ot refers ad sensum to vavtixdv. See N. on the 
constructio Kara civeow, I. 136. $1. ov yap....mpoxapycew, “non 
enim confidebant, legatis Athenas missis ab Atheniensibus aliquid pro- 

cessurum.” Poppo. This translation is founded on the use of dzd, as 
denoting, by a sort of preegnans constructio, previous motion to Athens. 

_ Of. Poppo’s Proleg. I. p. 176. This explanation seems to me to be 
far-fetched, and I concur, therefore, in the one proposed by Goel., and 

adopted by Bloomf., and in substance by Arnold, non enim jidebant 

48, (rois neuter,) gue ab Atheniensibus expectabant, fore ut bene cedant. 

The subject of rpoyapjoew (seo N. on I. 109. § 3) is adra referring to 
Tois (= Tots mpaypact). avrois, for themselves (dat. commmodi). 

4 

€l 7@S 

CHAPTER V. 

| The embassy to Athens being unsuccessful, the Mytilenians prepare for war (§ 1); after 
having made a vigorous but indecisive attack upon the Athenian camp, they shut them- 
selves again within their walls, and wait for succor from Lacedwmon (§§ 2-4). 

1. of &....mpdgavres = @s SF of mpéaBets HASOY ex TOY “ASnVaY 

obra, i. e. the Methymnians. The constructio — avder szpagarres. 

? 
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kara ovveowy (see N. on I. 136. § 1) is again employed here. ——— "Ip- 
Bptot cat Anprot. The islands Imbros and Lemnos lay north of 
Lesbos, and were both subject to the Athenians. 

2. ovk €Xacaov Exovres, though not worsted, i. e. the engagement 

was indacisive. ovre exnudicarto, they did not pass the night on 

the battle field, which they should have done to have claimed the 
victory. The next clause ovre....avrois is epexegetical of this. 

3. é€k....xivduveve. The order is: ex IeAorovvycou ei mpooyevoird 
Tl, Kal per’ GAAns mapackeuns (ei mpooyéevorro), BovAdpevor Kivduveverv, 
intending to venture an engagement (again), if any aid should come 

Srom Peloponnesus, and with any other (auxiliary) force which might 
arrive ; i. e. with any aid which might come from Peloponnesus or 

any where else. There are other modes or constructing and trans- 

lating this passage, which for brevity’s sake I must omit. On ei xpoo- 

yéevarro, cf. Jelf’s Ktihn. § 855. 

4, of mpoareotadnoay by the Lacedemonians and Thebans. —— 
praca....énimdovr, i. e. they were not able to reach the place before . 

the Athenian fleet. pera thy paxnv. Of. § 2. Tpinpn adAnpy, 
Cf. TIL. 4. § 5. 

CHAPTER VI. 

Che Athenians summon to their aid their allies, and proceed to blockade the city by sea, but 
are unable to cut off its communication by land (§§ 1, 2). 

1. Saocov than if the Mytilenians had been more powerful. 

dpavres, when they saw (see N. on I. 138. § 6). TEploppLio'dpevot.... 
rédews, bringing round their ships to anchorage on the south side of 

the city. The fleet had hitherto had its station on the north of the 

place (ef. III. 4. § 5). otparéreda, i. e. naval camps. One of these 
was on the north side where the fleet was first moored; and the other, 
on the south side, to which place the fleet had removed its anchorage. 

2. ris....MuriAnvaiovs, they kept the Mytilenians from the use of 

the sea. Saddoons properly depends on _xpaoRat, but is attracted into 

the principal sentence as the object of eipyoy (S. § 197. 2), wy xpjoSae 

being added epexegetically. Cf. K. § 847. 8; Mt. § 5382. d.. The use 

of pa is explained in N. on I. 10. §1. adys in reference to ré dé 

wept ta otpardémeda ov odd Which the Athenians had possession of. 
~—— vatotazpov,...Maréa, for (dé causal) Malea was rather a road- 

+ 
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stead for their (S.§ 201.5) ships and a receptacle for their supplies. 
Tt is evident, as Poppo observes (Proleg. I. pp. 210, 282), that a word 
of more extensive signification is to be repeated from vavordSpov 
before ayopas. 

CHAPTER VII. 

The Athenians fit out an expedition under Asopius, who ravages the Laconian coast and 
proceeds to Naupactus, having previously sent all his ships.home except twelve (§§ 1-3); 
he makes an unsuccessful attempt on CEniadew and Leucas, in the retreat from the latter of 
which places he is slain (§§ 4-6). 

1. The scene now changes to Western Greece, from whence Phor- 

mio had sailed home (HM. 103). @oppiavos....dépxoyvra. Phormio 

had either died soon after his return with the captives in the spring 

(cf. I. 103. § 1), or had become so enfeebled by age or disease, as to 

be unable to endure the fatigue and hardship of another expedition. 

The request here made by the Acarnanians shows the high estimation 
in which he was held in Western Greece. 

4. dvaornoas, having raised, or summoned. See N. on II. 96. § 1. 
ér Oimadas. The repeated efforts to take this place show that 

it occupied an important position in relation to the war. kata 
rov "Axeddor, “on the side of the Achelous, opposed to xara yy, on the 

land side.” Arnold. 

5. Nypixov, Nericus, afterwards called Leucas. Strabo says that 
_ the name was changed by the Corinthian colony, and that Leucas was 

built on a different site from that of Nericus. But cf. Leake’s North. 
Greece, III. p. 16. N. 2. avros is repeated, the first being opposed 

to mefdv, the latter to peépos. ind taév adiréser, by the inhabitants 
of the country, distinguished from qpovpav, the regular guards, sta- 

tioned to repel any sudden attack. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

- The Mytilenian ambassadors repair to Olympia and there address the assembly of 
Peloponnesians, 

: 1. éni tis mporns vedas. Cf. IIT. 2. § 5. as, when. —— Gres, 

fn order that. See N. on I. 65.§1. Mitford argues the little disposi- 
+ 
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tion manifested by the Lacedemonians to engage in their cause, that 
instead of calling a congress of the confederacy, they directed the 
Mytilenians to repair to Olympia, and there consult such prominent 

persons as might happen to attend the festival which was at hand, I 

see no reason, however, for such a surmise, as the course here recom- 

mended was more convenient and equally expeditious, and besides 
there would be a larger and more general gathering at Olympia, than 

would take place at the call of a special congress. Whether it was 
not, however, abusing this venerable institution, thus to use it for 

party purposes, is justly questioned by Smith, —— jv dé ’Odvpmids 
x. t.A. Another instance in which Thucydides adopts the practice of 
recording events by Olympiads is found in V. 49. 

CHAPTERS IX.—XTIV. 

These chapters contain the speech of the Mytilenians, which in respect 
to its general style is like all the speeches in Thucydides, concise, pointed, 
serious, adapted to convince rather than to persuade, and full of pure and 
lofty sentiment. A great portion of the oration, as Thirlwall observes, turns 
on a question of political morality, whether the Mytilenians were guilty of a 
breach of faith, in their defection from the Athenian alliance, To their © 

vindication from this charge, most of the oration is specially devoted, and — 
this its manifest design, if borne in mind, will assist greatly in evolying the _ 
meaning of many obscure and difficult passages. The Schol. divides the ora- 
tion into three heads; 7d dixutoy, 7d duvardy, 72 cuudepov. But Poppo says, 
that the 7d Suvardy and 7d cvudéepoy are joined in chap. 13, the former being 

_urged in §§ 8, 4, and the latter in §§ 5-7, and that the Schol. has overlooked 
the 7d dvayxatoy in chap. 12. The peroration is found in chap. 14. 

CHAPTER IX. 

The orator begins by remarking upon the odium which attends the desertion of former — 
friends and allies (§ 1); which odium is well deserved, if the seceders and those from whom — 
they separate are equally balanced in power and resources, and if there is no sufficient rea- _ 

son for the secession, which was not the case in respect to them and the Athenians (§ 2). 

1. xaS” daov, as long as, év 7dovy exovor, regard them with — 
favor ; literally, have them in pleasure. —— vopifovres 8é, but, when 

| 
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(see N. on I. 18. § 6) they take into view. xelpovs wyovvra, they 
regard them with less favor = hold them in low estimation for their 

treachery. Bloomf. aptly illustrates this by the adage, “they love the 

treason, but they hate the traitor.” yeipovs than formerly. 
2. é€orw, et rixoev. The apodosis is rendered doubtful and uncer- 

tain by the optative with «i, if perchance, etc. Cf. Mt. § 524. 3. -—— 

ap’ év = obra ap &v. évres is to be constructed with riyorer, 
should happen to be. In the sentiment of this passage we easily 
recognize the original of the ‘idem velle atque idem nolle, ea demum 

firma amicitia’ of Sallust. mpopacts. See N. on I. 23. § 6. 
re connects tmdpyxot to tvxorev. drooracews depends on mpddacts. 

é refers to the things just mentioned as necessary to an equitable 

and satisfactory alliance, viz. unanimity of sentiment, mutual friend- 

‘ship, and an equal balance of power. 7, on this account, refers 
forward to ei... .agiordpeSa, 

CHAPTER X. 

The orator now enters upon a defence of the rectitude of the Mytilenians in abjuring all 
alliance with the Athenians (§ 1); the alliance was formed in order to rid Greece of the 

Persians, and therefore for the liberation and not the subjugation of the states (§§ 2, 3); 
but its having been the means or occasion of the enslavement of the smaller and weaker 
members. of the confederacy, furnishes the Lesbians just grounds of apprehension that 
they in due time will suffer the same evil (§$ 4-6). 

1. mepi—rov dixaiov—rovs. Adyovs roincdpeSa, We will speak con- 

cerning the justice of our course. yap (now) is epexegetical, i. e. 

it serves to explain more fully what was hinted at in the apology 

(chap. 9. § 1). G@dA@s....dedpevor, especially as we are seeking 

your alliance, —— idSimras. See N. on II. 65. § 7. BéBaoy is an 
adjective of two as well as three terminations. Cf. Butt. $ 59. 3, —— 
pet dperis Soxovons = pera Soxnoews (rivds) ris aperis, “cum opinione 

virtutis gquadam.” Gottl. - ylyvowvro, 8c. Pidor elicited from piXiav, 

unless, as Poppo suggests, piAla kal Kowevia be supplied. T@ dtah- 

Adooorrs = SiadArayy (K. § 263. y). See N. on I. 42. § 2. 

2. aroAdtrdvrav....modepov, when you abandoned the Median war 

(cf. I. 89. $2). daodirdvrey is used intransitively, remaining behind, 
withdrawing. Of. K. § 249. 1. mapapewvavrwyv....epywv. Cf. I, 
75. § 2. 

8. ‘EAAnvev depends on karadovrdce:, and *ASnvators limits Evp- 
uaxot (S. § 202. 1). ——- rots “EAAnox depends on Evppayxor to be men- 
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tally repeated from the preceding proposition. Krig. constructs rots 

"EMAnot with €AevSepooer, and makes the preceding ’ASyvaiows to 
depend on xaradovA@cet. 

4, éwp@pev....émayopuevous. Cf. I. 98, et seq. Tov Mrdov 
éx2pav, enmity to the Mede. erayopevous, bringing in. Ross and 
Bekker read érevyouevovs, Which Arnold and Bloomf. prefer. 

5. xa Ev yevopevar, by uniting together, is to be constructed with 

apivaosa. Of. III. 11. § 3, where the Athenian policy of keeping the 
states from union, and of gradually breaking down their power, is 

adverted to. dua rrodkvyndiay belongs to adivvaro: dé dvres. 
mAjv....Xiov. Of. 1.19. $1. 

6. 5n, forsooth, is here used ironically, as is evident from the 

corresponding use of r@ dvdpatt. muorous, trustworthy. 
deiypact is the predicate, as examples, lessons of warning. 

vroAoimovs refers to the Lesbians and Chians, 
to reduce to slavery. 

qrapa- 
tous de 

dpacat Tovro, i. e. 

CHAPTER XI. 

The fate of the other states rendered it almost a matter of certainty that the Lesbians would 
be dealt with in like manner, especially as the Athenians were becoming stronger and 
they more destitute of help (§ 1); thus far they had been spared, because it was for the 
interest of the Athenians to be able to hold them up as an example of their moderation 

and justice, and because their policy was to subjugate the weaker states first (§§ 2, 8), 
the Lesbian navy gave them also some apprehension, and to all this might be added the 
respectful bearing of the Lesbians towards the Athenians (§§ 4, 5). 

1. BeBadrepo....vewrepieiy = BeBatérepov dv jv (7t would have 

been more certain) avrovs pndev vewrepteiv. Bauer. Supply of ’ASyvaior 
with joav. mpos....avTicovpevov, and we alone-in comparison with 
(mpés, K. § 298. III. 8. d) the greater part who have been subdued, 

standing on equal terms with them. Arnold says that xai mpds.... 

avticovpevov is a varied repetition of droxetpious....duidovvres, and 

should naturally have preceded gueAAov oicesv. Suvar@repot avrot 

aitav, more powerful ; literally, more powerful than themselves, the 

comparison being between the same people at different periods. Cf 

K..§ 328. 5. to O€ avtimadoyv déos, the fear which is equally bal- 

anced, i. g. which both parties equally feel in respect to each other, — 
TO....amorpéerera, is deterred (from aggression) by his inability 

to attempt it with a superior force. mpoéxeyv is in the nominative by 
vttraction, its proper case being the accusative with adréy the omitted 
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subject of émeASeiv. Of. K. § 307.4; S.§ 224. See Notes on I. 84. 
$1; IL. 74. §3. 

2. ov....da0y, for no other reason than because. avrots limits 
epaivero, and é¢s tiv dpxny is epexegetical of rpdypara, plans for do- 

minion. yvouns depends on édddo (by the means). 

3. Gua....Evorparevewv. Poppo’s interpretation of this difficult 
passage, approved by Arnold, is: nobis enim documento utebantur, di- 

centes (etiamsi alii coacti se adjuvare perhiberentur) eos certe, gui idem 

jus suffragi ferendi haberent (plena libertate fruerentur) invites sibi 

auaxilium laturos non esse (neque omnino id facturos), nisi, guos aggre- 
derentur, aliquid deliquissent (i. e. nisi ipsa causes equitaté permove- 

rentur, ut participes bellorum fierent). dua pev corresponds to év r@ 

avr dé, infra. This passage may be regarded as explanatory of «v- 

mpemreia Te Adyov, and the next sentence (€v r@ at’r@ x. Tr. A.) Of yvo- 

Ens epdde. Ta kpaticra is put for a substantive in the abstract 

with a concrete signification, having of course the sense of the mascu- 

line (rovs xpariarovs) as have the neuters which follow. Tou 

GAouv mepinpnpévov refers to rovs tmodcerrépovs. The passage may 

then be rendered, and by this same policy they first led the stronger 

against the weaker powers, and thus reserving them to the last, they 

could not but find them the weaker, the other (i. e. the inferior) states 

having been taken away (literally, stripped as the foliage from the tree) 

Srom them. exydvrav....ornvat, while we yet had the strength of 

all these (weaker states), and something upon which we might lean for 

support. Bloomf. says that the metaphor is taken from persons, who, 

when attacked, fly to some wall, or other place at which they may 

place their backs and stand on their defence. 

4, aS év yevouevov. See N. on III. 10. § 5. 
5. ra d¢, partly. The Schol. says that the fourth reason is here 

given why the Athenians suffered the Mytilenians to remain unmoles- 

ted. These reasons in order are; 1, the color of justice which the 

Athenian policy in respect to the other states received from the co- 

operation of the Lesbians; 2, the ease with which the greater states 

might be brought under the yoke, after the smaller ones had been sub- 

jugated; 3, the fear of a union between the Lesbian and Peloponne- 

sian navy; 4, the unblamable deportment of the Lesbians towards the 

Athenian state, which took away every pretext for their invasion. 
amd....avtav, by attendance upon (= by paying court to) their 

commonwealth. dei, for the time being. mepteytyvopedta, We 
remained free. ov pevros emt modu y x. t.A. The order is, ot 

pévrot—xpopevor mapadetypaci—ay édoxovpev SuvnSnvar (SC. meptylyve- 

oat). 
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CHAPTER XII. 

Thus they lived in a state of mutusl fear, a rupture being evident, as soon as either party 

attained to sufficient confidence in respect to its issue (§ 1); no one should therefore blame 

the Lesbians for anticipating the Athenians and revolting before they were in a situation 
to be reduced to servitude (§§ 2, 3). 

1. mapa yvopunv = other than was in our heart. 6 Te Tois ah- 
Aos x. t. A. This sentence, which Arnold says has no grammar, bears 

a striking resemblance in its construction to 6 rois adAos.... pepe, 
II. 40. § 3, and by referring to that passage we may obtain a key to 

the solution of this. After repeated examination of the passage, and 

carefully weighing the criticisms which have been made upon it, I 

have adopted the following, as that which appears to me the most sat- 

isfactory explanation. 6 is evidently placed over against rovro, and 

must therefore be in the accusative after BeSBaot. Inasmuch as evvoa 

is opposed to PdBos, and BeBaoi to éyvpdy mapeiye, We may take 
niorw BeBaot as a circumlocution for a simple verb of the same sig- 

nification (cf. Mt. § 421. Obs. 4), and followed by é in the accusative. 

Or we may take sist in apposition with 6, and render it thus, and 

what good-will most especially makes firm to others (viz.) fidelity, this 
(i. e. fidelity) fear secures tous. I prefer this construction as being 

more simple and natural, and withal grammatical. In Jelf’s Kihn. 
4 § 823. Obs. 6 is treated as a nominative, with which edvoa (attracted 

to the adjectival sentence) is put in epexegetical apposition thus: 6 

Tots a@\Aois padtora, evvota, miotiww BeBatoi, nuiv Todto (Tiv mioTwW) 

6 PdBos éxupdv wapetxye. Those who prefer this solution are referred 

to 8. § 172. 1. ¢. 
2.-7o@, on this account, refers to dia... . dervar. TpoamooTayvrTes, 

in revolting before (see N. on I. 87. § 35) aggression had been made 

upon us, exeivov is the subjective and deway is the objective gen- 

itive in dependence on peAAnow. The words tiv eéxeivey peAAnow 
form a sort of compound notion, and therefore take the attributive 

genitive Sewav, their deferring these evils. 
3. el yap....eivat, for if we were able equally (as they) to form 

counterplots and wait our time (for carrying these plots into effect), 

why would it be necessary for us to be in subjection to them as we now 

are éx tov dpoiov)? Poppo dispenses with the interrogation point 

after eiva, and thus renders the passage: st enim @que potentes esse- 

mus et ad insidias vicissim struendas et ad vicissim cunctandum in re 
quapiam, oportebat nos similes in agendo illis esse. But the argument 
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seems to stand thus: some may be disposed to blame us for premature 

action, on the ground that we ought to have waited until our rights 

had been openly violated; but if our strength ‘so nearly equalled 
theirs, that we could afford to wait until open aggression had been 
made upon our liberties, we should be free from the necessity of being 
subject to them. Our being subject to them: therefore in itself fur- 

nishes a reason, why we could not safely wait until they attacked us, 

— én’... .emixetpeiv, the power to attack us being always with them. 

CHAPTER XIII. 

This defection, which has thus been shown to be both justifiable and necessary, would have 
taken place before, had the Peloponnesians been willing to have received them (§ 1); the 
precipitancy of the measure to which they have now been-driven has rendered it ill-pre- 
pared, but this is an additional reason why they should be admitted into the alliance and 
receive speedy assistance (§ 2); this reception of them will also be highly prejudicial to - 

the Athenians, whose resources, so far as revenue is concerned, are’ derived mainly from 

their allies (§§ 3-7). ; 

1. cadeis....edpdcaper, sufficiently manifest for our hearers to 

know that we have acted rightly. mpos aodareay twa = to sind 

some security. ézt belongs to év rH eipnyy. as tpas. See N, 

on I. 81; § 2. érreto7) Bowwtol mpovKadéaavro, when the Baotians 

sumnuned us. Bloomf. refers this to the mission of Hermeondas (III. 

5. $ 4), but he reached Mytilene after the revolt. arooTngea Sat 

(i. e. Seiv dmoornaea%at) is followed by its cognate accusative dmdcra- 

ow. ~8. § 181. 2. and te tav ‘EAAnvev—aro te "ASnvaiov. The 

usual mode of interpreting this, is to take dmoornoecSa SumAiv 

ardctacw in a twofold sense, viz. a secession or abstaining from 

the Greeks so as to no longer injure them, and a revolt from 

the Athenians for the purpose of self-protection. This is essen- 

tially the interpretation which, after Reiske, has been adopted by 

Bauer, Haack, Goel., Arnold, and Bloomf. But Poppo refers ray 

‘EdAnvev to the Greeks who were confederated on terms of equality 

with the Athenians, such as the Platswans, Acarnanians, Chians, ete. 

The revolt from these states was not to do them injury, but to free 

the Mytilenians from the necessity, which their alliance with the 

Athenian confederacy would impose upon them, of doing injury to 

the states above mentioned, and to assist in effecting their deliverance 

from Athenian rule. Fam disposed to adopt this interpretation, as it 

frees dréoracw from a double sense, which Gottl. calls with some 
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reason puerilem et frigidum lusum. £iv—roreiv. This tmesis ig 
very rare in Attic prose, and seems to have been employed here to 

increase the force of the antithesis between this and the following 
clause. Of. K. § 300. R. 4. év toTépa = vorepoy, in future, here- 
after. mporroinoat, SC. Td StadZeipat. 

2. Saooov yeyernra. Cf. III. 2. § 2.—— 9, on this account. See 
N. on I. 11. $1. This sentence is a reply to an anticipated objec- 

tion, that the Mytilenians revolted too precipitately. —— defapévous 

agrees with iuas the omitted subject of dwooreA\ew. 

3. The justice and wisdom of their revolt from the Athenians 
having been vindicated, the Mytilenians now proceed to show how 

advantageous their reception would be to the Peloponnesians. 

epSdapara: and rerdxyara: are Ionic and Doric forms for ée@Sappévor 
eioi, and reraypevor eici. Of. Mt. § 204. 6. Obs. 1. ai pev and ai 
é¢ are in partitive apposition with vjes. See N. on I. 89. § 3. 

ep’, against, in a hostile sense. 
4. mepiovolay, a surplus, superabundance. ro Sevrepov. The 

Peloponnesians had already made one incursion into Attica during 

this summer. dn dapdorepar, from both (you and us). Reference 
is had to the two fleets spoken of in § 3, as employed, the one in 

cruising around Peloponnesus, the other in the blockade of Mytilene. 

5. ddAorpias yas, for the sake of a foreign land, i. e. a land with 
which, on account of its distance, they had nothing to do. paxpay 

is opposed to éyyvSev. avr@ is the dat. commodi. ov yap.... 

moAepos, i. e. the war is not to be decided by an invasion of Attica. 

The truth of this remark was made manifest in the progress of the 

war, dv v= ev ravrn de jv. 
6. €xrt....mpdcodos. So Pericles also said, IT. 13. § 2. 

oTnoerat—mrporyernoerai—rrdsouev + av. The optative is employed 
in the last clause to show the likelihood of the event, as opposed to 

absolute certainty = and we shall probably suffer. Of. K. § 260. 4. a. 

rd re npérepa refers to all the possessions of the Mytilenians, 

including of course their shipping. oi mpiv SovAcvovres, who were 

slaves (see N. on I. 98. § 4) before (they revolted from the Athenians). 

In such a case there would have been some excuse for the revolt. We 

find that Cleon urged this as a reason why exemplary punishment 

should be inflicted on the Mytilenians (ef. IIT. 39. § 1). - 
7. Bonsnodvrav S€ tuav—mpoorneose. See N. on Il. 83. §3. 

kaSaipncere, you will humble,-literally, you will pull down. The 
metaphor is derived from the taking or pulling down of an edifice, 
The same reference to the demolition of a builging is continued in the 
ase of idatpobrres, by taking away from under, by undermining, a 

> 
a7ro- 
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very common way, in ancient times especially, of pulling cown 
edifices. py BonZetv depends on airiar. Tols adiorapevors as 
the Samians, Thasians, Eubceans, etc. Cf. I. 40. $5 (end). It appears, 
however, that the Lacedemonians were on the point of making a di- 

version in favor of the Thasians (I. 101. § 1), but were prevented by 

the earthquake and the subsequent rebellion of the Helots. They did 

this in the time of the Eubcean revolt, but without ultimate success 

(I. 114. § 2). There was probably such coldness and sluggishness in 

their movements, as to beget the impression, that they were quite in- 

different to the abject condition of the states and islands subject to 

the Athenians. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

The orator closes by conjuring the Peloponnesians to grant aid to the Mytilenians, and thus 
secure to Greece the benefits resulting from their deliverance from Athenian oppression 

(S$ 1, 2). 

1. aicyuvSévres....€Amidas, reviving the hopes which the Greeks 
repose in you. édmidas may be referred to Jelf’s Kiihn. § 550. 0, as 

the accusative of that wherein the feeling expressed in aloyurSévres 
consists, i. e. the accusative of equivalent notion. és tas follows 

éAmidas after the analogy of éAmifew és rtiva. toa Kal ixérat, 
equally as suppliants =as supplianis. pry mpdnoSe tpas, do not 
cast us off. idtov....mapaBadrropevous, having our own lives at 

stake ; literally, exposing ourselves (middle voice) to the personal risk 

of life. Kowiv....docovras is a repetition of the sentiment of 

IIT. 13. §$ 3,4. é« rod xarop%dca, by ow? success. €TL... .opadrn- 

adpesa. Of. II. 13. $$ 5, 6. 
2. otovorrep....aktovar (sc. yiyveo%at), such as the Greeks esteem 

you to be. « 

CHAPTER XV. 

The Peloponnesians receive the Mytilenians as allies, and prepare to invade Attica by sea 
and by land. The Lacedemonians are ardent and active in the enterprise, but are sec- 
onded quite tardily by their allies (§§ 1, 2). 

1. éoBoArjv depends upon ws momadpuevor, although it might per- 

haps with equal correctness be rendered by the formula guod attinet 
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ad. The collocation of os womodpevor is rather in favor of the latter . 
mode of construction, yet such transpositions are by no means unusual 

in Thucydides. rois dvo pépeow. Of. II. 10, $2; 47. § 1. —— 
- avroi, i. e. the Lacedemonians. Tav veav ev TO ioSpo. Cf. II. 
$2.§ 6; 98.§1. @s Umepoicovtes, in order to convey over. The 

vessels of the ancients were so small that this was an undertaking of 

no great difficulty, the isthmus being about 3.5 English miles in 

breadth. Cf, Leake’s Morea, III. p. 297. Cf. also III. 81.§1; IV. 8. 

§2; VIII. 7. § 2. mpos “ASnvas, over against Athens, washing the 

coast of Athens. emtdvres is future in signification. 

2. of d€ Grae x. r. A. Cf. Mill. Dor. I. p. 199, where in addition 

to the labors of the harvest spoken of here, festivals, and the natural 

slowness of the Doric race are represented as retarding the assembling 

of the army. appeotia = drpoSvupia. Suidas. 

CHAPTER XVI. 

The Athenians, by no means dismayed at the threatened invasion, fit out a hundred ships 
and sail to the Isthmus, where they display their force and make descents upon Pelopon- 
nesus (§ 1); upon which the Lacedemonians return home (§ 4), but afterwards send out a 
fleet under Alcidas to Lesbos (§ 3). 

1. dia....0pav, from imputing weakness to them. This is Ar- 

nold’s interpretation, and is approved by Poppo and Bloomf. oday 

depends on xardyveo as the object of the imputation. Cf VIII. 8. 
§ 4. The more usual interpretation, through contempt of their weak- 

ness, would have required the article. avrol refers to the Cevyirat 

and the Sires, the other classes being excepted. innéwy, the 
knights, belong to the second of the four classes established by Solon. 

Their income Was fixed at 800 measures, out of which they kept a 
war-horse (immos woAeutornpios), and a horse for a servant. They of 
course served as cavalry. Of. Boeckh’s Pub. Econ. Ath. p. 495. —— 

revraxoctopedinvev. The pentacosiomedimni belonged to the first 
class of citizens, and, as their name imports, were such as had an in- 

come from their lands of 500 measures. They seldom went out to 

war except.as commanders. The ¢evyiras were the third class, and 

their valuation was 200 measures. Their name was derived from 

their keeping a yoke (edyos) of oxen or working animals. The fourth 

class was the thetes (Sires), whose valuation was less than that of 

Zeugite. See Boeckh |. c. and alse p. 500. mapa Tov loSpor 
- ee 
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dvayayévres, having weighed anchor and sailed to the isthmus. mapa 
being a preposition of motion gives to dvayaydvres @ pregnant construc- 

tion. See N. on I. 18. §2. Kriger, however, constructs mapa rov 

ioSpov with emiderEw éemovovvro. tis IeAomovyngov depends on 7. 
2. rov mapadoyov. See N. on I. 78. $1. amopa vopitovres = 

amopov eivat vopifovres. Cf. HI. 77. $1. as (inasmuch as).... 

mop%odaa contains the reason why the Lacedemonians thonght their 

plans impracticable. —— nyyeAAovtro—ropSovca, were announced as 

ravaging. See N. on J, 181. $1. vyes. Of. III. 7. $1. TH 
weptotxida. Several cities of the Periceci lay on the coast, which ac- 

counts for the name zepuorkis (sc. yy Or x@pa) being given to the 
whole. coast. avexopnoay is the apodosis, the protasis lying in 

vopicovres. 

4, éxeivous eldov = éxeivovs dvaxwpnoavras eidov. Arnold. 

CHAPTER AVIl.  ° / 

The Athenian navy was now in a state of the greatest perfection and power, but its mainte- 
nance tended greatly to exhaust the treasury (§ 1); an illustration of the magnitude of 
the sum necessary to carry on the war is furnished from the siege of Potideea (§§ 2, 3). 

1. dv depends here and in III. 18. § 1 upon xara repeated from the 

previous context. See N.on wapa wédeow ais, I. 28. § 2. €v Tots 
gives emphasis to mAeiora: by calling attention to it, and is to be 

taken as a neuter demonstrative. See N. on I. 6.§8. Bloomf. doubts 
its intensive force (as the superlative has 5; intensive after it), and 

rega.ds it as qualifying the superlative = some of the most numerous, 

The clause ev,...éyevovro is very difficult of translation. Iam dis- 

posed on the whole to construct «adAXe in dependence on évepyoi, and 

to take Gua as denoting time, making avrois depend on éyévovro. The 

sense would then be, at this time the Athenians had the greatest num- 

ber of ships in an effective state from their beautiful (= good) condi- 

tion. There are other modes of construction, which I forbear to 
bring forward, being continually admonished of the necessity of 
brevity. 

2. rhv te yap ‘Arrixyy x.t. A. There seems to be an incongruity 

between this statement and the one made in IT. 18.$8; 24. §2, where 

uhe number of ships is put down at 300, one third of which were to 

remain as a defence at home. This would leave 200 sail to cruise 

about. Now it is said that 250 ships were in active service. Perhaps, 

as Arnold suggests, in the process of the war, more than two thirds 
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were in the service abroad, it being found unnecessary to reserve sc 
large a force for the home defence. If, however, the one hundred 

ships, spoken of as being on guard around Attica, Eubcea, and Salamis, 

are the same as the one hundred which were to be put aside for an 

emergency (II. 24. § 2), then the whole number would be only 250. 

But this apparent contradiction of numbers might be removed by 

bearing in mind that the ships here spoken of were évepyoi, im @ con- 

dition for active service. —— aore—éyiyvoyvro. See N. on I. 34. § 3. 
8. ra xpnpara. Of. II. 13. $3. travddoce, gradually exhaust- 

ed. didSpaxpou omAtra, hoplites whose pay was two drachmas. 
The old Attic dpayy7=17 cents 5-93 mills; the later dpayp) = 16 
cents 5-22 mills. Hussey (Anvient Weights, etc. pp. 47, 48) makes 
the drachma = 9.72 pence or about 18 cents 0-55 mills. eAdpBave, 

sc. 6 émXirns. tpirxidvor, Of. I. 61. § 4. vines TE ai Tagat = 
all the sailors. Tov avTov pisSov, i. e. one drachma, for as they 

were not attended by servants, the drachma allowed for these in the 
land-service, was here omitted. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

The Mytilenians make an ineffectual effort to get possession of Methymna, after which they 
proceed to put several smaller cities in a posture of defence (§ 1); one of these the Me- 
thymnians endeavor afterwards to take, but are defeated (§ 2); the Athenians send out 

* 1000 hoplites under Paches, who arrive at Mytilene, and draw a line of circumyallation 
around the place, and thus closely invest it by sea and by land (§§ 3-5). 

1. &s mpoddopevnv, thinking (see N. on I. 73. § 5) that it woulu 

be surrendered up to them. The participle has here the signification 

of the future. K. § 255. R. 3. of émixovpot, i.e. the archers 

summoned from Pontus. Cf. III. 2. § 2. mpovxwper. See N. on 
I. 109. § 3. ex ’Avrigons, for Antissa. See Ns. on I. 80. §2; 
III. 28. § 3. 

2. avrav, i. e. the Mytilenians, 

yévres, being beaten. 
3. muvSavdpevor—xparovyras. See N. on I. 64. § 2. radra re- 

fers forward to rovs re....¢ipyew, for which propositions it serves to 

prepare the way. Of. Mt. § 472. c. —— rept rd p&uvdmwporv. See N. 
on II. 81. § 1. 

4, trav veav depends on airepéra. See N. on J. 10.§4. The ex- 

amples cited by Poppo (Proleg. II. p. 61) show, that the troops fre- 

quently assisted in rowing the ships. —— dmA@ relxer, with a single 

exBondeias, @ sally, —— sAn- 
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wall. Their forces were not adequate to the drawing of a line of cons 

travallation. Nor was it in this instance very necessary, as the dpov- 

pia (forts), which they erected in commanding positions (éml rap 

kaptep@v), answered every purpose. éykat@Koddunrat has the sig: 

nification of the present with the general idea of completeness. 

CHAPTER XIX. 

The Athenians being in want of funds raise a contribution among themselves, and send an 
expedition to levy money from their allies (§§ 1, 2). 

1. airot is opposed to émt rods Evpyayous which follows. 

eoeveykdvres——eaopay, paying a tax, making a contribution in order 

to defray the expenses of the war. Tore mpa@rov. As mention is 
made at an earlier period (see authorities cited in Smith’s Dict. Gr. 

and Rom. Antiq. p. 370) of this property-tax, it may be that the pre- 

sent passage means, that never before this was so large an amount as 

200 talents raised as eiod@opa; or perhaps the word zpérov is used in 

reference to the present war. The practice of raising funds in this 

way, was afterwards frequently adopted. expopav—rararra. See 

N. on -I. 96. $2. dpyvpoddyous vats, money-collecting ships (see 

N. on II. 69. § 1). The Schol. on Aristoph. Equit. 1068 says, éA¢yovro 

dé Ildpadot kal Sadapinor. 

2. ts Kapias é€x Mvovvros, from Myus in Caria. Here they 
landed and proceeded up the country. @ Ans in reference to 

avuTos. 

CHAPTER XX. 

fhe scene now changes to Platea, where the little garrison, obtaining no relief from Athens, 

and in want of provisions, form the desperate resolution of breaking through the enemy’s 
lines of circumyallation (§ 1); a part of the number shrink back from the dangerous en- 

terprise (§ 2), but the rest set about the preparation of ladders of the right length to scale 
the surrounding walls of the enemy (§ 3). 

‘ 

1. ripwpias. See N. on I. 25. § 1. -’ASnvaioy of EvumodopKov- 
uevot. Of. II. 6. § 4. —— éeonynoapévov ri mreipay airois, having pro- 

posed to them the attempt. ds kal eorparnyer, who was also the 
-ommander of the place. 

2. draxvnoay....yynoduevot, shrunk back from the danger think 
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ing it too great. Bloomf. supplies ri meipay with amaxvyncay, but ef. 
Il. 80.§ 8. The noun xivdvvov belongs ay to the verb and the 
participle. es, to the number of. 

8. rats émiBorais by the layers. —— 7....avtav, where the wall 

belongs to moAAoi. éuedAov....duaptnoersar, some would be likely 

to err in the computation. Of. Mt. § 498. d (end). és & €BovAorrTo, 
to which they wished (to go). The infinitive of the verb of motion is 

frequently omitted, when there is connected with the main verb a pre- 

position of motion. Cf. Mt. § 535. Obs. 2. Tov tetyovs depends 
upon és 6. n 

CHAPTER XXI. 

This chapter contains a description of the lines drawn around the city by the Peloponnesians. . 

It will be seen that they were skilfully constructed, very strong, and well-guarded, which 
serves to increase our admiration of the valor of the little band, who were about to under- 
take the perilous enterprise of scaling these entrenchments, 

~ 1. 4h otkoSopyjoe denotes the sense in which rovdvde is to be taken. 

aps, in front of, on the side towards. K. § 298. I. 1. e&a~ 
Sev amr “ASnvav, from without (viz.) from Athens, dam *ASnvav is ex- 

planatory of £e%ev. No external attack was to be feared by the be- 

siegers, exaePh from the Athenians. 

2. rd ovy pera&v tovro (with which of éxxaidexa médes is in appo- 

sition. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. § 466. Ods. 2) is the subject of @xoddunro. 

The dative rots piAagiy depends on diaveveunpéva, and oikqpara is 

the predicate, for huts, quarters. Haack makes oixjyara and the 
words in connection with it, an appositional clause = 6 jv oixjpara 

rois uda&s Siaveveunuéva, to which explanation Poppo seems to in- 

cline. 
8. ik Bea Be end bean, at every tenth batilement. Sia is here 

used of intervals of space. Cf. Mt. $580. e; Jelf’s Kithn. § 627. I. 2. 

See N. on Il. 29. § 3. SujKovres, veneline through, —— avrod, 
i. ec. the wall. of avrot refers to wipyot. mapa, along by. 

8 ab’rav pécoy, through the midst of them (i.e. the mvpyor). 

Sujerav, SC. of PvAakes. 
4, xeyuav—vorepds, rain-storm. dméXerrov, i. ©. of SvAakes, 

which subject may be easily supplied from ryv @udakny érovovvTo. —— 

3 éAlyou, @ short distance from one another. 
a. 
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CHAPTERS XXII.—XXIV. 

Taking adyantage of a dark and tempestuous night, the Plateans procee¢ to put their design 
into execution, and make their way undiscovered to the enemy’s lines, which they begin 
to ascend, and although in the passage over they alarm the besiegers, yet in the confusion 
created by the darkness and ‘the tempest, and by the false alarms of the Plateans who 

remain belind, the little band escape with the loss of only one man, and make their way 
to Athens, 

1. mapeoxevacro. See x. on I. 46. §1,. voart. It appears 

from III. 23. § 5, that it was a rain-storm accompanied with snow. 

tiv tappoy employed as a defence of the city. mpoceuear, 
they approached to. Compounds of pioyew and pryviva have, besides 

a transitive signification, an intransitive or reflexive sense. K. § 249. 

1. AaSdvres Tovs iAaxas, unperceived by the guards. ava 

..-.aurav, they (i. e. the guards) not being able to see befare them 

(wrpo-) by reason of the darkness. The genitive absolute is employed, 

as being more lively and emphatic than the accusative in agreement 
with rovs dvAakas. Wépdo depends on dyrirarayotvros, making & 
rattling noise against = drowning with its rattling noise. mdatayos 

denotes the rattling noise of a tempest of wind and rain. The word 
patter, which Bloomf. thinks comes the nearest to it in sound, is 

rather used of a gentle rain-storm, in which the drops may be heard 

falling ‘upon the leaves of the forest, the roofs of buildings, ete. —— 
TOU aE, the storm. 

2. dua....njecav, at the same time they went also far wptre. Cf. 
Sal. Jug. chap. 94. —— pz belongs to xpovdpeva as well as to mapéxor. 
See N. on I. 12. $1. atoSnow mapexyot. Of. Xen. Anab. IV. 6. 
§ 13. adda is & synecdochical accusative. - povoy has a strong 

emphasis inasmuch as the right foot was left bare. The left foot was 

shod in preference to the right, for the same reason, perhaps, that in 

our times, the left foot is employed to mark the time in marching, 

simply because custom has so established it. In time of action mis- 

siles are discharged to better advantage with the left foot somewhat 

advanced before the other. Indeed the left foot may be considered as 
the main support of the body, in almost every encounter in which the 
xight hand is used. Arnold aptly cites (what occurred to my own 

mind in reading this passage) Sir Walter Scott’s description of the 

German mercenaries in the Lay of the Last Minstrel, Canto IV: 

Each better kneo was bared to aid 

The warriors in the escalade, 
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8. eiddres by means of scouts sent out in the time of previous tem- 
pests, who had thus learnt the custom of the enemy. 
N. on I. 4.§ 4. 

épnpot. See 
—— €recra responds to mpa@rov pep. ay, i. e. the 

twelve light-armed. avrov, i. e. Ammeas. of éxopevor €&, his 

Sollowers (viz.) six. avéBawov, began to mount. Notice the 

change from the aorist to the imperfect, dvé8n referring merely to the 

fact that Ammeas mounted first, and dvéS8awoy describing the party as 

in the act of following him. emetta, then. peta Tovrous, after 

these, i. e. the twelve light-armed commanded by Ammeas. ois 
refers to rovrois, and is the dat. commodi after ras donidas eepor. 

epedrov Sacewv, which they were to deliver to those who owned 
them. 

4, éx (in éx rev mipyey) is used for év, it being employed to de- 
note the direction whence. See N. on I. 18. $1. 
laying hold of. 

5. ént rd retxos, i. e. to their respective stations upon the wall. 
ov... .deuvdv, for they did not know what was the cause of the 

alarm = what the matter was. dua refers to time. oi ev TH 

méAet refers to those who remained in the place, their courage not 
being equal to so desperate an adventure (cf. III. 20, § 2). These now 
created a diversion in favor of their friends who were trying to escape. 

Trav TWAaraay depends on oi—dmodedreyppévor. Of. I. 126. $11; 

ITT. 65. § 3. €x Tovpmrahw....umepeBavov, on the side opposite to 

that where their men were attempting (see N. on I. 57. § 4) to pass 
over (the walls). Tov vou exouev, might turn their attention. 

Without the article voty ¢yeuw signifies, to have intelligence, to be know- 

ing or clever. 
6. éSopuBodvro....pevovres, therefore they were in confusion re- 

maining in the same place =they were so confused they knew not 

which way to turn themselves. vAaxijs, i. e. the place where the 

watch was kept. €v....yeyvopevov, they were at a loss to conjec- 
ture what had happened. See N. on I. 25. $1. 

7. of tpraxdoro. The article has reference to the relative ois 
which follows, and therefore retains its demonstrative force (S. § 166. 

2. b), those three hundred who had been appointed, etc. Of. IIL. 3. § 4. 

éxapouv....Bonv, went outside of the wall (i. e. along the outside 

and not upon the wall) towards the noise, i.e. towards the place 

whence the noise proceeded. —— puxroi—rodeutot. See N. on II. 

94, $1. —— és, towards, in the direction of. —— éx tijs rédews. See 

N. on & trav mipyeov, § 4, supra. dpuxrovs, i. e. didious, for the 

object was to render the war-lights of the Peloponnesians useless by 

this multiplication and diverse position of the signals. —— és avro 

avriAapBavdpevos, 
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rovro, for the same purpose. dras—y kai py Bon%otev. The 
subjunctive is here employed to express high probability, the optative, 
to express a mere possibility, and also to show that the clause in 

which it stands is the consequence of the subjunctive clause. Cf. 
Jelf’s Kiihn. § 809; Mt. § 518. 4 (end). Go ti—i) TO dy, SOme- 

thing else than it really was. —— rpiv—édiapiyouev. The optative 

here follows piv, inasmuch as it is a continuation of the idea of the 
optative clause (kal yx) BonZoiev) on which it depends. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. 

§ 848. 5. B. 

CHAPTER XXIII. 

1. of & trepBaivovres x... The order is, of & tmepBaivovres— 
kal kAipaxas mpoo%évres—xal éeravaBiBdoavres avSpas melovs, of pev— 

of & (i. @. trav tmepBawdvrav—oi péev—oi 8. See N. on I. 89. §$ 8). 

The words os of mpa@ro.....émiBonSeiv are parenthetic, inasmuch as 

epvAacooyv must be referred to of mparoe and not to of & tmepBaivovtes, 
since that would make all who were passing over to be keeping 

guard, which was not true. Tov mupyou éxarépov (cf. III. 22. § 8) 

depends on éxexparjxecar. rds te diddous Tov Tipyev = Tas TOV 

mupyov mudidas. AOYKAS. Cf. adda....dijecay, III. 21. § 3. 

avtoi refers to of mporot, as distinguished from those who followed on 

behind, and who are referred to here by of pev—oi 8. —— pndéva.... 

ertBondeiv, that no one (of the enemy) should come through them (i. e. 

through the passages of the towers) to furnish aid (against the Plate- 

ans). of pey is referred by Haack to oi mpaérou, and to those who 

had afterwards mounted the towers, so that the missiles might be said 

to be sent from below and above (kal xdroSev kai dvw%ev). But we 

have seen that the of mparoe were placed as guards in the doorways 

of the turrets, and must not therefore be confounded with the persons 

referred to in of pev. It is better to refer xkdrwSev kal dvw%ev to-Tods 

émtBonSovvras, those (of the enemy) bringing aid from below (i. e. ap- 

proaching on the ground below. Of. III. 22. § 7 (init.) and from above 

(i. e. along upon the walls). ard tav ripyev depends upon eipyov. 
of &....mAelous, but in the. meanwhile others, the greater part. 

dua belongs to both the participles between which it stands, —— 

dua Tov perarupyiov, throuyh the space between the towers. 
2. 6 de....toraro, and ever as each one crossed over he halted. —— 

emi Tov xeiAovs, upon the bank. ths tadpov here refers to the outer 

ditch (cf. III. 24. § 2). mapa TO Teixos is to be taken with wapaBon- 

- 
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Sév, and refers to the part of the wall adjacent to the towers, between 
which (8:4 rod peramupyiov) the Plateeans were passing along over. 

K@AUTHS ylyvorro = kadto. Of. I. 35. § 4. / 
3. With Arnold and Bloomf. I have pointed off the words yaXerés 

of TeAevraior, because the sense seems to refer the difficulty spoken of 

to those who descended last. The reason is obvious, as those in the 

rear had to contend alone with the enemy, whose numbers were con- 

tinually increasing at this point, their view of the cause of the alarm 

having now become more clear. of reXevraior is in partitive apposition 

with of dré ray ripyer. oi rpraxdorot. Of. III. 22. § 7. 
4. wadAor in reference to facov Ka%ewpavro infra. €k TOU OKO~ 

tous belongs to émpay, the preposition denoting the direction whence 

the action of the verb proceeded. €s Ta yupra, i. e. upon the right 

side, which was unprotected by the shield. avroi, i. e. the Pelo- 

ponnesians. 

5. Gote....tadpov, so that even the last of the Plateans antici- 
pated (the enemy) in crossing the ditch, i. e. succeeded in crossing the 
ditch before the enemy could hinder them.’ That this, however, was 

effected with extreme difficulty is seen in yaXemrdas dé kai Biaiws (cf. IL. 
83. § 3). It will be seen that the heroic persons (cf. ITI. 22. § 3) who 

led the way in ascending the wall were the last to leave it, thus show- 

ing a noble devotion to the safety of their comrades. The plan and 

execution of this daring and difficult enterprise, shows that there were 

master spirits among them equal to any emergency. —— dor éreh- 

Seiv, so as to be crossable ; literally, so that one could cross over it. 
otos....Bopéov, “such as is usually found when the wind is east in- 
stead of north.” Arnold. trroverpopern, snowy, or somewhat (irro-) 
snowy, as Bloomf. prefers. ev avry, i. e. the ditch. Umepexov- 
Tes, SC. avrov referring to the water. 

CHAPTER XXIV. 

1. éyopour—dddv. S. § 181.2. —— Hépovear, leading. TOs. 
ipo, the temple of the hero Androcrates. He was an ancient Platwar 

general of great fame. —— odds refers to the Plateans, and adrovs 
to the Peloponnesians. The same may be said of the subjects of © 

tiroronjoa and rparéoSat. ravrny, 8c. ddr. mpos KiSatpava 
towards Oitheron. This mountain lay south of Platea, and the Pelo 

ponnesians supposed that as a matter of course, the fugitives woule 
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flee thither in order to reach by the nearest way the Eleusinian plain, 
on their route to Athens, whereas they were pursuing for the time 
being their course to the north towards Thebes. 

2. tiv mpos.... Yous, the road leading to the mountain towards 
Erythre and Hysie. From Erythre a road passes between the The- 

ban Citheron and Mount Citheron down into the Eleusinian plain, 
and also into the plain of Megara. Whether the Platewans took this 

road, or passed along the more unfrequented mountain-paths, is of 

course a matter of mere conjecture. If Thucydides named the places 

Erythre and Hysis, in the order of their position to one going from 

Plata, it is thought that their location on our maps should be re- 
versed. Their place on Kiepert’s Map seems to be more consistent 

with the account here given of the flight of the Plateans, than that 

which is assigned them on the other maps which Ihave seen, For it 

must. be remembered that their course was first, north, after which 

they turned off and took a south-easterly direction, which would 

bring them to these places in the order here mentioned. AaBdpe- 
vor, having reached. aro mreuvev. Of. II. 20. § 2. Els 0 os 

eAnpsn. It is truly wonderful that only one man was lost. in this 
enterprise. Every thing appears to have been well planned, and exe- 

cuted also with great courage and self-possession. 

8. kata xdpav eyévovro, came back to their station and there re- 
mained. See N. on I, 18. § 2 (constructio pregnans). 

tparopevav. Cf. rwés adray ot amerpdrovro, § 2 supra. as ovdeis 
mepteoti, how that no one survived. trois vexpois is the dat. com- 

modi after dvaipectv. éravaavro shows that éozévdovro is used of 
an action begun but not completed = they took measures to obtain 

truce, ‘pacisct in animo habebant.” Gotti. 

a ints si 
tay O€ dzro- 

CHAPTER XXV. 

Saleethus a Lacedemonian contrives to effect an entrance into Mytilene, and by the promise 
of aid from the Peloponnesians, arouses the drooping spirits of the Mytilenians, and rea- 
ders them less inclined to listen to any proposals from the Athenians (§§ 1, 2). 

1. xara xapadpav twa, at a certain dry bed of a torrent, at a ra- 
vine. SuaraSav, eluding observation. Trois mpoédpo:s, the ma- 
gistracy, undoubtedly. chosen from the aristocracy. So the Schei, rois 

dpxovot Tav MutiAnvaior. éri—€o Tat—rapéo ovrat—m poarrorreupsi}« 

va. See N. on os ety—eAmida civas, III. 8. § 3. ai Teaoaptxovra, 
Of. III. 16. § 3. ds....avrois, which were to help them. 
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2. mpos Tovs....yvauny, were less inclined to the Athenians ; liter- 
aliy, had their minds less to the Athenians. On the use of the article 
in rHv ywouny, see N. on III. 22. § 5. 

CHAPTER XXVI. 

The Peloponnesians despatch Alcidas with a fleet to the aid of the Mytilenians, and also 
under the command of Cleomenes make an irruption into Attica (§§ 1, 2); the Athenian 
territory is laid waste with unusual severity, until the failure of their provisions compels 
the invading army to return home (§$§ 3, 4). 

1. rovd....%épouvs. The events of this fifth year of the war are 

- detailed in chaps. 26-39, and the transactions of the summer are com- 

prised in chaps. 26-36. ras....vavs. In III. 16.§3; 25.§1; 29. 

§1; 69.§ 1, the number of these ships is stated to be forty. Probably 

in those places the round number is given; or forty was the designated 
number, to which two more were added, and these last are overlooked. 

by the historian, who still continues to speak of the number originally 

assigned to this enterprise. vads.... Adxiday. The construction 
is, dréorei\ay ’AAkiday €xovra tas vais. The existence of the two par- 

ticiples Zyovra and mpoordéavres, is somewhat troublesome to critics, 

as one of them appears to be redundant. Poppo compares Xen. Anab. 

I. 2. § 21, Gre rpinpers....Kdpov, as an instance of a similar confusion 

of construction. Bloomf. however makes mpoord€avres (sc. avrév ai- 

tais) explanatory of ¢yovra = having in charge forty-two ships as 

commander. —— hocov....éertBonsnoovaow, might the less send assist- 
ance against the fleet which had sailed to Mytilene. 

2. KAeopevns, Cleomenes, was the second son of Pausanias, his 
elder brother being Pleisteanax the father of the young king, who had 

been exiled from Sparta (II. 21. § 1). vewrépov ert, being yet too 
young to govern. See N. on I. 107. § 2. ; 

8. ef te €BeBAaorHKer, whatever had sprouted out or sprung up 

again. Reference is had to sprouts from the stumps of trees, blades 
of grain from seed accidentally scattered, and whatever else sprouted 

out, or grew up spontaneously from the soil. —— pera riv Sevrépar. 
Cf. II. 55-57. 

4. émupévovres....memepatopevav, for waiting in continual expecta- 
tion of hearing something from Lesbos, (viz.) that their fleet had 

achieved something. dei belongs to mevoeo%at, and ri is explained by 
TOV... . TETEPALOpEevar. 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 

The Mytilenians are compelled to come to terms with the Athenians (§ 1); for Salethus 
himself despairing of the arrival of the Peloponnesian fleet, armed the common people for 

a sally, who on receiving their arms refused obedience to the magistracy (§§ 2, 3). 

1. dca rade, for the following reasons, 

2. mpdrepov Widdv dvra, being before light-armed, not without arms, 
as Hobbes strangely renders it. The oligarchical party in Mytilene 

had withheld the heavy armor from the common people, in order the 

more effectually to keep them in a state of subordination. As soon, 
however, as Salethus distributed arms among them, with the design 

of leading them against the enemy, they shook off the yoke of their 

superiors, and assumed themselves the functions of government. 

8. xara EvdAdyous Te yryvpevor, being collected in groups, as is 

usual in seditious gatherings, where plans of action are discussed and 
matured. Cf. Xen. Anab. V.7.§ 1. We find évordcers instead of 

fudAdyous in IT. 21. § 2. ! 

CHAPTER XXVIII. 

The magistracy are therefore compelled in these circumstances to capitulate to the Atheniars, 

to be treated as it might be determined at Athens (§ 1); those who had been in correspond- 
ence with the Lacedemonians flee to the temples, but being induced to céme forth, are 

sent to Tenedos to await the decision of the Athenians respecting them (8§ 2, 8). 

1. of &v trois mpdypacw, those in power = the magistrates. 

évres depends on yvovres. See N. on I. 25.§ 1. THs EvxpBdoews, the 

agreement, the terms, on which the commons were about to surrender 

themselves up to the Athenians. xwévvevoorres is dependent upon 

yvovres. aore = on condition that. Cf. Mt. §$ 479. a; 629. —— 

Bovredoa....BovtrAwvra, to determine as they please concerning the 
Mytilenians. avrovs—MuriAnvaiovs. The more natural order 

would have been MuriAnvaiovs—airovs. ev....eASwor, but in the 

meanwhile until they should return. Reference is had to the Mytile- 
nian embassy to Athens. 

2. of Sé....AaxeSaipovious, but those who had held communication 

with the Lacedemonians. mepidecis, im great fear, principally ot 

the Athenians, but in part, perhaps, of their own citizens, who would 

be disposed to blame them as the authors of the present calamity. 
~—— éorhsev the city. —— ovk jnveoxovro, “they could not restrain 
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themselves.” Bloomf. dps, i. e. although assurances of safety 
had been given to them by Paches, yet they jled to the temples and 

sat, etc. The preposition gives to the verb the idea of previous mo- 

tion. See N. on I. 18. § 2. dvastnaas avtovs. See N. on I. 126, 

§ 11. —— Gore pi adixnoa, on condition of doing them no injury. 

8. "Avriccav. Antissa lay on the west side of the island. 

mpocextnoaro. See N. on I. 114. § 3. 
he adjusted in the way he thought best. 

ce ~ 

KaZioraro 7 a’T@ €ddKet, 

CHAPTER XXIX. 

In consequence of their inaction, the Peloponnesians in the forty ships do not reach the 
Asiatic coast until some days after the capitulation of Mytilene ($1); at which time they 
hold a consultation in respect to their future movements (§ 2). 

1. wAéovres... .evduerpirav, wasted time in sailing about Peloponne- 

_sus, They ought to have crossed the Aigean without any delay. —— 

Tov aAXov mAodp, the rest of the voyage. - sxodaior is taken adverbi- 
ally. See N. on I. 184. § 1. —— ék ris médews, i. e.in Athens. For 

‘the use of ex (= ey), see N. on III. 22. § 4. éoxov (= mpocecxor). 

See N. on IT. 25. § 3. adm avriys, i. e. from Delos. *Ikdp@ Kat 

Muxdve. The relative position of these islands is inverted, since to 
one sailing from Peloponnesus to Lesbos, Myconus comes first. —— _ 

éddwxe, was taken, is the Att. perf. of ddioxopat. 

2. 77 MuriAnvy éatoxvia, from the time of the capture of Mytilene. 

See N. on ravrn, I. 18. § 4. éx Tay mapévray, in the present cir- 
cumstances. 

CHAPTER XXX. 

Teutiaplus an Eleian urges upon Alcidas the attempt to retake Mytilene by a sudden assanit 
(§ 1), on the ground that the usual negligence with which a place just captured is guarded, 
renders it easy to be retaken by a sudden attack, and such an achievement would exem- 
plify what are called the unexpected turns of war (§§ 2, 8). 

1. wdpecpev. The first person is used here to melude the speaker ~ 
himself in the number of those who are addressed. —— amply éxmv- 
arous yeverZa, before we are heard of, i. e. before it is known that we 
are in this quarter. domep €xouev, just as we are, i.e. without 

any delay. Cf. Xen, Anab. IV. 1. §19. These words belong to mAciv 

juas. The speaker had doubtless in his eye the usual dilatoriness of 
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the Spartans, which rendered them incapable of making a rapid move- 
ment, such as would enable them to surprise an enemy. 

2. xara... .cipjooper, for it is likely that we shall find great want 
of watchfulness (literally, much unguardedness), such as is natural to 

men who have just taken a city. I have with Goel. and Kriig. made 
aySpav to depend on 16 ddpiaAaxroy. Cf. Poppo, Suppl. Adnot. p. 190. 

kara pev Sddaooay. The corresponding sentence is eikds dé Kat 

vd meCoy avTar. 

8. pera rev evdov, with the aid of those within, i.e. of the Mytileni- 

ans, who espoused the Peloponnesian cause, as appears from the next 

clause, ef tis... .evvous. py aroxvnoopev. SS, 218. § 2. vopi- 

cavres....Toodrov, thinking that (what is called) the unexpected turn 

of war is nothing else than some such thing as this. 6 refers to rd Kat- 

vév, and is dependent on ¢vAdocoro. The various interpretations of 

this passage I must pass over for the sake of brevity, having adopted 

the one which on the whole seems to be least liable to objections. 

el Tis....av op%oiro. Of. S. § 215. 1. 
> Lol ‘ C ~ 

= €v TOis TrohEpmLots Spar. 

Tols Trodepios évopav 

CHAPTER XXXI. 
- This advice of Teutiaplus is rejected by Alcidas, whereupon others urge him to make a 

descent upon Ionia, and to endeayor to bring about its revolt, or at least to diminish the 

revenue and, increase the expense of the Athenian state ($ 1); but this advice he also 
rejects and determines to sail back to Peloponnesus (§ 2). 

1. Gro Sé twes x. r.r. Bloomf. rightly supposes that these refu- 

gees were favorers of the aristocracy, who had been driven out on 

that account by the Athenians and the democratical party. They 
were evidently persons-of rank, or they would not have been admitted 

to this council of war. The Lesbians here mentioned were most 

likely the ambassadors spoken of in HI. 5.§ 4; 8.§1, who were now 

on their return from Peloponnesus. érreto1)... .PoBeirar = since 

he feared this as too dangerous. ‘There is something pointed, not to 

say pungent, in the turn; it being almost tantamount to calling Alci- 

das coward.” Bloomf. ex mews dppoperot, i. e. making a city 

the base of operations. See N. on I. 64. § 2. ovdevi yap dxovolws 
adix%a. x.7. A. This exceedingly obscure passage probably will never 

be interpreted in a way free from objections, since the MSS. differ 

_much, and the exceeding brevity renders it necessary to supply some 
words, which cannot be elicited readily from the context. There is no 

difficulty with the construction of otdcvi... .dghix3a, for his arrival 

26 
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had been unwelcome to no one, the yap serving to introduce the clause 
as a reason for éAmida & eivat (sc. pacav), and they said that there 

was hope (of success). In the words following, I am of the opinion, 
(1) that the reading of Dindorf (airods only being changed to adrois) 

is sustained by the best authority and makes the best sense, which is 

no small evidence in its favor; and (2) that the apodosis commences 

with weloew re oleo%at, unless some words are lost. from the passage, 

which of course we can never know with certainty. From this read- 

ing and construction we may derive the following translation: and if 

they could deprive the Athenians of this revenue (viz. the revenue 

derived from Ionia), which was the greatest they possessed, and if at 

the same time they (i. e. the Lacedemonians, Lesbians, and Jonians) 
could obtain (from Ionia) the means (literally, the expense) necessary 

to carry on the war against them (i. e. the Athenians), they thought 

that they could persuade, etc. époppadciv agrees with odio, and is 

followed in the dative (S. § 202. 1) by avrois referring to the Atheni- 

ans. Some read éepoppovew (participle of époppéw) abrois, and render, 

if they (i. e. the Athenians) might be at expense while watching them 

(i. e. the Peloponnesians). But this idea would be implied in the loss 

of the revenue, which is referred to in the previous clause, and would 

seem therefore like a repetition of the same sentiment, whereas in 

addition to the loss of their revenue, and the increase of expenditure © 

in maintaining the war in those parts, their enemies would be all the 

while deriving their resources from the countries (which had been 
tributary to Athens), and thus there would be a twofold inducement 

for the Persian satrap to take part in the war. It would be presump- 

tion in me to suppose that this interpretation will receive the assent 

of all. Yet on the whole, I cannot but think that it is the least 
objectionable of any which has yet been given to the passage. The 
reading and pointing of Goel.and Kriig. is worth citing: jv epoppa- 

ow, adrois Saravn [odio] yiyrynrat. Iluccovsvnv. See N. on I. 

115. $4. 
8. ro mreioTov THs yydpns cixev, felt most inclined. In respect to _ 

the construction, some govern 76 mAciorov by xara understood, and 

make ris yvduns depend on efyev, he was mostly of the mind. But 

there is no necessity for this, for rd mAciorov thy yrouns = Thy mel- 

oTnY yvopun. ért....mpoopifa. This Alcidas was evidently a 

most inefficient commander. Tad he possessed the energy and tact 

of Brasidas, a very different result might have been expected from 
this expedition. 
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CHAPTER XXXII. 

_. Un his way home Alcidas touches at Myonnesus, and there puts to death the greater portion 
of his prisoners (§ 1); putting in at Ephesus he is expostulated with by the Samian 
ambassadors for this cruel and impolitic act, and is prevailed upon to liberate the rest of 
the prisoners (§§ 2, 3). 

1. mapérder, he sailed along the Ionian coast: —— mpocyav. See N. 
on IIT. 29. § 1. Muowijow, Myonnesus, lay about midway between 
Teios and Lebedos, on a small rocky peninsula, which would be very 

easy to touch at in a coasting voyage from Erythre to Ephesus. — 

 tovs alxpakorous—dréodate tots moddovs, he butchered the captives, 
the most (of them). There is no need of constructing rods aiypadorovs 

~ according to the formula guod attinet ad, as rods modXods is in parti- 

tive apposition with it, and both are dependent upon the verb. In 

respect to this cruel massacre, cf. Il. 67. § 4 (end). 
- 2. od Kadds....adrdév. The Lacedemonians had given themselves 

out as the liberators of Greece. Of. II. 8. § 4. ovTe X€lpas avrat- 

popevous, not lifting up their hands against, i. e. having performed no 

hostile act. They were not voluntary enemies of the Peloponnesians, 

3. épavres yap x.r. A. The manner in which Alcidas came by 
his prisoners is here explained. The men had approached the ships 

under the impression that it was an Athenian fleet, as nothing was 

more remote from their thought, than the idea that Lacedemonian 

vessels would venture into those parts, —— py more—mapaBareiv. See 

N. on I. 10. § 1 (end). 

CHAPTER XXXIII. 

Alcidas sails homeward with all speed for fear of being intercepted by the Athenian fleet 
($ 1); and this fear was not groundless, for intelligence having been received by Paches 
the Athenian admiral, that the Ionian cities were in danger, he sailed forthwith in pursuit 

of the Peloponnesian fleet, but did not succeed in overtaking it (§$ 2, 3). 

1. Zadapwvias kal Tlapddov. These ships seem to have been em- 

ployed in the collecting of tribute, in carrying ambassadors to and fro, 

in conveying those who went to Delos or other places for religious 
purposes, in watching the motions of the enemy, and in any state- 

service where expedition was required. They were manned by free- 

born citizens of Athens, and when employed (as they sometimes were ’ ploy sf 
in sea-fights, carried the admiral of the fleet. ert... .oppav, while 

yet lying at Icarus. On the conjecture of Poppo (Observ. in Thucyd. 
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c. 14. p. 229), wept “Ikapoy has been adopted by all the leading editors 
for wept KAdpov, which Arnold and Kriger still retain as the true read- 
ing. diwfw by Paches. medayous, i.e. the Aigean sea. —- 

as...-[eAorovynoe, with the intention of touching (Mt. § 568; S. 

§ 225. t) at no other land than Peloponnesus. éxovows (= Exovaias, 

S. § 184. 1), of his own will, i. e. unless compelled by necessity. 

2. kai dxd tis Evp%paias, even from Hrythre. ei kat ds, Uf even 
thus. &s has reference to drewyiarov....’Iovias. TOPISOOW..-- 

odes, should assault and destroy the cities ; literally, should destroy at 
the same time that they attacked the cities. The rapidity and complete- 

ness of the destruction is expressed in this employment of the verb 

and the participle preceded by dua. Cf. S. $ 225. N.1. avrayyedou 

§ adrév iSotca, themselves who had seen him bringing the tidings. 

3. 6 dé, i. e. Paches. td orovdns = orove7. év karadi et, 

within reach.—— édaivero refers to Alcidas, and éeraveyaper to Paches. 
Poppo denies that édpaivero can be referred to Alcidas, as his name has 

not been mentioned in the preceding paragraph, and therefore would 

employ the verb impersonally, or supply ra mpdypara as being some- 

what indistinctly in the mind of the writer. But the pronoun airdéy, 

which can refer to no one but the commander of the fleet, is found in 

the preceding context, and if it had not been, the idea of an admiral 

or commander is so inseparable from that of a fleet, that a reference to 

him is perfectly natural and intelligible, even though his name has not 

been mentioned in the context immediately preceding. Ores 

mapacxeiv, because being nowhere shut up, they were not compelled to 

form an encampment, and thus impose upon them (edict, i. e. the 

Athenians) the necessity of watching them and maintaining a block- 

ade. The negative in ovSayuod belongs also to the verb. The construc: 

tion is harsh and obscure. 

CHAPTER XXXIV. 
Paches coasting along touches at Notium, in which place the Colophonians had taken refuge 
when the upper city was taken by Itamenes (§ 1); but they had fallen into dissensions, 
and some having called in to their aid Arcadians and others, got possession of a part of the 
place, on account of which the other faction call in Paches to their assistance (§ 2); he 

treacherously seizes and confines Hippias the Arcadian commander, and by a sudden and 

unexpected assault gets possession of the place, and puts to death the Arcadians, Barbari- 
ans, and Hippias (§ 3); after which he makes the place a colony (§ 4). 

1. ris....€adoxvias, when the upper city was taken. The city lay 

about two miles from the sea, on a high situation, being connected 

to Notium its harbor by means of long walls. kata ordaow idiay, 
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“ introduced without any public autkority for the purposes of a party 

guarrel.” Arnold. Kriger and Arnold correctly read idia. 1 Sev- 

répa—es tv Arrixny. Of. II. 47. § 1. 
2. of karapuydvres Kal karoinoarres, “gui co confugerant et ibi 

domicilia posuerant.” Poppo. avSvs in reference to the previous 

factions in the upper city ($ 1). —— ’Apxddev. “The Arcadians were 
the Swiss of Greece, and ready to take pay of any who would hire 

them.” Bloomf. duaretxiopart. This refers to a place walled off, 
and fortified by a castle or fortress. éroXirevov, took part in the 

public affairs, engaged in the politics of the place. of dé, i. e. those 

composing .the other faction. tmeEeASovres TovTous, withdrawing 

Jrom them, The accusative is employed instead of the separative 

genitive, because the object of the verb denotes persons and not place. 

3. 6 d€ mpoxadecdpevos is repeated by 6 & (opposed to 6 pev), and 

belongs therefore to efyev. This construction, which Kthner (Jelf’s 

edit. § 708. 8) calls a rhetorical anacoluthon, is employed to denote 

that the person designated by 6 pey, is to be considered as the princi- 

pal agent. ore. See N. on III. 28. § 1. avToy KaTacTicEL, 

to replace him, to restore him. cay kal vyia. So we say, safe and 

sound, uninjured in life or limb, meaning, in these expressions, free- 

dom from all harm. 6 &....etxev. Mitford very properly de- 

nounces this act of treachery and cruelty, as marring with a blot of 

eternal infamy a character otherwise of some glory. The baseness of 

the deed is enhanced by the miserable contrivance of appearing to 

keep his word in bringing back Hippias, according to his promise, and 

then- immediately putting him to death. T® Tetxiopare refers to 

the same fortified place as dsareiysopa above. aipet Notium. 

CHAPTER XXXYV. 

Paches returns again to Mytilene, and having reduced several places to submission, sends 
Salethus and such of the Mytilenians as appeared to be concerned in the revolt, to Athens, 

and also sends back the greater part of his army (§ 1); with the rest he remains to settle 
the affairs of Lesbos (§ 2). 

1. wapeotnoato. Cf. I. 29. § 5. Tovs....Karésero. Cf. III. 28. 

§2. Here again Paches broke his word, inasmuch as these Mytile- 

nians were to remain in Tenedos, until the pleasure of the Athenians 

respecting them was known. He did this, probably, in order that the 

larger part of the Athenian forces might be relieved from duty at Lesbos. 

2. xaticraro—z aird edixet. See N. on IT. 28. $8. @Anv in 

reference to Mytilene. 
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CHAPTER XXXVI. 

Ealxthus is put to death immediately upon his arrival at Athens (§ 1), and afterwards the 
Athenians decree, that all the male adults of the Mytilenians shall be put to death, and the 
women and children sold into slavery (§ 2), which decree they forthwith despatch ts 

Paches (§ 3); remorse however seizes upon them for this bloody measure, and a second 
assembly is held on the next day, at which, after the expression of various opinions on both 
sides of the question, Cleon comes forward and addresses the assembly (§§ 4-6). 

1. gorw & mapexdpevor, promising certain things. See N.on I. 65. 

§ 3. ta tT Ga xai, and among other things. dda refers to the 
other promises made by Salethus, and included in the phrase éorw 4. _ 

2. edofev abrois—émixadoivres. The participle here refers to the 
subject logically implied in édofev adrois = they thought. Cf. K.§313. 

1. The reverse of this construction (i. e. a participle in the dative, to 

conform to the construction éofev airé implied in the leading ex- 

pression) is found in I. 62.§ 3. In respect to the murderous decree 

here spoken of, we might have supposed that Cleon was the chief 

author of it, even had we not been so informed by Thucydides (cf. § 6 

infra). Tovs dmavtras MuriAnvaiovs. The article with mavyres shows 

that the substantive to which it belongs, is to be considered as a whole 

in distinction from its parts. Of. K. § 246. 5. B. EMLKANOUYTES. 

aréoracw, considering the revolt as heinous in other respects (@\Anv in 
reference to the circumstance here about to be mentioned, viz. their 

freedom from the galling subjection of the other allies), OUKe ++ 

eroujcavro, because they had made it, not being governed as the others, 

i. e. being treated with less rigor by the Athenians than were the 

other subject states. mpooEvveBdreTo....dppns, contributed be- 

sides not a little to their wrath. The verb is in the singular because 
the subject vijes....mapaxwduvetoa: is used as a single idea, the ships 

daring to venture into Ionia, etc. For the genitive déppis, cf. Jelf’s 

Kihn. § 535; 8. § 191. 1. ov....dtavolas = with much previous 

deliberation. 
4, perdvout tis, “a sort of compunction.” Bloomf. apy, SC 

eiva. This ellipsis of the infinitive is rare. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. $376. 
Obs. (end). —— péya seems to be joined to dpév by a sort of hendia- 

A = cruel beyond measure, “ enormously cruel.” Bloomf.—— padrAor 
i ov. See N. on IL. 62. § 3. 

5. rous ev réedet may refer to the prytanes.or to the ten generals 

of the state, who on extraordinary occasions pertaining especially to 

war, had the power of convening an assembly. —— évdndov Hr Bowd« 
pevov To mA€oy = evdyArov Fr Ste Td mEov €Bovdero. 
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6. ad’ éxdoray, i. e. by each party, according as they took sides 
with or against the Mytilenians. Sore amoxreiva. See N. on I, 

34. § 3. TO Te....mi%avoraros, and by far the most influential, 

at that time, with the common people. 

CHAPTERS XXXVII—XL. 

In these chapters we have the speech of Cleon in the assembly, which 

was convened to decide whether the murderous decree of the previous as- 

sembly, respecting the Mytilenians, should be carried into effect or re- 
scinded. ‘The speech is characterized by all the beauties and defects of the 
Thucydidean style, being nervous, pointed, compressed, and as a natural 
result of this last quality, in many places confused and obscure. But in 
its sentiment and moral features it is very unlike any speech, which has 
yet been introduced to our notice in this history. It is just what we 
might expect from a violent, boastful, arrogant, shallow demagogue like 
Cleon, and for all the qualities of fierce denunciation, malicious inuendoes, 

biting sarcasm, and malignant cruelty, in my judgment, has no parallel 
in this whole history. If I were to characterize its great and leading idea, 

I would name it a most bitter onset upon the enlightened and conservative 
policy which marked the administration of Pericles, and which after his 

death was advocated and defended by others. The mad schemes of such 
turbulent and short-sighted politicians as Cleon had already been foisted 
upon the body politic, in the time of the great orator and statesman just 
mentioned, and had embittered his closing life, and now their ruinous in- 

fluence began to be'seen and felt. in bad-planned expeditions, impolitic se- 
verity towards their allies, and a forfeiture of the honor of the state, 

whenever it seemed necessary to promote its immediate and temporary 

aggrandizement. A policy so prejudicial to the real welfare of the state, 
could not but awaken the most determined opposition from the wise and 
patriotic, and hence Cleon seizes this occasion to inveigh in the coarsest 
and most virulent terms against these political opponents, who were as far 
above him in all statesmanlike qualities, as they were in real worth and 
patriotism. 

It is unnecessary to say more of the character of Cleon in this place, 
as the reader will be made well acquainted with it by the masterly delin- 
eation of our historian. Suffice it to say, that such bustling, noisy, end 

selfish demagogues have been common in every republie, and may be ve- 
garded as the weeds, which spring up with rank spontaneous growth from 
the soil of freedom, serving to show its richness, and depth, and how 
abundant a harvest of the chcicest productions may be expected from pr.- 
per culture and attention. 
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 

Jleon begins his speech by repeating his conyiction of the inefficiency of democracy to gov- 
ern others (§ 1); he upbraids the easiness, freedom from suspicion, and magnanimity of 
the Athenians, as means adopted to secure the obedience of the alies, who, it should be 
remembered, are only submissive so far as they are made to feel the superior power of the 

governing state (§ 2); bad laws carried into effect are to be preferred to good ones which 
are never put in force (§ 3); he blames the readiness with which they listen to their ora- 
tors, who, arrogantly assuming to be wiser than the laws, seize upon every occasion te 

show off their rhetorical powers, whereas those of modest worth, who bow to the suprem- 

acy of law, are the men whose judgment is to be relied on (§§ 4, 5). 

1. fyvov....dpxew, i. e. €yvav Sri advvarov éoti Snuoxpariav érépav 
Zpyew. The subject of dpyew is dnpoxpariay, which by a very com- 
mon species of attraction is made-the object of éyvar. See N. on I. 

72. § 1. 
2. did... .€xere, for on account of your security in your daily in- 

tercourse, and freedom from treachery towards one another, you think 

that the same disposition exists in your allies (towards you). 1d avbro 

refers to ddeés kal dveriBovdevtov. The same disposition is attributed 
to the Athenians in II. 37. § 2, and to the Lacedzemonians in I. 68. §1. 

evdére. Regularity of construction would have been better pre- 

served by évddvres. ovk emtxwodvves x. T. A. Construct, ovx iyet- 

o%e padakilerSa (ius) émixwdives és tuds cat ove és—ydpw. In 

respect to xal ovx, cf. Mt. § 608 (end). fvpupayeyr is the objective 

genitive. drt rupavvida xk. t.A. See N. on II. 63. § 2. kal 

mpos....apxouevous, and over those who are themselves plotting against 
[you] and are governed reluctantly, i. e. submit with reluctance to 
your dominion. The ot which follows is omitted in many MSS., but 
how the sentence can then be constructed is beyond my knowledge. 

e& Sv=€& éexeivay (=—O80 éxeiva) G. The participle BAamrré- 

pevor (with which adroi is to be joined) is to be taken with xapigy- 
o%e, and not with dxpodyra, as the Schol. teaches, for this clause is 

responsive to émixwdives....padaxiCeosac supra. —— «€ &v=e€€ 

éxeivoy G, of which the relative limits mepryevyo%e as the accusative 
synecdochical. 

3. dv—nepi, i. ©. mept dv. axunros, undisturbed, i. e. suffer- 
ed to remain in force. The question before the assembly had no re- 

ference to a change of laws, but simply of a decree which had been 

passed without due deliberation. It was the reconsideration of a vote 

which had been just taken, and therefore the remarks of Cleon about 

the injurious consequence of a change of laws were wholly inapplica- 

ble. mpos, in comparison with. See N. on II. 62. $38. 

—_— - -- =: 
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4. of pev (i. e. of Evverdrepor) yap rav x. tr. A. In this fling upon 
men of superior education and ability, as though they of all others 

were least observant of law, and placed their own understanding 

above it, the speaker betrays the real déemagogue, paying homage to 

ignorance, and: pandering to the lowest classes of the community, by 

attributing to them alone love of country, and the impartiality necer- 

sary to aright judgment in respect to public measures. CORK i 

meptyiyver%a, and to surpass every thing that is at any time (del) said 

Jor the public good, i.e. to get the upper hand in whatever is said, 

and secure the adoption of their own plans and counsels, however 

wise and salutary may have been those advanced and defended by 

others. @s....yvounv. Interpreters are divided in respect to the 
meaning of os, some taking it in the sense of dre, quippe quod, inas- 

much as they could not evince their talent in matters of greater conse- 

guence ; others giving it the sense of quasi, as if they could not show 

off in other weightier matters, i. e. displaying their abilities on every 

occasion, as if they were never to have another and a better oppor- 

tunity. This comports better with the tone of irony (or I might 

rather say the abusive slang), ‘indulged by the speaker in reference to 

his political opponents. as—ovk dy SnAedcavtes = as ci ovK dv Snro- 

cevav. Of. Mt. § 596.0; S. §§ 215. 5; 225. § 4. Kpttai—dmo Tov 

icov, impartial judges. 

5. ds = ovras. 

in talent.” Bloomf. 
Evvécews ayau, “a rivalry or prize-fighting 

mapa ddEav, contrary to our belief. 

CHAPTER XXXVIII. 

The speaker professes his adherence to his former opinion in respect to the Mytilenian decree, 
and wonders at the proposal for a second debate, which cannot but be beneficial to the 
Mytilenians rather than to themselves, and the advocates for which must either prove that 
injuries brought upon the state are beneficial, or gain their ends by misleading and blind- 
ing the people (§§ 1, 2); of this state of things so injurious to the commonwealth the peo- 
ple are themselves the cause, who listen with eager pleasure to the harangues of their ora- 
tors, and judge of things by their representations rather than in the light of facts and sober 

reason (§§ 3, 4); each one is willing to be deceived, and if he cannot aspire to cratory him- 
self, strives to show his high relish and appreciation of it by blindly assenting to every thing 
which is said, and thus sitting rather as a spectator of sophists than as a judge of what will 

be the best for the state ($$ 5-7). 

1. 6 airés—rij youn. See N. on Il. 61.§2. The construction is 

varied from that employed in I. 140. $1. Savpdtw pev TOY Tpo- 
sévrav, I wonder at those who have proposed. 8S. §193. N. 2. 

mpos Tav nounxédrav. See N. on II. 86..$ 5 (end). padAoy than 
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of us who are the injured party. This omitted clause of the compar- 

ison would be implied in the emphasis with which 7Scxnxéroy was 

spoken. 6 yap....eme&epxerar, for he who suffers (wrong) visits it 

upon the doer with a more blunted resentment, i. e. a resentment molli- 
fied by time. duivacSa is the subject of dvadayBdver. For the 

omission of the article, see N. on Il. 87. § 5. T® TmaSeivy depends 
on éyyurdre xeipevoy, Which Arnold makes equivalent to éyyis dxo- 

NovSoiv, just as in Homer, éyyi%ev édSeiv is followed by the dative, 
because it is taken as one word éyyifo. avtimadov, equally bal- 

anced (with the injury), belongs to duivacta. Some would erase dy 

and join dyrizadov to tTipewpiar. Tas....Ka%iorapévas, that our 

misfortunes are an injury to the allies, i. e. that the prosperity of the 

allies is so bound up in ours, that no example of terror like the one 

now decreed, is necessary to hold them attached to our interest. The 
absurdity of such a view was manifest, as the interest of the Atheni- 
ans and that of their allies were vastly dissimilar. Hence this para- 

dox, to be proved by the gainsayers of the decree which had just 

been passed, is joined to the previous one, viz. that the injuries done 

to the Athenians by the Mytilenians were beneficial to the party in- 

jured. xa%iorapevas depends on dmodaive. See N. on I. 20. § 4. 
2. ro Aeyew...-dyavioar av, relying upon his eloquence, he must 

strive to show, that what has been positively decreed (referring to the 
Mytilenian decree) has not in the least been determined on. The argu- 
ment here advances from the-proof of what is absurd to that of an ab- 

solute falsehood, as being necessary to the support of the views of the 

opposite party. The next clause, 7....meupdoerar, coutains the only 

remaining way of nullifying the decree just made, viz. to lead the peo- 

ple astray by false and specious arguments. exrrovncas, having 
elaborated. The object is rd evmperes. 

8. dydvev. Notice the agonistical terms made use of by the speaker, 

In the previous section we had dyvicaro, and here we meet with 

dyovey and 42a, while in the next section is dyavoSerotvres. 
érépois refers covertly to the orators. avtn, i. &. 7 modus. —— 

avapépe, carries off, as one bears away a prize. Cf. Bloomf. The 

word conforms to the metaphor contained in dyavey and aia, 
4, xakGs adyvoZerovvres, “gui malos arbitros talium certaminum 

vos prestatis.” Poppo. Searal pev trav Adywv—adxpoarat Se ray 
epywy, spectators of the words and hearers of the deeds, i, e. you place 
such confidence in the orators, that their assertions are to you.as the 
very sight of the deeds, while the acts which come under your own 

knowledge, you regard as the objects of mere hearsay. This sense 

accords with ra pev....émiriuwnodvray, which is epexegetical of thi 
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preceding proposition. as Suvata yiyversa, as to the possibility 

of their taking place, is to be taken with ra....épya, to which ra dé 

mempaypeva On (depending on oxorodvres. Of. Mt. $427. Obs. 3) is _ 

opposed. To Spacsev. In some editions we find rd Seadév, and 
so it is cited in Jelf’s Kihn. § 368. 0. der is to be taken with 16 
dpaoSev, in the sense of a fact which is witnessed by one’s own eyes, 

and daBdvres (which belongs also to the second proposition) may 

have the sense of troAaBdvres. Gottl. and some others construct dye 

with AaBdvres in the sense of perceiving, seeing with the mind’s eye. 

But this seems to be a far-fetched explanation, and makes éwe. of 
little use, whereas by constructing it with rd dpac%ev it has great em- 

phasis. TO akovo%ev is opposed to rd dpacRev. 

5. dmatac%at apioror, easiest to be deceived. 
Supply Adyou, as the antithesis clearly teaches. pn Evvérrec Sat 
eSeheww depends on dpicrot, Which with py may be rendered most re- 

luctant, very backward. Tay dei atémnav = of every paradox which 

may be.advanced. 

6. eireiv—divaca, to have the ability to speak (as an orator). 
dvrayovi(opevor....yvaun, contending with those who speak thus [so 
far as] not to appear to be following in the rear of the sentiment (utter- 

ed by them). The idea seems to be that, while they had not the fac- 

ulty of giving utterance to their sentiments, yet they were unwilling 

to appear to have less quickness of parts to investigate and see the 

bearings of the points of discussion than the speakers themselves. 
Thus in their eagerness to avoid the appearance of receiving facts and 

theories second-hand from their orators, they assented without any 

consideration or reflection to ey. thing which was advanced. By 

roaita Kriiger would understand aroma from drézov, in $5; but l 
am inclined to refer it to the eloquence to which the persons here - 

spoken of could not attain. The plural dvrayamtépevor follows Bov- 

Adzevos, because éxacros is taken collectively. These participles are 
all to be referred back to airiot ipeis or ofrives eidSare, § 4. 
Soxeiv depends on dvraywr(suevor, and rH yvopun follows dxodovS#oa. 

6féws....mpoeraveca, and to be quick to assert what is said, even 

before the speaker has fully announced his position. I fully agree with 

Bloomf., that Gféws is to be constructed with the infinitives, and that 

tices (sc. ruvos) depends on the wpo- in composition. This gives 

an apt sense, and is certainly in accordance with the extreme brevity 

of the author. Goel., Poppo, and Arnold, take das with déyovros, 

in the sense of cleverly, pointedly, as opposed to what is in accord- 

ance with a sound judgment. —— gpoacrécza follows ‘mpdzupoe 

which depends on BovAduevoe to be supplied from the preceding con- 

SeSoxipacpevov. 

\ 
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text. —— mpovonra Bpadeis. As the Athenians could not wish to be 
slow in foreseeing the consequences of events, the participle Bovdd- 

HEvot, supplied in the preceding proposition, is to be displaced here for 

one signifying apt or inclined to foresee slowly. This whole passage 

is fraught with difficulties, and it would require more space than my 

limits will allow, to bring forward the various interpretations which it 
has received. 3 

7. Cnrodvres.... Caper, seeking after something else, so to speak, - 
than what pertains to common life. i ev ots =i} éxeivo ev o. Gottl. 
Poppo refers to Mt. § 487. Obs. 3, to which I would add Jelf’s Kiihn. 
§ 820. 2. B, as giving the best solution of the construction. Bloomf. 

says that the plural is employed, because the Athenian form of gov- 

ernment is often designated by the plural mpdypara, to which the rel- 

-ative is here accommodated in number. Tay tapdévrey refers to 

the same things as éy ois Capev. admA@s—nocapevo, being abso- 

lutely overcome. Betant gives to dmd@s here the sense wt paucis com- 

plecte, but I doubt whether it is the true one in this passage. —— 

coptsray Searais, spectators of sophists, i.e. auditors of those who 

made it their business to teach rhetoric. 

“CHAPTER XXXIX. 

The Mytilenians are charged with having injured the Athenians more than any other city, 
and that too, when. they had no occasion to revolt (§$§ 1, 2); regardless of the example of 
their neighbors, who had revolted and were punished for so doing, actuated by ambition 

and presumption and inflated by their good fortune, they seized what appeared to them 
the most favorable opportunity, and attacked the Athenians (§§ 3, 4); had they received, 
as they ought, no better treatment than the other allies, they would never have become 

_ so insolent, and therefore the most signal punishment should now be inflicted upon them 
all ($§ 5, 6); a discrimination ought to be made between the allies who revolt from compul- 
sion, and such as do so voluntarily, or ali will seek occasion to revolt (§ 7), and the Athe- 
nian interest in each city will be putin jeopardy, and an additional war will have to be 

maintained with their allies (§ 8). 

1. &v depends upon dzorpémrew, and refers to the habits against 

which the speaker has just been inveighing. piay modu, Jor one 

city. This idiom is quite frequently found. Bloomf. is erronegns, I 

think, in attributing to eis, in such cases, a limitive rather than an in- 

tensive force. . 

2. The position, of vijrov before oirwes renders it highly emphatic, 
and serves to fix as the chief reason of their ill-desert of forgiveness, 

that the Mytilenians were islanders out of the enemy’s reach. @ 

6 refers to the omitted object of poBovpevor (viz. pi erépxovra. Of 
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Jelf’s Kiihn. § 821. Ods.), and cannot be rendered dum, 43 scme assert, 
for it introduces an additional reason why the Mytilenians were under 

no necessity of revolting, viz. the adequate naval defence enjoyed by 

their island. és ta mpara, in the first (= highest) degree. TOl~ 

adra eipydcavro, have done us such mischief, or better perhaps, have 

made us such trouble. ti GdXo obrot 7) emeBotAevoar, “ what else 

did they do but plot against us.” Bloomf. eravéeotncav. See 

N. on 1. 115. § 5. i) dnéornoav. Cleon makes a distinction here 
between a simple revolt in vindication of liberty, and a conspiracy 

resulting from deep hatred, and aiming at nothing short of the ruin 

of the state against which it is made. Bloomf. thinks it a subtle dis- 

tinction, and so Poppo (Proleg. I. p. 288) intimates, but it is certainly 

adapted to make a forcible impression upon the popular mind, and for 

this it was doubtless intended. kad’ avtovs, by themselves. 
8. rav médas. See N. on I. 32. $1. éxvoy contains a negative 

idea, and hence py accompanies éASeivy. See N. on I. 10. $1. 

mpos'To weAXdov, tn respect to the future. paxpérepa....Bovdncews, 

beyond their power but less than their will, i. e. their wishes far ex- 

ceeded their ability to do mischief. An exceedingly bitter remark. 

— icytv....mpo%eiva. Bloomf. cites the common adage “to sot 

might above right.” év @, When. 

4, ciw%e....Tpérew. Goel. constructs and explains: ectw%e dé 7 
evmpakia éxeivas Tas médets és UBpw rpémey, ais dv pddiora ampocdé- 

xntos €A3n. Poppo regards dv éAayiorovu (sc. kaipov) as an additional 

circumstance interposed, guibus maxime, et quidem minimo intervallo, 

insperata, i. e. guibus maxime insperata, et quidem nuperrime. 

ra d¢ ToAAG....ddEav, it is often the case, that good fortune, which 

happens to men in accordance with reasonable expectation, 1s more sure 

than that which is beyond calculation. I am disposed with Bloomf. 

to refer the ra before wodda to edrvxotvra, and make wodAd refer.to 

evrvyovvra in the sense of many such evruxia = tt often happens, etc. 
Some may however prefer to construct ra woAAa as an accusative = 

ert TO TOD. 

5. cal dAXws = not only in this but in other cases, i. e. generally. 
TO pev Separredov trepdpoveiv, to look down upon studiousness tc 

serve and oblige. The use of the neuter participle as an abstract noun 

has been referred to (N. on I. 41. § 2), and is much less offensive than 

the masculine would have been. 

6. kal pa) Tois x. t. A. It shows the cruelty of Cleon, that he 

would involve in his merciless decree all the citizens of Mytilene, 
many of whom he must have known had no hand in the revolt. 
Notice the variation of construction in rpoore37—drohvonre. ‘e 

os 
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refers to djpov which is a collective noun. kivduvoy....BeBadre~ 
pov, “thinking the hazard of joining the oligarchy more to be de- 

pended upon in tts result.” Bloomf. rév dAtyov = ray dvvaréar. 
7. trav Evppaxev depends on trois dvayxagSeiow (sc. drooraat)—rois 

éxovow drooraat, and is therefore placed at the beginning of the sen- 

tence. tiva oteoSe dyrwa is an instance of what is called inverse. 
attraction, tiva, which should properly be in the nominative, being 

attracted to the case of its relative. Of. S. § 175. 2. Bpaxeig 
mpopacet, on some slight pretence. —— pndev madeiv dvnxeatoy is euphe-- 
mistically spoken for death or slavery. 

8. nyiv is the dat. incommodi after doxexwduvedvoera (used as a 
common future. Cf. Rost, § 113. 12. N. 8), or it may be considered 

as standing for the adnominal genitive after ypnyara. 8S. § 201. 5. 

mpoaddov depends on orepnoecte. I know. not why Bloomf. 

should regard the change from this verb to the first person. ouev, as 

any more harsh than those of the same kind, which are so frequently 

recurring in Thucydides. The orator in his vehemence uses the sec- 

ond person, but recollecting himself, he recurs to the first person, as 
a softer form, especially as the thing supposed must have been very 

ungrateful to the ears of an Athenian audience (cf. Poppo’s Proleg. I. 

p. 276). This change of person is quite common in all harangues in 

which invective and argument are mingled together. 

CHAPTER XL. 

No hope of freedom should therefore be held ont to the Mytilenians, nor should the decree 
be altered at the instigation of the orators (§§$ 1, 2); for pity should be exercised towards 

those who haye kindred and friendly feelings, and not to most virulent enemies, and 
the orators should choose some occasion, in which their rhetorical powers may be displayed 
with less harm than in the present instance (§ 3); both justice and expediency deman¢é 

that signal punishment shall be inflicted on these offenders (§§ 4, 5); for the conscious- 
ness that the Athenians, as the injured party, can never be other than their enemies, will 
ever excite them to the most deadly hatred (§ 6); therefore the Athenians should be firm, 
and by a timely severity furnish a salutary lesson to all the other allies (§ 7). 

1. mpo%eiva. So Bekker, Bloomf., Arnold, and Kriiger read, on 

the ground that to hold out a hope is a more natural expression than 
to give a hope. —— bya, oratory. —— miorivy =, founded upon, —— 

&s...-Anworvrac denotes the object of éAwida: hope that they shall 
receive, ete. a3perives belongs to duapreiv, and the clause is 

well rendered by Poppo, veniam humanitus peccandi aceipient, i. e. 
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veniam peccandi ideo accipient, quia peccare humanum sit. The same 

critic refers to Xen. Oyr. VI. 1. § 87, which citation aptly illustrates. 
the present passage. TO dkovooy, the involuntary, i. e. an error 
committed involuntarily. 

2. viv Stapdxopa, stil’ contend (in argument); literally, jight 
throuyh, do not yield the contest. peTayvavai—ra mpodedoypéva, 
through a change of mind to repeal the decrees. I see no reason why 

ra mpodedoypeva is to be made dependent on a preposition understood, 

as Bloomf. suggests, since the verb has evidently a transitive sense in 

this place. Of. Liddell and Scott sub voce. Arnold discriminates 

between oixr@ and émecxeia, the former being a feeling of the mind 
exercised by such as are not possessed of the latter, which refers 

rather to a habit of the mind, gentleness, mildness. Betant translates 

emterxeia, clementia, Which is doubtless its meaning here. 

3. mpos Tods 6poious, towards those who are of the same mind (with 

us) = who sympathize with us. e& dvaykns, necessarily. 

adAas eAaoooow, in other matters of less moment. Bpaxéa noS<ioa, 

being pleased for a short time. Cf. Mt. § 414. 12. peydda (nuid- 
cera, shall suffer great loss. For the use of the middle voice, cf. K. 

§ 251. R. 1; for the construction, cf. Mt. § 415, Ods. 3. TO wade 

ed refers to bribes from the Mytilenians, which Cleon intimates as 

influencing the orators. Cf. 9 xépder emapdpevos, II. 88. § 2. The 
student will notice the pointed antithesis between éx rod ed eimeiv and 

TO made ed, which is rendered more piquant by their juxtaposition. 

emitndeiovs = didovs. See N. on I. 60. § 2. mpos Tovs 6j0i- 
ous...-UmoAeuopevous, towards those who will remain the same in 

disposition (see N. on § 3), and be not the less our enemies than before 

they were pardoned. 

4, év de Evvedov héyo. See N. on I. 70.§ 8. éy depends on réyo. 
— ra Evppopa to yourselves. ddrXos Sé yvdvres, but by deciding 

otherwise, i. e. by exercising clemency towards the Mytilenians. —— 

ov xapteiade, you will confer no favor upon them, lay them under no 

obligation, i. e. they will feel no obligations to you for your clemency. 

So the Schol. interprets it, ody €Eovew juiv xapuv. Dyas... .Oukat- 

noeore, but you will rather condemn yourselves on the score of justice. 

How this will be done, appears in the next sentence which begins 

with yap explicantis. Arnold thinks that there is something of a 
contempt for the arguments drawn from justice, which is stated fully 

in the Athenian’s language to the Melians, V. 89. ov xXpEor, SC. 

dpxew. Cf. Mt. § 564. ov mpoojkoy (= mpoonkorres. Bloomf.) is 

synonymous with mapa ro eikds. tovto Spay, i. &. dpxew. rot 

=you know. Evpddpws (sc. ipiv), for your own interest, — -- 

> 
€Vv 
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taveoSar, sc. det from the Sanpced context. avdpayaxiverSat, 
See N. on II. 63. § 2. 

5. rh te airy Cypia, with the same punishment which they would 

have inflicted upon you. of Scadevyovres (taken as a substantive) 

refers to the Athenians, and ray émBovAevoavrey (depending on dva- 

Anrérepo, tardiores ad trascendum. Betant) refers to the Mytilenians. 

a&tacare is to be repeated in this clause. 

6. pddcora Se of py xk. T. A. is a Continuation of the sentiment con- 

tained in dd\das.. . . ddtkias. HT) Evy mpopdcer, with no pretext, i. e. 

being provoked by no injury. dudAAvyrac has a middle significa- 

tion, effect his destruction. Poppo and Goel. after Herm. construct it 
with ipopadpevor, they perish by the dread of danger, i. e. they cannot 
endure (tolerare nequeunt. Betant) the suspicion of danger. Bloomf. 

connects it to the preceding verb by hendiadys, they pursue him to 

utter destruction. 6 yap....éexSpov, for he who has suffered with- 
out necessity (on the part of the injurer) is, 7f he escapes (see N. on I. 

71. § 6) a far bitterer enemy, than one who is so from reciprocity (of 
injury), i. e. where the parties have received, in fair and open contest, 

equal injury. This sentence, which is exceedingly compressed, con- 

tains the reason of the preceding assertion, and is therefore introduced 

by yap. Cf. evSupndevres....adixias, § 5. 
7. Here commences the peroration. yevouevol....maoye, Pe 

calling as far as possible the feelings you experienced when suffering 

(from their defection); literally, being as near as possible in your. 

mind (i.e. in your thoughts) to the time of suffering. rod macyew 

depends on éyyirara. S.§187.1. The construction proceeds by xai 

as—ay éeripnoag%e, because yerouevor—rn yvoun may be mentally sup- 
plied in the modified sense of dcavonSévres, which we find in I. 148. 

§5, a passage very analogous to this. mpd mavrds, above every 
thing. mpos TO mapov avtixa, in reference to what is immediately 

before you, i. e. the miserable condition of the Mytilenians. This is 

antithetic to the subject of thought recommended in yevdpevor.... 

ragxew. The speaker exhorts them to act under the influence of the 
ruemory of past injuries, and not to give place to the emotions of pity, . 

inspired by the present distress of the Mytilenians. aivrixa gives in- 

“tensity to the idea contained in rd mapév. 
8. d&iws, sc. THs ddiKias. Tois....Katagtnaare, make @ con- 

picuous exampie to the other confederates. Goeller says that 

(jurwodpevov does not depend on sapddevypa, since thus it should 
have been (yuiocecSat, or Cyu.mcera, but is in apposition with it, as 
though it had been xaraorncate mapddevypa, Katactyoare, bs dy ade 
sTrTat, SavaT@ Cnuroodpevor. 
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CHAPTERS XLII—xXLVIII. 

Thucydides now gives us the speech of Diodotus, who in the first diseus- 
sion had argued against the decree to slay the Mytilenians (cf. III. 41), This 
oration is in grateful and beautiful contrast with the one which precedes it, 
being mild, conciliatory, liberal, humane, and eminently adapted to soothe 

the angry feelings excited by the speech of Cleon. The truthfulness of its 
statements, the candor and good sense which pervade it, and the skilful 
arrangement of the points to be illustrated and enforced, worked such a 
change in the sentiments of the meeting, that the bloody decree was revoked 
and the Mytilenians saved from utter destruction. One cannot but wish 
to know more of the man, who so nobly vindicated wise and enlightened 
principles of legislation, and the interests of humanity. 

It will be seen that this oration, like that of Cleon, has no exordium, yet 

its commencement is well adapted to conciliate the audience, and bespeak 
for the orator their favorable attention. After a few preliminary remarks, 
he gradually and skilfully turns the mind of his hearers from the justice to 
the expediency of the decree just passed. He shows that the extremest se- 
verity would not prevent the existence of revolts, while it would drive those 
engaged in them to the most desperate and prolonged defence. He speaks 
of the bad policy of confounding in this decree the slaughter of both friends 
and foes, since it would ever after drive the populace to take sides in every 
revolt with the aristocracy. Thus he argues almost solely the question of 
expediency, being aware, probably, that the minds of the majority of those 
present were ‘disposed already to compassion, and only needed something 
upon whith they might repose, as a reasonable ground for the reversal of 

the decree. 

CHAPTER XLII. 

The orator commences by disclaiming all intention to censure or praise any one in respect to 
this second deliberation, and avows his belief that anger and haste are the two greatest 

hinderances to wise counsel (§ 1); they are foolish or dishonest who deny the power of 
words over actions, and still more those who impute such unworthy motives to the 
speakers (§ 2); to wrongfully attribute ignorance to them might be accounted folly, but to 
charge upon them bribery unsustained by proof, shows that the accuser is both a dunce 
and a knaye (§ 3); such conduct is injurious also to the state, for it drives from public life 

all who have the ability to counsel or direct (§ 4); no citizen should use his eloquence to 

intimidate his opponent, but should fairly gain his point, and no state should detract from 
tne honor of its counsellors or punish those who err (§ 5), for then they would have no 
inducement to give other than an honest advice in respect to matters of deliberation (§ 6). 

1. admis is to be constructed with mpo%évras. Reference is had to 
Savpdlo....Aceyew uttered by Cleon (III. 38. § 1). —— dcayvadpuny, 
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decree. pepouevous implies a negative, and hence is followed by 
py) With the infinitive. See N.on I. 10. § 1. vopnitw dé Svo x. T. A. 

refers to kat xpdvov dcarpi8iv éuromoayrey in Cleon’s speech (III. 88. 

§ 1). épyiv, passion, such as Cleon doubtless had manifested in 

his speech. rd pev refers to rdyos, and rd d€ to dpyny. Bpa- 

xUTnTos yvapns, deficiency of judgment. 

2. didarkdrovs, teachers, directors, —— 7 idia re aita Siahéper, or 

he has some private interest involved. See N. on I. 68.§2. This 
must have been keenly felt by Cleon. The sentences commencing 

with d&vveros pev and duadeper 8 aira, are epexegetical.of 4 a&uveros 

....dtadeper in which lies the general assertion. @A@ than by 

the use of words, i. e. by discussion. ed....dvvac3at, he thinks 
that he could not speak well in a bad cause. dv belongs to divacZat. 
ev in ed d€ diaBadoyr is to be taken in the sense of copiose, cehementer. 
It is employed to give point to the antithesis in ed pév eiwety and e@ Se 
dvaBarorv. We employ the word good in a similar use, when we say, 
he is good at slandering, good at spreading falsehoods, and the like. 

8. xaderoraro, the most dangerous. Kal....twa, who also 
(kat) in addition (to opposing the speech) impute to the speakers a 

display (= a showing off) for the sake of gain. Such is essentially 

the interpretation of Arnold, and seems to harmonize best with the 

context. Reference is had to the charge made by Cleon, III. 38. 

§ 2 (end). «ai in this interpretation belongs to apooxarnyopodrres. 
Construct él ypnuace with eriderEw (Sc. Trav pynrdper). aguveto- 

Tepos—i) adixa@repos, a blockhead rather than a knave, i. e. foolish to a 
higher degree than wicked. See N. on I. 21. $1. dmrexa@per refers 

to the place occupied by the speaker, and from which he retired at 

the close of his speech. Hence it signifies here, departs from the 

debate or controversy. vronros, suspected of acting from improper 

motives, kat responds to re. pera agvvecias = kal a&uvveros.. 

aixos. Repeat yiyverat. 

4. é€vr@ trogde. See N.on II. 36. $1. Of. IIL. 43. § 5. $6Ba, 

through fear that their motives would be impeached, as had been done 

by Cleon on the present occasion. This passage will be better under- 

stood by referring ray EvpBovtAay to the persons accused in of....ézi- 
decEiv tiva, and tovs ro.ovtrovs Toy modkiray to the accusers. From kai 

mAcior ....moAdtray it seems fair to infer, that Cleon was admitted to | 

be eloquent, though as Bloomf. remarks, the kind is not determined. 
5. amd tov icov, equa conditione, on equal footing, stands opposed 

Lo expoBotvra, by intimidating. - tiv d€ addppova introduces tho 
duty which a state owes to good counsellors. py) MpooriSevas 

ripny, not to confer additional honor, —— adda pnd’, but (on the other 
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hand) not. Tov pi Tuxdvra yvopns refers to a counsellor whose 
advice the state has not followed. ovx Omas—dadra pnd’, not only 

not—but not even. This is a formula which we meet with frequently 

in the Greek authors. 
6. ovrm yap introduces the reason why the state should protect 

the reputation of its counsellors from the aspersion of demagogues — 

emi... .atoto%a, by the expectation of greater honors. 

yotro. Repeat jjxuocra dy from the preceding context. TO avTa, 

in the same way, i.e. by speaking contrary to his judgment and to 

acquire favor. xapi(opevds te Kal avros is epexegetical of r@ air. 

p aed 
Ope~ 

CHAPTER XLITII. 

Through such undue suspicion of venality even good counsel is rejected (§ 1), and deceit be- 
comes alike necessary to the success of measures proposed by the good and the bad (§ 2), 

and thestate becomes the only body which cannot be benefited without artifice (§ 3); 

hence those who give advice in such a state of things should be far more long-sighted than 
those who follow it, as they are held so much more strictly accountable ($ 4); far better 

would it be to make both responsible, than as now is the practice, to visit the ill-success of 

a measure solely upon the adviser (§ 5). 

1. Sv depends on rdvavria, and refers to the things which have 
just been declared as befitting a wise state to do. —— @2ovncavres 
..--Kepdav, refusing through envy [to listen to him] on account of a 

groundless suspicion of his venality ; or perhaps, envying the gain 

which he is suspected of having obtained, although the ground of sus- 

picion is very slight. Of. Mt. § 336. a. Opposed to od BeBaiov is 

Tv avepav. 

2. dwd tov ev3eos. See N. on I. 34. § 3. amdtn is opposed to 

Wevodpevov, by falsehood, deception. The general idea is that the 

wretched policy here declaimed against, renders it necessary for the 

good and the bad alike to practise deceit in order to carry their mea- 

sures. 
8. mepwoias, ‘ over-wiseness.” Liddell and Scott. “ Extreme sur- 

mises.” Bloomf. ed troujoat ex TOU mpodavovs (see N. on I. 35. 

§ 4), to openly benefit. The object is pdyny te modu, the state alone in 

opposition to private individuals. avSumonmrevera....€&ewv, 18 8us- 

pected of having a secret view to his own interest. Abresch explains 

avSunonreverat by avtt rod SoBevros adyaBov tmonreverat. 
4, The orator now begins to apply these general reflections on the 

unwise course of the state, to the position into which it places the 
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orators and counsellors. mpos Ta peytora, in reference to the high- 
est interests. ev t@ Tor@de (see N. on IIT. 42. $ 4) d&todvre (= ev 

rode déiaoe. Jelf’s Kihn. § 436. a. y), “ while such notions prevail 
on your part.” Arnold. In respect to d&sodvri, see N. on pederarre, 

J. 142.§ 7. Kriig. edits a&:odv 7, and constructs re with A¢yew nas, 
i. e. the statesmen, political leaders. tyav depends on mepatréepo 

mpovooivras, forecasting further than you. Opposed to this is 8? 
ddtyou (SC. ypévov) oxorovvrer, referring to the ease and rapidity with 

which the people could come to a conclusion, which the leaders had 

to reach by a long and laborious process of reasoning and reflection. 

imevSuvov....éxovtas, being responsible for our advice. 
in comparison with. 

5. mpos dpyjv qvrwa x.t.r. This passage has received various in- 

terpretations according to the manner of arranging and pointing the 

words. Herm., Haack, and Poppo place a comma after riynre, and 

supply (nusotvres, which gives the sense, you punish according to the 

passion which may chance to influence you at‘ the time of the punish- 

ment. This interpretation is disapproved of by Arnold, because the 

speaker is not discoursing about punishment which varies according 

to the ebb and flow of the people’s resentment, but of one which is 

certain and severe. He therefore follows the construction adopted by 

Bekker and Goeller, ogadévres ori dre mpos dpyny qvTwa roynte 
(aparevres), meeting from time to time with some disaster, according 

to the various passions which may have lured you to incur disasters. 

Both these constructions are pronounced by Bloomf. to give a forced 

and jejune sense. This critic joins mpés dpyiy—Cymoire, and at 

qvTwa supplies zapaiveow from the preceding context, through anger 
at whatsoever counsel ye have proposed amiss, ye visit with punishment, 

etc. Of these modes of interpretation Iam disposed to adopt the 

first, as being more in accordance with the order of the words in the 

text, and yielding a good and appropriate sense. Kriiger, whose prac- 

tical scholarship and sound judgment generally lead him to the right 

sense, supplies ¢nuodyres with réynre (after Hermann), and joins 

ésrw Ore With ¢ymoire. It may be referred, however, to odadérres, 

Tposy 
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CHAPTER XLIV. 

Diodotus, disclaiming all intention of accusing any one in relation to the affair in hand, pro- 

ceeds to lay down the principle upon which the question before them is te be decided, 

which is one of expediency and not of justice (§§ 1, 2); this being so, he maiztains, in 
opposition to the opinion of Cleon, that the proposed decree will be highly prejudiciul to 
the Athenian interests (§§ 3, 4). 

1. Having now replied to the criminations which Cleon had heapec 

upon the orators, and marked out the course which a well-regulated 

state ought to pursue in reference to those at the head of public 

affairs, the orator comes more directly to the consideration of the sub- 

ject for which they had been summoned together. The opening 

words of the section are similar to those in which the oration was 

commenced, a disclaimer being made of all intention to blame any: 
one, as the question is not one concerning the desert of the Mytileni- 

ans, but the true policy of the Athenians in respect to them. 

karnyopnowy the Mytilenians. 6 ayav, the question. 
2. ef pr Evyépor (sc. eori), unless it is conducive to our interest. 

qv re kal....aivoiro. The apodosis may be readily supplied 

from the context, for of the alternatives, one with its consequence is 

given, by which is known the consequence which belongs to the 

other, and which is suppressed for a rhetorical purpose. Translate 

then the clause jv....eiev, and even if they had some claim to for- 

giveness [I would not advise to spare them]. Bloomf. prefers the read- 

ing ¢yovras—éav, which Dindorf with apparent approbation cites, in 
his notes on the text, as the correction of G. Burges. 

3. mepl rod péeAAovros, concerning the future, i.e. what pertains 

to our future welfare. Tov mapévros. Supply wept from the cor- 

responding member. TOUTO....iaxupitera, as it respects that 

which Cleon so positively affirms. rovro depends upon dytiryupitnpe- 
vos, and refers forward to és rd Aourdv....mpo%eiot Which explains 
it. mpds, with respect to, follows Evudépov, and Savarov Copiay 

mporeiat (if we hold out death as the penalty) is the protasis of évp- 

épov eceo%at, it will be expedient. The dative mpo%eics limits éup- 

épov. 

4, rH edmperct (= bia TO edmperes) is opposed to ypyoworv. Bloomf. 

takes t@ edmperet as a dat. commodi, for the speciousness, mpos, 
on account of. Taxa ay émiondoatro, may perhaps (raya) draw 

you (to the adopticn of Cleon’s proposition). duxafdpeSa. See N, 

on I. 28.§4. Opposed to this is BovAevdpeda, we are deliberating, 

The idea is that the decision is to be made by a reference to utility 
and not to strict justice. trav Sixaioy. See N. on III. 54. $1. 
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CHAPTER XLV. 

The death-penalty is no sure preventive to crime in civil communities ($§ 1, 2), for so prone 
&re-men to err, that punishment has been inflicted with increased severity, until capital 
panishment has been tried and found an unsuccessful remedy (§ 3); for the extremes of 
poverty and wealth, and indeed all the middle stations furnish incitements to evil, which, 
strengthened by hope and desire, hurry men on in defiance of all the terrors of penal enact- 

a a 

ments ($$ 4,5); fortune also by her unexpected favors impels men and especially states - 
to deeds of daring and great hazard, so that it is impossible to restrain human nature from 
following any object of its desire (§$§ 6, 7). - 

1. otk... .dyaptnudrav, of offences not equal to this (of the Myti- 

lenians), but of much less turpitude. Punishment by death is here as- 
serted to be no certain prevention of even smaller crimes than that 

chargeable upon the Mytilenians, and hence, if inflicted upon that peo- 

ple, would serve to no purpose in deterring the other allies from re- 

volting. I see no necessity of taking with Bloomf. od in the sense of 

ov pdvov. katayvovs....emiBovrevpart, judging of himself that 

he shall not pass through the enterprise with safety. See N. on II. 18. 

§ 7. 
2. joo than was absolutely necessary. T7 Soxnoet = kata Thy 

Sdéxnotv. Evupayia like oixeiav belongs to mapackevnv, the con- 

struction being varied. TovT@, i.e. TO apioraczat. 

3. medvxaoi—dpapraver, are naturally prone to err. TOUTOV, 
i. @. duapravew. dueEeAnAVSac1, have run through, i. e. have had 

recourse to. mpootievres, adding to them, i.e. increasing the 

number of punishments and adding to their severity. eirws (see 

N. on I. 58. §1)....xaxovpyov. This shows that suppression of crime 

was the principal if not the only object of punishment. aduxnpd- 

trav depends on ards, i.e. ras Cnpias. padakwrépas than the 

punishments which have since been added. mapaBawopévar, SC. 

Trav vdpov, the idea being readily suggested by airas referring to the 

punishments enjoined by the laws. dvnkovot = avépyovrat. Schol. 

Touro, 1. e. punishment by death. The application of this argu- 

ment of the insufficiency of severe punishment to prevent crime, to 

the case of the Mytilenians, will be seen by every reader. 

4, rovrov, i. @. tod Savdrov. avaykn, uBper, bpovijpart, and 
épyn are datives of the instrument. efvovcia. Supply mapéxovea 

from the preceding clause. Evyruxiat = situations of life in which 

men chance to be placed. éxaatn (sc. Evyrvyxia) is put here for 

the person occupying the situation. eEayovow és rods xivdvvous, 
lead. on into dangers. The expression is exceedingly annie the 
veib signifying to excite, rouse, hurry on. 
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5. edmis and €pas are the subjects of BAdmrovet. 6 pev refers to 
6 €pas, and 7 & to 7 eAmis. eriBorny, “ rationem ret aggredienda.” 

Betant. See N. on I. 93. § 6. kat... .dewav, and although unseen 

are more powerful (in their influence) than manifest dangers. How 

graphic a description of the sway exercised by these master passions 

over the human soul! 

6. én’ avrois (i. e. éAmis and ¢pws), in addition to these. 
tay trodcectépwv, “with insufficient resources.” Bloomf. ovx 
jocov tas méAes. The way is preparing, by this application of the 

argument to states as well as individuals, for the appeal which the 

orator is soon to make in behalf of the Mytilenians. dc. See 
N. on I. 68. § 2. Tept Tov peyiorav, SC. Kiwdvvevovor elicited from 

the context. pera mavroy, i. e. with the community at large. 

emt... .edd£acev, thinks of himself somewhat too highly = conceives 

too high an idea of himself. The MS. reading is in favor of avray, 

which is preferred, though not so edited, by Arnold and Poppo. In 

that case we should supply mentally éAevZepias Kal apyijs. 

7. modAns evneias (S. § 190), doris otera, “a manner of speaking 

confused between eindeias gore rd oleoSar, and eiyIys, doris otera.” 
Arnold. Pioeas dppopemns is a genitive absolute, or perhaps it 
depends on dzorpomny. mpaga depends on dppeperns. 

2 
EK. 

CHAPTER XLVI. 

The adoption of punishment by death as the penalty of revolt, would prevent those who 
had defected from returning to their duty, while yet they could make reparation for their 
fault, and give to them the courage of despair (§§ 1-8); whereas the allies will be kept 
from. revolting far more effectually by previous care and watchfulness, than by the terror 
of bloody decrees (§§ 4-6). 

1. as exeyyv@, as a@ security against the defection of the allies. 
avéXmorov “accusativus preodicati est, sicut as od« gorae pera- 

yvavat pro accusativo objecti posita sunt, ut si dvéAmioroy Karaorioat 
(i. @. woujoa) rd perayvova legeretur.” Poppo. The negative od« in 

as ovk €otat is employed on account of the negation contained in 
avéhmiotov. See N. on I. 77. § 3. drt €v Bpaxurdre is put for év 
drt Bpaxyvrara. See N. on I. 63. $1. -xatradioat (see N. on I..13. 
§ 2), to make an end of, to efface. Supply mentally 17 perayvacet. 

2. The speaker now proceeds to show the advantage of a mild and 
generous treatment of revolted states. vov pev = as things now are, 

i. e. under the lenient system now pursued. Kal, €00n. —— -yv@ py 

meptecouern, should jind that it could not succeed in its plans. —— 
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duvarn odca €rt, while (see N. on I. 18. § 6) dé was yet able. —— da- 

mavnv, i. ©. the expenses incurred in putting down the revolt. —— 

troreheiv, to pay tribute. The verb is here taken absolutely, —— 

exeivas (see N. on I. 77. § 3), i.e. in the manner now proposed by 

Cleon. pev—re here correspond like péyv—dé. Cf. K. § 822. R. 3. 
mapateveioSat €s tovcxarov, hold out to the last. TO auto 

dvvara, is the same thing, makes no difference. Cf. I. 141. $1. 

8. dSamavay xaZnpévois, i. e. “in obsidione urbis.” Haack. ka’ 

iv Ehopev wow x. t.A. This is spoken in opposition to what Cleon 
said in III. 30. § 8. Tode, i. e. by the revenue. 

4, dore....dras, 30 that we ought not, by being severe judges of the 

offenders, to suffer injury (ourselves), but rather see how. ot—padXov- 

—i. See N. on IL. 87. §2. Bloomf. supplies écre before Sddmre- 

oSat. €s....iaxvotcas, in a good condition in respect to (és 

Aéyov) the payment of money. Arnold renders és xpnparav Adyor, 
on the score of money, and refers the origin of the phrase to the ex- 

pression, if we come to talk about money. Cf. Liddell and Scott, sud 
voce Adyos. TaV Epyav, our proceedings. 

5. ot refers to the practice just recommended. —— Spérres is to 

be constructed with oidue%a, and jas is to be supplied with yprvat. 

Tid, some, any. In €AevSepoy kat Bia apydpevoy there is no 
real contradiction, since the independence of these states was merely 

nominal. Of. jpeis....dvduari, II. 10. § 6. eixéras is to be 

taken with droorayra. 

6. rods eAevSépovs is the object of xoAdgfey. opddpa—agddpa, 

excessively—very much. Poppo refers this repetition to the figure of 

speech styled mapicacts. Tovrou, i.e. tov adicrac%a. Schol. 

étt én éAdytorov, to as few as possible, which interpretation 

agrees better with what follows in the next chapter, than that which 

refers it to the degree of punishment, as light as possible. Reference 

is had to the words of Cleon, pi) rois....dmoAvonre, III. 39. § 6. 

‘ — 

CHAPTER XLVII. 

Ihe course recommended by Cleon will alienate the minds of the common people, who are 
now favorable to the Athenian interests ($$ 1, 2); for inasmuch as they are certain of be- 

‘ ing punished, whether guilty or innocent, they will take sides with the leaders of the re- 
yolt (§ 3); whereas the true policy would be to take no apparent notice of their defection, 
and thus secure their continued good will (§§ 4, 5). 

1. Scov....dpapravoire, how much you would err also in this thing. 

rouro refers to what follows in viv pév yap tuiv x. 7. A. 
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2. rois dAtyots, i. e. the aristocracy in these cities. Kal THs.... 

emépxeode, and you enter into the war, having as your allies the popu- 
lace of the city which is opposed to you (see N. on I. 71.§ 1). Duker 
takes émépyeo%e in a future sense, which Poppo has successfully 

_ refuted in his Proleg. I. p. 155. 

8. dmA@v....exparnoev. Of. III. 27. §§ 2, 3. KATAOTHOETE... 
padiora, you will establish for the aristocracy that which they most 

especially desire. —— trois dvuvarois (= rois édjiyors, § 2), Bloomf. 
well interprets, the higher classes. adioravres, having caused to 

revolt. Of. I. 66. §1; 81. §3; IL. 80. §1. ketoSa, is determined, 

ordained. 

4, 7diknoay refers to the commonality of the Mytilenians (6 dijpos 

6 MurwaAnvaier, § 3). —— py mpooroteioSa, to make as if it were not 

80, to appear not to be conscious of it. Arnold illustrates the position 

of the negative by the careless and common expression, you must not 

scem to notice tt, for you must seem not to notice it. Of. Vig. p. 167. VII. 

5. rovro refers forward to éxdvras... .diapSeipa, that we should be 
willing to suffer injury rather than to destroy, although justly, those 

whom it is for our interest to spare. Set = Evpdéeper (rH wore dua- 

p3eipat). kal TO KAéwvos x. tT. X., and that which was said by 

Cleon (cf. III. 40. § 4), that justice and interest in punishment are 
the same. ev aito. Goel. supplies év ré timwpetozac. 

CHAPTER XLVIII. 

Diodotus concludes by advising the Athenians to pass judgment, at their leisure, upon such 
of the Mytilenians as had been instigators and abettors of the revolt, and suffer the rest to 

dwell in peace in their country (§§ 1, 2). 

1. This chapter contains the epiloges. rade refers to the items 
of advice given by Diodotus in the body of his oration. 

emtetkeig is opposed to dm’ airay dé tay mapaivoupever. ovde eye 
any more than Cleon. This idea would be conveyed by pronouncing 

ey® with a slight stress of voice. ovs = ékeivous ovs, Of Which the 
antecedent depends on xpivat. Tldyns dwémepyvev. Of. III. 28. § 2. 

kaS’ jovyxiay, at your leisure, perhaps euphemistically spoken for, 
in a calm and dispassionate manner. olkeiv, to dwell in their own 

country. This is opposed to the decree which had just been passed, 

that the male adults should all be put to death, and the women and 
children sold for slaves (cf. IIT. 36. § 2). 

27 

> 

OLKT@. 0 
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2. rots mwoXepiors, i. e. the Peloponnesians. mpos Tovs evayriovs 
(referring to the Peloponnesians) is to be constructed with ed Bovdev- 
erat, aud not with xpeicowy éoriy, aS some suppose. per epyor 

ioxvos, with deeds of strength, i. e. by mere force. 

CHAPTER XLIX. 

The Athenians by a small majority adopt the advice of Diodotus, and despatch with all 
speed a second trireme to countermand the orders sent out by the first one (§§ 1, 2); the 
sailors making the most intense and unremitted exertions, the ship reaches Mytilene 
barely in time to save its inhabitants from destruction (§§ 3, 4). 

1. padtora dvtiddev mpos adAndas, most especially matched against 
each other. This is a predicate, the expression being as though writ- 

ten ai yrepat eppySnoav avrimako. Arnold understands by this, that 

the real contest was between the motion of Cleon and that of Diodo- 

tus, and that the modifications of either party were merged in the 

views of these two leaders.. But, as Poppo remarks, we should have 

then expected the article ray after rovrar. cps, i. e. notwith- 
standing the majority of the people had voted for a reconsideration of 

the subject, yet when the main question was put, the vote to rescind 
the decree was not carried without a struggle. If this reference of 

Sos to what is related in III. 39. $$ 4, 5, be considered too far-fetched, 
we may refer it to pddiora.. ' pogas, and thus paraphrase it: not- 
withstanding the opinions arid sentiments were so equally balanced, 

yet the BUppOrtETS of the new measure ventured to put the question to 
vote (jASov és ayera—ry ddEns, came into a conflict of opinion). —— 

1) TOU Reovirey, sc. rep: 

2. dros pi—evpoat, in order that they might not find = lest they 

should find. %acdons ths Sevrépas. It is difficult to elicit any 

sense from this reading, and I therefore concur with the best of the 

recent editors, such as Goel., Poppo, Kriig., Arnold, and Bloomfield, 

that we should read érépas or Galkei. Reference is had to the sie 
which had been despatched with the decree to put the Mytilenians 

to death (cf. III. 36. § 3). To this ship mpoeiye in the next sentence 
refers. It had the start of the second ship twenty-four hours, the twe 

ships having sailed on the evenings of the days in which the a 

decrees had been passed, or the mornings of the next days, 

3. trav MurAnvaioy mpéaBeov.. Of. III. 28. § 1. —— Fokudy re pa 

ekavvovtes, they ate while rowing. From this it appears that the 

progress of ships, so far as it depended on the oarsmen, was suspended 

during the meals. kara pépos, by turns. 
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4. kai rijs....adddxorov, and the first ship not sailing with haste 
upon so monstrous an affair, i.e. an errand of such unheard-of cruelty. 

ravtns, i. e. the last ship. —— 7 pev refers to the first ship, and 
is responded to by 7 & in the following sentence. TOTOUTOY.... 

Widicpa, so long a time as for Paches to read the decree = just enough 
time for Paches, etc. See N. on I. 2. $2. mapa....Kiwdvvov, into 
such great danger did Mytilene come. mapa, along, along by, shows 

the proximity of the Mytilenians to the danger here spoken of. 

_Bloomf. unnecessarily supposes a blending of two modes of expression, 

€s Tocovrov kivduvoy, and mapa To~ovroy 6A€Spov ovK am@Xero. . 

CHAPTER IL. 

The leaders in the Mytilenian revolt are put to death (§ 1); the walls of the city are demol- 
ished, the ships given up, and the Jand assigned to Athenian shareholders to whom the 

- Lesbians thenceforth pay rent (§ 2); their continental towns are also made subject to the 
Athenians (§ 8). 

1. KAéwvos yropn, by the decree of Cleon. That decree had only 

been rescinded, so far as it related to the inhabitants on the island. 

Against those who had been removed by Paches to Tenedos it was 
suffered to remain in full force. reixn. This word is found in this 

connection without the article in I. 101. § 3, but takes it in I. 108. § 3. 

2. tptcxiAiovs. Arrowsmith makes the area of Lesbos to have 
been 566 square miles, which, on the supposition that Methymna 

embraced one-fifth of the island, would leave for division 453 square 

miles = 289,920 acres, which divided by 3000 would give 96.64 acres 

for each lot or share. Three hundred of these shares being dedicated 

to the gods, there were left 2700 shares to be divided by lot (rods Aa- 
xovras) among the Athenians. Arnold observes, that these sharehold- 
ers went out to Lesbos only to see their land, for it is quite evident 

from the subsequent history of the island, that no Athenian population 

was residing there. Bloomfield, however, thinks that quite a number 

of them remained, most of whom may have died off before the subse- 

quent revolt, which took place some fifteen years after. Of. VIII. 22. 

93. ta&apevoi— pepey. See N. on I. 99. § 3. TOU KAnpov ékd~ 

orov, for each share. S. § 200. 4. dv0 pvas, i. e. 200 drachmas, 
or $35.18, according to the old Attic value of the 8paxpi) (see N. on 
IL. 17. § 3), or $33.04, according to the later value. 

3. ev TH éreip@ Opposite to Lesbos. do@v MuriAnvaiot éxparovy, 
as many as the Mytilenians had command of. ~ 
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CHAPTER LI. 

The Athenians send out an expedition under Nicias against Minoa, in order to prevent the 
Peloponnesians from the use of Megara as a port for their shipping (§§ 1, 2); to this end he 
constructs a wall on the side towards the continent, and having thus cut off all communi 
cation with the main land, and left a garrison in the place, retires from the island (§§ 3, 4) 

1. év d€ rG aire Séper. The scene is now shifted to the Saronic 
gulf. In the next chapter, the history of the siege of Platea is re- 

_ sumed from III. 24. Great praise is due to the writer for the admira- 

ble order and clearness of these details of the war. Nixiov. This 
celebrated Athenian, whose name is henceforth found so often in the 

pages of this history, is now first introduced to the reader. In his 
public and private character he was irreproachable, but was timid 

and cautious to a fault. Hence the play on his name in the verb 

peAAovkiaw. <A fine sketch of his character may be found in Smith’s 

Dict. Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. Muay, Minoa. Col. 
Leake (North. Gr. I. pp. 401-3) says that this could not have been the 

nearest island opposite to Megara, which is too small and too distant 

from the shore, but the peninsula, a mile farther to the east, at the 
Bithig of the strait of Salamis. 

2. €BovAero....eivat. The order of construction is to make ry 
gvAakyy (i. e. the station for the ships which blockaded Nisea) the 

subject of eiva:, and limit the verb by rois ’ASnvaiows. With dad rod 

Bovddpouv repeat tiv pvAaxyv from the first member. airdéSev = awd 

tis Mivoas. For the construction of 8? eAdocovos, ef. N. on II. 29. 
§ 3. TOUS TE....ekTAOUS = eBovdero (repeated from the preceding 

context) dmws of HeAorovvyciot py Tmor@ytat exmdovs. Some prefer to 

supply duAdooeoSa, but as €BovAero is to be supplied at rots re.... 
eonAciv, I see no reason why it may not be understood here. 

pndev éomdeiv, “that nothing should be imported. Neuter for passive, 
as not unfrequently in this verb.” Bloomf. 

3. awd ths Nucaias (on the side towards Nisea) follows mpoéyovre, 
jutting out. pnxavais denotes the instrument. ek Sakdoons 

belongs to ékoav = taking by an assault from the sea. So we speak of 

assaulting a place by sea, as opposed to a land-attack. arereixice 

se -nmetpov, he walled off that part which faced the continent. Sea 
N. on J. 64 $1. 7 kara yédupay, where by means of a bridge. 
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CHAPTER LII. 

The Platewans being pressed by famine surrender to the Lacedwemonians, stipulating that a 
fair trial shall be granted them (§§ 1-3); the Lacedemonians send five commiasioners, 
to whose question of their guilt or innocence, put without any formal accusation, the 
Plateans reply as follows (§§ 4, 5). 

& peste, | to stand a siege ; literally, to be besieged. Cf. III. 
109. § 1. 

2. mpocéBadov refers to the Peloponnesians, and airéy to the Pla- 
elpnuevoy yap iv aita, for he had been commanded (not 

_ to take the place by force). So Goel. supplies from the preceding 

context px Bia «dei. ei orovdal yiyvowro. The apodosis is py 

avadoros «in. avrav refers to the Plateans implied in 7 TWAdraa 
which precedes. eit BovAovra. The same mood is here used 

which the speaker would have employed, the person however being 

the same as though the indirect oration had been employed. TE 

corresponds with the following dé, and connects xoAdfew (sc. rods 
Aaxedatpoviovs) With xpyoacSa. Arnold remarks that the tense is 

changed in xoAd{ew, probably to show that the subject is changed. 
Haack finds the apodosis in rovs re ddixous Koda lew, if they are willing 

(ei Bovtdovrar)—they (the Lacedsemonians) will punish, etc. This is 

less natural than the construction, by which the infinitive coddCew is 

made to depend on BovAovra, whether they are willing—that the 

Lacedemonians may punish, etc. : 
8. joav....do%eveatar@, “nam ad ultimum inopie jam venerant.” 

Poppo. diuxaotai, judges, or rather commissioners, for the doom 

of the Plateans had been already determined. 

“ Recte, Port. accessitos explanat.” Poppo. 

A, ei ri—aya2dv ri, whether in any respect—any good. Arnold 

says that 7. is used twice here by the Lacedwmonians to make the - 
question as strong as possible, and only once by the Plateans (IIT. 54. 

§ 2), in order that the force of the interrogation may be diminished. 

5. of & edeyor is repeated in €Aeyor roidde, on account of the in- 
termediate words airnodpevor....Aaxedaipoviwv, which form a sort of 
parenthesis Render then, they spoke when they had requested, etc. 

em LKAAEO GMEVOL. 
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CHAPTERS LITI.—LIX. 

We come now to the speech of the Plateans, which has been regarded 
by every critic, from Dionys. Hal. down to the present time, as one of the 
ablest orations which can be found in any language. In logical acuteness 
and vehement argumentation it is doubtless equalled, if not surpassed, by 
other speeches in this history. But in the beauty and force of its diction, its 
lofty and soul-stirring appeals to justice, patriotism, gratitude, the memory 
of the past—the glorious past, when Platea stood side by side with her 
more powerful sisters in the confederacy, Athens and Sparta, and nobly 
battled in the cause of freedom—and above all in the earnest, thrilling 

pathos with which the speaker in the deep anguish of his heart pleads 
for the life of himself and associates, it has no parallel. Well did Philip 
Melancthon say of its peroration, “non est pulchrior nec illustrior epilogus 
quam hie est, neque apud omnes Grecos vel Latinos scriptores.” With 
equal beauty and truth also has Heilmann closed his admirable criticism on — 
this oration, by reverting in words of praise to the great historian, who 
shows himself to be such a master of eloquence: “quam preclarus orator 
Thucydides esset, si hee facultas ei in suis causis, et in quarum partem et 
societatem venisset, esset exercenda. Mehercle Demosthenes merito novies 

ejus scripta perlegit et edidicit.” 
The general divisions of this oration are so distinct as to be easily per- 

ceived. 1, The exordium, in which the speaker reverts to the summary 
and illegal trial to which they were subjected, and declares his only hope . 
of safety from the foreshadowing doom which awaits them, to consist in 

saying something to move the judges in their behalf (chap. 53); 2, an 
examination of their former services, and # justification of their adherence 
to the Athenian alliance (chaps. 54, 55); 3, a crimination of the Thebans 

. for their conduct in the Persian war, and their treacherous attempt upon 
Plata in the time of peace (chap. 56); 4, an appeal to the honor and mag- 
nanimity of the Lacedemonians, which will be tarnished by dooming a city 
to destruction, to which Greece is under such high and lasting obligations 
(chap. 57); 5, earnest and passionate entreaties for life, drawn from all the 
considerations which are calculated to influence the mind (chaps. 58, 59. 
§ 2); 6, the peroration (chap. 59. §§ 8, 4). 
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CHAPTER LIII. 

The orator commences by complaining of the want of good faith, in thus bringing them to a 
summary trial contrary to the terms of capitulation (§ 1); the informality and undue 
haste of this trial fills them with apprehension that their doom is sealed, and that they can 

expect no impartial justice at the hands of their judges (§ 2); they feel, however, that 
their only hope is to respond to the question which has been proposed to them, and make 

their plea (§ 3); but they fear that all they can say will be fruitless in averting their prede- 

termined fate (§ 4). 

1. rordvde Sixnv, such a kind of trial. Reference is had to the 

brief and informal question proposed to them by the judges (III. 52. 

§ 4), which showed that a legal trial was not to be expected by the 

accused. kat ev Stxacrais x.t.A. The order is, cai év dixaorais 

SeEdwevor yeverSat, ovk ev addows 7) tpiv. The preposition ev has here 

the signification before, and is the usual one employed in such a con- 

nection. 7yovpevoe is connected with oldpevor, and Sefduevor is 

related to jyovpevos as the cause. The equivalent is ewe eeEapeda 

Hyovpevor kK. T. X. 

2. piy—nyuaprnkapew. The use of the indicative shows that, in the 

speaker’s estimation, the idea expressed by the verb had an actual ex- 

istence. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. 814. a. dudoréporv. “Intellige dixns 
vopupotépas et trod icov.” Bothe. wept tav Sewordrav, about the 

most fearful things = about life and death. The speaker intimates a 

suspicion of their dreadful situation as criminals already condemned. 

—— ipds, SC. tronrevouev. —— In py ov, the first negative may be 

rendered lest (the verb imomrevowev implying fear or anxiety), and the 

last belongs to xowol dmoBire. S. § 230. N. 2. Tekpatpdopevoe in- 

troduces the reason why the Platzans indulged the suspicion to which 

they had just given’ utterance. In order to avoid the pleonasm in 
mpoxarnyopias and mpoyeyervnuerns, Bothe would read, mpds (preterea) 

karnyopias. But see N. on I. 23. § 4. —— @ depends on évapria. 
Ta dAn% amoxpivag%a is the subject of yiyverar, and évayria refers to 

Ta dAn%7, as though it had been written 6 dmoxpivac%a ra pev Gdn, 
ravta évavtia yiyverat. 

3. mavraxd%ev Se aropot katerrares = being enclosed on every side 

with inextricable difficulties. dvayka(émeSa, SC. droKxpivacSat. 
6 py pnSeis Adyos, the not uttering the speech ; literally, the speech not 

being spoken. tois & éxouatw, to those in such a situation (as wo 

now are). Of. domep kat éoper, § 1. airtav. See N.I. 69, § 6. 

as....74v, as though, if it had been spoken, it might have been the 

means of their safety. Some render as ei édéx3n, how that of it had 
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been spoken. In such a case airiay dy mapdo you should be rendered, 
would furnish occasion for saying. 

4, yap introduces the reason why persuasion was difficult, viz., be- 
cause the speech was not addressed to those who were unacquainted 

with the facts, but to such as knew them well, and had already made 

up their judgment respecting them. mpoxarayvovres, “praejudicio 
damnantes.” Bothe. jpav depends on dperds, benefits, services. 

éyxAnua is the predicate, and airé refers to the idea contained in juar 

oo + -UMETEPOD. GAAa....péepovres, but lest for the sake of confer- 

ring favor upon these (i. e. the Thebans). épovres. should have been 

 hepsvrav ipay to have corresponded with xa%vcrapeSa, or else that 
verb should have been xa&iornre. See N. on III. 59. $5. 

CHAPTER LIV. 

Notwithstanding their fears that it will prove unavailing, the Plateans will yet try to persuade 

their judges ($1); and in reply to the question proposed to them they will say, that if 

they were enemies to the Peloponnesians, no assistance could be expected from them, and 
if friends, wrong was done them by those who made war upon them (§ 2); their good be- 
havior in time of peace was manifested in their not being the first to break the peace, and 

in war, by the service they did to Greece in the time of the Persian invasion, and to the 

Lacedemonians at the time when the Helots revolted (§$§ 3-5). 

1. dues, i. e. notwithstanding these difficulties in the way of per- 

suading the judges. Sixaca (= dixatopara), justificatory pleas. 

mpos, in reference to. Bloomf. remarks that és is used in the 

next clause, as expressing a milder shade of signification. TOV. oes 

rocdpesa, we will make mention of our good services. Spdw makes 
deSpapa and ddpacpat. 

2. ws modeplous, as enemies, i. e. regarding us as enemies. 

...-mazdévras, you have not been wronged in having received no good 
Srom us,i.e. if the Plateans were enemies to the Peloponnesians, 

they could not be blamed for having done them no service. No one 

can rationally expect acts of kindness from an enemy. irovs de 

vopitovras is a varied construction for «i dé didous vopifere. avrovs 
= you yourselves. padAov than we. fpiv emvorparetvoartes, 

in having made war upon us. This participle denotes in what the 

srror spoken of in dyaprdvew consists. See N. on I. 87. § 5. 
8. év rH eipnvn, i. e. in the time of the peace before and after the 

Persian war. ov....mpdrepor refers to the treacherous assault of 
the Thebans narrated in II. 2. r@ d¢ EvvererBepevor, attaching 

? 
CUK 
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him (i. e. the Mede) conjointly with you. It will be seen in III. 62. 
§ 2, how the Thebans reply to this claim of merit put forth by the 

Plateeans. —— pdvo. Bowrdv. This boast is not altogether true, for 

while the Beeotians in the main were guilty of medism, yet besides 

the Plateans, there were found on the side of Greece the Thespians 
(cf. Herodot. VIII. 50), and the Haliartians (Pausan. IX. 32). pov 
must therefore be considered as rhetorically put for chiefly, princi- 

_ pally. The Thebans must have keenly felt this allusion to their base 

abandonment of the Grecian cause in those days of peril. 

4. évavpaxnoapev. The Plateans having no ships of their own 
fought on board of the Athenian triremes at Artemisium. paxn 

denotes time (see N. on I. 128. 5), or it may be regarded as a sort of 

dative absolute with yevopevn. Cf. 8. § 226. N. 3. 

5. meptéorn, encompassed. —— cecopdv. Of. I. 101. § 2. —— EfAo- 

tay depends on ddBos. nav avtay, of ourselves (not our servants 

or allies). See N. on II. 39. § 2. 

CHAPTER LV. 

In respect to the subsequent hostility the Peloponnesians were themselves to blame, inas- 
much as, when the Platzans applied to them for aid against the Thebans, they were di- 
rected to have recourse to the Athenians as being in their vicinity ($1); they had done 
the Peloponnesians no serious injury in the war, nor should they in its continuance, but 
felt it to be dishonorable and unjust to abandon the Athenians, from whom they had re- 
ceived great favors (§§ 2, 3). 

1. ra pev madad kal péytora is the accusative synecdochical. 

rotodror HEidoapev evar, such we approved ourselves to be. Seope- 
vey (sc. yuav from jyas. See N. on I. 74. $1) is in the genitive ab- 

solute for Seopevous (nuas) dredoacSe. bpOv....amoikovvtay, but 

you dwelling far away (from us). dé responds to pev implied in os 

éyyvs. The idea of separation imparted to the verb by dmo- is 
strengthened by paxpdy. Perhaps, however, that dou in this con- 
nection is nearly equivalent to oiké. 

2. ovdev exmperéaotepov—enasere, you suffered no very monstrous 

injury (= you were scarcely injured at all). Of. I. 38. § 6. -—— éyed- 
ARzarte, SC. wa%eiy from the preceding verb. 

8. tpav kedevodvrov. Cf. II. 72. évaytia OnBaios (S. § 202. 
1. Of. N. on I. 29. §1. Gos Te Kat ods = GAas Te Kal Gre 

avrovs. Goel. ev....deduevos. Two things are here referred to 
£8 claiming the gratitude of the Plateans, (1) that they had received 
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favors from the Athenians; (2) that these favors had been conferred 

at their solicitation. In respect to the force of the latter considera- 

tion, ef. Xen. Anab. IT. 3. § 22 (end). tis is here put for jpets. 

So in English, one is often put (per modestiam) for the speaker. Of. 
N. on L. 80. § 2. —— modireias pereXaBev. We find the Thebans refer- 

ring to this in IIT. 68. § 2. ievat S€ és ra mapayedAdpeva. See N. 

on I. 121. § 2. ievat S€ is connected to Kal mpododva, the words 
T\A@s....pereAkaBey being parenthetic. a, as to what. éxa- 

repa eEnyeio%e. The Platsans appeal to the well-known relation sub- 

sisting between the leading states and their allies, by which it was made 

obligatory on the latter to obey the former, and hence the use of the 

2 pers. plural to include the Lacedszemonians in the proposition. of 

ayovtes, SC. Tovs émopevovs. Cf. III. 65. § 2, where it will be seen 

that the Thebans refer to this excuse of the Platazans, 

CHAPTER LVI. 

The gross injustice of seizing Platsea in the time of peace rendered the Thebans deserving 
of the punishment they recoiyed (§§ 1, 2); and in deciding this point, the judges ought to 

regard the claims of justice without any reference to their own interest (§ 3), and even in 
this point of view, if the Thebans now appear to be of great use, there was a time when 

the Platwans were so also (§ 4); and indeed it will be seen that the service rendered by 
them far exceeds their present fault (if they have committed any), yet now they are in 
danger from the same just and independent course, which in former times secured for 

them such high honor (§§ 5-7). 

1. mwod\dd....7diknoav. Mt. § 415. B; K. § 280. 2. — - Bloomf. 

thinks that 6? dep is put in the plural after ro S€ reXevraiov, because 
it refers not only to the last and greatest injury which the Plateans 

had received from the Thebans, but to all the previous ones. Poppo 

with more propriety places it after rd d€ reAevraiov, in the same way 

as 7 év ois is put after dAAo rx in ILI. 38. § 7. 
2. iepounvia, on a festival ; literally, on a holy-moon. Sometimes 

the term is applied to a whole month (cf. Smith’s Dict. Antiq. p. 662), 

and at other times to particular days in the month. It is sometimes 

taken in the sense of vovynvia, but not here, for the Thebans tock 

possession of Platea at the end of the month (reAevravros rod pnvds 
II. 4. § 2). mace limits ca%eorara. Tov... .apwversa, that it 
is just to repel an invading enemy, is in epexegetical apposition with 

Tov Tact vopoy KaSeoT@ra. 

3. yap introduces the proof of otk dy «ixérws which precedes. 

—— Repeat ré with wodepio, and translate it as a noun, jpiv being 
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understood, by the enmity of them to us = by the enmity which they 

bear tous, Bothe reads woAdepiov, and Kriig. rodepuios. To dikat~ 

ov AnWeode, “if you understand or interpret justice.” Bloomf. 
parror, rather. E 

4, rére (i. e. in the Persian war), sc. aPeAcuot Huey from the pre- 
ceding clause. Of. Kr. § 62. 4. N. 1. év peifom xwdvve than you 

now are. vov....noav enforces the assertion just made, in respect 

to the comparative danger of the Lacedzemonians in the Persian and 
Peloponnesian wars. In the former war they were in danger of re- 
ceiving the yoke of slavery, while in this war they are themselves the 

dreaded foes of others. The clause ode (i.e. the Boeotians) per 

avrov (i. e. the Mede) jaav is thrown in by way of enhancing the 

guilt of the Thebans, who in a time of such peril took sides with the 

enemy. 
5. tis vov dpapriacs—dvriSeivac tiv rére mpoSvpiay. For the con- 

struction, see N. on Il. 85.§ 2. The subject of the sentence is dyti- 

Seivat. peito refers to their former services, and éAdcow to the 

present demerits with which they are charged. —— omdmov....dvrt- 
taéao%a. Most of the Grecian states submitted to Xerxes. Cf. He- 

rodot. VII. 132. 138. rua does not belong to dperny, but is the 

subject of ayrira€aoSa, and with that verb forms the subject of jr. 

—— p1)....mpaorcortes tefers to the course pursued by the Beotians 

and others. Poppo, Goeller, and Bothe notice the antithetic structure 

of this and the following sentence, ra Evuqdopa being opposed to ré& 

Bédriora, and dodadeia to perd kwdiver. épodoy of the Persians, 
avtois (for themselves) depends on mpdocortes (practising = ma- 

_neuvring, intriguing. Arnold), and not on évydopa. Bothe and 

Kriiger after Didot edit atrots, as lashing more severely the selfish 

policy pursued by the Thebans in the Persian invasion. 

6. dv pets yevopevar, of which number we being = we being of that 
number, i. e. of the heroic defenders of Greece. The partitive geni- 
tive denoting of the number, is frequently found in the predicate. Cf. 

Kr. § 47. 9. N. 2. és ta mpo@ra. See N. on III. 89.$2. Accord- 

ing to Plut. (Aristid. 20. 21) the highest honors (ra dptoreia) were 

offered to them, but were nobly declined. €ml Tols avTois = on 
account of their line of conduct, which had always governed them, — 

and which caused them at the present time to defend their liberty 

against the Thebans. dtxaiws is opposed to xepdadéws, and illus- 

trates the strength of principle which they aver to have regulated 
their conduct. 

7. This section is very obscure, but by a careful attention to the 

general scope of the argument, the grammatical analysis may be 
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pretty conclusively made out. The general idea is that the fear, en- 

tertained by the Plateans for having adhered to what was just rather 

than advantageous, would be groundless, if the Lacedwmonians esti- 

mated this line of conduct now as formerly, and considered that real 

interest is inseparable from the unchanging principles of rectitude, 

which keep those who act on them from being swerved by self-inter- 

est and passion. The section may thus be translated, although men 

should show themselves to be of the same opinion in respect to the same 
things, and to regard interest as nothing else than that they should 

show (literally, when they show) lasting gratitude to good and faithful . 

(rois dya%ois) allies for their valor (ris aperns), and for the present 

take care of what will be for our advantage... Great pains is taken by 

some to obtain the reading ¢yovor for éywo1, making the participle 

to agree with 7piy and to contain the protasis. This is the conjecture 

of Heilm. who explains, oportet utilitatem nihil aliud esse existimare, 

quam sia nobis firmam gratiam virtutis bonis sociis habentibus etiam 
praesentia ex usu nostro constituantur, i. e. quam si preesentia ita ex 

usu nostro constituamus, ut simul bonis sociis gratiam habeamus. To 

this view Poppo seems to incline. Others wish to read ¢yapev, but 
the change of person in ¢y@o:—npivy is by no means abrupt or un- 

natural, and I see, therefore, no need of altering the text. Bothe 

changes zov 7piv into mnpaivoy (damnosum), but a too great liberty 

in altering the text is a fault of that otherwise judicious critic. Ar- 

nold remarks that the particle wov expresses a sort of doubt, whether 

there could be any immediate interest opposed to the laws of duty. 

CHAPTER LVII. 

The Lacedzemonian reputation for justice will be tarnished by an unjust decision against the 
~ Plateans (§ 1), who were so highly honored in the Persian war, and were then brought to 
ruin in behalf of Greece, and now are pressed down with calamities, and stand friendless 
and unaided by those upon whom they imposed such a debt of gratitude (§§ 2, 8). 

1. pi) ra eixdra, sc. dAAa ta dmexdra. Cf. Jelf’s Kiihn. $904. Obs. 

8. Perhaps a better explanation is to take pi ra eixdra as a litotes for 

ra aretxotra. See N. on 1.3. $1. yap introduces an illustration of 
what is asserted in dpare Omas x. r. X., Which for rhetorical purposes 
is placed after the explanatory clause. adavny = Sore adavi eivat. 

erawovpevot....pepnrayv, according to Bloomf., is a brief form 

of expression for as émawvovpuevor dé tpeis wepi nuav ovde peumTar 

(= dyatév. See N. on I. 3. § 1). —— py) od« drodéEmvra (sc. of “Es 

Anves), lest the Greeks disapprove. 8. § 280. N. 2. dydpav—répu 
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i. e. wept dvdpav. S. § 231. N. 2. avrovs dpeivous dvras, YOU Yours 
selves being braver. A compliment both delicate and well-timed. 
abrovs agrees With tpas the omitted subject of émvyyévar (see N. on I. 
70. § 2). ovdé. Repeat drodéEorra. mpcs tepois Tots Kowvois 
at Olympia and Delphi. and = taken from. 

2. AaxeSarpoviovs, the Lacedwmonians, the well-known defenders 

of Grecian rights. So @nBaiovs (infra), Thebans, who have disgraced 
themselves by deserting the Greeks in their great struggle for freedom. 

There is much beauty and force in the juxtaposition of TAdraay and 
Aaxedatpovious, states which battled side by side in the cause of free- 
dom, but now, the one being on the brink of ruin, and waiting to 

receive the sentence of life or death at the hand of the other. ——— 

rpimoda. Of. I. 182. § 2.—— ravouxnoig. See N. on I. 16. § 1. —— 

é€adeiyra. This verb is used of the erasure of names from a book, or 

the striking off of a name from a list, and is very expressive in this 

place. | 
8. és rovro—fvpgopas. See N. on I. 49. § 7. oirwes....amoA- 

hipeSa, “gui, guum Medi vicissent, periimus.” Poppo. The Plate- 
ans were only saved from absolute ruin by the battle at Platea. 

év ipiv—OnBaiov jooope3a = vobis judicibus (ev ipiv Sixacrais, cf. 

III. 58. § 1) a Thebanis superamur, i. e. Thebanis viliores sumus, post- 

ponimur.” Poppo. rére pev (=a little while ago). See N. on 

rére, 1. 101. § 2. Aiud SapSapyva. Of. Il. 52. $1. 
4. Kat mepieoopeda x... Nothing can be more pathetic than 

this allusion to their fallen and friendless condition. mavrev the 

Greeks. 

CHAPTER LVIII. 

The speaker goes on in the most pathetic terms to entreat the Lacedemonians to spare the 
Plateeans, inasmuch as the work of destruction is easy and of quick accomplishment, but 

the disgrace of the act cannot be easily or quickly effaced (§$ 1, 2); the Plateans volunta- 

rily surrendered themselves, and this together with their former services should ensure 
their safety (§ 8); wherefore they call upon their judges to look upon the tombs of their 
ancestors, which are so highly honored by the Plateans, and which will hereafter be aban- 

doned to traitors, if Platea is given up to the unjust demands of Thebes (8§ 4, 5). 

1. thy re....mpéret, and to ask this favor of them (i. e. the The- 

‘yans) in return, that you must not be obliged to destroy those whom it 

as not becoming in you (to kill). This appears to be the meaning of 

this controverted sentence. avrovs seems evidently to refer to the 

Thebans, although Kriger, Bothe, and some others refer it to the 

Lacedeemonians, and make it the subject of kreiveww, supplying jpas 
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as the subject, and tyas as the object of dvramairjca: (depending on 

d&tovpev) = and that we should ask in return (for our services) this 
boon that you should not kill us. The change in the subject of the 

infinitive is too abrupt to admit of this mode of interpretation, al- 

though the sense is preferable to the other, unless a shade of irony is 

intended in the asking back of the Thebans the lives of the Plateans. 

There is, however, to balance against the abrupt change of subject. in 

Kriiger’s mode of construction, the more natural employment by him 

of atrovs (referring to the Lacedemonians), as the subject of xreivewy, 
than to refer airovs to the Thebans, and supply ipas as the subject of 
the verb. Arnold, who refers the subject of xreiveww to the Thebans, 

finds an allusion here to dédipev....dépovres, III. 53. § 4. —— cadppova 
----xapw, and to receive an honorable instead of a base return. 

2. yap before jyas introduces the reason for the use of ryy dv- 
oxrecav. So yap at the commencement of § 4 infra, introduces the 
proof that the Plateans were deserving of the epithet evepyéras, the 

thing being attested by the tombs of their forefathers, who fell and 

were buried in the territory of the Plateeans. 

3. xelpas mpoicxopevous, stretching forth our hands in the manner 
of suppliants. 

4, éo%jpact, Arnold says that no reference is had here to the 
practice of wrapping bodies for burial in a rich and costly dress, but 

to the annual offering of garments at the tombs of the dead, from 

the same superstitious feeling which prompted offerings of meat and 

drink, as if the dead were cold in their disembodied state, and still 

required those reliefs to the necessities of human nature, which they 

had needed when alive. 
5. rois av%évras. This is said because the Thebans took part 

with the Persians. mpos S€ kai, and in addition.  Eroapevar, 
1 aor. mid. part. of ‘EQ, used transitively, having instituted. 

‘ 

. CHAPTER LIX. 

It ill becomes the Lacedswmonians to sacrifice the Plateans to the implacable hatred of the 
Thebans (§ 1); the speaker urges them by the common and mutual oaths of their fathers, 
by the tombs and the spirits of the departed heroes who fell and were there buried, not 
to yield them up to the Thebans, and closes the oration by referring to the fact, that they 
delivered themseives up to the Lacedwmonians, and would haye died by famine sooner 
than to have surrendered to the Thebans (§§ 2-4). ‘ 

1. és....vdpupa, against the common institutions of Greece. 

dAdorpias, i. e. of the Thebans against the Platwans. emtk\aoSnvas 
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TH yvopun, to be inclined, to be won over. With this and the preceding 
verb oikr@ aadpou (by a discreet pity) is to be taken, although 
properly it should be in the accusative with AaBdvras. The full con- 

struction according to Goel. would be deioarSai—oikr@, AaBovras (sc. 

avréy, i. &. tov oixrov), to spare us in pity, having taken it upon you. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 898. 1. a. Otol Te....maSoiuev, and what sort 

of persons we are who would suffer, i. e. upon what worthy persons 
the punishment would fall. as... .Evpméoot, how uncertain is the 

nature (rd) of misfortune [it being uncertain] wpon whom it may fall 

even (kai) without his deserving it, This last clause is epexegetical of 

the former one. 

2. @s mpérov jpiv in our present danger. 1) xpeia = f) avaykn 

(Schol.). Cf. I. 32. § 3. aitovpeSa....mapadoSnva.. Goeller con- 

structs and explains this passage as follows: airovpeS%a tyuas meioa 

tade—airovpeSa vpas py) Guynpoveiy—ixerat yeyvopeSa kal émixadovpeSa 

pay yeveoSar, pndé—rapadoSjvac. Cum priori airovpeSa tpas juncta est 

per participium sententia émBowpevor Seods rods duoBwpiovs kal Kowovds 
Tay ‘EAAnvey, cum altero airovpeSa tyas item per participium juncta 

heec sunt: mpodepdpuevoe Spxovs, ods of marépes tyOv @pooav. Verba 
autem ixérar yiyvdpeSa tpav Tov matpdav Taher kal emiKadovpesa TOs 
Kexpn@ras jungenda sunt cum pr yevéoSar td OnBaiors et sequentibus 

vel propter ea, qua extremo capite proximo orator dixerat: oxéac%e 

d€- Ilavoavias x. tr. A. This elucidates very well the general construc- 

tion. Some verbal explanations, however, seem necessary to be added. 

6poBwpious, having one altar, i. e. being worshipped at the same altar. 

An association of this sort was founded upon some common charac- 

teristics, which gave fitness and propriety to the union, e. g. Ceres 

and Proserpine, Jupiter and Hercules. In such relations they were 

called Dit communes. Of. Smith’s Dict. Gr. and Rom. Antiq. p. 68. 

rapey is in the genitive with ixéra:, on the general principle that 
verbs of praying or vowing, are joined with a genitive of the person 

or thing, by whom or by which the supplication is made, the person 

who prays being considered as touching the knees of the divinity. 

Cf. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 536. Obs. 6. tous Kexpnoras, the dead. This 

word here is euphemistically used. Butt. (Lexil. No. 68. p. 373) cen- 

tends that xexunxdras is the true reading. It is found in one of the 
Paris manuscripts, and is the only one acknowledged by the Scholi- 

asts or Pollux in quoting the passage. 
3. dmep refers forward to Adyou redevrav. (S. § 197. 2.) dude 

...-avrov. How natural and pathetic is this sentence! The speaker 

is reluctant to stop, although its necessity is acknowledged, because 

with the termination of the speech end all the arguments and induce- 
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ments, which they can bring forward to move the minds of their 

judges, and there remains nothing in the way of an immediate sen- 

tence which they are well persuaded will be pronounced against them. . 

aicxior@ in comparison with death in battle. és Ta ard, in 
the same situation which we were in previous to surrendering our 

selves. tov Evyrvxévra kivdvvoy depends on eA€eoSat. fa 

A, émoxnnropev (cf. IL. 73. § 8), we solemnly enjoin. mapado- 
Siva. Regularity of construction would have required mapadiddvae 
jpas. See N. on III. 58.§ 4. 

CHAPTER LX. 

The Thebans, fearing the effect of this speech of the Platewans, ask and obtain leave to ba 
heard in reply. 

1. pos tov Adyov is taken by Bloomf. with defcavres, being appre- 
hensive at their speech, but it is better to construct it with évdacr, 

should relent somewhat at this appeal. epacav....cimeiv, they 

also said that they (= they said that they also) wished to speak. —— 

pexpérepos....dmoxpicews, & longer speech was granted than what was 

necessary for a reply to the question. dmoxpicews depends on paxpd- 

TEpos. 

CHAPTERS LXI.—LXVILI. 

The speech of the Thebans, which is comprised in these chapters, is a 
fine specimen of an attempt to support an unrighteous cause by misrepre- 
sentation, fallacious reasoning, and exaggerated statements. Its fierce and 
rancorous invective, and malignant denunciations of men who stood before 
their unrelenting judges in all the helplessness of predoomed criminals, 
contrast finely with the pathos and earnestness of appeal with which the 
Plateans had pleaded for their lives, As that speech was pre-eminent for 
its power to excite the tender emotions, so this is equally potent in arousing 
the fiercer passions, and in steeling the mind to pity or forgiveness. Both 
are masterpieces of their kind, and should be read consecutively, not only 
because the second is a reply to the first, but in order to enjoy the contrast 
of sentiment and diction furnished by the two speeches. 
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CHAPTER LXI. 

The Thebans offer as the ground of their desire to speak, the long and criminating speech of 
the Plateans (§ 1); they give as the cause of the enmity of the Plateans, the compulsion 
which was used to bring them into the Beeotian confederacy, to which from the first they 
were averse, and to avoid which they had formed an alliance with the Athenians (§ 2). 

1. ef xai, if in like manner. Bpaxéws. Of. paxpdrepos Adyos— 

eoxpioews, III. 60. § 1. TO éparndev amexpivavro, had answered to 
the question. Cf. Mt. § 410. 6; Kr. § 46. 6. N. 3. Tept avrayr is to 

be constructed with mwoddjy rv drodoyiay, and 7#riapévev depends on 

dmodoyiav. Render, had made a long defence of themselves, in respect 

to things foreign to the matter in hand, and of which they have not 

been accused. Bloomf. refers 7rvapévey to atrayv, making it paren- 

thetic, and withal they being not even accused (of any offence). For 

the passive signification of airtao%a, cf. Mt. § 495.d; Soph. Gr. Verbs, 
p. 81. mpos pev ra is for mpos ra péev. Of. Mt. § 288. Obs. 8. 
avreureiv, to reply to, to make a counter-statement. eAeyxov trotn- 

cacSat, to refute, to show the utter falsehood of. éAeyxor is limited 

by trav dé. Cf. S. § 187.1. xakxia, i. e. what the Platewans call 

xaxia. With some such qualification 8d£a is also to be taken. 
2. avrns, i. e. Platea. - Evppikrovs av3parous, a heterogeneous 

mass. Arnold supposes them to be the Hyantians, Thracians, Pelas- 

gians, and other early inhabitants of Boeotia. Of. Strabo, IX. 2. § 3. 
aorep....ypav. The position of Thebes in the Bceotian con- 

federacy was at first merely that of a leading city, but in process of 

time it exercised a sway no less despotic than that of the Athenians 

over their allies. See the note of Arnold on this passage, who notices 

the use of 7yepovevoSa: instead of dpyeoSar. Of. Poppo’s Proleg. II. 

p- 292, et seq. ddAov....matpia. See N. on Il. 2. § 4. 

CHAPTER LXAII. 

‘The speaker now proceeds to reply to the charge of defection in the Persian war, which was 
~ made against them by the Plateans, He charges upon the Plateans that they followed the 

Athenians then in opposing the Medes, as they since have done in the efforts of that state 
to enslave Greece (§§ 1, 2); whereas the Beotians were on the side of the Medes, not 
through fault of the people at large, but of a few individuals who ruled them with despotie 

sway (§§ 3, 4); but since the departure of the Medes, by their opposition to the ambitious 
designs of Athens, the Beeotians had made ample amends for their former fault (§§ 5, 6). 

1. od accompanies pydica, because the act spoken of is assumed 

as certain. S. § 229. 3. rovr@—avddrovra, in this they exult, 
S. § 208, 
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2. "ASnvaious is put in the accusative by attraction, the regular 
construction being *ASyvaio, sc. éundioav. Of. K. § 842. R. 3; Kr. 
§ 62.4.§ 3. The sophistry and injustice of this attempt to defame the 
Platwans, is so obvious as to need scarcely a passing remark. —— 
tTH—avtn idéa, in the same way. arrixicat. There is a play on 
this word as opposed to pndica: = if they alone of the Beeotians did 
not Medise, they certainly are the only ones who have Atticised. 

8. ev oi cider, in what a form of government = under what politi- 
cal circumstances. rovro refers to the course pursued by the two 

parties in the Persian war. The Thebans now endeavor to cast the 

blame of their adherence to the Median interests, upon a few of their 

leading men. moAtrevovoa (= dtoixodaa. Haack) is to be taken 
with ériyyavev. T® cadpoveotat@ =.Tois gwdpovectaras, the 
abstract being put for the concrete. Bothe says, “malim ré cadpo- 

veatep@, i. e. fere To Gahpom, tH Tappooiry.” duvacteia, a domi- 
nation, a despotic sway. The term refers here to such as were above 

law themselves, and could oppress and lord it over others at their 

pleasure. : 
4. otros refers to the persons who composed the oligarchy. —— 

katéxovres iaxve Td TARLos, coercing the people, compelling the multi- 
tude by force. avroy, i. e. the Persian king. éavtjs depends 

On abroxpdrwp. év = éxeivev dy, of which the antecedent depends 
on ovedioa (Jelt’s Kiihn. § 495), and the relative, on juaprev. S. 

§ 194. 1. Hi pert vopnav (= vdpovs ov xypapern. Haack), sc. obca. 

Cf. the use of yp amd, I. 91. § 7. 

5. rods vdpous €daBe, “recovered their laws, i. e. their legitimate 

constitution which had been overturned by the oligarchs.” Bloomf. 

—— e paxdspevor—nrevsepooapev depends on oxéyacSar xpy, you 

ought to consider—whether we fighting—freed (= whether we by fight- 

ing did not free). ev Kopwveia. Cf. I. 118. § 2. 

CHAPTER LXAIILI.° 

he alliance of the Plateans with the Athenians, professedly made for protection against the 
Beotians, gave them no right to join that state in its attempt on the liberties of Greece, as 

they voluntarily had done, and from which, had compulsory measures been employed by 
Athens, they might have been protected by the confederacy entered into against the Medes 

(§§ 1, 2); as to their plea that it would have been disgraceful to betray their benefactors, 
it was far more dishonorable and unjust to assist in enslaying Greece (§§ 3, 4). 

1. ds dé dpets x. tr. A. Having thus replied to the charge of medism 

brought against them, the Boeotians proceed to examine the policy 

, 
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and conduct of the Platewans, and by detraction and misrepresentation 

endeavor to make their recent offence preponderate over all their for- 

mer services, just as they had magnified their own services since the 

Persian war above their misconduct in that war. In this way by un- 

duly amplifying their own merits and the Platean demerits, and 
lightly passing over their respective conduct in the Median war, they 

reverse the position of the two states, and make the Platzans worthy 

of the highest censure, and themselves of unqualified praise. —— 

d&iwrepo....¢npias, you rather (than we) are worthy of all punish- 

ment. This expression by no means implies that the Thebans thought 

themselves worthy of punishment. But as mutual accusations had 

been made, the comparative is employed to give force to the charge of 

guilt, which the Thebans were now hurling back at their accusers. 

2. eyéveo%e. Kriiger pronounces this to be a somewhat harsh 
asyndeton. Ta mpos nas, as far as it respected us = against us. 

avtovs, i. e. the Athenians. tmdpxov. Repeat ro pi Evveme- 

évat. Tis...-yeyermpemms shows, as Bloomf. remarks, how it was 

in the power of the Platzans not to have united with the Athenians 

to the prejudice of others (éuvemiévat....@dAors), viz. by the confed- 

eracy of the Lacedsmonians against the Medes, upon the protection 

of which they might have thrown themselves, when pressed by the 

Athenians to the commission of deeds which were unjust. emt TO 
Mndo. See N. on I. 102. § 4. TO peyotov, what is greatest. 

ov Bra¢dpevor eri, being no longer compelled by 

padXor, 

TapexXev, SC. pir. 
necessity, as formerly when’ oppressed by the Thebans. 

rather. 

3. rovs pev refers to the Athenians, and rovs dé to the other 

Greeks. 
4, avrois, i. e. the Athenians. alaxvyns danmnAaypeny, free 

From disgrace. §.§ 197.2. How the retarn which they made to the — 

Athenians was disgraceful is shown in tpeis pev yap x.7r.A. The law 

of reciprocity demanded that they should assist the Athenians when 

suffering injury, but not when doing wrong to others. KQITOL. os 

opewnseicas. The sense of this difficult passage becomes clear and 
apposite by repeating, with all the best recent commentators, pi) dyti- 

ddvac in both clauses of the sentence, and giving to aicypdyv paddov the 

sense which aicyioy has in II. 40. § 1, this rather is disgraceful and 

not. The general idea is, that it is base not to return honorable fa- 

vors in an honorable way, but not so, to refuse to return a kindness 

by the commission of acts of injustice, 
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CHAPTER LXIV. 

The course taken by the Plateans in the Persian war is again attributed to their desire te 
act in concert with the Athenians (§ 1); wherefore their claim of merit on that score is 
unreasonable (§ 2); and much more so is it by their voluntary adherence to the Athenians 
in their aggression upon the liberties of Greece (§ 3); by thus showing what are their real 
principles, they have forfeited all the claims to which their services in the Persian war 
might have entitled them (§ 4). 

1. dyAdv re erouncare—pndicavres, you have made it plain that not 

oi account of the Greeks you alone (of the Beotians) did not medise, 

pndicavres depends on dnAov érounocare as though it were dyAodv. See 

N. on I. 11. $3. ’ASnvaior, sc. éundicay. tpets Se. Supply 
from the context ov« é€undicare. trois pev refers to the Athenians, 

rois d¢ to the Greeks in general. By this opposition, the Athenians — 

are invidiously regarded as not belonging to the Greeks. 

2. ap dv....apereiota, to receiwe benefits from those things 

wherein you have been brave for others: ad’ &y=amnd tovrav a, the 

relative being taken synecdochically with dya%oi. Bothe says that 

ad’ éy is put for év ois (i. &. rots Mndcxois). érépous refers to the 

Athenians. aro rovrev is an emphatic repetition of af’ dv. 
There is a similar repetition of the preposition with the relative in 

Demosth. de Chers. § 23, éare cai mepi dv hact pédAew adrdv sroreiy, 

Kai Tept TOUTwY mMpoKaTHYyopovvT@Y dKpoacSe. Gorep....Evvaywvi- 
¢ec%e. This bitter and insulting taunt is like our homely phrase, as 

you have made your bed so lie down in tt. 
8. StexwAvere, SC. TO KatadovAcdaSat avrovs. 

—— domep nas, sc. of ddvydpxor €Bidcavro. Cf. ILI. 62. $$ 8, 4. 
4. oirwes....mpov%ea%e, who have displayed bravery to their injury. 

ov mpoonkovra (sc. TH pice tar), not correspondent to your nature 

or disposition. The idea is that thé subsequent conduct of the Plate- 
ans gave evidence, that the services which they rendered in the Per- 
sian war were not in accordance with the natural impulse of their 

mind, but quite foreign to their true nature, which was inclined to 
wrong-doing. The virulence of this half-suppressed or rather partially 

expressed sentiment, is still further manifested in what follows. —— ;, 

vows, SC.) vperepa. eEnréyx2n €s Td GAndés, “in verum probata 

sunt, i. e. ita comperta sunt, ut vera voluntatis vestre ratio appareret.” 
Poppo (Proleg. I. p. 292). és rd dAn%és, according to Bloomfield, cor- 

responds to our expression, of a truth, or for a truth. Bothe makes 

it equivalent to dAn%das. dixov dddv idvrav, pursuing an unjust 

course. Of. Mt. § 409. 4; 5. § 181. 2. 

eA id 
ovoTrep, SC. EXETE. 
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5. rov jpeérepdy te dkovotoyv pndiopdy is opposed to rév ipeérepov 
Exovotov arrixicpdy, the antithesis being a condensed epitome of the 

whole argument of the last two chapters. 

CHAPTER LXV. 

The attempt of the Thebans to enter Platwa was made at the express solicitation of some of 
‘its best citizens (§§ 1, 2); and the design of it was nothing more than to restore the Plate- 
an state to the Beeotian confederacy (§ 3). 

1. The Thebans having responded to the charge of medism ad- 

vanced against them by the Platzwans, now proceed to vindicate their 

attempt to enter Platea. G....adun%jva. Cf. IIT. 56. § 2. —— 
yap serves to introduce an explanation of ddi«nSjvar, and may be ren- 

dered, to wit, for example. fepounvias. Arnold says that the 
plural form is used, because the festival was of several days’ continu- 

ance. ovd —ipav parrdoy, not more than you =not so much as you. 

2. a’roi=of our own accord. Mt. § 468. 4. ei €uaxydoueSa kal 

—éSnotper, if we had fought against—and ravaged—we had been 
guilty of injustice, literally, are guilty, ete. Bloomf. explains this 

sequence of tenses as not having reference to time at all, but only as 

it regards the agents, and that hypothetically. Of the thing thus hy- 

pothetically put, the assertion is, ‘if that were the case, then we are 

guilty.’ This is the true solution, although in strictness the idea of 
time is not absent from the expression, the apodosis taking the present 

tense in order to show that the guilt of the transaction, if the protasis 
-was true, rested upon them to the present time. Cf. K. § 839. 8. d. 

Kriig. attributes to ddixotpery the notion of the perfect, but this is 
questionable. It is the remark of Poppo, that 7d:codmev dv was pro- 

perly required, but that ddcscoduev was employed for the sake of con- 

cinnity. THs...-Euppaxias depends on radoa (cause to cease). 
S.§197.2. Reference is had to their alliance with the Athenians. —— 

ra Kowa—marpia. See N. on II. 2. § 4. ti ddixovpev. Here the 

tense, in Poppo’s estimation, is rightly employed, because the protasis 

contains a supposition which was the true one. of yap ayovres 
,..-émopévav. Allusion is sneeringly made to what the Plateeans said, 
III, 55. § 3 (end). 

3. éxetvor—nyeis. The verb is to be supplied from the preceding 

rapavopovct. mrei@ mrapaBadAdpevor (cf. II. 44. § 3), having greater 

interests (in the country) at stake. Of. of rparoe kal xpijpacs Kat yevet, 
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§ 2, supra. —— €Bovdovro....yevéo%au, they wished that those of you 
who were less worthy, should no longer have the lead (in the manage-- 
ment of political affairs). The meaning of paddAov yeveoSa: is quite 

obscure in itself, but is satisfactorily unfolded by the antithetic clause 

rovs Te....éxetv, and that the better portion (of citizens) should have 
their deserts (i. e. the station and influence which of right belong to 

them). The sense elicited by Poppo, and adopted by most of the - 

German commentators, viz. should become worse (supplying xeipous 
with paddoyr), is very flat and inapposite. Nor has Arnold mended 

the matter by extending the ellipsis to yeipous 7) dya%ovs, should be- 
come worse rather than better. ipay is the partitive genitive. See 

Ns. on I. 126. § 11; Ill. 22. § 5. ~—— cadpomcral....ddXorpuoivres. 

This is a very obscure sentence, but after repeated examinations of it, 

Iam disposed to adopt the explanation of Goeller, who constructs, 

c@pdarev With aAAorpioiyres, and takes the clause in the sense of ad 
urbe cives non abalienantes, not depriving the city of tis citizens (i. e. 

not banishing them). The general sense then would be, being correc- 

tors of your minds (i. e. teaching you better politics), but not inter- 

Sering with your personal rights, Arnold translates, or rather para- 

phrases (according to his usual custom) thus: ‘and as for your per- 

sons (or, your outward condition), not giving up your city to foreign- 
ers, but bringing it home to a natural union with men of your own 

blood and race.” In respect to the use of c@pdrev, see N. on I. 17. 

$1. es THY Evyyévecay refers to the Beotian confederacy 

CHAPTER LXVI. 

The Plateans are charged with having first acceded to these peaceful overtures, but after- 
wards with having treacherously butchered the Thebans (§§ 1, 2), thus perpetrating a 

threefold crime, the violation of a covenant, the massacre of the Thebans, and the breaking 

of their engagement not to kill these men, if their country possessions were left uninjured 
by the Thebans (§ 3); for these atrocities they shall now receive their merited punish- 

ment (§ 4). 

1. rexpnpiov de. See N. on II. 39. § 2. kaTd....mdrpia. See 

WN. on II. 2. § 4. modureverv, to live under a form of government. 

leva. The subject is rév Bovddpevor. 
2.: yopynoarres, SC. mpos jas from the preceding context. ei 

dpa kai (even though. Of. IIL. 67. § 2)....éoeASdvres is a parentheti- 

cal sentence to be taken with the following context. od....tpav = 

without the consent of a majority of your citizens. It will be remem- 

bered, that the Bosotians were called in by a few of the principal citi- 
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zens. od pera is a varied expression for dvev. Cf. I. 91.$5. This 
use of pera is of quite frequent occurrence. —— éyoia, like in kind. 

The Beeotians had offered no violence to the Platszans, but had only 

~ attempted to persuade them by words, whereas the return for this in- 

terference was made in deeds of blood. vewtepioa (SC. dare) eX- 

plains ra époia. In respect to the engagement referred to, ef. II. 3. 

§1. e&edSeiv from the city of Platesa. —— émi3¢pevor is accommo- 

dated in case to dzexreivare. This clause, as Poppo remarks, is placed 

before ods pev—ois dé, because it belongs alike to both these relative 

clauses. mapa, contrary to. ev xepoiv, in combat, hand to 
hand. époiws as those who were butchered after having surren- 

dered themselves (ots S€ xeipas x. rT. X.). T@s....€lpyarse, how 
have ye not done a dreadful deed? This interrogation partakes of the 

nature of an exclamation, and expresses a strong affirmative. 

3. kat ravra = especially. Of. Mt. $470. 6. Thy Te AUSEioav 

épodoyiay and the accusatives connected with it, are in epexegetical 

apposition with déskias. 

4. ovx, “no! not if.” Bloomf. 

monian judges, 

otro. refers to the Laceda- 

CHAPTER LXVII 
The speaker sums up by asserting that for all these things the Thebans rightly demand that 

the Platzans shall be punished (§ 1); he urges upon the judges not to be moved by their 
reference to their former virtues, for these, if they ever had any, only enhanced their pre- 

sent guilt; nor by their appeals to the sepulchres of their dead and to their own destitution 
(§ 2); for the Thebans had suffered far more in those who were butchered at Platea and 

who fell at Coronea (§ 3); for their manifest and enormous crimes they should be punished, 
and furnish to all other evil-doers a salutary warning both of their doom, and the inflex- 
ible determination of the Lacedemonians to redress these and similar grievances (§§ 4-7). 

1. ratra depends on émeEjASopev, and rovrov refers forward to 
the sentence beginning with iva dpeis pev eidjre which explains imép 

—npov. The verb cidapey is to be supplied in the latter clause from . 

the preceding one, with the modified sense, that we may be fully con- 

Jirmed im our belief, for, as Bloomf. remarks, explanations were not 

needed to communicate to themselves knowledge, or the lawfulness of 

their revenge. TETLL@pPNLEvol = KOAaoavres avtovs. Schol. The 

construction of this and the preceding participle is explained in N. on 
I. 76. § 1. 3 

2. et tis dpa xai. See N. on Il. 66. § 2. emuxovpouvs has the 
force of an adjective. —— dumdacias Cypias (sc. eivar), ought (yp re- 
peated) to be double penalties. Arnold thinks. that the singular num- 
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ber is required, and that émépew should be supplied, but the laws of 
ellipsis are best met by the subaudition of efya, and the sense is not 

materially changed. ovk €k mpoonkdvrav, “modo tis (eorum 

nature) non conveniente.” Poppo. Cf. III. 64.§4. Bloomf. justly 
censures Arnold’s translation, contrary to what we have a right to ex- 

pect of them. -—— ddroprpps (their)—olkr@ (your). epniav. 

Allusion is made to what the Platewans had said about their deserted 
condition, III. 57. § 3. 

3. tmd rovrev is to be constructed after SuepSappévnv. The hyper 
baton promotes emphasis by bringing in juxtaposition rotray and 
WAtkiay Huar. jAtkiav, youth, i.e. young men. Of. Lat. juventus 

= juvenes. &y marépes of pev—oi d¢, the fathers of whom, some 

—others. For this kind of partitive apposition, see N. on I. 89. § 3. 

ayovres, in bringing over. mpecBdra is the predicate, being 
left old men (=in old age). oikiat €pnuot (repeat dv), whose be- 
reaved families. 

4, oi—ray ay3paTer, those men. The genitive is partitive. —— 

of Se duxaiws. Repeat macyorrés tu. ta evaytia is to be taken 
adverbially, on the contrary. Cf. Bernh. Synt. p. 180. —— émixapros 
eivat, SC. a&t@repoi eict. 

5. thv vov epnuiay. Reference is again made to the complaint of the 

Plateans, III. 57. $3. d:a in 8 €avrovs denotes the means, through 

their own agency. K. § 291. II. 8. b. avraroddévres—meicovrat. 

The aorist of the participle seems here to be used for the future by _ 

way of anticipation, in order to show the confidence of the speaker 

that the Platzeans would be punished. Cf. K. § 256. 4. f; Mt. § 506. 

2; §.§ 211. N.3. Asit respects punishment by death not being an 

ion tizwpia, Bloomf. aptly illustrates the idea by our familiar expres- 

sion, death is too good for him. yap in évvopa yap meicovra: seems 
to be used for the purpose of answering an anticipated objection, that 
the punishment of the Plateans would not be in accordance with law 

or usage. mpoicxouevo. ad mapaddvres depend on sweigovrat, re- 

ference being had to what was said by the Plateans, III. 58. § 3, the 

words éx payns being added by the Beeotian speaker. kal ovxi. 

Repeat mentally weicovra. GAN ....mapaddvres. Of. IIT. 52. § 2. 
The trial, however, which the Plateans had in mind, was to be a legal 

one. 
6. ravde, i. &. the Plateans. dvopa ma%ovow, who have suffers 

ed unlawfully (see N. on I. 89. § 8). There is an antithetical refer- 

ence to the preceding évvoua reicovra. Bloomf. also finds the same 

correspondence between avramddore xdpiv dixaiay, and the words of 

the Platwans cadppova—xopicacsa xdpw, Ill. 58. $1. ay = 
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éxelvay &, of which the antecedent depends on xydpiy, and the re.ative 
limits mpéSupor as a synecdochical accusative. GpapTavopevav. «+s 
yliyvovra, but being evil, speeches embellished with fine expressions 

- (literally, words) are a covering (for what is wrong). An emphasis is 
to be given to éreo1, as opposed to ovx« épyors Which may be mentally 

supplied. 

7. xeharatocarres, having summed up, stated briefly. qoun- 

onoze conforms to tpeis, although it properly belgngs to of iyeudves. 

This is done to give prominence to the application to the case in hand, 

of what was intended to be advanced as‘a general principle. A verb 

for of jyendves may be supplied from the dependent clause (cf. Jelf’s 

Kihn. § 895. 3), or it may be considered as merged into the new sub- 

ject duets. See N. on emiBoudevdpeda, I. 82. $1. 

CHAPTER LXVIII. 

The Lacedemonian judges adhering to the legality of their question, again propose it to cach 
of the Platseans, and upon receiving a negative answer, put all the men to death, and sell 

the women as slaves (§$§ 1, 2); the city and country are given up to the Thebans, who 
soon confiscate and lease out the lands, and destroy the city to its very foundations, and 
erect near the temple of Juno a large building for the entertainment of travellers (§ 3); and 
thus was Platea destroyed for the sake of the Thebans (§ 4). 

1. Scxacrai belongs to the verbs dméxrewov and éroujoarro. 

odio belongs to émeparnua in the sense of the subjective genitive, 

their question. Bloomfield, however, constructs it with dp%as e&ew, 

would be right (i. e. advantageous) for them. Poppo with Bauer, 

thinks that ¢yew is the true reading. el Tl....merdvSaor explains 
appositionally rd émeparnpa. Tov te adAov yxpdvoy, i. e. the time 

between the Median invasion and the Peloponnesian war. ontev 
is employed to show that this was the ground assumed by the judges, 

but not the historian’s opinion or belief. Kara Tas madaas Tavea- 

viov—orevedds. Of. II. 71. § 2. Tov Mydov refers to the second 

_ Persian invasion. dre vorepov....adrois. After repeated exam- 
inations of this passage, I am led to adopt, as the most simple and 

_ natural explication, that which repeats mpoetyovro and constructs thus: 

_ @s ovk édéEavro (the second reason why the question proposed to the 
_ Platewsans was proper, didre 7Eiovv being the first) dre dorepov mpoel- 

 Xovro, & mpd Tod mepiretxifeoSar mpoeixovro avrois. The conjecture of 
- Bloomfield is worthy of attention, viz. that the author, as often for 
 previty’s sake, and to prevent the repetition of the same phrase ovk 

98 
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édé£avro, has written os ovk« édeEavro, though by doing this he broke 

up the parenthesis, and let it run into the portion exira parenthesin, 

kar’ éxeiva refers to ras madatds Taveaviov omovdds. TyoUpevot 
...-merovSevac is a virtual repetition of vopitovres....€&ew at the 
beginning of the section, and may be rendered, thinking themselves 

released from all covenant obligations (éxamovdor) by this just offer 

(which had not been received), and that they had been evil-treated by 
them. TO airing (sc. émepwrnua) depends on épwrarres. éva 

éxactov mapayayovres, having led them up (i. e. caused them to be led 
up) one by one (to be interrogated). émére pr paiev, when they 
said no (to the question). e£aiperov éemomnoavro ovdeva. A cold- 
blooded and savage deed, for which no palliation can be found, except 

perhaps in the act of the Plateans spoken of in Il. 5.§ 7. It appears 
that the Athenians who formed part of the garrison (ef. II. 6. § 4) 
shared the same fate, as did also Laco, though a mpdgéevos of the Lace- 

deemonians (cf. III. 52. § 5). 

2. ovx éAdooovs diaxociov. The garrison of Platsza consisted of 
400 Platseans and 80 Athenians (cf. IT. 78. § 3), making a total of 480. 
There escaped by the successful attempt to scale the walls 212, and 

one was lost (cf. III. 24. § 2), which diminished the garrison by 218. 
Now we find that there were put to death by the Lacedemonians 200 

Plateeans and 25 Athenians, making ‘a total of 488. The number 42 

which is required to make 480, may be set down as comprising, those 

who perished in the siege by famine, exhaustion from labor, and other 

casualties. 

8. émavrév pev tiva, about a year. Similar to this use of ris, is our 

expression some, when it is applied to a number above one. Ta 
rpérepa ppovoivres, “who had favored their party.” Bloomf. 
diaxociay moday, two hundred feet square as it appears from ravray7 

kvkdo, Which simply means around, not in @ circle as some translate 

it. This inn was built evidently for the accommodation of those who 
might come to worship in the temple of Juno. ev T@ Teixet, in 
the wall, not intra menia (i. e. in urbe), as Poppo after Heilm. and 

“Haack translates it. veov éxaroprodoyv. Arnoid says that this was 

3 additional vads or chapel, to the one already existing in the ‘Hpaiov 
~ sacred precinct of Juno, and that it was built by the Thebans 
a) propitiate the Platean goddess, whose natural worshippers they 

wad just exterminated. arepict@aay, they hired out, leased for 

hire. 
4, dpti rére. Of. II. 3. § 1. 
5. tree tpir@ kal évemxoorg. According to this the alliance come 

meneed A. 0. 519, but Grote (Hist. of Greece, LV. p. 222), by a com- 
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parison of the circumstances (as recounted by Herodotus) which 
brought it about, reckons its commencement as late as a. 0. 510, after 
the expulsion of Hippias. 

CHAPTER LXIX. 

The Peloponnesian fleet, which had gone to the assistance of the Lesbians, returns in a 
dispersed condition to Peloponnesus, and at Cyllene finds Brasidas, who is deputed bythe 
Lacedsemonians as counsellor to Alcidas, in an expedition against Corcyra which is now 
on foot (§§ 1, 2). b: 

1. The narrative is here resumed from III. 33. ai... .vijes is 

the subject of xaraAauBdvovew, the words as....KxatnvéxSnoay being 

an adverbial clause denoting time. The participles, detyoura, éemidio- 

xXMeioa, xewas%eioa, and the adjective cmropddes denote in graphic 

order the adventures of this unsuccessful and badly-commanded fleet. 

EvpBovrov. See N. on Il. 85. § 1. 
2. There is some obscurity in this section, as to what émas may 

depend upon. But a proper attention to pev—dé will remove the 

difficulty. There were two reasons why the Lacedsemonians wished 

to sail to Corcyra, viz. the smallness of the Athenian fleet stationed at 

Naupactus, and the desire to take the place before the Athenian fleet 

could be reinforced. This last reason, which logically has reference 

to speeding on the expedition, rather than whether it shall be set 

on foot at all, is introduced by 67dés. 

CHAPTERS LXX.—LXXXYV. 

These chapters contain what Bloomfield justly calls, one of the most 
soul-harrowing narratives ever penned. It is worthy of deep attention, as 
displaying in a most graphic style, the demoniacal lengths to which men 
will go, when blinded and infuriated by passion, prejudice, and the fierce- 
ness of party spirit. Especially are chaps. 82, 83 worthy of being read 
again and again, as detailing the causes, progress, and dreadful results both 

moral and physical, of this factious and seditious spirit, this terrific collision 
between masses of the same community, which brought all Greece nearly to 
ruin, and from the effect of which it had not fully recovered at the time 

when subjugated by Philip of Macedon. 
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CHAPTER LXX. 

Che Corecyizans who had been taken prisoners by the Corinthians, on their return home 
endeavor to withdraw the state from the Athenian to the Corinthian interests (§ 1); but 
the citizens in an assembly declare in favor of Athens (§ 2); whereupon those same per- 
sons proceed to impeach Peithias of attempting to enslave Corcyra to Athens (§ 8); but he 
being acquitted charges them in turn with a violation of the sacred enclosure of Jupiter 
and Alcinous (§ 4); they are found guilty but plead for a mitigation of the sentence, in 
which they are successfully opposed by Peithias (§ 5); they determine, therefore, to get 
rid of him, and bursting into the senate-house they kill him and sixty other senators and 
private persons (§ 6). 

1. of alypddora. Cf. I. 54. $2; 55. § 1. mepi, about, on ac- 
wnt of. K. § 295. IIT. 3. TO pev Adyo—epyo Se. See N. on II. 
65. § 9. éxraxociayv tadavrayv (S. § 200.4). Bloomf. thinks this 

sum too high, and would read with Valla éydojxovra. But that num- 
ber would be equally objectionable on account of its smallness. 

trois mpokévars Sinyyunuevar, being bailed by their proxeni, exagTov 

....peridvres, going to each one of the citizens, 

' 2. ayovedy is in the plural, because it refers to both ships. —— 
kaTacTd»Twy, SC. Tav mpéaBewv Tois Kepxupaios. Some would supply 

Kepxupaioy, the genitive absolute being used for the nominative. Cf. 
Jelf’s Kiihn. § 710. a. Evppaxyo. See N. on fvppayia, I. 44. $1. 

Ilehorovynciows....mpdtepov. This revival of the old system of 
neutrality, shows that the intrigues of the persons just spoken of were 

successful in part at least. 

3. qv yap (cf. I. 31. § 2) introduces the reason why Peithias was 

impeached. The clauses are inverted for the sake of emphasis, the 

natural order being, as Goel. remarks, xai [leiSiav imdyovow obra: of 

dvdpes és dixnv, iv yap éSedompdéevés te Trav "ASnvalwy Kal Tov Shpov 

_ WPoeroryKet. eSeAompdEevos, a voluntary proxenos. See N. on IL. 

29. § 1. Tov Onpov mpoecatnxer. Some render this, he was leader 

of the democratical party ; but I think with Poppo that it means, he 
was a leading man among the people. ovrot of dvdpes, i. ©. of awd 

KopivSov éravehSdvres, of mpoddrat. Schol. 
4. anodvyar, being acquitted. xapaxas, stakes, vine-props. —— 

(nuia....oratnp. As this was undoubtedly the silver stater of four 
drachmas, there must have been a prodigious number of these stakes 

cut, to have rained rich persons like the ones here spoken of. It is 

not necessary to suppose that the trees were cut down in these sacred 

inclosures, the young saplings and boughs of the trees being doubtless 

referred to. In cutting these, the persons accused might not suppose 

that they were violating any law, especially if, as Arnold thinks, they 
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were tenants of the sacred grounds, and had inherited the possession 

of it from their ancestors. 

5. oprdvrav dé airar, these being found guilty, and of course sen- 

tenced to pay the fine. Oras taxduevor drodéow, that they might 

pay by, instalments (sc. xara xpévouvs. Cf. I. 117. § 8), depends on mpds 
«+. -kaSeCopevov. 

6. éws ert Bovdis éott, while he belonged to the senate. The sub 

junctive would have been as long as he was, ete. Of. Jelf’s Kithn. 847 
Obs. Tovs avtovs....vopitew. ‘Ad sententiam recte Bloomf. to 

Sorm an alliance offensive and defensive.” Poppo. Tis ats yveo- 
png (sc. dvres). See N. on I. 1138. § 2. 

CHAPTER LXXI, 

After this deed of violence the aristocratical party assemble the people, endeavor to justify 

their doings, and effect by compulsory measures the passage of a law, that only one ship of 
either of the belligerents shall be admitted at a time into the harbor ($1); after which 

they send ambassadors to Athens to justify their change of policy (§ 2). 

1. ratra refers to the acts of violence which had just been perpe- 

trated. kal HKLoT .... ASnvaiay, and (those by which) they would 

least be enslaved (= escape the danger of being enslaved) by the Athe- 

nians. déxeo%a. Repeat etroy in the sense of éxéXevov. Of. Kr. 

§ 55. 3. N. 18. Gdn’ 7}, except, otherwise than. Of..K. § 322. R. 10. 
jovxagovras belongs to the subject of déyeo%ae (ef. IL. 7. § 2), 

although some construct it with pid mi. This seems to be unneces- 

sary, for a single ship would hardly venture into such a harbor in any 
other than a peaceful manner. The construction which I have given 

is the one adopted by Poppo, Goeller, and Kriiger. 

2. as = Ores. éexet (i. e. at Athens). Goel. says that the full 

construction is rods éxel, éxeioe katamredevyédras. dverrirndetov to 
Corcyra. emtatpopn, punishment. ‘Castigatio exulum, si novis 

rebus studerent.” Bothe. Some render it, revolution, or counter-revo- 
lution. 
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CHAPTER LXXII. 

The Corcyrean ambassadors are apprehended by the Athenians (§ 1); the arrival of a Corin. 
thian trireme encourages the aristocratical party to attack the democratical, in which they 
come off victorious (§ 2); the latter, however, in the night seize upon the citadel and 
occupy the Hyllaic port, the other party taking possession of the market place and the 
harbor contiguous to it (§ 3). 

1, €A3dvrwy is put in the genitive because to rovs re mpéaBeus, to 
which it properly belongs, there is added xai écovs. 

unite with the aristocratical party at Corcyra. 

2. €dSovons tpinpovs KopwSias. This shows the hollowness of 
the neutrality to which the aristocratical party pretended, and their 

subsequent conduct renders them less the object of our sympathy in 

the horrible massacre, which thinned their numbers for seven suc- 
cessive days (cf. III. 81. § 4). 

8. rov ‘YAAaixov Acpeva. Col. Leake in a communication to Dr, 
Bloomfield cited in his notes, gives it as his opinion that the Hyllaic 

port here mentioned is the same as the port Kalikiopulo, in the front 

of which is the rock of Ulysses. On the other side of the peninsula, 
on the north, is the harbor fronting Epirus (apdés rv fretpov). This 

accords with the description Aerrn & eioiSun x. r. A. given it in Odyss, 

6. 264, from which it appears that ships were drawn up on each side 

of this narrow strip of land. of de, i. e. the aristocratical party. 

érecoay to 

CHAPTER LXXIII. 

The slaves are invited to join the factions, whereupon the greater portion of them side with 

the democrats, and the other party are reinforced by some barbarians from the continent. 

1. AKpoBoricavro, they skirmished, TO pev....Evppaxorv. This 
was to have been expected, as in the aristocratical party were doubt- 

less many who had oppressed and maltreated the slaves, and now was 

the time for revenge. —— émixovpo.. Supply mapeyévovro from the 

preceding clause. These were auxiliaries. Of. I. 47. § 3. 
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CHAPTER LXXIV. 

A battle soon ensues, in which the democratical party are victorious (§ 1); the other party 
in self-protection set fire to the houses around the market-place, by which much property 
is consumed. The Corinthian ship sails away, and the barbarian auxiliaries secretly leave 
for the continent (§ 2). 

1. Suadurovons & jpepas, a day having intervened. 
See N. on II. 4. § 2. 

2. mept Seidnv dwiav, towards the close of day. Of. Butt. Lexil. 

No. 39. 4. See also my note on Xen. Anab. I. 8. §8. TAS s.05¢ 
ayopas, those around the market. tas €uvo.xias, the family-hotels, 

Jamily lodging-houses. The word is used of a house occupied by two 

or more families, opposed to ras oikias, houses inhabited by only one 

Jamily. ence the latter may be easily referred to the houses of the 

rich, the former to the houses of the poor. etdpevor ove olkelas 

ovre dddorpias. -S. § 193. éxivdvvevae, would have been in danger. 

The particle dy is omitted, because the verb itself denies the actual 

existence of the thing spoken of, and only denotes that which threat- 

ened to have been in existence. Of. K. § 260. R. 6. diapSapjvac 

denotes that in which the danger expressed in éexwdvvevce consisted. 

» Of. Mt. § 534. b. 
3. of pev refers to the democratical party, and is the subject of 

hoa. ws éxdrepot (cf. as exacror), each by themselues=as the 
right found each party. 

~ , 

T® KEpapo. 

CHAPTER LXXYV. 

Nicostratus arrives at Corcyra with twelve Athenian ships, and endeavors to effect a recon- 
ciliation between the factions (§ 1); in which having succeeded, he is about to take his 
departure, when some of the aristocratical party fearing treachery take refuge in a temple 
(§§ 2, 8), where Nicostratus in vain attempts to encourage them and induce them to rise, 
whereupon the democratical party take arms and are restrained from killing some of their 
opponents only by the interference of Nicostratus (§ 4); they finally prevail on. the suppli- 

ants who had now taken refuge in the temple of Juno, to rise, after which they are trans- 
ported to the opposite island (§ 5). 

1. Nexéorparos. The honorable and humane conduct of this gen- 
eral, in the affairs of Corcyra, as well as his skill and gallant bearing 

im battle, reminds us much of Phormio. We shall find that he figures 

sonsiderably in the subsequent history, until in the battle at Mantinea 
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he is slain (cf. V. 61-74). EvuBaoiy re Expacue, endeavored (see 
N. on I. 57. § 4) to effect an agreement =to make the parties friends. 

tous 8 addovs is the subject of oixeiv and depends on émpacce. 

Sore....vopitew refers to mpds "ASnvaiovs and not to mpds dA-~ 
Andous. ; 

2. of dé, i. e. the democratical party. 

See N. on II. 70. § 38. 

preceding meiZovow. ; 
3. xaréAeyor, began to enroll. It is not wonderful that the oligar-— 

chical party had their suspicions of foul play awakened, when they 

found that an attempt was made to man the vessels about to leave the 

port, with citizens of their body. On the other hand, it must be con- 

fessed that the aristocratical portion was too suspicious, and this dis- 

trust brought on the very evils which they dreaded. It was perfectly 

just and proper, that a portion of the crews of the five vessels should 

be composed of their party, and their jealousy, while as we have said 

it was natural in their peculiar circumstances, was improper and im- 

’ politic. és ras vais, for the ships, i. e. to serve on*board the ships. 

4, aviorn, endeavored to make them rise up. Of. I. 126. § 11. —— 
@s....amtoria explains éml....ravry. —— tyés, sound, right. —— 
Ti...-.amtoria is put in the dative to denote that by which the judg- 

ment in the case in hand was formed. —— pi) upmdciv dmoria. See 
N. on I. 10. $1. 

5. és ro ‘Hpaiov. It appears that for some reason the refugees, 
who had taken sanctuary in the temple of the Dioscuri, had now tak- 

en refuge in the temple of Juno. Probably they thought the latter to 

be the more inviolate place, or it afforded better accommodations for 

so many as now had gathered into the sacred precincts. ynoor. 

The island here referred to is Ptychia (now Vido) mentioned in IV. 

46.§$8. It lay ashort distance north of the peninsula, —~— deréu- 
mero is passive. a 

Tov Sjpov mpoordrat 
Euprepyew. Supply ¢pagay from the 

CHAPTER LXAXVI. 

Several days after the remoyal of these men to the island, the Peloponnesian fleet appears cff 
the city. 

1. ai....vies. Of. III. 69. $2. fhoppor oicar= ep Spy@ 

ovcat, év KvAAnvn éppotca. Poppo. és....4meipov. See N. on 
I. 50. § 3. dpa é, Seldom unless compelled by necessity did the 
ancients sail by night. | 
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 

The Corcyreans in much confusion equip a fleet of 60 sail, but contrary to the advice of the 
Athenians send them out against the enemy as fast as they are manned (§ 1); of these 

some desert, and in others the crews fight among themselves, and thus present so feeble a 
front, that the Peloponnesians are enabled to direct their main force against the Athenian 

ships (§§ 1, 2). 

1. of dé refers to the Corcyrwans. The accusatives ra and rdv 

énimdovy are properly speaking synecdochical. Tas det mAnpovpe- 

vas, as they were successively manned. A more unwise course could 
hardly have been adopted, than thus to meet the enemy in detached 

portions. Indeed the whole conduct of the Corcyreans seems to have 

been marked with infatuation, and can only be accounted for, in the 

spirit of faction which distracted their counsels and impaired all their 

energies. — ndoas dua, all together. 

2. ddAndows....éudxovro. This quarrel undoubtedly arose between 
the different factions, many being in the ships, who openly or secretly 

belonged to the aristocratical party, as appears from their desertion to 

the enemy. 
8. &v....Idpados, of which number were the two (ships) the Sal- 

minia and the Paralus. The article, according to Blume, expresses 

the idea, the two well-known ships. It will be seen that thirty-three 

\_ ships of the Peloponnesians were opposed to the twelve Athenian 

ships, and nothing shows more clearly the superior skill and confi- 

dence of the latter, than that with such a disparity of force they 

should engage with their adversaries. 

CHAPTER LXXVIII 

Whil2 the Corcyreans with difficulty maintain the combat, the Athenians by skilful ma- 
neuyring sink one of the enemy’s ships, and endeayor to throw the rest into confusion, 

’ but the ships opposed to the Corcyreans coming to their aid, the Athenians are obliged to 

retreat before their united force, which they doin good order, covering at the same time 

the retreat of the Corcyreans (§§ 1-4). 

1. car? ddiyas (sc. vais), with a few ships at a time. érakat 
mwpodvro Ka% avtovs, were in a bad condition of themselves, i. e. by 

their own mismanagement. So Arnold explains the passage. —— 

a%pdéas, the thickest part of the enemy’s fleet. To refer this, as some 
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do, to the Athenian ships is perfectly absurd, for if ever they would 
hold ships in compact order, and thus make their attack, it would be 

on this occasion. kara pécov, at the centre, is opposed to xara 
xépas, on the wings. Hence the interpretation longo ordine given to 

kata képas by Levesq. is evidently erroneous. —— pera radra....%o- 
puBeitv. This was the same mancuvre which had been practised so 
successfully by Phormio (II. 84. § 2), but probably the enemy had 

profited by the lesson taught them on that ogcasion, and were not so 

easily thrown into disorder. This appears from what follows, in the 
next section. avray refers to the Peloponnesians. 

2. of mpos trois Kepkupaios refers to the twenty ships opposed to 

the Coreyrean fleet. Orep, SC. €yevero. 

8. of &, i. e. the Athenians. mpvpvav Kpovdpevar. See N. on I. 
50. § 5. kal dua. Cf. I. 110. § 2. €avTav = chav or opar 
auTav. 

CHAPTER LXXIX. 

The Corcyrwans fearing an immediate attack put the city in a posture of defence ($1); but 
the enemy did not attack them but sailed away to the continent (§ 2); nor did they after- 
wards follow up the victory, but contented themselves with devastating the country 
around Leucimne (§ 8). ; 

1. cdiow 1s the dat. incommodi. @s KpaTourtes, a8 conquerors. 
-—=+ rods €k THs vnoov. Cf. III. 75. §5 (end). 

2. of &....Kparodyres tH vavpaxia (although victors in the sea- 
Jight). Mitford remarks that “the inability of the Spartan command- 

er-in-chief, and apparently his cowardice, uncommon as that defect 

was in a Spartan, were the best security of the Corcyreans.” 

3. avras refers ad sensum to médw—=onriras. See N. on I. 136. 
§ 1 (init.). isownpov, having an equal vote = being equal in au- 
thority. 

CHAPTER LXXxX. 

‘he democratical party, through apprehension of an attack by the flee}, enter into terms 
with the suppliants and others of the opposite party (§ 1); but the enemy being apprised 
of the approach of an Athenian fleet, sail away (§ 2). 

_ 1. rots Gots, the rest, i.e. the portion of the oligarchical party 

not included in the four hundred who had taken sanctuary. orws 
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depends on és Adyous, to aw deliberation how the city may be saved, 

duos. The ellipsis is easily supplied: notwithstanding their dis- 

asters and the confusion of affairs. 

2. eppuxrapnsncav—vijes—mrpoomdéovea, ships sailing towards them 
were signaled by the alarm-Jires, i. e. the approach of ships was sig- 

naled, etc. Of. K. $309. 8.a. This mode of telegraphic communica- 

tion appears to have been brought to considerable perfection, since, as 

Bredow remarks, not the appearance only of the enemy in those 

parts was communicated, but the number of their ships, and the di- 

rection whence they were approaching. amd Aevxddos, as Didot 

well observes, is to be constructed with édpuxrwpnSncay, and not 

with mpoomdéovca, for in that case the Athenian fleet would have 

reached Corcyra in season to have intercepted the Peloponnesian 

fleet. 

CHAPTER LXXXI. 

‘The Peloponnesians hastily proceed homeward (§ 1); upon which the democratical party 
being relieved from danger and encouraged by the approach of the Athenian fleet, com- 

mence.a most horrible butchery of their adversaries, which continues seven days, and is 
attended with a total disregard of all laws both human and divine (§§ 2-6), 

1. imepeveyxdvres....vaits. The canal which had been cut through 

the isthmus, or the natural channel (if, as some think, there was such 
a channel. Cf. Leake’s North. Greece, II. p. 19), which separates 

Leucas from the mainland, must have become in the time of this war 

unserviceable, as the ships were several times dragged across, ov 

ioSpov depends on tmep-, and rds vavs upon éveyxdyrtes. 
ovres the promontory or island. 

2. aigSdéuevoi—rpoomdcovoas. See N. on I. 26. § 3. —— rAaBdrres 
—ifyayov, taking—they led = they took and led. See N. on I. 53. § 2. 

“YAAaixov Aweva. This port was a sort of head-quarters for the 
democratic party. Of. III. 72. § 3. Tav....amextrewoy. This mas- 

sacre took place in the city, while the ships were sailing around the 

Hyllaic port. After they had butchered all they met with, they went 

forth to meet the fleet at the Hyllaic port, in order there to continue 

the work of death. Bloomfield, to whom I am under obligation for 

much light on this obscure passage, reads dmeypavro for dmeywoncar, 

anc refers this and the preceding verb éreuray, to the of év rH monet, 

and not to the of mepixour{duevot. This construction is evident from 

TepiTre- 
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the general scope and wants of the passage, which point to Kepxupator 
as constituting the main subject of the sentence. I cannot see any 
good sense in the reading dweyapnoay, and I am therefore disposed to 
adopt the reading of Bloomf., which is that of Poppo and Goeller. 

The reading of Arnold is dvexpnoavro, while that of Bekker, Haack, 
and Kriiger is the same as that of Dindorf’s. The sense, if we read 
arexparro, is, having caused them to embark, they made way with them 
= murdered them). Bothe reads dreyopicav, “ secluserunt, siabuner 

runt in secretum locum custodiendos.” 

3. as éopor, when they learned, received intelligence. The slaugh- 
ter of the fifty, who had submitted to trial, could not have taken 
place before the eyes of those who remained in the temple. avtov 

év t@ iep@, there in the temple, in the very temple. —— ddAndots, one 

another. Matthia ($489. III.) without reason puts the reciprocal 

pronoun here for the reflexive éavrovs. ex tav Sévdpov. These 
trees seem to have been in the main court of the temple. They pro- 

bably surrounded it in rows. © 
4, nuepas re émra is the time ‘how long.’ THY pev airiay K.T.A. 

The sense is that while they pretended to put to death only such as 

had conspired against the democracy, private revenge and interest also 

actuated many in the work of destruction. opav avrav. See N. 
on I. 25. § 2. ind trav AaBdvrev, Sc. Ta xpynyata from the paren- 

thetic words xpyudrev odiow dpedopevar. 

5. wacd te....%avdrov, every sort of death took place, i.e. death 

appeared in every form and image. Of. Virg. Ain, 2. 36. kal 

olov....EvveBin = kal wav olov direi ev TH TowvT@ yeveoSat, Kal Ere 

mepaitépw tovtayv EvvéBn. Goel. awd tav iepav, from the altars. 
So apis avrois, by them, i. e. the altars. If icpay signified temples, it 

would have been ék ray icpay and é avrois. TeplorKodopndEvTes. 

Of. I. 184.-§ 2. 
6. padrov. Repeat odpn. 

soon, first of all. 

ev tois (see N. on III. 17. $1) 

* 
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CHAPTER LXXXII. 

These horrible excesses seemed the worse from their being the first which happened in the 
war, for afterwards similar commotions raged throughout all Greece (§ 1); the war fur- 

nished favorable opportunities to the factions for mutual revenge (§ 2), and as the discord- 
ant state of things progressed and became general, excesses were committed each more 

atrocious than the preceding (§ 8); rashness was esteemed valor, prudent delay cowardice, 
every thing was reversed in respect to the estimation in which it was formerly held, and 

the most glaring vices were regarded as cardinal virtues ($§ 4-7); the source of all these 
disorders and excesses was the lust of power, each party pretending to be actuated by the. 
purest patriotism, but bending all their efforts to overpower each other, so that there was 

no outrage which they hesitated to commit, no atrocity to which they did not freely aban- 
don themselves, while the moderate and virtuous portion of the citizens were the victims 
of both parties (§ 8). 

1. The grammatical difficulties of this chapter are very numerous, 

but I am compelled by the brevity of the limits to which I must 

confine myself, to be contented with merely stating what on the 

whole seems to be the best solution, without entering very extensively 

into the reasons. éndyeo%at denotes the consequence, or perhaps 

the aim (as Bloomf. thinks) of diadopaéy oicar. Tots oAiyous has 

the same construction as rois—spoordrats. kat before éy connects 

diapopav ovady with éexydvrev and éroipev. ovk ay éxydvray.... 
eropi¢ovro. The construction is irregular, inasmuch as it should have 

been ov« dv exdvrav—rav éraywyav—mopifopevev, or ov« adv eiyov— 

éropifovro. ‘The genitive absolute is here employed to denote cause, 

the proper case after éropifovro being the dative. The same remarks 

apply to wodepoupever (sc. adrav), when they were pressed in war. 

Evppaxias is to be constructed with ai énaywyai, the opportunities for 
bringing in an alliance, unless, as Arnold suggests, ixapyotens is 
supplied from odepoupevar, an alliance being at hand for the injury 
of either party. éxarépois is used for the adnominal genitive after 
Tois—PovAopevots, and Kaxooes and mpooronces are datives of ‘ cause.’ 

€k Tov aitod, from the same. alliance. The dative rois— 
Bovropévors depends on émropifoyvro. There are other ways of con- 
structing this sentence, which in the estimation of some may be 
preferable to the one which I have adopted. 

2. ews ay, as long as. padAov (= xarerarepa. Goel.) refers to 
yryvopneva kal det eodpeva. ws... .epirravra, “prout singule even- 
tuum, seu fortunarum, mutationes acciderint.” Bothe. Evvruyiay. 
See N. on II. 45. § 4. Tov Ka juepay, of each day = daily. — 
diddaoxados. Of. Xen. Cyr. IL. 8. § 18. 

8. Ta Tov médewv = modes. Of. Mt. § 285. 2. Thy wmepBorny 
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-..-Otavolas = 76 ka® trepBodny xavovo%at tas Savoias. Arnold, —— 
weptrexynoee Genotes that in which the superiority just spoken of 
consisted. 

4, kat thy ei@Sviay x. tr. A. Goel. constructs thus: ri déioow 
évoudtay (THY) eiwSviav és ta épya. He also takes és ra épya for émt 
Tois epyois Or tay épywy, and with eiwSviay supplies eivar (ray épyar) 

or AeyeoSar (emi Trois Epyots). —— eumAnkros, “*dementer, temere.”” Be- 

tant. This section contains a most energetic and graphic description 

of the frightful anarchy and discord, into which the Grecian states 

had fallen during the time of this war. 

5. xal....dewdrepos = and he who was quick in suspecting a plot 

was deemed more clever. avTay, i. €. Tod émeBoudevew Kat drrovoeiv. 

Krig. THs....dvadrurns, & dissolver of his party (for such I think 

is the sense to be given éraipias in this place). We see that the 
chains of party have been the chains of liberty in every age and 

country. Indeed we can conceive of nothing more certainly disastrous 

to a state, than a preference of the interests of party to sound and 

wholesome principles. Tov p1 Stavoovpevoy, one who had no thought 

(of doing it). What this refers to depends upon the signification 
given to the preceding sentence. Arnold paraphrases it thus: “it 

was thought a worthy deed if any man could enlist into his party, 

and fully inoculate with its unscrupulous spirit, any one who before 

had abstained from joining it, and had no thought of entering into its 

violences.” I prefer on the whole, as more consonant with the letter 

and scope of the passage, the translation of Bloomfield: “in a word, 

he that would be beforehand with another, who was about to do him 

wrong, was commended, as was also he who set another on doing so, 

that thought not of it.” 

6. dia rd... .ToApay, because it (i. e. the party) was more ready to 

perform unscrupulous acts of daring (in behalf of their friends); liter- 

ally, to dare without any hesitation. Notice the varied construction, 

pera—apeheias—ahrAa—nreovegia. Goeller renders rév....adedetas, 
utilitatis quam leges concedunt. ras....miorets, the pledges of 

JSaith towards each other. ov....mapovonnoa. Arnold cites Ma 
chiavelli, Istoria Fiorentina, lib. IIT. 

7. €pyov pudaxy, with a close watch upon their actions. Opposed 
to this is od yervaidrnti, not with generosity of soul, magnanimity. —— 

év....amopov, for the present through want of all other resources, —— 

exévrwy (sc. av’rav) is in the plural because it refers to the two par- 
ties included in éxarépo. —~ év....Sapojoa, but when an opportu- 
nity offered, he who first took courage. nOtov....mporedduBave. 

It is difficult to conceive of a more detestable state of affairs than is 
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here described. TO pev refers to duaSeis dya%oi, and 8€ 7a (i, e. 
T@ O€) tO kaxovpyor dvres Soi. The subject of both aicytvovra: and 
ayd\Xovrat is éxeivor to be supplied from of moAAoi. 

8. mavrov....didoriuiav. In this clause atray refers, as the Schol. 
remarks, to the evils before mentioned (ray eipnuévor xaxav), and apy? 

is to be taken in the sense of lust of rule (4 émiSupia rod BovAcoSat 

apxew. Schol). —— ék &....apdé3upov. The order and construction 

is, ex 8 avréy (i. e. covetousness and ambition) jv rd mpdéSupov ray 
KaZiorapevey és TO didoverkeiv. yap in oi yap introduces the reason 

for what has just been said. éxdrepou is in apposition with of— 

_mpoorayres, and refers to the leaders of the two great parties. 

evmperrous, specious, plausible. Krig. compares this with honestis no- 

minibus. Sal. Cat. 38. icovouias modtrikyns, political equality of 

rights. This is the theme, upon which ambitious and unprincipled 

politicians have harped, from the days of Thucydides down to the 

present time. mpotisnoe. Goel. says that we should have ex- 

pected the genitive in dependence on dvdparos. Ta Mev... .€rrol- 

ouvro, professing in words a great regard for the public, they (i. e. oi 

....mpootavres) made it the prize (of their struggles for pre-eminence). 

a@Anrov depends on mepryiyvecSat. Dindorf places a comma 
after Sewvdrara and peifous, thus making éroApnoay re Ta Sewdrara and 

éreEneody Te Tas Tiyuwpias @rt peifovs opposed to each other. But, as 
Arnold remarks, we should then have expected émeénecav ripwpias. I 
“have therefore altered Dindorf’s punctuation, so as to throw tizwpias 

in dependence upon mpori3évres. This gives the translation, they dared 

(to commit) the most horrible atrocities, and revenged them (when they 

had suffered them from others) by a retaliation of still more horrible 

atrocities. €rt peifovs in reference to ra Sewvdérara is hyperbolical. 

ov....Evpddpov shows that in doing thus, they paid no regard to 
justice or the welfare of the state. és....dpicovres, but always 

limiting them (i.e. their acts of aggression and revenge) according (és) 

to what was anywise (mov) pleasing to either party. tAovetkiar, 

desire of revenge. évdpitov is put here for xpyoSat, with the addi- 

tional idea of what is habitually done (see N: on I. 77. § 6 end), and 

is therefore followed by the dative. Of. K. $285. 1. (1). evmpe- 

meia is to be taken with dvarpagaca, and not with dyevor iKovor, 

since e’mpereia—ri dSuampdéao%a responds to the preceding edaePeia 

enupSdvws is here taken in a bad sense, nefariously 

dpewvoy ikovov, Were in 
evdptCov. 

(invidiose. Betant), so as to excite odium. 

greater estimation ; literally, heard themselves called better. Ta 

....monlrey refers to those who occupied a middle pdition- between 

_the factions, the neutrals in politics, the conservatives, 
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CHAPTER LXXXITII. 

Thus was every species of wickedness prevalent in Greece, and all the qualities of a generous 
nature disappeared (§§ 1, 2); in this contest, the men of inferior talents almost always had 
the advantage, since they relied upon boldness and promptitude of action, and crushed 
their adversaries while off their guard (§§ 38, 4). 

1. otro, i. e. in the manner mentioned in the previous chapter. 
—— dia ras ordoess, by these factions. Bloomf. cites Schiller’s remarks 
on the thirty years’ war in Germany, “that in the long confusion of 

that war, all bonds of order were dissolved; all regard for human 
right, or fear of the laws, all purity of morals, was lost. Truth and 

faith sunk powerless, while force alone ruled with an iron sceptre. 

Vices of all kinds grew with a rank luxuriance under the shelter of 

anarchy and impunity; and men fell into the same wildness as the 

rapined countries they inhabited. No condition was too venerable 
for insult, no property sacred against want and rapine.”’ CP iagin 

peréxet, of which a noble nature has so great w share. S. § 191. 2. 
karayehaoSev, being ridiculed, scouted, as we say, laughed down. —— 
TH yveun is to be constructed with rd dvrireraySat. ariotas, with- 
out conjidence in one another. —— dinveyxev = kpeiooor éyévero. 

2. yap implies an ellipsis: and with good reason jor. 

Adyos—ol're Spxos, “neither promise nor oath.” Arnold. Kpeiowous 
dé dvres x. r.X. Arnold says of this passage, that if it is not corrupt, 

it seems to be at least untranslatable. The exposition of Dobree is 

adopted by some eminent critics: sensus est, argumentis et jureju- 

rando minime moti (Angl. steeled against), ut mow, chap. 84. § 2. He 

would supply from the preceding context rod Adyou Kai rod Spkov. 

Arnold says that these genitives cannot be thus understood, nor can 

kpeicoous simply signify xpeiacous trav Adyov. Poppo approves of the 

explanation of the Schol., pémovres 5é of dvBpwrot rois Noytrpois mpos 
TO pr €dmitew tid miotw Kal BeBadrnra, mpoevoodvro padXov, iva pt 

mdS@ow avtol xaxos (cf. Bekker’s Schol.). For my part, I see no 
better solution than that of Dobree, Aoy.ope being translated, as a 

matter of caleulation, opposed to what is done under a sudden im- 

pulse. py....edvvavro, they were provident against suffering (any 

thing) rather than disposed (literally, able) to have confidence (in 

promises or oaths). 

3. yvepunv i8 the accusative igmamiaielenli —— os Ta mrciw, fo? 

the most part. 7é te avray évdeés, their own mental deficiency 

ovTe 
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To this pi....d0u responds, as kal &k....mpoensBovhevdpevor answers 

to kal ro....évverdv. Construct rd evdees as the object of r@ Sediéva. 

4, of de refers to the persons whose talents were of a higher order. 

mpoao%éoza. Supply oidpevo: elicited from xaradpovodyres. 
kat épyo....e&eatw, and that there was no need of their taking by 
Sorce what they could gain by management. 

~ 

CHAPTER LXXXIYV. 

These excesses were for the most part first committed at Corcyra, where through desire of 
plunder or revenge, or to promote party interests, men proceeded to the most horrible 
atrocities, and the whole manner of life was confounded for a season (§§ 1,-2); the evil 
also perpetuated itself, one act of violence preparing the way for another, and serving as a 

pretext for further atrocities (§ 3). 

1. &v & ody x. r. dX. The historian now returns to a consideration 
of these acts of violence as they took place in Corcyra. 

refers to ra é¢pya in III. 83. § 3 (end). mpoeroApnsyn Kal émdca 

x.t.A. The construction, according to Arnold, is rpoeroAunSn—éméca 

—dpdccecav—yryvockorey—erredSorev. Cf. Mt. $527. Kriig. connects xat 
éméoa With ra moAAd. Construct ind réy—mnapacydyrey with dp- 

xopevot. did wdSous, passionately. of Te—a7r0 igov S€é paiora 

émidytes, those who entered upon the contest on an equality with their 

opponents. a 

2. Biov = method or manner of life: ednkooev—otca. See N. 
on I. 11. § 3. kpetoowyr dé Tov dixaiov. See N. on III. 83. § 2. 
Tod mpovyxorros is to be considered as a neuter, and corresponds to rod 

dixaiov going before. ev @ refers to rd kepdaive. As it respects 

py in év & py, see N. on doris, I. 40. $3. TO pYoveivy = 6 PIdvos. 
Cf. Jelf’s Kuhn. § 678. 3. a. odareiot. See Jelf’s Kthn. § 675. 0. 

bnoreinerSa. Repeat a&covce. 

‘avraey 

CHAPTER LAXXY. 

The Athenian fleet departs from Coreyra (§ 1); a remnant of the aristocratical party seize 
upon some forts on the opposite continent, whence they carry on a war of plunder with 
those on the island, and so cut off their supplies as to produce a famine (§ 2); they also 
send ambassadors to Lacedzemon, but not receiving any assistance they cross over to the 
island, take possession of Mount Istone, and thence make depredations upon the country 

(§§ 8, 4). | ; 
1. of pev ody x. r. A. The thread of the narration is here resumed 

from chap. 81. mporas in reference to the subsequent acts of 
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violence, detailed in this chapter and in IV. 46-48. 6 Evpupedav 
The conduct of this commander was far different from that of Nico- 
stratus, who with a small force acted the part of a mediator, and 
prevented the excesses to which the Corcyreans afterwards abandoned 
themselves, 

2. Tijs....yis, i.e. the mainland opposite to Corcyra. Most of 
tnese powerful islanders had continental possessions opposite to them. 

3. mepi Ka%ddov, respecting their return (from exile), their restora- 
tion. dueBnoay és tiv vncov. Mitford remarks upon this as an 
ill-judged measure, since they could have founded a powerful city on 

the continent. But it should be remembered that this step was taken 

for the recovery of what belonged to them, and of which they had 
been unjustly deprived. , 

4, dras....yns, in order that they might despair of doing any 

thing else than conquering the country. The reader will be re- 

‘ minded of the course pursued by Hernando Cortez, who destroyed his 

fleet at Vera Cruz in order to compel his troops to conquer or die. 

After Go re supply mpaéa. Cf. Mt. § 488. 11. thy “lorevny. 

Bloomfield thinks that this was a lofty eminence situated at the head 

of the rivulet Santa Barbara, directly in view of the Old Port, not 

more than two miles from the situation, which Col. Leake supposes to 

be the one occupied by the ancient city. 

CHAPTER LXXXVI. 

The Athenians send a fleet to Sicily, in consequence of a war which had sprung up between 
the Syracusians and Leontines, the former of which people were considered as belonging 
to the Peloponnesian confederacy (§§ 1, 2); the Leontines, on the ground that they were 
Tonians, ask aid of the Athenians, which is granted them (§$ 3-5). 

1. és SexeXiav. We have in this place the beginning of the inter- 

meddling of the Athenians in the Sicilian affairs, which in“the end 
proved so disastrous to them. 

2. yap introduces the origin of this expedition. cumep—éra- 
xSnoav, which had been reckoned in the alliance (mpos riv—Evppa- 
tay). * 

: ; of rav Acovrivey Evppayo. “He says the allies of the Leontines, 
sather than the Leontines and their allies, because the argument of an 
old alliance already subsisting could only, so far as we know, be used 

by the Rhegians, and not by the Leontines themselves.” Arnold. 
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Gorgias Leontinus was said to have been the chief of the embassy here 
sent to Athens. 

4, Bovdrdpevor Sé pyre. ‘Ita orditur, quasi postea sit dicturus mpd- 

“qeipay Te movetoSa, sed perinde pergit, ac si scripserit rd & adndes 

ovre Bovddpevot.” Poppo. ayeoSat, to be imported. mT pdmetpar, 
@ previous experiment. ei, whether. Ta....yeverSat is the 

subject of ein. odiot depends on troxeipta yéverSa. 
5. xaraoravres—es ‘Prryiov = having arrived at Rhegium and estab- 

lished their head-quarters there. See N. on I. 18. § 2. 

CHAPTER LXXXVII. 

Yn the winter of this year the plague visits Athens a second time and sweeps off many of its 
citizens (§§ 1-3); at the same time there are many earthquakes (§ 4). 

1. éek\urovoa....mavtaracu, at no time it having altogether ceased, 

8. €k trav régewv (from those that were enrolled) = oi ék xarddoyou 

(VI. 48), those on the list for service. These belonged to the class of 
the zeugite. See N. on III. 16.§1. 

4, of moAXol Tore ceiopol, those numerous earthquakes whose fre- 

quency made them so well known. Such is the sense which Arnold 

affixes to the article. P 

CHAPTER LXXXVIII. 

The Athenians iv Sicily undertake an expedition against the Molian islands ($1); a descrip- 
tion of which islands is briefly given (§§ 2, 8); these the Athenians rayage, after which 
they sail away by Rhegium (§ 4). 

1. év SuxeXia "ASnvaio. Cf. IT. 86. $1. 
i, e. the Lipari islands. 

2. véwovrar, cultivate. It is nearly equivalent to yewpyotat below. 
4. mpocexwpouv refers to the islanders, and dwémA\evoay to the 

Athenians, 

ras AidAov vyncous, 
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CHAPTER LXXXIX. 
- 

The usual summer-incursion of the Peloponnesians into Attica is prevented by the earth- 
quakes (§ 1); the earthquakes and inundations of the sea, which occurred in Orobia, Ata- 

lanie, and Peparethus, are noticed, and their physical causes considered (§§ 2-4). 

1. "AyiSos rod ’Apxsdduov. Archidamus died about a. 0. 427. Cf. 
Clint. Fast. Att. See N. on I. 80. § 1. 

2. Ihave followed Poppo, Kriig., Bloomf., and Arnold, in pittlaas 

a comma after xareyévrwv, because the sathor does not mean to say, 

that the earthquakes were particularly prevalent at Orobis, but that, 

while they were prevalent elsewhere, the convulsion here spoken of 

took place in Eubeea. érehSovca. The best of our modern crit- 
ics are unanimous in the belief that éravehSoidca is the true reading. 

Render then éreASodca....tmevdarnoe, having retired from what was 

then land, and rising in a towering wave, it came upon a part of the 

city, and the one portion (of the invading flood) washed the land away 

(so as to form a permanent inundation), and the other portion subsided 

(so that the land reappeared). For the sense here given to mee: 

ef. Liddell and Scott. 
‘4. kdparos émavaxwpnois tis, @ retiring back of the sea. 

-. eye, yet tt did not overflow = there was no inundation. 
5. dvev cecopou (=i py) ceropos jv) contains the protasis. -—— 

ovk—yeveosat, it does not seem to me that such a thing could happen. 
For ay with the infinitive, cf. 8. § 215. 5. 

> 
ou 

CHAPTER XC. 

Among other operations of the Athenians in Sicily, they undertake an expedition agaiast 
Myle (§§ 1, 2), which they soon compel to surrender and join the confederacy (§ 8); after- 
wards the Messenians are also brought to terms and give hostages (§ 4). 

1. @\Xor than those in which the Athenians engaged. Kal ad- 
rol of Siuceku@ra, even the Siciliots themselves. The words are in ap- 
position with aor. Adyouv, of notice. 

2. MvAds. Myle was situated on the neck of a peninsula on the 
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northern coast of Sicily, nearly west of Messene. gudal, compas 

nies. —— memoinpéva, who had made. For this middle signification 
of the verb, cf. Mt. § 493. d. rois depends on évedpav. Seo N. 
On dytioyiay Trois tperépos, I. 73. § 1. 

4. rédda mora rapacxspevor, furnishing other pledges (of good 

behavior) ; literally, the other (securities) as pledges, etc., inasmuch as 
mora is the predicate, like é¢yupd, I. 82. § 2. 

HAPTER XClI. 

The Atheniens send a fleet under Demosthenes to cruise around Peloponnesus, and another 
under Nicias against Melus (§ 1); this latter fleet failing in their attempt to subjugate the 
Melians, proceed to Oropus, where the hoplites disembark, and marching to Tanagra ray- 
age the territory, after which they return to the ships (§§ 2-5); Nicias then after ravaging 
the maritime parts of Locris returns home (§ 6). 

1. AnuooSémms, Demosthenes, was one of the most celebrated com- 

manders in the Peloponnesian war, and figures largely in the subse- 

quent history. His fortune, however, did not equal his abilities. —— 

Nixias. See N. on III. 51. $1. © 

_ 2. yap introduces the reason why the Melians were invaded. 
They were islanders, and yet (kal) were unwilling to render obedience 

to the Athenians or join the confederacy. 
3. ‘Qpwmdv. See N. on Il. 23.$3. It was not in reference to this 

situation of Oropus opposite the Eubean coast, that ris mépay yijs 

(which some would change to ris Tetpaixns) is added. 

4. ‘Immovixov. He was the father-in-law of Alcibiades, and one of 

the richest men in Greece. Evpupedovros. The same person who 

commanded at Corcyra (cf. III. 80. § 2; 85. § 1), from which Bloomf. 

thinks his conduct there was not displeasing to the Athenians. 

dd onpiov. Of. II. 90. § 4. ‘ro ard. Cf. Xen. Anab. I. 8. § 14. 

5. éada of those who had fallen in the engagement. 
6. of dé refers to those who had sallied forth from the city (under 

the command of Hipponicus), and of d€ to the hoplites who belonged 

£0 the ships. 
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CHAPTER XCII. 

The Lacedszmonians, in order to render assistance to the Trachinians and Dorians, and ob 
tain a favorable base of naval operations against Athens, set about founding the colony of 
Heracleain Trachinia (§§ 1-3); they first consult the Delphic oracle, and having received 
a favorable response send out colonists, who rebuild the place and construct docks (§§ 4-6). 

1. Oiraiwy. Mill. (Dorians, I. p. 49) thinks that these were Aini- 
anes. There is not, however, sufficient reason to suppose this. Cf. 

Poppo’s Proleg. II. p. 303 ; Leake’s North. Greece, Il. p. 27. 

2. mpooSeivat aas avrovs, to join themselves. deioavres.... 

dot, i. e. they feared that they afterwards would be deprived of the 

liberty, which was secured to them by the terms of the alliance. 

8. Aopujs....Aaxedaipoviov (cf. I. 12. § 3). See N. on I. 107. § 2. 

4. yvopuny eixov, took counsel. See N. on II. 86. § 5. Gd 90 6 
kaSioragsa, and at the same time the city seemed to be favorably sit- 

uated in respect to the war with the Athenians. For the construction 

of wodéuov, see N. on kad@s mapdmdov keira, I. 36. § 2. : 
'_ B. rév wepwoixoy. It appears from this that the Pericci took part 

in the Spartan colonies, although they were undoubtedly the of woA- 

Aoi, and not the leading men in the colonies. éorw Sv = eviov. 
See N. on I. 65.-§ 8. —— ’Adrkidas. “A decent way of laying on the 
shelf, an officer who had so evinced his unfitness for great affairs.” 
Bloomf. 

6. é€k Kans, de integro. améxovoa Sepuoruday. It lay nearly 

west of Thermopyle. —— eddiAaxra. For the neut. plur. of the 

adjective in the predicate, instead of the neut. sing., cf. Mt. § 448. 1. 

— 

= 

CHAPTER XCIII. 

The Athenians, supposing that the colony was established for operations against Eubcea, at 
first view it with alarm (§ 1), but without cause, for the Thessalians so harassed the colo- 
ny that it gradually wasted away (§ 2); and the harsh and imperious conduct of the Lace- 
dzmonian directors, also impeded its prosperity (§ 8). 

1. rijs....EvvorxiCoperns, when the city was thus jointly colonized. 

éxi, against (in a hostile sense). Tro Knvaov. This was the 

western extremity of Eubcea, and nearest to Heraclea. 
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2. airov Sé fv: of re Geooadol x. 7. dX. The construction, as it 
was begun, demanded @2eipovres xal—zrodepodvres, since airtoy is pro- 

perly the predicate. The distance of the participles from ot re Ocec- 
cadoi, and the intervention of other participles, caused the writer to 

change the construction and employ verbs. ‘Thus airioy d¢ jv be- 

comes a phrase like rexunpiov dé, onpeiov dé. Cf. Mt. $309. d. 
év dSuvdper....xopiav, “ being in great power in those parts.” Bloornf. 

Ka) Gy =kakeivan Sv. Kriig. emt in emt rH yn is not to be 

taken in the sense of against, to the injury of (as Kriig. after the 

Schol. interprets), but signifies locality, in the sense of by or near. 

Cf. K. § 296. II. 1. a. ioxvt is the dative of manner. 
8. od pévroe FKuora x. tr. A. Here we have another instance of the 

want of tact and affability in the Lacedemonians, which was every 

where so prejudicial to their interests. An issue less disastrous also 

could hardly have been expected in an enterprise, where Alcidas was 

one of the leaders. 

CHAPTER XCIV. 

-The Athenians under Demosthenes, after some successful exploits, proceed to Leucadia 
(§ 1); the Acarnanians fail in persuading Demosthenes to attack the city (§ 2), for at the 
instance of thé Messenians, he is induced to make an expedition against the Aitolians (§ 8) ; 
the reasons for this enterprise, and the order in which the Atolians are to be attacked 

(§$ 4, 5). 

1. of....vear. Of. TIT. 91. $1. "EMopeva Lllomenus. Col. 
Leake (North. Greece, III. p. 23) conjectures this to be the same as 

the present port Kliminé, which seems to be a corruption of the an- 

cient name. Aevxada, i. e. Leucas the capital of the island. 

2. ris te tw ys refers to some territory out of the peninsula, 

which the Leucadians possessed. 

3. xaddv is the predicate and belongs to émi3éoSa:, which is the sub- 

ject of the sentence. kat before jv connects mpoamouncew to em- 

séo%a. Bloomf. with good reason conjectures that ye should be sub- 
stituted for re after Navmaxro. TO....Tavtn, “ceteros ibi incolas 
continentis.” Bothe. 

4, rd yap e3vos—eiva. Supply ereyor referring to the Messenians. 

dia trodAov, at a great distance (from each other). See N. on II. 
29. § 3. ov xaderdv arépatvoy, sc. dv. Cf. Mt. § 549. Obs. 3. 

5. “Amodwros. This tribe inhabited the upper sources of the Eve- 
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nus, and being nearest to Naupactus, was doubtless the object of the 
greatest enmity on the part of the Messenians. ’Ogrovedor. The 
Ophioneans lay farther inland, in a north-easterly direction from the 

Apodotians. North of these and still farther inland lay the Euryta- 

nians. See Kiepert’s map of AXtolia. —— smpocywpjcew. Supply 
€Aeyov OF exéXevor. 

CHAPTER XCV. 

Demosthenes being thus induced to make an expedition against the /£Ztolians, partly out of 
good-will to the Messenians, and partly because he thought that he could thus penetrate the 

Beeotian country, sets out from Leucas and coasts along to Sollium (§ 1); the Acarnanians 
being displeased at his rejection of their advice, refuse to unite in the enterprise ($2); but 
Demosthenes sets out with the rest of his forces for the interior, where he expects to be 
joined by the Ozolian Locrians (§ 3). 

1. rav Meconviov xapitt = by his wish to oblige the Messenians. 
trois "Hreipwras Evpydxots. Reference is had especially to the 

Acarnanians and the Amphilochians. és Kurinov rd Aapikdv. 
Cytenium lay on or near the Pindus, one of the upper ‘streams of the 

Cephissus, and was nearly south of Heraclea (III. 92.$1). Demos- 

thenes chose the northern route, because the southern, which placed 
Parnassus on his left, would have led him through the country of the 
Delphians, who always favored the Lacedsmonians. axdvtav 
’"Axapvavev. It will be recollected that the Arcarnanians wished De- 

mosthenes to invest Leucas (ef. III. 94. § 2), and therefore they were 

averse to this expedition against the Aitolians. —— #5y has here the 
local signification of immediately after, from this point. Of. Jelf’s 

Kihn. § 720. 4. a. ovv in dpas ovy is resumptive, the thread of 

the narrative being interrupted by,the parenthesis. Of Mt. § 625. 

2. tiv ov mepireixiow. Cf. I. 187. § 3. tois emtBdras. These 
troops correspond to our marines. Xt appears from this and several 
other passages, that ten marines were the usual complement to each 

ssel. 
bic 8. Olvedvos. Col. Leake (North. Greece, II. p. 616) thinks that 

their territory bordered on Naupactus, from which it was separated 
by the river Morno, i. e. the Hylethus. 
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CHAPTER XCVI. 

Demosthenes passes the night in the precincts of the temple where Hesiod died (§ 1); he 
marches into Altolia, and takes Potidania, Crocylium and Tichium, with the intention 

afterwards of attacking the Ophioneans (§ 2); but the £tolians in view of this expedition, 
which had not escaped their notice, all unite in the common defence (§ 3). 

1. éropevero refers to Hesiod. His object appears to have been to 

go as far as possible from Nemea. Bloomf. 

2. Evmaduov. Col. Leake (North. Greece, II. p. 618) fixes the loca- 

tion of this place a little inland from Erythra, which formed, as he 

supposes, its harbor. Inland and bordering upon this was Potidania, 

although first reached in the march of Demosthenes. Still farther in 

the same direction and lying in the valley of the Mornd (see N. on ITI. 

95. § 3), were Crocylium and Tichium, In Kiepert’s map of ZAitolia, 

Eupalion lies south of the line of the towns Potidania, Crocylium, and 

Tichium. ert "Oduoveas (see N. on III. 94. § 3) depends upon 
oTparetoat. és Navraxrov éravaxwpyoas, after having retreated 
upon Naupactus. 

CHAPTER XCVII. 

At the advice of the Messenians, Demosthenes does not wait for the Locrians, but marches 
against Agitium and takes it by storm (§§ 1, 2); but the Aitolians rally for its defence and 
attack the Athenians from all quarters (§ 8). 

1. Gmep kat rd mparov. Of. III. 94. § 4. 

kopny), the town which lay in his way. 2 
2. rH tuxn. Cf. Mt. § 399. . edet mpooBonSyoa. Of. IIT. 95. 

§ 3. —— Aiyiov. Aigitium is placed by Kiepert on the right bank 
of the Morné, north of Potidania. Wer is taken adjectively by 
Kriiger. yap after imépevyov introduces the reason why the 
place was taken at the first attack. The men had deserted it for a 
higher and stronger position. 

3, diets and tmaywyal are in apposition with roiadry 5 paxn. 

tv & év roc (se, 

29 
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CHAPTER XCVIII. 

The commander of the archers being slain, that body is dispersed, whereupon the hoplites; 
wearied out and hard pressed, retreat (§ 1); being unacquainted with the way many of 
them are slain, and those who survive with great difficulty reach Gineon whence they had 
set out (§§ 2, 3); the Athenians bury their slain by treaty and return to Athens (§$§ 4, 5). 

1. avrois is regarded by Bloomf. as a dat. commodi, arrows for 

their use. But why not regard it as put for the adnominal genitive, — 
their arrows? Cf. Kr. § 48, 12. N. 2. oi dé refers to the Atheni- 

ans, inasmuch as of rogers is a subordinate subject. ovrot refers 

to the archers, and adroit to the Attic hophites, —— xapadpas, PREM, 

beds of torrents. avtrots. See N. on avrois supra. 

2. modaxets, swift-footed, is a poetic word. 

4, ndixia 9 adrn, the very flower. The men who fell constituted 

the strength and flower of the army. 

5. 6 erepos. S.§ 77. 2. TIpoxdjjs. Cf. Ii. 91. § 1. —— Anyo- 
axes dSé mepi Navwaxrov x. r.d. This is the first instance given in 
this history, of a general fearing to return to Athens after an unsuc- 
cessful expedition. 

CHAPTER XOIX. 

The Athenians sail to Locris, and take a fort situated on the Halex. 

1. of wept SixeXiay ’ASnvaio. Of, IT. 86. §1; 88. §1; 90. $2. 

Aoxpida. These Locrians were a people of Magna Grecia, being 

a colony of the Locri Opuntii from Greece. They were distinguished 
by the appellation of Epizephyrii. mrepimrddtoy = dpovptov. Schol, 
“AAnxt. The Halex was a small stream in the most southern part of 

Magna Gracia, a little west of the promontory of Heracleum, 
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CHAPTER C. 

4+ the request of the Atolians, the Lacedewmonians fit out an expedition against Naupactus 

(§§ 1, 2). 

1. mpérepov, the expedition of the Athenians against Aitolia, of 
which the relation has just been given. did... .€maywyny, i. e. 

‘propterea quod [Naupactii contra ipsos] adduxerant Athenienses.” 
daack. 

2. “Hpaxdeias tis ev Tpaxim. Cf. III. 92. 1. of Srapriarat. 
arnold suggests that the design of the appointment of two associate 

vommanders, was that they might succeed to the command one after 

che other, upon the death of their superior. If so then oi Swapriarat 
would signify the other two Spartans, who together with Eurylochus, 

«ade up the number of Spartan citizens usually employed in foreign 

vo nmands, 

CHAPTER CI. 

The army being collected at Delphi, the Spartan commander succeeds, through the terror of 

his approach, in detaching most of the Ozolian Locrians from the Athenian interest (§§ 1, 2). 

2. Dokéwv ex%os, i. e. the hatred borne to them by the Phocians. 

As the Athenians were the powerful friends of the Phocians, so these 

Amphisseans wished to secure the favor and protection of the Lace- 

demonians. It is to be remarked that between the Locrians and 

Phocians there had existed an enmity from the time of the Persian 

war. ducecBorwdraros, most difficult of approach. emetTa 

"Invéas x. t.. The tribes whose names follow belonged to the 

QOzolian Locrians. 
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CHAPTER CII. 

All things being ready Eurylochus marches against Naupactus, and being joined Ly the 
4®tolians, ravages the territory and takes Molycrium (§§ 1,2); but Demosthenes with the 

Acarnanians whom he had summoned to his aid, throws himself into Naupactus and de- 
fends the place (§§ 3, 4); whereupon Eurylochus turns away and concerts with the Am- 
braciots a combined invasion of Acarnania and Argos Amphilochium (§§ 5-7). 

1. airav = belonging to them (i. e. the Locrians). Cf. Kr. § 47. 5. 
N. 5. 

2. xat of is employed in reference to the subject, of pera Edpvdd- 

xov implied in yevdpevor &. MoNvxpetov. Seo N. on Il. 84. $4. — 
3. peta....AitwAias. The preposition éx, by the constructio preg- 

nans (see N, on I. 18. § 2), gives to this passage the sense, ¢fter the 
events which happened in Atolia, and the retreat from that country. 

mpoacZduevos Tod atparod. Cf. dv....aic%dpuevor, I. dT. § 6. 
4. rav veov. Cf. IIT. 94.$1; 105. § 3. 

5. és ryv. Aiodida. Poppo and Goel. think that this was the an- 

cient name of the town of Calydon. Others think that it was the 

name of the district, which afterwards took its name from its chief 

towns Calydon and Pleuron. 

CHAPTER CIII. 

The Athenians in Sicily attack Inessa, but are unable to take it (§ 1) ; as they depart from 
the place their rear-guard is attacked and suffers much loss ($ 2); Laches afterwards de- 
feats the Locrians and despoils them of their arms (§ 3). 

1. of & év rH SuxedXia. The scene now changes to Sicily, where 

some inconsiderable operations of the Athenians were described in 

Ill. 99. § 1. Kata Kpdtos dpxdéjevor = being governed with harsh- 

ness and severity. avrois depends on £uverod€pour. ex “Ivno- 
cay is to be constructed after émeASdvres. Inessa lay north-west of 

Catana about midway between that place and Aitna. 

2. *ASnvaioy depends upon torépors = the rear of the Athenians, 

8. Aoxpida. Of. III. 99. : 
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CHAPTER CIV. 

The Athenians purify Delos, by digging up all the coffins, and forbidding that any persons 
shall be suffered to die there, after.which they institute the festival called Delia (§§ 1, 2); 
it is evident from the Hymn on Apollo, that anciently there were games and musical con- 
tests in the island ($§ 3-5); but the games had long been suspended, until they were at 

this time restored by the Athenians (§ 6). 

1. 5) is employed here in an ironical sense (forsooth), to show 

that this was a mere pretence on the part of the Athenians, and that 

no such oracle was given. vncov depends on décor. 
3. mepixridvev ymmowwray refers to the inhabitants of the circumja- 

cent islands. 

4, mpootpiov = vuvov. GW’ dre. Arnold follows Haack and 

Poppo in editing d\Aore. It will be seen that as Thucydides cites 

these lines, there are many discrepancies between his text and that of 

the existing MSS. of Homer. The fact is all to which I have space to 

call the attention of the reader. 

6. we icpdv emeprov, “sent the choral bands of dancers with 

sacrifices.” Arnold. 

” 

CHAPTER CV. 

‘Che Ambraciots make an expedition as they had agreed, against the Amphilochian Argos, 

and lay siege to Olpw (§ 1); part of the Acarnanians go to the relief of Argos, and part 
watch the motions of Eurymachus (§ 2); they confer the chief command on Demosthe- 

nes, and call in to their aid the Athenian fleet which was cruising around Peloponnesus 
(§ 8); the Ambraciots also send to their city for aid (§ 4). 

1. éorep....xarécxov = as they had promised to Hurylochus when 

they detained his army. “OAras. This place lay a short distance 

north-west of Argos. Cf. Kiepert’s map. more is to be taken 
With recyurdpevor. 

2. Kpjva, Crene (i. e. Wells), is placed by Kiepert a short dis- 
tance south-west of Argos and south-east of Olp~. Some, however, 

auppose that it lay some distance inland, east of Argos Amphilochium. 

But in this case, I do not see how it could be selected as a favorable 
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place, to watch the motions of Eurylochus and prevent his junction 
with the Ambraciots. 

8. méumovot....AnsooeSevnv. This was honorable alike to the char- 

acter and talents of Demosthenes, and gave him a fine opportunity to — 

retrieve his credit, which had suffered from the failure of his enter- 
prise against the Aitolians. 

CHAPTER CVI. 

The Peloponnesians suieceed by a rapid march in forming a junction with the Ambraciots at 
Olpee (§§ 1-3). : 

1. & in ev "OAmras following a verb of motion (jjxovras) involves 

the idea of rest, which followed the motion of the troops to Olpa. 

Cf. K. $300. 3. a. —— Ilpocyiov. This town lay east of the Achelous, 
on the route from Molycrion to Actium. It will be seen that the Pelo- 

ponnesians turned off from this road, and took a northern route, 

which led direct to Argos, through the towns Phytia (which Col. 

Leake regards as the present Porta), Medeon, and Limnz. They 

‘probably passed along the eastern borders of the territory belonging 

to the two last-mentioned towns, as they turned to the right and 

crossed Mount Thyamis, in order to enter the valley of a small stream 

which flowed between Argos and Crensz towards Olpx. 

8. vuxros #5n. This march seems to have been performed in one 

day. If so, it must have been accomplished with the obstruction of 

little or no baggage. 

CHAPTER CVII. 

Having thus united their forces, the Peloponnesians and their allies encamp at Metropolis. 
soon after which the Athenian forces enter the gulf ($1); the ships blockade Olpe, and 
Demosthenes, who is chosen general-in-chief, makes preparation for an engagement with 
the enemy (§ 2); the forces being drawn out against each other, Demosthenes places in 
ambuscade 400 men (§ 3), after which the battle commences (§ 4), 

1. Myrpdérodts. This place on Kiepert’s map is put N. W. of 
Argos, and N. E. of Olps, about equidistant from the two a 

rais eixout vavolv. Of. IIT. 105. § 3. 
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2. imd....karefyovro, “aut domi retinebantur ab hoste, qui fines 
eorum transgressus erat, quo minus Argivis subsidio venirent; aut 
Ambracis, tanquam obsides.” Haack. Cf. II. 114. 5 
8. Kal petCov ydp. See N. on III. 70. § 3. mepieaxe (= trepe- 
rewev. Schol.), sc. avrovs. 

4, mapeoxevaoro. See N. on I. 46. $1. @s EkaoToL TeTAypEvot, 
“ranged in separate corps, i. e. each tribe or town by itself in contra- 
distinction to dvaulé just after.” Bloomf. See N. on I. 8. $5. 

é 

—eree 

CHAPTER CVIII. 

The Peloponnesians falling into the ambuscade are thrown into confusion, and betake them- 
selves to flight (§ 1); also the Ambraciots, after defeating those opposed to them, are 

charged by the victorious division of the enemy and routed with great slaughter (§§ 2, 3). 

1. ré xépa, i. e. with their left wing. ro—d. Of. Kr. § 43. 4. 
N. 17. Meooynno. See N. on I. 103. § 4. 

2. mpds rd "Apyos dmediwo€av = they pursued them from the field 

of battle to Argos. The student should notice the force of the prepo- 

sitions. 
8. duerdovro és tas “OAmas, “reached Olpe in safety. There isa 

preegnans constructio in és. See N. on I. 18.§2. Olps here refers 

to the hill of that name. Of. III. 107. § 2. orparov depends on 
pdduora. - éws owe. A brief expression for mapérewvev ews de Kal 
éyré érehevra. Lobeck on Phryn. p. 47, cited by Kriiger. Cf. wéxpe 
rovee @pioxe, I. 71. § 4. 

CHAPTER OIX. 

The Spartan commander, on the following day, makes proposals to Demosthenes respecting 
the departure of the Peloponnesians and the burial of the dead (§ 1) ;.a private agreement 

is entered into with the Peloponnesians, by which they are allowed to depart home with- 
out molestation, the design of Demosthenes being to leave the Ambraciots defenceless, and 

also to bring the Lacedemonians into discredit for thus deserting their allies (§§ 2, 8). 

1. Mevedaios. Of. IIT. 100. § 2. modtopxnoerat. See N. on Il. 
52. § 1. Aoyov. See N. on I. 57. § 5. 
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2. rovs éavtdv—dro%avévras, “‘ those of their own people who are 

dead.” Bjoomf. dvaxopnow—ovk éoreicavto dract, did not grant 

by treaty a retreat to all. See N. on III. 24. § 8. BovAopevos— 

xpyCav, sc. AnpooSerns, in reference to whom as the chief commander 

Thucydides here employs the singular. Wiraou, to lay bare (of 

all support from the Peloponnesians) = to render defenceless, —— 

éevxov in reference to the Peloponnesians. 

interest, mpoupytairepov == mpotimorepov. Schol. According to 
Kriger the other member of the comparison is 7 ro tay éxeivy “EXAN- 
vey, elicited from the preceding context. 

3. Sonep tmipxe = as well as their circumstances would permit 
(as 4v adrois duvarov. Bothe). 

TO é€avtav — their 

CHAPTER Cx. 

Demosthenes hearing of the approach of a body of Ambraciots to reinforce Olpsm, forms 
ambuscades and preoceupies the strong positions in the line of their approach, and then 
prepares to meet them with his army (§§ 1, 2). 

1. dyyediav. Of. ITT. 105. § 4. Tay yeyermpévor, i.e. the defeat 

ot the Peloponnesians and the Ambraciots (III. 108). 

2. mpodoxtodvras refers to pépos re by the constructio ad sensum. 

Seo N. on I. 186.§1. Of. Xen. Anab. I. 1. § 6. 

CHAPTER CXI. 

The Peloponnesians, under pretence of going forth for food and fuel, steal away, und having 
gone some distance from Olpe quicken their pace (§ 1); the Ambraciots who were with 

them follow on (§ 2); these the Acarnanians kill but permit the Peloponnesians to go away 
($ 8); such of the Ambraciots as escaped repair to Agreea, where they are kindly received 
by king Salynthius (§ 4). 3 

1. Kai ois forevoto, “‘and those with whom the covenant had been 
made.” Bloomf. mpopacw is to be taken adverbially. 

2. of Grow. Of. ILI. 109. § 2. —— €Seov Spdmm. Cf. Xen. Anas 

I. 8. § 17. , 
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8. ris = Gos kal dAdos. Schol. This use of ris is approved by 

Bothe, and results from the repeated action implied in the aorist. 
4, ’Aypaida. This country was probably situated inland from 

Limnda (cf. Leake’s North. Greece, IV. p. 252), although I do not 
find it laid down on any of the maps before me. 

CHAPTER CXITI. ai 

The Ambracian reinforcement advances to Idomene, and encamps on the lesser of two hills, 
the other having been preoccupied secretly by Demosthenes (§ 1); at the first dawn this 
general haying disposed his forces with great skill, falls upon the Ambraciots and puts 

' them to flight (§ 2), but all the passes being seized beforehand, they are slaughtered in 
great numbers and very few escape to their homes (§§ 3-8), 

1. "Idouevn. Kiepert places this eminence a short distance north 

of Metropolis. Col. Leake (North. Greece, IV. p. 250) regards it the 

same as the mountain now called Macrinoros, receiving its name from 

its elevation by which it could be seen (’S€o%a, idopevos) distinctly 
from the sea, The northern part of this mountain was called Ido- 

mene Minor, the southern part Idomene Major, whence the plural 
form oevas (III. 118. § 8). 

5. rpemovar refers to the Athenians, 

7. és macav idéav yopnoarres, “resorting to every mode of escaping 
(from their foes).” —— dua....éuvrvyia = at the very time when this 
affair took place. BapBdpev is employed as an adjective with 

*"Audidroxar. ’ 

CHAPTER CXIII. 

A herald haying been sent by the Ambraciots at Olpx to obtain leave to remove the dead 
slain in the first battle, conveys the intelligence of this second defeat to those at Olps 

(§§ 1-5); some remarks are made by the historian on the greatness of this calamity (§ 6). 

1. ék....’Apmpaxiwrdy, i. e. those who had survived the first bat- 
tle (ris mparns paxns. Cf. III. 108), and were at Olpa. kal Tey 
t= kal Tov G\Awpr Tar. 
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2. trav amd tis modews, SC. EvveEvdvrwv from the preceding éuveEn- 

ecay. Bloomf. copay, i.e. the Ambraciots in whose behalf the 
herald had been sent. eivat, Sc. ra OmAa. Schol. 

3. Savudtor—reSvacww. This change to the direct oration imparts 

great vivacity to the narration. Cf. Xen. Anab. I. 9. § 28; IL. 1. §3. 

ev “Idopevats, i. e. those who had been defeated at Idomene. The 
clause oiduevos.... ISouevats is parenthetic. 

4. ravri = these here. daivera, sc. Suaxocioy eivat. éxet- 

vos refers to the herald. oux....eaTiv, then indeed they (i. e. the 

arms) do not belong to those who fought with us (i. e. on our side). 

pev....€uaxyduea is spoken by the interrogator. kat pev dn, “ aye 

but truly.” Bloomf. 

5. dvowwgas....vexpovs. We learn the greatness of this calamity 
by its effect on the herald, who in his overwhelming grief thought no 

longer of the commission upon which he was sent. So we.are told 

that after the defeat of the Athenians in Sicily, they were so oppressed 
with their misfortunes, as to no longer think of asking pempleton to 

bury their dead. 
6. as....mdAes, for the size of the city. Cf. Jelf’s Kiithn. § 869. 5, 

where as with a substantive is said to have the sense of, as might be 

expected, as 1s proper, etc. 

CHAPTER CXIV. 

Demosthenes returns to Athens with the spoils which had been selected for-him, but the 
spoils which fell to the other Athenians are captured on the voyage home (§ 1); the Acar- 
nanians and Amphilochians conclude a peace and defensive alliance with the Ambraciots 

($$ 2-4). 

1. mréovra Echo, “were captured while on their voyage.” Bloomf. 

Cf. IIL. 51. § 2. e&npeSnoay is put in the plural to conform with 

mavorrAia, Which, although in apposition with ra pey the subject, yet 

stands nearest the verb. Of. Kr. § 63.1. N. 3. tis AirwAias = 
év TH AitwXig. 

2. Sadiveuov. Kriger, Bloomfield, and several other critics and 
editors read SadvvZov. 

8. émi roisde Gore. Of. Jelf’s Kiihn. $ 836. 4. Obs. 8. ¢. 

GAN’ qpeis....damox@pnoe are the words of the herald, and xcai __ 
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CHAPTER CXYV. 

The Athenians in Sicily having made a descent upon Himera sail to the Aolian islands, and 
then to Rhegium, where Pythodorus, who had come out with a reinforcement, takes the 

chief command (§$ 1, 2); the reasons are briefly given for the sending out of this rein- 

forcement (§$ 8, 4); Pythodorus sails against the Locrians, and is defeated by them in 

battle (§ 5). 

1. Sixedktwrdv. Bloomfield contends strongly that Z:x«¢Awy is the 

true reading. 
8. mAevoavres to Athens. wepiodpevar. See N. on I. 24, § 6. 

tis dé Saddoons—eipydpevor. Cf. II. 85. $1. 
4. dua 8é....mouio%a. There was much practical sense and 

sagacity in thus retaining their naval skill by practice. Compare the 

remarks of Pericles, I. 142. §§ 7-9. Cf. also II. 85. § 2. 

5. kal vuxnSels....dvexopnoev. Bloomf. remarks on the delicate 
way in which by relating this circumstance, Thucydides points out: 

the inferiority of Pythodorus to Laches. 
TEpos. 

CHAPTER CXVI. 

The historian notices the eruption of Mount Aitna which took place at this time (§§ 1, 2). 

1. eppvn—6 pia& rod mupds, there burst forth a stream of fire, i. @. 

a stream of lava. Bloomfield says that the article refers (xar’ é£ox7v) 

to the one as being well known. Of. S. § 167. 
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